
BEFORE  

THE CITIZENS’ COMMISSION ON ELECTIONS 

 

In the Matter of:  

Electoral Integrity & EVMs & VVPATS 

 

To  

The Chairperson, the Vice-Chairperson & other members 

Of the Citizens’ Commission on Elections. 

 

DEPOSITION OF Mr. PRASANNA S, Advocate, Delhi 

 

I, PRASANNA S, Advocate, aged about 36 years old and resident of B-302, 

Riverview Apartments, Mayur Vihar Phase – I Extn, Delhi do hereby solemnly 

affirm and declare as under that :- 

1. I am an advocate practicing in Delhi.  

2. I acted for the Petitioners in W.P(C) 1514 of 2018 titled M.G. Devasahayam & 

Ors. v. Election Commission of India, before the Supreme Court of India 

(hereinafter “the Writ Petition”) 

3. I depose herein to bring on the record of the Commission the true copies of the 

papers filed in the said Writ Petition and the contents thereof; and to apprise this 



Commission on the proceedings in the said Writ Petition before the Supreme 

Court. 

 

BACKGROUND 

4. India is the largest electoral democracy in the world with more than Nine hundred 

million registered voters. The constitutional mandate of superintendence 

direction and control of elections to parliament and state legislative assemblies is 

vested with the sole Respondent in the Writ Petition, the Election Commission of 

India, under Article 324 of the Constitution of India.  

5. The Respondent therein has used electronic voting machines (hereinafter, 

‘EVMs’) for recording storing and counting of votes in the General elections and 

state assembly elections since the year 2000. 

6. The use of EVMs is of recent vintage, only brought about by the technological 

advance in the last two or three decades. While India has embraced it, there are 

several countries which have considered the use of EVMs and rejected the same 

for good reason.  For instance, in a landmark decision of the Federal 

Constitutional Court of Germany pronounced on 09.03.2009 (which was annexed 

with the Writ Petition), it was held that the manner in which the machines 

deployed were being used violated the public nature of elections as envisaged in 

the German Constitution which prescribed that all essential steps and procedures 



of an election are subject to the possibility of public scrutiny/examinibility unless 

other constitutional interests justify otherwise. It was further held that when 

EVMs are deployed, it must be possible for the citizen to check the essential steps 

in the election act and in ascertainment of the results reliably without special 

expert knowledge.  

7. Some of the issues relating to the constitutionality, legality and suitability of 

EVMs for the conduct of elections in India was examined by this Hon’ble Court 

in Subramanian Swamy v. Election Commission of India [ (2013)  10 SCC 500 ] 

(hereinafter “Swamy”). A true copy of the said judgement was annexed as 

Annexed-P-5 in the Writ Petition paperbook, at Pg. 119.  

8. In Swamy, a direction was sought to the ECI to implement paper trails, called the 

Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trails (hereainfter VVPATs), inter alia, in order 

for the voter to satisfy himself that what was recorded as her vote was indeed her 

vote and for the sanctity of the elections in general, given that the presence of 

audit trail is necessary for detection of EVM fraud if any.  

9. In Swamy, inter alia, this Hon’ble Court held that  

“From the materials placed by both the sides, we are satisfied that the “paper 

trail” is an indispensable requirement of free and fair elections. The confidence 

of the voters in the EVMs can be achieved only with the introduction of the “paper 

trail”. EVMs with VVPAT system ensure the accuracy of the voting system. With 



an intent to have fullest transparency in the system and to restore the confidence 

of the voters, it is necessary to set up EVMs with Vvpat system because vote is 

nothing but an act of expression which has immense importance in a democratic 

system.”  

10. In Writ Petition, it was submitted that the main purpose behind the introduction 

of VVPATs is to bring in accuracy, verifiability and transparency in the casting 

and counting of votes. With VVPATs, voters can verify  and satisfy themselves 

that their vote has been accurately recorded against the candidate they voted for; 

and that it automatically follows that it is only when the paper slips as verified by 

the voters are counted that the true purpose behind introduction of VVPATs is 

served. Without counting of VVPAT paper slips in a significant percentage of 

polling stations in each constituency, the objectives of verifiability and 

transparency in the democratic process would remain unrealized. 

11. The Writ Petition was filed in public interest praying inter alia for directions from 

the Supreme Court to the Respondent Election Commission of India to count and 

cross-verify the Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trails (“VVPATs”) atleast in 

randomly chosen 30% of all polling stations within each constituency. The 

captioned Writ Petition contended that such cross-verification and counting of 

VVPAT slips is essential in the interests of ‘Democracy Principles’ and the 

principle that elections must not only be free and fair, but also be seen to be free 



and fair. The Writ Petition also challenged as manifestly arbitrary, irrational, 

unreasonable and, inter alia, in violation of Article 14 of the Constitution of 

India, the Election Commission of India’s decision to confine such a cross-

verification exercise approximately to a statistically insignificant number of only 

one polling station in each constituency, independent of the number of polling 

stations in such a constituency.  

12. The Writ Petition, in support of the grounds and reliefs claimed therein, relied on 

the opinion of Dr. S.K. Nath, who inter alia is a former Director General of the 

Central Statistics Organisation, as to the statistically significant percentage of 

polling stations in each assembly segment to be randomly selected for VVPAT-

cross verification of the EVM counts.  

13. The Petitioners in the said Writ Petition were Mr. M.G. Devasahayam, Mr. 

Kalarickal Fabian and Mr. Thomas Franco Supreme Court was apprised of the 

Petitioner’s profile thus: “Petitioners in the Writ Petition are citizens of India 

who are public spirited persons as is demonstrated from the body of work that 

they had undertaken over the years.  Petitioner No.1 is a former civil servant and 

an Armed Forces personnel. He has also undertaken officiating duties as a 

returning officer, district electoral officer and as an observer in connection with 

assembly and parliamentary elections while he was in service in the 1970s and 

1980s.  More recently, he has organised and campaigned under the name of 



Forum for Electoral Integrity, which deals with various issues relating to 

tackling and containing factors that undermine or tend to undermine the fairness 

and integrity of Indian elections.  Several former election commissioners are also 

associated with the Forum.   Petitioner No.2 is a former Indian Foreign Service 

officer who retired as India’s ambassador to Italy and Permanent Representative 

to UN  in Rome.  He has written and spoken about a number of governance issues, 

including issues relating to elections, since his retirement.He is currently 

Professor at Indian Society of International Law, New Delhi. Petitioner No.3 is 

a retired Banker, noted trade unionist and was until recently the General 

Secretary of All India Bank Officers Confederation, a trade union of more than 

3 lakh Bank Officers across the country.” 

14.  The Petitioners in the Writ Petition sought to not only effectively enforce the 

directions of this Hon’ble Court in Swamy, but also to apprise the Supreme Court 

of the relevant developments in the last five years since the decision in Swamy 

was rendered and sought appropriate directions for processual changes that 

strengthen the spirit of the directions of this Hon’ble Court in Swamy in 

furtherance of the principles of democracy that elections must not only be free 

and fair but also be seen to be free and fair.  

15. Accordingly, EVMs with VVPATs were used in all polling stations in select State 

Assembly Elections only from 2017 onwards, and the Election Commission had 



by then planned to conduct all future Assembly Elections and the 2019 

Parliamentary Elections only with VVPAT EVMs. 

16. In the Assembly Elections for the States of Gujarat and Himachal Pradesh, the 

ECI had mandated the counting of VVPAT slips for only one polling station per 

Assembly Constituency. This worked out to just 182 out of 44,597 polling 

stations (or 0.4% of the EVMs) in Gujarat and to just 68 out of 7516 polling 

stations (or 0.9% of the EVMs) in Himachal Pradesh.  ECI followed a similarly 

sparse and weak sampling method in cross-verifying mandatory samples of 

VVPATs vide a circular in February 2018 for the elections of the state assemblies 

of Meghalaya, Nagaland and Tripura. A copy of the said circular was also 

annexed to the Writ Petition (Annexure-P-7, Pg. 134). 

17. The Petitioners and their representatives had a history of engagement and 

communications with the Election Commission on the issue of how reasonable 

sampling size for cross-verifying EVM counts with VVPATs is crucial to give 

effect to the directions in Swamy and to protect the sanctity of the process of 

elections, which not only need to be free and fair but also need to be seen to be 

free and fair.   

18. In their communications to the Respondent Commission as well as in the Writ 

Petition, the Petitioners had relied on notes and opinions given by Dr. S.K. Nath, 

inter alia a former Director-General of the Central Statistics Organisation on why 



the Election Commission’s decision to cross-verify only one (1) randomly chosen 

polling station from all polling stations in an assembly constituency was woefully 

inadequate and statisticially insignificant and that for a 98% confidence level of 

less than 2% margin of error, the percentage of randomly chosen polling stations 

for cross verification must atleast by 30% in an assembly segment with 200 

polling stations.    

19. Dr. S.K. Nath’s opinion (Annexure P-14 and P-15 in the Writ Petition paperbook, 

Pgs 228 - 239) had been obtained after perusing the presentation of Dr. Abhay 

Bhat and Dr. Rajeeva Karandikar (Annexure P-13 in the Writ Petition, Pg 205) 

who had been engaged by the Respondent Commission to opinion on the issue of 

the reasonable sample size. In the said presentation Dr. Bhat and Dr. Karandikar 

had opined, based on several flawed and fallacious assumptions, that choosing a 

mere 479 VVPATs across the length and breadth of the country was sufficient as 

a reasonable sample size.  Dr. Nath’s opinions had also pointed out the flawed 

assumptions in that opinion. 

20. It is after such communication received no favourable consideration by the ECI 

did the Petitioners file the Writ Petition on which Supreme Court was pleased to 

issue notice on 07.01.2019.  The Sole Respondent filed its counter-affidavit on 

26.02.2019 without responding specifically to any averments and contentions in 

the Writ Petition but only citing the previously decided cases relating to the 



subject matter of EVMs and VVPATs.  The Petitioners thereafter filed a rejoinder 

to the Counter-Affidavit on 26.03.2019 distinguishing the Writ Petition from all 

the other cases which had been decided, inter alia, pointing out that 

a) the Writ Petition emphasised the principles of democracy, voter verifiability, 

structural due process and the principle of elections must not only be fair but 

also be seen to be fair and not on the tamperability of EVMs per se;  

b) the Writ Petition was filed after a history of engagement with the ECI on the 

issue, unlike previous Petitioners; 

c) the Writ Petition had supporting material and expert opinion that formed the 

basis of its prayers, unlike the earlier cases; and that 

d) the Writ Petition had been filed after the Election Commission had taken a 

definitive view on the issue of the sample size for VVPAT cross verification, 

unlike several of the other cases decided by this Hon’ble Court.  

21.  Thereafter, W.P.(Civil) 273 of 2019 (N.Chandrababu Naidu & Ors. V. Union of 

India & Anr) was filed by 21 political parties seeking 50% random selection of 

polling stations for VVPAT counting.  This latter Petition, against the usual 

convention of the Supreme Court, was made a lead petition in the batch of matters 

and vide Order passed on 25.03.2019, it was observed as under:  

Pursuant to the aforesaid order, Shri Sudeep Jain, Deputy Election Commissioner is 

personally present. On being asked,Shri Jain has submitted that the Election Commission 

is of the view that to maintain purity of the process of election, it is not necessary to extend 



the present arrangement of physical verification of VVPAT in more than one Polling 

Station per Assembly Constituency or Assembly Segment in a Parliamentary Constituency.  

Shri Jain has further submitted that the Election Commission is fully satisfied with the 

purity of the election process that can be maintained with the aforesaid arrangement.  

The Election Commission shall indicate the above in the form of an affidavit of the Deputy 

Election Commissioner, who is personally present in Court today, indicating the basis of 

its satisfaction. In the said affidavit, the Election Commission shall also indicate whether 

any insurmountable difficulty will be caused if the sample survey of VVPAT is to be 

extended under Court's orders to higher level and the time that may be taken in making 

such arrangements if the Court is to pass such orders. The aforesaid affidavit will be filed 

on or before 28.03.2019by 4:00 P.M. The matter be taken up on 01.04.2019 at 10:30 A.M. 

 

22. Pursuant to the same, the Election Commission filed a Counter-Affidavit dt. 

29.03.2019 including as annexure a report prepared by the Head of the Delhi 

Centre of Indian Statistical Institute (ISI) Dr. Abhay Bhat, which repeated the 

opinion that recommended choosing a mere 479 EVMs across the length and 

breadth of the country for VVPAT tallying.  

23. The Petitioners thereafter also filed a Rejoinder also to that Counter-Affidavit 

(filed in the Chandrababu Naidu matter), the relevant portions are extracted 

hereinbelow and may be treated as the averments in this Petition.  

“NON COMPLIANCE WITH THE ORDER OF THIS HON’BLE COURT DT. 

25.03.2019 

8. This Hon’ble Court, after a brief interaction with Mr. Sudeep Jain, the Dy 

Election Commissioner, directed the Election Commission to file an affidavit 

detailing the basis for its satisfaction that cross-verifying EVM counts with 

VVPAT slips in only one randomly chosen polling station in each assembly 

segment is a sufficient safeguard for a free and fair election.  

9. However, the Counter-Affidavit filed on 29.03.2019 does not indicate 

any meetings of the Election Commission or the minutes thereof in 

which material in relation to cross-verification sample sizes have been 



considered and approved by the Commission and as such does not 

indicate any basis of the satisfaction of the commission and therefore 

not in adherence to the Order of this Hon’ble Court dt. 25.03.2019.  

FACTS SUPPRESSED IN THE COUNTER-AFFIDAVIT DT. 22.02.2019 FILED ON 

26.02.2019 IN THE CAPTIONED WRIT PETITION 

10. It is pertinent to point out that in the earlier Counter-Affidavit filed on 

behalf of the ECI in the captioned writ petition, the communication dt. 

10.08.2018 seeking the opinion and expertise of the Indian Statistical 

Institute in relation to the sample size required to do the VVPAT- cross-

verification of the EVM counts has been suppressed. The said 

communication was in the exclusive knowledge of theRespondent 

Commission and the suppression of that material fact in the proceedings 

of the Writ Petition that squarely deals with that subject matter, without 

any explanation manifestly demonstrates suppressio veri on the part of 

the Respondent Commission.    The said communication is noted in the 

list of dates filed in the later Counter-Affidavit filed on 25.03.2019.  

11. However, even in the later Counter-Affidavit filed on 25.03.2019, the 

communication of the Commission to the Indian Statistical Institute has 

not been annexed.   However, the report dt. 22.03.2019 (hereinafter, 

“Bhat Report”, annexed as ANNEXURE-C/33 in the Counter-Affidavit 

dt. 25.03.2019) of the Head of the Indian Statistical Institute (ISI), Delhi 

Centre prepared along with Prof. Rajeeva Kharandikar of the Chennai 

Mathematical Institute (CMI) and Dr. Ghosh, the Deputy Director 

General of the Central Statistics Organisation (Social Statistics 

Division) is annexed and that Report in the appendix refers to the letter 

dt. 10.08.2018 written by a Director in the Respondent Commission to 

the ISI. It is not clear if the said communication is pursuant to any 

resolution or a studied decision taken by the Commission. 

 

FALLACIES& INCORRECT ASSUMPTIONS IN THE BHAT REPORT 

12. The Bhat Report has inter alia concluded that randomly choosing 479 

polling stations for the VVPAT cross verification across the length and 

breadth of the country is sufficient to say with 99.99996% confidence 

that not more than 2% of all EVMs used in the General Election are 

faulty/defective.  This ex facie irrational conclusion is based on a series 

of fallacies and incorrect assumptions that have punctuated the Bhat 

Report. 

13. It is pertinent to point out that the methodology and the conclusions of 

the Report were already known to the Petitioners because of the 



presentation that was done by Dr. Bhat and others (in their personal 

capacity, to the best of the Petitioners’ knowledge), that had been 

annexed to the captioned Writ Petition. The said presentation also 

included the very same conclusions and the magic number of 479. 

Several of the incorrect assumptions and fallacies were noticed and 

responded to in the reports of Dr. S.K. Nath, the expert opinion annexed 

as ANNEXURE-P-14 and ANNEXURE-P-15 in the captioned Writ 

Petition.  Neither of the two Counter-Affidavits of the ECI assail the 

credentials or the contents of the said the reports of Dr. S. K. Nath, who 

is a former Director General of the Central Statistics Organisation. More 

importantly, neither of the two Counter-Affidavits assail the contentions 

in the Nath Report as to the completely incorrect assumptions behind 

the Bhat Committee conclusions. 

14. The principal fallacy in the Bhat Report is that it considers the entire 

general election as one homogenous event.  

15. This assumption can be seen in Page 314 and 315 of the said Report 

where it says “Since the Statistical Unit of Study is the EVM, the 

population will consist of all EVMs being used in a particular set of 

elections for which the counting is done at the same time.”  

16. However, an “election” in the case of general elections is an election to 

each of the 543 parliamentary constituencies and in the case of assembly 

elections, each assembly constituency.  In the forthcoming general 

elections for example, there are 543 events spread over a six week 

period. 

17. The reason for not taking the election in each constituency as a separate 

event is ostensibly sought to be explained in the Pg 333 of the said 

Report, wherein it enlists the assumptions of the exercise:  

“There is no difference  between the EVMs used in one constituency to 

another. Further, 

All EVMS have similar design. 

They all go through the same tests before they are despatched as well as in 

the field. 

The order in which candidates appear is based on their names, 

alphabetically arranged and not  on their party, resulting in different 

buttons on the EVM being assigned to a political party in different 

constituencies. 

There is no systematic bias in allotting particular EVM machines to 

particular states, constituencies or booths. In fact allotment to a 



constituency and then to a booth is done through a two stage 

randomisation.” 

18. It is clear that theBhat Committee has put the cart before the proverbial 

horse. The BhatCommittee and the Report, in designing the process, 

makes the very same assumptions that it ought to build safeguards 

against – i.e. bias and tampering.  It is not unlike trying to build an earth-

quake resistant building assuming that earthquakes do not occur.  

19. Further the assumption that all the EVMs are fully similar to each other 

at all times is completely irrational and unreasonable.  The EVMs in 

different constituencies have different functional number of buttons for 

example, because the number of candidates could vary from 

constituency to constituency. The symbols and candidate names fed in 

also vary.   EVM in each constituency follows a different data entry path 

distinct from EVMs in other constituencies. If at all there is any 

homogeneity, it can only be between EVMs in the same constituency.   

20. Further, the thrust of this batch of petitions is not about auditing the 

defect-free-ness of EVMs, but the integrity of the Electoral Process - in 

each constituency. Election to each constituency is a separate event and 

the election in each constituency has to been seen to be free and fair. 

21. As an analogy, it is well known that when ballot papers were in use 

electoral irregularities occurred in some states and not in all states. The 

hypothetical argument that all ballot papers are identical and hence the 

risk of irregularities is uniformly spread would be a patently 

unconvincing and therefore it is submitted that a similar argument 

advanced in the case of EVMs ought to be outrightly rejected. 

22. The entire exercise undertaken by the Bhat committee is therefore 

vitiated.  

23. Further, the table used in Page 324 used by the Bhat Committee is 

revealing. The assumption is that because the entire election is one 

event, 479 randomly selected sample VVPATs are sufficient to declare 

the entire election as a whole to be defect-free and bias-free with > 

99.99% confidence level.   As one can see however, if the population is 

brought to a constituency or assembly segment level consisting of 500 

– 1000 polling stations, the requisite selection of sample still hovers 

around the 300 - 400 mark, which is actually the sample range being 

sought by the Petitioners in this batch of Writ Petitions.  

24. Further, the Bhat Report recommendation of 479 randomly chosen 

polling stations for VVPAT cross verification does not have give any 

actionable insights in the case of mismatches. For example, it is not clear 

the course of action would be if there are four or five polling stations in 



which the counts of EVM and VVPAT do not match. Because the 

sample is drawn at random from across the country, such an outcome 

would call into question the election to all 543 constituencies as a whole. 

On the other hand, if sampling is done constituency or assembly 

segment-wise, any mismatches thrown are actionable for such localized 

treatment of the constituency or the assembly segment as the case may 

be.   

25. As mentioned earlier, this basic assumption was questioned by Dr. S.K 

Nath, whose engagement has been acknowledged in the Bhat Report.  

Dr. S.K. Nath’s report (as against Dr. Bhat and Dr. Kharandikar’s 

findings) had been annexed to the W.P. In WP(C) 1514 of 2018 (MG 

Devasahayam & Ors. V. Union of India) as ANNEXURE-P-14 (Pg. 228 

of the petition).  This report has not been replied to by the Election 

Commission in either of the Counter-Affidavits. 

ASSERTIONS AS TO THE INCREASE IN TIME TAKEN FOR COUNTING THE 

PAPER SLIPS 

26. The contentions in the Counter-Affidavit in Para 5.19 that it would take 

6 additional days to count if VVPAT cross verification is ordered in 

randomly chosen 50% of the polling stations is totally fallacious.   

27. It is common knowledge that the counting happens in upto14 tables in 

parallel, and even by the ECI’s own conservative estimates, the 

additional time would be much less. This is because the ECI says at Pg 

34 of the Counter-Affidavit dt 25.03.2019 that it would take about 1 

hour for slips related to one VVPAT to be counted.  

28. Taking the average number of polling stations in an assembly segment 

to be 250 (as assumed by ECI in its counter-Affidavit), 100% counting 

at the rate of 1 hour per polling station and 14 polling stations in parallel, 

the time taken would be 250/14 = 17.85 hours per assembly segment. 

With 30% sampling as is the relief claimed in the captined writ petition, 

the additional time incurred in counting VVPATs would be less than 6 

hours.  

29. The Respondent Commission has effectively based its calculations on 

the mistaken assumption that counting of VVPATs in an assembly 

segment has to necessarily happen one after another. No reason has been 

advanced for that assumption.  It is further well known that even in the 

case of ballot papers in the years prior to EVM introduction, the time 

taken to count rarely exceeded 16 hours from the opening of the postal 

ballots at 8 AM.  

30. With sufficient parallelism, the time taken to cross-verify EVMs and 

VVPAT can further come down and in several small constituencies & 



with less than 250 segments, it would take even less time.  And in any 

case, the urgency to declare results cannot prevail over the overarching 

principle that the elections should be both free and fair and seen to be 

free and fair.  

INCORRECT ASSERTION IN RELATION TO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE OF 

EVM & VVPAT MATCH 

31. The assertions in the Counter-Affidavit dt. 25.03.2019 in relation to the 

previous experience of EVM-VVPAT tallying and the exact matches 

are incorrect. There are several cases where there has been a mismatch 

the VVPAT tally has been taken as the final tally of votes.  A selection 

of media reports that show such cases of mismatch are as follows.  

a. A true copy of the news report titled “100% Match Between 

EVMs and Paper Trail Slips on Random Vote Count, Says 

EC Official” dt. 19.12.2017 as it appeared on the website 

http://www.news18.com/ (last accessed on 03.04.2019) is 

annexed herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-R-3. 

b. A true copy of the Press-Release by the Election 

Commission of India dt. 15.05.2018 as reported by the news 

agency, ANI in relation to the election in Hubli Dharward 

Assembly constituency in the state of Karnataka(last 

accessed on 03.04.2019) is annexed herewith and marked as 

ANNEXURE-R-4. 

c. A true copy of the news report titled 

“#MadhyaPradeshElections2018: What explains the delay in 

counting?” dt. 12.12.2018 as it appeared on the news website 

newslaundry.com (last accessed on 03.04.2019) is annexed 

herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-R-5. 

 

24. Thereafter, the Supreme Court heard the matter for a little over ten (10) minutes 

the batch of matters on 08.04.2019.  The Chandrababu Naidu Petition was 

represented by Sr. Adv. Dr. Abhishek Manu Singvhi & team.  The Devashayam 

Petition was represented by Sr. Adv. Kapil Sibal and team.   Another Petition, 

namely Dr. Ramesh Bellamkonda v. ECI, which was later filed and which asked 

for similar prayers, was represented by Sr. Adv. Sanjay Hegde and team.    The 

http://www.news18.com/


Supreme Court, without weighing the material on record in any detail, passed the 

order in the batch of Writ Petitions including the Writ Petition by M.G. 

Devasahayam & Ors on the same day 08.04.2019. Vide the said Order, the 

Supreme Court disposed of the Writ Petition/s inter alia directing the Respondent 

Election Commission to merely increase the number of polling stations from one 

(1) to five (5) per assembly segment without considering the pleadings, 

averments and the supporting material in the captioned Writ Petition, and the 

rejoinder filed by the Petitioners to the two separate Counter-Affidavits filed by 

the Election Commission on 26.02.2019 and 29.03.2019. Gross miscarriage of 

justice was occasioned owing to the said order which was passed with several of 

the contentions, averments, pleadings and the relevant material in support thereof 

not being considered by the Court. 

25. Moreover, the said Order was passed after the Respondent Commission misled 

this Hon’ble Court stating that the Report had been annexed is an “ISI Report” 

suggesting as if that the due process had been followed in engaging the Indian 

Statistical Institute and that the Institute has submitted the report after duly 

considering it in their respective governing council or sub-committee as the case 

may be. However, material available with the Petitioners, which was obtained 

only on the morning of 08.04.2019, on the day of the Impugned Order clearly 

indicates that there was no institutional engagement of the ISI but only 



engagement of Dr. Abhay Bhat in his private capacity.   The said document is 

annexed herewith vide a separate Application for placing Additional Documents 

accompanying this Review Petition.  

26. The Supreme Court’s Order dt. 08.04.2019 passed on the basis of satisfaction of 

the due diligence having been undertaken by the ECI,  on the claim of having 

engaged a responsible institution, is clearly erroneous. 

27. Thereafter, the Petitioners still persisted, and a fresh opinion was obtained from 

Dr. S. K. Nath on the efficacy of the sampling as suggested in the Impugned 

Order … i.e, an increase from One (1) polling station per assembly segment to 5, 

which reinforces that even the increase is too marginal for a reasonable 

confidence level and margin of error in satisfying oneself of a clean election and 

counting process in any given constituency.  

28.  In the weeks following 08.04.2019, several news reports and new material that 

had emerged as the country went for the first three of the six phases of elections 

in the General Elections that belie several  of the assumptions and assertions of 

the Respondent Commission.   These reports inter alia indicated 

a) That the assumption of all EVMs being uniform and where there are no 

constituency-wise differences in malfunctioning but totally random, has been 

clearly belied by reports of malfunctions having being linked to the whether 

and heat, which clearly changes from one constituency to another.  



b) That the assertion that the EVM and VVPAT counts have always matched 

every time they have been tallied has been clearly belied based on reports 

where they have not tallied with each other and necessitating a more rigorous 

tallying percentage.  

c) That the Supreme Court’s mandate of 5 per assembly segment is also 

woefully statistically insignificant had been noted in detail in the article titled 

“A Hitchhiker's Guide to Electronic Voting Machines and VVPATs” in The 

Wire, an online news journal, on 18th April, 2019 by “Antar Bandyopadhyay, 

Krishanu Maulik and Rahul Roy” all of whom work at the work at the 

Theoretical Statistics and Mathematics Division of the Indian Statistical 

Institute.  

 

29.   The Petitioners on 30.04.2019 filed a Review Petition citing all the above 

infirmities in the Order of the Supreme Court dt. 08.04.2019 and also bringing to 

the notice of the Hon’ble Court Dr. S.K. Nath’s opinion obtained after the 

08.04.2019 and the aforementioned newsreports.  

 

30. The Supreme Court dismissed the Review Petition also without a detailed oral 

hearing.  

 



 

 

31.  The Following documents are placed on the record of this Commission (The 

Bookmarks in the PDF correspond to the Document Labels) 

Document 

label. 

Date Particulars 

EX-PS-1 21.12.2018 A True Copy of the WP Paperbook of WP(C) 

1514 of 2018 – M.G. Devasahayam & Ors. v ECI. 

EX-PS-2 07.01.2019 Order of the Supreme Court dt. 07.01.2019 

issuing notice to the Election Commission 

EX-PS-3 26.02.2019 Counter-Affidavit filed by the Election 

Commission of India in the M.G. Devasahayam 

Petition 

EX-PS-4 15.03.2019 Order of the Supreme Court directing an Officer 

of the ECI to be present in Court.  

EX-PS-5 26.03.2019 Order of the Supreme Court tagging the 

Devasahayam matter to the Chandrababu Naidu 
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This Writ Petition is filed in public interest praying inter alia for 

directions from this Hon’ble Court to the Respondent Election 

Commission of India to count and cross-verify the Voter Verifiable Paper 

Audit Trails (“VVPATs”) in atleast 30% (randomly chosen) of all polling 

stations within each Assembly Segment/Constituency. This Petition 

contends that such cross-verification and counting of VVPAT slips is 

essential in the interests of ‘Democracy Principles’ that elections shoud 

adhere to the following requirements: 

(i) Transparency of the process – i.e.  in a manner that the general 

public can be satisfied that their vote is correctly recorded and 

counted;  

(ii)  All essential steps in the elections ought to be subject to public 

scrutiny/examinability;  

(iii) Ordinary citizens ought to be able to check the essential steps in 

the election process without special expert knowledge and   

(iv) There ought to be verifiability in the counting of votes and 

ascertainment of the results reliably without any special technical 

knowledge.  

It is submitted that  the process of election also ought to comply with 

the principle that elections must not only be free and fair, but also be 

seen to be free and fair.  This Petition also challenges as manifestly 

arbitrary, irrational, unreasonable and, inter alia, in violation of Article 

14 of the Constitution of India, the Respondent’s decision to confine 
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such a cross-verification exercise to a statistically insignificant number 

of approximately only one polling station in each constituency, 

regardless of the number of polling stations in such a constituency.  

Petitioners are citizens of India who are public spirited persons as is 

demonstrated from the body of work that they have undertaken over the 

years.   

Petitioner No.1 is a former Officer of the Indian Army and Indian 

Administrative Service. He has undertaken official duties as a returning 

officer, district electoral officer and as an observer in connection with 

assembly and parliamentary elections while he was in service in the 1970s 

and 1980s.  More recently, he has organised and campaigned under the 

name of Forum for Electoral Integrity, which deals with various issues 

relating to tackling and containing factors that undermine or tend to 

undermine the fairness and integrity of Indian elections.  Some former 

election commissioners are also associated with the Forum.  He has written 

several articles and spoken at several fora on the need for electoral integrity 

and free and fair elections to sustain India’s democracy. 

Petitioner No.2 is a former Indian Foreign Service officer who retired 

as India’s ambassador to Italy and Permanent Representative to UN  in 

Rome.  He has written and spoken about a number of governance issues, 

including issues relating to elections, since his retirement.He is currently 

Professor at Indian Society of International Law, New Delhi. 

Petitioner No.3 is a retired Banker, noted trade unionist and was until 

recently the General Secretary of All India Bank Officers Confederation, 

a trade union of more than 3 lakh Bank Officers across the country.  
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India is the largest electoral democracy in the world with more than 

nine hundred million registered voters. The constitutional mandate of 

superintendence direction and control of elections to parliament and state 

legislative assemblies is vested under Article 324 of the Constitution with 

the sole Respondent herein, the Election Commission of India.  

Elections to Loksabha and Assemblies have been conducted by the 

Respondent through the use of Electronic Voting Machines (“EVMs”) in 

the last two decades.   This Hon’ble Court and other Hon’ble High Courts 

in the country have examined the constitutionality of the use of EVMs and 

the issues arising therefrom in several cases. 

In  2013, In Subramanian Swamy v. ECI [(2013) 10 SCC 500], 

hereinafter (“Swamy”), this Hon’ble Court held that in the interests of 

transparency and voter satisfaction, it is imperative that the Election 

Commission of India, whenever it conducts elections through the use of 

EVMs, ought to implement a mechanism of Voter Verifiable Paper Audit 

Trails (“VVPATs”), in order that the voter can satisfy himself that his vote 

has been accurately recorded and in the interest that should there be any 

question as to the accuracy of the electronic count, the paper count would 

be available for the same.    

After some delay in complying with directions in  Swamy, the 

Respondent has been conducting some of the recent state elections using 

VVPAT EVMs and also undertaken to conduct the 2019 General Elections 

and all future General and State Assembly elections by means of the 

VVPAT EVMs.  

The Petitioners submit that the implementation of this Hon’ble Court’s 

directions in Swamy and the larger principles of structural due process, 
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transparency, examinability, voter confidence, voter satisfaction require 

the Election Commission to conduct random cross-verification of EVM 

counts with VVPAT counts in order to not only detect any technological 

mischief or malprogramming of EVMs, but also deter such mischief.  The 

Election Commission of India recognises the same and has been 

implementing such a random cross-verification in the recent state 

elections.  

However, the fraction of polling stations chosen for such random cross-

verification by the Election Commission has been inexplicably miniscule 

(less than 1% of polling stations in each constituency) and the Petitioners 

contend that a decision to limit the cross-verification to such a miniscule 

share is manifestly arbitrary, irrational, unreasonable and in violation of 

Article 14 of the Constitution and also an effective violation of democracy 

principles and the principle of elections not only needing to be free and 

fair, but also seen to be free and fair.    The Petitioners submit that in order 

to detect and deter any such mischief or bias in the EVM process, atleast 

30% of all polling stations in a constituency must be chosen randomly for 

EVM counts to be cross-verified with VVPAT counts.   

Hence this Writ Petition. 

 

2000 The Respondent began widely using electronic voting 

machines (hereinafter, ‘EVMs’) for recording storing 

and counting of votes in the General elections and state 

assembly elections since the year 2000. 
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09.03.2009 In a landmark decision of the Federal Constitutional 

Court of Germany pronounced on 09.03.2009, it was 

held that the manner in which the machines deployed 

were being used violated the public nature of elections 

as envisaged in the German Constitution which 

prescribed that all essential steps and procedures of an 

election are subject to the possibility of public 

scrutiny/examinibility unless other constitutional 

interests justify otherwise. It was further held that 

when EVMs are deployed, it must be possible for the 

citizen to check the essential steps in the election act 

and in ascertainment of the results reliably without 

special expert knowledge. 

 

08.10.2013 Some of the issues relating to the constitutionality, 

legality and suitability of EVMs for the conduct of 

elections in India was examined by this Hon’ble Court 

in Subramanian Swamy v. Election Commission of 

India [ (2013)  10 SCC 500 ] and directions passed by 

this Hon’ble Court vide judgment dt. 08.10.2013. 

 

In Swamy, inter alia, this Hon’ble Court held that  

“From the materials placed by both the sides, we 

are satisfied that the “paper trail” is an 
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indispensable requirement of free and fair 

elections. The confidence of the voters in the EVMs 

can be achieved only with the introduction of the 

“paper trail”. EVMs with VVPAT system ensure the 

accuracy of the voting system. With an intent to 

have fullest transparency in the system and to 

restore the confidence of the voters, it is necessary 

to set up EVMs with Vvpat system because vote is 

nothing but an act of expression which has immense 

importance in a democratic system.”  

 

09.08.2017 This Hon’ble Court, in Swamy, had stopped short of 

specifying a timeline for the implementation of the 

VVPAT enabled EVMs and that resulted in nearly a 

four-year delay for the widespread implementation of 

VVPATs by the Respondent. It was only after another 

Petition came before  this Hon’ble Court in SLP (C) 

No.13598/2017 that the Respondent committed to 

conducting all future elections using VVPATs in 

compliance with the directions of this Hon’ble Court 

in Swamy.  

December 

2017 

In the Assembly Elections for the States of Gujarat and 

Himachal Pradesh, the Respondent had mandated the 

counting of VVPAT slips for only one polling station 

per Assembly Constituency. This worked out to just 
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182 out of 44,597 polling stations (or 0.4% of the 

EVMs) in Gujarat and to just 68 out of 7516 polling 

stations (or 0.9% of the EVMs) in Himachal Pradesh.   

13.02.2018 The Respondent followed a similarly sparse and weak 

sampling method in cross-verifying mandatory 

samples of VVPATs vide a circular in February 2018 

for the elections of the state assemblies of Meghalaya, 

Nagaland and Tripura.    

A circular dt. 13.02.2018 was issued by the 

Respondent containing instructions to all Returning 

Officers to that effect. 

10.04.2018 Letter dt. 10.04.2018 from titled “MEASURES TO 

ENSURE INTEGRITY & FAIRNESS IN THE 

FORTHCOMING PARLIAMENTARY ELECTION-

2019 – REPRESENTATION THEREOF” to the 

Respondent from Petitioners and groups affiliated to 

the Petitioners. 

04.07.2018 Letter dt. 04.07.2018 by a group of retired civil 

servants and Armed Forces veterans titled  

“ELECTORAL INTEGRITY – ENSURING 

RELIABILITY OF EVMS AND VVPAT AND 

HAND COUNTING OF LARGE PERCENTAGE OF 

PAPER SLIPS - REPRESENTATION THEREOF”  to 

the Respondents, inter alia, raising similar issues and 
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requesting the Respondent to decide and plan to choose 

a statistically significant % of polling stations for 

VVPAT cross verification. 

24.08.2018 On 24.08.2018, representatives of the Petitioner met 

with the Chief Election Commissioner and was also 

furnished a copy of the presentation by Dr. Ajay G 

Bhat and Dr. Rajeeva Karandikar, justifying the 

Election Commission’s decision to confine its random 

cross-verification to merely 479 of all the polling 

stations across all constituencies in the country. 

August 2018 Following the said meeting, Dr. S.K. Nath, former 

Director General of the Central Statistical 

Organisation, Government of India prepared a note 

questioning and rebutting several of the assumptions in 

the work of Dr. Bhat and Karandikar.  Dr. S. K. Nath 

also wrote a paper/note on the sample size necessary 

for ECI to satisfy itself with 95 – 99% confidence level, 

the integrity and flawlessness of the elections, as a 

country-wide process and a constituency-wide process.   

Accordingly, it is clear that atleast 30% of polling 

stations must be chosen by the Respondent for cross-

verification of EVM counts with VVPAT slips. 

04.10.2018 Another meeting of the representatives of the 

Petitioners and affiliated persons with the Election 
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Commission for India wherein it became clear to the 

Petitioners that the Election Commission was planning 

proceed on the advice as presented by the <1% 

VVPAT cross-verification as propounded by Dr. Bhat 

and Dr. Karandikar. 

Hence this Writ Petition. 
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WRIT PETITION UNDER ARTICLE 32 OF  

THE CONSTITUTION OF INDIA 

TO 

 

THE HON’BLE THE CHIEF 

JUSTICE OF INDIA AND HIS 

OTHER COMPANION JUSTICES 

OF THE HON’BLE THE 

SUPREME COURT OF INDIA. 

 

THE HUMBLE PETITION OF THE 

PETITIONERS ABOVENAMED 

 

MOST RESPECTFULLY SHOWETH: 

 

A. Parties 

1. The Petitioners are citizens of India who have preferred this Article 32 

Petition, in the nature of public interest litigation. The Petitioners state that 

they have filed this instant petition with no personal interest and/or oblique 

motive whatsoever and seek to draw no benefit or advantage, whether 

direct or indirect, whatsoever by preferring the instant case, other than as 

a member of the general public.  

 

i. A true copy of a profile of Petitioner No.1, dt. NIL, along with his 

identity proof is annexed herewith as ANNEXURE-P-1 (from Pg 

36  to 38).   It is pertinent to mention here that the Petitioner No.1 is 

a formal civil servant who while in service had, at several times, 

performed functions and duties and officiated in connection with 

elections including – as Assistant Returning Officer for 

Parliamentary Constituency of Hissar in 1971; Returning Officer for 

the Assembly Constituency of Jagadhri in 1972; Returning Officer 
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for the Parliamentary Constituency of Chandigarh in 1977; District 

Electoral Officer in the Districts of Bhiwani (Haryana) and 

Chandigarh from 1972 to 1977; Observer to Parliamentary and 

Assembly Elections from 1978-85.  He has also been convenor of 

the ‘Forum for Electoral Integrity’ since 2010 – a voluntary 

organization and a campaign in which some former election 

commissioners are also associated. He is also the author of Books: 

“JP in Jail-An Uncensored Account”; “JP Movement, Emergency 

and India’s Second Freedom”; “A Drop of Love-Memoir of Saint 

Teresa.” 

 

ii. A true copy of a profile of Petitioner No.2, , dt. NIL, along with his 

identity proof is annexed herewith as ANNEXURE-P-2 (from Pg 

39  to 40).  It is pertinent to mention here that Petitioner No.2 is a 

former Indian Foreign Service officer who retired as India’s 

ambassador to Italy and Permanent Representative to UN  in Rome.  

He has written and spoken about a number of governance issues, 

including issues relating to elections, since his retirement.He is 

currently Professor at Indian Society of International Law, New 

Delhi. 

 

 

iii. A true copy of a profile of Petitioner No.3, along with his identity 

proof is annexed herewith as ANNEXURE-P-3 (from Pg 41 to 44).  

It is pertinent to Petitioner No.3 is a retired Bank Officer, who until 

recently served as the General Secretary of the All India Bank 
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Officers’ Association, a registered Trade Union with membership of 

more than 300,000 officers of public sector banks across India and 

also as President of the All India State Bank Officers’ Association.  

 

1A. The Petitioners have preferred this Petition after their approach to and the 

representations, as detailed hereinbelow, to the Respondent with the issues 

and grounds raised herein and after it became clear to them that the said issues 

have received no rational consideration by the Respondent.  

 

 

2. The sole Respondent herein is the Election Commission of India 

(hereinafter, ECI), a body tasked with, under Article 324 of the 

Constitution of India, inter alia, the conduct and management of Elections 

to the Loksabha, Rajyasabha, Legislative Assemblies and for the election 

for the post of President and Vice-President. 

 

B. BACKGROUND & FACTS IN BRIEF 

 

3. India is the largest electoral democracy in the world with more than Nine 

hundred million registered voters. The constitutional mandate of 

superintendence direction and control of elections to parliament and state 

legislative assemblies is vested with the Respondent.  

 

4. The Respondent has used electronic voting machines (hereinafter, 

‘EVMs’) for recording storing and counting of votes in the General 

elections and state assembly elections since the year 2000. 
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5. The use of electronic voting machine for the purpose of elections has been 

challenged before constitutional courts inter alia, on the following 

grounds:- 

i. That the security of the election process is compromised because 

EVMs are  not  tamper proof. 

ii. That electronic voting is inherently opaque and lacks transparency. 

 

6. The Respondent No. 2 on the other hand has defended EVMs, inter alia, 

on the following grounds. 

a. That EVMs are stand-alone, non networked machines. 

b. That EVMs are manufactured in two public sector units namely 

ECIL and BEL, unlike in other countries where such 

manufacturing is by private companies and that there is no 

question of any vested interest at play and that therefore their 

security is unassailable. 

c. That EVMs have been time and again successfully verified and 

certified after end-to-end testing by a committee of independent 

technical experts and the STQC. 

d. That in EVMs, data is stored internally and not transferable by 

any device. 

e. That the ECI has evolved full end to end security protocol and 

administrative safeguards for the use, storage, transportation and 

tracking of EVMs. 
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f. EVMs are subjected to first level checks and mock drills 

involving candidates/representatives at several stages. 

g. That every EVMs has a unique number attached to it, which is 

recorded in the election commission’s database through EVMs 

tracking software and that the number of the EVMs can always 

be cross checked with  the database. 

h. That the software used in the CDM is one time Programmable  

(OTP), which can’t be re-written after manufacture. 

i. That the ECI-EVMs are always under strict, uniform, high 

profile administrative and physical security as per legal 

framework across the country. 

j. That Section 61 A of the Representation of the Peoples Act 1951 

allows the use of EVMs by ECI. The different High Courts across 

the country have also upheld the use of EVMs time and again in 

various judgments and the Karnataka High Court in 2004 

declared ECI-EVMs as “national pride” because of its 

transparency and robustness. 

 

7. The use of EVMs is of recent vintage, only brought about by the 

technological advance in the last two or three decades. While India has 

embraced it, there are several countries which have considered the use of 

EVMs and rejected the same for good reason.  For instance, in a landmark 

decision of the Federal Constitutional Court of Germany pronounced on 

09.03.2009, it was held that the manner in which the machines deployed 

were being used violated the public nature of elections as envisaged in the 

German Constitution which prescribed that all essential steps and 
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procedures of an election are subject to the possibility of public 

scrutiny/examinibility unless other constitutional interests justify 

otherwise. It was further held that when EVMs are deployed, it must be 

possible for the citizen to check the essential steps in the election act and 

in ascertainment of the results reliably without special expert knowledge. 

A true translated copy of the judgment dt 09.03.2009 of the Federal 

Constitutional Court of Germany is annexed herewith and marked as 

ANNEXURE-P-4 (from Pg 45 to 118 ). 

 

8. It is submitted that the stand taken by the Respondent is almost entirely 

technology oriented which are understood by experts. However, elections 

are an exercise in democracy in which common people participate. Even if 

one were to assume that the electoral process with the use of EVMs that 

are being presently used to conduct elections may be devices of technology 

excellence, there is still significant scope for better adherence to 

‘Democracy Principles’ of examinability, transparency, knowledge and 

satisfaction of the voter – which is of essence in a process that is in effect 

transfer of sovereignty from the citizens to their elected representatives. 

 

9. Some of the issues relating to the constitutionality, legality and suitability 

of EVMs for the conduct of elections in India was examined by this 

Hon’ble Court in Subramanian Swamy v. Election Commission of India [ 

(2013)  10 SCC 500 ] (hereinafter “Swamy”) 

A true copy of the judgment of this Hon’ble Court dt. 08.10.2013 in 

Subramanian Swamy v. Election Commission of India is annexed herewith 

and marked as ANNEXURE-P-5 (From pg 119 to 127). 
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10. In Swamy, a direction was sought to the ECI to implement paper trails, 

called the Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trails (hereainfter VVPATs), inter 

alia, in order for the voter to satisfy himself that what was recorded as her 

vote was indeed her vote and for the sanctity of the elections in general, 

given that the presence of audit trail is necessary for detection of EVM 

fraud if any.  

 

11. In Swamy, inter alia, this Hon’ble Court held that  

“From the materials placed by both the sides, we are satisfied that the 

“paper trail” is an indispensable requirement of free and fair elections. 

The confidence of the voters in the EVMs can be achieved only with the 

introduction of the “paper trail”. EVMs with VVPAT system ensure the 

accuracy of the voting system. With an intent to have fullest transparency 

in the system and to restore the confidence of the voters, it is necessary to 

set up EVMs with Vvpat system because vote is nothing but an act of 

expression which has immense importance in a democratic system.”  

 

12. It is submitted that the main purpose behind the introduction of VVPATs 

is to bring in accuracy, verifiability and transparency in the casting and 

counting of votes. With VVPATs, voters can verify  and satisfy themselves 

that their vote has been accurately recorded against the candidate they 

voted for.  It is submitted that it automatically follows that it is only when 

the paper slips as verified by the voters are counted that the true purpose 

behind introduction of VVPATs is served. Without counting of VVPAT 

paper slips in a significant percentage of polling stations in each 
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constituency, the objectives of verifiability and transparency in the 

democratic process would remain unrealized. 

 

13. The Petitioners in the instant Petition seek to not only effectively enforce 

the directions of this Hon’ble Court in Swamy, but also seek to apprise this 

Hon’ble Court of the relevant developments in the last five years since the 

decision in Swamy was rendered and to seek appropriate directions for 

processual changes that strengthen the spirit of the directions of this 

Hon’ble Court in Swamy in furtherance of the principles of democracy that 

elections must not only be free and fair but also be seen to be free and fair.  

 

14. This Hon’ble Court stopped short of specifying a timeline for the 

implementation of the VVPAT enabled EVMs and that resulted in nearly 

a four-year delay for the widespread implementation of VVPATs by the 

Respondent. It was only after another Petition came before  this Hon’ble 

Court in SLP (C) No.13598/2017 that the Respondent committed to 

conducting all future elections using VVPATs in compliance with the 

directions of this Hon’ble Court in Swamy.  

 

A true copy of the Order of this Hon’ble Court dt. 09.08.2017 in SLP (C) 

No.13598/2017 is annexed herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-P-

6(From pg 128 to 133)  

 

15. Accordingly, EVMs with VVPATs were used in all polling stations in 

select State Assembly Elections only from 2017 onwards, and the Election 
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Commission has planned to conduct all future Assembly Elections and the 

2019 Parliamentary Elections only with VVPAT EVMs. 

 

16. The exercise of cross-verification and counting of VVPAT slips for 

tallying the EVM counts  is governed by the following. 

i. Rule 56D of the Conduct of Election Rules, 1961 titled “Scrutiny of 

Paper Trail”.  

Sub-Rule 56D (1) confers the right on a candidate or his election 

agent or counting agents to apply in writing to the Returning Officer 

to count the VVPAT paper slips.   Sub-Rule 56D(2) confers 

discretion on the Returning Officer to allow or reject such request in 

accordance with guidelines issued by the ECI.  

 

ii. In addition to Rule 56D, the Election Commission also issues 

circulars and/or instructions to the Returning Officers to do a 

mandatory cross-verification of VVPAT counts for a certain 

randomly chosen number of EVMs per every constituency.  

 

17. It is the contention of the Petitioners that in an electronic process, while a 

right-to-request based verification of VVPATs under Rule 56D is 

necessary, it is not sufficient, given the assymetries of information and the 

general opacity of the electronic voting process. It is submitted that the 

candidate is unlikely to be aware of any malprogramming or technological 

mischief that has been perpetrated by any other candidate, party of any 

other candidate or any other foreign national.  It is submitted by the 

Petitioners that a mandatory cross verification of a reasonable sample of 
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VVPATs is necessary to restore voter confidence and from the stand point 

of the electoral process also needing to be seen to be free and fair.  

 

18. In the Assembly Elections for the States of Gujarat and Himachal Pradesh, 

the Respondent had mandated the counting of VVPAT slips for only one 

polling station per Assembly Constituency. This worked out to just 182 out 

of 44,597 polling stations (or 0.4% of the EVMs) in Gujarat and to just 68 

out of 7516 polling stations (or 0.9% of the EVMs) in Himachal Pradesh.  

Petitioners crave liberty to file additional documents and a detailed report 

in relation to the use of VVPATs in Himachal Pradesh and Gujarat 

elections at a later stage. 

 

19. The Respondent followed a similarly sparse and weak sampling method in 

cross-verifying mandatory samples of VVPATs vide a circular in February 

2018 for the elections of the state assemblies of Meghalaya, Nagaland and 

Tripura.  

A true copy of the Circular issued by the Respondent dt. 13.02.2018 is  

annexed herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-P-7 (from Pg 134 to 138). 

 

20. It is the case of the Petitioners that, in implementing VVPAT and cross 

verification of VVPATs, the Respondent has effectively paid mere lip 

service to the directions of this Hon’ble Court and has implemented the 

same effectively only as a measure of tokenism.  

 

21. It is submitted that the use of VVPATS was necessitated on two grounds  
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i. That it is necessary for the voter, after having voted, to satisfy 

herself that what was recorded as her vote was indeed her vote, the 

candidate against whom the vote was registered was her choice of 

candidate and that the paper trail, acknowledging her vote, would 

impart that satisfaction.  

 

ii. That it is necessary as a structural, processual feature, independent 

of the technology used for EVMs that if VVPATs are tallied to test 

the EVM counts and the same match, the sanctity of the voting 

process is maintained. Further, it would also act to defeat and deter 

against any mischief such as mal-programming or tampering or 

manipulation of EVM counts, given that on a good chance of the 

EVM totals being tallied with VVPATs, which have been verified 

by the voters themselves,the chances of such mischief ending up in 

futility is high.   

 

 

iii. It is submitted that the Petitioners’ are aware of the Respondents’ 

repeated assurance of the impossibility of the mal-programming or 

any technological mischief possible  as against EVMs. However, it 

is to be pointed out to this Hon’ble Court that that is only a 

reasonable expectation and the possibility, even a very remote one, 

cannot be and is not ruled out by any cybersecurity expert. Further, 

with every new method of hack that is being discovered, it would be 

imprudent to ever say ‘never.’  
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iv. Further, insofar as the two bodies entrusted with the programming 

and manufacture of the EVMs are public sector entities not directly 

under the supervision and control of the Respondent, there is a clear 

violation of structural due process.  The violation of structural due 

process is aggravated by the two PSUs being in direct control of the 

Union Government – in view of the fact that the Union Government, 

although a responsible entity under the Constitution, is a partisan 

organism, and certainly seen as a partisan organism, insofar as the 

process of elections is concerned. After all, the very need for an 

Election Commission, independent of the central government, is 

premised on that.   

 

22. It is submitted that a reasonable sampling size for cross-verifying EVM 

counts with VVPATs is crucial to give effect to the directions in Swamy 

and to protect the sanctity of the process of elections, which not only need 

to be free and fair but also need to be seen to be free and fair.  

 

23.  There are several reasons why a EVM-based voting process has serious 

concerns and flaws and requires additional processual and structural 

safeguards, as had been noted by this Hon’ble Court in Swamy. Some of 

the concerns are briefly summarised as follows. It is submitted that these 

concerns are to be seen cumulatively and not on a balance of probability 

against each item, as the Respondent has thus far sought to advance– in 

view of the requirement that the elections must not only be, but be seen to 

be beyond any reasonable blemish.  
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a. Despite the Respondent’s claims in several of its press releases 

and as affidavits before this Court and the Constitutional Courts, 

the possibilities such as a cable-fraud, hacking or mal-

programming of the firmware/software in the EVMs to 

manipulate the counts and to introduce a trojan to it and other 

technological compromises are still open, even if the Respondent 

considers them to be too remote. A lack of structural and 

processual safeguard, independent of the technological safeguard 

is crucial – given that newer and more innovative methods of 

tampering and technological mischief get invented everyday. 

  

b. A true copy of the detailed note dt NIL prepared by the 

Petitioners as to all the possible technological compromises of 

the sanctity of the EVMs is annexed herewith and marked as 

ANNEXURE-P-8 (From Pg 139 to 175).    It is submitted that 

the contents of this note may be read to be part of the averments 

in the instant Petition.  

 

 

c. Further, the Respondent has entrusted several important and 

essential functions such as manufacturing, testing and 

maintenance of EVMs to agencies that the ECI has no 

administrative control over. Admittedly, most of the agencies are 

public sector agencies. However, it is pertinent to point out that 

in the interest of structural and procedural due process, the 

Respondent ought to be in independent and effective control over 
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the said entities, which are owned and/or controlled by the Union 

of India. It is clarified again by the Petitioners that there is no 

imputation of any sort against the said entities or against the 

Union of India that there is any attempt to tamper with or create 

any mischief, but only to point out that such an arrangement is 

structurally flawed and therefore fails to inspire confidence.  

 

d. Such a structural flaw leaves open atleast three kinds of insider 

frauds and therefore a suspicion as to the exploitation of such a 

flaw and a perpetration of fraud or mischief will always remain 

irrespective of the integrity and the independence of the Election 

Commission.  – namely (a) mal-programming, hacking and other 

mischief by the EVM chip and machine manufacturers; (b) At 

the district level, during the non-election period, when the EVMs 

are stored in godowns in multiple locations with inadequate 

security systems and (c) At the stage of ‘first level checks’ prior 

to an election when the EVMs are serviced by ‘authorised 

technicians’ from entities such as BEL and ECIL (the public 

sector undertakings entrusted with the function of manufacture 

of EVMs).  The above detailed note also includes a section on 

the insider frauds that are possible and the contents of the same 

may be read in as averments herein.  

e. Several reports of late have pointed to malfunctioning and/or 

mismanagement of the EVM maintenance and/or storage. 
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Several other reports also of suspicions of bias in the EVMs have 

also emerged.  

 

f. A true copy of a news report in Money Control dt. 16.08.2017 

relyong on an RTI response of the Respondent relating to theft 

of seventy EVMs is annexed herewith and marked as 

ANNEXURE-P-9 (from pg 176 to 177).  

 

 

g. A true copy of the news report in Business Standard dt. 

10.04.2018 relying on the RTI response from the Respondent 

indiciating the difference in figures of EVMs supplied by the 

manufacturers as against the number of EVMs received by the 

Respondent is annexed herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-

P-10(from pg 178 to 180).  

 

h. A collection of News articles of various dates pointing at 

suspicion of EVMs particularly towards one party are several and 

the Petitioners crave liberty to catalogue and file them as 

additional documents at a later stage.  

 

 

i. The petitioners state that several countries including Germany, 

Canada, Finland, Ireland, The Netherlands, Kazakhsthan and 

Romania have trialled the electronic voting system and have 

rejected the same with good reason. The Petitioners also crave 

liberty to catalogue and file reports on the experience of EVMs 
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in other countries as required as additional documents at a later 

stage.  

 

24. It is reiterated that the Petitioners are not challenging or delegitimising any 

election so far held in the country, nor are they delegitimsing or 

questioning the integrity and independence of the constitutional authority 

such as the Respondent. However, it is necessary for an advanced 

democracy such as India to adopt a process that has integrity and inspires 

confidence, independent of the technological safeguards : and a process 

that acknowledges, accounts for assymetries in information and the opacity 

of the electronic voting and makes meaningful use of the VVPATs.  

 

25. It is submitted that the sampling size of anything less than 30% for the 

selection of verifying VVPATs is wholly unreasonable, manifestly 

arbitrary, irrational and unconstitutional for being ultra vires of Article 14 

of the Constitution of India. Furthermore, the various polling stations in 

the constituency are not similar and the sample drawn may not be truly 

representative of the constituency as a whole. Therefore it is also desirable 

that a stratified sampling be performed with a random sample of one or 

more polling stations drawn from each of the following ‘strata’: urban 

(middle/upper class); urban (poor/slums); semi-urban; rural; 

Dalits/minorities; remote hilly/desert/forest areas; those with very heavy 

voter turnout (> 80%); with moderate voter turnout (50% to 80%); with 

low voter turnout (<50%); those about which a large number of complaints 

received etc. 
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26.  It is submitted that the Election Commission should make it mandatory 

for the Returning Officer to order the hand-counting of all the VVPAT 

slips of all the polling stations in the Constituency in either of the following 

2 scenarios: 

Scenario1: Where the margin of victory is very narrow and is less than, 

say, 3%. 

Scenario 2: Irrespective of the margin of victory, where the discrepancy 

between the machine-counting total and the hand-counting total in respect 

of the sample EVM/VVPATs taken together is greater than, say, 1%. A 

‘margin of error’ of more than 1% requires great caution and use of all 

means and methods available to ascertain the accuracy of the counts.  

    

27. It is submitted that the Petitioners are aware of the orders of this Hon’ble 

Court in ManubhaiChavada v. ECI, Writ Petition (Civil) No 1012 of 2017 

and in Kamal Nath v. ECI, Writ Petition (Civil) No 935 OF 2018 

respectively dismissing the prayers for declaring as unconstitutional Rule 

56D of the Conduct of Election Rules, 1961 which conferred unguided 

discretion on the election officials to allow or refuse a request to tally 

VVPAT slips with EVM counts in any given constituency, and a random 

verification VVPATs of 10% of all EVMs to be used in the Madhya 

Pradesh assembly polls respectively.   However, it is submitted that the 

said orders as to those respective prayers have dismissed those prayers in 

limine and as such create no binding law nor do they operate as res judicata 

(constructive or otherwise) and do not foreclose the possibility of the 

consideration of the question by this Hon’ble Court. 
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28. A list of correspondences, contents of which may be read in as averments 

herein, from persons affiliated with the Petitioners with the Respondent on 

the issue of the sample size and the method of selection of the samples of 

EVMs for VVPAT count verification is given hereinbelow.  

 

i. A true copy of the letter dt. 10.04.2018 from ----- titled 

“MEASURES TO ENSURE INTEGRITY & FAIRNESS IN THE 

FORTHCOMING PARLIAMENTARY ELECTION-2019 – 

REPRESENTATION THEREOF” is annexed herewith and marked 

as ANNEXURE-P-11 (from Pg 181 to 189). 

 

ii. A true copy of the letter dt. 04.07.2018 by a group of retired civil 

servants and Armed Forces veterans titled  “ELECTORAL 

INTEGRITY – ENSURING RELIABILITY OF EVMS AND 

VVPAT AND HAND COUNTING OF LARGE PERCENTAGE 

OF PAPER SLIPS - REPRESENTATION THEREOF”  is annexed 

herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-P-12 (from Pg 190 to 204). 

 

iii. The representatives of the Petitioners and the representatives of the 

Respondent met the Chief Election Commissioner on 24-08-2018 

and again on 04.10.2018. During the said meetings, the Respondent 

Commission seemed to justify its decision to only randomly cross-

verify one polling booth per constituency based on a paper by 

learned statisticians Dr. Ajay G. Bhat and Dr. Rajeeva Karandikar. 

A true copy of the said presentation dt. 24-08-2018 is annexed 

herewith as ANNEXURE-P-13 (from Pg 205 to 227). 
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iv. However, it is submitted that the said analysis by Bhat & 

Karandikar has several false assumptions and pitfalls. The same 

have been summarised in a note prepared by Dr.SK Nath,former 

Director-General, Central Statistical Organisation, Government of 

India. A true copy of the note prepared by Dr. S.K. Nath dt. 

25.08.2018 is annexed herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-P-14 

(from Pg 228 to 231).  The contentions in the said note may be read 

as part and parcel of the averments constitution this Petition.  

 

29.   The summary of the correspondences as is relevant for  this Petition is 

centered around the sampling for the counting and tallying of VVPATs 

with EVMs i.e. the the number of selected sample polling stations chosen 

for VVPAT cross-verification from each constituency and the method of 

selection of those samples.  

 

30.  The Petitioners are given to understand that the Respondent is satisfied by 

merely cross-verifying one randomly chosen polling station per assembly 

segment/constituency, similar to the circular dt 13.02.2018 as referenced 

above. 

 

 

31. The Petitioners submit that the said sampling is wholly unreasonable and 

irrational.   The Petitioners rely on an analysis by Dr.SK Nath, former 

Director-General, Central Statistical Organisation, Government of India 

who has examined the issue and come to the completely doubtless 
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conclusion that the the sampling size of 1 booth per constituency only 

gives a 60% confidence of a mischief-less and/or a flaw-less, unbiased 

election and that to achieve a 95% to 99% confidence level, as is necessary 

for the functional integrity of electoral process, atleast 10 – 30% of all the 

EVMs/polling stations must be selected randomly for cross-verification 

and tallying EVM counts.  

 

32. A true copy of the Paper dt. 26-08-2018 presented by Dr. Nath titled 

“Sampling Design and Test of Hypothesis for VVPAT based Auditing of 

EVM”  is annexed herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-P-15 (From Pg 

232 to 239).    

 

33. Petitioners state that there could be other statistical experts that have come 

to the conclusion identical to, or broadly similar to Dr. Nath’s as detailed 

in the Paper mentioned above and crave the liberty to file those as 

additional documents and the contents therein consistent with the 

submission herein may be read in as averments constituting this Petition.  

 

34. Even assuming that Dr. Nath’s analysis is not wholly accurate in some 

respect, it points out as to how one may reasonably harbour belief that the 

sampling size and method chosen by the Respondent does not inspire 

sufficient confidence to meet the standard of elections being not only free 

and fair but also needing to be seen to be free and fair and as such sufficient 

to maintain this Petition.  

C.GROUNDS 
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35. The Petitioners submit that the Respondent’s decision to confine the cross-

verification and tallying of VVPAT Slips to a mere one EVM per 

constituency across the length and breadth of the country is 

unconstitutional and the grounds set out below also support the 

declarations, directions and orders sought for by the Petitioners and each 

of them, as well, may be treated in the alternative and without prejudice to 

one another: -  

A. BECAUSE the free and fair elections to offices and positions of political 

power are a sine qua non of a modern democracy and the preambular 

promise of democracy in India’s Constitution is one of its basic features, 

which cannot be derogated or suspended even by a Constitutional 

Amendment, let alone a law, or let alone, as in this case, a simple circular 

by the Respondent or a Rule in the Conduct of Election Rules, 1961.  

B. BECAUSE free and fair elections in India are realised in India through 

the right to vote and universal adult suffrage, which is a composite right 

including within it the fundamental right to freedom of speech under 

Article 19(1)(a) of the Constitution, constitutional right under Article 326 

of the Constitution read with Articles 14, 15 and 325 of the Constitution 

and also statutory rights under Sections 16 – 19 of the RP Act 1950 and 

Section 62 of the Representation of Peoples Act 1951.  

 

C. BECAUSE the violation of the right to free and fair elections is a violation 

of fundamental rights in Article 19(1)(a) read with Article 14 and 21 of 

the Constitution of India.  
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D. BECAUSE confidence of the voters in the integrity of the election process 

and the duty of the body tasked with conducting elections to conduct 

elections that are seen to be free and fair is an insegragable part and aspect 

of the right to free and fair elections.  

 

E. BECAUSE fundamental rights jurisprudence in India has progressed from 

a culture of authority to a culture of justification and it is no longer 

sufficient for the Respondent to take shelter under the formal 

independence of the constitution of the Commission, but to justify to the 

people of this Republic and this Hon’ble Court as to why the harms or the 

costs of the additional layer of confidence building measure, viz. more 

VVPATs being selected for mandatory cross-verificartion, 

disproportionately outweigh the clear benefit of added confidence in the 

integrity of the process of the election and its results.  

 

 

F. BECAUSE a selection of sample size of a mere one polling station from 

every Assembly segments/constituency where each constituency can have 

an average of 200-375 polling stations in major states is wholly 

unreasonable, manifestly arbitrary, irrational and unconstitutional for 

being in violation of Article 14 of the Constitution. Similarly, a sample 

size of one polling station per constituency is also statistically minsicule 
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and such a sampling and sample testing exercise is similarly wholly 

unreasonable, manifestly arbitrary, irrational and unconstitutional.  

 

G. BECAUSE a rational verification exercise that has in mind the should 

strive to achieve a 95 to 99% statistical confidence level in the sanctity of 

the electoral results in each and every electoral constituency and that can 

be achieved, by all indications, only by a mandatory VVPAT cross-

verification and tallying of the counts in atleast 30% of all the EVMs used 

in each and every constituency.  

 

H. BECAUSE an accurate recording and counting of the democratic will of 

the electorate, to the satisfaction of the electorate, is indispensable to the 

democratic process. The exercise of the right to vote must take place in a 

manner that is in consonance with the highest principles of integrity and 

fairness as enshrined in the Constitution of India. 

 

I. BECAUSE the Respondent is bound to act in aid of the Hon’ble Supreme 

Court under Article 144 of the Constitution and that the mandatory 

verification of the VVPAT of a miniscule sample that achieves only 60% 

statistical confidence level is clearly contrary to the spirit of the Hon’ble 

Supreme Court’s orders in Swamy and is therefore a violation of the 

mandate of Article 144.  
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36.  The Petitioners crave liberty to add other grounds at a later stage in the 

proceedings and further state that they have not preferred any similar 

petition or for similar reliefs before any other court, tribunal or  judicial 

forum. 

D. PRAYERS 

In the premises, this Hon'ble Court may be pleased to issue appropriate 

declarations, writs, orders and directions as set out below:  

 

a) A Writ of Mandamus directing the Respondent to issue appropriate 

instructions to the Returning Officers to mandatorily count/scrutinise the 

Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trails of at least 30% of all Electronic Voting 

Machines used in the Constituency in every election conducted using 

Electronic Voting Machines by the Respondent henceforth starting from 

the General Elections of 2019;  and 

b) A Writ of Mandmus directing the Election Commission to make it 

mandatory for the Returning Officer to order the hand-counting of all the 

VVPAT slips of all the polling stations where the margin of victory is very 

narrow and is less than 3%; and 

c) A Writ of Mandmus directing the Election Commission to make it 

mandatory for the Returning Officer to order the hand-counting of all the 

VVPAT slips of all the polling stations where the discrepancy between the 

machine-counting total and the hand-counting total in respect of the 5% 

sample EVMs taken together is greater than a maximum threshold of 1%; 

and/or 
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d) Pass any other order or direction that this Hon’ble Court may deem just 

and proper in the facts and circumstances of this case.  

AND FOR THIS ACT OF KINDNESS , THE PETITIONERS SHALL, AS 

IN DUTY BOUND , EVER PRAY 

 

                DRAWN BY: 

MR. PRASANNA S, ADVOCATE 

 

FILED BY: 

  

    ________________ 

MR. GOUTHAM SHIVSHANKAR 

ADVOCATE-ON-RECORD (CODE:2698) 

FOR THE PETITIONERS 

 

Drawn on: 14.11.2018 

Filed on: 30.11.2018 
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THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA 

CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION 

WRIT PETITION (C) NO.      OF 2018 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

M.G. Devasahayam & Ors.     ...Petitioners 

Versus 

Election Commission of India.      ...Respondent 

AFFIDAVIT 

I, M.G. Devasahayam, S/o Maria Gnanaprahasam , aged about 76 

years, R/o House No: 21, Adhimoolam Street, Ponnappanadar Nagar, 

Nagercoil – 629004, presently in New Delhi, do hereby solemnly affirm and 

state as under: 

1. I am the Petitioner No.1 herein, I am fully conversant with the facts 

and circumstances of the Present case and am as such competent to 

swear the present affidavit on behalf of the Petitioners.   

2. I say that I have no personal interest, motive, gain or oblique reasons 

in the filing of the accompanying Petition and the same is being filed 

purely in general public interest.  

       DEPONENT 

VERIFICATION: 
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Verified at  ____________  on this the ___________ day of November, 2018 

that the contents of paragraphs 1 to 2 of my above affidavit are true and correct 

to my knowledge, information and belief,  that no part of it is false and nothing 

material has been concealed there from. 

       

DEPONENT  
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA 

CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION 

WRIT PETITION (C) NO.      OF 2018 

 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

M.G. Devasahayam & Ors.     ...Petitioners 

Versus 

Union of India & Ors.       ...Respondents 

AFFIDAVIT 

I, M.G. Devasahayam, S/o Maria Gnanaprahasam , aged about 76 

years, R/o House No: 21, Adhimoolam Street, Ponnappanadar Nagar, 

Nagercoil – 629004, presently in New Delhi, do hereby solemnly affirm and 

state as under: 

 

1. I am the Petitioner No.1 herein, I am fully conversant with the facts and 

circumstances of the Present case and am as such competent to swear 

the present affidavit on behalf of the Petitioners.   

 

2. I have read and understood the contents of the accompanying writ 

petition from pages                 through                and annexures thereto 

namely             through                   and also the accompanying applications 

and say that the facts set out therein are true to my knowledge and 

submissions made therein are on legal advice received from my 

Advocates and believed to be true and correct.  
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       DEPONENT 

 

VERIFICATION: 

Verified at  ______________ on this ______ day of November, 2018 that the 

contents of paragraphs 1 to 2 of my above affidavit are true and correct to my 

knowledge, information and belief,  that no part of it is false and nothing 

material has been concealed there from. 

      

  

DEPONENT 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA 

CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION 

WRIT PETITION (C) NO.      OF 2018 

 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

M.G. Devasahayam & Ors.     ...Petitioners 

Versus 

Election Commission of India.      ...Respondent 

AFFIDAVIT 

I, Kalarickal Pranchu Fabian, S/o Kalarickal Joseph Francis, aged about 

78 years, R/o C 45 IFS Apartments, Mayur Vihar Ph I , New Delhi do hereby 

solemnly affirm and state as under: 

1. I am the Petitioner No.1 herein, I am fully conversant with the facts 

and circumstances of the Present case and am as such competent to 

swear the present affidavit on behalf of the Petitioners.   

2. I say that I have no personal interest, motive, gain or oblique reasons 

in the filing of the accompanying Petition and the same is being filed 

purely in general public interest.  

       DEPONENT 

VERIFICATION: 

Verified at  ____________  on this the ___________ day of November, 2018 

that the contents of paragraphs 1 to 2 of my above affidavit are true and correct 
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to my knowledge, information and belief,  that no part of it is false and nothing 

material has been concealed there from. 

       

DEPONENT  
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA 

CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION 

WRIT PETITION (C) NO.      OF 2018 

 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

M.G. Devasahayam & Ors.     ...Petitioners 

Versus 

Union of India & Ors.       ...Respondents 

AFFIDAVIT 

I, Kalarickal Pranchu Fabian, S/o Kalarickal Joseph Francis, aged about 

78 years, R/o C 45 IFS Apartments, Mayur Vihar Ph I , New Delhi do hereby 

solemnly affirm and state as under: 

 

2. I am the Petitioner No.2 herein, I am fully conversant with the facts and 

circumstances of the Present case and am as such competent to swear 

the present affidavit on behalf of the Petitioners.   

 

2. I have read and understood the contents of the accompanying writ 

petition from pages                 through                and annexures thereto 

namely             through                   and also the accompanying applications 

and say that the facts set out therein are true to my knowledge and 

submissions made therein are on legal advice received from my 

Advocates and believed to be true and correct.  
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       DEPONENT 

 

VERIFICATION: 

Verified at  ______________ on this ______ day of November, 2018 that the 

contents of paragraphs 1 to 2 of my above affidavit are true and correct to my 

knowledge, information and belief,  that no part of it is false and nothing 

material has been concealed there from. 

      

  

DEPONENT 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA 

CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION 

WRIT PETITION (C) NO.      OF 2018 

 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

M.G. Devasahayam & Ors.     ...Petitioners 

Versus 

Election Commission of India.      ...Respondent 

AFFIDAVIT 

I,  D. Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev, S/o Late Dr. M. Devasahayam, aged 

about 59 years, R/o C 15/2 SAF Games Village, Koyambedu, Chennai – 

600107, do hereby solemnly affirm and state as under: 

1. I am the Petitioner No.3 herein, I am fully conversant with the facts and 

circumstances of the Present case and am as such competent to swear 

the present affidavit on behalf of the Petitioners.   

2. I say that I have no personal interest, motive, gain or oblique reasons in 

the filing of the accompanying Petition and the same is being filed 

purely in general public interest.  

       DEPONENT 

VERIFICATION: 

Verified at  ____________  on this the ___________ day of November, 2018 

that the contents of paragraphs 1 to 2 of my above affidavit are true and correct 

to my knowledge, information and belief,  that no part of it is false and nothing 

material has been concealed there from. 

      DEPONENT  
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA 

CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION 

WRIT PETITION (C) NO.      OF 2018 

 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

M.G. Devasahayam & Ors.     ...Petitioners 

Versus 

Union of India & Ors.       ...Respondents 

AFFIDAVIT 

I,  D. Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev, S/o Late Dr. M. Devasahayam, 

aged about 59 years, R/o C 15/2 SAF Games Village, Koyambedu, Chennai 

– 600107, do hereby solemnly affirm and state as under: 

 

1. I am the Petitioner No.3 herein, I am fully conversant with the facts and 

circumstances of the Present case and am as such competent to swear 

the present affidavit on behalf of the Petitioners.   

2. I have read and understood the contents of the accompanying writ 

petition from pages                 through                and annexures thereto 

namely             through                   and also the accompanying applications 

and say that the facts set out therein are true to my knowledge and 

submissions made therein are on legal advice received from my 

Advocates and believed to be true and correct.  

       DEPONENT 
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VERIFICATION: 

Verified at  ______________ on this ______ day of November, 2018 that the 

contents of paragraphs 1 to 2 of my above affidavit are true and correct to my 

knowledge, information and belief,  that no part of it is false and nothing 

material has been concealed there from. 

      

  

DEPONENT 
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ANNEXURE-P-1 

 

A Brief Profile of Mr.  M.G. Devasahayam, Petitioner No.1 

 

M.G. Devasahayam is an Economist cum Administrator with a 

distinguished career spanning over several decades, with direct and first-hand 

experience in the working and ethos of Indian Army, Indian Administrative 

Service (IAS), Public & Private Sector, Political system as well as Non 

Government Organisations. 

Mr. Devasahayam, while in service had, at several times, performed 

functions and duties and officiated in connection with elections including – as 

Assistant Returning Officer for Parliamentary Constituency of Hissar in 1971; 

Returning Officer for the Assembly Constituency of Jagadri in 1971; 

Returning Officer for the Parliamentary Constituency of Chandigarh for the 

General Elections in 1977; District Electoral Officer in the Assembly 

Elections of Bhiwani constituency in the State of Haryana in 1972-74; District 

Electoral Officer in the Assembly Elections of Chandigarh constituency in 

1974-77; Observer to Parliamentary and Assembly Elections from 1978-85.  

He has also been a convenor of the ‘Forum for Electoral Integrity’ since 2010 

– a voluntary organization and a campaign with with several former election 

commissioners are also associated. 

Mr. Devasahayam has a Masters in Economics from Loyola College, 

University of Madras where he taught the subject for one year. Post Indo-

China War commissioned in the Indian Army as Second Lieutenant in 1964. 

Participated in aid to civil authority in Assam and Tamil Nadu, Indo-Pak War 
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1965 and Counter-Insurgency operations in Nagaland. Received General 

Service Medals and Samar Seva Star. 

Leaving the Army as Major in 1968, Devasahayam moved to IAS and 

worked in several senior positions in Haryana state and Union Territory of 

Chandigarh. 

During the Emergency [1975-77], when Jayaprakash Narayan (JP), 

popularly called India’s Second Mahatma, was jailed at Chandigarh, 

Devasahayam, as District Magistrate of the Union Territory was his custodian. 

During this period Devasahayam developed a humane and warm relationship 

with JP which sustained after the Emergency and lasted till JP, the architect 

of ‘India’s Second Freedom’, passed away in October 1979. Narrating this 

first-hand experience Devasahayam has written Books that give the inside 

story of Emergency and subsequent developments of nineteen seventies - "JP 

in Jail-An Uncensored Account" and "JP Movement, Emergency and India's 

Second Freedom". 

Devasahayam also had the occasion to move and work with Mother 

(Saint) Teresa for several years and was instrumental in setting up of 'Shanti-

Dan' - a Home for the dying and the sick destitute, the abandoned, unwed 

mothers, and the handicapped orphans- in Chandigarh and a Leper sanctuary 

outside. Narrating these rare experiences he has written a Book titled "A Drop 

of Love - Memoir of St. Teresa". 

Devasahayam is a prolific writer and has contributed articles and 

columns to several newspapers, magazines and journals. He is the recipient of 

Loyola College, Madras World Alumni Lifetime Achiever Award. 
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ANNEXURE-P-2 

 

A Brief Profile of Mr.  K.P Fabian, Petitioner No.2 

 

K P Fabian joined the Indian Foreign Service in 1964 and retired in 

2000 as Ambassador of India to Italy and concurrently as Permanent 

Representative to UN  in Rome. He played a crucial role as Joint Secretary 

(Gulf) in the 1990 evacuation of over 176,000 Indians from Kuwait and Iraq 

following the invasion of Kuwait by Iraq. 

After his retirement, Fabian took to academia, development, and 

corporate sector. He served as Visiting Professor in Jawaharlal Nehru 

University, Delhi , and Mahatma Gandhi University, Kottayam, Kerala. 

Currently, he is Professor at Indian Society of International Law, New Delhi. 

Fabian served as President of Indo-Global Social Service Society and 

of AFPRO (Action for Food Production), both headquartered in Delhi. 

Currently, he is on the board of The Hope Project, Nizzamuddin Basti, 

Delhi. Fabian served on the board of RCF  (Rashtreeya Chemicals 

&Fertilizers) and the Syndicate Bank for three years. 

Fabian has published two books: 

1. Commonsense on War on Iraq, Somaiya Publications Pvt. Ltd.; 

FIRST edition (2003) 

2. Diplomacy:Indian Style, Haranand Publications Pvt Ltd (2012) and he 

is currently engaged in writing a book titled, ‘THE ARAB SPRING 

THAT WAS AND WASN’T.’  

Fabian has been writing and speaking on governance issues. 
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ANNEXURE-P-3 

 

A Brief Profile of Dr.  Thomas Franco, Petitioner No.3 

 

• Dr.D.Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev is a retired bank officer and was 

until recently the General Secretary of All India Bank Officer’s 

Confederation,  President of All India State Bank Officers’ Federation, 

Secretary General of All India Public Sector and Central Government 

Officers Confederation and General Secretary of State Bank of India 

Officer’s Association, Chennai Circle,   which runs many labour 

institutions and schools. He is at present also a Steering Committee 

Member of Global Labour University; Non academic member, Board 

of Studies for PG Economics, Madras University and General 

Secretary, SBI Pensioners Association, Chennai. He was until recently 

the Secretary & Correspondent of SBOA Schools.  

• He has participated in innumerable seminars and forums and presented 

papers on a range of issues, the chief being his defence in favour of the 

public sector units  at the Jawaharlal Nehru University titled ‘Legal 

Regulation Amendments’,  ‘Gyan Sangam- A Step Towards New 

Banking Paradigm????’.  

• He participated in the colloquium   ‘Globalisation’ in Germany, in 1998 

and attended ‘The International Construction of Health For All,’ in 

Dhaka in 2000.  

• He was also a member of the Plan Sub- Committee on Co-operatives, 

Kerala State Planning Board.  
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• A staunch social activist , he was the General Secretary of the 

Tamilnadu Science Forum, District Central Programme Co-ordinator 

of Arivoli Iyakkam (Total Literacy Campaign) in Kanyakumari 

District of Tamilnadu , Joint Secretary of All India Peoples Science 

Network, and Treasurer, Bharat Gyan Vigyan Samithi .  

• He was instrumental in the formation of MALAR (Mahalir Association 

for Literacy, Awareness and Rights), a federation of  SHGs which gives 

a platform for 35,000 women to empower themselves economically 

and socially  , in Kanyakumari District. 

• An ardent environmentalist, Dr.Thomas Franco taught students to love 

nature by raising gardens, planting trees  and nurturing them through 

eco awareness campaigns, rallies, projects, mega expos and 

conferences. One of his initiatives to enhance the green cover is the 

introduction of the roof garden in all the schools run by the Trust.  

• He initiated students into journalism thus encouraging them to launch 

their in-house magazines and newsletters.  

• As a  writer , he has authored many books including, 

o ‘Together we sit - A Guide book for Self Help Groups.’ 

o ‘Let us March forward SHG Guide Book’,  

o ‘Citizens Report on the Environment’ and   ‘Development of 

Kanyakumari District’ 

o ‘Glimpses of Historic Indefinite strike 1969’ 

o ‘Real Story of Indian banks’ 

o ‘Demonetisation and black money’ 

o ‘Laudable performance of Public Sector Banks’ 
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• Dr.Thomas has  presented papers and addressed innumerable forums in 

defence of the Public Sector.  

• He is absolutely committed and service oriented and his 

accomplishments speak louder than his words. 

• He is the proud recipient of  ‘The Media Guild Award’   presented to 

him by His Excellency  Masanori Nakano, Consul General of 

Japan, for  his contribution   to   preserve  ecology and also for 

encouraging students  into journalism, in 2012. 

• Dr.D.Thomas Franco was conferred with a Doctorate Degree  by 

World Classical Tamil University, London on 28th March 2016  in 

recognition of  his contribution to the field of education and social 

service.  

• Dr.Thomas Franco was also conferred the Social Action Award on 3rd 

August ’16 by the Indian Development Foundation for his 

contribution to social service. 
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ANNEXURE-P-4 

HEADNOTES: 

1. The principle of the public nature of elections emerging from Article 

38 in conjunction with Article 20.1 and 20.2 of the Basic Law (Grundge 

setz – GG) requires that all essential steps in the elections are subject 

to public examinability unless other constitutional interests justify an 

exception.  

2. When electronic voting machines are deployed, it must be possible for 

the citizen to check the essential steps in the election act and in the 

ascertainment of the results reliably and without special expert 

knowledge.  
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Judgment of the Second Senate of 3 March 2009 

on the basis of the oral hearing of 28 October 2008 

– 2 BvC 3/07, 2 BvC 4/07 – 

in the proceedings regarding the complaints requesting the scrutiny of an 

election  

I. of Dr. W…  
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authorised representative: 1. Prof. Dr. …,  

                   2. lawyers …  

– against the resolution of the German Bundestag of 14 December 2006 

– WP 145/05 – (Bundestag document (Bundestagsdrucksache – 

BTDrucks) 16/3600) – 2 BvC 3/07 –,  

 

II. of Prof. Dr. W…  

- authorised representative: Prof. Dr. … 

– against the resolution of the German Bundestag of 14 December 2006 

– WP 108/05 – (Bundestag document 16/3600) – 2 BvC 4/07 –. 

 

RULING: 

1. The Ordinance on the Deployment of Voting Machines in Elections to 

the German Bundestag and of the Members of the European 

Parliament from the Federal Republic of Germany (Federal Voting 

Machine Ordinance (Bundeswahlgeräteverordnung – BWahlGV)) of 3 

September 1975 (Federal Law Gazette (Bundesgesetzblatt – BGBl) I p. 

2459) in the version of the Ordinance Amending the Federal Voting 

Machine Ordinance and the European Election Code (Verordnung zur 

Änderung der Bundeswahlgeräteverordnung und der 

Europawahlordnung) of 20 April 1999 (Federal Law Gazette I p. 749) 

is not compatible with Article 38 in conjunction with Article 20.1 and 

20.2 of the Basic Law insofar as it does not ensure monitoring that 
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complies with the constitutional principle of the public nature of 

elections.  

2. The use of the electronic voting machines of N.V. Nederlandsche 

Apparatenfabriek (Nedap) of type ESD1, hardware versions 01.02, 

01.03 and 01.04, as well as of type ESD2, hardware version 01.01, in 

the elections to the 16th German Bundestag was not compatible with 

Article 38 in conjunction with Article 20.1 and 20.2 of the Basic Law.  

3. The complaints requesting the scrutiny of an election are rejected in 

other respects.  

4. The Federal Republic of Germany is ordered to reimburse to the 

complainant re 1. the full amount of the necessary expenses from 

these proceedings and to reimburse to the complainant re 2. three-

quarters of his necessary expenses.  

GROUNDS: 

A. 

The complaints requesting the scrutiny of an election relate to the 

permissibility of the deployment of computer-controlled voting 

machines, which are also referred to as electronic voting machines or 

“election computers”, in the elections to the 16th German Bundestag. 

I. 

1. Roughly two million persons eligible to vote in Brandenburg, 

Hesse, North RhineWestphalia, Rhineland-Palatinate and Saxony-

Anhalt cast their votes in the elections to the 16th German 
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Bundestag via computer-controlled voting machines which are 

manufactured by the Dutch company Nedap and have been sold in 

Germany since 1999 as a central component of the “Integral 

Election System” (IWS) of H. GmbH. The type designations of these 

voting machines are composed of a name for the device generation 

(ESD1 or ESD2), as well as in each case of a version number for the 

hardware (HW) and for the software (SW). The types ESD1 (HW 

1.02; SW 2.02), ESD1 (HW 1.02; SW 2.07), ESD1 (HW 1.03; SW 

3.08), ESD1 (HW 1.04; SW 3.08) and ESD2 (HW 1.01; SW 3.08) have 

so far been used in elections to the German Bundestag.  

These voting machines are controlled via a microprocessor 

and a software program. The votes cast are exclusively stored on 

an electronic storage medium and are counted electronically by the 

voting machine at the end of the election day. After the electronic 

ascertainment of the results, the voting machine shows the total 

votes cast for the respective electoral proposals; the results can be 

printed out via a printer that is integrated into the voting machine. 

The software program which controls the registration of the ballot 

and the ascertainment of the results is to be found on two 

electronic storage modules (so-called EPROMs; EPROM = Erasable 

Programmable ReadOnly-Memory) which are installed in the 

device under a screwed-on cover and are secured by two seals 

applied by the manufacturer. The votes cast at the voting machine 

– including the linkages (first vote and connected second vote) – 

are stored on a removable cassette-like storage medium – the so-
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called vote storage module, also referred to as “electronic ballot 

box” (see Schönau, Elektronische Demokratie, 2007, p. 53). The 

data of the voting slips, the attribution of the individual keys to the 

electoral proposals, as well as the date of the election and the 

polling station, are also stored on the vote storage module.  

The voting machines have a keypad (“the voter tableau”) 

over which an insertion sheet is placed portraying a voting slip 

imitating the official voting slip. Above the key field one finds a 

display (LCD display) which guides the voter through the election 

procedure and enables him or her to examine her or her entries. 

The keypad and the LCD display are flanked by two vision-

shielding panels on either side. On the reverse of the voting 

machine are the abovementioned printer and a slot for the vote 

storage module. The voting machines are linked with a control unit 

on the returning committee’s table. The control unit shows the 

returning committee the casting of the votes by the respective 

voter such that the display of the number of voters increases by 

one. After the voter has cast his or her votes, the voting machine is 

blocked for further balloting until the returning committee 

releases it for the next voter. An element of the “Integral Election 

System” sold by H. is a programming and reading out device which 

enables the local authority to prepare the vote storage modules in 

conjunction with a personal computer prior to the elections and to 

read out the ballot information from the storage module after the 

election and to make it available for further data processing. The 
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storage modules can be read out once more after the election day 

with the aid of a voting machine. The software of the “Integral 

Election System“ also makes it possible to print the stored votes at 

a computer as voting slips with the corresponding crosses. An 

individual identification number of the individual voting machine, 

as well as the version numbers of the hardware and the software, 

and two checksums which are constituted by a checksum algorithm 

contained in the voting machine software, can be shown and 

printed on the voting machine. These data can be compared with 

the information on the nameplate of the voting machine and in the 

declaration of identity.  

2. An attempt was already made in Germany in the nineteen-sixties to 

replace the manual counting of the voting slips linked to the 

traditional election event using more rational methods and by 

deploying voting machines. According to § 35.3 of the Federal 

Electoral Act (Bundeswahlgesetz – BWG) of 7 May 1956 (Federal 

Law Gazette I p. 383 – Federal Electoral Act), the Federal Minister 

of the Interior was able to permit officially authorised vote 

counting devices to be used instead of voting slips. The Ordinance 

on the Use of Vote Counting Devices in Elections to the German 

Bundestag (Verordnung über die Verwendung von 

Stimmenzählgeräten bei Wahlen zum Deutschen Bundestag) of 24 

August 1961 (Federal Law Gazette I p. 1618) was handed down on 

this basis. § 35.3 of the Federal Electoral Act was rescinded by 

means of the Act Amending the Federal Electoral Act (Gesetz zur 
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Änderung des Bundeswahlgesetzes) of 24 June 1975 (Federal Law 

Gazette I p. 1593), and replaced by a more detailed provision on 

“balloting with voting machines”, which since the promulgation of 

the new version of the Federal Electoral Act of 1 September 1975 

(Federal Law Gazette I p. 2325) can be found in § 35 of the Federal 

Electoral Act. The Ordinance on the Deployment of Voting 

Machines in Elections to the German Bundestag (Federal Voting 

Machine Ordinance) (Bundeswahlgeräteverordnung – BWahlGV) 

of 3 September 1975 (Federal Law Gazette I p. 2459) provided in § 

1 that mechanically or electrically driven voting machines may be 

used in elections to the German Bundestag if their type is 

authorised and their use was approved.  

On the basis of the Ordinance on the Use of Vote Counting 

Devices of 24 August 1961 (Federal Law Gazette I p. 1618) and of 

the Federal Voting Machine Ordinance of 3 September 1975 

(Federal Law Gazette I p. 2459), voting machines were initially  

authorised and used in Germany which worked on the basis of 

(electro)mechanical counting devices (see Schreiber, Handbuch 

des Wahlrechts zum Deutschen Bundestag, 7th ed. 2002, § 35, 

marginal no. 5). These voting machines worked mechanically; a 

count was mechanically increased by activating a button or by 

placing an election token in an opening allotted to the respective 

electoral proposal. They did not catch on since the cost of 

procuring, transporting, storing and maintaining the devices was 

compared to a relatively minor gain in time, and the devices could 
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frequently only be deployed in elections with a small number of 

electoral proposals (see Bundestag document 8/94, p. 2).  

These disadvantages were to be avoided by the deployment 

of electronic voting machines. In 1997, Nedap applied to the 

Federal Ministry of the Interior for a type approval for an electronic 

voting machine which it manufactured. The Federal Voting 

Machine Ordinance of 3 September 1975 (Federal Law Gazette I p. 

2459), at that time most recently amended by Ordinance of 15 

November 1989 (Federal Law Gazette I p. 1981) was not amenable 

to examine and approve such a device type. After the Physikalisch-

Technische Bundesanstalt, referring to this circumstance in an 

examination report of 8 September 1998, had made a positive 

evaluation of the Nedap voting machine in technical terms and a 

test of the voting machine in Cologne had been assessed as 

satisfactory, the Federal Ministry of the Interior decided to make it 

possible to deploy computer-controlled voting machines in the 

European elections in June 1999. For this reason, amendments 

were also prepared to § 35 of the Federal Electoral Act and the 

Federal Voting Machine Ordinance for the deployment of 

computer-controlled voting machines in future Bundestag 

elections.  

§ 35.1 of the Federal Electoral Act in the version promulgated 

on 23 July 1993 (Federal Law Gazette I p. 1288, 1594), most 

recently amended by Act of 1 July 1998 (Federal Law Gazette I p. 

1698, 3431), applicable at that time was worded as follows: 
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Voting machines with separate counting devices may be used in 

place of voting slips, election envelopes and ballot boxes to make 

the casting and counting of the votes easier.  

The words “with separate counting devices” were deleted 

with the Act on General and Representative Election Statistics in 

Elections to the German Bundestag and in the Election of Members 

of the European Parliament from the Federal Republic of Germany 

(Gesetz über die allgemeine und die repräsentative Wahlstatistik 

bei der Wahl zum Deutschen Bundestag und bei der Wahl der 

Abgeordneten des Europäischen Parlaments aus der 

Bundesrepublik Deutschland) of 21 May 1999 (Federal Law 

Gazette I p. 1023). The amendment to § 35 of the Federal Electoral 

Act was regarded as being necessary in order to be able to adjust 

the Federal Voting Machine Ordinance to technical developments 

in voting machines (see Bundestag document 14/ 401, p. 5).  

The Ordinance Amending the Federal Voting Machine 

Ordinance and the European Election Code of 20 April 1999 

(Federal Law Gazette I p. 749) already entered into force on 24 

April 1999 and amended a large number of provisions of the 

Federal Voting Machine Ordinance in order to create the 

preconditions for the deployment of computer-controlled voting 

machines. The words “including computer-controlled” were added 

in § 1 of the Federal Voting Machine Ordinance after the words 

“electrically driven”. Further amendments were effected where the 

Federal Voting Machine Ordinance had previously used the term 
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“counting devices”. § 2.6 of the Federal Voting Machine Ordinance 

was added, obliging the manufacturer to enclose a declaration of 

identity. 

3. § 35 of the Federal Electoral Act applied to the elections to the 16th 

German Bundestag, in the version of the Federal Electoral Act 

promulgated on 23 July 1993 (Federal Law Gazette I p. 1288, 

corrected p. 1594), most recently amended by the Eighth 

Competence Adjustment Ordinance (Achte 

Zuständigkeitsanpassungsverordnung) of 25 November 2003 

(Federal Law Gazette I p. 2304).  

The provision read as follows:  

§ 35 

Voting with voting machines 

(1) Voting machines may be used in place of voting slips and ballot 

boxes to make it easier to cast and count the votes.  

(2) Voting machines within the meaning of subsection 1 must 

guarantee that the ballot remains secret. Their type must be 

authorised for use in elections to the German Bundestag officially 

for individual elections or generally. The Federal Ministry of the 

Interior shall decide on authorisation on request by the 

manufacturer of the voting machine. The use of an officially 

authorised voting machine shall require approval by the Federal 

Ministry of the Interior. Approval may be issued for individual 

elections or in general terms.  
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(3) The Federal Ministry of the Interior is herewith empowered to 

hand down by means of a legal ordinance which shall not require 

the consent of the Bundesrat more detailed provisions regarding  

1. the preconditions for the official approval of the type of voting 

machine, as well as for the withdrawal and revocation of approval,  

2. the procedure for the official approval of the type,  

3. the procedure for the examination of a voting machine for 

construction corresponding to the officially approved type,  

4. the public testing of a voting machine prior to its use,  

5. the procedure for the official authorisation of the use, as well as for 

the withdrawal and revocation of the authorisation,  

6. the particularities related to the elections caused by the use of 

voting machines.  

7. The legal ordinance shall be handed down in agreement with the 

Federal Ministry of Economics and Labour in cases falling under 

nos. 1 and 3.  

(4) § 33.1 sentence 1 and§ 33.2 shall apply mutatis mutandis to the 

operation of a voting machine. 

 The provisions of the Federal Voting Machine Ordinance of 3 September 

1975 (Federal Law Gazette I p. 2459), which were most recently 

amended by ordinance of 20 April 1999 (Federal Law Gazette I p. 749), 

relevant to the proceedings at hand, relate to the approval of voting 

machines and their deployment in elections. The voting machines require 
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a type approval and a use authorisation (see § 1 of the Federal Voting 

Machine Ordinance). According to § 2.2 sentence 1 of the Federal Voting 

Machine Ordinance, the type approval may be granted if the voting 

machine corresponds to the Guidelines for the Construction of Voting 

Machines (Richtlinien für die Bauart von Wahlgeräten) according to 

Annex 1 to the Federal Voting Machine Ordinance. These guidelines 

regulate in particular the technical requirements to be made on the 

voting machines, and contain detailed stipulations for the identification, 

technical structure and functioning of the voting machines. Statements 

are made in this context on the portrayal of the electoral proposals, on 

operation and operability, on the ballot, on the storage of votes and on 

the creation of backups. The examination of the compliance of the voting 

machine with the above guidelines is a matter for the Physikalisch-

Technische Bundesanstalt.  

The use of approved-type voting machines requires authorisation 

prior to each election (§ 4.1 sentence 1 of the Federal Voting Machine 

Ordinance). Only those voting machines may be used which, once the 

election date has been set, have been examined by the manufacturer or 

the local authority using the operating manuals and maintenance 

regulations and with regard to which it has been ascertained that they 

are functional (§ 7.1 sentence 1 of the Federal Voting Machine 

Ordinance). In the constituencies in which voting machines are used, the 

local authority is to familiarise the head of the returning committee and 

his or her deputies with the voting machines prior to the elections and to 

familiarise them with their operation (§ 7.3 of the Federal Voting Machine 
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Ordinance). Prior to the commencement of the election act, the local 

authority assigns the devices to the head of the returning committee with 

the necessary operating manuals and the declaration of the manufacturer 

according to § 2.6 of the Federal Voting Machine Ordinance that the 

device is constructed identically to the tested, approved type sample (see 

§ 8 of the Federal Voting Machine Ordinance). Prior to the 

commencement of the ballot, the returning committee must ascertain 

amongst other things that the counting and storage devices are set to zero 

or have been erased (§ 10.1 no. 3 of the Federal Voting Machine 

Ordinance) and must close the voting machine needed (§ 10.2 of the 

Federal Voting Machine Ordinance). Prior to reading the displays of the 

votes counted by a voting machine, the number of the ballot records in 

the voter list is to be added to the number of election slips taken in and 

compared with the number of votes displayed (§ 13 of the Federal Voting 

Machine Ordinance). Deviations are to be noted and explained in the 

election record (§ 13 sentence 3 of the Federal Voting Machine 

Ordinance). If the total of the counter results displayed does not tally with 

the number of the total votes cast as displayed, the returning committee 

must show the difference and note it in the election record (§ 14.5 of the 

Federal Voting Machine Ordinance). The head of the returning 

committee, the local authority and the district returning officer must 

ensure on completing the tasks of the returning committee and returning 

the voting machines that the voting machines used or the vote storage 

devices removed from them and the election record with the Annexes are 

not made available to unauthorised parties until the Land (state) 
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returning officer has revoked the blocking and sealing of the voting 

machines and of the vote storage devices (see § 16.2 and § 17.3 of the 

Federal Voting Machine Ordinance).  

4. The Federal Ministry of the Interior issued type approvals for the 

voting machines used in the elections to the 16th German 

Bundestag. On 15 August 2005, it announced the authorisation of 

the use of computer-controlled voting machines made by Nedap in 

the elections to the 16th German Bundestag with details on 

hardware versions, storage module types and software versions 

(Federal Gazette (Bundesanzeiger) no. 158 of 23 August 2005, pp. 

12747-12748). Invoking company secrets of Nedap, the Ministry 

however refused to make available to the interested public 

documents which Nedap had provided to the Physikalisch-

Technische Bundesanstalt for the examination of the samples, or 

test reports of the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt.  

5. The decision as to whether voting machines are acquired, and in 

which constituencies they are used, is a matter for the towns and 

local authorities. As a reason for the acquisition and the 

deployment of voting machines, in addition to the more rapid 

calculation of the election result and to the anticipated cost savings, 

it is stated that it is virtually impossible to inadvertently cast 

invalid votes; cases of doubt as to the validity of individual votes 

because of ambiguous markings on the voting slip and unintended 

errors in counting the votes are said to be virtually ruled out (see 

Schreiber, Handbuch des Wahlrechts zum Deutschen Bundestag, 
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7th ed. 2002, § 35, marginal no. 2). The recruitment of voluntary 

election assistants is also said to be made much easier because less 

time is needed to ascertain the election result (see Schönau, 

Elektronische Demokratie, 2007, p. 50). These advantages are said 

to be evident in particular in local elections, which in many Länder 

(states) were said to have been made more complex because of 

possibilities of cumulative voting and voting for candidates from 

different party lists.  

II. 

1. With their complaints requesting the scrutiny of an election, both 

complainants target the Federal Electoral Act and the Federal Voting 

Machine Ordinance insofar as they facilitate the deployment of 

computer-controlled voting machines. They complain of the 

authorisation of the use and deployment of the voting machines; 

furthermore, the type approvals which were issued for the Nedap 

voting machines used in the Bundestag election are said to be 

unlawful. The complainant re 2. complains over and above this that 

the proceedings of the German Bundestag suffered from a number of 

faults.  

a) aa) The complainant re 1. objected to the result of the elections to 

the 16th German Bundestag in 30 constituencies in Brandenburg, 

Hesse, North RhineWestphalia, Rhineland-Palatinate and Saxony-

Anhalt referred to in greater detail. He moved to ascertain the 

constituencies in which computer-controlled voting machines had 
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been used, and the number of the votes cast with these voting 

machines, and to repeat the elections in the constituencies 

concerned. The deployment of computercontrolled voting 

machines was said to have violated the principle of the public 

nature of elections and the principle of the official nature of 

elections. Over and above this, the voting machines were said not 

to be compatible with the Guidelines for the Construction of Voting 

Machines.  

The principle of the public nature of elections was said to 

guarantee the proper implementation of the elections and the 

correct constitution of Parliament. The monitoring of the election 

act was said to have to encompass above all ensuring that the 

marking of the vote took place secretly and that the votes cast by 

the voters were inserted into the ballot box without a change, that 

the votes were not subsequently altered and that only the votes 

from the ballot box were counted at the end of the election. In the 

deployment of the voting machines complained of, effective 

monitoring by the public and by the returning committee were said 

to be prevented since a major part of the election act and the 

investigation and ascertainment of the election result were said to 

take place inside the voting machine.  

If voting machines were deployed, it was said to only replace 

the public nature of elections possible in an election with voting 

slips if equivalent and publicly verifiable control mechanisms 

existed, such as a paper record of the votes cast printed by the 
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voting machine which the voter could inspect. Corresponding 

control possibilities were however said not to be available to the 

public in deployment of the Nedap voting machines.  

It was said not to be possible for the public to check the 

trustworthiness of the software installed in the voting machines. 

The examination by the PhysikalischTechnische Bundesanstalt and 

the type approval were said not to have taken place publicly; also, 

the voting machines were said not to be made available to the 

interested public for independent examination. The source code 

software of the voting machines was said not to be open. 

Ultimately, it was said also not to be possible to examine whether 

the copies of the software used in the polling stations were 

identical to the sample examined by the Physikalisch-Technische 

Bundesanstalt and whether they were free of manipulations. It was 

said to be possible to effect authentication by a chain of characters 

(“hash value”) being calculated for each original program and the 

copy and then compared, so that agreement between the two 

values was said to document the authenticity of the software. This 

was however said not to be reliably  guaranteed in the voting 

machines which were the subject of the complaint since the 

checksums displayed and printed when the device was launched 

were calculated by the software installed in the voting machine 

itself, so that it was alleged not to be ruled out that the calculation 

of the checksums provided the expected chain of characters 

because of a prior deliberate manipulation of the software.  
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The particular danger in computer-controlled voting 

machines was said to lie in the fact that elections could be much 

more effectively influenced via manipulation of the software by the 

device manufacturer than in ballot box elections. For instance, it 

was said to be possible for faulty software to allot a certain share 

of the votes cast to a certain party regardless of the election 

decision by the respective voter or for the total votes cast to be 

divided among the parties standing for election according to a set 

proportion. Manipulations were said to be possible both by 

politically or financially motivated “insiders”, in particular 

employees of the manufacturer, and by external third parties who 

gained access to the computers used by the manufacturer (for 

instance via viruses or trojans); they were said with regard to the 

complexity of the software used not always to be discovered even 

in careful quality control effected by the manufacturer. Although it 

was said to be necessary to prevent unauthorised access to the 

devices between the elections through suitable security measures, 

no such monitoring was said to take place in Germany; there were 

also said to be no suitable regulations in force that were able to 

guarantee protected storage of the voting machines.  

It was said that the proceedings for the examination of the 

type sample by the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt and the 

approval of the type by the Federal Ministry of the Interior should 

be public as a part of the preparations for the elections. Any 

interests of the manufacturer in protecting its business secrets 
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should be subordinate to the principle of democracy. For a lack of 

a possibility to check the device independently, the publication of 

the control documents and reports of the Physikalisch-Technische 

Bundesanstalt and of the source code of the voting machine 

software was said to be the only possibility in order to be able to 

judge the integrity of the elections. The non-publication of the 

control reports and documents and of the source code was hence 

said to constitute an electoral error.  

It was said not to be compatible with the “principle of the 

official nature of the elections” that the functionality of the voting 

machines could only be examined by the manufacturer (§ 7.1 of the 

Federal Voting Machine Ordinance), and that there was no official 

control of freedom from manipulation of the voting machines. Over 

and above the declaration of identity, there was said to be no 

authentication of the software implemented on the individual 

voting machines, so that the election bodies had to rely on effective 

quality assurance by the manufacturer and on there being no 

manipulation after the examination had been carried out by the 

manufacturer. The tests carried out by the district returning officer 

in the context of preparation for the election and by the returning 

committee in the polling station were said not to be suited to 

recognise any manipulations.  

The voting machines were said not to be compatible with the 

“Guidelines for the Construction of Voting Machines” (Annex 1 to § 

2 of the Federal Voting Machine Ordinance). They neither complied 
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with the general state-of-the-art, nor were they constructed in 

compliance with the rules of technology for systems with grievous 

consequences in case of misconduct (letter B no. 2.1subsection 1 of 

the Guidelines for the Construction of Voting Machines). In 

contravention of to letter B no. 1 item 2 of the Guidelines for the 

Construction of Voting Machines, the software used was said not to 

be clearly identifiable.  

It is also said to be objectionable that § 35 of the Federal 

Electoral Act only calls for the ballot to be held in secret, but not for 

adherence to the other electoral principles. The examinability of 

the election result provided for in Article 41 of the Basic Law was 

said to be undermined if as a result of the type it were no longer to 

be possible to establish whether the outcome of the election had 

been reached lawfully. 

bb) The complainant re 2. also submitted an objection to the 

elections to the 16th German Bundestag.  

He takes the view that the deployment of the computer-

controlled voting machines in at least 1,921 polling districts and 39 

constituencies in five Länder had violated the principle of 

democracy, the principle of the rule of law and the principles of the 

public and official nature of elections. The deployment of the voting 

machines was said to violate the Federal Electoral Act and the 

Federal Voting Machine Ordinance from multiple points of view. 

Neither § 35 of the Federal Electoral Act, nor the Federal Voting 
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Machine Ordinance, were said to comply with the constitutional 

principles of the law on elections of the public and official nature of 

elections.  

The complainant re 2. moved inter alia for a finding that the 

election results in the constituencies designated by the 

complainant re 1., in the constituencies that were manifest from a 

“Customer overview [of Nedap] on the 2005 Bundestag election” 

provided by the Federal Statistical Office and in all other 

constituencies in which voting machines of the impugned nature 

might have been deployed, had come about unlawfully and were 

hence allegedly invalid. It was said that the elections needed to be 

repeated in these constituencies. Furthermore, the complainant re 

2. applied for the publication of the examination documents of the 

Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt regarding the voting 

machines to which the complaint referred, as well as for the 

holding of an oral hearing as soon as possible and the summons of 

specific witnesses and experts.  

The more detailed statements of the complainant re 2. 

correspond to the objection submitted by the complainant re 1. 

cc) The Federal Ministry of the Interior moved to reject the 

objections.  

The public nature of the ballot was said to have been guaranteed in 

the deployment of the voting machines. The public was said to be able to 

check that only entitled voters were granted access to the voting booth. 
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The returning committee was able to check by reading the control unit 

that each voter had in fact voted and had only done so once. Moreover, 

it was said that the principle of the public nature of elections was not 

guaranteed without restriction. It was said to be in conflict with the goal 

of forming a viable people’s representation in a short time. The Federal 

Electoral Act was said to attach greater significance to the goal of 

elections being held in good time and to ascertaining the outcome of the 

election within a reasonable time than to detailed monitoring by the 

public.  

The public nature of the vote counting was said to have been guaranteed. 

The public was said to be able to check how the result of the constituency 

ascertained by the voting machine on conclusion of the election act was 

printed by the returning committee and included in the election record. 

The returning committee and each election observer were said to be able 

to compare the ballot records in the voter register and the valid and 

invalid first and second votes registered by the voting machine, and 

hence to ascertain whether the device had covered and added all the 

votes cast. It was said to be not possible to physically cover the individual 

votes; a totaling procedure which was verifiable for the public was 

however said not to be necessary since protection against falsification of 

the election result was said to be ensured by a number of other measures 

guaranteeing the reliability of the result as with ballot box elections. For 

instance, the voting machine was examined thoroughly prior to being 

approved by the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt. Comprehensive 

monitoring by local authorities and returning committees also took place 
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in the run-up to the elections. The local ascertainment of the results was 

said to guarantee that manipulations on the part of individuals could at 

most impact the outcome of the election in the respective constituency.  

Public monitoring was said to be only one factor among many in order 

to prevent irregularities in the elections, albeit an important one. No 

measure was said to be able to prevent manipulations or unintentional 

falsification of the election result by itself. All measures together were 

however said to guarantee very broad protection of the elections against 

election falsifications.  

Since the principle of the public nature of elections had not been 

violated, it was said not to be necessary to bring forward the public 

nature of elections by publishing the control results of the Physikalisch-

Technische Bundesanstalt and the source code for the voting machine 

software. The fundamentally public nature of the preparations for the 

election and of the election itself could be restricted for reasons of the 

protection of private data or of operational and business secrets. The type 

approval, the examinations of the voting machines by the Physikalisch-

Technische Bundesanstalt, as well as the conclusive examination by the 

local authorities, were said to replace monitoring by the public in this 

respect.  

The paper record called for by the complainants for subsequent 

checking of the storage of the votes was said to be by no means non-

contentious in expert circles because of its disadvantages. It was said that 

such a record could be manipulated just like any paper product. Further, 
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it was impossible for a paper record to eliminate a lack of trust in the 

viability of the voting machine since it was created by the voting machine.  

Since the preparation and implementation of the elections were said to 

be public tasks, it was said to be irrelevant whether this was actually 

expressed in a “principle of the official nature of the elections”. It was only 

required that the state bodies provided the facilities and resources and 

took responsibility for organising the elections. It was said to be 

unobjectionable that private individuals effected individual actions; in 

this respect, the state bodies only had to carry out the monitoring 

required. For instance, the official voting slips were printed by private 

printers and the election notifications and postal voting documents were 

sent via private postal companies. It was said to always have been 

sufficient that the election authority classed the enterprises 

commissioned as trustworthy in each case. The same was said to apply to 

the manufacture and supply of voting machines with a declaration of 

identity of the manufacturer.  

The voting machines were said to be compatible with the Guidelines for 

the Construction of Voting Machines. The voting machine software was 

said to be identifiable at any time by virtue of a comparison of the version 

number and the checksums with the information contained in the 

declaration of identity. Also the authenticity of the software was said to 

be guaranteed by a combination of protective measures.  

Certainly, any electoral errors were said not to be relevant to mandates. 

Not concrete information had been put forward indicating that different 
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election results had been achieved in specific polling stations because of 

the deployment of voting machines than would have been the case with 

a ballot box election.  

dd) The German Bundestag rejected the election objections by 

resolution of 14 December 2006. The resolution recommendation of the 

Committee for the Scrutiny of Elections of 30 November 2006 (Bundestag 

document 16/3600, Annexes 1 and 2) considered the objections of both 

complainants to be manifestly unfounded. The constitutionality of 

individual provisions of electoral law was said not to be amenable to a 

review by the German Bundestag since the German Bundestag and the 

Committee for the Scrutiny of Elections were not called on to find 

provisions of electoral law unconstitutional.  

The deployment of the voting machines was said to have violated neither 

the concrete form given to the principle of the public nature of elections 

in non-constitutional law (§§ 10 and 31 of the Federal Electoral Act; § 54 

of the Federal Electoral Code (Bundeswahlordnung – BWO), nor a 

principle of the public nature of elections going beyond this. The principle 

of the public nature of elections was said certainly not to entail each 

individual act being subject to an individual check. The public nature of 

the ballot was also said to be heavily restricted in postal voting. The 

election was said to be operated in the voting machines which were the 

subject of the complaint in principle in the same manner as in the ballot 

box election. Although marking of the voting slip and the ballot were 

carried out on one single device in the voting booth, the act of balloting 

was said to be transparent for the returning committee and the public 
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since only the voter who had submitted his or her election notification 

card was able to vote using the voting machine.  

In legal reality, when it came to the deployment of voting machines the 

concrete election act of voting was said to be in a conflict of interests 

between the principle of secret elections and that of the public nature of 

elections. It was said to be acceptable against this background that in the 

deployment of computer-controlled voting machines each sub-act of vote 

registration was not transparent to all. It was said to be one of the 

particularities of the advance in technology that one could presume that 

the systems deployed were viable if they had been examined in a special 

procedure prior to their deployment. This was said to be all the more 

valid given that the necessary monitoring took place in all other 

procedural steps, and hence the results that were obtained could be 

examined to determine their plausibility. The only decisive aspect was 

said to be whether the public had the fundamental possibility to become 

convinced of the viability of the election procedure. This was said to be 

accounted for by voting with voting machines: In particular, the public 

was able to check the printout of the result of the constituency 

ascertained by the voting machine and the transfer of the result into the 

election record, and hence the counting as a whole. By means of the 

comparison of the ballot records in the register of voters with the valid 

and invalid first and second votes registered by the device, as prescribed 

by § 14 of the Federal Voting Machine Ordinance, it was said also to be 

possible to check whether the voting machine had recorded all the votes 

and added them correctly. All the stored votes could be printed out as 
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voting slips with the corresponding crosses and subsequently counted by 

hand.  

The proceedings for type approval were said not to give rise to an 

election error. There was also said not to be a right to inspect the source 

code of the voting machine software with regard to the principle of the 

public nature of elections since the protection of the operational secrets 

of the manufacturer of the voting machines was said to outweigh the 

interest of the public in revealing the source code.  

According to the convincing descriptions contained in the statement 

made by the Federal Ministry of the Interior, the voting machines which 

were the subject of the complaint were said to have complied with the 

provisions of the Federal Voting Machine Ordinance and with the 

Guidelines for the Construction of Voting Machines. According to the 

statements of the Federal Ministry of the Interior, manipulations were 

said to be theoretically possible, but hardly conceivable in practice. There 

were said to be no indications of deliberate manipulations or accidental 

alterations to the voting machines used in the Bundestag election forming 

the subject of the complaint. Even if none of the security measures 

mentioned were able by themselves to prevent manipulations, all the 

measures together were said to guarantee a very high degree of security 

against manipulation of the voting machines.  

Where the complainant was complaining about a shift of state tasks 

towards private parties, this was said not to constitute an electoral error, 

even if the submission was assumed to be correct. In particular, the fact 
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that the preparation and implementation of elections was a public task 

did not force the conclusion to be drawn that all necessary acts may only 

be carried out by officials. The necessary state control was said to be 

ensured.  

Since no electoral error was therefore ascertainable, it was said not to 

be necessary to investigate any impact on the result of the ballot and on 

the distribution of seats in the German Bundestag. No oral hearing was 

set regarding the objection of the complainant re 2. according to § 6.1a 

no. 3 of the Law on the Scrutiny of Elections (Wahlprüfungsgesetz – 

WahlPrüfG), old version.  

b) Both complainants have submitted a complaint requesting the 

scrutiny of an election to the Federal Constitutional Court 

(Bundesverfassungsgericht).  

aa) The complainant re 1. moves to rescind the resolution of the German 

Bundestag of 14 December 2006 and to declare the elections to the 16th 

German Bundestag invalid in the constituencies referred to in the 

objection procedure insofar as computercontrolled voting machines 

were used there, and to order a repeat of the elections with voting slips 

and ballot boxes. Alternatively, he moves for a finding that the use of 

software-controlled voting machines in elections to the German 

Bundestag is not compatible with the Basic Law, furthermore as an 

alternative that the deployment of voting machines is not compatible 

with the Basic Law unless the transparency of the elections for the public, 

the examinability of the correctness of the election result and security 
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against manipulation is guaranteed in a manner corresponding to 

elections with voting slips and ballot boxes.  

The complainant re 1. repeats and expands his submission from the 

objection procedure, and submits the following as a supplement:  

The deployment of the electronic voting machines, because of their 

technical and constructional security faults, was said to have violated the 

principles of electoral law set out in Article 38 of the Basic Law, the 

unwritten constitutional principles within electoral law of the public and 

official nature of elections, as well as the nonconstitutional provisions of 

electoral law.  

The public nature of the elections was also said to have been violated by 

virtue of the fact that the monitoring had been shifted to a non-public 

approval procedure and the publication of the examination results, 

examination documents, construction characteristics and of the source 

code of the devices had been refused. An evaluation of the votes cast that 

was verifiable by the public was said not to be possible because the 

individual votes could not be physically recorded. 

 The Federal Voting Machine Ordinance was said to contain serious 

faults insofar as it built on the principle of the declaration of identity; for 

there was said to be no monitoring as to whether the devices actually 

used corresponded to the software and hardware checked by the 

Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt.  

It was said not to be compatible with the principle of official nature of 

the implementation of the election for the state election authorities to 
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relinquish control over the entire course of events, including the 

technical details. Democracy and the rule of law were said rather to 

demand that the entire election events, ranging into the ramifications of 

the technical details, could be traced both by state bodies and by the 

people. The design of the election procedure, the monitoring and the 

parliamentary and judicial examinability of the election results, were said 

to be subject to the state’s reserve as core state tasks.  

The technical and constructional security faults in the voting machines 

were said to violate the principles of electoral law as to the freedom, 

equality and secrecy of the elections. If votes were diverted, electronically 

“caught” and “spied on”, the freedom of the elections was said to be 

placed at risk. Equality was also said to be affected if it was not sure 

whether the vote that had been cast had been counted at all, and if so 

whether it was counted correctly. What is more, it was said that the 

secrecy of elections could suffer damage were manipulations to occur. It 

was said to be sufficient for a violation of the principles of electoral law 

that a situation had been created by the deployment of electronic voting 

machines in which the errors described were possible.  

The restrictions of the principles of electoral law were said not to be 

justified by contrary constitutional provisions. Nedap’s company secrecy 

interests that are protected by fundamental rights had to be 

subordinated to the interest of the public in information and to the public 

monitoring which was fundamental to democracy. The gain in democracy 

(rapidity of ascertaining the election results and increased level of 

security of the election procedure), linked with the deployment of 
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computer-controlled voting machines, was also said to be unable to 

justify the impairment of public elections.  

The election errors were said to be relevant to mandates. Major 

alterations were said to be possible in the mandate structure because of 

the major part of the votes affected by the election errors. The 

complainant re 1. was said not to bear the burden of proof for the 

elections having led to a different result without voting machines than 

had in fact been the case in the constituencies in which voting machines 

had been deployed. For the election errors which had been complained 

of, in particular the violation of the principle of the public nature of 

elections, were said to have eliminated the actual possibility to 

demonstrate a manipulation in concrete terms.  

bb) The complainant re 2. is essentially moving to rescind the rejection 

of his objection by the German Bundestag and to repeat the elections in 

the constituencies designated in the written objection of 15 October 

2005, as well as basically to establish the unconstitutionality of § 35 of 

the Federal Electoral Act and the Federal Voting Machine Ordinance.  

The complainant re 2. challenges both the constitutionality of the legal 

basis for the deployment of computer-controlled voting machines (§ 35 

of the Federal Electoral Act and the Federal Voting Machine Ordinance), 

and the concrete deployment of the Nedap voting machines in the 

elections to the 16th German Bundestag. The electronic voting machines 

used were said to violate as to their construction and functioning the 

principles of electoral law of the public and official nature of elections and 
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Article 38.1 sentence 1 of the Basic Law, as well as the Federal Voting 

Machine Ordinance. The procedures for the approval of the voting 

machines by the PhysikalischTechnische Bundesanstalt and the Federal 

Ministry of the Interior which were the subject of complaint were also 

said not to comply with the principles of democracy and the rule of law, 

as well as with the principles of electoral law of the public nature of 

elections and the sovereign implementation of elections.  

As grounds, the complainant re 2. repeats the arguments that he already 

submitted in the objection procedure before the German Bundestag. He 

additionally alleges that the equality of elections had been violated by 

differing treatment of voting slip voters and voting machine voters since 

the principles of democracy and the rule of law, as well as of the public 

and official nature of the elections, were said to apply to the same degree 

to voting slip voters and to voting machine voters, and that the legislature 

had not provided legal provisions for the deployment of the electronic 

voting machines which were identical and equivalent to those in the 

Federal Electoral Code for voting slip elections. Insofar as it was not 

possible to rule out that because of the technical shortcomings of the 

voting machines there might be discrepancies between the ballot 

intended by voters and the ballot registered by the voting machine, the 

principle of equality between “successful” and “unsuccessful” voters was 

said to have been violated.  

He also objects to the proceedings before the German Bundestag. The 

length of the proceedings was said not to be acceptable. The German 

Bundestag was said to have taken its decision on the basis of an 
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insufficiently verified set of facts. The impugned resolution of the German 

Bundestag was said to have not come into being effectively for a lack of a 

quorum since 40 Members at most had attended the ballot. The 

deliberations of the Committee for the Scrutiny of Elections were said to 

have taken place in camera. The Rules of Procedure of the German 

Bundestag (Geschäftsordnung des Deutschen Bundestages – GO-BT) 

were said to be unconstitutional because they had not provided for the 

hearings, deliberations and rulings of the committee in the election 

scrutiny procedure to be held in public. Despite an explicit motion, no 

date had been set for an oral hearing.  

2. The complaints requesting the scrutiny of an election were served on 

the German Bundestag, the Bundesrat, the Federal Government, all 

Länder Governments, the federal associations of the parties represented 

in the German Bundestag (CDU, SPD, The Greens, FDP, Linkspartei, CSU) 

and the federal returning officer. The Physikalisch-Technische 

Bundesanstalt and the Federal Office for Information Security were 

afforded the opportunity according to § 27a of the Federal Constitutional 

Court Act (Bundesverfassungsgerichtsgesetz – BVerfGG) to make a 

statement on the technical questions that had been put forward.  

a) The federal returning officer considers the deployment of the 

electronic voting machines to be lawful.  

b) The Federal Ministry of the Interior has extended and supplemented 

its statements from the objection procedure before the German 
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Bundestag on the use of the voting machines allegedly having been 

constitutional and lawful.  

The public nature of elections was said to be overstretched if it 

were to be demanded that anyone should be able to verify the entire 

election events, including the preparations for the election, right down 

into the ramifications of the technical details and the entire state activity 

in an election, including the type approval of the voting machines, and 

that the other preparatory work of the election bodies and other 

institutions were subject to public monitoring.  

The local organisation was said to be one of the most important 

means to prevent manipulations in the use of voting machines. Since the 

local authorities decided on their own responsibility on the acquisition of 

the voting machines and were said to be responsible for the proper 

storage of the voting machines, and for their examination prior to 

deployment, manipulation of the voting machines was said to require, in 

addition to the appropriate technical skills, a knowledge of the manner in 

which each individual local authority stored the voting machines and 

how the security measures could be overcome. The local organisation 

was said to also include the ascertainment of the results in the respective 

polling station. This meant that it was not possible to manipulate the 

voting machine during transportation. Impacts of any irregularities were 

hence restricted to the election result in the respective constituency.  

c) The Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt explained the 

examination concept on which the type sample check was based, and 
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stated that the security requirements should be judged in the context of 

the implantation of the voting machines into the proven processes in 

traditional elections. The arguments of the complainant were said not to 

take this into account.  

3. a) The Chaos Computer Club e.V. refers in its statement to an 

examination of the security and manipulability of Nedap election 

computers which was implemented in 2006 in cooperation with the 

Dutch initiative “We do not trust voting computers” (“Wij vertrouwen 

stemcomputers niet”). The software and the hardware of the Dutch ES3B 

type, which in the view of the study’s authors differed only slightly from 

the ESD 1 and ESD 2 types used in Germany, was said to have been 

susceptible to manipulation with relatively little effort. The test indicates 

that the processes and programming methods analysed by 

reconstructing the source code of the voting machine were trivial and 

only constituted the state-of-the-art of the early nineteen-nineties.  

The voting machines could be manipulated by the votes cast for an 

electoral proposal being altered prior to their storage, so that they would 

be stored on the vote storage module as votes cast for another party. This 

was said not to require any knowledge of the list place of the party or of 

the candidate. A further manipulation variant was said to consist in 

already providing for a preset percentage final result for a specific 

electoral proposal prior to commencement of the elections without this 

coming to light in a test election. It was said to be possible in practice to 

exchange the software without encountering difficulties. The storage 

media could be removed from the voting machine, read out, deleted and 
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re-programmed using widely available tools. A person with a modicum 

of technical knowledge could exchange a storage medium within less 

than five minutes after brief training; someone with experience could 

have effected a swap in about one minute. Manipulations to the hardware 

were also simple without this being identifiable by any testing procedure 

used or proposed by Nedap or by the Physikalisch-Technische 

Bundesanstalt.  

All in all, the tests had shown that the Nedap voting machines did 

not meet the requirements of the Federal Voting Machine Ordinance. The 

dynamics of the development in the potential for attack and manipulation 

were said to constitute one of the main risk factors of computer-aided 

election procedures. In contradistinction to established procedures, it 

was possible at any time for attack methods to be developed which were 

as yet unknown and the consequences of which were not foreseeable 

which remained unrecognised and made it possible to falsify an election. 

None of the fundamental difficulties in the use of computer-controlled 

voting machines was said to be solvable by technical means with 

sufficient reliability since greater technical security measures would of 

necessity lead to more complex systems which could be examined by 

even fewer people.  

b) The Federal Ministry of the Interior takes the view that the 

statement of the Chaos Computer Club showed all in all an over-

evaluation of technical security requirements as to the voting machines. 

There was said to be no way to guarantee absolute security against 

falsification in elections. Ballot box election and postal voting was said to 
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be theoretically susceptible to manipulation in a similar way to elections 

with voting machines. Any technical security measure could be 

circumvented with the corresponding effort.  

The criticised manipulation possibilities still in existence despite a 

protected environment were said not to differ from the risks also existing 

in classical elections. The existing regulations were said to be adequate.  

4. In the oral hearing, the Senate furthermore heard Dr. Jörn 

Müller-Quade, European Institute for Systems Security (Europäisches 

Institut für Systemsicherheit) in Karlsruhe, and Melanie Volkamer, 

Institute of IT-Security and Security Law (Institut für IT-Sicherheit und 

Sicherheitsrecht) of the University of Passau, as experts. Dr. Müller-

Quade particularly made a statement on the question of whether and to 

what degree manipulation to the hardware or software could be 

discovered by subsequent examinations of the voting machines. Ms 

Volkamer explained how the concurrence of the software with the 

samples installed in the individual voting machines could be examined 

prior to the elections.  

B. 

Insofar as the complainant re 2. objects to the proceedings before 

the German Bundestag, his complaint requesting the scrutiny of an 

election is unsuccessful.  

The complaints requesting the scrutiny of an election are well-

founded insofar as they complain about the Federal Voting Machines 

Ordinance permitting the use of computer-controlled voting machines 
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without ensuring effective monitoring of the election act and effective 

subsequent monitoring of the ascertainment of the result. In this respect, 

there is a violation of the principle of the public nature of elections under 

Article 38 of the Basic Law in conjunction with Article 20.1 and 20.2 of 

the Basic Law. The use of Nedap’s computer-controlled voting machines 

was also not compatible with the principle of the public nature of 

elections. Both election errors however do not lead to the elections being 

declared invalid in the constituencies designated by the complainant.  

It can remain open whether the constructive characteristics of the 

voting machines, and hence also the type approvals and the use 

authorisation, were compatible with the requirements contained in the 

Federal Voting Machine Ordinance, and in particular in the Guidelines for 

the Construction of Voting Machines, and with the principles of electoral 

law under Article 38.1 sentence 1 of the Basic Law. The same applies as 

to the complaints that the voting machines used had not been subject to 

adequate official monitoring, that the examination of the samples by the 

Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt and that the type approval 

procedure had not taken place in public, as well as that the examination 

reports and documents of the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, 

and the source code of the voting machine software, had not been made 

available to the public.  

I. 

The complaint requesting the scrutiny of an election of the 

complainant re 2. is unsuccessful insofar as the complainant complains of 
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the length of the proceedings before the German Bundestag and that the 

Committee for the Scrutiny of Elections had not deliberated in public and 

wrongly had not set an oral hearing. The complaint that the German 

Bundestag had not been quorate on accepting the resolution 

recommendation of the Committee for the Scrutiny of Elections is also 

not well-founded. 

In the context of the complaint proceedings, the Federal 

Constitutional Court reviews the impugned resolution of the German 

Bundestag in formal and substantive terms. Faults in the proceedings of 

the German Bundestag, as they are claimed by the complainant, can only 

be relevant to the complaint if they are material and deprive it of the basis 

for its decision (see Decisions of the Federal Constitutional Court 

(Entscheidungen des Bundesverfassungsgerichts – BVerfGE 89, 243 

(249); 89, 291 (299)). No such procedural violations are recognisable 

here.  

1. Even if the proceedings took more than one year between the 

submission of the objection to the election and the decision of the German 

Bundestag, this does not yet constitute a grievous procedural error. The 

length of the proceedings by itself does not remove the basis for the 

decision (see Federal Constitutional Court (Bundesverfassungsgericht – 

BVerfG, judgment of the Second Senate of 3 July 2008 – 2 BvC 1/ 07, 7/07 

–, Neue Zeitschrift für Verwaltungsrecht – NVwZ 2008, p. 991 (992)).  

2. The fact that the Committee for the Scrutiny of Elections 

refrained from holding an oral hearing on the complainant’s objection to 
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the election, and also deliberated in camera in other respects, also does 

not constitute a grievous error removing the basis for the decision of the 

German Bundestag.  

a) According to § 6.1a no. 3 of the Law on the Scrutiny of Elections 

in the version of 24 August 1965 (Federal Law Gazette I p. 977 (Law on 

the Scrutiny of Elections, Wahlprüfungsgesetz – WahlPrG, old version)), 

which applied at the time of the decision on the complainant’s objection, 

the committee was able to refrain from holding an oral hearing if the 

preliminary review revealed that the objection was manifestly 

unfounded. Since the amendment of § 6.1 of the Law on the Scrutiny of 

Elections by the Act Amending the Law on the Scrutiny of Elections of 6 

June 2008 (Federal Law Gazette I p. 994), a date for an oral hearing is only 

to be set if the preliminary examination reveals that this can be expected 

to further promote the proceedings.  

An objection is manifestly unfounded if no aspect is recognisable at 

the time of the decision which may help it to succeed (see BVerfGE 89, 

243 (250); 89, 291 (300)). The evaluation is not conditional on the 

unfoundedness of the appeal being evident; it may also be the result of a 

prior thorough examination (see BVerfGE 82, 316 (319-320) on the 

regulation of § 24 of the Federal Constitutional Court Act with identical 

content).  

Even if there may be reasons according to the submission of the 

complaint suggesting that the objection was not manifestly unfounded, in 

particular with regard to compliance with the Guidelines for the 
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Construction of Voting Machines, refraining from holding an oral hearing 

is certainly not so grievous that the decision of the German Bundestag 

would be deprived of its basis by these means. It based its decision 

primarily on the deployment of computer-controlled voting machines not 

violating the principle of the public nature of elections and the concrete 

non-constitutional provisions contained in electoral law. In this respect, 

the German Bundestag has addressed the complainants’ arguments in 

detail and made a detailed statement on the questions raised. Where it 

deals with the question of the approval of the Nedap voting machines 

used in the Bundestag election, it takes as a basis the statement of the 

Federal Ministry of the Interior, according to which manipulations are 

theoretically possible but, because of the bundle of technical and 

organisational security measures, are ruled out to the same degree as in 

classical voting slip elections.  

b) In contradistinction to the view taken by the complainant re 2., 

the Committee for the Scrutiny of Elections was not obliged to deliberate 

in an open hearing.  

The Law on the Scrutiny of Elections regulates in the provisions on 

oral hearings (§§ 6 et seq. of the Law on the Scrutiny of Elections) the 

preconditions under which the proceedings of the Committee for the 

Scrutiny of Elections are held in public. If an oral hearing is not waived, 

the hearing takes place in public. According to § 10.1 of the Law on the 

Scrutiny of Elections, the Committee for the Scrutiny of Elections 

deliberates in secret on the result of the oral hearing. According to the 

system of the Act, this applies in the same way if an oral hearing is waived. 
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No constitutional aspects are evident which might oblige the legislature 

to enact any different regulation when legislating on the scrutiny of 

elections (Article 41.3 of the Basic Law).  

3. The complaint of the complainant re 2. that the resolution of the 

German Bundestag of 14 December 2006 had allegedly not effectively 

come into being for a lack of a quorum is also unsuccessful. The 

German Bundestag decides with a simple majority on the 

recommendation for a resolution of the Committee for the Scrutiny of 

Elections (§ 13.1 sentence 1 of the Law on the Scrutiny of Elections). 

According to § 45.1 of the Rules of Procedure of the German 

Bundestag, the Bundestag is quorate if more than half of its members 

are present in the plenary. The Bundestag is regarded as being quorate 

regardless of the number of its members present until it is found to 

not be quorate in the proceedings prescribed in § 45.2 of the Rules of 

Procedure of the German Bundestag. This provision does not come up 

against any constitutional reservations (see BVerfGE 44, 308 (314 et 

seq.) on the provisions of § 49.2 of the Rules of Procedure of the 

German Bundestag, old version, the content of which is largely 

identical). As is shown by the record of the session, the German 

Bundestag unanimously accepted the resolution recommendation of 

the Committee for the Scrutiny of Elections on 14 December 2006 (see 

Minutes of plenary proceedings 16/73, Stenographic Record p. 7259 

B). It cannot be derived from the minutes how many delegates were 

present in the house when the ballot was held. There is no record that 

it had been doubted, or indeed ascertained, whether the German 
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Bundestag was quorate. There is hence no indication that the 

Bundestag was not quorate.  

II. 

1. In the context of a complaint requesting the scrutiny of an election 

according to § 13 no. 3 and § 48 of the Federal Constitutional Court 

Act, the Federal Constitutional Court has not only to guarantee 

compliance by the competent election bodies and the German 

Bundestag with the provisions of federal election law, but also to 

review whether the provisions of the Federal Electoral Act comply 

with the requirements of the constitution (see BVerfGE 16, 130 

(135-136); BVerfG, judgment of the Second Senate of 3 July 2008 – 

2 BvC 1/07, 7/07 –, Neue Zeitschrift für Verwaltungsrecht 2008, p. 

991 (992)). This examination also covers the validity of legal 

ordinances.  

2. The deployment of computer-controlled voting machines is in 

particular to be reviewed against the standard of the public nature 

of elections (Article 38 in conjunction with Article 20.1 and 20.2 of 

the Basic Law). The public nature of elections is a fundamental 

precondition for democratic political will-formation. It ensures the 

correctness and verifiability of the election events, and hence 

creates a major precondition for the well-founded trust of the 

citizen in the correct operation of the elections. The state form of 

parliamentary democracy, in which the rule of the people is 

mediated by elections, in other words is not directly exercised, 
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demands that the act of transferring state responsibility to 

parliamentarians is subject to special public monitoring. The 

fundamentally required public nature of the election procedure 

covers the electoral proposal procedure, the election act (broken 

regarding the ballot by the secret nature of elections) and the 

ascertainment of the election result (see BVerfG, judgment of the 

Second Senate of 3 July 2008 – 2 BvC 1/ 07, 7/07 –, Neue Zeitschrift 

für Verwaltungsrecht 2008, p. 991 (992) with further references).  

a) The basis for public elections is formed by the 

fundamental constitutional options for democracy, the republic 

and the rule of law (Article 38 in conjunction with Article 20.1 and 

20.2 of the Basic Law).  

aa) In a representative democracy, the elections of the 

people’s representation constitute the fundamental act of 

legitimisation. The ballot in the elections to the German Bundestag 

forms the major element of the process of will-forming from the 

people to the state bodies, and hence at the same time constitutes 

the basis for political integration. Compliance with the election 

principles applicable to this, and confidence in compliance with 

them, hence constitute preconditions for a viable democracy. Only 

by the possibility of monitoring whether the elections comply with 

the constitutional election principles is it possible to ensure that 

the delegation of state power to the people’s representation, which 

forms the first and most important part of the uninterrupted 

legitimisation chain of the people to the bodies and office-holders 
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entrusted with state tasks, does not suffer from a shortcoming. The 

democratic legitimacy of the elections demands that the election 

events be controllable so that manipulation can be ruled out or 

corrected and unjustified suspicion can be refuted. This is the only 

way to facilitate the well-founded trust of the sovereign in the 

correct formation of the representative body. The obligation 

incumbent on the legislature and on the executive to ensure that 

the election procedure is designed constitutionally and is 

implemented properly is not sufficient by itself to impart the 

necessary legitimacy. Only if the electorate can reliably convince 

itself of the lawfulness of the transfer act, if the elections are 

therefore implemented “before the eyes of the public” (see 

Schreiber, Handbuch des Wahlrechts zum Deutschen Bundestag, 

7th ed. 2002, § 31 marginal no. 2) is it possible to guarantee the 

trust of the sovereign in Parliament being composed in a manner 

corresponding to the will of the voters that is necessary for the 

functioning of democracy and the democratic legitimacy of state 

decisions (see North Rhine/Westphalia Constitutional Court 

(Verfassungsgerichtshof Nordrhein-Westfalen – NRW VerfGH), 

judgment of 19 March 1991 – VerfGH 10/90 –, Neue Zeitschrift für 

Verwaltungsrecht 1991, p. 1175 (1179); Hanßmann, 

Möglichkeiten und Grenzen von Internetwahlen, 2004, p. 184).  

bb) In a republic, elections are a matter for the entire people 

and a joint concern of all citizens. Consequently, the monitoring of 

the election procedure must also be a matter for and a task of the 
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citizen. Each citizen must be able to comprehend and verify the 

central steps in the elections reliably and without any special prior 

technical knowledge.  

cc) The public nature of the elections is also anchored in the 

principle of the rule of law. The public nature of the state’s exercise 

of power, which is based on the rule of law, serves its transparency 

and controllability. It is contingent on the citizen being able to 

perceive acts of the state bodies. This also applies as to the 

activities of the election bodies.  

b) The principle of the public nature of elections requires that all 

essential steps in the elections are subject to public examinability 

unless other constitutional interests justify an exception. Particular 

significance attaches here to the monitoring of the election act and 

to the ascertainment of the election result.  

An election procedure in which the voter cannot reliably 

comprehend whether his or her vote is unfalsifiably recorded and 

included in the ascertainment of the election result, and how the 

total votes cast are assigned and counted, excludes central 

elements of the election procedure from public monitoring, and 

hence does not comply with the constitutional requirements.  

c) Despite the considerable value attaching to the constitutional 

principle of the public nature of elections, it does not ensue from 

this principle that all acts in connection with the ascertainment of 

the election result must take place with the involvement of the 
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public so that a well-founded trust in the correctness of the 

elections can be created. For instance, activities of the district 

returning officer with which according to § 76.1 of the Federal 

Electoral Code the – public – ascertainment of the election result is 

prepared by the district election committee are not constitutionally 

obliged to be subject to the principle of the direct public nature of 

elections (see BVerfG, judgment of the Second Senate of 3 July 2008 

– 2 BvC 1/07, 7/07 –, Neue Zeitschrift für Verwaltungsrecht 2008, 

p. 991 (992)).  

d) The requirements as to the examinability of the election events 

apply to the implementation of parliamentary elections regardless 

of the responsibility of the state bodies which have a constitutional 

structure (see BVerfGE 20, 56 (113); 41, 399 (414); Seifert, 

Bundeswahlrecht, 3rd ed. 1976, p. 130).  

It is primarily a matter for the legislature to regulate how the 

retraceability of the essential steps in the election procedure is 

ensured. Article 38.3 of the Basic Law empowers and obliges the 

legislature to determine the details of the structure of electoral law 

(in particular the election system and the election procedure) and 

compliance with the principles of electoral law (see Magiera, in: 

Sachs, GG, 5th ed. 2009, Art. 38, marginal nos. 106 et seq. and 113 

et seq.). The design of the technical aspects of the election events 

also falls within the regulatory mandate under Article 38.3 of the 

Basic Law (see Morlok, in: Dreier, GG, Vol. 2, 2nd ed. 2006, Art. 38, 

marginal no. 127), and hence the decision on deployment of voting 
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machines and the determination of the more detailed 

preconditions for their deployment. Details may be regulated by 

means of a legal ordinance on the basis of a statutory authorisation 

(see Magiera, in: Sachs, GG, 5th ed. 2009, Art. 38, marginal no. 114).  

The legislature is entitled to broad latitude when lending 

concrete shape to the principles of electoral law within which it 

must decide whether and to what degree deviations from 

individual principles of electoral law are justified in the interest of 

the uniformity of the entire election system and to ensure the state 

policy goals which they pursue (see BVerfGE 3, 19 (24-25); 59, 119 

(124); 95, 335 (349)). The Federal Constitutional Court only 

reviews whether the legislature has remained within the 

boundaries of the latitude granted to it by the Basic Law, or 

whether it has violated a valid constitutional election principle by 

overstepping these boundaries. It is not a matter for the Court to 

find whether the legislature has found solutions which are 

expedient or desired in terms of legal policy within the latitude to 

which it is entitled (see BVerfGE 59, 119 (125)).  

3. The deployment of voting machines which record the 

voters’ votes in electronic form and ascertain the result of the 

election electronically is hence only compatible with the Basic Law 

subject to strict preconditions.  

a) When electronic voting machines are deployed, it must be 

possible to check the essential steps in the election act and in the 
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ascertainment of the results reliably and without special expert 

knowledge.  

The necessity of such monitoring emerges not lastly from the 

susceptibility to manipulation of electronic voting machines and 

their amenability to error. In these, the acceptance of the voters’ 

votes and the calculation of the election result is based on a 

calculation act which cannot be examined from outside or by 

persons without special computer knowledge. Errors in the voting 

machine software are hence difficult to recognise. Over and above 

this, such errors can affect not only one individual election 

computer, but all the devices used. Whilst manipulations or 

election falsifications are virtually impossible in classical elections 

with voting slips under the conditions of the valid provisions, 

including the provisions on the public nature of elections – or at 

least are only possible with considerable effort and with a very high 

risk of discovery which has a preventive impact – a major impact 

may in principle be achieved with relatively little effort by 

encroachments on electronically controlled voting machines. 

Manipulations of individual voting machines can already influence 

not only individual voters’ votes, but all votes cast with the aid of 

this device. The scope of the election errors which are caused by 

alterations and malfunctions of a single software program affecting 

multiple devices is even wider. The major scope of the effect of 

possible errors in the voting machines or targeted election 
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falsifications requires special precautions to be taken in order to 

comply with the principle of the public nature of elections.  

aa) The voter himself or herself must be able to verify – also 

without a more detailed knowledge of computers – whether his or 

her vote as cast is recorded truthfully as a basis for counting or – if 

the votes are initially counted with technical support – at least as a 

basis for a subsequent re-count. It is not sufficient if he or she must 

rely on the functionality of the system without the possibility of 

personal inspection. It is hence inadequate if he or she is 

exclusively informed by an electronic display that his or her ballot 

has been registered. This does not facilitate sufficient monitoring 

by the voter. Equal viability must also apply to the election bodies 

and to interested citizens.  

The consequence of this is that the votes may not be stored 

exclusively on an electronic storage medium after the ballot. The 

voter may not be required to trust solely in the technical integrity 

of the system after the electronic ballot. If the election result is 

ascertained by computer-controlled processing of the votes stored 

in an electronic storage medium, it is not sufficient if only the result 

of the calculation process as implemented in the voting machine 

can be taken note of using a summary paper printout or an 

electronic display. By these means, voters and election bodies can 

only examine whether the voting machine has processed as many 

votes as voters have been admitted to operate the voting machine 

in the elections. It is not easily recognisable in such cases whether 
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there have been programming errors in the software or targeted 

election falsifications through manipulation of the software or of 

the voting machines. 

bb) The legislature is not prevented from using electronic 

voting machines in the elections if the constitutionally required 

possibility of a reliable correctness check is ensured. In particular, 

voting machines are conceivable in which the votes are recorded 

elsewhere in addition to electronic storage. This is for instance 

possible with electronic voting machines which print out a visible 

paper report of the vote cast for the respective voter, in addition to 

electronic recording of the vote, which can be checked prior to the 

final ballot and is then collected to facilitate subsequent checking. 

Monitoring that is independent of the electronic vote record also 

remains possible when systems are deployed in which the voter 

marks a voting slip and the election decision is recorded 

simultaneously (for instance with a “digital election pen”, see on 

this Schiedermair, Juristenzeitung 2007, p. 162 (170)), or 

subsequently (e.g. by a voting slip scanner; see on this Schönau, 

Elektronische Demokratie, 2007, pp. 51-52; Khorrami, 

Bundestagswahlen per Internet, 2006, p. 30) by electronic means 

in order to evaluate these by electronic means at the end of the 

election day.  

It is certainly ensured in these cases that the voters are in 

charge of their ballot and that the result of the election can be 

reliably checked by the election authorities or by interested 
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citizens without any special prior technical knowledge. Whether 

there are still other technical possibilities which create trust on the 

part of the electorate in the correctness of the proceedings in 

ascertaining the election result based on verifiability, and which 

hence comply with the principle of the public nature of elections, 

need not be decided here.  

b) Restrictions on possibilities for citizens to monitor the 

election events cannot be compensated for by sample devices in the 

context of the type approval procedure or in the selection of the 

voting machines specifically used in the elections prior to their 

deployment being subjected to verification by an official institution 

as to their compliance with certain security requirements and their 

proper technical performance. The monitoring of the essential 

steps in the election promotes well-founded trust in the 

correctness of the election certainly in the necessary manner that 

the citizen himself or herself can reliably verify the election event.  

For this reason, a comprehensive bundle of other technical 

and organisational security measures (e.g. monitoring and 

safekeeping of the voting machines, comparability of the devices 

used with an officially checked sample at any time, criminal liability 

in respect of election falsifications and local organisation of the 

elections) is also not suited by itself to compensate for a lack of 

controllability of the essential steps in the election procedure by 

the citizen.  
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Accordingly, neither participation by the interested public in 

procedures of the examination or approval of voting machines, nor 

a publication of examination reports or construction 

characteristics (including the source code of the software with 

computercontrolled voting machines) makes a major contribution 

towards ensuring the constitutionally required level of 

controllability and verifiability of the election events. Technical 

examinations and official approval procedures, which in any case 

can only be expertly evaluated by interested specialists, relate to a 

stage in the proceedings which is far in advance of the ballot. The 

participation of the public in order to achieve the required reliable 

monitoring of the election events is hence likely to require other 

additional precautions.  

c) The legislature can permit exceptions to the principle of 

the public nature of elections to a restricted degree in order to 

bring other constitutional interests to fruition, in particular the 

written principles of electoral law from Article 38.1 sentence 1 of 

the Basic Law. For instance, restrictions of public monitoring of the 

ballot with postal voting (§ 36 of the Federal Electoral Act) can be 

justified with the aim of achieving as comprehensive participation 

in the elections as possible, thereby complying with the principle 

of generality of elections (see BVerfGE 21, 200 (205); 59, 119 

(125)). When deploying computer-controlled voting machines, 

however, no contrary constitutional principles are recognisable 

which are able to justify a broad restriction of the public nature of 
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elections and hence the controllability of the election act and the 

ascertainment of the results.  

aa) Where the deployment of computer-controlled voting 

machines aims to rule out inadvertent incorrect markings on 

voting slips, unwanted invalid ballots, unintentional counting 

errors or incorrect interpretations of the voters’ intention when 

votes are counted (see Schreiber, Handbuch des Wahlrechts zum 

Deutschen Bundestag, 7th ed. 2002, § 35, marginal no. 2) which 

repeatedly occur in classical elections with voting slips, this serves 

the interest of the implementation of the equality of elections 

under Article 38.1 sentence 1 of the Basic Law. What weight 

attaches to this purpose can however be left open. It certainly does 

not justify by itself forgoing any type of verifiability of the election 

act. Unintentional counting errors or incorrect interpretations of 

the voters’ intention can also be ruled out by voting machines if 

supplementary monitoring by the voter, the election bodies or the 

public is made possible in addition to electronic recording and 

counting of the votes. Corresponding monitoring is for instance 

possible with electronic voting machines which record the votes 

not only in electronic form in the voting machine, but at the same 

time in a form which is independent of this (see II. 3. a) bb above). 

Apart from this, user errors – such as pushing the “invalid” key 

presuming that this made it possible to correct an erroneous entry 

– cannot be ruled out in the voting machines approved for the 

elections to the 16th German Bundestag.  
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bb) The principle of the secrecy of elections certainly does 

not constitute a counter constitutional principle which can be used 

as a basis for a broad restriction of the controllability of the election 

act and of the ascertainment of the results. There is no “conflict of 

interest” between the principle of secret elections and the principle 

of the public nature of elections which might justify such 

restrictions (Bundestag document 16/ 3600, Annex 1, p. 20).  

The principle of secret elections guarantees that the voter 

alone is aware of the content of his or her election decision, and 

obliges the legislature to take the necessary steps to protect the 

election secret (see H.H. Klein, in: Maunz/Dürig, GG, Art. 38, 

marginal no. 110 [March 2007]; Pieroth, Juristische Schulung – JuS 

1991, p. 89 (91)). The secrecy of elections constitutes the most 

important institutional protection of the freedom of elections (see 

BVerfGE 99, 1 (13)). In historic terms, secret elections may have 

been a caesura in the public nature of the election procedure 

because they renounced the open ballot in order to protect the 

freedom of election (see Breidenbach/ Blankenagel, Rechtliche 

Probleme von Internetwahlen, Berlin 2000, pp. 34-35). Under the 

regime of the Basic Law, which explicitly prescribes elections as 

secret in order to protect their freedom, however, the principle of 

the public nature of elections from the outset does not apply to the 

act of the ballot. If the public nature of the elections is not ruled out 

in order to enable the ballot to be cast unobserved, the election 

procedure is subject to the principle of the public nature of 
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elections (see H.H. Klein, in: Maunz/Dürig, GG, Art. 38, marginal no. 

113 [March 2007]; Seifert, Bundeswahlrecht, 3rd ed. 1976, Art. 38, 

marginal no. 35). Accordingly, the impact of the principle of secrecy 

of elections is not to restrict the principle of the public nature of 

elections for the ballot act. It also does not justify a restriction of 

public monitoring in the casting of the – previously secretly marked 

– vote carrier or in the ascertainment of the results. This already 

follows from the fact that it does not oppose additional precautions 

enabling the voter to monitor whether his or her vote is recorded 

in an unfalsified manner as a basis for a subsequent re-count.  

cc) Finally, the goal of being able to form a viable people’s 

representation in a short period does not constitute a restriction of 

the principle of the public nature of elections in the deployment of 

computer-controlled voting machines. The clarification of the 

correct composition of the people’s representation within a 

suitable period is one aspect which can be taken into account when 

shaping the election procedure and the election scrutiny procedure 

(see BVerfGE 85, 148 (159)). The matter of the assembly of a new 

Bundestag in good time (see Article 39.2 of the Basic Law) is 

however not endangered by sufficient precautions being taken to 

ensure public elections. There is no constitutional requirement for 

the election result to be available shortly after closing the polling 

stations. What is more, the past Bundestag elections have shown 

that the preliminary official final result of the elections can as a rule 

be submitted in a matter of hours, even without the deployment of 
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voting machines. The interest in rapidly clarifying the composition 

of the German Bundestag is therefore not a constitutional interest 

that is suited to impose restrictions on the public nature of the 

election event.  

4. The normative level on which the questions related to the 

deployment of voting machines are to be regulated is determined 

in line with the requirements of the parliamentary reservation and 

the requirements which are placed on the authorisation to issue 

legal ordinances (Article 80.1 sentence 2 of the Basic Law).  

a) The parliamentary reservation rooted in the principle of 

the rule of law and in the principle of democracy requires that the 

major decisions are to be taken by the legislature in fundamental 

normative areas, especially in the area of the exercise of 

fundamental rights, insofar as this is amenable to state regulation 

(see BVerfGE 49, 89 (126-127); 61, 260 (275); 80, 124 (132); 101, 

1 (34)). The obligation to legislate relates here not only to the 

question of whether a certain article must be regulated by law at 

all, but also to how far these individual regulations have to go (see 

BVerfGE 101, 1 (34)).  

According to Article 80.1 sentence 2 of the Basic Law, the 

content, purpose and scope of the authorisation to issue legal 

ordinances must be laid down in the statute concerned. The 

legislature itself must decide which questions are to be regulated 

by the legal ordinance, within what limits and with what goal (see 
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BVerfGE 2, 307 (334); 5, 71 (76-77); 23, 62 (72)). The wording of 

the authorisation need not be formulated as precisely as possible; 

it must constitutionally only be sufficiently determined (see 

BVerfGE 55, 207 (226); 58, 257 (277); 62, 203 (209-210). It is 

sufficient if the limits of the authorisation are determinable by 

interpretation using the interpretation principles that are 

generally recognised; the goals of the statute, the context together 

with other provisions and the genesis of the statute are significant 

here (see BVerfGE 8, 274 (307); 23, 62 (73); 55, 207 (226-227); 80, 

1 (20-21)). In detail, the requirements as to the level of 

determinedness depend on the particularities of the respective 

object of regulation and on the intensity of the measure (see 

BVerfGE 58, 257 (277-278); 62, 203 (210); 76, 130 (143)). Whilst 

less stringent requirements are to be made with circumstances that 

are highly varied and subject to rapid change, more stringent 

requirements apply to the degree of determinedness of the 

authorisation with those regulations which are linked to more 

intensive encroachments on legal positions which are protected by 

fundamental rights (see BVerfGE 58, 257 (278); 62, 203 (210)).  

b) Because of their particularities, regulations relating to the 

deployment of voting machines are reserved for parliamentary 

decision insofar as they relate to the major requirements for the 

deployment of such devices. This includes the decisions on the 

permissibility of the deployment of voting machines and the 
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fundamental prerequisites for their deployment. These decisions 

cannot be left to the institution adopting the ordinance. 

 The more detailed preconditions for the approval of voting 

machines and the procedures to be complied with here, the details 

of the use of the voting machines in the elections and the guarantee 

of the principles of electoral law in the concrete deployment of 

voting machines, by contrast, do not require any detailed 

parliamentary regulation, but can be regulated by the institution 

adopting the ordinance. The respective requirements of the voting 

machines depend heavily on the nature of the respective voting 

machine, and hence do not already have to be legislated in detail at 

the level of the parliamentary statute. Thus, for instance, the 

requirements for the deployment of electronically operated voting 

machines differ from those for the deployment of exclusively 

mechanical voting machines. Because voting machines are subject 

to ongoing technical development, a rapid adjustment of the law is 

better guaranteed if the detailed regulations are transferred to the 

institution adopting the ordinance.  

III. 

According to these standards, the authorisation to hand 

down ordinances contained in § 35 of the Federal Electoral Act 

does not give rise to any profound constitutional objections.  

1. The parliamentary legislature was not obliged over and 

above the regulation contained in § 35 of the Federal Electoral Act 
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to regulate the deployment of computercontrolled voting machines 

since the major questions in connection with the deployment of 

computer-controlled voting machines are determined in § 35 of the 

Federal Electoral Act. Where § 35 of the Federal Electoral Act 

authorises the adoption of the Federal Voting Machine Ordinance, 

the content, purpose and scope of the authorisation that has been 

issued is adequately regulated (Article 80.1 sentence 2 of the Basic 

Law).  

The parliamentary legislature made the fundamental 

decision in § 35.1 of the Federal Electoral Act for the deployment of 

voting machines. By restricting the deployment of the voting 

machines to facilitating the casting and counting of votes, the 

legislature clearly determined the goal of the authorisation to issue 

ordinances. It made it clear by deleting the words “with separate 

counting devices” in 1999 that § 35 of the Federal Electoral Act also 

covers the deployment of computer-controlled voting machines.  

The fundamental prerequisites for the deployment of the 

voting machines are named in § 35.2 sentences 2 to 5 and 35.3 of 

the Federal Electoral Act, in particular the official type approval 

and the official authorisation of the use of the voting machines. Of 

the constitutionally guaranteed election principles, only the 

secrecy of the ballot and the keeping of the secrecy of elections are 

explicitly spoken of in § 35.2 sentence 1 of the Federal Electoral Act. 

The other principles of electoral law are regulated in § 1.1 sentence 

2 of the Federal Electoral Act. They therefore certainly also apply 
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to the deployment of voting machines in the elections to the 

German Bundestag. Finally, the legislature provided in § 35.3 

sentence 1 no. 6 of the Federal Electoral Act that the Federal 

Ministry of the Interior may regulate the particularities in 

connection with the elections brought about by the use of voting 

machines. This provision forms not only a sufficient normative 

basis in order to account for the constitutional particularities of the 

deployment of computer-controlled voting machines. It also makes 

it recognisable for citizens that an election with voting machines 

may entail modifications in comparison with the classical ballot 

box election. It is not constitutionally required that all details of the 

content of a legal ordinance can be derived from the respective 

basis for the authorisation. The latitude which can be granted to the 

institution adopting the ordinance in this respect is also to be 

measured accounting for the complexity of the material and the 

dynamics of development processes in voting machines. The 

parliamentary legislature is hence certainly not constitutionally 

obliged to make detailed regulations for the deployment of 

electronic voting machines.  

2. § 35 of the Federal Electoral Act is compatible with the 

principle of the public nature of elections.  

a) It is not constitutionally objectionable that § 35.1 of the 

Federal Electoral Act permits voting machines “in place of voting 

slips and ballot boxes”. For § 35.1 of the Federal Electoral Act does 

not rule out with this wording the approval and use of voting 
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machines with control devices which record the votes in addition 

to (electronic) recording in the voting machine in a manner 

controlled by the voter. According to the systematic status of § 35.1 

of the Federal Electoral Act, the words “in place of voting slips and 

ballot boxes” refer to the classical election procedure set out in § 

34 of the Federal Electoral Act in which exclusively official voting 

slips and ballot boxes are used. § 35.1 of the Federal Electoral Act, 

by contrast, does not rule out the adoption of provisions which 

provide for devices for a verifiability of the election result that is 

independent of the electronic recording and evaluation of votes.  

b) It is unobjectionable for the principle of the public nature 

of elections contained in § 35 of the Federal Electoral Act to not be 

explicitly listed once more as a precondition for the authorisation 

and use of computer-controlled voting machines. These 

requirements emerge directly from the constitution, and hence are 

also binding on the institution adopting the ordinance in lending 

concrete form to § 35 of the Federal Electoral Act. Independently of 

this, it also emerges from other provisions of the Federal Electoral 

Act that the use of voting machines is only permissible if the 

principle of the public nature of elections is adhered to. § 31 of the 

Federal Electoral Act determines that the election act is public. § 

35.3 sentence 1 no. 4 of the Federal Electoral Act permits 

regulations to be made on the open testing of a voting machine 

prior to its use.  

IV. 
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The Federal Voting Device Ordinance is unconstitutional on 

grounds of a violation of the principle of the public nature of 

elections from Article 38 in conjunction with Article 20.1 and 20.2 

of the Basic Law. It does not already encounter legal reservations 

because the expansion of the area of application of the Federal 

Voting Device Ordinance to cover computer-controlled voting 

machines effected by the Ordinance Amending the Federal Voting 

Device Ordinance of 20 April 1999 (Federal Law Gazette I p. 749) 

had exceeded the framework of the provision on authorisation of § 

35 of the Federal Electoral Act. The Federal Voting Machine 

Ordinance does not however contain any provisions ensuring that 

only those voting machines are approved and used which comply 

with the constitutional preconditions of the principle of the public 

nature of elections.  

1. Insofar as the Ordinance Amending the Federal Voting 

Machine Ordinance of 20 April 1999 (Federal Law Gazette I p. 749) 

with effect from 24 April 1999 regulates the preconditions for the 

deployment of computer-controlled voting machines, it remains 

within the authorisation contained in the version of § 35 of the 

Federal Electoral Act still applicable on 24 April 1999. The latter 

permitted the use of voting machines “with separate counting 

devices” (§ 35.1 of the Federal Electoral Act). The subsequent 

deletion of the words “with separate counting devices” was 

considered necessary “in order to adjust the Federal Voting Device 

Ordinance to technical developments in voting machines” 
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(Bundestag document 14/401, p. 5). This exception from the 

legislative procedure to amend § 35.1 of the Federal Electoral Act 

cannot however exert a decisive influence on the interpretation of 

the provision in the version which it had prior to the amendment. 

The expansion of the area of application of the Federal Voting 

Machine Ordinance to cover computer-aided voting machines was 

compatible with the wording of this earlier version. The term 

“counting device” only requires that item numbers, flow volumes 

or other values are calculated and shown automatically (see Duden, 

Das große Wörterbuch der deutschen Sprache, 3rd ed. 1999). 

According to the wording, this therefore also covers electronic or 

softwarecontrolled counting devices in computer-controlled 

voting machines. The characteristic “separate counting devices” is 

intended in the view of the institution adopting the ordinance to 

refer merely to the requirement of “independent counting of first 

and second votes”; such independent counting of first and second 

votes is also possible with computer-controlled voting machines 

using an electronic counting device. Even if the legislature was not 

yet able to consider deployment of microprocessor-controlled 

voting machines in the original version of § 35.1 of the Federal 

Electoral Act (see Breidenbach/Blankenagel, Rechtliche Probleme 

von Internetwahlen, Berlin 2000, p. 7), neither the wording nor the 

purpose of § 35 of the Federal Electoral Act in the version 

applicable on entry into force of the Ordinance Amending the 

Federal Voting Machine Ordinance on 24 April 1999 suggest that 
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these voting machines were intended to be ruled out from the 

legislative authorisation of the institution adopting the ordinance.  

2. The Federal Voting Machine Ordinance violates the 

principle of the public nature of elections under Article 38 in 

conjunction with Article 20.1 and 20.2 of the Basic Law because in 

the use of computer-controlled voting machines it guarantees 

neither effective monitoring of the election act nor the reliable 

verifiability of the election result. This shortcoming cannot be 

remedied by means of an interpretation in conformity with the 

constitution.  

a) The public nature of elections requires in the deployment 

of computer-controlled voting machines that the essential steps in 

the election act and the ascertainment of the results can be 

reviewed reliably and without special expert knowledge. Such 

provisions are not contained in the Federal Voting Machine 

Ordinance.  

It particularly does not emerge from the Federal Voting 

Machine Ordinance that only voting machines may be deployed 

which enable the voter in casting his or her vote to ensure reliable 

monitoring of whether his or her vote is recorded in an unfalsified 

manner.  

The ordinance also does not make any concrete content and 

procedural requirements as to reliable subsequent monitoring of 

the ascertainment of the results. The obligation to seal computer-
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controlled voting machines and the containers in which the vote 

storage media are located after ascertaining the election result (§ 

15.3 of the Federal Voting Machine Ordinance), as well as to ensure 

that the vote storage media are not accessible to unauthorised 

parties (§ 16.2 of the Federal Voting Machine Ordinance), is not 

sufficient in this respect. Even if the vote storage media can be read 

out once again at any time after the election day with the aid of a 

voting machine, the object of such a re-count is only the 

electronically stored votes, with regard to which neither voters nor 

the returning committee can examine whether they were recorded 

without falsification. The citizen cannot examine the essential steps 

in the ascertainment of the results if the re-count again takes place 

inside a voting machine.  

In addition, the counting of the ballot records entered in the 

list of voters and of the election slips which have been accepted, as 

well as the comparison with the numbers for the total first and 

second votes at the voting machine shown (see § 13 of the Federal 

Voting Machine Ordinance) only facilitates monitoring as to 

whether the voting machine has processed as many votes as voters 

have been admitted for the operation of the voting machine. This 

does not guarantee the public monitoring of the essential steps in 

the election act and the ascertainment of the results.  

b) The Federal Voting Machine Ordinance cannot be 

interpreted in conformity with the constitution such that only 
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voting machines may be deployed which comply with the principle 

of the public nature of elections.  

An application of the Federal Voting Machine Ordinance in 

conformity with the constitution such that type approval and use 

authorisation may only be issued by the Federal Ministry of the 

Interior if effective monitoring of election acts and ascertainment 

of the results is guaranteed (see Schiedermair, Juristenzeitung – JZ 

2007, p. 162 (170)) would overstep the boundaries of an 

interpretation in conformity with the constitution. In principle, the 

institution handing down the ordinance has various possibilities at 

its disposal to ensure that the central steps in ballot and vote 

counting can be checked. Since the Federal Voting Machine 

Ordinance in its current version does not make it possible to 

recognise what such monitoring should look like, there is no 

constitutionally required provision, and hence there are no 

adequate indications which an interpretation in conformity with 

the constitution could take as its starting point.  

It must also be taken into consideration here that the Federal 

Ministry of the Interior, as the institution handing down the 

ordinance, as it has also clearly confirmed in its statements in the 

proceedings at hand, considers the possibilities for monitoring 

which are constitutionally necessary for effective monitoring of 

election acts and ascertainment of the results to be neither legally 

required nor expedient.  
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V. 

The computer-controlled voting machines used in the 

elections to the 16th German Bundestag also did not meet the 

requirements made by the constitution as to the use of electronic 

voting machines.  

The use of the Nedap electronic voting machines of Type 

ESD1 hardware versions 01.02, 01.03 and 01.04, as well as of Type 

ESD2 hardware version 01.01, violates the principle of the public 

nature of elections (Article 38 in conjunction with Article 20.1 and 

20.2 of the Basic Law) because these voting machines did not 

facilitate effective monitoring of the election act or the reliable 

verifiability of the election result.  

The votes were exclusively recorded on an electronic storage 

medium after the ballot. Neither the voter nor the returning 

committees, nor the citizens present in the polling station, were 

able to check whether the votes cast were recorded by the voting 

machines without falsification. Using the display on the control 

unit, the returning committees could only recognise whether the 

voting machines registered a ballot, but not whether the votes were 

recorded by the voting machines without changing the content in 

any way. The voting machines did not provide a possibility to 

record the votes independently of the electronic record on the vote 

storage module enabling the respective voter to check his or her 

ballot.  
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The essential steps in the ascertainment of the results by the 

voting machines also could not be verified by the public. Since the 

ascertainment of the results exclusively formed the object of a data 

processing procedure running inside the voting machines, it was 

possible for neither the election bodies nor the citizens 

participating in the ascertainment of the results to verify whether 

the valid votes cast were correctly allotted to the electoral 

proposals and the votes accounted for by the individual electoral 

proposals in total were correctly ascertained. It was not sufficient 

that the result of the computing process implemented in the voting 

machine could be taken note of using a summary paper printout or 

an electronic display. A public examination by means of which the 

citizen could have reliably verified the ascertainment of the 

election result himself or herself without prior special technical 

knowledge was hence ruled out 

VI. 

It may remain open whether the further complaints are well-

founded. The complainants complain amongst other things that the 

characteristics of the voting machines and of the software used do 

not meet the requirements of the Federal Voting Machine 

Ordinance, in particular the Guidelines for the Construction of 

Voting Machines (Annex 1 to § 2 of the Federal Voting Machine 

Ordinance). The voting machines used were also said not to have 

been subject to sufficient official monitoring and examination of 

the samples by the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, and 
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that the type approval procedure should have been designed 

differently. The complainants hence ultimately object to the 

deployment of the computer-controlled voting machines used in 

the elections to the 16th German Bundestag. Even if these 

complaints were well-founded, in addition to the finding of the 

violation of the principle of the public nature of elections from 

Article 38 in conjunction with Article 20.1 and 20.2 of the Basic 

Law, these election errors would not take on any particular weight.  

VII. 

The election errors that were ascertained do not lead to the 

complaints requesting the scrutiny of an election being permitted 

or to the repetition of the elections in the constituencies 

designated.  

1. The election error emerging from the fact that the type 

approvals for Nedap computer-controlled voting machines were 

granted, that the use of these voting machines in the elections to 

the 16th German Bundestag was approved and that the voting 

machines were indeed deployed in the elections without an 

effective legal basis, has no relevance to mandates. Approval and 

use of voting machines despite inadequate design of the legal basis 

do not lead as such to an influence on the election result.  

2. The election error emerging from the fact that computer-

controlled voting machines were approved and deployed the 

characteristics of which were not compatible with the 
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requirements of effective verifiability of the election events, even if 

its relevance to mandates were to be assumed, does not lead to a 

partial declaration of invalidity of the elections to the 16th German 

Bundestag.  

a) In the cases in which an election error may have had an 

impact on the distribution of mandates in the Bundestag, the 

election scrutiny decision of the Federal Constitutional Court is 

subject to the principle of the least incisive encroachment. The 

decision may only go so far as is demanded by the election error 

that has been ascertained. In principle, the requirement of the 

protection of the status quo of an elected people’s representation 

(see BVerfGE 89, 243 (253)), which finds its legal basis in the 

principle of democracy, must be weighed up with the impact of the 

election error that has been ascertained. Simple influences on the 

election carrying no weight whatever do not therefore lead to the 

invalidity of an election. The encroachment on the composition of 

an elected people’s representation by a decision under the law that 

regulates the scrutiny of elections must be justified in light of the 

interest in conserving the elected people’s representation (see 

BVerfG, judgment of the Second Senate of 3 July 2008 – 2 BvC 1/07, 

7/07 –, Neue Zeitschrift für Verwaltungsrecht 2008, p. 991 (997) 

with further references). Even where an election error that is 

relevant to mandates can be restricted to certain mandates, in 

other words where the whole election did not have to be declared 
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invalid, a weighing up is to be undertaken which may come out in 

favour of the interest in protecting the status quo.  

b) The interest in the protection of the status quo of the 

people’s representation composed in trust in the constitutionality 

of the Federal Voting Machine Ordinance outweighs the election 

errors that have been ascertained. Given that there are no 

indications that voting machines worked incorrectly or might have 

been manipulated, and hence that the election result would have 

been different in the constituencies concerned without the 

deployment of the computer-controlled voting machines, its 

possible impact on the composition of the 16th German Bundestag 

can be regarded as marginal at most. Such uncertain impacts do not 

justify the partial declaration of the invalidity of the elections to the 

16th German Bundestag applied for. It should also be taken into 

account here that the violation of the constitution that was 

ascertained did not take place with intent, but when the legal 

situation was still unclear. Under these circumstances, after the 

above there is no election error making the continuation of the 

elected people’s representation appear untenable.  

B. 

With regard to the fact that the complainants rightly 

complain of the unconstitutionality of the use of computer-

controlled voting machines, the necessary expenses which they 

have incurred are to be refunded to them according to §§ 18 and 
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19 of the Law on the Scrutiny of Elections in conjunction with § 

34a.3 of the Federal Constitutional Court Act in this respect. 

Accordingly, the complainant re 1. is to be refunded the necessary 

expenses in full, and the complainant re 2., whose complaints are 

partly unfounded, is to be refunded three-quarters of the necessary 

expenditure.  

Judges: Voßkuhle, Broß, Osterloh, Di Fabio, Mellinghoff, 

LübbeWolff, Gerhardt, Landau  

Bundesverfassungsgericht, Urteil des Zweiten Senats vom 3. 

März 2009 - 2 BvC 3/07  

 

Zitiervorschlag BVerfG, Urteil des Zweiten Senats vom 3. März 2009 - 2 

BvC 3/07 –  

Rn. (1 - 166), 

http://www.bverfg.de/e/cs20090303_2bvc000307en.html  

ECLI  ECLI:DE:BVerfG:2009:cs20090303.2bvc000307 

 

 

http://www.bverfg.de/e/cs20090303_2bvc000307en.html
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ANNEXURE-P-6 

 

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA 

CIVIL APPELLATE JURISDICTION 

SPECIAL LEAVE PETITION (C)NO.13598 OF 2017 

 

M/S. RESHMA VITHALBHAI PATEL     ... PETITIONER(S) 

VS. 

UNION OF INDIA & ORS.       ... RESPONDENT(S) 

AND 

WRIT PETITION (CRL.) NO.41 OF 2017 

MANOHAR LAL SHARMA       ... PETITIONER(S) 

VS. 

ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA & ANR.    ... RESPONDENT(S) 

WITH 

WRIT PETITION (C) NO.209 OF 2017 

ATATUR REHMAN        ... PETITIONER(S) 

VS. 

ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA & ANR.    ... RESPONDENT(S) 

WITH 

WRIT PETITION (C) NO.225 OF 2017 

BAHUJAN SAMAJ PARTY NATIONAL TREASURER   ... PETITIONER(S) 

VS. 

UNION OF INDIA & ORS.        ... RESPONDENT(S) 

 

O R D E R 

1. In the counter affidavit filed on behalf of the Election Commission of 

India, it is sought to be asserted as under : 

 

“4.10.  Thereafter, pursuant to release of the requisite 

funds by the Government of India on 19.04.2017, 

the Election Commission of India published a 

Status Paper on EVMs and VVPATs on its website 
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dated 09.05.2017, wherein inter-alia, the 

commitment to 100% coverage of VVPATs in all 

future elections was reiterated. 

 

Thereafter, an all Political Parties meet 

was conducted by the Election Commission of 

India on 12.05.2017, which was attended by 07 

National Parties and 35 State Parties, wherein 

the Election Commission of India informed the 

political parties present that it would ensure 

100% coverage of VVPATs in all future elections 

to the Parliament and State Assembly Elections, 

and that VVPATs slips of a percentage of EVMs 

(to be determined by the Election Commission of 

India) would be counted. 

 

Thereafter, after the conclusion of the EVM 

challenge on 03.06.2017, the Election Commission of 

India issued a Press Note on 03.06.2017 itself, wherein 

it reiterated its commitment to hold all future elections 

mandatorily with VVPATs.” 

 

2. The above statement of the Election Commission of India contained in 

the counter affidavit acknowledges, that all prayers made in the group of 

petitions, stand fulfilled and satisfied. It is also apparent, that the 

Government of India has sanctioned funds for the purchase of the VVPAT 

Units, needed during the course of the elections, which are to take place 

in the immediate future. The position expressed leaves no room for any 

doubt, that all future 2 elections will be held by using VVPAT. The above 

stance is reiterated during the course of hearing by the learned counsel 

representing the Election commission of India. 
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3. In view of the above, we are of the considered view, that the present 

bunch of matters does not require any further adjudication at our hands. 

All the cases clubbed together, are accordingly disposed of in terms of the 

counter affidavit filed by the Election Commission of 

India, duly supported by the Government of India. 

 

 

......................CJI. 

[JAGDISH SINGH KHEHAR] 

 

........................J. 

[ADARSH KUMAR GOEL] 

 

........................J. 

[D.Y. CHANDRACHUD] 

New Delhi; 

9th August, 2017. 
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ITEM NO.1 & 4     COURT NO.1   SECTION III 

S U P R E M E C O U R T O F I N D I A 

RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS 

 

Petition(s) for Special Leave to Appeal (C) No(s).13598/2017 

 

(Arising out of impugned final judgment and order dated 12-04-2017 in 

WPPIL No.72/2017 passed by the High Court Of Gujarat At Ahmedabad) 

 

MS. RESHMA VITHALBHAI PATEL     Petitioner(s) 

VERSUS 

UNION OF INDIA THROUGH THE JT. SECRETARY & ORS. Respondent(s) 

WITH 

W.P.(CRL.) NO.41/2017(PIL-W) 

W.P.(C) NO.209/2017 (PIL-W) 

W.P.(C) NO.225/2017 (X) 

 

Date : 09-08-2017 These petitions were called on for hearing today. 

 

CORAM : 

HON'BLE THE CHIEF JUSTICE 

HON'BLE MR. JUSTICE ADARSH KUMAR GOEL 

HON'BLE DR. JUSTICE D.Y. CHANDRACHUD 

For Petitioner(s)  Mr. Nizam M. Pasha,Adv. 

In SLP 13598/2017  Mr. Dilip Patel,Adv. 

Mr. Rafik Lokhandwala,Adv. 

Ms. Pragya Baghel,AOR 

 

For Petitioner(s)   Mr. Manohar Lal Sharma, In-person(Not present) 

in WR 41/2017 
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For Petitioner(s)  Mr. Asad Alvi,Adv. 

In WC 209/2017  Mrs. Saba Asad,Adv. 

Mr. Faiz Rizvi,Adv. 

for Mr. Satya Mitra,AOR 

 

For Petitioner(s)  Mr. Shail Kr. Dwivedi,Adv. 

In WC 225/2017  Mr. Siddharth Krishna Dwivedi,Adv. 

Ms. Vibha Dwivedi,Adv. 

Ms. Nidhi Dwivedi,Adv. 

for Mr. G.V. Rao,AOR 

 

For Respondent(s) Mr. K.K.Venugopal,Attorney General for India 

(UOI)    Mr. Abhinav Mukherji,Adv. 

Ms. Rukhmini Bobde,Adv. 

Mr. Anish Kumar Gupta,Adv. 

Mr. S.S. Shamshery,Adv. 

 

Mr. Chandra Shekhar Suman,Adv. 

Mr. R.K. Rajwanshi,Adv. 

for Mr. Mukesh Kumar Maroria,AOR 

for Election   Mr. Amit Sharma,Adv. 

Commission of India  Mr. Dipesh Sinha,Adv. 

Ms. Ayiala Imti,Adv. 

 

Mr. Annam D.N. Rao,AOR 

Mr. A. Venkatesh,Adv. 

Mr. Rahul Mishra,Adv. 

Mr. Sudipto Sircar,Adv. 

 

Mr. Sanjay Kapur,Adv. 

Ms. Harleen Bains,Adv. 

Ms. Shubhra Kapur,Adv. 
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No.3    Mr. Adarsh Upadhyay,Adv. 

Mr. Amit Kumar Singh,Adv. 

 

Mrs. Hemantika Wahi,AOR 

Ms. Jesal Wahi,Adv. 

Ms. Puja Singh,Adv. 

Ms. Shodhika Sharma,Adv. 

 

Mr. Sunil Fernandes,AOR 

Ms. Astha Sharma,Adv. 

Ms. Anju Thomas,Adv. 

Mr. Adit S. Pujari,Adv. 

UPON hearing the counsel the Court made the following 

O R D E R 

The special leave petition and writ petitions are disposed of in terms of 

the signed order. 

 

(Sarita Purohit)       (Renuka Sadana) 

Court Master       Assistant Registrar 

 

(Signed order is placed on the file) 
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ANNEXURE-P-7 

ELECTION COMMISSIONOF INDIA 

NIRVACHAN SADAN, ASHOKA ROAD, NEW DELHI-110001 

 

NO. 51/8/VVPAT-INST/2018-EMS  Dated 13TH February, 2018 

 

To 

  The Chief Electoral Officers of  

  All States and Union Territories 

Subject: Mandatory verification of VVPAT paper slips- Pilot Testing- 

regarding. 

Sir,  

 I am directed to state that the Commission has already mandated 

that VVPATs will be used with EVMs at all polling stations in all future 

General/Bye Elections to the Parliament and the state Legislative 

Assemblies. The Commission conducted mandatory verification of 

VVPAT paper slips of randomly selected 01 (one) polling station per 

Assembly Constituency on a pilot basis in the recently concluded General 

Elections to State Legislative Assemblies of Gujarat and Himachal 

Pradesh, in addition to the provision of Rule 56D of the Conduct of 

Elections Rules, 1961, and the same has been extended to the ongoing 

General Elections to the State Legislative Assemblies of Meghalaya, 

Nagaland and Tripura, on ‘pilot’ basis. 

 The Commission has further directed that henceforth mandatory 

verification of VVPAT paper slips of randomly selected 01 (one) polling 

station shall be conducted in all future General and Bye Elections to the 

House of the people and State Legislative Assemblies, in addition to the 

provisions of Rule 56D of the Conduct of Elections Rules, 1961, after the 

completion of the last round of counting of votes recorded in the EVMs as 

under: 
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a) In case of general and Bye election to State Legislative Assemblies. 

Verification of VVPAT slips of randomly selected 01 (one) polling 

station per Assembly Constituency. 

b) In case of general and Bye elections to the House of the people 

verification of VVPAT paper slips of randomly selected 01 (one) 

polling station of each Assembly Segment of the parliamentary 

constituency concerned. 

For this mandatory verification of VVPAT paper slips, the following 

procedure shall be followed: 

1. The verification of VVPAT paper slips of randomly selected 01 

(one) polling station for each Assembly Constituency/Segment 

shall be taken up after the completion of the last round of counting 

of voted recorded in the EVMs. 

2. The random selection of 01 (one) polling station per Assembly 

Constituency/Segment shall be done by Draw of lots, by the 

Returning Officer Concerned, in the presence of candidates/their 

agents and the General Observer appointed by the Commission for 

the Constituency. 

3. The draw of lots must be conducted immediately after the 

completetion of the last round of counting of votes recorded in the 

EVMs (Control Units) in the designated counting Hall for the 

particular Assembly Constituency/Assembly Segment. 

4. A written intimation regarding the conduct of draw of lots for the 

random selection of 01 (one) polling station of verification of 

VVPAT slips shall be given by the Returning Officer to the 

Candidates/their election agents well in advance. 

5. The following procedure shall be followed shall be followed for the 

conduct of draw of lots: 

a. White colour paper eards of postcard size be used for 

conducting the draw of lots. 
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b. Total number of such paper cards should be equal to total 

number of polling stations in the Assembly Constituency. 

c. The paper cards shall have pre-printed Assembly 

Constituency/Assembly Segment number, AC/AS name and 

date of polling on the top, and the polling station number in the 

center. Each digit of the polling station number shall be at least 

1X1 (1 inch by 1 inch) size and printed in black ink. 

d. The Paper cards to be used for draw of lots should be four folded 

in such a way that polling station number is not visible. 

e. Each paper card shall be shown to the candidates/their agents 

before folding and dropping in the container. 

f. The paper cards shall be kept in the big container and must be 

shaken before picking up 01 (one) slip by the Returning Officer. 

6. The verification of VVPAT paper slips shall be done in a ‘VVPAT 

Counting Booth’ (VCB), specially prepared for this purpose inside 

the Counting Hall. The booth shall be enclosed in a wire mesh just 

like a bank cashier’s cabin so that no VVPAT paper slip can be 

accessed by any unauthorized person. One of the Counting tables 

in the Counting Hall can be converted into the VCB and can be used 

for normal counting of round-wise EVM votes before the count of 

VVPAT slips as per random selection after the completion of round-

wise EVM counting. 

7. The Verification count of the VVPAT paper slips of the randomly 

selected 01 (one) polling station shall be conducted strictly in 

accordance with the instructions of the Commission on counting of 

printed paper slips. 

8. The Returning Officer and Assistant Returning Officer as the case 

may be shall personally supervise the counting of VVPAT paper 

slips at this booth. The general observer concerned shall ensure 

close and careful observation of the entire exercise and ensure 

strict compliance of the Commission’s instructions. 
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9. The above process shall be fully videographed. 

10. After completion of the above process, the Returning Officer 

shall give a certificate in the annexed format. 

 The above direction of the Commission shall be brought to the notice 

of all concerned. 

 

Yours faithfully 

 

(Madhusudan Gupta) 

Under Secretary 

CC: Standard Distribution  
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Annexure 

Pilot Testing of verification of paper slips of VVPAT of 01 randomly 

selected polling station 

Name of State;………………………………………………………………… 

No. and Name of Assembly/Parliamentary Constituency……………………… 

No. and Name of Assembly Segment (in case of PC)…………………………….. 

SI. No. and name of Polling station…………………………………………………… 

Unique ID of Control Unit………………………………………………………………… 

Unique ID of VVPAT………………………………………………………………………… 

It is certify that pilot testing of counting of paper slips of VVPAT of 01 

randomly selected polling station has been conducted as per the 

instructions of the Commission. 

Name of 

candidate 

No of votes cast Discrepancy if 

any 

1    

2    

3    

Nota    

TOTAL VOTES    

 

Signature of Counting Agents 

1……………………….. 

2……………………….. 

3………………………. 

Signature of Counting Supervisor 

Signature of Returning Officer 

Signature of general Observer 
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ANNEXURE-P-8 

A Research Paper on EVMs and VVPAT 

 

1. In his book “Shadows of the Mind” (1994), the globally renowned 

British scientist, physicist, mathematician and authority on Artificial 

Intelligence, Roger Penrose, visualised the hi-tech rigging of an 

election in Chapter 8, sub-chapter 8.5 titled “The Puzzling Election”: 

“The date of a long-awaited election approaches. Numerous 

opinion polls show the ruling party trailing by a significant margin. 

Indeed, the margin of error for each of these opinion polls is 

around 3% or 4%, so none of them can really be trusted. Polling 

day arrives and passes. The votes are counted, and the result is 

a complete surprise. The ruling party is back with a comfortable 

majority, having achieved their target of 8% over their nearest 

rivals. How did this happen? The answer: Virus which does more 

than just destroy data. The viruses self-destruct, leaving no record 

whatsoever, bar the evil deed itself, to indicate their previous 

existence. The viruses have been cleverly concocted according to 

some precise formula, depending to some extent on the actual 

votes cast — to give the ruling party precisely the majority they 

need.”  

In the 24 years since Roger Penrose wrote the above, the 

developments in Information & Communication Technology (ICT) 

and Artificial Intelligence (AI) have been so rapid and so dramatic 

that such a scenario has already become a reality.  

2. There are broadly 5 types of voting systems in use around the world. 

They are indicated below in the descending order of transparency, 

verifiability, accountability and robustness: 

(i) Paper Ballots that are hand counted. 

(ii)  Machine-readable Paper Ballots that are scanned and 

electronically counted using Optical Mark Recognition (OMR) 

technology. A certain percentage of the Paper Ballots are also 

hand counted.  

(iii)  Direct Recording Electronic Voting Machines with what is 

called Voter Verified Paper Audit Trail (DRE-VVPAT). The EVM 

does the machine counting and a certain percentage of the 

‘paper slips’ are also hand counted. 
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(iv) Direct Recording Electronic Voting Machines (DRE) that also do 

the counting electronically. Recounting is not possible because 

it will yield the same total. 

(v) Internet-based Voting or Online Voting. This is most 

vulnerable to cyber-attacks and not suited for elections to 

Legislatures. 

India has so far tried out voting systems (i), (iv) and (iii) - in that 

order.  

3. The Election Commission of India (ECI), in its “Status Paper on 

Electronic Voting Machines” available at its website, has claimed that 

Indian EVMs are truly unique compared to the e-voting machines used 

in other parts of the world for the following reasons: 

 

• ECI-EVMs are stand-alone, non-networked machines. 

• The ECI-EVMs are manufactured in two PSUs namely ECIL and 

BEL, unlike machines used in other countries, which were 

manufactured entirely by private entities. Hence there is no 

chance of involvement of vested interest of private players or 

technology vendors in decision making or production of the 

ECI-EVMs. 

• ECI-EVMs have been time and again successfully verified and 

certified by an independent Technical Experts Committee after 

an end-to-end testing process. STQC under Ministry of 

Information and Technology, an accredited third-party entity, 

conducts standardization and certification of ECI EVMs 

produced by manufacturers, unlike the machines used in 

Netherlands, 

• In ECI EVMs, data is stored internally and not transferrable by 

any device, unlike other countries where voting data recorded 

in the DRM is transferred by means of CD, etc. 

• Commission has evolved full end-to-end security protocol and 

administrative safeguards for the use, storage, transportation 

and tracking of ECI EVMs, unlike in other countries where 

NEDAP machines were used. 
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• Unlike MOIKR of Netherlands, the Commission is fully backed 

by a Technical Expert Committee comprising of eminent 

professors. 

• Every EVM has a unique number attached to it, which is 

recorded in the Election Commission’s database through EVM 

Tracking Software. This number of the EVM can always be 

cross-checked against the database. 

• The software used in these EVMs is One Time Programmable 

(OTP), which can’t be re-written after manufacture. 

• The ECI-EVMs are always under strict, uniform, high profile 

administrative and physical security as per legal framework 

across the country. 

• Section 61 A of the Representation of the Peoples Act 1951 

allows the use of EVMs by ECI. The different High Courts across 

the country have also upheld the use of EVMs time and again 

in various judgments and the Karnataka High Court in 2004 

declared ECI-EVMs as “national pride” because of its 

transparency and robustness. 

• Following the direction of the Hon’ble Supreme Court, the ECI 

has introduced the technology of VVPAT in order to ensure 

public examinability. The Commission is committed to 

implement VVPATs nation-wide by 2019. Thus, there will be 

100% voter verifiability and auditability of every vote cast as 

opposed to lack of such facility in the NEDAP machines which 

was struck down by the German Supreme Court as un-

Constitutional. Whereas Indian Supreme Court has upheld the 

validity of use of EVM for conducting elections in the country. 

• Thus any comparison of ECI-EVMs with machines used 

elsewhere is misplaced. 

The Election Commission’s Press Release titled “FAQs ON SECURITY 

FEATURES OF THE ECI-EVMs” available at 

http://pib.nic.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?relid=160754 is also 

worth reading. As we shall see later, not all the replies are convincing. 

In short, the distinctive features of the Indian EVMs are that their 

hardware is of simple design; their software (‘trusted computer base’) 

is minimal; they are battery operated; and they are easy to use. The 

Election Commission’s strategy to prevent fraud relies entirely on the 

http://pib.nic.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?relid=160754
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physical security of the machines, the secrecy of the software 

(‘security through obscurity’), various administrative safeguards and 

the integrity of election insiders.  

4. But BJP ideologue, and now Member of Parliament (Rajya Sabha) 

GVL Narasimha Rao in his book “Democracy At Risk – Can We Trust 

Our Electronic Voting Machines?” (2010)                                [available 

at http://www.indianevm.com/book_democracy_at_risk_2010.pdf], 

made out a persuasive case that the Election Commission’s tall claims 

do not hold water. One of the defining features of the Direct 

Recording EVMs (DREs) of the kind used in India is that the votes are 

recorded on the memory unit of the machine rather than on paper. 

This makes it impossible for voters to directly verify that their vote 

has been cast in the way that they wish and makes it theoretically 

possible to alter vote totals within the machine in ways that would be 

difficult to detect. Thus, EVMs have glaring defects in the form of lack 

of transparency, verifiability and accountability. In general, 

computerized voting equipment is inherently subject to programming 

error, equipment malfunction and malicious tampering, and so there 

is no basis for public trust in such electronic voting equipment. The 

most commonly recommended solution to this problem is a voter-

verified paper audit trail (VVPAT). EVMs with VVPAT differ from 

regular EVMs in that the voter gets to view for a few seconds a paper 

receipt for his vote before it drops into a box, and these paper slips 

can then be compared to the machine-reported totals in a post-

election audit. According to Rao, the Election Commission was 

secretive about the hardware design and the software used in its 

EVMs and would not allow outsiders to examine the same for security 

weaknesses if any; it was clueless about the security risks associated 

with EVM technology and mistakenly believed its EVMs to be “tamper 

proof” when, in reality, they were susceptible to a range of attacks; 

and it was status quoist and unreceptive to new ideas. Despite the 

near universal consensus that a voter verified paper audit trail 

(VVPAT) is essential to ensure the integrity of the electoral process, 

and despite the fact that Germany, Netherlands, Ireland and several 

States in USA had banned paperless Direct Recording EVMs (or DREs) 

and advanced countries like Japan, Singapore and Canada still used 

http://www.indianevm.com/book_democracy_at_risk_2010.pdf
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paper ballot (which is considered the ‘gold standard’), the Election 

Commission was reluctant to implement VVPAT.  

  

5. In 2010, a team led by J. Alex Halderman, Professor of Computer 

Science, University of Michigan, managed to get hold of an Indian 

EVM unofficially and published a paper titled “Security Analysis of 

India’s Electronic Voting Machines” [available at 

https://indiaevm.org/evm_tr2010.pdf ]. This was the first, 

independent, rigorous assessment of the security risks associated 

with Indian EVMs, and it pointed out many vulnerabilities that the 

Election Commission’s ‘Expert Committee’ had failed to do. According 

to Prof. Halderman et al, while the simple hardware design and the 

minimal software of Indian EVMs made certain software-based 

attacks less likely than in their counterpart Direct Recording EVMs in 

the West, they made a different set of highly dangerous attacks far 

easier. Such attacks which can steal votes and violate the secrecy of 

the ballot can be carried out by dishonest election insiders or other 

criminals with only brief physical access to the machines. The 

researchers also discussed how the Election Commission’s security 

protocol-cum-administrative safeguards designed to prevent fraud 

were not sufficient to prevent the kind of attacks that are possible. 

The authors observed:  

“Using EVMs in India may have seemed like a good idea when the 

machines were introduced in the 1980s, but science's 

understanding of electronic voting security and of attacks against it 

has progressed dramatically since then, and other technologically 

advanced countries have adopted and then abandoned EVM-style 

voting. Now that we better understand what technology can and 

cannot do, any new solutions to the very real problems election 

officials face must address the problems, not merely hide them 

from sight.”  

The Election Commission and the two manufacturers of EVMs (BEL 

and ECIL) could not give satisfactory technical replies to the EVM 

manipulation possibilities pointed out in the paper. Prof. Halderman 

et al’s paper (together with a YouTube video) was made open to the 

public, and this created widespread awareness about electronic voting 

https://indiaevm.org/evm_tr2010.pdf
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security. The Election Commission could no longer ignore the criticism 

and was impelled to act. 

  

6. The replacement of paperless EVMs with VVPAT EVMs is imperative 

for the following four reasons:  

a) To increase citizens' confidence that their vote will be counted 

accurately. 

b) To allow for a recount. 

c) To provide a backup in cases of loss of votes due to malfunction. 

d) To test – through a random selection of machines – whether the 

paper result is the same as the electronic result.  

 

The Federal Constitutional Court of Germany in a landmark judgment 

in March, 2009 held the use of EVMs in Germany unconstitutional. The 

Court ruled that in view of the “public rationale of elections”, the 

process should be transparent in a manner that the general public can 

be satisfied that their vote is correctly recorded. The standard the 

Court set for this purpose was that there should be a provision 

whereby 'the votes are recorded in another way besides electronic 

storage' and there is 'retraceability' of the election result 

independently of the electronic count. 

In other words, the Court ruled that EVMs are unconstitutional so long 

as there was no provision for an additional verifiable physical record 

of every vote cast. 

 

In 2013, in a PIL filed by BJP leader Dr.Subramanian Swamy, the 

Supreme Court passed an order mandating the use of voter verified 

paper audit trail along with EVMs, and directed the Election 

Commission to implement the VVPAT system in a phased manner. The 

Supreme Court observed: 

 

“From the materials placed by both the sides, we are satisfied that 

the “paper trail” is an indispensable requirement of free and fair 

elections. The confidence of the voters in the EVMs can be achieved 

only with the introduction of the “paper trail”. EVMs with VVPAT 

system ensure the accuracy of the voting system. With an intent to 

have fullest transparency in the system and to restore the 

confidence of the voters, it is necessary to set up EVMs with VVPAT 
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system because vote is nothing but an act of expression which has 

immense importance in democratic system”. 

 

The Supreme Court stopped short of setting a time table for the 

Election Commission to fully implement its ruling. This allowed the 

Government of India to drag its feet in the release of funds to the 

Election Commission for the procurement of the VVPAT systems, 

thereby causing a delay of nearly 4 years. EVMs with VVPATs were 

used in all polling stations in select State Assembly Elections only from 

2017 onwards, and the Election Commission has planned to conduct 

all future Assembly Elections and the 2019 Parliamentary Elections 

only with VVPAT EVMs. But in the recently concluded Assembly 

Elections for Gujarat and Himachal Pradesh, the Election Commission 

passed a controversial order mandating the counting of VVPAT slips 

only for one polling station per Assembly Constituency. This worked 

out to just 182 out of 44,597 polling stations (or 0.4% of the EVMs) 

in Gujarat and to just 68 out of 7516 polling stations (or 0.9% of the 

EVMs) in Himachal Pradesh. This is nothing but tokenism, and the 

Election Commission’s action of ordering the counting of VVPAT slips 

in such a minuscule sample of EVMs is as bad as not implementing 

VVPAT at all.  

 

7.  In this paper, we recapitulate the various security issues with non-

VVPAT or paperless EVMs in the light of the Election Commission’s 

claims thereof. Next, we discuss what needs to be done for the proper 

implementation of VVPAT systems. The reason why we are dwelling 

at great length on non-VVPAT EVMs is that we wish to emphasise the 

security risks involved in the perfunctory implementation of VVPAT 

systems as done in the recent Gujarat and Himachal Pradesh 

Assembly Elections. We go on to discuss if there are any further 

measures that the Election Commission needs to undertake in order 

to enhance the integrity of the electoral process in India. This is not 

meant to be an exercise in fault-finding nor are we ‘conspiracy 

theorists’. Our interest in this matter is strictly apolitical and non-

partisan and nothing more than preserving the integrity of India’s 

electoral process which is the bedrock of our democracy.  
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8. The Election Commission is fond of saying that “Indian EVMs are not 

comparable with EVMs abroad” because ours are “stand-alone, non-

networked machines that cannot be hacked”. This statement is 

misleading because the Direct Recording EVMs (or DREs) used all over 

the world are also "stand-alone" machines like Indian EVMs. They are 

not part of any network. As German software expert Dr.Ulrich 

Weisner, who won the case against EVMs in Germany leading to their 

ban, has observed:  

 

"(EVMs)…banned in the Netherlands, Ireland and Germany are not 

networked…they were similar to the Indian EVMs and worked 

stand-alone with no connection to Internet or other networks 

during the election and counting phase. The lack of the network 

connection was one of the (invalid) reasons given by the vendor 

and by authorities in the three countries why the machines could 

not be hacked. The vendor also claimed that his devices were not 

real computers but ‘special purpose devices’ which were designed 

to only count votes and could not be used for any other purpose….It 

is common sense that someone who has sufficient access to open 

the Indian EVMs and replace the software or hardware can 

implement virtually any functionality, including vote stealing 

functionality, that is only activated under certain circumstances and 

would not be spotted in tests.”  

 

9. A key component of the Election Commission’s strategy to prevent 

fraud is physical security of EVMs so that they do not fall into wrong 

hands.  But the fact that Prof. Halderman was able to get hold of an 

EVM unofficially proves that the strong security for the storage of 

EVMs can be breached. Moreover, RTI replies given by the 

Commission reveal that its EVM inventory management leaves much 

to be desired. According to an article dated 6.12.2017 in The Wire 

and titled “RTI Response raises serious questions about Security, 

Handling of EVMs”, the Election Commission has admitted to at least 

70 cases of theft of EVMs across three states – Chhattisgarh, Gujarat 

and Madhya Pradesh – over successive elections. Till date, no one has 

been convicted for theft of EVMs. The petition also revealed that 

there was a big discrepancy between the number of EVMs that were 

manufactured by ECIL and BEL and those actually procured by the 
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Election Commission with no satisfactory explanation as to what 

happened to the ‘missing’ EVMs. For example, the discrepancy in 

the case of ECIL was 1,97,368 units of Control Units and 3,55,747 

units of Ballot Units! It shows that there is no system in place for 

periodic reconciliation. There was also no satisfactory reply to the 

question as to how the old EVMs were disposed of. Clearly, there 

are large numbers of EVMs out there in the wrong hands. Once an 

EVM is stolen, reverse engineering of the EVM is easy and it is possible 

to manufacture as many dishonest look-alikes as needed (with 

suitable modifications to the hardware and software to facilitate 

manipulation, steal votes and change election outcomes), and 

substitute them for the real EVMs. More about this later. 

 

10. The Election Commission is correct when it claims that the software 

(‘firmware’) of its EVMs is One Time Programmable (OTP) that is 

‘burned’ into the EVM’s CPU and can’t be re-written after manufacture 

or hacked in any manner. It is also true that the data are stored 

internally and not transferrable by any device. But these advantages 

are easily negated by the simple act of replacing the non-hackable 

CPU with a hackable one! As Prof. Halderman et al and GVLN Rao 

have shown, if dishonest insiders and criminals can get physical 

access to the EVMs even for a short while, they can easily replace the 

EVM’s CPU with another look-alike CPU that can be programmed to 

count votes dishonestly and to be remote controlled. Since Indian 

EVMs use cheap generic chips rather than the more secure ASGA or 

FPGA chips, such replacement of CPU is rendered easier. The 

substitute, look-alike CPU could have a malicious software (‘Trojan’) 

embedded inside it. This Trojan can remain dormant till the elections, 

be activated during the elections to steal votes, and be made to 

‘disappear’ after elections. This would result in the ‘perfect election 

fraud’ that Roger Penrose had envisaged, one that can neither be 

detected before the elections nor proved after the elections. Further, 

by embedding a Bluetooth device or a micro-transmitter in the 

substitute, look-alike CPU, it will be possible for an attacker to 

manipulate the EVM through remote devices. Prof. Halderman et al 

have stated that not just the CPU, but the Motherboard (card which 

contains the CPU) can also be replaced with a look-alike but dishonest 
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Motherboard. What is more, attackers can also build identical looking 

but dishonest Ballot Units and Control Units and substitute them for 

the Commission’s EVMs. Even if the CPU is genuine, the attackers 

can build a dishonest Display Board replacing the real Display Board 

in the Control Unit by adding a hidden microcontroller (chip) that can 

intercept vote totals and substitute fraudulent results. The 

researchers demonstrated physically how the dishonest display 

attack can be done. Neither the Election Commission nor the election 

officials have any practical means of verifying whether the EVMs in 

use are authentic or not. To detect such fraud, the post-2006 2nd 

generation (M2) EVMs have a provision to interface with an 

‘Authentication Unit’. Although the EVM manufacturers had 

developed and tested such an ‘Authentication Unit’ in 2006, the 

Election Commission mysteriously shelved the project. 

 

11. The software (‘firmware’) used in the EVMs is ‘burnt’ into the CPU by 

two foreign chipmakers (Microchip, U.S.A and Renesas, Japan), after 

which they are shipped to India for assembly into the EVMs. The EVM 

manufacturers (BEL & ECIL) cannot ‘read back’ their contents to verify 

the integrity of the ‘firmware’. They can only carry out ‘functionality 

tests’ on the EVMs to check whether they are working properly. This 

is called ‘black box testing’. According to Arnold B. Urken, who 

founded the first voting-machine testing lab called Election 

Technology Laboratories, ‘white-box testing’ - eyes-on examination 

of the firmware of the EVMs - should be mandatory if certification is 

to mean anything. Indian EVMs do not fulfil this condition. Again, if 

the chips supplied to BEL and ECIL have a vote-stealing Trojan 

embedded inside them – this mischief could have been done by rogue 

employees either at the EVM manufacturers’ end or at the foreign 

chipmakers’ end – BEL and ECIL are not in a position to detect the 

same.  

 

12. According to Prof. Halderman et al, attackers can also manipulate the 

EVM by directly accessing and manipulating the internal state of the 

machine in ways not contemplated by its designers or understood by 

the Election Commission. For example, inside each Control Unit, there 

are 2 EEPROMs in which the voting data are stored. Manipulating the 
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voting data in the EEPROMs is easy because the simple software 

design of the EVMs does not attempt to cryptographically protect or 

authenticate the data stored there. By attaching additional hardware 

to the Control Unit's circuit board, an attacker can directly manipulate 

the unsecured voting data in the EEPROMs. Unlike the dishonest 

display attack, which involved replacing hardware components with 

dishonest look-alikes, this mode of attack involves only the temporary 

application of malicious hardware – a small device that clips directly 

to the EEPROM memory chips. The researchers also demonstrated 

physically how this clip-on device can manipulate the EEPROM 

memory, steal votes and violate ballot secrecy. 

 

13. Thus, the Election Commission’s claims about Indian EVMs being 

‘different’ and ‘tamper proof’ do not seem to withstand rigorous 

scrutiny. There are a startlingly large number of security issues that 

render its EVMs susceptible to fraud and which can alter election 

results without the Election Commission being any the wiser. Three 

other possibilities of fraud can also be envisaged:  

 

(i) Replacing the cable (connecting the Ballot Unit and the Control 

Unit) with a dishonest look-alike cable carrying a tiny embedded 

chip with a Bluetooth device that can be programmed with vote 

stealing software and operated remotely. While fiddling with the 

CPU, Motherboard or Display Board in the Control Unit may attract 

some suspicion, replacing the cable connector can be a simple and 

smooth affair for those who want to subvert elections. It can be 

done relatively easily by couching it as routine maintenance and 

it will not excite the suspicion of potential whistle-blowers. 

Furthermore, cables are not considered high security items and 

therefore can be manufactured locally, through outsourced private 

suppliers, who could be more easily compromised. 

 

(ii) Hacking of the EVM’s original firmware stored in the servers of BEL 

and ECIL and introducing a Trojan into it. 

  

(iii)  Hacking the databases of voters in States (which typically have 

few I.T support staff and little, if any, cybersecurity expertise) so 

as to modify the printed voter lists that are prepared from these 
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databases. Selectively omitting the names of small groups of 

voters – by community, caste or locality, for example – can play 

havoc on polling day. This is alleged to have been the modus 

operandi of Russian interference in the 2016 U.S Presidential 

Election.    

 

Many computer scientists could list dozens of other plausible ways to 

compromise EVMs. The Election Commission would be making a 

serious mistake if it underestimates the kind of ingenious electronic 

security breaches that are possible (or) if it thinks that Indian 

politicians are not ‘hi-tech’ enough to resort to such manipulations. 

Given the high stakes involved, the possibility of our political parties 

engaging the best brains in India and abroad to perpetrate such ‘hi-

tech’ frauds cannot be ruled out! The recent controversy over the 

manipulation of personal data from Facebook by the UK-based firm 

Cambridge Analytica for election campaigning, and reports that 

Cambridge Analytica may have worked with political parties in India 

have triggered a massive political row, with both the Congress and 

the BJP accusing the other of having used its services. [Source: 

“Whistleblower Reveals Cambridge Analytica’s India Link”, NDTV, 22nd 

March 2018]. 

 

US computer scientist Barbara Simmons, who has been a tireless 

campaigner against paperless EVMs and who runs the non-profit 

‘Verified Voting’, believes that ‘democracy is in peril’ and that EVM 

fraud is ‘not a theoretical vulnerability’. According to her:  

“Many of the leading opponents of paperless voting machines were, 

and still are, computer scientists, because we understand the 

vulnerability of voting equipment in a way most election officials 

don’t. The problem with cybersecurity is that you have to protect 

against everything, but your opponent only has to find only one 

vulnerability.”  

[Source: “The Computer Scientist Who prefers Paper” by Jill Leovy, 

December 2017 issue of “The Atlantic”]. 

 

 

14. Next, let us examine the Election Commission’s claim that it is not 

just the EVM machine but “the overall administrative safeguards 
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which it uses that make it absolutely impossible for anybody to 

tamper with the EVMs”. While these administrative safeguards do 

look impressive on paper, closer examination reveals that they are 

not really so. The RTI reply showing the theft of 70 EVMs and the big 

mismatch between the figures of EVMs supplied (given by the 

Commission and the two manufacturers) is a case in point.  

 

The Election Commission appears to ignore or underestimate the 

danger that these administrative safeguards can be easily negated 

by ‘insider fraud’. As in currency printing presses, banking, 

insurance, gambling, university examinations, etc., ‘insider fraud’ is 

an insidious and ever-present danger with EVMs, and the best laid 

plans of the Election Commission can go awry! There is no 

justification to trust ‘insiders’ in the election ecosystem any more 

than trusting the insiders in currency printing presses, banking, 

insurance, gambling and examinations ecosystems where 

sophisticated frauds continue to occur despite equally good 

safeguards as the Election Commission’s being in place, if not better. 

The recent Punjab National Bank-Nirav Modi scam (involving issue of 

thousands of fraudulent Letters of Undertakings causing a loss of 

about Rs.13, 000 crores) is a good example. Notwithstanding the 

many ‘safeguards’ theoretically in place – periodic reconciliations, 

internal audit, statutory audit, RBI inspections, Ministry 

representatives and independent Directors on PNB’s Board etc - a 

massive scam went on for nearly 7 years before coming to light. This 

scam was rendered possible by the collusion between bank insiders 

and Nirav Modi, with the former even sharing the top secret SWIFT 

password with the latter and not making the relevant entries in the 

Core Banking System!  

 

The Election Commission has delegated a number of crucial functions 

regarding the conduct of elections – like manufacturing, checking and 

maintenance of EVMs – to the EVM manufacturers and other agencies 

over which it has little or no administrative control. The Commission 

lacks the technical capability necessary for exercising effective 

technical control. It seems to have reposed blind trust in these 

myriad players and has no means of verifying if they are playing foul. 

These personnel have also become ‘insiders’ along with the various 
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election officials, and the Election Commission’s lax control over them 

makes ‘insider frauds’ easier to commit and difficult to detect. The 

Election Commission must assume greater administrative and 

technical control over the 2 EVMS manufacturers and related 

agencies in so far as the manufacturing, checking and maintenance 

of EVMs are concerned.  

 

In our opinion, there is scope for ‘insider frauds’ at three stages: 

(i) At the EVMs manufacturing stage. 

(ii) At the district level, during the non-election period, when the 

EVMs are stored in archaic godowns in multiple locations with 

inadequate security systems. 

(iii) At the stage of ‘first level checks’ prior to an election when the 

EVMs are serviced by ‘authorised technicians’ from BEL and 

ECIL. 

Each of these security loopholes will be discussed in greater detail 

below. 

 

15. The first security loophole is at the EVM manufacturing stage. The 

Election Commission’s argument that unlike other countries where 

EVMs are manufactured in the private sector, Indian EVMs are 

manufactured by the reliable public sector undertakings (BEL and 

ECIL) is not fully correct. First, the key process of ‘burning’ of the 

EVM firmware has been outsourced to two private, that too foreign, 

chip-making companies (Microchip, U.S.A and Renesas, Japan). 

Second, it is naïve to believe that with public sector undertakings 

(PSUs), secrecy will be maintained and insider frauds cannot happen! 

(Let us not forget that PNB is a public sector bank)! Knowing how 

PSUs work in India and the huge day-to-day interference in their 

functioning by the concerned Ministries of the Government of India, 

we are inclined to believe that they are as vulnerable as, if not more 

than, a private manufacturer. We believe that there is a non-zero 

probability of occurrence of the following scenarios without the 

Election Commission’s knowledge: 
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• Scenario 1: Enormous political pressure is brought to bear upon 

the top management of these PSUs by the ruling party of the day 

to secretly tamper with a certain percentage of EVMs 

manufactured by them replacing the regular non-hackable CPU 

with a hackable CPU that can be programmed with vote stealing 

software and operated remotely. If only a few key employees 

collude, such a fraud would be difficult to detect. Going by the 

general administrative culture prevailing in the government or 

PSUs in India, it would take a rare CEO indeed to withstand that 

kind of political pressure.  

• Scenario 2: A few key employees of the 2 EVM manufacturers, 

driven by the same ideology as the ruling party of the day or any 

other political party, may resort to this kind of tampering without 

the knowledge of the top management. These ‘key employees’ 

could be those engaged in the development of the EVMs’ firmware 

or in the assembly of the EVMs.  

• Scenario 3: A few rogue employees of the 2 PSUs may do it for 

the sake of money, again without the knowledge of the top 

management. GVL Narasimha Rao cites instances of politicians 

being approached by technocrats from the 2 PSEs promising to rig 

the EVMs for a fee. While we don’t know if there is any truth in 

these allegations, they are not impossible to envisage.  

• Scenario 4:  A few former employees of the 2 PSUs engaged in 

development of firmware or the assembly of EVMs try to encash 

their skills after retirement or change of jobs.  

• Scenario 5: The vendors (many of them with political affiliations) 

supplying key components – Display Board, Cable connector, etc 

- to BEL and ECIL are compromised. This includes the two foreign 

private chip makers who have been assigned the security-

sensitive job of fusing the firmware onto the CPUs that go into the 

EVMs. This can also happen without the knowledge of the top 

management. 

 

16. The second security loophole is at the district level when EVMs are 

stored during the long non-election period in large numbers in archaic 

godowns in several locations in the district. This decentralised way of 

storing EVMs and the long periods of non-use increase the risk of 
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theft and tampering and reduce the chance of detection. Finding 

suitable storage places is very difficult in some districts and the 

quality of the rented warehouses is highly variable. Notwithstanding 

the ‘strong room’ and the ‘double lock system’ and the ‘annual 

physical verification of the EVMs’, it is not unreasonable to presume 

that some election officials in the district – from the security staff 

upwards - can collude with political parties in allowing access, 

stealing a few EVMs, and skilfully replacing the seals on the locks of 

the godown without the knowledge of the District Magistrate-cum-

District Election Officer (DM-DEO). As already indicated in para 9 

above, the Election Commission has admitted to at least 70 cases of 

theft of EVMs across three states – Chhattisgarh, Gujarat and Madhya 

Pradesh – over successive elections. The actual numbers are likely to 

be much greater if a thorough stock taking is done.  

In a country like India renowned for its ‘jugaad’ where duplicates of 

anything and everything are made, it would be naïve on anybody’s 

part to think that ‘counterfeit EVMs’ can never be made by reverse 

engineering the stolen EVMs. Reverse engineering of the EVM 

hardware as a whole or any individual component thereof is rather 

easy. But what about the secret firmware of the EVMs? According to 

Prof. J. Alex Halderman et al (whose security analysis of Indian EVMs 

was cited in para 5 above), reverse engineering of the secret 

firmware of the EVMs can also be done. To quote: “While more 

involved than modifying source code, reverse engineering firmware 

of such low complexity is not difficult and has been done (sometimes 

within a few weeks) with other voting systems in the context of 

academic research”. Thus, the existence of dishonest look-alike 

EVMs that may have been tampered with in the manner discussed 

in paras 10 and 12 above cannot be ruled out. It should then be 

quite easy to substitute a certain number of these reverse 

engineered-cum-tampered EVMs (i.e. the counterfeit EVMs) for the 

regular EVMs in the warehouse during the non-election period, with 

insider collusion, and without the District Election Officer or the 

Election Commission suspecting that anything is amiss.  

We can also visualise an alternative scenario where a skilled 

technician gains access to the warehouse for several days or nights 

in a row, with insider collusion, and working on-site, he replaces the 
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regular CPU with the dishonest look-alike CPU (programmed with a 

vote-stealing Trojan and with an embedded Bluetooth device) in 

respect of a certain percentage of EVMs.  

 

 

17. The third loophole available to tamper with EVMs is when - prior to 

elections - all the machines are subject to 'first level checks' in the 

field by ‘authorised technicians’ deputed by BEL and ECIL in order to 

detect and remedy hardware problems. These authorized technicians 

are also sometimes involved at various later stages of the election, 

such as preparing EVMs for polling and assisting officials during the 

count. This means a group of technically skilled insiders has full 

access to the machines and they could open and manipulate 

hardware during these checks (in ways discussed in paras 10 and 12 

above) without the knowledge of the EVM manufacturers or the 

Election Commission or the election officials. Even more alarming is 

the fact that there is no proper vetting of these technicians by the 

Election Commission. The Wire article cited in para 9 above, based 

on RTI responses received from the Election Commission and the 2 

EVM manufacturers, contains the alarming finding that ECIL had not 

deputed its own technical personnel but had deputed technical 

personnel from (outsourced) private entities and had also deputed 

several unauthorised non-technical persons for the ‘first level checks’ 

of EVMs - in brazen violation of the administrative and security 

protocol mandated by the Election Commission.  

 

18.  Most people think that the tampering of the EVMs takes place just 

before or during polling and just before or during counting. Since the 

supervision gets tighter once the election schedule is announced, it 

makes far more sense for an attacker to do the tampering of EVMs 

well before the elections, as described in paras 16, 17 and 18 above, 

when the supervision is lax or non-existent. Hence, tightening the 

supervision only after the election schedule is announced may well 

be like the proverbial closing of the stable doors after the horse has 

bolted. But the actual perpetration of the vote stealing fraud - with 

the help of the tampered EVMs - may take place unnoticed on the 

polling day or anytime before the counting begins.     
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19. We can anticipate the Election Commission’s likely comments (in 

italics) on the 3 types of security loopholes narrated in paras 16, 17 

and 18. Our responses are also given below. 

 

(i) Administration operates on ‘trust’ and the Election Commission 

has to have faith in the integrity of the election insiders unless 

something adverse comes to its notice.  

The problem could be that EVM fraud may come to the Election 

Commission’s notice rather late - by which time enormous 

damage could have been done. The Russians have a saying: 

“Trust but verify”. The Election Commission seems to have 

reposed blind trust in myriad players over whom it has minimal 

administrative control and technical control and has no means 

of verifying if they are playing foul. 

(ii) There are far too many persons involved and any one of them 

can become a whistleblower and make information public on 

any such misadventures.  

The scam may be known to only a few members of a tightly knit 

group and may not come out. The recent PNB scam shows how 

several insiders can collude for a long time without anyone 

blowing the whistle. Moreover, the experience of whistleblowers 

worldwide has been that they run a very high risk of being 

victimised and of their mission not succeeding, and so many a 

potential whistleblower may choose to simply keep quiet. 

 

(iii) The various scenarios of ‘insider frauds’ cited are far-fetched 

with very low probability of their occurring. 

The probability may be low but it is non-zero. In other words, 

these insider frauds with EVMs are not impossible. There is a 

famous saying of Sherlock Holmes: “When you have eliminated 

the impossible, whatever remains, however improbable, must 

be the truth”. We may modify this to come up with the following 

maxim: “Since EVM tampering is not physically impossible, 

someone, somewhere, at some time, will find a security 

loophole and exploit it however improbable the tampering 

scenario may seem at first sight.” And, once the security is 
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breached, the probability of EVM fraud recurring will increase 

greatly with time. 

 

In short, the Election Commission would be committing a grave 

mistake if its strategy to prevent fraud relies too much on the integrity 

of the election insiders. We think that despite its public 

pronouncements, the Election Commission suspects, and it is 

probably worried, that a significant percentage of the EVMs in 

circulation could be ‘counterfeit EVMs’. Can there be any other 

explanation for its ban on voters carrying mobile phones and other 

electronic devices (which can be used to activate the Trojans within 

the tampered EVMs at a particular time) to the polling stations and 

the counting stations?!  

The Election Commission claims that the post-2013 third generation 

(M3) EVMs have certain new features for (i) Mutual authentication 

among all components of EVMs such as Ballot Unit, Control Unit and 

VVPAT and (ii) Automated self-diagnostics. These new features are 

obviously worthless if some of the tampered EVMs were supplied by 

the EVM manufacturers themselves! Even when the tampering is done 

at the district level, if the machines were to do any such 

authentication themselves, a Trojan can be easily designed to clear 

this self-test. So, these new features in the M3 machines may not be 

of much avail to prevent fraud. 

 

20. The Election Commission has strangely been dragging its feet (since 

2006) in such an important matter as the procurement of 

‘Authentication Units’ which can help verify whether the EVMs being 

used in their districts are genuine EVMs supplied by BEL/ECIL or 

‘counterfeit EVMs’. Just as counterfeit detector machines are 

imperative for verifying bank notes, the ‘Authentication Units’ are the 

only way to detect and weed out the counterfeit EVMs, if any, in 

circulation. They will also act as a deterrent because the knowledge 

of the existence of such ‘Authentication Units’ will scare off potential 

fraudsters.  

 

These ‘Authentication Units’ should not be manufactured by the EVM 

manufacturers (BEL & ECIL) but by an independent third-party 
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manufacturer. This is because some of the tampered EVMs could have 

been supplied by the EVM manufacturers themselves and some of the 

EVMs could have been tampered with by the “authorised technicians” 

of the EVM manufacturers during the course of the ‘first level checks’ 

of EVMs just before a poll.   

 

These ‘authentication verifications’ should be arranged by the DM-

DEO in the presence of the contesting candidates after the ‘first level 

checks’ are over and before the date of polling. If it turns out that all 

the EVMs are genuine, then it will reinforce the confidence of the 

voters in the electoral process and will effectively silence the critics of 

the Election Commission. So, the procurement and supply of one or 

more ‘Authentication Units’ to each district is an absolute imperative 

that brooks no further delay.  

 

 

21. The Election Commission believes that the randomisation of 

allotments of EVMs at the national level from the EVM manufacturers 

to various States, and the randomisation of allotments within a district 

to various Polling Stations are sufficient safeguards against misuse. 

But they are not. If, say, X% of the EVMs have been tampered with – 

in the manner discussed in paras 16, 17 and 18 above - then 

randomisation will actually ensure that, on an average, X% of the 

EVMs in each and every constituency are counterfeit and this 

knowledge can be to the attacker’s benefit. With the assistance of 

insiders in BEL/ECIL and in the district administration, and since each 

EVM has a unique identifying number, the attacker can know precisely 

which tampered EVM has been allotted to which State and district, 

and within a district to which Polling Station. (If the attacker is also 

the ruling party of the day, this task is much easier).  

While the EVMs tampered during storage and ‘first level checks’ are 

likely to largely remain within the same district, it may be argued that 

due to randomization, some of the EVMs tampered at the 

manufacturers’ level may get allotted to States which the attacker did 

not intend. Assume that a certain percentage, say, Y% of the EVMs 

have been tampered with the assistance of insiders in BEL and ECIL. 

Since the two major National Parties – BJP and Congress – have a 

strong presence in at least 70% of the States & Union Territories, then 
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notwithstanding the randomisation, about 70% of the tampered EVMs 

will have been allocated to these States which is a good enough 

‘success ratio’ for these parties. Since the two parties may have 

moderate presence in the remaining 30% of the States & UTs, they 

may be in a position to utilise the tampered EVMs even there. It is 

only the regional parties which have a presence in only one or two 

States/UTs that may suffer due to randomization of the allotments at 

the national level from the EVM manufacturers to various States/UTs.  

Of late, the Election Commission has been diverting the EVMs used in 

one State Election – wholly or partly - to another State to prevent 

mischief. But if the EVMs have already been tampered with and if 

national parties like BJP and Congress have with them the unique 

identifying numbers of the tampered EVMs that have been diverted, 

they can track them and use them in the receiving State also. So, this 

system is not really a protection against a smart and determined 

attacker aided by insiders. 

22. The names of the contesting candidates are arranged in alphabetical 

order in the Ballot Unit of an EVM – first, candidates of recognised 

National and State political parties, then, candidates of registered but 

unrecognised political parties, and finally independent candidates. 

The Election Commission believes that this is adequate protection 

against mischief because the malicious software in the EVMs would 

have no means of knowing in advance the sequence of any party’s 

candidate on the Ballot Unit. This safeguard may work when the 

integrity of the EVM has not been compromised. It will obviously fail 

when the original CPU has been replaced by a dishonest look-alike 

CPU with an embedded Trojan and Bluetooth device.  

The Election Commission seems to have assumed a particular mode 

of attack for which the attacker triggering the Trojan to steal the votes 

has to know the precise sequence of the candidates on the Ballot Unit. 

But it is possible to steal votes even if the attacker doesn’t know this 

information because in most constituencies, the fight is between two 

major parties only and the rest don’t really matter. Let us suppose 

that Party A and Party B are the only 2 serious contestants in a 

constituency and that Party A has tampered with some of the EVMs. 
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Party A knows precisely which polling stations have the tampered 

EVMs, and among these polling stations, it knows fairly accurately in 

which polling stations it is likely to come a clear first, in which polling 

stations it is likely to come a clear second, and in which polling 

stations it may be too close to call.  An agent of Party A can trigger 

off the Trojan in the tampered EVM in a polling station through a 

remote device to become active around, say, 4.30 pm on the polling 

day. Depending on which button is pressed on the remote device to 

activate it, this Trojan could have been programmed to transfer 

certain percentage of votes from the party that has polled the highest 

number of votes to the party that has polled the second highest 

number of votes, or the reverse [i.e. transfer from the party that has 

polled the second highest number of votes to the party that has polled 

the highest number of votes]. In polling stations where Party A is 

likely to come second, the attacker will press the button that will make 

the Trojan transfer the votes from the party coming first (‘B’) to the 

party coming second (‘A’) and make the gap narrower or even make 

‘A’ come first. In polling stations where Party A is likely to come first, 

the attacker will press the other button that will make the Trojan 

transfer the votes from the party coming second (‘B’) to the party 

coming first (‘A’) and make A’s lead even greater. When things can 

be done this way, it is not necessary to know the precise sequence of 

the party’s candidate on the Ballot Unit. It is necessary to know only 

whether the party is likely to come first or second in the area covered 

by the particular polling station which field functionaries of political 

parties would normally know with a high degree of precision. While 

such vote stealing can also be done anytime during the period when 

the ballot boxes are stored after polling is over and counting is yet to 

start, we believe that it can be done easiest towards the fag end of 

the polling day.  

The precise mode of vote stealing depends upon how the Trojan has 

been programmed and various other ingenious ways of programming 

are possible.  It would be a grave mistake to underestimate the 

technical prowess of the attackers. The Trojan can also be 

programmed to self-destruct after doing its mischief.  
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23. The Election Commission believes that the small ‘mock polls’ that are 

done at various stages in front of all party representatives before 

each election are the best proof of validation of fairness of the EVMs 

and of the data stored inside. Such pre-election mock polls might 

protect against non-malicious malfunction of EVMs. But they afford 

very little protection against sophisticated attacks where the 

dishonest look-alike CPU has been programmed to cheat only after 

several hours have passed or after the EVM has recorded hundreds 

of votes, or if it carries a Trojan that is activated at a particular stage 

of the polling/counting process as discussed in this paper.  

24. Thus, all the administrative safeguards that the Election Commission 

relies on can be easily circumvented by any determined attacker with 

assistance from an insider. It must be noted that the threats to the 

integrity of our electoral process need not come from domestic 

attackers only; they could come from foreign attackers also. The 

allegation of Russian interference in the 2016 US Presidential 

elections on behalf of President Donald Trump which is under 

investigation by the U.S. Senate Select Committee on Intelligence 

shows that this danger is real, and  that elections are now on the 

front lines of cybersecurity. The testimony of security expert Prof. J. 

Alex Halderman (the same person who wrote the 2010 paper 

analysing the security flaws of Indian EVMs) before the Senate 

Committee may be seen at 

https://www.intelligence.senate.gov/sites/default/files/documents/o

s-ahalderman-062117.pdf 

 

25. We believe that the storage of EVMs during the non-election 

period in multiple locations in each district in archaic warehouses with 

poor security systems in place is a weak link that increases the risk 

of EVM tampering. We believe that the Election Commission should 

move towards a kind of “2-bin storage system” – the long-term 

storage in between the elections in regional warehouses and the 

short-term storage immediately before or during an election in the 

present district warehouses. It is obviously much easier to monitor 

long-term 3 large warehouses than 100-and-odd smaller warehouses 

scattered across a State. These regional warehouses must be modern 

https://www.intelligence.senate.gov/sites/default/files/documents/os-ahalderman-062117.pdf
https://www.intelligence.senate.gov/sites/default/files/documents/os-ahalderman-062117.pdf
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buildings with CCTVs and sophisticated electronic locking systems for 

the strong rooms where EVMs are stored, and they should be 

provided with 365x24x7 police security of the kind given to bank 

vaults or mints. The Chief Electoral Officer (CEO) of each State must 

be made responsible for the overall custody of the regional 

warehouses. He can be assisted in this important function by a full-

time Joint CEO drawn from the IAS or IPS. The ‘codes’ for these 

sophisticated electronic locks should remain with the Election 

Commission or the State CEO. There should be mechanisms for 

alerting the (local) DM-DEO, the CEO as well as the Election 

Commission through SMS and email whenever the locks are opened, 

closed or tampered with and for maintaining an electronic log of all 

activities. Necessary precautions against hacking of these electronic 

locking systems should be taken by engaging the best experts in the 

field. 

The Election Commission can construct 2 to 5 very large warehouses 

in different regions of each State depending on the size of the State. 

The cost of constructing such modern regional warehouses in each 

State is not much, and in any case, cost should not be a consideration 

in ensuring the integrity of our electoral process. 

The ‘first level checks’ of the EVMs and VVPATs that are carried out 

by the ‘authorised technicians’ of BEL and EVM before an election 

must be done only in these regional warehouses under CCTV. Written 

declarations of the changes, if any, carried out must be obtained from 

each authorised technician before his exit and counter-checked by 

another authorised technician so as to fix responsibility. If there are 

serious discrepancies between machine- counting and hand-counting 

in respect of a polling station, and if the forensic examination of the 

EVM shows that it has been tampered with, then the concerned 

‘authorised technicians’ and their supervisors in BEL and ECIL must 

be taken to task. At present, control mechanisms are extremely lax.  

 

Recently, the Election Commission has introduced the practice of 

diverting EVMs from one State to another before an election so that 

the same set of EVMs are not used in a given State more than once. 

The proposed system of 2 to 5 regional warehouses in a State will 

make the logistics of such diversions easier. Thorough shuffling of 
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the EVMs can be ensured by diverting EVMs from 2 or more States 

to the regional warehouses of the State where an election is due. As 

stated in para 22 above, such randomisation of EVMs is not fool proof 

against national parties like BJP or Congress. Nevertheless, it needs 

to be done.   

 

The EVMs should be transferred from the regional warehouses in a 

State to all the district warehouses not earlier than 7 days before the 

date of polling. As discussed in para 21 above, the DM-DEO should 

arrange for the conduct of the ‘authentication tests’ of 100% of the 

EVMs in the presence of the representatives of all political parties 

using the ‘Authentication Units’.  

 

26. Despite the Supreme Court directive in 2013, the Election 

Commission has been slow to implement VVPAT systems in 100% of 

the constituencies in various Assembly Elections, and began doing so 

only from 2017 onwards. And, after some initial press reports stating 

that VVPAT slips may be counted in respect of 10% or 5% of the 

EVMs, the Election Commission threw a bombshell by ordering the 

counting of VVPAT slips only for one randomly chosen polling station 

per Assembly Constituency in the recently concluded Gujarat and 

Himachal Pradesh Assembly Elections. This worked out to just 182 

out of 44,597 polling stations (or 0.4% of the EVMs) in Gujarat and 

to just 68 out of 7516 polling stations (or 0.9% of the EVMs) in 

Himachal Pradesh. Such a low percentage defeats the very purpose 

of introducing VVPAT and is fraught with all the risks of conducting 

elections with paperless EVMs.  

 
 

27. Moreover, the sample size of ‘one polling station per Assembly 

Constituency’ is statistically unsound not only in terms of its size (for 

a ‘confidence level’ of 99% or even 95% and a ‘margin of error’ of 

1% as per standard statistical sampling theory), but also because the 

various polling stations in the constituency are not similar and the 

sample drawn may not be truly representative of the constituency as 

a whole. A typical Assembly Constituency may have several different 

groups (or ‘strata’) of polling stations: urban; semi-urban; rural; 

those in remote hilly/desert/forest areas; those with very heavy 

voter turnout (> 80%); those with moderate voter turnout (50% to 
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80%); those with low voter turnout (<50%); those about which a 

large number of complaints were received, and so on – each with 

different characteristics both in terms of voter characteristics and 

behaviour and the rigour of election process. [There could be some 

overlapping]. Hence there is an imperative need for stratified 

sampling with a random sample of one or more polling stations drawn 

from each of the above strata.  

 

 

28. There are several important related issues and we venture to make 

some suggestions for the kind consideration of the Election 

Commission:  

• When will the EVM samples be drawn? 

In our opinion, the samples should be drawn as close to the 

counting day as possible, preferably on the morning of the 

counting day. It is a no-brainer that they should NOT be drawn 

before the polling day.  

• Who will draw the samples? 

The criteria for deciding the various ‘strata’ (for stratified 

sampling of polling stations) should be drawn up by the Election 

Commission. But in order to ensure greater transparency and 

allay fears of insider collusion, the random sample(s) in each 

strata should not be drawn by the DM-DEO or by randomisation 

software, but should be drawn by the various candidates in turn. 

If the number of candidates is greater than the number of 

samples to be picked, the ‘lucky’ ones who will get to draw the 

samples can be decided by lots.   

 

• When will the hand counting of VVPAT slips of the sample of 

polling stations be done? 

 We recommend that this should be commenced at the same time 

as the electronic counting and run parallel to it. 

• Under what circumstances should the Election Commission order 

the counting of all the VVPAT slips of all the polling stations? 

We can envisage 2 scenarios: 
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Scenario1: Where the margin of victory is very narrow. 

The Election Manual permits the losing candidate to apply to the 

Returning Officer (R.O) for a recount with the VVPATs, but it is 

not mandatory for the Returning Officer to accept. The R.O may 

reject the request in writing whereupon the losing candidate has 

to follow the usual appeal procedure which is time consuming 

and unproductive. We suggest that if the margin of victory is less 

than, say, 3%, it must be made mandatory for the R.O to order 

a hand recount with VVPAT slips of all the polling stations. 

Scenario 2: Where the discrepancy between the machine-

counting total and the hand-counting total in respect of the 

sample EVMs taken together is greater than a certain percentage. 

Irrespective of the margin of victory, if the discrepancy between 

the machine-counting total and the hand-counting total in 

respect of the sample EVMs taken together is greater than, say, 

1%, then the Election Commission should order the hand-

counting of VVPAT slips in all the polling stations. The margin of 

error of 1% is reasonable even if a purist would say that it is on 

the lower side. This again underscores the dangers of taking 

decisions on a small sample of just one polling station per 

Assembly Constituency. 

 

29. What could be the reasons for the Election Commission’s reluctance 

to order the counting of VVPAT slips for a larger sample of EVMs? 

We have guessed a few possible justifications (in italics) and offered 

our responses to the same: 

 

• The EVMs used in India are reliable and tamper-proof and 

counting VVPAT slips of more than one polling station per 

Assembly Constituency is a waste of time and effort. 

First, any electronic equipment is inherently subject to 

equipment malfunction and too much trust in the EVM’s reliability 

would be misplaced. Hand-counting of an adequate sample of 

VVPAT slips offers protection not just against the possibility of 

EVM tampering but also against the possibility of EVM 
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malfunction which can result in wrong totalling and change of 

election outcomes just as EVM tampering can. 

Second, though, in the beginning, the Election Commission had 

significantly underestimated the seriousness of the security risks 

associated with its EVMs or had dismissed the critics as 

‘conspiracy theorists’, it is now fully aware that paperless EVMs 

are not reliable. With its inadequate administrative and technical 

controls over some key election insiders; with lax inventory 

control at least in the past; with the knowledge of the various 

security loopholes as outlined in the paper by Prof. J. Alex 

Halderman et al; and with the knowledge of international 

experiences in the vulnerability of DRE systems of the kind used 

in India, the Election Commission should suspect that a certain 

percentage of the EVMs in circulation may be reverse 

engineered-cum-tampered EVMs though it may not know the 

magnitude of the problem. Perhaps the Election Commission is 

afraid that too much transparency and pro-active counting of 

VVPAT slips for a larger percentage of polling stations may 

expose the full magnitude of the scam and do great harm to the 

prestige of the Commission and raise a question mark about the 

sanctity of past elections! Perhaps the Election Commission is 

now in a ‘damage control mode’ and its action of ordering the 

counting of VVPAT slips for less than 1% of the EVMs for the 

Gujarat and H.P Assembly elections must be seen in this light.  

• The hand counting of a larger sample of VVPAT slips can lead to 

delays of several hours or even a couple of days in the 

announcement of results. 

Surely, in something as important as ensuring the integrity of 

the election process, a delay of a few hours or even a couple of 

days shouldn’t matter at all. When the entire Election process, 

from the date of announcement to the date of counting, lasts for 

2-3 months, there is no reason why unseemly hurry should be 

shown only in the case of counting. As an American activist Bev 

Harris has remarked: “Everybody watches polling closely. 

Nobody watches counting as closely.”  In the rush to declare 

results and the winners, the Election Commission cannot turn a 
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blind eye to the possibilities of wrong totalling due to EVM 

malfunction or EVM tampering nor can it gloss over the 

discrepancies commonly found in several constituencies between 

the votes polled (as per Form 17C filled by polling staff) and the 

votes counted (as per the EVM). In our opinion, tighter controls 

at the counting end of the election process – by hand counting 

VVPAT slips of the EVMs selected through stratified sampling – 

can make up for slippages, if any, in the earlier stages of the 

election process.  

• Why count a larger sample of VVPAT slips when the voters have 

already verified their VVPAT slips at the time of polling?  

Videos of voter behaviour during actual elections in India and 

elsewhere have revealed that most voters do not verify their 

choices by reading the VVPAT slip after casting their vote. There 

are many illiterate voters, and even among the literate voters, 

many are not techno-savvy, and may not verify the VVPAT slip 

within the window of 7 seconds available. It will require plenty of 

voter training to make the voters verify the VVPAT slip 

immediately after casting their vote. So, the absence of 

complaints from voters must not be treated as evidence that the 

EVMs are functioning properly. 

30. When only one EVM per Assembly constituency is chosen for the 

counting of VVPAT slips, the Election Commission is sending the 

wrong signal to the Election personnel from the DM-DEO downwards 

that it is not serious about VVPAT and regards it as an unwanted 

appurtenance thrust upon it by the Supreme Court at the behest of 

certain conspiracy theorists. The Presiding Officers and the Polling 

Officers in several polling stations are likely to be negligent in 

repairing/replacing the VVPAT machines then and there and may try 

to chance their luck by hoping that their particular polling station will 

not get picked for counting of the VVPAT slips. The danger is greater 

in villages and in remote areas. Our enquiries with DM-DEOs and 

Election Observers have revealed that in the past, on an average, 

about 15% of the VVPAT systems did not function properly on the 

polling day, and that the Election Commission had orally instructed to 
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carry on with the polling without VVPAT in case of shortage of 

replacements. In course of time, the VVPAT systems will function 

properly in fewer and fewer polling stations, and a case may be made 

out for giving them up altogether as waste of money, time and effort! 

Attackers who tampered with certain EVMs will be pleased with such 

a state of affairs, and may aim at rendering the VVPATs in those 

polling stations non-functional in collusion with the polling staff and 

by bribing the polling agents of rival parties. But when the Election 

Commission orders that VVPAT slips of a larger percentage of the 

EVMs shall be counted, and when it directs DM-DEOs to strictly ensure 

that all the VVPAT systems in every polling station function properly, 

then it sends the right signals to the DM-DEOs and the subordinate 

election staff; the Presiding Officers and Polling Officers of all the 

Polling Stations will then be on their toes and the machinations of the 

attackers will fail.   

 

31. Summary of Recommendations 

 

A.  The Election Commission has reposed excessive trust in the 2 EVM 

manufacturers (BEL and ECIL) and related agencies whose 

personnel have also become ‘insiders’ along with the various 

election officials, and it has no means of verifying if they are playing 

foul. Its lax control over them makes ‘insider frauds’ easier to 

commit and difficult to detect. ‘Trust but verify’ should be the 

Election Commission’s motto. To do this, the Election Commission 

must equip itself to exercise greater administrative and technical 

control over these ‘new insiders’ in so far as the manufacture, 

checking and servicing of EVMs are concerned. 

This suggestion can be implemented within a year. 

  

B. The Election Commission would be making a serious mistake if it 

underestimates the kind of ingenious electronic security breaches 

that are possible today or if it thinks that Indian politicians are not 

‘hi-tech’ enough to resort to such manipulations (e.g. the 

Facebook-Cambridge Analytica controversy). Moreover, as the USA 

example shows, threats to the integrity of our electoral process 
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need not come from domestic attackers only; they could come from 

foreign attackers also. The present system of ‘Technical Experts 

Committee’ consisting of a few Professors will not suffice. The 

Election Commission must consider engaging the services of a top 

electronic security firm of international standing (bound by a 

confidentiality agreement) to conduct periodic ‘ethical hacking and 

other modes of attack’ on its electoral systems and processes, 

identify loopholes if any, and certify their robustness.  

This suggestion can be implemented within a year. 

C. Procurement and Supply of ‘Authentication Units’ to Detect 

Counterfeit EVMs: 

The Election Commission’s claims about Indian EVMs being 

‘different’ and ‘tamper proof’ do not withstand rigorous scrutiny. 

‘Insider frauds’ can negate all the security protocol-cum-

administrative safeguards that the Commission relies on.  If 

attackers can get physical access to the EVMs even for a short 

while, they can tamper with EVMs by replacing the CPU, 

Motherboard, Display Board or Cable Connector with dishonest 

look-alikes that can be programmed with vote stealing software and 

operated remotely. It is possible to substitute large numbers of 

such tampered/counterfeit EVMs for genuine EVMs without the 

knowledge of the Election Commission at 3 stages: (i) at the EVMs 

manufacturing stage; (ii) at the district level, during the non-

election period when the EVMs are stored in archaic warehouses in 

multiple locations with inadequate security systems; and (iii) at the 

stage of ‘first level checks’ prior to an election when the EVMs are 

serviced by ‘authorised technicians’ from BEL and ECIL.  

At present, the Election Commission and the election officials have 

no means of sifting the genuine EVMs from the counterfeit ones. 

The so-called ‘new features’ in the post-2013 third generation (M3) 

EVMs for (i) Mutual authentication among all components of EVMs 

such as Ballot Unit, Control Unit and VVPAT and (ii) Automated self-

diagnostics are obviously worthless if some of the tampered EVMs 

were supplied by the EVM manufacturers themselves! Even when 

the tampering is done at the district level, if the machines were to 
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do any such authentication themselves, a Trojan can be easily 

designed to clear this self-test.  

Just as counterfeit detector machines are imperative for verifying 

the genuineness of currency notes, the Election Commission must 

procure and supply one or more ‘Authentication Units’ to each 

district to help election officials verify whether the EVMs being used 

in their districts are genuine EVMs supplied by BEL/ECIL or 

counterfeit EVMs.  ‘Authentication Units’ cannot only detect and 

weed out the counterfeit EVMs, if any, in circulation, but they will 

also act as a deterrent because the knowledge of their existence 

will scare off potential fraudsters. These ‘Authentication Units’ 

should not be manufactured by the EVM manufacturers (BEL & 

ECIL) but by an independent third-party manufacturer. These 

‘authentication verifications’ should be arranged by the District 

Magistrate-cum-District Election Officer (DM-DEO) in the presence 

of the contesting candidates after the ‘first level checks’ are over 

and before the date of polling.  

This suggestion can be implemented within a year. 

 

D.  Increasing the sample size for hand-counting of VVPAT slips and 

adoption of stratified sampling: 

The Election Commission’s action of ordering the hand-counting of 

VVPAT slips for just ‘one polling station per Assembly Constituency’ 

(which works out to 0.4% of EVMs in Gujarat and 0.9% of EVMs in 

Himachal Pradesh) is an exercise in tokenism. Such a low 

percentage defeats the very purpose of introducing VVPAT and is 

fraught with all the risks of conducting elections with paperless 

EVMs. In the rush to declare results and the winners, the Election 

Commission cannot turn a blind eye to the possibilities of wrong 

totalling due to EVM malfunction or EVM tampering. Surely, in 

something as important as ensuring the integrity of the election 

process, a delay of a few hours or even a couple of days shouldn’t 

matter at all, more so when the entire election process, from the 

date of announcement to the date of counting, lasts for 2-3 months.  

 

Moreover, the sample size of ‘one polling station per Assembly 

Constituency’ is statistically unsound not only in terms of its size 
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(for a ‘confidence level’ of 99% or even 95% and a ‘margin of error’ 

of 1% as per standard statistical sampling theory), but also because 

the various polling stations in the constituency are not similar and 

the sample drawn may not be truly representative of the 

constituency as a whole. There is an imperative need for stratified 

sampling with a random sample of one or more polling stations 

drawn from each of the following ‘strata’: urban; semi-urban; rural; 

those in remote hilly/desert/forest areas; those with very heavy 

voter turnout (> 80%); those with moderate voter turnout (50% 

to 80%); those with low voter turnout (<50%); those about which 

a large number of complaints were received, and so on.  

 

We wish to make a few more related suggestions: 

• The sample polling stations for the hand-counting of VVPAT slips 

should be drawn as close to the counting day as possible, 

preferably on the morning of the counting day. 

• The criteria for deciding the various ‘strata’ (for stratified 

sampling of polling stations) should be laid down by the Election 

Commission.  

• In order to ensure greater transparency and allay fears of insider 

collusion, the random sample(s) in each strata should not be 

picked by the DM-DEO or by randomisation software, but should 

be drawn by the various candidates in turn. If the number of 

candidates is greater than the number of samples to be picked, 

the ‘lucky’ ones who will get to draw the samples can be decided 

by lots.  

• The hand-counting of VVPAT slips of the sample of polling 

stations should be commenced at the same time as the electronic 

counting and run parallel to it. 

• The Election Commission may make it mandatory for the 

Returning Officer to order the hand-counting of all the VVPAT 

slips of all the polling stations in either of the following 2 

scenarios: 

Scenario1: Where the margin of victory is very narrow and is 

less than, say, 3%. 
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Scenario 2: Irrespective of the margin of victory, where the 

discrepancy between the machine-counting total and the hand-

counting total in respect of the sample EVMs taken together is 

greater than, say, 1%. A ‘margin of error’ of more than 1% 

cannot be acceptable.  

• When only one EVM per Assembly constituency is chosen for the 

counting of VVPAT slips, the election officials in several polling 

stations (especially in villages and in remote areas) are likely to 

be negligent in repairing/replacing the VVPAT machines then and 

there and may try to chance their luck by hoping that their 

particular polling station will not get picked for counting of the 

VVPAT slips. The Election Commission must direct DM-DEOs to 

strictly ensure that all the VVPAT systems in every polling station 

function properly, failing which there shall be repolling. 

These suggestions can be implemented within six months. 

 

E.  Plugging a glaring loophole in EVM security by completely 

overhauling the present method of storing EVMs during the non-

election period. 

 

• The Election Commission should move towards a kind of “2-bin 

storage system” wherein the long-term storage of the EVMs in 

between two elections shall be in a few large, high-security, 

regional warehouses and the short-term storage immediately 

before or during an election in the current district warehouses. 

It is obviously much easier to monitor on a long-term basis 3 

large warehouses than 100-and-odd smaller warehouses 

scattered across a State. The fewer regional warehouses also 

make it much easier for the Commission to manage the 

logistics of randomization/shuffling of EVMs from one State to 

another. 

• The Commission must invest in building 2 to 5 regional 

warehouses in each State depending on its size. These regional 

warehouses must be modern buildings with CCTVs and 

sophisticated electronic locking systems for the strong rooms 

where EVMs are stored, and they should be provided with 
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365x24x7 police security of the kind given to bank vaults or 

mints. The Chief Electoral Officer (CEO) of each State must be 

made responsible for the overall custody of the regional 

warehouses. The ‘codes’ for these sophisticated electronic locks 

should remain with the Election Commission or the CEO. There 

should be mechanisms for alerting the (local) DM-DEO, the 

CEO as well as the Election Commission through SMS and email 

whenever the locks are opened, closed or tampered with and 

for maintaining an electronic log of all activities.  

• The ‘first level checks’ of the EVMs and VVPATs that are carried 

out by the ‘authorised technicians’ of BEL and EVM before an 

election must be done only in these regional warehouses under 

CCTV and appropriate administrative safeguards against 

tampering.  

• The EVMs should be transferred from the regional warehouses 

to the district warehouses not earlier than 7 days before the 

date of polling.  

It should be possible to implement these suggestions over a period 

of 3 years. 

 

F. Switching over, in the long term, to Machine-readable Paper Ballots 

with OMR counting-cum-Hand counting 

 

When India has already invested so much in EVMs with VVPAT, the 

wisdom of switching over to the Machine-readable Paper Ballots 

with OMR counting-cum-Hand counting of a certain percentage of 

Ballot Boxes may be open to question. In our opinion, the Election 

Commission should have adopted this ‘best practice’ from various 

countries around the world; instead it chose to switch over from 

paperless EVMs to EVMs with VVPAT. We make our suggestion for 

two valid reasons: 

• The principle of secrecy of ballot is a sacred one and it must not 

be compromised, even slightly. In the old system, paper ballots 

from different ballot boxes were mixed together, thoroughly 

shuffled and packed into bundles of 50 ballots each, and then 
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counted. This succeeded in masking booth-wise voting trends 

which would otherwise be relied upon by political parties to (i) 

check the effectiveness of their campaign strategies (both legal 

and illegal), and (ii) target collective reprisals against voters 

from those booths where the party fared badly. But with EVMs, 

the information is freely available on the Election 

Commission’s website as “Booth Level Data”! It is gold dust for 

political parties because it enables them to know exactly how 

many supporters and opponents they have in each booth and 

incentivises illegal activities such as bribing of voters or 

targeting of opponents. What is even worse is that the EVM 

machine records in its memory the time at which each vote is 

cast. This time-series data can become available to political 

parties due to insider collusion. A polling booth agent can note 

down the precise time at which each voter has cast his or her 

vote and later compare this with the time-series data from the 

EVM to find out who had cast votes for whom. This can 

completely destroy the anonymity of the vote and can be used 

to target reprisals against individual voters. But in the case of 

Machine-readable Paper Ballots, it is possible to mix them and 

shuffle them and pack them into bundles of 50 before counting 

them so that booth-wise voting trends are masked. And, since 

paper ballots are used, no digital time-series data are available 

for anybody to find out who voted for whom. Compromising the 

secrecy of the ballot should itself be a sufficient reason for EVMs 

to go notwithstanding VVPAT. 

• Many advanced countries (Japan, Canada, Singapore) have 

stuck to paper ballots while others (Germany, Netherlands, 

Ireland) have reverted to paper ballots after experimenting with 

EVMs for some time. This is because paper ballots are 

considered the ‘gold standard’ of voting. They are the simplest 

to understand; they are immune to all kinds of cyberattacks; 

there is no malware that can steal paper votes; and they can 

preserve the anonymity of the voter. The risk of booth capture 

and stuffing of ballot papers has been drastically reduced thanks 

to advanced communication technology and also with enhanced 

police security for polling stations; nor is this risk completely 
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eliminated in EVMs where ‘vote stuffing’ can still be done to the 

extent of 12 votes per minute. Machine-readable Paper Ballots 

have all the advantages of the paper ballot system minus the 

delays associated with hand counting thanks to OMR 

technology. In order to guard against possible hacking of the 

OMR counting machine, the totals can be verified by running the 

ballots through a second OMR counting machine 

simultaneously, and their accuracy further confirmed by hand-

counting 5% of the ballots. Here, the primary ballots are in 

paper form and the secondary ballots are in electronic form 

whereas in EVMs with VVPAT, the primary ballots are in 

electronic form and the secondary ballots are in paper form. 

Clearly, the Machine-readable Paper Ballots with OMR counting 

is a superior system when compared to EVMs with VVPAT, and 

India needs to switch over to it. Better late than never. 

This suggestion can be implemented before the 2024 Parliamentary 

Elections.   
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ANNEXURE-P-9 

moneycontrol.com 

 

Doubts over EVM security again as 

RTI reveals theft of 70 voting 

machines 

 

13.08.2017 

 

Question marks have once again been raised over Electronic Voting 

Machines (EVMs) after a Right to Information (RTI) response revealed 70 

instances of voting machines being stolen in Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh 

and Chhattisgarh across multiple elections, according to The Economic 

Times. 

 

The information provided under RTI states that during a training 

programme in Gujarat, a trainer handed over the EVMs to another person 

and went for lunch. “When he returned, the machine was found missing,” 

reads the RTI response.  

Investigations are still ongoing in the matter and lie detector tests 

have been conducted. 

 

Activist Tehseen Poonawalla, who has made complaints in different 

states over EVM malfunctioning, said the RTI proves that EVMs have been 

regularly stolen – which means the source code can be gained through 

reverse engineering and results manipulated. 

 

The Election Commission of India (ECI) has repeatedly claimed that EVMs 

are unhackable and tamper-proof. The Commission says it follows strict 

protocols to protect EVMs which stipulates that stolen machines are 

censured and do not make it back into the system. 
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Earlier this year, the ruling Aam Aadmi Party in Delhi demonstrated in 

the Assembly how EVMs can allegedly be hacked. In response, the 

Election Commission conducted a hackathon in June. However, AAP was 

not among the two participating parties, who did not attempt to hack the 

machines but only watched a demonstration and declared they were 

satisfied with the security. 
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ANNEXURE-P-10 

business-standard.com 

 

EVM discrepancies: Year-wise RTI 

details reveal further mismatches 

(IIIrd and last part) 

 

IANS 

4-5 minutes___________________________________________________________________ 

 

IANS | Mumbai Last Updated at April 10, 2018 13:41 IST 

 

The contradictions between the buyer and suppliers of electronic 

voting machines (EVMs) in India have been laid bare in replies to 

right to information queries. 

 

But even in year-wise details, replies given by the Election Commission 

of India (ECI) and the two public sector suppliers -- 

Electronics Corporation of India Ltd (ECIL) Hyderabad and Bharat 

Electronics Ltd (BEL), Bengaluru -- have thrown up inexplicable 

discrepancies. 

 

According to Mumbai-based activist Manoranjan S. Roy, whose efforts 

through RTI queries have shown the serious mismatches, this points to a 

rot which may run deeper than expected. 

 

On the overall figures from 1989-1990 till 2014-2015, the ECI says it had 

received 1,005,662 EVMs from BEL, but BEL said it has supplied 

1,969,932 -- a difference of 964,270 machines. In the year-wise 

breakdown of figures, the ECI and BEL end up contradicting each other, 
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says Roy, who has now moved the Bombay High Court seeking a probe 

into the whole affair.  

"For instance, in 2003-2004, BEL said it supplied 193,475 EVMs to EC, 

which said it received only 167,850 -- a shortfall of 25,625. The following 

year, the ECI said it received 36,395 EVMs, but BEL supplied only 2070," 

Roy said. 

 

Just in one year -- in 2008-2009 -- the shortfall in supply to ECI from BEL 

was a 962,000 EVMs. In 2010-2011 the variation was 13,490 EVMs but 

in 2013-2014, ECI received an excess of 51,713 EVMs against the BEL's 

supply of 139,725. One of the worst years of mismatch was 2014-2015, 

when BEL supplied 62,183 EVMs but ECI received none. 

Ditto is the scenario with ECIL, which supplied 1,944,593 EVMs to ECI 

between 1989-1990 to 2016-2017 but ECI said it received 1,014,644 -- a 

gaping shortfall of 929,949. A similar mismatch rules the year-wise 

numbers with ECIL. 

"In 2003-2004, ECIL said it supplied 303,878 EVMs to EC, which said it 

received only 168,195. In 2008-2009, the ECI said it received 78,000 

EVMs, but ECIL figures say it supplied 816,000 EVMs," Roy said. 

 

In 2013-2014, the ECI received 191,438 EVMs, but ECIL had supplied 

none. The situation, however, reversed in the next three years -- 2014-

2015 to 2016-2017 -- when ECI said it received zero machines, but ECIL 

figures stated 173,962, 120,103 and 272 EVMs were supplied, 

respectively. 

 

As mentioned in earlier reports, the ECI said it had incurred a total 

expenditure of Rs 536.02 crore on acquiring EVMs from BEL which says 

it received Rs 652.56 crore. The ECI expenditure on acquiring EVMs from 

ECIL are not available.  

Curiously, ECIL said it had not supplied a single EVM to any state between 

2006-2007 till 2013-2014. 
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Nevertheless, ECIL -- through ECI -- recovered an amount of Rs 50.64 

crore from Maharashtra government between March- October 2012. 

 

"The question is why such huge discrepancies in the EVMs figures 

received by ECI from the two companies? Where have the excess 

machines supplied by BEL and ECIL actually gone?" 

Roy asked. Same goes for the discrepancy in the money spent. 

 

Even on the question of destroying old EVMs, there is lack of clarity. On 

July 21, 2017, the ECI said that it had not sold any EVMs as scrap. The 

EVMs procured in 1989-1990 were said to have been destroyed by the 

manufacturers themselves. 

 

The ECI said that the process of destroying (old/outdated /irreparable) 

EVMs received by ECI between 2000-2005, "is still under consideration", 

thus implying that all machines are still under its possession. 

 

(Quaid Najmi can be contacted at q.najmi@ians.in) 

--IANS 

Qn/hs 

(This story has not been edited by Business Standard staff and is 

auto-generated from a syndicated feed.) 

First Published: Tue, April 10 2018. 13:34 IST 
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ANNEXURE-P-11 

 

To 

Mr. O.P. Rawat, Chief Election Commissioner, 

Mr. Sunil Arora, Election Commissioner 

Mr. Ashok Lavasa, Election Commissioner 

Election Commission of India, 

Nirvachan Sadan, Ashoka Road, 

New Delhi - 110001 

 

Dear Sirs, 

                                                                                Dated: 10 April, 2018 

 

Subject:     measures to ensure integrity & fairness in the forthcoming 

parliamentary election-2019 – representation thereof 

 

This communication is being addressed on behalf of the Forum for 

Electoral Integrity, a non-political, not-for-profit, civil society coalition, 

having its office at # 21, Adhimoolam Street, Ponnappanadar Nagar, 

Nagercoil-629004, Tamil Nadu, of which I am the Convener. 

1.  As is universally known, democracy is founded on the dignity of the 

human being. Election and its integrity are the essence of democracy. 

Integrity is described as “uncompromising adherence to moral and 

ethical principles; soundness of moral character; honesty”. If there is 

one area where this is badly absent in India, it is the electoral process 

through which political leaders are elected to govern the country. 

2. The core of electoral process is the voting system. There are broadly 5 

types of voting systems in use around the world. They are indicated 
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below in the descending order of transparency, examinability, 

verifiability, accountability and robustness: (i) Paper Ballots that are 

hand counted. (ii) Machine-readable Paper Ballots that are scanned 

and electronically counted using Optical Mark Recognition (OMR) 

technology. A certain percentage of the Paper Ballots are also hand 

counted. (iii) Direct Recording Electronic Voting Machines (EVMs) 

with what is called Voter Verified Paper Audit Trail (VVPAT). The EVM 

does the machine counting and a certain percentage of the ‘paper slips’ 

are also hand counted. (iv) Direct Recording Electronic Voting 

Machines (DRE) that also do the counting electronically. Recounting is 

not possible because it will yield the same total. (v) Internet-based 

Voting or Online Voting. This is most vulnerable to cyber-attacks and 

not suited for elections. 

India has so far tried out voting systems (i), (iv) and (iii) in that order.  

3. In a democracy, elections have to necessarily adhere to certain 

democratic principles. These are: (1) All essential steps in the elections 

should be subject to public examinability; (2) Ordinary citizens should be 

able to check the essential steps in the election process without special 

expert knowledge and (3) There should be transparency in the counting 

of votes and ascertainment of the results reliably. Of the voting systems 

listed above only paper ballot satisfy these principles and EVMs do not. 

4. Federal Constitutional Court of Germany in a landmark judgment 

in March, 2009 held the use of EVMs in Germany unconstitutional. The 

Court ruled that in view of the “public rationale of elections”, the process 

should be transparent in a manner that the general public can be satisfied 

that their vote is correctly recorded. The standard the Court set for this 

purpose was that there should be a provision whereby 'the votes are 

recorded in another way besides electronic storage' and there is 

'retraceability' of the election result independently of the electronic 

count. In effect, the Court ruled that EVMs are unconstitutional so 

long as there was no provision for an additional verifiable physical 

record of every vote cast. In the event all advanced democracies have 

abandoned EVMs and have returned to paper ballot. 
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5. In Civil Appeal No. 9093 of 2013 and WP (C) No. 406 of 2012 on 

8.10.2013 Supreme Court of India passed an order mandating the use of 

voter verified paper audit trail along with EVMs and directed the Election 

Commission of India (ECI) to implement the VVPAT system in a phased 

manner. The Supreme Court observed: “From the materials placed by 

both the sides, we are satisfied that the ‘paper trail’ is an indispensable 

requirement of free and fair elections. The confidence of the voters in the 

EVMs can be achieved only with the introduction of the “paper trail”. 

EVMs with VVPAT system ensure the accuracy of the voting system. With 

an intent to have fullest transparency in the system and to restore 

the confidence of the voters, it is necessary to set up EVMs with 

VVPAT system because vote is nothing but an act of expression 

which has immense importance in democratic system”. 

6. Supreme Court has repeatedly stressed that principles of 

democracy are a part of the basic structure of the Constitution of India. 

To this end, elections and the various different processes and 

mechanisms that undergird the universal adult franchise constitute a 

beacon of light. It is imperative, therefore, that every step be taken to 

preserve the integrity of the electoral process. Not only must elections be 

conducted fairly, but they must also be shown to be conducted fairly. In a 

republican democracy, such as ours, the rules that go towards the 

selection of the people’s representatives must partake the highest 

standards of fairness.  

7. Replacement of paperless EVMs with VVPAT EVMs is 

imperative for the following reasons:  

a) To impart confidence in citizens that their vote will be 

recorded and counted accurately. b) To allow for a recount. c) To 

provide a backup in cases of loss of votes due to malfunction. d) 

To test – through a sizable random selection of machines – 

whether the paper result is the same as the electronic result.  

8. It is our studied belief that the legitimacy of the electoral process in 

India, and, as a consequence, of democracy itself, today faces a grave 

threat. This is because the system of using EVMs has not only been 
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repeatedly shown to be riddled with glitches, but also because 

insufficient steps have been taken thus far to allay these concerns. 

9. In fact, ECI has delegated a number of crucial functions regarding 

the conduct of elections – like manufacturing, checking and maintenance 

of EVMs – to the EVM manufacturers and other agencies over which it has 

little or no administrative control. The Commission lacks the technical 

capability necessary for exercising effective technical control. It seems to 

have reposed blind trust in these myriad players and has no means of 

verifying if they are playing foul. These personnel have also become 

‘insiders’ along with the various election officials, and ECI’s lax control 

over them makes ‘insider frauds’ easier to commit and difficult to detect. 

ECI must assume greater administrative and technical control over the 2 

EVMs manufacturers and related agencies in so far as the manufacturing, 

checking and maintenance of EVMs are concerned.  

10. In our opinion, there is scope for ‘insider frauds’ at three 

stages: (i) At the EVMs manufacturing stage. (ii) At the district level, 

during the non-election period, when the EVMs are stored in archaic 

godowns in multiple locations with inadequate security systems. 

(iii) At the stage of ‘first level checks’ prior to an election when the 

EVMs are serviced by ‘authorised technicians’ from BEL and ECIL. 

11. Our apprehension has been confirmed in a RTI response received 

recently wherein against the figures provided by the ECI on the number 

of EVMs received, BEL and ECIL have submitted data with huge 

differences in the numbers they have supplied, at times ranging from 

several thousands to lakhs of EVMs, raising questions on "where the 

excess number of EVMs are going, what is being done with them". This 

indicates that something very suspicious is going on between these 

organisations. It also reveals that EVM’s design and content are also being 

tampered with at will. The numbers revealed are stunning and shocking 

questioning the very integrity and credibility of the EVM based 

election.  [See the Report at Link: https://www.firstpost.com/india/rti-

reveals-contradictory-numbers-of-evms-from-election-commission-

suppliers-raise-question-mark-on-polls-4422967.html]  

https://www.firstpost.com/india/rti-reveals-contradictory-numbers-of-evms-from-election-commission-suppliers-raise-question-mark-on-polls-4422967.html
https://www.firstpost.com/india/rti-reveals-contradictory-numbers-of-evms-from-election-commission-suppliers-raise-question-mark-on-polls-4422967.html
https://www.firstpost.com/india/rti-reveals-contradictory-numbers-of-evms-from-election-commission-suppliers-raise-question-mark-on-polls-4422967.html
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12. Although, pursuant to the 8.10.2013 order of the Supreme Court, 

your office has confirmed that all EVMs will be accompanied with VVPAT 

for the upcoming 2019 general elections, it is seen, as explained in your 

letter 13.2.2018 (published in ECI website) the chief electoral officers in 

all States and Union Territories have been directed to mandatorily verify 

VVPAT paper slips in only one randomly selected polling station in 

each assembly constituency. This defeats the very object of 

installing VVPATs in all EVMs which would be rendered nugatory 

tantamounting to non-implementation of Supreme Court Order.  

13. The main purpose behind the introduction of VVPATs is to bring in 

accuracy, verifiability and transparency in the casting and counting of 

votes. With the presence of VVPATs, voters can verify if their vote has 

been cast to the right candidate. Needless to say, it is only when the paper 

slips as verified by the voters are counted that the true purpose behind 

introduction of VVPATs is served. Without counting of VVPAT paper slips 

in a significant percentage of polling stations in each assembly 

constituency, the objectives of verifiability and transparency in the 

democratic process would remain unrealized.  

14. The direction to hand-count VVPAT slips in just ‘one polling station 

per Assembly Constituency’ worked out to 0.4% of EVMs in Gujarat and 

0.9% of EVMs in Himachal Pradesh. Same was done in the North East and 

is now being repeated in the forthcoming Karnataka election. This is 

nothing but an exercise in tokenism. This would defeat the very 

purpose of introducing VVPAT and, what’s more, would also be fraught 

with all the risks of conducting elections with paperless EVMs. In the rush 

to declare results and the winners, the Election Commission cannot turn 

a blind eye to the possibilities of wrong totalling due to EVM malfunction 

or EVM tampering. Surely, in something as important as ensuring the 

integrity of the election process, a delay of a few hours or even a couple 

of days shouldn’t matter at all, more so when the entire election process, 

from the date of announcement to  the date of counting, lasts for 2-3 

months. Cost and time, we submit, cannot be considerations when the 

integrity of the entire electoral process is at stake. 
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15. Moreover, the sample size of ‘one polling station per Assembly 

Constituency’ is statistically unsound not only in terms of its size but also 

because the various polling stations in the constituency are not similar 

and the sample drawn may not be truly representative of the 

constituency as a whole. There is an imperative need for stratified 

sampling with a random sample of one or more polling stations drawn 

from each of the following ‘strata’: urban; semi-urban; rural; those in 

remote hilly/desert/forest areas; those with very heavy voter turnout (> 

80%); those with moderate voter turnout (50% to 80%); those with low 

voter turnout (<50%); those about which a large number of complaints 

were received, and so on.  

16. We, therefore, suggest that VVPAT slips must be 

simultaneously counted for a sample size of at least 25% of the 

polling stations in an Assembly Constituency with the samples 

drawn randomly from the different strata and verified with the 

electronic count. If any variation is found then the entire VVPAT 

slips in the constituency should be counted and tallied with the 

electronic count before declaring the result.  We believe this is a 

direction that can be issued by your office for the upcoming 2019 

general elections, in order to a greater standard of fairness and 

transparency in the electoral process.   

17. Apart from this fundamental suggestion, which we think is 

imperative to implement we would add some more that would 

strengthen electoral integrity and facilitate free and fair election leading 

to enhancement of voter’s confidence in the electoral process. 

a.  ‘Trust but verify’ should be the Election Commission’s motto. It is 

our submission that the Election Commission must equip itself to 

exercise greater administrative and technical control over the two 

manufacturers and related agencies in whom trust has been reposed 

manufacture, check and service the EVMs. This oversight should be 

immediately put in place. 

b. ECI must consider engaging the services of a top electronic security 

firm of international standing (bound by a confidentiality agreement) to 
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conduct periodic ‘ethical hacking and other modes of attack’ on its 

electoral systems and, in the processes, identify loopholes if any, and 

certify the robustness of the EVMs and the manner of their use. 

c. Just as counterfeit detector machines are imperative for verifying 

the genuineness of currency notes, the Election Commission must 

procure and supply one or more ‘Authentication Units’ to each district to 

help election officials verify whether the EVMs being used in their 

districts are genuine EVMs supplied by BEL/ECIL or counterfeit 

EVMs.  ‘Authentication Units’ can not only detect and weed out the 

counterfeit EVMs, if any, in circulation, but they will also act as a 

deterrent because the knowledge of their existence ought to serve in 

driving away potential fraudsters. These ‘Authentication Units’ should 

not be manufactured by the present EVM manufacturers (BEL & ECIL) 

but by an independent third-party manufacturer. These ‘authentication 

verifications’ should be arranged by the District Magistrate-cum-District 

Election Officer (DM-DEO) in the presence of the contesting candidates 

after the ‘first level checks’ are over and before the date of polling. This is 

a change that can be put in place forthwith.  

d. Election Commission must completely overhaul the present 

method of storing EVMs during the non-election period. Election 

Commission should move towards a kind of “2-bin storage system” 

wherein the long-term storage of the EVMs in between two elections shall 

be in a few large, high-security, regional warehouses and the short-term 

storage immediately before or during an election in the current district 

warehouses; the Commission must invest in building two to five regional 

warehouses in each State depending on its size, which can serve as high 

security regional warehouses; The ‘first level checks’ of the EVMs and 

VVPATs that are carried out by the ‘authorised technicians’ of BEL and 

EVM before an election must be done only in these regional warehouses 

under CCTV and appropriate administrative safeguards against 

tampering; and the EVMs should be transferred from the regional 

warehouses to the district warehouses not earlier than 7 days before the 
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date of polling. It is our considered belief that these suggestions can be 

implemented before the 2019 election. 

e. In the medium term, it is imperative that the EC switch over to 

Machine-readable Paper Ballots with OMR counting-cum-Hand counting 

of certain percentage of Ballot Boxes in place of the existing EVMs. We 

make this suggestion for two reasons: one, this will ensure that the 

abiding principle of the secrecy of the ballot is not compromised. And 

two, international practice shows a movement towards paper ballots 

because they are the simplest to understand; they are immune to all kinds 

of cyberattacks; there is no malware that can steal paper votes; and they 

can preserve the anonymity of the voter.  

18. An accurate recording of the democratic will of the electorate, to 

the satisfaction of the electorate, is indispensable to the democratic 

process. The exercise of the right to vote must take place in a manner that 

is in consonance with the highest principles of integrity and fairness as 

enshrined in the Constitution of India. Our suggestions, if implemented, 

will help instil in the electoral process greater transparency and fairness. 

We believe it is imperative that the EC implements our suggestions in 

order to ensure the sustenance of the principles of republican democracy 

that stand at the bedrock of the Constitution of India.  

Constitution of India (Article 324) mandates the ECI with the 

superintendence, direction, control and the conduct of all elections. 

What we are seeking is well within the powers of ECI and therefore 

immediately doable. In the event, we urge the Commission to issue 

the directions requested for expeditiously in the interest of 

Electoral Integrity which is the bulwark of Democracy. Though at 

Para (16) the 25% counting of VVPAT slips has been sought for the 

2019 Parliament elections, ECI would be well advised to direct this 

for the impending Karnataka state assembly election if they are 

really serious about abiding by its constitutional mandate. 

Thanking you, 

Yours Truly, 
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                                                                                          Sd/-  

                                                                                                  MG Devasahayam 

IAS (Retd) 

Convenor, Forum for Electoral Integrity. 

Mobile: 9940174446 ; Email: deva1940@gmail.com   
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ANNEXURE-P-12 

 

Mr. O.P. Rawat, Chief Election Commissioner, 

Mr. Sunil Arora, Election Commissioner 

Mr. Ashok Lavasa, Election Commissioner 

Election Commission of India, 

Nirvachan Sadan, Ashoka Road, 

New Delhi - 110001 

 

Dear Sirs,                         Dated: 04 July, 2018 

 

Subject:     ELECTORAL INTEGRITY – ENSURING RELIABILITY OF EVMS 

AND VVPAT AND HAND COUNTING OF LARGE PERCENTAGE OF PAPER 

SLIPS - REPRESENTATION THEREOF 

 

We are a group of retired civil servants and Armed Forces veterans who 

interact, discuss and deliberate on important issues of public concern and 

as found necessary take it up with concerned authorities. We found it 

necessary to take up this important issue of electoral integrity with the 

Election Commission. Hence this Memorandum. 

 

You, Sirs, more than anyone else in our polity, would know that elections 

are synonymous with democracy and are meant to translate the consent 
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of the citizens into governmental authority. To achieve this, elections 

should be held in strict conformity with democracy principles. These 

principles as we understand are: 

a. In view of the “public rationale of elections”, the process should be 

transparent in a manner that the general public can be satisfied that their 

vote is correctly recorded and counted.  

b. All essential steps in the elections should be subject to public 

scrutiny/examinability;  

c. Ordinary citizens should be able to check the essential steps in the 

election process without special expert knowledge and   

d. There should be verifiability in the counting of votes and 

ascertainment of the results reliably without special knowledge. 

 

Electronic Voting Machines (EVMs) that are being presently used to 

conduct elections may be devices of technology excellence. But the 

question is - do they comply with the above ‘Democracy Principles’? 

 

There are broadly 5 types of voting systems in use around the world: 

i.Paper Ballots. Vote recorded on paper and counted by hand. 

ii.Direct Recording EVM. Vote recorded in memory. Counted electronically. 

iii.Direct Recording EVMs with Voter Verified Paper Audit Trail (VVPAT). 

Vote recorded in memory and printed on paper. Counting done 

electronically and by hand facilitating verification/auditing BEFORE 

declaring result. 
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iv.Machine-readable Paper Ballots that are scanned and electronically 

counted using Optical Mark Recognition (OMR) technology. 

v.Internet-based Voting or Online Voting. Most vulnerable, not suited. 

 

India abandoned (i) and adopted (ii) and now in the process of 

implementing (iii). Of these only ballot papers fully conform to 

democracy principles. 

 

Federal Constitutional Court of Germany in a landmark judgment in 

March, 2009 held the use of EVMs unconstitutional if they do not comply 

with ‘Democracy Principles’. The Court ruled that in view of the “public 

rationale of elections”, the process should be transparent in a manner 

that the general public can be satisfied that their vote is correctly 

recorded and counted. The standard the Court set for this purpose was 

that there should be a provision whereby 'the votes are recorded and 

counted in another way besides electronic storage' and there is 

'retraceability' of the election result independently of the electronic 

count.  

 

In Civil Appeal No. 9093 of 2013 and WP (C) No. 406 of 2012 on 8.10.2013 

Supreme Court of India passed an order mandating the use of voter 

verified paper audit trail along with EVMs and directed the Election 

Commission of India (ECI) to implement the VVPAT system in a phased 

manner. The Supreme Court observed: “From the materials placed by 

both the sides, we are satisfied that the ‘paper trail’ is an indispensable 
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requirement of free and fair elections. The confidence of the voters in the 

EVMs can be achieved only with the introduction of the “paper trail”. 

EVMs with VVPAT system ensure the accuracy of the voting system. With 

an intent to have fullest transparency in the system and to restore the 

confidence of the voters, it is necessary to set up EVMs with VVPAT 

system because vote is nothing but an act of expression which has 

immense importance in democratic system”. 

 

Supreme Court has repeatedly stressed that principles of democracy are 

a part of the basic structure of the Constitution of India. Replacement of 

paperless EVMs with VVPAT EVMs is imperative for the following 

reasons:  

a. To impart confidence in citizens that their vote will be recorded 

and counted accurately.  

b. To allow for a recount.  

c. To provide a backup in cases of loss of votes due to malfunction. 

d. To test – through a sizable random selection of machines – whether 

the paper result is the same as the electronic result.  

 

It is our studied belief that the legitimacy of the electoral process in India, 

and, as a consequence, of democracy itself, today faces a grave threat. 

This is because the system of using EVMs has not only been repeatedly 

shown to be riddled with glitches, but also because insufficient steps have 

been taken thus far to allay these concerns. We also note with concern 

the spate of VVPAT malfunction in the recent byelections - as high as 
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20.82% in Kairana, 19.22% in Bhandara-Gondia and 13.16% in Palghar 

byelections against EC norm of 5% which itself is too high.  

 

In fact, ECI has delegated a number of crucial functions regarding the 

conduct of elections – like manufacturing, checking and maintenance of 

EVMs – to the EVM manufacturers and other agencies over which it has 

little or no administrative control. Even the most critical manufacturing 

of semiconductor chips and embedding them is outsourced to foreign 

companies. Election Commission lacks the technical capability necessary 

for exercising effective technical control on these activities and 

operations. In order to ensure the integrity of the electronic voting 

system, ECI must take immediate steps to assume greater administrative 

and technical control over the 2 EVMs manufacturers and related 

agencies in so far as the manufacturing, checking and maintenance of 

EVMs are concerned.  

 

In our considered opinion, there is scope for ‘insider frauds’ at three 

stages:  

(i)    At the EVMs manufacturing stage.  

(ii)    At the district level, during the non-election period, when the EVMs are 

stored in archaic godowns in multiple locations with inadequate security 

systems.  

(iii)    At the stage of ‘first level checks’ prior to an election when the EVMs are 

serviced by ‘authorised technicians’ from BEL and ECIL. 
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Although, pursuant to the 8.10.2013 order of the Supreme Court, EC has 

confirmed that all EVMs will be accompanied with VVPAT for the 

upcoming 2019 general elections, it is seen, as explained in your letter 

13.2.2018 the chief electoral officers in all States and Union Territories 

have been directed to mandatorily verify VVPAT paper slips in only one 

randomly selected polling station in each assembly constituency. This 

defeats the very object of installing VVPATs in all EVMs which would be 

rendered nugatory tan amounting to non-implementation of Supreme 

Court Order.  

 

The main purpose behind the introduction of VVPATs is to bring in 

accuracy, verifiability and transparency in the casting and counting of 

votes. With the presence of VVPATs, voters can verify if their vote has 

been cast to the right candidate. Needless to say, it is only when the paper 

slips as verified by the voters are counted that the true purpose behind 

introduction of VVPATs is served. Without counting of VVPAT paper slips 

in a significant percentage of polling stations in each assembly 

constituency, the objectives of verifiability and transparency in the 

democratic process would remain unrealized. 

  

The direction to hand-count VVPAT slips in just ‘one polling station per 

Assembly Constituency’ works out to 0.4% of EVMs on an average. This 

is nothing but an exercise in tokenism. This would defeat the very 

purpose of introducing VVPAT and, what’s more, would also be fraught 

with all the risks of conducting elections with paperless EVMs. In the rush 
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to declare results and the winners, the Election Commission cannot turn 

a blind eye to the possibilities of wrong totaling due to EVM malfunction 

or EVM tampering. Surely, in something as important as ensuring the 

integrity of the election process, a delay of a few hours or even a couple 

of days shouldn’t matter at all, more so when the entire election process, 

from the date of announcement to the date of counting, lasts for 2-3 

months. Cost and time, we submit, cannot be considerations when the 

integrity of the entire electoral process is at stake. 

 

Sample of ‘one polling station per Assembly Constituency’ is statistically 

unsound in terms of size. Also, because the various polling stations in the 

constituency are not similar the sample drawn may not be truly 

representative of the constituency as a whole. There is an imperative 

need for stratified sampling with a random sample of one or more polling 

stations drawn from each of the following ‘strata’: urban (middle/upper 

class); urban (poor/slums); semi-urban; rural; Dalits/minorities; remote 

hilly/desert/forest areas; those with very heavy voter turnout (> 80%); 

with moderate voter turnout (50% to 80%); with low voter turnout 

(<50%); those about which a large number of complaints received etc.    

 

We, therefore, suggest that VVPAT slips must be simultaneously 

counted for a sample size of at least 25% of the polling stations in an 

Assembly Constituency with the samples drawn randomly from the 

different strata and verified with the electronic count. This random 

selection of booths should be done in consultation with the 
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candidates or their authorised representatives. If any variation is 

found then the entire VVPAT slips in the constituency should be 

counted and tallied with the electronic count before declaring the 

result.  We believe this is a direction that can be issued by the 

Commission immediately for the 2018 State Assembly elections for 

testing and refining so that it can be fully implemented in the 

forthcoming 2019 general elections to Parliament? This alone 

would ensure greater standard of verifiability and integrity in the 

electoral process.   

 

An accurate recording of the democratic will of the electorate, to the 

satisfaction of the electorate, is indispensable to the democratic process. 

The exercise of the right to vote must take place in a manner that is in 

consonance with the highest principles of integrity and fairness as 

enshrined in the Constitution of India. Our suggestions, if implemented, 

will help instil in the electoral process greater transparency and fairness. 

We believe it is imperative that the EC implements our suggestions in 

order to ensure the sustenance of the principles of republican democracy 

that stand at the bedrock of the Constitution of India.  

 

As it is, not everyone is convinced of the fairness of EVMs. This has caused 

deep doubts and apprehensions among the political parties and voting 

public about the reliability and integrity of electronic voting and 

therefore its compliance with democracy principles. ECI introduced 

VVPAT mandated by SC could bring about some compliance of these 
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principles. And this is possible only if total (100%) reliability of EVMs and 

VVPATs is ensured and large percentage of paper slips hand-counted and 

cross-verified before declaring results. Former CECs have also suggested 

this course of action.   

 

Constitution of India (Article 324) mandates the ECI with the 

superintendence, direction, control and the conduct of all elections. What 

we are seeking is well within the powers of ECI and therefore 

immediately doable. In the event, we urge the Commission to 

expeditiously issue the directions requested for in the interest of 

Electoral Integrity which is the bulwark of Democracy.  

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

Retired civil servants 

 

Sl.No. Name      Service Last post/designation 

before retirement 

1.  Salahuddin 

Ahmad 

IAS (Retd.) Former Chief Secretary, 

Rajasthan 

2.  V.S. Ailawadi 

 

IAS (Retd.) Former Chairman, 

Electricity Regulatory 

Commission 
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3.  S.P. Ambrose  IAS (Retd.) Former Additional 

Secretary, Ministry of 

Shipping & Transport, GoI 

4.  Ishrat Aziz IFS (Retd.) Former Ambassador to 

Brazil & Saudi Arabia 

5.  Vappala 

Balachandran  

IPS (Retd.) Former Special Secretary, 

Cabinet Secretariat, GoI 

6.  Gopalan 

Balagopal  

IAS (Retd.) Former Special Secretary, 

Govt. of West Bengal 

7.  Chandrashekhar 

Balakrishnan  

IAS (Retd.) Former Secretary, Coal, GoI 

8.  Sundar Burra  IAS (Retd.) Former Secretary, Govt. of 

Maharashtra 

9.  R. Chandramohan IAS (Retd.) Former Principal 

Secretary, Urban 

Development & Transport, 

Govt. of NCT of Delhi 

10.  Kalyani 

Chaudhuri  

IAS (Retd.) Former Additional Chief 

Secretary, Govt. of West 

Bengal 

11.  Anna Dani  IAS (Retd.) Former Additional Chief 

Secretary, Govt. of 

Maharashtra 
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12.  Surjit K. Das  IAS (Retd.) Former Chief Secretary, 

Govt. of Uttarakhand 

13.  Vibha Puri Das  IAS (Retd.) Former Secretary, Ministry 

of Tribal Affairs, GoI 

14.  Keshav Desiraju  IAS (Retd.) Former Health Secretary, 

GoI 

15.  M.G. 

Devasahayam 

IAS (Retd.) Former Secretary, Govt. of 

Haryana 

16.  K.P. Fabian  IFS (Retd.) Former Ambassador to 

Italy 

17.  Meena Gupta IAS (Retd.) Former Secretary, Ministry 

of Environment & Forests, 

GoI 

18.  Wajahat 

Habibullah  

IAS (Retd.) Former Secretary, GoI and 

Chief Information 

Commissioner 

19.  Dr. M.A. Ibrahimi  IAS (Retd.) Former Chief Secretary 

(rank), Govt. of Bihar 

20.  Kamal Jaswal     IAS (Retd.) Former Secretary, 

Department of Information 

Technology, GoI 

21.  Vinod C. Khanna IFS (Retd.) Former Additional 

Secretary, MEA 
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22.  K. John Koshy  IAS (Retd.) Former State Chief 

Information 

Commissioner, West 

Bengal 

23.  Ajai Kumar  Indian Forest 

Service 

(Retd.) 

Former Director, Ministry 

of Agriculture, GoI 

 

24.  Brijesh Kumar  IAS (Retd.) Former Secretary, 

Department of Information 

Technology, GoI 

25.  Harsh Mander  IAS (Retd.) Govt. of Madhya Pradesh 

26.  Lalit Mathur IAS (Retd.) Former Director General, 

National Institute of Rural 

Development, GoI 

27.  Aditi Mehta IAS (Retd.) Former Additional Chief 

Secretary, Govt. of 

Rajasthan 

28.  Ruchira Mukerjee IP&TFAS 

(Retd.) 

Former Adviser, Telecom 

Commission, GoI 

29.  Deb Mukharji  IFS (Retd.) Former High 

Commissioner to 

Bangladesh and 

Ambassador to Nepal 
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30.  Pranab S. 

Mukhopadhyay 

IAS (Retd.) Former Director, Institute 

of Port Management, GoI 

31.  Sobha Nambisan  IAS (Retd.) Former Principal Secretary 

(Planning), Govt. of 

Karnataka 

32.  Amitabha Pande  IAS (Retd.) Former Secretary, Inter-

State Council, GoI 

33.  Alok Perti  IAS (Retd.) Former Secretary, Ministry 

of Coal, GoI 

34.  T.R. Raghunandan  IAS (Retd.) Former Joint Secretary, 

Ministry of Panchayati Raj, 

GoI 

35.  N.K. Raghupathy  IAS (Retd.) Former Chairman, Staff 

Selection Commission, GoI 

36.  K. Sujatha Rao  IAS (Retd.) Former Health Secretary, 

GoI 

37.  M.Y. Rao  IAS (Retd.) 
 

38.  Julio Ribeiro  IPS (Retd.) Former Adviser to 

Governor of Punjab & 

Ambassador to Romania 

39.  Aruna Roy  IAS 

(Resigned) 

 

40.  Umrao Salodia  IAS (Retd.) Former Chairman, 

Rajasthan Road Transport 
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Corporation, Govt. of 

Rajasthan 

41.  Deepak Sanan  IAS (Retd.) Former Principal Adviser 

(AR) to Chief Minister, 

Govt. of Himachal Pradesh 

42.  Ardhendu Sen  IAS (Retd.) Former Chief Secretary, 

Govt. of West Bengal 

43.  Abhijit Sengupta  IAS (Retd.) Former Secretary, Ministry 

of Culture, GoI 

44.  Aftab Seth  IFS (Retd.) Former Ambassador to 

Japan 

45.  Raju Sharma  IAS (Retd.) Former Member, Board of 

Revenue, Govt. of Uttar 

Pradesh 

46.  Ramani 

Venkatesan 

IAS (Retd.) Former Director-General, 

YASHADA, Govt. of 

Maharashtra 

 

 

 

Armed Forces veterans 

 

Sl. No. Name Service 

1. Admiral Vishnu Bhagwat IN (Retd) 
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2. Vice Admiral D.B. Kapila IN (Retd) 

3. Captain S. Prabhala IN (Retd) 

4. Col M.S. Rai Army (Retd),  

5. Admiral L. Ramdas IN (Retd) 

6. Col C.R.S. Reddy Army (Retd) 

7. Hav V.S. Tewatia,  Army (Retd) 

8. Col J.P. Narain Army (Retd) 

9. Air Marshal Vir Narain IAF (Retd) 

10. Maj Gen S.G. Vombatkere Army (Retd) 
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EVM and VVPAT

Electronic Voting Machines (EVMs) are used in all
elections

For additional verifiability and transparency
Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trail (VVPAT) machines

To further enhance credibility, A Random Sample of
EVMs to be chosen for VVPAT slip verification

Verify Slip Count with Electronic Count

Abhay G. Bhatt ISI, Delhi

Random Sampling 3/23
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Random Sampling - Questions

Q1 Should the sample size depend on the population size?
i.e. “Absolute Number of Units Sampled” versus
“Proportion of Units Sampled”

Q2 What is a reasonable sample size?

Abhay G. Bhatt ISI, Delhi
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Population

Population – All EVMs used in an election

All the EVMs/VVPATs are similar - having come up
through the same process

No systematic bias in assigning them to particular
States/Constituencies/Booths

Even if done separately at each constituency level –

EVMs deployed in all polling booths in a SINGLE
constituency are coming from the same system
Hence a random sample works
– even though each EVM is not being tested.

Abhay G. Bhatt ISI, Delhi
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Notations

N – the size of the population

Defective EVM – mismatch between the electronic count
and the count through the VVPAT slip

P – The actual, but unknown, proportion of of defective
EVMs

n – size of Random Sample

p̂ – The proportion of defective EVMs in the sample

Abhay G. Bhatt ISI, Delhi
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Standard Error

Standard Error of the estimate (s.e.) – indicates the
extent to which p̂ and P differ.

Use of s.e.

To estimate the precision actually attained in a survey
that has been completed
To estimate the size of the sample needed in a survey
that is being planned

Abhay G. Bhatt ISI, Delhi
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Standard Error - Formula

For sampling with replacement,

s.e. =

√
P (1− P)

n
(1)

For sampling without replacement

s.e. =

√
P (1− P)

n

√
N− n

N− 1
(2)

Abhay G. Bhatt ISI, Delhi
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Finite Population Correction (fpc)

The Population Size N appears only in the fpc√
N− n

N− 1
=

√
1− n− 1

N− 1

It has minimal effect on the s.e. – precision of the sample
estimate.

For n = 500

N fpc P = 0.01 P = 0.02 P = 0.05
– – 0.00444 0.00626 0.00974

10000 0.9747 0.00434 0.00610 0.00950
200000 0.9987 0.00444 0.00625 0.00973

Abhay G. Bhatt ISI, Delhi
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Implications

Q1 Should the sample size depend on the population size?
NO
“Absolute Number of Units Sampled” are important

Abhay G. Bhatt ISI, Delhi
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P, s.e. and n

We will use (1)

s.e. =

√
P (1− P)

n

Does not depend on N

Is an upper bound for the actual error

Depends on the unknown quantity P

P, s.e. & n are related

Abhay G. Bhatt ISI, Delhi
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Normal Approximation

The basic formula:

Prob (|p̂− P| ≥ d) = α

Confidence level: = 100(1− α)%

margin of error: d
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Normal Approximation

The basic formula:

Prob (|p̂− P| ≥ d) = α

p̂ is assumed to be normally distributed

For a Standard Normal random variable T ,

Prob (|T | ≥ z) = α

For α = 0.05, z = 1.96,
For α = 0.01, z = 2.58
For α = 0.003, z = 3,
For α = 0.00006, z = 4

Abhay G. Bhatt ISI, Delhi
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Normal Approximation Formula

Without ‘finite population correction’

n = z2P(1− P)/d2

with fpc for population size N

n′ =
n

1 + (n− 1)/N

Abhay G. Bhatt ISI, Delhi
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Unknown P

The product P (1− P) is maximised for P = 0.5

P (1− P) ≤(0.5)(1− 0.5) = 0.25

– Use this upper bound in calculation of n
– Conservative estimate of n

For d = 0.02, α = 0.05 (or z = 1.96)

n = z2P(1− P)/d2 = (1.96)2(0.25)/(0.02)2 = 2401

For d = 0.02, α = 0.01 (or z = 2.58)

n = (2.58)2(0.25)/(0.02)2 = 4160.25

Abhay G. Bhatt ISI, Delhi
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Choice of α

α = 0.00006, z = 4

This is high enough so that if we have 15000 such
different random samples (of size n each), then only
about 1 of these 15000 samples are likely to give a result
which is quite different from the true situation.

At the ‘4σ’ tail, the normal approximation does not work
as well as it does ‘closer to mean’.

We use a better approximation - Binomial Distribution

Abhay G. Bhatt ISI, Delhi
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Apriori bounds of P

The product P (1− P) steadily decreases as the value of
P moves away from 0.5.

Prudent to use any information about P

Abhay G. Bhatt ISI, Delhi
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Past Data

Past Elections across various States/UTs

VVPAT slip verification in respect of 843 randomly
selected polling stations

Number of mismatches between the slip count and
electronic count = 0 i.e.

p̂ = 0

P is close to zero
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Past Data

P is close to zero

How close? How does one check?

Check for different values of P

Is P = 0.01?
If the actual proportion of defectives P is = 0.01, what is
the chance of observing zero defectives in a sample of size
843?

Prob
(
p̂ = 0

∣∣P = 0.01
)
≈ (1− 0.01)843 = 0.00021

Abhay G. Bhatt ISI, Delhi
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P Probability
0.001 0.430235828951264
0.005 0.014616960341607
0.01 0.000209155382665
0.02 0.000000040140411
0.03 0.000000000007057
0.04 0.000000000000002
0.05 0.000000000000001

The Probability corresponding to P = 0.02 is less than
that of observing a deviation greater than 4σ from a
standard normal distribution.

99.999996% confidence that the P ≤ 0.02

Abhay G. Bhatt ISI, Delhi
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Using ‘Normal’ Formula

For P ≤ 0.02

P (1− P) ≤(0.02)(1− 0.02) = 0.0.0196

For d = 0.02, z = 4 (or α = 0.00006)

n = z2P(1− P)/d2 = 42(0.0196)/(0.02)2 = 784

Abhay G. Bhatt ISI, Delhi
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4 σ bounds

Specify error bound α or confidence level 100(1− α)%

When sampling from a Normal Population with mean 0,
standard deviation σ

Prob ( deviation ≥ 4σ) = 0.00006334248

Commonly accepted as being extremely small

Thus we take α = 0.00006334248.

Choose n such that

Prob (zero defectives in a sample of size n)

≤ α = 0.00006334248

Abhay G. Bhatt ISI, Delhi
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Sample Size n for P = 0.02

We have
α = (1− P)n

n =
log(α)

log(1− P)

Choosing P = 0.02, α = 0.00006334248 we get

n = 478.497
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Sample Size n for P = 0.02

We have
α = (1− P)n

n =
log(α)

log(1− P)

Choosing P = 0.02, α = 0.00006334248 we get

n = 479
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Conclusion

If a random sample of size 479 has 0 defectives,
then with 99.994% confidence we can conclude
that P < 0.02

Abhay G. Bhatt ISI, Delhi
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ANNEXURE-P-14 

 
 

Comments on the presentation “on Testing of EVM via VVPAT Slip- 

verification: Sample Issue “made before the Election Commissioner of 

India on 24th August 2018 by Abhay G. Bhatt and Rajeeva L. Karandikar 

 

[Dr. SK Nath – 25 August, 2018] 

 

The MAIN issue before the public was whether selection of ONE (1) EVM 

machine per Constituency was enough to prove that there is no difference 

between EVM count vis a vis VVPAT slip count within a constituency. In 

other words, whether there is scope of suspicion about the trustworthiness 

of EVM machine. But instead of formulating issue in its right perspective, 

the presenters set up the issue as below (Please refer to the slide on 

Notation): 

Population – All EVMs used in an election   

N – the size of the population – Total number of polling stations.  

Comment: There is confusion about the definition used. The presenters 

may please define what is the POPULATION – no of EVM machines 

deployed or total number of polling booths. Two are not the same. In the 

first line the presenters have defined the Population as “All EVMs used in 

an election” whereas “N” has been defined as total number polling booth. 

Secondly, THIS ISSUE IS ABOUT SELECTION OF POLLING BOOTH PER 

CONSTITUENCY WHY THEY HAVE STUDIED all polling stations for any 

election.  

In subsequent slides the presenters set up two questions namely, 

1) Should the sample size depend on the population size?  

2) What is a reasonable sample size or sampling fraction? 
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Let us look at the basic formulation of determination of Sample size as per 

any standard literature on Sample Survey is as follows assuming the 

Population size infinite.    

𝑛 = 𝑍2 ×
𝑝𝑞

𝑒2
 ……………………………………………………………(i) 

Where n = sample size (no. of polling booths to be determined), p = the 

proportion of polling booths where total EVM counts do not match with 

that of VVPAT slip counts and e = the margin of error – generally it is taken 

as 5% or less. Z = the level of confidence. For Gaussian distribution it is 1.96 

at 95% level of confidence. 

Obviously, this formulation is not dependent on N which is the total 

number polling booths in a constituency (or, election as defined by the 

presenters). BUT WHEN THE “N” IS finite, IT IS NECESSARY TO APPLY FOR 

“fpc” – finite population correction which is a function of N.  

IN PRACTICAL TERMS IF WE USE ABOVE FORMULATION WHERE 

“POPULATION” IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF BOOTHS WITHIN A 

CONSTITUENCY, THE SAMPLE SIZE(n) WILL BE DEPENDENT ON 

“POPULATION SIZE(N)”. BUT WHERE ANY STUDY IS MADE TAKING ALL 

CONSTITUENCIES TOGETHER WITHIN A STATE OR COUNTRY OR TOTAL EVM 

MACHINES DEPLOYED IN AN ELECTION, THE SAMPLE SIZE WILL NOT BE 

DEPENDENT ON THE SIZE OF POPULATION as done by the presenters 

 

Let us now go to the second question, namely, what is a reasonable sample 

size or sampling fraction.   

The pertinent question is whether the sample is to determined according to 

constituencies or all constituencies together for an election. The election 

commission of India in their circular number 51/8/VVPAT-INST/2018-EMS 

dated 13th February 2018, it has been clearly mentioned that one (1) polling 

booth (station) per Assembly constituency will be selected for verification 

of EVM counts with VVPAT counts.  THIS IS UNDERSTANDABLE SINCE THE 
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PUBLIC DEMAND IS KNOW THE TRUST WORTHINESS OF EVM DEPLOYED IN 

EACH CONSTITUENCY. 

Thus, the issue is whether selection of one (1) polling booth is sufficient or 

not. And if not, what should be the estimated value of “n” – the number of 

sample polling booths to be selected. THUS, THE FORMULATION OF THE 

ISSUE AS PRESENTED BY THE PRESENTERS IS NOT APPLICABLE. 

Here it is observed that the presenters instead of using the formulation for 

determining the sample size as per (i) above, they preferred to compute 

probabilities based some past data where 843 EVM machines were chosen 

and found ZERO mismatch with VVPAT count. IT IS NOT CLEAR WHAT MADE 

THE PRESENTERS TO CHOOSE 843 EVMS TO PROVE THEIR HYPOTHESIS. 

In the last two slides, they have computed the estimated number of EVM 

machines to be selected in an election (although this is the subject of 

discussion) using past data with some formulation without any reference 

and using value of parameters. 

The presenters have computed n = 479 Polling booths for an election. The 

presenters in their concluding lecture wanted to justify that had this 479 

been allocated over all constituencies within a state and then the effective 

sample size per constituency will be much lower than 1.  In other words of 

the presenters, the sample size of one (1) per constituency as decided by 

the office of Election Commission vide their letter under reference is more 

than justified. 

Now let us calculate the “margin of error” or risk we may find with sample 

size =1 within a constituency with p=.02 (that means when the defective 

EVM is just 2%) 

(margin of error)2 = Z2 x pq /n = (1.96)2 x (.02) x (.98) /1 =  .0747936  using 

the formula at (i) 

Means the “Margin of Error” is  27.35% . This will increase with higher value 

of “p”. Will anyone in the world accept such high level of error? 

Let us now come out with the fallacy in the presentation. 
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The analysis made by the presenters is too simplistic and according to their 

formulation, even for the country as a whole the value of n= will be 479 

AND it is done for a single Constituency the value of n will again be 479.  

AN IMPORTANT ISSUE WHICH WAS NOT CONSIDERED: 

Whatever be the size of “n”, the outcome of counts between EVMs and 

VVPAT may vary from polling booth to polling booth in respect of each 

party if party was analysis is done. THIS IS NATURAL AND NO CONCLUSION 

CANNOT BE DONE ABOUT TRUSTWORTHYNESS OF ELECTION PROCESS. 

Mind that if a fresh sample of “n” polling booths are chosen one may get 

opposite result. In other words, if all (or majority) EVM machines show 

higher figure as compared to VVPAT count in respect of a political Party 

(say X) it does not necessarily prove any biasness of EVMs. In such situation, 

it is necessary to conduct “Statistical Test of Significance” to prove 

whether the EVMs are biased in favour of a political party. The method of 

Testing has already been circulated. 
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ANNEXURE-P-15 

 

 
Sampling Design and Test of Hypothesis for VVPAT based Auditing of EVM 

By 

Dr. S.K.Nath  

(Fmr. Director-General, Central Statistical Organisation- 26 August, 2018] 

1.Introduction:  

   The Election Commission of India has recently decided to use 

VVPAT machines with each EVM machine during election of all Parliament 

and State Legislative Assemblies. According to modus operandi for auditing EC 

has decided that after declaration of results of an election, one VVPAT 

machine will be randomly selected in each constituency and the VVPAT paper 

slips will be counted and to be compared with the count of EVM machine with 

which it was interfaced during polling in a polling booth. 

 

  Many has raised about the efficacy of the sampling design as 

suggested by EC. It may be noted that whenever any decision is taken based on 

sampling, it is necessary to observe two important issues namely, size of sample 

(here VVPAT machine per Constituency minus defective machines) and the 

sampling design. Unless these are as per proper Statistical theory, there will be 

enough room for a wrong decision / wrong suspicion about EVMs. And this 

can safe guarded using the Statistical theory of “Testing of Hypothesis”.  

 

  Before we took up this exercise, it was felt necessary to have 

certain back ground information from experienced Bureaucrats who actually 

conducted Elections and have the knowledge of the status of VVPAT based 

auditing tried by the Election Commission in recently concluded election of 

State Assemblies in Karnataka, Tripura and Gujarat. It is also felt necessary to 

know the experience of those Senior Engineers who were deployed to various 

Constituencies to provide technical support in case of any machine fault be it 

EVM machine or VVPAT machine. 

 

  From my discussions with stakeholders, we could gather extremely 

important information. Some of these are enumerated below: 
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i) 15 to 20% of VVPAT machines became “out of order” during the polling 

at the polling station itself or subsequently. On enquiry, it is also noted 

that these machines malfunctioned due to much heat generated inside 

the machines resulting damaging the “Thermal paper” used as “VVPAT 

paper slips.  Secondly, the reflection of light above VVPAT machines 

made VVPAT “sensor” malfunctioning in some cases.  

ii) About 5% EVM machines found to have certain technical problem 

mostly during the poll. 

 

Besides, machine fault, following are other reasons which may cause 

mismatch of EVM counts with VVPAT paper trails as per onsite 

observation of a Senior Engineer from ECIL who was on duty during 

polling of last election of Tripura etc. 

 

It is also learnt that before commencement of actual polling, the 

Presiding officer concerned is supposed to give a Demo of functioning 

of EVM before all political party representatives by physically pressing 

each BUTTON for a fixed number of times and placing before them 

the result of “counts” of VVPAT paper trails and that of EVM. After the 

Demo, the paper slips are to be destroyed and both the EVM and 

VVPAT machined are to be “initialized” and sealed by the presiding 

officer. In case the EVM machine is sealed without “initializing”, the 

memory of the EVM will keep the “demo-counts” stored. This can the 

source of mismatching of “counts” during auditing. 

 

 Based on above inputs, the following Sampling design has been 

formulated 

 

2. Sampling Design: 

   Suppose there are “N” number of polling booths in a 

constituency and each polling has one or more than one EVM (since it is learnt 

if any EVM malfunctions the machine is sealed and a new EVM is used for rest 
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of polling process). And in a particular constituency the total number of EVMs 

deployed will be higher than “N” - the no. of polling booths.  

 

Notations used:  Let N = be the size of population which is the total number of 

Polling stations(booths)  within a constituency.  

                  Let  n = be the sample size for the purpose of auditing. 

 

As per the ORDER of EC dated 13th February 2018 on “mandatory verification 

of VVPAT paper slips”, only one Polling Station will be selected per 

constituency namely, n=1 

 

The question is whether the sample size “n”=1  is statistically valid sample size.  

 

In the following paragraph, we will explain the basic methodology followed for 

sample selection. 

 

3.Methodology: 

 

Suppose: 

There are k candidates contesting in a constituency 

A polling booth in the constituency has P voters 

i-th candidate got x1i votes as per EVM count and x2i votes as per VVPAT paper 

slips 

O1 is the total no. of NOTA votes, absentees and cancelled votes as per EVM 

counting 

O2 is the total no. of NOTA votes, absentees and cancelled votes as per VVPAT 

print-outs 

 

Then ideally, 

∑ 𝑥1𝑖 +𝑘
𝑖=1 𝑂1  = ∑ 𝑥2𝑖 +𝑘

𝑖=1 𝑂2 

 

This may not happen due to various reasons as stated above and but it is 

necessary to verify whether the difference between two sets of “counts” are due 

to RANDOM effect or due to faulty EVM .   Random effect may include non-
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initialization of EVMs before commencement of polling at a polling booth 

during an election, as mentioned at 1(ii) above or other formalities. 

 

Suppose: 

α = proportion of EVMs is presumed to be defective (as found during auditing) 

β = 1 – α = proportion of EVM machines having no problem. 

Since Statistics deals with chance variable there may be some error in making 

decision based on “sample” even under “Random Sampling”. Thus, we attach 

a level of “CONFIDENCE” linked to our decision (it may be 95% or 99%, say) 

so that one can say the statistical result is at least 95% (or 99%) correct. These 

figures are called “confidence level”. For the purpose of auditing it is better to 

take higher confidence level namely, 99% 

 

Now in order to find out the sample size (n out of N as defined above)  

n= minimum sample of polling booths required for auditing for decision 

making substantiated by Statistical theory; 

 

According to Statistical methodology (can be found in any book on Sample 

survey or UN publication), the minimum sample size (n) is given below 

presuming “N” is quite large: 

 

𝑛 = 𝑍2 ×
𝛼𝛽

𝑒2
    

where Z = standard normal deviate and  

             e = degree of accuracy required often known as “margin of error” 

             [design effect = 1 since the sample design uni-stage Simple Random 

Sampling without replacement (SRSWOR)] 

 

In case, where the value of “N” is small or finite, finite population correction 

will be used namely, 

The finite population corrected sample size (n’) is given by 𝑛′ = 𝑛 𝑋 𝐹𝑃𝐶  ;  

where FPC= {(N-n)/(N-1)}1/2 

Hereafter we shall call fpc corrected n’ as “n” for the sake of simplicity. 

 

 Table: Finite population corrected Sample size with 99% confidence level 
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Probable 

number of 

Polling Booths 

within a 

constituency 

Margin 

of 

error = 

2% 

Estimate of 

Sample size 

with e=2% 

Margin 

of 

error 

=5% 

Estimate of 

Sample size 

with e=5% 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

200 2% 69 5% 24 

220 2% 82 5% 24 

240 2% 92 5% 24 

260 2% 99 5% 25 

280 2% 105 5% 25 

300 2% 110 5% 25 

320 2% 114 5% 25 

340 2% 118 5% 25 

350 2% 121 5% 25 

( Note: Minimum value of α has been used for above calculation. With 

Higher value of α, the estimates of sample size “n” will go up.) 

 

Conclusion: It is a matter of decision of EC  to choose the “margin of error” as 

2% or 5%  accordingly, the sample size will depend.  

 

4.Statistical Testing of Hypothesis 

 

Since share of votes in respect of political party “Y” as per two machines ( EVM 

and VVPAT) may ( or may not also) vary in both directions, it is not 

DESIRABLE to come out with a final conclusion on the basis of outcome of 

verification based on sample size proposed. As mentioned in the beginning, the 

mismatch between EVM counts with VVPAT counts could be due to several 

reasons other than faulty EVMs.  

It may be noted that if a fresh sample of “n” polling booths are chosen one may 

get even opposite result. In other words, if all (or majority) EVM machines show 

higher figure as compared to VVPAT count in respect of a political Party (say 

X) it does not necessarily prove any biasness of EVMs. In such situation, it is 
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necessary to conduct “Statistical Test of Significance” to prove whether the 

EVMs are biased in favour of a political party. The method of Testing of 

Hypothesis is an instrument for finding out the truth. 

Let us now work on proportion of votes recorded in favour of a candidate “Y” 

by two different machines  

Let p1 = is the proportion of VOTES received as per EVM counts in respect of 

“Y” candidate as compared total vote cast in EVM 

and  p2 = is the proportion of VOTES received as per VVPAT counts in respect 

of “Y” candidate as compared total paper slips found in VVPAT. 

 

We may now come across following situation: 

i) EVM proportion of Votes are more:   p1 > p2  

ii) TTVAT proportion of Votes are more: p1 < p2 

iii) EVM and VVPAT proportions are equal: p1 = p2 

 

Where p1 =x1/n1  

where x1 = Total votes received by “Y” candidate as per count of all 

EVMs 

and n1 = Total number of votes cast in favour of all candidates as per 

EVMs  

Where p2 = x2/n2 

x2= Total votes received by “Y” candidate as per count of paper slips 

of VVPAT 

n2 = Total number of votes cast in favour of all candidates as per 

VVPAT slips  

        ( Please note that n1 and n2 above are different from sample size (n) we 

have talked earlier) 

 

Now in order to derive at a conclusion that both EVMs and VVPATs 

machines are reliable, we will use the following Statistical Test for which our 

NULL Hypothesis will be H0(P1 = P2) which we will test against the alternative 

Hypothesis H1(P1 ≠ P2), where P1 and P2  are the TRUE values of p1 and p2. 

which are UNKNOWN 
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To Test we will calculate a test-statistic (not statistics) as below for testing of 

sample proportions: 

 

 

Now accept the null Hypothesis H0(P1 = P2 ) if the value of Z < 1.96. That 

means the count of EVM machines for the is NOT BIASED towards the 

candidate “Y”.  Otherwise, there is every reason to suspect the EVMs 

concerned. 

  

Such test can be done for other parties and also for other constituencies 

wherever there is question of doubt expressed by any political parties. 

 

6. Is there any need for stratification? 

The way the sampling design has been explained above there is no need for 

any stratification. 

_____________________________________________________________

____________________________ 

 

Brief-Bio of Expert - Dr. Swaraj Kumar Nath  

 

Dr. Nath is MSc in Statistics (Gold Medalist) from Calcutta University. He did 

his PhD in development of innovative models for measurement of “Export 

Swing” technology. 

 

Joined Indian Statistical Service in 1971. Former Director-General, Central 

Statistical Organisation and Chief Economic Census Commissioner of India. 

Did pioneering work in Computerisation of Foreign Trade Statistics. Worked 

with National Sample Survey of India. 
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Active member of many Expert groups of United Nations, World Bank, 

SIAP, Japan. After his superannuation he has been working as International 

Consultant to UNFAO, UNIDO, WTO, UNSIAP, UNDP, World Bank, 

ILO, ESCAP, GIZ, ADB, SAARC, PARIS21(OECD). 

 

Important assignments/contributions: “Sampling Advisor” to UNDP 

(Georgia) and ILO and assisted Russia in conducting multiple surveys in an 

integrated form. Pioneering work on developing model for “Global Value 

Chain” for FAO/UNIDO/WTO and creation of SAARCSTAT under 

SAARC. Setting up Ghana Statistical Training Centre. Developing blue print 

for “Implementation of Human Rights in Turkmenistan” for UNDP and 

online Gender database “G-datashop” for SAARC’ 

 

Recently he developed “costing model” for development of Integrated Land 

ports on India-Bangladesh and India-Nepal borders as ADB Consultant. 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA 

CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION 

I.A. No. _________ of 2018 

IN 

WRIT PETITION (CIVIL) NO. ______ OF 2018 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

M.G. DEVASAHAYAM & ORS    …PETITIONERS 

Versus 

ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA  …RESPONDENT 

APPLICATION FOR EXEMPTION FROM FILING OFFICIAL 

TRANSLATION OF CERTAIN ANNEXURES 

TO, 

THE HONOURABLE CHIEF JUSTICE OF INDIA 

AND HIS OTHER COMPANION JUSTICES OF  

THE HON’BLE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA 

THE HUMBLE APPLICATION OF  

THE PETITIONER HEREIN 

MOST RESPECTFULLY SHOWETH: 

1. That the captioned writ petition under Article 32 of the Constitution of 

India is being filed by the Petitioners seeking issuance of appropriate 

writ/writs, orders, or/and directions to the Respondent, inter alia, to 

mandatorily cross-verify at-least 30% of the Voter Verifiable Paper Audit 

Trails (VVPATs) against the Electronic Voting Machine (EVM) counts 

from the General Elections of 2019 onwards, as a necessary electoral 

reform. 
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2. That one of the documents relied on for the purpose of the captioned Writ 

Petition viz. ANNEXURE-P-4 are in German and that publicly available 

translated copies of the same are annexed to the Petition, marked as 

hereinabove.    

3. That due to the urgency of the matter and paucity of time, official 

translation of the same could not be procured by the Applicant herein.  

4. That the Applicant hereby undertakes to produce before the Hon’ble Court, 

the said document in the original as well as official translations as and 

when so directed by this Hon’ble Court. 

5.                                                 PRAYERS 

In view of the aforementioned facts and circumstances, it is most 

respectfully prayed that this Hon’ble Court may be graciously pleased to: 

a) Pass a direction granting exemption to the Applicant from having to file 

the official translation of document in Annexure ANNEXURE-P-4 which 

are certified as publicly available translated copies of the same; or 

b) Pass any other order or direction as this Hon’ble Court may deem fit in 

the facts and circumstances of this case. 

 

AND FOR THIS ACT OF KINDNESS THE PETITIONERS SHALL 

AS IN DUTY BOUND FOREVER PRAY. 

THROUGH  

 

MR. GOUTHAM SHIVSHANKAR 

ADVOCATE-ON-RECORD (CODE:2698) 

FOR THE PETITIONERS 

Filed on: ________ 



ITEM NO.21               COURT NO.1               SECTION PIL-W

               S U P R E M E  C O U R T  O F  I N D I A
                       RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS

Writ Petition (Civil) No.1514/2018

M.G. DEVASAHAYAM & ORS.                            Petitioner(s)

                                VERSUS

ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA                       Respondent(s)

(With appln.(s) for exemption from filing O.T.)

 
Date : 07-01-2019 This petition was called on for hearing today.

CORAM : 
         HON'BLE THE CHIEF JUSTICE
         HON'BLE MR. JUSTICE SANJAY KISHAN KAUL

For Petitioner(s) Mr. Prasanna S., Adv.
                 Mr. Goutham Shivshankar, AOR
                   
For Respondent(s)
                    

UPON hearing the counsel the Court made the following
                             O R D E R

Issue notice.

(Chetan Kumar) (Anand Prakash)
    A.R.-cum-P.S.       Court Master
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IN THE SUPREME COURì- OF INDIA
l

CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION

wRtT pETtTtoN (ctvtL) No. 1s14 oF 2018

IN THE MATTER OF:

'
MG DEVASAHAYAM & ORS. ... PETITIONERS

Versus

ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA

PAPER - BOOK

COUNTER AFFIDAVIT ON BEHALF OF THE RESPONDENT

.,, RESPONDENT

ADVOCATE FOR THE RESPONDENT: AMIT SHARMA



S. NO.

1

2.

Counter Affidavit on behalf of the Respondent

ANNEXURE-C/1
True copy of the Press Note dated 20.07.2011
issued by the Election Commission of lndia

INDEX

PARTICULARS

?

True copy of the Press Note dated

4

issued by the Election Commission of lndia

ANNEXURE.C/3
True copy of the Notification dated 14.08.2013
published in the Official Gazette of India

RE-C/2

5. ANNEXURE-C/4
True copy of the Press Note dated 07.09.
issued by the Election Commission of lndia

6. ANNEXURE-C/s
True copy . of the Letter/lnstructions dated
24.09.2014 issued by the Election Commission of
lndia

PAGE
NOS.

7.

(-+ï

ANNEXURE-C/6

25.07.2012

True copy of .the Letter of lntent daled 21 .04.2017
issued by the Election Commission of lndia to
Bharat Electronics Limited and Electronics
Corporation of lndia Limiied

4à- 5t

L

f¿-Ø

ANNEXURE.C/7
True copy of the Press Note dated 09.05.2017
issued by the Election Commission of lndia

o

e4 -6',

10.

True copy of. the Status
published by the Election

2013 ToJI

RE-C/8

ANNEXURE-C/g
Irue copy of the Press Note dated 12.05.2017
issued by the Election Commission of lndia.

11

+p-,)ì

ANNEXURE-C/10
True copy of the Order daied 09.08.2017 passed
by this Hon'ble Court in W.P. (Crl.) No.41 of 2017,
W.P. (C) No. 209 of 2017, W.P. (C) No. 225 of
2017 and SLP (C) No. 1 3598 of 2017

12.

Paper dated 09.05.2017
Commission of lndia.

S-

ANNEXURE.C/I1
True copy of the Letter No.
dated 30.08.2017, issued
Commission of lndia

Br

io-t38

121- t\

51t9r161412017-EMS,
by the Election

tlj/- th:

Iqq - (1r



13. ANNEXURE-ë/I2
True copy of the Letter No. 51181712017-EMS,
dated 30.08-2017, issued by the Election
Commission of lndia

14 ANNEXURE-C/13
True copy of the Letter/lnstructions dated
19.09.2017 issued by the Election Commission of
lndia

15. ANNEXURE-C/14
True copy of the Letter/lnstructions dated
29.09.2017 issued by the Election Commission of
lndia :

16. ANNEXURE-C/15
True copy of
11.10.2017 issued
lndia

17. ANNEXURE-C/16
True copy of the Letter/lnstructions dated
13.10.2017 issued by the Election Commission of
lndia

'18.

t11-ß3

the Letter/lnstructions dated
by the Election Commission of

ANNEXURE.C/17
True copy of the Letter/lnstructions dated
13.10.2017 issued by the Election Commission of
lndia

¡Y

ßq-

ANNEXURE-C/18_..-_
True copy .of the Letter/lnstructions dated
16.10.2017 issued by the Election Commission of
lndia

20.

| ß5;*L

ANNEXURE-C/19
True copy of.{he Order dated 30.10.20'17 passed
by this Hon'ble Court in W.P. (C) No. 983 o'f 2017

21

ß1

ANNEXURE-9/20
True copy of the Circular No. 51/8/16/912017-
EVM(P&L), dated 09.11.2017, issued by the
Election Commission of lndia

22.

lB g11t

ANNEXURE-C/21
True copy of'the Order dated 20.11.2017 passed
by this Hon'ble Court in Writ Petiiion (C) No. 1012
of 2017

23.

qt--

ANNEXURE-C/22
True copy of the Letter
EMS dated 95.12.2017
Commission of lndia

24.

I ô1 -2)

ANNEXURE-C/23
True copy of.the Order dahed 12.12.2017 passed
by the Hon'ble High Court of Gujarat inSpecial

2]l8 - 2l!,

No. 51/84/VPAr12017-
issued by the Electìon

Leo-ztl

)o1-

. c a. -Lçl

25L-2b3



25.

Civil Application No.22Q74 of 2017

ANNEXURE-C/24
Irue copy of the Order daied 15.12.2017 passed
by this Hon'ble Court in SLP (C) Diary No. 41165
of 2017 (Mohd. Arif Rajput Vs. Election
Commission of lndia Nirvachan Sadan & Ors.)

¿o. ANNEXURE-C/25
True copy of the Letter No. 51/8A/VPAT-
INST/2018-EMS dated 13.02.2018 issued by the
Election ComrTrission of lndia

27. ANNEXURE-C/26
True copy of the Letter
51l9l/l/PAT 1201 8/EMS dated 08.03.2018
by the Election Commission of India

28 ANNEXURE-C/27
True copy of the Letter No.
dated 18.06,201 8, issued
Commission of lndia

29 ANNEXURE-C/28
True copy of the Letter No. 51/8/16/4/2018-EMPS,
dated 28.09.2018, issued by the Election
Commission of lndia

30.

LL\ _

ANNEXURE-C/29
True copy of the Leiter No. 51/8/T&A/2018-EMPS,
dated 09.1 0.2018, issued by the Election
Commission df lndia

31

5 1 I 8 I 1 6 I 4 t 20 1 9-Êt{is,
by ihe Election

)-t 5-48

No.
issued

True copy of the Judgment and Order, dated
12.10.2018, passed by this Hon'ble Coud in Writ
Petition (C) No. 935 of 2018 (Kamal Nath Vs.
Election Commission of lndia & Ors.) and Writ
Petition (C) No. 1000 of 2018 (Sachin Pilot Vs.
Election Commission of lndia & Ors.)

rlg-

210

2'1t

2'12-7.tL

n]-2-1r
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA

CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION

WRIT PETTTION (CIVIL) NO. 1514 OF 2018

IN THE MATTER OF:

MG DEVASAHAYAM.& ORS' ... PETITIONERS

Versus

ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA

COUNTER AFFIDAVIT ON BEHALF OF THE RESPONDENT

l, Vijay Kumar Pandqy, S/o Late Shri D.N. Pandey, aged 40 years,

Director (Law), Election Commission of lndia, having office at

Nirvachan Sadan, Ashoka Road, New Delhi-110001, do hereby

:
solemnly affirm and state as under:

I am the Director (Law) of the Election Commission of lndia and

as such am well acquainted with the facts and circumstances of

ihe case and competent to affirm the present counter affidavit on

behalf of the sole Respondent ("the Answering Respondent").

I state that I have read and understood the contents of the

Synopsis & List of Dates, Writ Petition and Application(s) and the

reply thereto is as under.

At the outset, I deny all the averments, submissions, contentions

as well as ihe allegations contained in the present Writ Petition

to the extent they relate to ihe Answering Respondent, save and

except those that are expressly and specifically admitted

hereinafter.

.

... RESPONDENT



4. The Answering.Respondent most respectfully submits that the

List of Dates filed by the Petitioners along with the Writ Petition is

incomplete and.replete with errors and misrepresentations. lt is

further submitted that the Petitioners have deliberately concealed

material facts from this Hon'ble Court for reasons best known to

them. Therefore, the Answering Respondent herein craves

liberty of this Hon'ble Court io refer and rely upon the following

list of dates:

ln 2010, all political pañieè, except a few from Assam

and Tamil Nadu, in a meeting convened by the Election

Commidsion of lndia, expressed satisfaction about the

functioning of EVMs. At this stage, the idea of Voter

Verified:Paper Audit Trail (WPAT) was moved for fiirther

exploration. The Election Commission of lndia, in

consultation with the political parties, considered to

explore. the use of WPAÏ with a view to enhance

transparency during the election process. lntroduction of

WPAT'implied that a paper slip is generated bearing the

Serial Number, Name and Symbol of the candidate along

:

with recording of vote in the Control Unit, so that the

voter can verify the correctness of the vote recorded and

in case of any dispute, paper slip could be counted to

verify the result being shown on the EVM. Under WPAT,

a printér is attached to the Balloting Unit and kept in the

voting compartment. Ihe voter after pressing the button

on Balloting Unit can view the printed slip on WPAT

through ihe viewing window and, thus, can verify that the
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vote is recorded for the Candidate of his/her choice. The

:..
paper slip remains visible on WPAT for seven (7)

seconds through a transparent window.

The Election Commission of lndia referred the

matter to its Technical Expert Committee (TEC) on

EVMs for examining and making a recommendation in

this regard. The Expert Committee had several rounds of

meetingb with the manufacturers of EVM, namely, Bharat

Electronics Limiied (BEL) and Electronics Corporation of

lndia Limited (ECIL), on this issue and then had mei the

political : parties and other civil society members to

explore.the design requirement of the WPAT system

with the EVM. On the direction of the Exped Committee,

BEL and ECIL made a prototype and demonstrated

before the Committee and the Election Commission of

lndia in 2011. On the recommendation of the Expert

Committee on EVM & WPAT system, the Election

Commission of lndia conducted simulated election for

the field trial of WPAT system in Ladakh (Jammu &

Kashmir), Thiruvananihapuram (Kerala), Cherrapunjee

(Meghalaya), East Delhi District (NCT of Delhi) and

Jaisalmer (Rajasthan) in July 2011. All stake hqlders

including senior leaders of political parties and civll

society. members participated and witnessed

enihusiastically in the field trial. After '1st field trial of the

WPAT system, Election Commission of lndia made a
'

detailed reassessment of the WPAT system to further

o2
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/+
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fine tune ihe WPAT system. Accordingly, the

manufaiturers developed Znd version of WPAT

prototype. The same was again subjected to 2"dfield trial

in the said five locations in July-August 2012. Thereafter,

in the meeting of the Technical Expert Committee held

on 19th, February, 2013, the Committee approved the

design of WPAT and subsequently the Election
'

Commission of lndia recommended amendment of the

rules for using WPAT. The model was demonstrated to

all the political parties in an all-party meeting on 10th

May,2013.

True copy of the Press Note dated 20.07.2011 issued by

the Election Commission of lndia is annexed herewith

and marked as NNq!l^B!=!z,L at pages -\ f tofj- .

True copy of the Press Note dated 25.07.2012 issued by

the Election Commission of lndia is annexed herewith
;.r

and marked as N,NSUBE-lz,z at pases !6 totJ

Accordingly, introduction of WPAT was facilitated by

amending the Conduct of Election Rules, 1961 vide the

Conduct of Elections (Amendment) Rules, 2013, which

was notifìed in the Official Gazette of lndia by the

Ministry of Law and Justice on 14.08.2013, whereby a

proviso was inserted after Rule 49A, inter alia, to provide

for a prjnter wiih a drop box to be attached to a voting

machine. Furthermore, Rule 49MA and Rule 56D

(contained in Rule 664) were also inserted in the

14.08.2013:



Conduct of Election Rules, 1961 vide the saíd

notification.

True copy of ihe NotifÌcation dated 14.08.2013 published

in the Offìcial Gazette of lndia Ìs annexed herewith and

marked as ANNEXURE-C/3 at paoes b ! to b Y .

The WPAT was successfully used for the first time in all

21 polling stations of 51-Noksen (ST) assembly

constituency of Nagaland in 2013. The Election

Commission of India decided to introduce the use of

WPAT: units in phased manner and asked the

Government of lndia to sanction funds for procurement.

True copy of ihe Press Note dated 07.09.2013 issued by

the Election Commission of lndia is annexed herewith

and marked as ANNEXURE-C/4 at pages J o to I /

This Hon'ble Court, in the case of Dr- Subramanian

Swami Vs. Etection commission of lndia; (2013) 10 SCC

500 permitted the Election Commission of lndia to

implement WPATs in a phased manner owing to the

huge number of polling booths in lndia. Furthermore, this

Hon'ble. Court also directed the Government to sanction

funds for procurement of the same.

In this regard in June 2014,the Election Commission of

lndia proposed to implement WPAT ai every polling

station in the next General Election to the Lok Sabha in

2019 and had sought funds of Rs 3,174 Crores from the

Government of lndia.

2013:

L-)

2013:

June,2014:



24.09.2014:

I
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ln 2014, the Election Commission decided to use

WPATs along with EVMs in ceriain assembly

constituencies during the ensuing General Election to the

Legislative Assemblies of Haryana and Maharashtra,

2014. Thus, the Election Commission of lndia issued

instructiòns to the Chief Electoral Officers of Haryana,

Chandigãrh and Maharashtra, Mumbai on24.09.2014 on

the use of EVMs with Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trail

system (WPAT).

True copy of the Letter/lnstructions dafed 24.09.2014

issued by the Election Commission of lndia is annexed

herewitli and marked as ANNEXURE-C/S at pagesl L

lo fl',
:

It is pertinent to point out herein that the Election

Commission of lndia procured 20,000 WPATs in 2013

and had since used WPATs in 143 Assembly

Constitúencies and I Parliamentary Constituencies up to

the year 2016. Thereafter, in 2016 itself, the Eleciion

Commission of lndia placed orders for delivery of

additional 67,000 WPAT units from the manufacturers,

namely BEL and ECIL. Subsequently, 33,500 additional

WPATs were manufactured by BEL in 2016i and

provideà to the Election Commission of lndia for further

use in elections.

The Election Commission of lndia has itself stressed on

the immediate deployment of WPATs for strengthening

confidence of the voters. In order to ensure compliance



w¡th the Order/directions of this Hon'ble Court, the

Election Commission of lndia vigorously pursued for

sanction to produce WPATs, the allocation of necessary

funds and for ihe iimely manufacture and supply of

required:quantity of WPATs to the Election Commission

of lndia for ensuring 100% WPAT coverage at all polling

stations. The Election Commission of India also

vigorously reviewed the production capacity of the

manufaciurers impressing upon them the need to strictly
l

adhere to the schedule by enhancing iheir manufacturing

capacity:

ln the . meantime, after numerous correspondences

between the Government of lndia and the Answering

Respondent, the Government of lndia, by letter dated

19 .04.2017 , finally conveyed the sanction of the

President of lndia to the Answering Respondent for

purchasb of 16,15,000 WPAT Units from BEL & ECIL

(8,07,500 units from each) at a tentative unit cost of Rs

19,650/- per unit and at a total estimated cost of Rs

3173.471- Crores (excluding taxes and freight as

applicable) during the years 2017-2018 and 2018-

20l9.lmmediately thereafter on 21 .04.2017, the Election

Commission of lndia wrote to BEL & ECIL stating that

they hád decided to place a "Letter of lntent;' for

purchas.e of 8,07,500 WPATs from each of them during

the years 2017-2018 and 2018-2019, subject to

19.04.2017:
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production capacity, so that all the WPAT units can be

procureä by September, 2018.

It is pertinent to point out herein that on persistent

assessment of facilities, review and follow-up of the

Election Commission of lndia with manufacturing PSUs

(ECIL & BEL), the said PSUs have submitted on

22.04.2017, their manufacturing capacities as follows:-

SI.

No.

Manufacturers

I .Bharat Electronics

. Ltd. (BEL)

2 Electronics

Corporation of lndia

(ECrL)

Capacity

10 lakhs WPATs

September, 2018 subject

production exigencies.

True copy of the Letter of lntent dated21.04.2017 issued

by the., Election Commission of lndia to Bharat

Electronics Limited and Electronics Corporation of lndia

Limited is annexed herewith and marked as
..

ANNEXÚRE-C/6 at pages ÇK to

Thereafter, on 09.05.20'17, the Election Commission of

lndia published a Status Paper on EVMs and WPATs

on its websiie, wherein they, inter-alia, reiterated their

comm¡trnent to the 100% coverage of WPATs in all

future elections to be conducted under its

superintendence and direction for the Parliament and

I lakhs WPATs

September, 2018 subject

production exigencies.

09.05.2017

by

to

by

to
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State Legislative Assemþlies, besides detailing the

history and functioning of WPAT. The Election

'

Commission of India further stated in the said Status

Paper thai they would launch a comprehenéive,

concerted and nation-wide voter education and

awareness programme under its flagship SVEEP

ìnitiative, to educate, orient and inform the voters about

the functioning, usage and advantages of the WPAT

machines and their immense utility in reinforc¡ng ihe

transparency, credibility and aúthenticity of the voting

process. Fudhermore, the Election Commission of lndia

earnestly solicited the cooperation and collaboration of

all ihe vital stakeholders, particularly the political parties,

to join hands in spreading awareness about the

advantages of WPAT mach¡nes. lt is submitted that

pursuant to the direction of this Hon'ble Court, the

Election Commission of lndia has introduced. the

technology of WPAT in order to ensure public

examinability. Furthermore, the Election Commission of

lndia is committed to implementation of WPATs nation-

wide and since May 2017 has conducted every Gêneral

Election of State Asemblies as well as Bye-Polls of

Parliamentary as well as Assembly Constituencies by

using WPAïs ith EVMs in 100% of the Polling Staiions.

True copy of the Press Note dated 09.05.2017 issued by

:

the Election Commission of lndia is annexed het'ewith

and marked as ANNEXURE-G/7 at pages 9J to
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True cqpy of the Status Paper dated 09.05.2017

published by the Election Commission of lndia is

annexed herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-C/8 at

pages q" to (\g .

Thereafter, an all Political Parties meet was conducted

by the Election Commission of lndia on 12.05.2017,

which was attended by 7 Naiional and 35 State

Recogni2ed Political Parties. At the said meeting, the

Election Commission of lndia highlighted the wide range

of technical, administraiive protocol and procedural

safeguaids that forlify the EVMs and WPATs against

any sort of manipulation or tampering. Furthermore; the

Election. Commission of lndia also informed the political

pariies present that it would ensure 100% coveraQe of

WPATq in all future election to the Parliament and State

Assembly Elections.

'

True copy of the Press Note dated 12.05.2017 issued by

the Election Commission of lndia is annexed herewith

and marked as ANNEXURE-C/9 at pages 131 to I9 o.

ln the meantime, three (3) writ petitions being W.P. (Crl.)

No. 41 , of 2017 (Manohar Lal Sharma Vs. Election

Commission of lndia & Anr.), W.P. (C) No. 209 of 2017

(Ata-ur-Rehman Vs. Election Commission of lndia &

Anr.) and W.P (C) No. 225 of 2017 (Bahujan Samaj

Parfy V1. Union of India & Ors.) were filed before this

Hon'ble Court, seeking that the use of WPATs along

with EVMs be made mandatory for conduct of future

12.05.2017:

09.08.2017



Parliament. Furthermore, another special leave petition

being SIP (C) No. 13598 of 2017 (Reshma Vithatbhai

Patel Vs. Union of lndia & Ors.) was filed before this

Hon'ble Court in and around July 2017, seeking that the

use of WPATs along with EVMs be made mandatory for

the Gujarat Assembly elections in Decêmber 2017.

ïhe Election Commission of lndia filed their detailed

Counter Affìdavits in all of the aforementioned matters,

wherein'it reiterated its commitment that it would hold all

future elections mandatorily with WPAT along with the

Electronic Voter Machines.

ïhereafter, in view of the said assertion made by the

Election Commission of lndia in its Counter Affidavits,

this Hon'ble Court was pleased to dispose of the

aforementioned matters, observ¡ng that all prayers in the

said petitions stood fulfilled and satisfied,

True copy of the Order dated 09.08.2017 passed by this

Hon'ble Court in W.P. (Crl.) No.41 of 2017,W.P. (C) No.

209 of 2017,W.P. (C) No. 225 o'( 2017 and SLP (C) No.

13598 of 2017 is annexed herewith and marked as

ANNEXÙRE-C/Ioatpages 1 !l tolVJ

30.08.2017: The Elèction Commission of lndia issued detailed

instructions to the Chief Electoral Offìcers of all States

and Union Territories on 30.08.2017, regarding First

Level Checking (FLC) of EVMs and WpATs.

elections to the Legislative Assemblies a

r \.

\\

nd the
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True coþy of the Letter No. 51l9l16t4t2017-EMS, dated

30.08.2017, issued by the Election Commission of lndia

is annexed herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-Ct,l1 at

pases |ft to\lK

30.08.2017: Thereafter, the Election Commission of lndia further

issued detailed instructions to the Chief Electoral Officers

of all States and Union Ïerritories on 30.0g.2017,

regarding transportation, storage & securiiy, etc. of

EVMs and WPATs.

True copy of the Letter No. S1lBl7t20.17-EMS, dated

30.08.2017, issued by the Election Commission of lndia

is anneied herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-C/ì2 at

pages t?i to \e) .

19.09.2017: The Eleþtion Commission of lndia, vide Letter/lnstruction

dated 19.09.2017, directed the Chief Electoral Officers of

all Statés and Union Territories to ensure that WpATs

are used with EVMs in all polling stations, during General

and Bye-elections to the State Legislative Assemblies

and Lok Sabha.

ïrue copy of the Letter/lnstructions dated 19.09.2017

issued by the Election Commission of lndia is annexed

herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-C/13 at pages

to lt4

29.09.2017: Thereaffer, the Election Commission of lndia issued

detailed instructions to the Chief Electoral Officers of all

States and Union Territories on 29.09.2017, regarding
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iaking out of EVMs and WPATs for training and

awareness programs, etc.

True coþy of the Letter/lnstructions dated 29.09.2017

¡ssued by the Election Commission of lndia is annexed

herewitli and marked as ANNEXURE-C/14 at pages

to ¡f,Jl{Ét"

ïhe Election Commission of lndia, on 11.10.7017,

intimated the Chief Electoral Officers of Gujarat,

Gandhinagar and Himachal Pradesh, Shimla that in the

forthcoming General elections to State Legíslative

'Assemblies of Gujarat and Himachal Pradesh,

mandatqry verification of WPAT paper slips of randomly

selected O1 (one) polling station per Assembly

Constituency shall be done on a 'pilot' basis.

ïrue copy of the Letter/lnstructions dated 11.10.2017

issued by the Election Commission of lndia is annexed

herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-C/1s at pages

to lR7.

Thereafter, on 13.10.2017, the Election Commission of

lndia issued further detailed instructions to the Chief

Electoral Officers of Gujarat, Gandhinagar and Himachal

Pradesh, Shimla in relation to the aforementioned

mandatory verification of WPAT paper slips of randomly

selected 01 (one) polling station per Assembly

Constituency, to be done on a 'pilot' basis.

11.10.2017:

13.10.2017
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True copy of the Letter/lnstructions dated 13.10.2017

issued by the Election Commíssion of lndia is annexed

herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-C/16 at pages

I SFto l1o

13.10.2017 The Election Commission of lndia issued detailed

instructions to the Chief Electoral Officers of all States

and Uniòn Territories on 13.10.2017, regarding counting

of Printed Paper Slips of WPATs in case of non-retrieval

of resultfrom the Control Unit of EVMs.

True cgpy of the Letterilnstructions dated 13.10.2017

issued by the Eleciion Commission of lndia is annexed

herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-C/17 at pages

to tcl 
'.| /l

16.10.2017 Thereafter, the Election Commission of lndia issued

detailed: instructions to the Chief Electoral Officers of all

States and Union Territories on 16.10.2017, regarding

use of EVMs with Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trail

system (WPAT), wherein instructions were issued by

the Election Commission of lndia in respect of var¡ous

issues pertaining to EVMs and WPATs such as

complaints about incorrect printing of particulars on

paper slip, count¡ng of votes and printed ballot slips,

procedure to count WPAT paper slips, etc.

ïrue copy of the Letter/lnstructions dated 16.10.2017
l

issued by the Election Commíssion of lndia is annexed

herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-C/18 at pages lf 2

to 2-ìl



30.10.2017:

\t
ïhis Hon'ble Couri, vide its Order dated 30.10.2017 in

W.P. (C) No. 983 of 2017 (Prakash Joshi Vs. Eleçtion

Commission of lndia), dismissed the prayer in the said

writ petition seeking directions to the Election

Commission of lndia for framing appropriate rules,

regulatiôns and guidelines for conducting elections

through.WPAT in the following manner:

'
"As far as Prayer (b) Ìs concerned, it is urged by Mr. K.K.

Venugopal that guídelines have already been brought by

the Election Commission of lndia. The same is dÌsputed

by Mr. Kapil Sibal and Mr. Vivek Tankha, learned senior

counsel appearing for the petitioner. We teave it to the

discretion of the Election Commission of tndia, as we are

not inclined to enter into the said arena."

True copy of the Order dated 30.10.2017 passed by this

Hon'ble.Court in W.P. (C) No. 983 of 2017 is annexed

herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-C/19 at pages

to c+7.

The Election Commission of lndia mandated, vide

Circular. No. 51181161912017-EVM(P&L), dated

0g.11.2017, that Special ïeams of Election Commission

of India officials would be deployed for surprise FLC

quality ôhecks during every FLC process in all future

elections, to ensure the robustness and stringency of the

FLC propess.

True copy of the Circular No. 51181161912017-EVM(P&L),

dated 09.'1 1 .2017 , issued by the Election Commission of

21 e

09.11.2017:



20.11.2017:

India is annexed herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-

Ct20 alpages 2-)-Ð fo') ) !

Meanwhile, a writ petition being Writ petition (C) No.

1012 òf ZOtf (Manubhai Chavada Vs. Election

Commis.sion of tndia & Ors.) was filed before this Hon,ble

Court, inter alia, seeking that the Election Commission of

lndia be directed to "mandatorily count the printed paper

slips in jhe dropbox of the prìnter in respect of any

polling station or polling stations in all future Legistative

Assembly elections and/or Parliamentary elections

where paper trail has been introduced,.

This Hon'ble Court, by Order dated 20.11.2017,

refused to grant the reliefs sought in the aforementioned

Writ Petition (C) No. 1012 of 2017 and dismissed the

t"t". .

True copy of the Order dated 20.11.2017 passed by this

Hon'ble Couft in Writ Petition (C) No. 11012 of 2}17is

annexed herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-C/?1 at

pages ?-22-to 
.

The Election Commission of lndia, on 05.12.2e17, issued

'Revised lnstruct¡ons on use of Electronic Voting

Machine (EVM) with Voter Verifiable paper Audit trail

(WPAT) system', whereby the instructions issued by the

Election. Commission on 16.10.20'17 with respect to

EVMsA/VPATs were slightly modified.

\b

05.12.2017:



True copy of the Letter No. 51i84.¿VpAT/2017-EMS

dafed 05.12.2017 issued by the Election Commission of

lndia is annexed herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-

Ct22 atpages t-2-3to Lg) :

A petitiqn being Specra/ Civil Application No. 22074 of

2017 (shaitesh Nagjibhai Pansuriya Vs. Election

Commission of lndia & Ors.) was filed before the Hon'ble

High Court of Gujarat, wherein it was sought that a

direction be issued to the Election Commission of lndia

to make it mandatory to count all WPAT slips alongwith

the counting of votes through EVMs in the then ongoing

State Assembly elections. The Hon'ble High Court of

Gujarat,. by Order dafed 12.12.2017, disposed of the

aforemehtioned Special Civil Application No, 22074 of

2017, refusing to grant the direction prayed for by the

petitioner therein.

'

True copy of the Order dated 12.12.20'17 passed by the

Hon'ble High Court of Gujarat in Special Civil Application

No. 220.74 of 2017 is annexed herewith and marked as

ANNEXURE-C/23 ai pages ?--l:- tozù3 .

Thereafter, one Mohd. Arif Rajput filed a special leave

peiition being SLP (C) Diary No. 41 165 of 2017 (Mohd.

ArÌf Rajput Vs. Election Commission of India Nirva¡chan

Sadan & Ors.) against the aforementioned Order dated

12.12.2017 passed by the Hon'ble High Court of Gujarat

in Special Civil Application No.22Q74 of 2017.

12.12.2017:

\+

15.12.2017:
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However, on 15.12.2017, Mohd. Arif Rajpuf

withdrew the aforesaid Special Leave Petiiion filed by

.
nrm.

True copy of the Order Oa¡e¿ 15.12.2017 passed by this

Hon'ble Court in SLP (C) Diary No, 41165 of 2017

(Mohd. Arif Rajput Vs. Election Commission of lndia

Nirvachàn Sadan & Ors.) is annexed herewith and

marked as ANNEXURE-C/24 at pages 2L\ to

Thereaier, the Electìon Commission of India issued

detailed instructions to the Chief Electoral Officers of all

States and Union Territories on 13.02.2018, wherein the

Election. Commission of lndia reiterated its directions

issued on 13.10.2017 regarding mandatory verification of

WPAT paper slips of randomly selected 01 (one) polling

station 
,. 
per Assembly Const¡tuency/each Assembly

Segmenl of the Parliamentary Constituency concerned

(as the case may be). The Election Commission of lndia,

further, specified in detail the procedure to be followed

regard¡ng mandatory verifìcation of WPAT paper slips.

True copy of the Letter No. 51/84/VPAT-INST/2018-EMS

dated 13.02.2018 issued by the Election Commission of

India is,annexed herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-

C/25 atpages 2-Ls- to c-Le- .

The Election Commission of lndia, on 08.03.2018, issued

a clarlfication to the Chief Electoral Officers of all

States/Union Territories, as a clarification was sought by

some Chief Electoral Offìcers regarding the question of

13.02.2018

08.03.2018
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whether mock poll of 10OO votes on 5% randomly

'

selected EVMs during commissioning of EVMs, was to

be followed in the case of WPATs as well. lt..was

clarified .by the Election Commission of lndia ihat during

commissioning of EVMs and WPATS, mock poll of '1000

votes would be conducted in 5% randomly selected

EVMs, as well as WPATs. The electronic result would

then b: tallied with the paper trail count. :The

candidates/their representatives would be encouraged to

participate in this process and permitted to pick

machines randomly for the purpose of this mock poll.

True copy of the Letter No. 51/84/VPAT/20 18/EMS

dated 08.03.2018 issued by the Election Comm¡ssion of

lndia islannexed herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-

cl26 at pages .Z-[g to -
18.06.2018: The Election Commission of lndia issued certain

clarifications with respect to First Level Checking (FLC)

of EVMsA/VPATs, vide Letter No. 51i8i1614/2018-EMS,

dated 18.06.2018.
:

True copy of the Letter No. 51181161412018-EMS, dated

18.06.2018, issued by the Election Commission of lndia

is annexed herewith and marked as ANNEXUR Ê.-Ct27 at

pages Lfo to -

20.06.2Q18: A Special Workshop on FLC of EVMs/ WPATs for all

District Election Officers ('DEOs') and Deputy DEOs of

all districts in Madhya Pradesh was conducted on

20.06.2018 to sensitize and orient the District level



2-õ
election. machinery towards ensuring that the FLC is

conducted in the most rigorous and stringent manner, as

per the exiant instructions of the Election Commission of

India. ,

July 2018: The 'Manual on EVM and VVPAT', which is a

compilation of all the imporiant instructions issued by the

Election Commission of lndia relating to EVM and

WPAT, was revised and updated in July 2018.

09.08.2018: Thereafter, two writ petitions being Writ Petition (C) No.

935 of 2018 (Kamal Nath Vs. Election Commission of

lndia & Ors.) and Writ Petition (C) No. 1000 of 2018

(Sachin. Pilot Vs. Election Commission of lndia & Ors.)

were filed before this Hon'ble Court on 09.08.2018 and

21 .08.2018 respectively, inter alia, seeking that the

Election Commission of lndia be directed to "lssue
:

directioìls for conduçting VVPAT verification atleast 10%

randomly setected polting stations in each assembty

constituency/assembly segment to ensure free and fair

electionsi'.

28.09.2018'. The Election Commission of lndia issued additional

instructions to the Chief Electoral Officers of all States
:

and Union Territories on 28.09.20'î8, regarding timing of

First Level Checking (FLC) of EVMs and WPAÏs.

True copy of the Letter No. 51181161412018-EMPS, dated

;

28.09.2018, issued by the Election Commission of lndia

is annexed herewith and marked as NNW,BE-CZ9, at

pages 2-? { to -
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09.10.2018: The Eldction Commission of lndia issued detailed

instructio¡s to the Chief Elecioral Officers of all StAtes

and Union Territories on 09.10.2018, regarding taking

out of EVMs and WPATs for training and awareness

purposes.

True copy ofthe Letter No. 5lI8/T&AJ2018-EMPS' dated

09.10.2018, issued by the Election Commission of lndia

is annexed herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-C/29 at

pages Ðt-to29L

12.1Q.2018 Thereafter, this Hon'ble Court, by its Judgment and

Order dated 12.10.2018 (reported as (2019) 2 SCC

260), dismissed the aforesaid Writ Petition (C) No. 935 of

2018 (Kamal Nath Vs. Election Commission of lndia &

Ors.) and Writ Petition (C) No. 1000 of 2018 (Sachin

Pilot Vs. Election Commission of lndia & Ors')' thereby

declining to entertain the relief sought by the writ

petiiioners in the aforementioned two writ petitions,

which included the relief sought by ihe peiitioners therein

that the Election Commission of lndia be dìrected to

" issue directions for conducting VVPAT veification

atteast 10% randomly selected polling stations in each

assembly constituency/assembly segment to ensure free

and fair electionsi'.

True copy of the Judgment and Order, dated 12.10.20'18,

passed by this Hon'ble Court in Writ Petition (C) No. 935

of 2018 (Kamal Nath Vs. Election Commission of lndia &

Ors.) and Writ Petition (C) No. 1000 of 2018 (Sachin

t\
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Pilot Vs: Election Çommission of lndia & Ors.) is

annexed herewith and marked as NN4U-þfl39. at

oaoes ,'J'-1 lo 2-9 3

It is important to note that since December 2017,

mandatory verification of paper trail count has been duly

conducted in all the Assembly Constituencies during the

counting process for all subsequent Assembly elections

and in all cases, the slip count has tallied with the

electronic count.

PRELIMINARY OBJËCTIONS &SUBMISSIONS:

At the outset, the Answering Respondent craves leave of this

Hon'ble Court to make preliminary subm¡ssions relevant to the

subject matter of the preseni Writ Petition as under:-

It is submitted that the preseni Writ Petition under reply has'been

filed by the Petitioner before this Hon'ble Court under Article 32

of the Constitution of lndia seeking, the following reliefs:

"ln the premises, Úhts Hon'ble court may be pleased fo lssue
;

appropriate declaration, writs, orders and directions as seÚ ouf

below:

5.1

a) a Writ of Mandamus directing the Respondenf fo rssue

appropriate instructiQns to the Returning Officers to

mandatorily count/ scrutinise the Voter Verifiable Paper



a./-2
eudit Traits of at least 30% of atl Electronic Voting

Machines . used in the Constituency ¡n every election

conducted. using Electroníc Voting Machines by the

Respondent henceforth starting from the General

ElectÌons of 2019; and

a Writ of Mandamus directing the Election Commission to

make it nandatory for the Returning Qfficer to order the

hand-counting of all the WPAT s/þs of all the polling

stations where the margin of victory is very narrow and is

/ess fhan 3%; and

a Wrft of 
'Mandamus 

directing the Etection Commission to

make it mandatory for the Returning Officer to order the

hand-couhting of atl the WPAT srps of all the polling

sfafions where the discrepancy between the mach¡ne-

counting total and the hand-counting total ín respect of the

5% sample EVMs taken together is greater than a

maximum threshold of 1%; and/or
l

pass any other orcJer or direction that this Hon'ble Coutt

may deem just and proper in the facts and circumstances

of this ca:se."

b)

c)

d)

S.2ItissubmiitedattheoutsetthatthepresentWritPetitionisnot

maìntainable before this Hon'ble Court as a perusal of the

contents of the said Writ Petition and the reliefs prayed for as

aboveclearlyrevealihatthesaidpetitioniscompletelyfrivolous

and an abuse of the process of this Hon'ble Court' The contents

of the said Writ Pet¡iion do not disclose any such issue so as to



mer¡t this exercise by this Hon'ble Couri of its extra-ordinary

jurisdiction under Article 32 of the Constitution of India. ln fact,

the Petitioners have failed to point oui even one specific instance

for this Hon'ble Court to address/entertain any of the reliefs

sought. Furthermore, the relief(s) sought for by the Petitioners in

the present peiition is/are incapable of being granted by this

Hon'ble Court in the facts and circumstances of the present

'

case.

5.3 ln this context, it is pertinent to point out herein that a writ pelition

being W.P. (C) No. 983 ot 2017 (Prakash Joshl Vs Election

Commission of: tnd¡a) was filed before this Hon'ble Court in

October 2017, wherein the following prayers were made:

'

"ln víew of the aforementioned facts and circumstances of the

present case, the petitioner most respectfully pray that this

Hon'ble Couft may kindly be pleased to: - 
:

(a) /ssue an appropriate writ, order or direction . the

Respondenf to strictly implement instructions on the use of

EVMs wiih vvPAT vide Letter No. 51/SNVPAT/2014-EMS
:

dated 24.09.2014; and/ or

(b) /ssue an appropriate writ, order or direction the

Respondent to frame appropriate rules, regulations and

guidelines for counting through VVPAT paper traits; a¡nd

(c) tssue diiections to the respondent not to post any officials

in key positions in the district, those who arefacing any

disciptinary proceeding or inquiry, or on contracf basrs or

on extension of time from services; and

I- LY
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(d) lssue direction to instatl CCTV Cameras lnslde the potling

booth to watch the mobility of persons inside the polling

booth and such videograph has to be disptayed atong with

the number of votes poll, outside the polling booth on a

'

display board.

(e) Forthat such fuñher and other order / orders be passed as

may be necessary and deemed fit and proper in the facts

and c¡rcurnstances of the case to sub serve the interest of

justÌce;"

Thereafter, this Hon'ble Court, by Order dated 30.10'2017'

was pleased to dispose of the aforementioned Writ Petition (C)

No. 983 of 2017, in the following manner:

"Mr. K.K. Venugopal, teamed Attorney Genera! submits that as

far as Prayer (a) is concerned, the Etection CommÌssion of lndia

has already implemented the same. The situation is accorded to

by Mr. Amit sharma, Iearned counsel for the Election

Commisslon of tndia. As far as Prayer (b) is concerned, it is

urged by Mr. K.K. Venugopal that guidelines have already been

brought by the Etection Commission of India The same is

disputed by Mr: Kapit Sibal ancJ Mr' Vivek Tankha, learned senior

counsel appearing for the petitioner. We leave it to the discretion

of the Etection Commission of India, as we are not inclined to

enter into the said arena. As far as Prayer (c) is concerned' it is

submitted by Mr. K.K. Venugopal that the Election Commtission

of India has issued appropriate guidetines, and this Couft may

say that no officer/official against whom discÌplinary proceedings
:

have been initiated shatl be posted in any key positions'



Having heard Mr. K.K. Venugopal, we direct that the

Election Commission of lndia shall not post any officer/official

against whom the discÌplinary proceedings has been initiat-ed in

any key position.in any district.

As far as prayer (d) concerning ¡nstattatíon of Ci;CTV

cameras inside the polling booth to watch the mobitity of persons

inside the poltÌng booth ancl display of such videograph along

with the number of votes poll outside the polling booth on a

display board is concerned, we are of the considered opinion

that the same iè;not permissible and accordingly, the said prayer

stands rejected. 
.

The writ petition 
.is 

accordingly disposed of."

5.4 lt is further pertinent to point out herein that another writ petition

being W.P. (C) No. 1012 of 2017 (Manubhai Chavada Vs.

Election Comrnission of lndia & Ors.) was filed before this

Hon'ble Court in October 2017 iiself, wherein the prayers sought

were as follows:

"ln these facts and circumstances, it is most respectfully prayed

that this Hon'ble Couñ may be pleased to:-

a) pass appropriate Writ, Order or direction declaring and/or

striking down the Rule 56(D)(2) as ultra vires Añicles 14,19 and

21 of the Constitution insofar as lf vesfs discretion in the

Returning Off¡cer to reiect an appl¡cation made under Rule

56(D)(2) for counting of the printed paper slips in the dropbox of

the Printer: 
,
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b) pass appropr¡ate Writ, Order or direction directing the

Respondent No 1 to mandatorily count the printed paper s/þs ln

the dropbox of the Printer in respect of any polting statio¡n or

polling stations in all future Legislative Assembly elections and/or

Parliamentary eiections were paper trail has been introduced;

'c) pass appropriate Writ, Order or direction dirercting

Respondent No:. 1 to use appropriate technotogy by which the

paper used ¡n the Voter Verifiabte paper Audit Trait

("VVPAT/paper 
.trail") can be preserved for at least a period of 2

years from the date of election.

nct
2)

d) any other order Ìn the interest of just¡ce and equity."

Thereafter, this Hon'ble Court, by Order dated 20.11.2017,

was pleased to dismiss the aforementioned Writ petition (C) No.

1012 of 2017, in the following manner:

" Heard learned 'counsel for the petitioner.

The Writ Petition ls drsmlssed."

5.5 lt is also relevant to point out herein that a petition being Specrai

Civil Apptication No. 22074 of 2017 (Shaitesh Nagjibhai

Pansuriya Vs. Election Commission of tndia & Ors.) was filed

before the Hontble High Court of Gujarat, wherein it was sought

that a direction be issued to the Election Commission of lndia to
l

make it mandatory to count all WPAT slips afong with the

count¡ng of votes through EVMs in the then ongoing State

Assembly elections. The Hon'ble High Court of Gujarat, by Order

dated 12.12.2017, disposed of the aforementioned Speciat Civil
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Application No. .22074 ot 2017, refusing to grant the direction

prayed for by the petitioner there¡n. Ihereafter, one Mohd.. Arif

Rajput filed the aforementioned Specla/ Leave Petition (C) Diary

No. 41 165/201i.¡llonA Arif Rajput Vs. The Election Commission

of tndia Nirvachan Sadan & Ors.), which was withdrawn by him

on 15.12.2017.. Besides ihe same, no other Special Leave

Petition has beeh preferred as against ihe aforementioned Order

dated 1.2.12.201,7 passed by the Hon'ble High Court of Gujar.at in

Special Civil Application No. 22074 of 2017. Thus, the said Order

of the Hon'ble High Court of Gujarat has now attaìned finality.

5.6 lt is pertinent to point out herein that pursuant to the above, two

writ petiiions being Writ Petition (C) No.935 of 2018 (Kanal
:

Nath Vs. Election Comimission of India & Ors.) and Writ Petition

(C) No. 1000 of 2018 (Sachin Pilot Vs. Election Commission of

India & Ors.) were filed before this Hon'ble Court on 09.08.2018

and 21 .08.2018 respectively, inter alia, seek¡ng that the Election

Commission of lndia be directed to "rssue directions for

conduÇting VVIAT verification atleast 10i% randomty se/ecfed

polling sfafions in each assembty constituency/assembty

segment to ensure free and fair electionsi'

Thereafter, this Hon'ble Court, by its Judgment and Order

dafed 12.10.2018 (reported as (2019) 2 SCC 260), dismissed
.

the aforesaid túo writ petitions being Writ Petition (C) No. 935 of

2018 (Kamat Npth Vs. Election Commission of tndia & Ors.) and

Writ Petition (C) No. 1000 of 2018 (Sachin Pilot Vs. Election

Commission of India & Ors.), thereby declining to entertain the
:.

relief sought by the writ petiiioners in the aforementioned iwo wr¡t
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petitions. lt is pertinent to point out herein that this Hon'ble Court

categorically noted in its aforesaid Judgment and Order dated

12.10.2018 thati

"26. Qther retief. which is claimed by the petitioner is to seek

directions for conducting VVPAT verification at least 10%

randomly se/ecfed polling sfaflons ìn each assembly

constituency/assembly segment to ensure free and fair elections.

ln this behalf, our attention was drawn by the respondents to

Rule 56(d). lt was also submitted by the respondents that this

issue cannot be raised by the petitioner having regard to the

orders passed on earlier occasions in few writ petitions which

were filed on this aspect. The respondents referred to orders

passed in Prakash Joshi v. Election Commission of lndia. ln that

case also, where identical prayer was made, the pet¡tion was

dlsposed of by..orders dated October 30, 2017 in the following

manner: .

"Mr. K.K.' Venugopal, learned Attorney General submifs

that as far as Prayer (a) is concerned, the Election

Commission of tnclia has already implemented the same.

The situation is accorded to by Mr. Amit Sharma, Iearned
l

. counsel for the Etection Commissíon of tndia. As far as

Prayer (b! is concerned, it is urged by Mr. K.K. Venugopal

that guidèlines have already been brought by the Election

Commiss.ion of lndia. The same is disputed by Mr. Kapil

SÌbat anct Mr. Vivek Tankha, learned senior counsel

appearing for the petitioner. We leave it to the discretion of

the Election Commission of India, as we are not inclined to

enter into the said arena. As far as Prayer (c) is

concerned, it is submitted by Mr. K.K. Venugopal that the

Election Commission of lndia has lssued appro:priate



guidel¡nes, and this Court may say that no officer/official

aga¡nst whom disciptinary proceedings have been initiated

shalt be po.sted in any key positions. '

Hauing heard Mr. K.K. Venugopal, we direct that the

Election Commission of lndia shall not post any

officer/offíciat aga¡nst whom the disciptinary proceedings

has been initÌated in any key position in any district.

As far as prayer (d) concerning installation of CCTV

cameras inside the polling booth to watch the mobitity of
persons inside the polling booth and display of such

videograp:|1 atong with the number of votes polt outsidie the

polling booth on a display board is concerned, we are of

the considered opinion that the same 1s not permissible

and accordingly, the said prayer stands rejected.

The writ petition is accordingly disposed of."

.

27. Another wit petition being W.P.(C) No. 1012 of 2017 was

fited before this Court in October 2017 itself, with almost identical

prayer. This wa! d¡smrssed in limine on November 20, 2017. tn

the counter alidavit, ECt has also referred to similar writ

petitions filed in the High Coutl of Gujarat, which met the same

fate.

28. ln view of the orders dated October 30, 2017 passed rn

W.P.(C) No. 983 of 2017 and on the basis of statement given by
:

the ECI in the Coutf, we do not intend to enterlain this relÌef.'

The writ petitÌons are accordingly dismissed."
:

Thus, the afôrementioned Judgment and Order dated

12.10.2018 of this Hon'ble Court, passed in Writ Petition (C)

No. 935 of 2018 (Kamal Nath Vs. Election Commission of

tnd¡a & Ors.) and Writ Petition (C) No. 1000 of 2018 (Sachin

zo
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Pilot Vs. Election Commission of lndia & Ors.), conclusively

settled the íssue insofar as counting of fixed percentage of

WPAT slips of all EVMs used (ín all the polling

stations/Constituencies) in respect of an election is

concerned.

:

5.7 lt is, thus, evident from a perusal of the aforementioned

Judgments/Orders, passed by this Hon'ble Court as well as by

the Hon'ble High Court of Gujarat, that the aforementioned issue

relating to counting of fixed percentage of WPAT slips of all

EVMs used in iespect of an election have already been raised

earlier before this Hon'ble Court as well as before certain High

Courts and the Courts concerned have dealt with the same

appropriately. Thus, it is not open for the Petitioners to once

again approach this Hon'ble Court with respect to the same

issue(s), pariicularly when this Hon'ble Court has already dealt

with miscellaneous issues relating to WPAT, including counting

of fixed perceniage of WPAT slips of all EVMs used in reçpect

of an election, and passed appropriate orders therein 
.

5.8 lt is further submitted that pursuant to the aforementioned

Judgment and Order dated 12.10.2018 (reported as (2019) 2

SCC 260) passêd by this Hon'ble Court in Writ Petition (C) No.

935 of 2018 (Kamal Nath Vs. Election CommissÌon of India &

Ors.) and Writ Petition (C) No. 1000 of 2018 (Sachin Pilot Vs.

Etection Commission of India & Ors.), it is not open for the

Petitioners to .file a Writ Petition under Article 32 of the

Constitution and approach this Hon'ble Court once again with

respect to the same issue, particularly in view of the decision of
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this Hon'ble CoÛrt in the case of Rupa Ashok Hurra v. Ashok

Hurra, (2002) 4'SCC 388. Thus, the present Petition filed under

Article 32 of ihe Constitution of lndia is not maintainable and

ought to be dismissed outright.

5.9 lt is further submitted that the present Writ Petition is also not

maintaínable before this Hon'ble Court as a perusal of the

contents of the saÍd Writ Petition do not disclose any such issue

or fresh cause of action pursuant to the aforementioned

Judgment and Order dated 12.10.2018 (reported as (2019) 2

SCC 260) passed by this Hon'ble Court in Writ Petition (C) No.

935 of 2018 (Kamal Nath Vs. Election Commission of lndia &

Ors.) and Writ Petition (C) No. IOOO of 2018 (Sachin Pilott Vs.

Election Commission of India & Ors.),so as to once again merit

the exercise by this Hon'ble Court of its extra-ordinary jurisdiction

under Article 32 of the Constitution of lndia.

ln fact, the Petitioners herein have not provided any

credible data or information in the present Writ Petition, which

lends credence to the averments/assertions made by them in

relation to the relief(s) sought by way of the present Writ Petition.

In the absence of any such material necessitating the counting of

30% of WPAT slips for every polling station, there is no

justification for seeking the relief(s), as have been prayed for by

the Petitìoners by way of the present Writ Petition. Furthermore,

the Petitioners have not produced any specific data or

documentary evidence to substantiate the averments made by

them in the present Writ Petition. lt is a well settled principle of

law that, in public interest litigations, the onus is on the petitioner

,74D<
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't-to substantiate the averments in the petition (filed by way of

public interest) by some cogent and documentary evidence.

:

Thus, it was incumbent upon the Petitioners herein to at

least substantiate the averments in the present Writ Petition by

some cogent .. and documentary evidence. However, the

allegations, averments and/or asseriions made by the Petitioners

in the present Writ Petition are bald and baseless, and are not

supported by any cogent material or proof. The Petitioners have,

thus, miserably'failed to discharge the onus placed upon ihem

and it is submitied that, in view of the same, the present Writ

Petition does not warrant the interference of this Hon'ble Court

under Article 32 of the Constitution of lndia. :

5.10 lt is submitted ihat the Petitioners, by way of the present: Writ

Petition, have sought lhat the Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trails

of at teast 30% of att Electronic Voting Machines used in the

Constituency in..every election conducted using Electronic Voting

Machines must be mandatorily counted/scrutinised. Thus, what

the Petitioners are effectively praying for is that the Voter

Verifiable Paper Audii Trails of at least 30% of all the votes

polled during an election must be mandatorily

counted/scrutinised. ln this regard, it is pertinent to point out

herein that the iotal number of votes polled in the 2014 General

Elections to the Lok Sabha were 55,41,75,255 (out of the total

number of electors i.e. 83,40,82,814), and if at least 30% of the

same is to be ðounted, then that would entail counting at least

16,62,52,576 WPAT slips. The petitioner has not provided any
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basis for arr¡ving at the figure of 30% of WPAT slips to be

counted.

Furthermore, as of 2018, the total number of electois in
:

lndia are 87,91,25,763, and if at least 30% of the same is to be

counted, then that would mean ihat potentially 26,37,37,728

WPAT slips would have to be counted. lt is significant to note

herein that physìcal counting/verification of such a huge number

of WPAT slips would entail substantial expenditure and place an

additional burden on the Exchequer, for which no case has been

made out by the Petitioners justifying the incurring of the said

expenditure, anà more so when no credible and cogent material

has been produced by the Pefitioners in the present Writ

1

Petition.

5.11 lt is relevant to mention he¡'ein that a new Rule 49MA was

inserted after Rr.lle 49 in the Conduct of Elections Rules, 1961

(hereinafter referred to as'the Rules, '1961') by virtue of the

Conduct of Election (Amendment) Rules, 2013. Rule 49MA of

the Rules, 1961 provides that:

"4gMA. Procedure in case of complaint about particulars

printed on paper slip. - (1) Where printer for paper traitis used,

if an elector after having recorded his vote under rule 49M

alleges that the paper slip generated by the printer has shown

the name or symbol of a candidate other than the one he voted

for, the presidirlg officer shall obtain a written declaration from

the elector as to the atlegation, after warning the elector about

the consequence of making a false declaration.
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(2) lf the elector gives the written declaration referred to in sub-

rule (1), the presiding officer shall make a second entry related to

that etector in Form 17A, and permit the elector to record a test

vote in the votinþ machine in his presence and ¡n the presence of

the candidates or potling agents who may be present Ìnt the

polling station,'.and observe the paper slip generated by the

printer.

(3) lf the allega[ion is found true, the presiding officer shatt repoft

the facts immediately to the returning officer, stop further

recording of votes in that voting machine and act as pei the
l

direction that ma.y be given by the Returning Officer.

(4) tf, however,'.the atlegation is found to be false and the paper

slip so generated under sub-rule (1) matches with the test vote

recorded by the elector under sub-rule (2), then, the presiding

officer shall- (i) make a remark to that effect against the second

entry relating to. that elector in Form 17A mentioning the seriat

number and name of the candidate for whom such fesf vote has

been recorded;, (ii) obtain the signature or thumb impression of

that elector açia¡nst such remarks; and (iii) make necessary

entries regarding such test vote in item 5 in Pa¡t I of Form 17C."

It is submitted that the aforesaid Rule 49MA of the Rules,

1961 categorically provides the detailed procedure to be followed

in case of complaint about particulars printed on paper trail. ln

view of the sarne, there remains no need for cross-checking the

paper trail for,verifying the count of votes as the same are

already done by the individual voters and in cases where no
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complaint is received, there is no need to go for re-counting the

paper trail. lt is also relevant to state herein that the Election

Commission of lndia has also, time and again, issued detailed

instructions relating to the procedure to be followed in case of

any complaint by a elector/voter under the aforesaid Rule 49MA

of ihe Rules, 1961, such as on 16.10.2017 (annexed as

Annexure-C/- herein).

It is pertinent to point out herein that iill date WPATs have

been used by the Election Commission of lndia, since 2013, in

1628 AssemÞly Constituencies and 21 Parliamentary

Constituencies. During this period, only once has any complaint

been made by a voter alleging that his/her vote did not go to the

candidate he had pressed the button in favour of. However, the

said complaìnt also, upon checking by the Returning Officer,

turned out to be false and suitable action was taken as against

the said voter by the Returning Officer. :

5.12 ll is also pertinçnt to point out herein that a new Rule 664 was

inserted in the Rules, 1961 by the Conduct of Elections

(Amendment) Rules, 1992. Furthermore, under the said new

Rule 664, Rule 56D was inserted by the Conduct of Elections

(Amendment) Rules, 1992. Rule 664 of the Rules, 1961 provides

that:

"66A. Counting of votes where electronic voting machines

have been used.-ln relation to the counting of votes at a

potling station, :,,uhere vot¡ng machine has been used,-

.



(i) the provisions of rules 50 to 54 and in lieu of rules 55, 56 and

57, the following rules shall respectively apply, namely:-

xxxxx

56D. Scrutiny of paper tra¡l- (1) Where printer for paper trail is

used, after the entries made in the result sheet are announced,

any candidate, or in his absence, his election agent or any of his

counting agentç may apply in wríting to the returning officer to

count the printe.d paper slips in the drop box of the prinìer in

respect of any polting station or polling stations.

(2) On such aþptication being made, the returning officer shall,

subject to such.genera! or special guidetines, as may be lssued

by the Election Commission, decide the matter and may allow

the apptication'in whole or in part or may reiect in whole, if it

appears to hÌm to be frivolous or unreasonable.

:

(3) Every decisíon of the returning officer under sub-rule (2) shall

be in writing and shall contain the reasons therefor.

(4) lf the returning officer decides under sub-rule (2) to allow

counting of the paper slips either wholly or in part or parts, he

shall-

(a) do the counting in the manner as may be directed by the

Election Commission;

(b) if there is discrepancy between the votes displayed on the

control unit and the counting of the paper stips, amend the 
.result

sheet in Form 20 as perthe paper slips count;

(c) announce the amendments so made by him; and

3+
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(d) complete and. sign the result sheet."

It is submitted that the aforesaid Rule 56D (under Rule

66A of the Rules, 1961) categorically provides that after

announcement -of result sheet entries, any candidate, their

election agent oi'their counting agents may apply in writing to the

Returning Offìcer to count the printed WPAT paper slips of any

or all polling stations. On such application being made, the

Returning Officer shall pass a speaking order on whether the

counting of paper slips shall be done or not. While deciding the

matter the Retuining OffÌcer shall decide according to guidelines

issued by the Election Commission of lndia.

5.13 ln thìs context, it is pertinent to point out herein that thereafter

this Hon'ble Court in its Judgment dated 08.10'2013 passed in

the aforementioned case of Dr. Subramanian Swamy Vs.

Election Commission of tndia (Supra), recorded the submission

of the Election Commission of lndia that "as per the Rutes, the

paper slips of VVPAT shall not be counted normally except in

case the Returning Officer decides to count them on an

'

application submitted by any of the candidates" but did not deem

itfitto strike down the said Rule 56-D(2) of the Rules' 1961 and

direct the Election Commission of lndia to mandatorily count the

WPAT printed paper trail of all polling stat¡ons. lt is, 
lthus,

evident from the aforementioned facts and circumstances that
:

this Hon'ble Cþurt was also noi of the opinion that the WPAT

printed paper slips needed to be mandatorily counted in respect

of all polling stations.
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5.14 lt is further pertinent to point out herein that during the State

Assembly Elections in five (5) states in February-March 2017,

53,500 WPATs. were used by the Election Commission of lndia

in 33 Assembly Constituencies in Punjab, 6 Assembly

Constituencies in Manipur, 3 Assembly Constituencies in

Uttarakhand, 30 Assembly Constituencies in Uttar Pradesh, and

in all 40 Assembly Constituencies in Goa. ln the Assembly

election to Goa, a candidate had applied for recount of WPAT

paper slips pertaining to 7 polling stations in the constituency of

34-Cuncolim Assembly Constituency, invoking Rule 56D of the

Rules, 1961. Aòcordingly, after considering the grounds for the

recount, the Returning Officer passed a speaking order for a
:

recount of 4 polling stations using WPATs, and it was found that

the result tallied perfectly. ln addition to Rule 56D of the Rules,

1961, the Election Commission had then directed, on a pilot

basis, the verification of WPAT slips of one randomly selected

polling station of every Assembly Constituency against count of

Control Unit, in the General Elections to the State Legislative

Assemblies of Gujarat and Himachal Pradesh, which were

conducted in December 2017. Thus' WPATs (along with EVMs)

is being deployed and used successfully by the Election

Commission cif lndia, on an ongoing basis for conducting

elections to the Parliament and State Legislative Assemblies. ln

fact, since May 2017,100% WPATs alongwith EVMs have been

used in all general/bye-elections to Parliamentary and Legislative

Assembly Const¡tuencies, includìng General Elections to Staie

l
Legislative Assemblies of Gujarat, Himachal Pradesh,



Karnataka, Meghalaya, Nagaland, Tripura, Chhattisgarh,

Madhya Pradesh, Mizoram, Rajasthan and Telangana' Further,

mandatory verification of WPAT slips of randomly selected 01

'Polling Station per Assembly Constituency/each Assembly

Segment of Parliamentary Constituency, has also been donè for

all General/Bye-elections to Parliamentary and State Legislative

Assembly constituencies. So far mandatory verification of

WPAT slips was conducted for '1500 polling stations and no

discrepancy was observed i.e. WPAT slip counts were tallied

with electronic count of Control Units of EVMs' More ihan 250

crore votes have been polled on EVMs since its introduction with

full satisfaction of voters. The fact that over 18 crore voters have

already satisfactorily cast their vote with full verifiability of their

votes cast using WPAT, over the last two years, is an eloquent

testament to the faith and confidence of the public in voting

through EVMA/VPAT system.

5.15 Besides the above, the instructions dated 16.10'2017 issued by

the Election .Commission of lndia also provide for the

arrangements tô be made for couniing of WPAT Paper slips and
;

the procedure .io be followed in relation to the said counting.

Furthermore, the said instructions also provide for the procedure

to be followed in case any voter makes any complaint about

incorrect printing of particulars on paper slip- ln fact, in view of

Rule 49MA of the Rules, 1961 which provides for the procedure

in case of complaint about particulars printed on paper trail, there

remains no need for cross-checking the paper trail for verifying

the count of votes as the same are already done by the

/o
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individual voters and in cases where no complaint is received,

thereisnoneedtogoforre-countingthepapertrail.

ln this reg'ard, it is pertinent to point out herein that Voter

Verifiable Paper Aud¡t Trail unit is a printing mechanism, which is

an independent system attached with the Electronic Voting

Machines for the purpose of permitting the voters to verify:that

their votes are cast as intended. When a vote ¡s cast in the ballot

unit of EVM, a slip is printed on the WPAT printer containing the

serial number, name and symbol of the candidate and the slip

remains exposed through a transpareni window for 7 seconds.

Thereafter, this printed slip automatically gets cut and falls in

sealed drop box of ihe WPAT. Thus, WPATs are not stand-

alone units; thêy are intended to be used in conjunction with

EVMs to facilitate voter information about the vote he/she has

cast. Thus, the necessity of counting the printed paper slips

would only ar¡se if there is any discrepancy between the results

as shown by the EVM and as reflected on the printed paper slip.

5.'16 lt is further submitted that as per the provisions of Section 81

read with Seclion 100(1XdXì¡i) of the Representation of the

People Act, 1951, any candidaie or elector may challenge an

elect¡on by way of an election petition on the ground that the said

election has been materially affected by the improper reception,

refusal or rejeclion of any vote or the reception of any vote which

is void. Thus, if any candidate or elector is aggrieved by the

purported improper receptlon, refusal or rejection of any vote by

any EVM or by the reception of any vote by any EVM which is
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concerned election of the returned candidate therein on the

aforesaid ground and may furiher seek counting of printed paper

slips in order to conclusively ascertain whether the election has

been materially affected due to improper reception, refusal or

rejeciion of any.vote or the reception of any vote which is void.

Thus, the statutory remedy of filing an election petition is always

open to the candidates or electors in case they feel that there

may be any discrepancy between the EVM vote count and the

VVPAT vote count.

5.17 The Answering Respondent further submits that the present Writ

Petition filed by the Petitioners is misconceived as they are

seeking to instrucVdirect the Election Commission of lndia, which

is a Constitutional Authority, to conduct elections according to

their personal whims and preferences. lt is submitted herein that

under Arlicle 324 of the Constitution of lndia, the Election

Commission of ,lndia is the custodian of the electoral proce-ss of

this country and is vested with the powers of superintendence,

direction and control of all elections in lndia. Article 324 of ihe

Constitution of lndia reads as under:

" Article 324. - SuperÌntendence, direction and control ot

elections to be vested in an Election Commission.

(1) The superintendence, direction and control of the preparation

:

of the electoral rolls for, and the conduct of, all elections to

Parliament and to the Legislature of every State and of elections

to the off¡ces of President and Vice-PresÌdent hetd under this

void, then such candidate or elector may c

(z
hallengel the



Constitution shall be vested in a Commission (referred to in this
.''

Constitution as the Etection Commission).

(2) The Election Commission shall consÌst of the Chief Etection

Commissioner . and such number of other Etection

Commissioners,.¡f any, as the President may from time to time fix

and the appointment of the Chief Etection Commissioner and

other Election ëommissioners shall, subiect to the provisiotns of

any law made in that behatf by Parliament, be made by the

President.

(3) When any other Election Commissioner is so appointed the

Chief Etection Commissioner shall act as the Chairman of the

Etection Commission.

(4) Before eaclì...general election to the House of the People and

to the Legistative Assembly of each State, and before the first

general election and thereafter before each biennial election to

.

the Legislative Councit of each State having such Council, the

President may .also appo¡nt after consultation with the Election

Commission such Regional Commissioners as he may consider

necessary fo asslsf the Etection Commission in the pertormance

of the functions. conferred on the Commission by clause (1).

(5) Subject to the provisions of any law made by Parliament, the

conditions of 'service and tenure of office of the Election

Commissioners and the Regional Commissioners shall be such

as the Presideht may by rule determÌne:

Provided that .the Chief Election Commissioner shall not be

removed from his office except in like manner and on the like

+2



grounds as a Judge of the Supreme Coutt and the condÌt¡ons of

seruice of the Chief Election Commissioner shall not be varied to

his disadvantage after h¡s appointment: Provided further that any

other Etection C;ommissioner or a Regional Commissioner shall

not be removed from office except on the recommendation of the

Chief Election C 

"ommissioner.

(6) The President, or the Governor of a State, shall, wheln so

requested by th.e Election Commission, make available to the

Election Commission or to a Regional Commissioner such staff

as may be necessary for the discharge of the functions conferred

on the Etection Commission by clause (1).

A perusal of the aforementioned Article 324 of the

Constitution of lndia as well as various decisions of this Hon'ble

Court on the said subject categorically provides that under the

scheme of our Constitution, the Election Commission of India is

the supreme bcdy which is tasked with the conduct of free and

fair elections, which responsibility/duty it has always discharged

dutifully. A part of the duty and responsibility of the Election

Commission ol India, whilst conducting elections, is to ensure

that all appropriate measures are taken to enable elections to be

held in a 'nree, fair and.impartial manner. ln this regard, while the

Election Commission of lndia is open to suggestions made by

voters and political parties for increasing the efficacy of the

electoral process, the ultimate decision making authority rests

with the Election Commission of lndia itself. Thus, it is neither

tenable nor proper thai the Petitioners are iryíng to fqrcibly

instruct the Election Commission of lndia as to how to conduct

4r
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elections or are trying to impose their suggestions upon the

Election Commission of lndia. The Election Commission of India

is open to suggestions by all voters and political parties' and the

suggestions made by the Petit¡oners as well as by other persons

(some of whom also approached this Hon'ble Court, as pointed

out above) have already been duly considered by the Election

'

Commission of lndia. However, the ultimate decision making

authority with respect to conduct of elections rests with the

Election Commission of lndia and it cannot be compelled to

accept all suggestions made by the Petitioners herein, ln any

case, the Eleciion Commission, in the past, have issued detailed

instructions with respect to the various issues raised by the

Petitioners (including implementation of EVMs with WPAT,

safety and security of EVMs and WPATs, counting of paper

trailA/VPAT slips, etc.), as is evident from a perusal of the

various Letters/lnstructions issued by it to the Chief Electoral

Offìcers of all States and Union Territories (as already elaborated

above).

5,18 Furthermore, insofar as the suggestions made by the Petitioner

in the¡r representation(s) to the Election Commission of lndia are

concerned, it is submitted that the same were duly considered

bui the ultimate decision making authority rests with the Election

Commission of lndia and it cannot be compelled io follow the

directives of any particular party or person. The Election

Commission of India has always upheld the integrity of the

election process in the country and has committed itself to the

cause of holdinþ free and fair elections in the country'

+ç
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5.19 Thus, in view of the aforementioned facts and clrcumstances, ii

is submitted tfrai tfre aforementioned Writ Petition is replete'with

factual inaccuracies and errors, much less seeks to

resuscitate/revivè an issue, which is already settled by a

Judgment of this Hon'ble Court. ln fact, the Petitioner has

deliberately sought to mislead this Hon'ble Court by either

suppressing material facts/documents or by misrepresenting

certain facts to buttress his case, as has been elaborated in the

l

aforementioned paragraphs and also the subsequent

paragraphs. Thus, the present Writ Petition is an abuse of the

process of this Hon'ble Court and only succeeds in wasting

precious judicial.time. Thus, the present Writ Petition ougnt to Oe

dismissed outright.

The Answering. Respondent submits that it is not filing a

parawise reply to the above Writ Petition (C) No. 1514 oî 2018 at

this stage and craves leave of this Hon'ble Court to file further

additional affidavit, if so required or deemed fit, besides making

detailed submissions ai the time of hearing.

Hence, it is prayed that this Hon'ble Court may be pleased to

record the above position in so far as Answering Respondent

(i.e. sole RespondenVElection Commission of lndia) is

concerned and pass such order as this Hon'ble Couri may deem

fit and proper in the facts and circumstances of the case and,

thus, render justice.

u,* \4'1
DEPONENT

R-wø g<r< vro-èa
Vi!âv Kumár Pandev' -Èsr6/Direc{or
qrsõ' fuqq srrù.r
Eleçlion Comm¡ss¡on of lndia
l-{ Èd¡10001,/New Delhi.110oo1



VERIFICATION:-

l, the deponent above named, do hereby verify that ihe contents of this

affidavit are true and correct to the best of my knowledge no part of it is

false and noihing material has been concealed thereof.

Verifìed at New Delhi, on this 22ndday of February, 2019.

.

j v-''^' t --"'1
DEPONENT

fuq-q gqrc qte-èq
I Vliav Kumar Pandey' 'ÊùsrE /Directorqrrõ fuqq srr+¡f

Ële€t¡on Comm¡ssign of lnd¡a
n-{ ffi -11ooot,/Nen Delhi¡'1 00ol
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ELECTIOI{ COMMISSION OF II{DIA
NIRVACI{AN SAbAN, ASHOKA ROAD, NEW DELHI-l1OOOl

No. ECI/PN/44I2011 ated: 20th July,2011

. pnnssNorE

Electronic Voting Machines- Fi"ld t iul of Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trail (VVPAT)
system in five locations in the bountry.

W
The Commission vide its Press Note dated 14ú June, 201l, announced the details

of the conduct of field trial ofthe V\IPAT system in simulated election in the districts of

Leh (Jammu & Kashmir), Thiruvananthapuram (Kerala), Cherrapunjee i.e, East Khasi

Hills (À4eghalaya), East Delhi District (NCT of Delhi) and Jaisalmer ( Rajasthan).

In wider fuIfiÌlment of the objectives of the field frial, the Commission has

requested the National and State Parties to extend necessary cooperation by getting
:

involved in the trial process actively and also witness the trial in order to have a first hand

experience of the system. The Commission has also requested the individuals, who have

been engaged with the Commission on the issue of EVM-VVPAT, to witness the trial in

any ofthe five locations oftheir choice. The Commission is sending its officials and the

members of the Technical Expert Committee to observe the performance of the system

during the said trial. 
.

In addition to the above, the Commission has decided that any groups or

individuals from among the civil society, media, technology & academic associations,

interested formations and the public at large will be allowed to vote in the simulated

election and witness any of the events that are part ofthe field trial.

In order to facilitate. such involvement, the details of place, time/date etc.

alongwith name and designation of officials in charge of the events in respect. of the

above trials are given below: -



0êtâils of date, t¡ne and ve¡ue of fietd t¡iat of Voter Ve¡ìfiable papsr Audit Trait (VVPAT) sfsr¡tê

4t

Name of District Election Officer @EO)/Deputy Commissioner DC) and Returning
Officer (RO¡

SI.No. i Name of District

Leh ÌMr. T, Angchok, DC, Leh
I Cell No.-09419139028

Ihiruvananthapuram

Eæt Khasi Hills

East Delhi District

Mr P.M. Francis

I C ell N o.- 09 4 47'7 0 0222
Tel. No.-0471-273 i 177

Sh J Lyngdoh
Cell No.-09436102916

Sh R.K. Misra
Cell No.-09650291010

Mrs T Dolma 
I

Cell No.-09419878999 l

Sh M P Swamy
Celi No.-09415065347

j'1e1. N0.02992-252201 10)

1U., e.f . Ciri*¡
iCell No.-09846672365

] 
t.l. No.-o+;i-z;z+tzo

Sh J D Suchiang
lce]l No.-09436106618

Smt Usha Chaturvedi
Cell No.-09999490996

]Sh. Baldev Singh
iCelì No.09414411506
TeI.No.0299225 1621 (O)



List of Polling Stations for field trial pf WPAT Svstem

Name of State: Jammu & Kashmir

Name of District: Leh

Ñã. 
"oJf,{"ln. 

of Assembly Constituency: 48-Leh Assembly Constituency

Details of Polling Stations:

SLNt I P"ili"*Sr-ssñúÚ

TI

5

48--]

6

5ì I

5U

9

sa=-Ine orrq¡¡a¡g1¡gn I
ìanbimur I

0

54

lhiksay-A

(o

55

2

iksarv-B

56

J

5',7

Stlq-Yottto, 
I

4

58

Snhnn

5

59

Palam

6

60

Chosìamsar

,1

Location of Polling Station

61

Tashì-Gatsal-A

8

Govt. lr4/S Buildine

t9

62

Tashi-Gatsal-B

Gort. IVS Buildìns

20

OJ

ênm¡¡-Ganslas

Gort. P[þikþg

64

)l

Sankar-Yourtune

Gort. t{/S Building

22

65

an kar

Gofi. P/S Buildins

).4

66

Zangsti-Gongsum

24

61

C hanqsDa-A

68

Tukcha

ioú. r/5 öullolng

69

Skvãnos-A

Gort. N4/S Buildine

at

7tl

Skampari-A

28

Private Building

¡l

Skampari-B

72

Govt. M/S Buildinp

kvan

7i

i(l

Go\.t. P/S Building

31

Private Building

74

os-B

Skalzâns-Lins-A

32

15

Gort. ìr4/S Buildins

Skalzâns-Linp-ts

't6

.ì"Ì

Govt. P/S Building

Shenam

)4

77

Govt

Housins Colony-A

78

Housing Colony-B

Distt. Pânchavat Office

153

ì6

Housine Colony-C

New Office Comolex

P/S Buildine

Ì54

New Office Complex

Housinq Colony-lj

I55

Auditorium Hall

Soituk

i56

ìou. ìr4/ S Buildine

157

Stok

ìort. NtS Buildins

t58

Gort. M/S Buildins

Chuchot Yokam-A

Go!t. P/S Fluildinp

lhuchot Yokam-B

Gort. lrlS Buildine

)huchot Shama

Communitv Hall

lhuchot Gonsma

Matho

Defiee Collese
Deqree (lollese

Gort. lvf/s Buildine
Govt. P/S Buildins
Govl H/S Buildinp
Govt. lt4/S Buildine

I Panchayat Ghar

I Gort. FYS Building
Govt. FVS Building
Covt. FVS Building



Name of State: Kerala j

Name of District: Thiruvananthapuram
Ñã. "oJÑ"ln" 

or Assembly Consútuency: l33-Vâttiyoorkavu Assembly

ConstituencY
Details of Polling Stations:

t\



Name of State: MeghalaYa

Name of District: East Khasi Hills
No. and Name of Assembly Constituencv:

Details of Polling Stations:

28-Sohra (ST) Assembly Constituency

5r

tion of Polling Station

Kyntiew: S

yntiew Shaphrang

(East



Name of State: NCT of Delhi
Ñ"ln" oili.t.i"t, East Delhi District '

Ñã. 
"nJ 

N".. ot Assembly Constituency: 59-Vishwas Nagar Assembly

Constituency
Details of Polling Stations:

StNr i
1

2

Polling Station No.

)
4

6

7

8

37

10

40

t1

55

Govt. Co.Sr. Sec. School, Karkari Mod, Vishu'as Nagar,
' New Delhi.

5ó

úme/Location of Polling Station

5E

/î¿^4

5r)

4

62

65

6

Gou. Sarvodaya Boys School, Kiran Vihar, Delhi'

66

õt

ð

tg

68

20

69

21

22

Gort. Sarvodaya Boys School, Suraj mal Vihar. Delhi.

z3

7'7

),4

78

25

/9

¿6

]R

);7

M.C. Primary School, Anand Vihar, Delhi.

00

¿x

08

09

30

{J

3l

42

\)
jj

A

a4

45

35

t4'l

36

88

x9

Govt. Co-Ed Sr- School, Preet Vihar. Delhi

90
q

101

2'.1

R.S.K.V. Mandawali, Delhi.



Nâme of Sfâte: Rajasthan
Name of District: Jaisalmer
No. and Name of Assembly constituency: 132-Jaisálmer & 133-Pokran Assembly

Constituencies
Details of Polling Stations: '

SI,N
o.

Polling
Station

No.

2

2

4

4

I

Rajkiya Prathmik \zidyaiay Daya Bhag

Tanotwas

IJ

6

Name of Polling Station

)4

aìkiva Prathmik VidYaÌaY

R âikivâ Prathmik Vidvalav K-huevala

R aikiva Madhvamik Vidvalava

47

Raikiva Madhvamik VidYalaYa

49

Raikiva Madhvamik VidvalaYa

r+

ô4

aikiva Uchch Prathmik VidvalaYa

70

Raìkiva Madhyamik VidYalaYa

8t

R¡ikiv¡ I Tchch Madhvamik Vldvalâva

9l

Raikiva Uchch Madhvamìk Vidvalava

t0l

Raikiva Madhyamik VidYalaYa

105

Raìkiva Uchch Madhyamik Vidyalaya

18

20

Raìkiva Uchch Madhvam jk VidvaLava

Location of
Polling
Stâtion

Raikiva Madhvamik Vidvalava

z0

24

Gandhi Bal Mandir Prathmik Vidvalava

Imanual Middan School lndra Colony

6

21

Ramgarh

Samudavìk Sabha Bhawan Babæ Magra

5

14t)

22

Raikiva Balika Uchch Madhyamik

Assembly
Constituency

Raikiva Prathmik Vidyalava Malka Prol

Khuevalâ

156

Rajkiya Uchch Prathmik Vidyalaya Megwala
Vas

Habul

261

/l

Sonu

289

26

Raikiva Uchch Madhvamik Vidyalaya

Sultâna

2'7

105

Khinva

aikìva Madhvamik Vidvalava
Rajkiva Uchch Prathmik Vidyalaya

Parewar

Raikiva Madhvamik Vidvalaya

5',1

Raikìva Sanskrit Madhyamik Vidyalaya

Mohangar

R aikiva I Ichch Madhvamik Vidvalava

Hamira

65

Raikiva Madhvamik Vidyalaya

Chandhan

70

ll

Raikiva Uchch Madhvamik Vidvalava

Badodagaon

vid

)¿)

7l

Raikiva Balika Uchch Madhvamik Vidvalava

Dabla

ya)ay a

35

Rai

Rai

kiya Uchch Prathmick Vidyalya No.l

132-Jaisalmer
Assembly

Constituency

86

Rajkiva Madhyamik Vldyalaya
kiva Uchch Prathmick Vidvalv¿iNo.2

106

Jaisalmer

54

Raikiya Madhvamik Vidvalava
Raikiva Uchch Madhvamik Vìdyalaya

aikiva Uchch Madhvamik Vidvalâva

Kanoi

ìvâTflik Virlvâ lrvâ

Mulana
Fatehsarh

Kamdevra

t Jl la

Pok¡an

Gomta
Lathi

133-Pokran
Assembly

Constituency

Bhaisda



Apart from the detailed arangements made at the locations' if any

group/individual finds any diflìculty in duly associating with or in witnessing the events

of the field rial oi WPAT, rhey ma;' contact Sh KN' Bhar' Secrelary (Tel'No 011-

23052014) at tÏe Election Commission of India, Nirvachan Sadan' Ashoka Road' New

Delhi-l I 0001 .

. CVISHVIR SINGH)

: DIRECTOR

l^ l
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ELECTION COMMISSIOI{ OF INDIA
NIRVÄCHÄN SANAN,ASHOKÀROAD, NEW DELHI - I1O OO1 . -

ffi Dated: 25 JulY,2o12

PRESS NOTE

Subject: Electuonic Voting Machines - Second field fliaì of Voter Verifiable Paper

Audit Trail (VvÞaT¡ system in five locations in the country - regarding'

SeveralpoìiticalpartieshadfequestedtheCommissionthatthepossibilifyofintroducing

Voter ve¡ifiable Paper Audit Trail along with Electonic voting Machines (EVMs) may be

examined. The commission had asked manufacturers of EVMs - BEL and ECIL to develop a

VVPAT. The prototype WPAT system was field tested ìn Ladak-tr in Jammu & Kashmir'

Thiruvananlhâpuam in Keral4 chenapunjee in MeghalaYa, Eâst Delhi distlict in NCT of Delhi

and Jaisalmer in Rajasthan in Jul1,, 201i, Afrer this. field trial, it was felt that furthel impfovement

is needed in the VVPAT system. BEL and ECIL have now produced prototypes of improved

VVPAT system which have been demonstrated to the tommjssion's Technical Expert Committee on

EVMs. On the recommendalion of Technical Expert committee on EVMs, the Commission has

decided to undertake another field ûial of the improved prototype WPAI system in the same five

places where it was held in July, 2011. Accordingly, the second field trial of imploved plolotype

WPAT shalì be held in these five places according to the calendar of events given below:-

fiN*rnu{r-.lz
tb

ofrepo(òyDEO



In wider fulfillment of the objectives of the field trial' the Commission has requested the

Nalional a,,,d state parties to extend necessaÐ, coopóarion by gening involved in the 1'ial process

actively and also witness the trial in orde¡ to have a ärsthand experience of the system The

Commission has âlso requesfed the individuals ând goups. who have been engaged lvith the

Commission on the issue of EVM-WPAT, to witness the trial The Commission is sending its

offrcials and the members of the Technical Expert Committee to obsewe the performance of the

system during the said tlial.

In addition to the above, the commission has decided that any gloups or individuals from

amonglhecivilsociety,media,technologv&academicassociations,intelestedformationsandthe

public at large will be allowed to vote in the simulaied election and witness any of the events that

are pan ofthe field triaì.

ln order to facililale such involvement, the details of Place, time/date etc. alongwith name

and designalion of officials in charge ofthe events injespect ofthe above tfails is enclosed.

.

(Padma Angmo)

Deputy Secretâry

L^
,)

-1
1

t Jc



Name of District Election oflicer (DEO)/Deputy commissioner (DC)

and Retruning Offrcer (RO)

Name of District I

Thi¡uvananthaPurâm

i Sh. Tsering Anchok
lc.ll No. og+t9r9oz¡
iTel, No,01982-25010

-/^V,o

East Delhi Dishict

5 
lJaisaÌmer

Smt. PK.Girija
Cell. No. 09447700222

It t. t,o. O+it-Z13ttZl10t

Sh. Sanjay GoYai

lcell No. o94l63l3i 16

1r"t. No. oro+-zzz+oo: 1o¡

Smt. Tashi Dolma
CellNo.09419114677

Sh. B-M.Mishra
Cell. No. 09999926659

iSmt. Sheeba George

ìc"1. No.og++ozo¡ozs
Tel. No. 04? 1-2731230 (O)

Smt. Suchi Tyagi
CellNo. 094i4082800
Tel. No. 02992-252201 (O)

Sh. D. M. Wahlang

Cell No. 09436160954

ì 0985602211 I

Iel. No. 0364-2500782 (O)

Sh. Raj Kumat
0986818s298

Sh. Ramesh Chand Jainth i

C"tt No. OSIO+Z¡ I190
Tel. No. 02992-251 127 (O) 

I



List of Polline Stations for field trial of WP' AT Svstem

Name of Stâte: Jâmmu & Kashmir '

Name of District: Leh

No. antl Name of Assembly Constituency: 48-Leh Assembly Constituency

Details of Polling Stâtions:

sN-T
1

Pollins Station No. & Name

2.

52-Shey

3

53-Shey-Yoknos

4_

54-

5.

Saboo

56-Choglamsar

A2)

6.

57-Tashi-Gatsal

58-Tashi Thongnon

I

Build inq in which located

59-Gonpa-Ganglas

9.

lJ/S Building

60-Sankar-Yourtung

P/S Building

t0.

61-Sa¡ka¡

M/S Building

l1

ó2-Zangsti-Gogsum

P/S Building

t2

63-Changspa-A

P/S Building

13

64-Tukcha

P/S Building

t4

65-Skyanos-A

15

M/S Building

66-Skampari-A

P/S Building

i6.

67- Skampari-B

Private Building

I1

68-Skynanos-B

IVS/S Building

8

69-Skara

P/S Building

9.

70-Skalzang Ling-A

PiS Building

?0.

71-Skalzaag-Ling-B

Panchavat Ofiìce

21.

72-Shenam

New Offrce Complex

22.

73-Housing-ColonY-A

New Ofiìee Complex

¿5.

74-Housing-Colony-B

Auditorium Hall

24

75-Housing-Colony-C

N4/S Building

25

76-Housing-Colony-D

\4/S Building

26.

54-Choshot-Yokma-A

P/SBuilding

2't.

P/S Build.ing

5-Choshot-Yokma-B

2E

iWS Building

6- Choshot Shama

57-Choshot Gongme

Committee Hall

Degree College

Degree College

IVS Building

Pa¡chavat Ghar

H/S/S Building

tVS Building



Nâme of State: MeghalaYa

Name of District: East Khasi Hills

No. and Name ofÄssembly Constituency:

Detâils of Polling Stâtions:

sl.No. L PS. No. & Name

Laitwra
I2-Mawlong "A'

).

t3-Mawlong'B'

I 4-Laitkynsew

26-Sb

t.
2,.

- 
Building in *hich located

ella Assemblv ConstituencY

18-Nongwar

).

6o

22-Ichamati

26-shetla AssemblY ConstituencY

?8-Sohra (ST) Assembly Constituency

0

Govt. I

33--Mawsmai

1

M..h. Scho(

34-Mawpun 'A'

Mawlong Umwai M.E. School (East Wing), Mawlo¡g

2.

Mawlong Umwal M..E. School ( West Wing), Mawlong

J

35-Mawpun'ts

I4

36-Mawkisyiem

M.E. Schoo.l, Laitklnsew

37-Mawmluh

R.K. M.M.E. School, Nongwar

15.

38-MeSEB-MCCL

L.P School, lchamati

tó,

3 9-kutmadan

l'7

Community Hall, Mawsmai

1E

7-Ladmawphlang

Govt Normal Training School ( East Wing), Mawpun

t9

Govt, Normal Training School (west'üing), Mâwpun

8-Sohra¡im

:0.

g-Laitryngew'A'

Community Hall. Mawklsyiem

1O-Laitrvngew 'B'

R.K.M. Seðondary School, Mawmluh

28-Sohra ISTì Assemblv Constituencv

12.

18-Pomsohmen

Recreation Hall, MeSEB-MCCL

:3.

20-Pdengshnong

Presbl.teriah L.P School, Kutmâdar

'.4.

2l-Maraikaphon

z5

R.K,M.L.P School, Ladmawphlang

22-Khliehshnong 'A'

¿6.

23-Khilehshnong'B'

Tirot Sing Syiem U,P School, Sohrarim

,,'7 
.

)8,

25-Mawkma

M.PK. Memorial School ( East Wing) Laitryngew

3O-Iewmawiong 'A'

M.PK. Memorial School ( West Wing) Laitrlngew

31-lewmawiong 'B'

R K.

34-Laitlyngkot'A'

34-Laitllngkot'B'

Communitl, Hall, Pdengshnong

M.L.PSchool, Posohmen

Community Hall, Maraikaphon

Communit-v Hall (East Wing), Khliehshnong

Communìry Hall (West Wing). Khliehshnong

Presbvterian L.P School. Mawkma

Govt.L.P School (East Wing) Iervmawiong

Govt- L.P School(West Wing) Lervmawiong

Govt. L.P School (East Wing), Laitl),ngkot

Govt. L.P bchool (West Wing), Laitlyrgkot



Name of State: Raiasthan

Name of District: Jaisalmer

No. and Name ofAssembly Constituency:

Detâils of Polling Ståfions:

S.No Polling
Station No.

2

29

Building in rvhich located

4

59

5

89

ìo!'t. Sr. Secondary School, Soru

6

9t

lovt.SecondâÐ School, Deva

1

99

132-Jaisalmer Àssembly Constituencies

ior4. SecondarY School, Hameera

R

r00

ìorl. Secondaq School. Bhagu ka Gaon

9

6l

l""t-St-S.*"d"Ð' S"ftol, East part New Hall , Room No 14, Chandhal

102

0

109

io\'1

llt

iovt. Secondary School, Sodhakore

l 
""ondut,} 

s"hool, East part New Hall , Room No 12, chandhan

2

t14

Ìovt. Sr Secondarv School, Bâdoda Caon' North

117

io1'1

122

iovt. Secondary School, Dabla

Sr

)

iovt. Secondary School, Bhoo

Secondary School, Badoda Gaon, South Part

6

i2

'7

iovt. Secondary School, Kishan Ghal

i6

I

Secondary School,

131

Irnrnanuel Mission School, lndira Colony, South West Part Jaisalmer

139

z0

iovt. Girls Sr Secondary School, Room No.01, Jaisalmer

Ñt. Git1. Sr. Secondary School, Soùth Part Lab Room Jaisalmer

21

0

ìovt.secondawschool. Suthama¡aNorth Pa¡t, Jaisalmer

4

t59

iolt.Seconda¡ySchool, Suthârpara, Middle Part Jaisalmer

23

i3

24

mer Shahid Sasar Mal GoDa Sr. Secondarv School, Jaisalmer

iovt. Secondary School, Baramsar

t8

)-5

iovt. Secondarv School, RoopsiNorth Part

7l

¿6

ìovt, Secondary School, Damoäara

72

1

ìovt. Secondar¡ School. North Pall Kano¡

32

¿ó

io!'t.

1

io!t. Secondary School, Sam

Secondary School, Kanoi

l
291

ìovt. Secondary School, Dedha.

iovt, Secondary School, SìPla

iov t, Sr. Secondary School, Devikot

South Part



Name of State: NCT of Delhi
Name of District: Eâst Delhi District

ls.
lNo

Building in which located

'RSBV iheet Khurenja' Geeta Colony' Delhi

RSBV, Jheel Khurenja, Geeta Colony, Delhi

9

1
8

RSBV, Jheel Khurenja, Geeta Colony, Delhi

RSBV, Jheel Khurenja, Geeø Colony, Delhi

Vivekanand Mahila College, Vivek Vihar, Delhi

Vivekanand Mahila College, Vivek Vihar, Delhi

Vivekanand Mahita College. Vivek Vihar, Delhi

ln
A /--

iVivekanand Mahila ColleSe, Vivek V. ihar, Delhi

Mahuaja Aggresain College, Vasundhara Enclave, Delhi

Maharala Aggresain College, Vasundhara Enclave, Delhi

Aggresain College, Vasundhara Enclave, Delhi

\PV, xfr.I4!,ba]1 rS4, s!@rllqry1
RSBY No-2, Madhuban Road, Shakarpur, Delhi-92

RSBY No-2, Madhuban Road, Shakarpur, Delhi-92

College, Vasundhara Enclave, Delhi

SRSBV. No-2, Madhuban Road, Shakarpur, Delhi-92

SBV (Jai Prakash Narayan), East Vinod Nagar, M

SBV (Jai Prakash Narayan), East Vinod N

SBV (Jai Prakash Narayan), East Vihod N

SBV (Jai Prakash Narayan), East Viirod Nagar, Malur Vihar Phase-I1, Delhi-91

SKV (Sharda Sen), Block-20, TrilokPuri, Delh.i

SKV (sharda Sen), Block-20, TrilokPuri, Delhi

SKV (sharda Sen), Block-20, Triloklurì, Delhi

SKV (Sharda Sen), Block-20, TrilokPuri, Dethi

SBV Karkari Road, Vishwas Nagar.Delhi

SBV Karkari Road, Vishwas Nagar pelhi

SBV Karkaú Road, Vishwas Nagar belhi

SBV Karkari Road, Vishwas Nagar Delhi

Vihar Phase-II, Delhi-91

, Mayur Vihar Phase-Il, Delhi-91.

Vìhar Phase-tr. Delhi-91.



Nåme of State: Kerâla
Nâme of District: Thiruvananthapuram
Ño. and Name ofAssembly Constituency: 133-Vattiyoorkavu Assembly

Constituency
Detâils of Polling Stâtionsr

Sl,No.

I

PS.
No.

2

Building in which located

)

43

4

53

]MVHSS Thirvananthapumm CNorthem portion ot East -tsulldlng' urouno,

S*rk"t¡"lCg. Th"""""-th"p*am (Southem Portiol tlxÞt h'ldng)

S-.l"tt C"tl.g.lhtt*""*tt*p*am (Westem Pofion of South Building

ffi SouthEastBuilding, BFAlull) 

-'-)

54

6

55

7

58

I

OJ

ffirtion of of eastbuìlding(Ground)

9

65

lanskrit I{ish School. Fort (Southern portion ot Mam }JulldngJ

68

t0

;ro,ttit ffieit Sttit ffigit S.ttool, Fort Q'Jorthem portion of Main Building)

CI)

71

11

,o.t ffish S"hoot TVM (Southern portion ofeast building)

I2

12

13

73

iovt, Cotton Hill MGHSS Thiruvananthapumm (Ilastem poftlon

'74

f""t{.tt." Hill MGftSS Ttttruvananthapuram (Eastern portion of west bÙilding)

14

75

15

t{ill MGHSS Thiruvananthapuram

ort. Cottoû

76

ovt. Model HS Thiruvananthapuram (PTA tsuildng, 5ouüìem po

6

l""tl\4od"1 BHSS 11ù""""anth"puram (Ground Floor ofPTA Building, Northern paft

t7

t8

88

t9

89

Model
ine)

ìree

90

z0

iree Swathithirunal Sangeetha Academy Tvm (Westem Bu

S*"thithirunal Sangeetha Academy Tvm (Westem Building No.1)

Thiruvananthapuram (Middle portlon

9t

?1

iovt. BHS Chalai (Middle portion of south building)

92

22

Thiflrvananthapuram (Middle portion of Ground tloor

ìovt. BHS Chalai (Eastern portion ofsouth building)

93

23

tem poftion ol assembly hall)

lhamizh HSS Chalai Q'lorthem portion old building)

94

)-4

lharrìizh

25

95

lhamizh HSS Chalai (Middle portion of öld building)

)-6

105

HSS Chalai (Southem portion ofmain building)

3ovt. BHS Chalai Q{ofihem poúion of West building)

!t

I06

lenfial HS Attakulangara (Soulhem portion of main building)

28

107

lenfal HS AÌtakulangara (Middle po¡lion of middle building)

)entral

29

iovt. Girls Higher Secondary School

HS Attakulangara (Middle portion of west building)

ior,t. Girls Higher Secondary School Manacaud (Eastem Portion ofAssembly Hall)

lding No.2)

Manacaud (Westem Ponion of AssembJy Hall)

---- [ ¡lt,
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MINISÎRY Oß' LAW AND JUSI]CE

(Legislative DePañ]nent) 
.

NONflCATION

New Delhi, the I4th A.ugust,2013

. S.O.2470(E),-lnexerciseofthepowersconfen-edbysectiön 169 ofthe Representation ofthe People

Àcr. I 95 I (43 ol I 9! l), the CËntral Government, after consulting the Electìon Com missjon, hereby m akes the

foì'lotÀ ing ru les funher to amend the Conduct of Elections Rules, I 96 ì , namely:

1. (/) These rules may be cailed rhe Conduct ofEleitions (Amendment) Rules' 2013'

. q) ffrey shall come into fo¡ce on the date oftheirpublication in the Official Gazette.

2.. In the conduct of Elections Rules, 1961 (hereiniafter refe¡red to as the principal

rules), after rule 494, the following proviso shall be inserted' namely:-

..Provided that a printer with a drop box of such design, as may be approved by the

Ëlection Commission, may also be attached to a voting machine for printing a papet

: u"ii oitfr. vote, in such cänstituency or constituencies or parts thereof as the Election

Commission maY direcl".

3.lntheprincipalrules,inn¡le49B,insub-n¡1e(4),afterclause(b)'thefollowing
clause shall be inserted, namelY:-

..(c)wheretheprinterforpapertailisusedurideftheprovisotorule49A,setrhe

printài as per the number of contesting candidates sþt in the conÍol unit by -

(Ðloadingintlreprinte¡these¡ialnumbersand.namesofcandidatesandsymbols
allotted to them as given on the balloting units under clause (a);

(iÐ loading paper in the printer; and

. iiii sealinf the púnter in such manner as may be directed by the Election

Commission.".

4. In the príncipal nrles, in rule 49E,- :

. (a) in zub-rule (i), in the opening portion, after lhe words "every voting machine

usedatpollingstation,'lthewords..andtheprinterforpapeftailwhereused'',
sball be i¡serted;

(b) in sub-rule (2), fot the words, b¡ackets and figure'ho voter has been already

recordedinthevotingmachineanditbeæsthelabelrefenedtoinsub.rule(4)''''
the words, b¡ackets Ãd fig*. ,, no vote has bê,en already recorded in the voting

. machine and it bears the iabel refened to in sub-¡ule (1), and where the printer

fo¡ paper trail is used that the drop box of the printer is empty'" shall be

sub stituted;

,6+



(c) after sub-rule (6), the following sub-ru1e shall be inserted, namely:-

{7) Where the printer for paper trail is used, the printer shall also be kept along
with the balloting unit in the voting compa¡únent and shall be connected to the
electronic voting machine in the manner as directed by the Election Commission.",

5. In the principal rules, in rule 49M, in sub-rule (3), after clause (c), the following
proviso shall be insened, namely:-

"Provided that where printer for paper trail is used, upon casting the vote by pressing

the button as refened to. in clause (b), the elector shall be able to view through the
t¡ansparent window of the printer, kept alongwith the balloting unit inside the voting
compartrnent, the printed paper slip showing the serial number, name and the symbol of
the candidate for whom he has cast his vote before such paper slip gets cut and drops in
the drop box oftbe printer.".

6. In the principal nrles, afte¡ ruìe 49M, tle tbllowing rule shall be inserted, namelyl-

"49MA.Procedure in cese of complaint about particulars printed on paper slip,{l)
Where printer for paper trail is used, .if an elector after having recorded his vote under
rule 49M alleges that the paper slip generated by the printer has shor¡'n the name o¡
symboì ofa candidate othe¡ than ùe one be voted fo¡, the presiding ofücer shall obtain a
w¡itten decla¡ation ftom the elector as to the allegation, after waming the elector about
the consequence of making a lalse declaration.

(2) If the elector gives the written decla¡atìon referred ro in sub-rule (l), the prcsiding
officer shall make a second entry related to that elector in Form l7A, and permit the
electo¡ to record a test vote in the voting machine in his presence and in the presence ol
the candidates o¡ polling agents who may be present in the polling station, and observe
the paper slip generated by the printer.

(3) If the altegation is found rrue, the presiding oflicer shall report the facts immediately
to the returning ofñcer, stop further recording of votes in rhat voting machine and act as
per the direction that may be given by the retumiÌrg officer.

(4) I! however, the allegation ìs forurd to be false and the paper slip so generated under
sub-rule (1) matches with the rest vote reco¡ded by the electot under sub-rulc (2), then,
the presiding officer shall-

(i) make a remark to that effect against the second entry relating tÒ that eìector in
Form l7A mentioning the serial number and name ofthe candid¿te for whom such
test vote hÀs been recorded;

(ü) obtain the signatre or rhumb impression of that elector against such remarks; and
(iii) make necessary entries regarding such.test vote in item 5 in part I of Form

i7c.'..

'lllli C^ZD1-|E OF INDIA i I-:X'TRAORDINAItY
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7. In the principal rules, in rule 49T'-

. (a) in sub-rule (1), after the wo¡ds "deach the bailotinp unit from tbe control unit"'

the words "*d ft.; ä;;ä;, *iãit-finto it año used' so howeve¡' that'the

p"p.r1lip, 
"ootu¡iàln 

är. a*p oo* ofthe printer shall remain inlact" shail be

inserted;

(b) in sub:rule 12), for the words'îhe contol rurit and the ballotirg unit sna]]i-". tttS

;il;;Th. conà;i uni;úe l;iã,iog *it and rhe pfintef, where it is used, shall" shall

be ínserted.

8r In the principal nrles, in rule ó6A., in clause (i)'-'

(A) in rule 56C, in sub-¡ule (2)' after clause (a)' the following proviso shall be

inserted, namelY:- :

..Ptovìded that the test vote recorded, if an¡, for a candidate, æ per item 5 irr

' Part I of Form I fi' stt¿t te suUttucted from tlte number of votes reco¡ded for suclt

' candidate as displayed on the control unit'";

(B) after rule 56C, the following nrìe shall be inserted' namely:-

"56Ð. Scrutiny of paper trail'- (l ) Where printer for paper mil is. used' after the

' entries made in the result sheet âIe a¡rnounced, any candidaæ, or in his absence'

his 
"lection 

ageü o. any of his counting agents may apply in wrìtine to tl¡e

retuming offic-erto "o*i 
tht printed papei. slips in the drop box of the printa in

respect of any polling søtion or polling statidns

(2) On such applicadon being made, rhe returning offrcer shatl' tt}::1,l?-:ïl
generaì o. .pe.;al guidelines, as may be [ssued by the Election Commtsston'

decide the matte, arid may allow the applicaiion in whole or in part or may reject

in whole, if it appears to him to be füvolous or unreasonable'

(3) Every decision of the retuming officer under sub'rule (2) shall be in writing

and shall contai¡ the reasons ùerefor'

(4) If the retuming offrcer decides under sub-¡ule (2) to ailow counting of the

paper slips either wholly or in part or parts' he shall-

(a) do the counting in the man¡et as rnay be directed by the Election

Commission;

(b) if there is discrepancy between the votes displayed on the contol "nit and

the counting ofihe paper slips, amend the result sheet in Form 20 as pet

the PaPer sliPs count; l

G ) announce the amendments so made by him; and

(d) complete and sign rhe result sheet'"; 
i

3St¿8 67Jß3
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iC¡ in rule 57C,-

(a) in sub-rule (l), afler the words 'rn* to"rnoO of such ¡esult", the words

"and where printer for paper trail is used, the retuming officer shall seal

the paper slips in such manner, as may be directed by the Blection
Commission' shall be inserted;

(b) in sub-rute (2). -(i) in the opening portior¡ afler the words "The control unit", the words
"and the paper slips" shall be inserted;

(ii) in clause (c), after the words "the cont¡ol unit", the words "and printer
wherever used" shall be hserted.

9. In the principal ruies, in rule 92, in sub-ruie (2), after clause (c), thefollowìng clause

shall be insened, narnely:-

"(cc) the printed paper slips sealcd under the provisions ofrule 57C;".

10. In the principal rules, in rule 9i. in sub-rule (l). after clause (c), the following clause
shall be i¡serted. namely:-

"(cc) the printed paper slips sealed under the provisions ofrule 57C;".

11. In the principal rules, in rule 94, in the pröviso to clause (b), after thc ,çrords

"counterfoils ofused ballot papers". the wo¡ds "and the prinæd paper slips, if any," sha.ll be
inserted.

12. In the principal rules, for FORM i7C, the following form shall be substituted,
namely:-

"FORMl7C
[See rutes 49S and 56C(2)]

U lE C^ZIirlE OF INDIA I llX IRAORDINARY

nq-+ln.fUI

Jl'j^ff ll Sr.( i( ii)l

PART I._ACCOLÌ.¡T OF VOTES RECORDED

Election to House of the People,4-egislative Assembly of the State/Union
tenitory.......,......from..,.............Constituency.

Number and Name of Polling Søtion:
Identification Number ofvotìng conFol unit
Machine used at the Polling Station : ballodng unit... . . _ ... . . . . . . ,

Printer (if used)

i. Total number ofelectors assigned to the polling Starion

2, Total number ofvoters as entered in the Register for Voters (Form l7A)

3. Number of voters deciding not to record votes under rule 49-O

4. Numbe¡ ofvoters not allowed ro vore unde¡ rule 49M .
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5. Test votes recorded under rule 49MA (d) required to be deducted'

(a)totalnumberoftestvotestobededucted:ToiajNo.Sl.No'(s)ofelector(s)inFormiTA

(b) candidate$) for whom test vote(s) cast:

6. Tot¿l number of votes recorded as per voting machine

?.whetherthetotalnumberofvotesasshownagainstitem6tallieslviththetotalnumberofvotes¿s
,rt¡*"lgîf"tiri.* z tiiu, nut¡.Ã ot uottrs dãciding not to record votes æ against item 3 minus

"riuà, 
"J 

""tÀ 
æ against item 4 (i.e' 2-34) or any discreparicy noticed: '

8. Number ofvoters to whom tendered ballot papers were issued under de 49P: "" "" """' "'

g. Number oftendered ballot papers' SlNo'
Total From To

,çE

(a) received for use

Sl.No Name of candidate No. of votes

(b) issued to electors
(c) not ùsed and retumed

Ì 0. Account of papers seals

l. Paper seals supPlied for use :

2.'Papèr seals used :

3. Unused paper seals retumed to Total No ... .

Retuming Officer : Sl. No.(s) -........

4..|)amaged paper seal, if anY :

Totâl No...-......... 1.

Sì. No. ftom.,,,....to ,.........

TotalNo ......... . 2-
Sl. No. G).........

Date.... . .......

Place...........

Signatu¡e of polling agents

Total No
Sl. No.(s)

,l

Sþature of Presiding Offrcer
Polling Station No.
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PART II-RESULT OF COLbITING

Sl.No. ¡rf
candidate

l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

ó.

Name oi
candidate

o\

Number of votcs

as displayed on

control unit

Total

naDl

Whether the total number ofvotes show¡ above tallies with the toÌâl number of votes shown against

item 6 ofPart I or any discrepancy noticed between the twó totals.

13l

Number of test
votes to be

deducted as per
ìtem 5 ofPad I.

Piace............
Date

Name of candidate/election agenlcounting agent

l.

z.

-1.

4

(4)

Number of
valid votes.

(3 4)

5.

6.

Placc.....-....,...,,,...,.....

Datc............................ . Signâtur€ ofReturning Offiter.".

lF.No II-l l0l9( I0y20l 0-l.eg.lll

Dr G. NÀRAY NA R,A.JU, Jr. Secy. and l-cgislarivù Clounscl.

Notc: lheprjncip¿l rules werepublished in the Gazettc oflndia, Exl¡aordinary, Panli, Section i, Sub-section (ìi)v/d¿
norìficatjon numbcr S.O. 859, dated the l5th Àpril, I961 and last amended v/d¿ notificanon numbcr S.O. l?i2(l:), datcd

ist 
^ususl. 

2012-

I'rinted by úe l\,4anagcr.oovrrnîenr of lndra Press, Ríng Roâd. I4ayapuri. NËw Delhi-i10064
. and Publis-hcd by the Contro¡ler ol Publicatiors. DellìÈìi0054.

Signalure of Counting Supervisor
Fuil signature

-ll,



ELE crl oN c oMMIs S-I^9I."9{,INDIA

No ECVPN/25i2013 
- l)ated:- 07 09'2013

EBESS NOTE

Sub:- Bve-election from Sl-Noksen (ST) Assembly {onstituency to Nagaland

Lesisrative Àss.. n rv'] ürl oi ìotei verina¡.te Ìaper Audit 
T::1 f**)

ñ,"-;;;;;" f"'t iitt'¡v tt" Commission in Elections - regardtng'

A piece of election history was made in the remote Tuensang district of

Nagaland with the successful culmination of counting of votes today' i'e' on 7'h

September, 2013 for the bye-election to 5l-Noksen (ST) Assembly Constltuency'

;ä *u" rt.i¿ on 4ù September' 2013 using' for the first time eve¡ the voter

Verifiable Paper Audit Trail (VVPAT) system with Etectronic Voting Machines'

U.U., *. WPAT system' newly developed by the Electronics Corporation::tl*^

Limited and Bharat Electronic Limited' under the direction of the Election

Commission and its Technical Experts Committee' a printer is attached to the

balloting unit of the voting machine and is kept aiong with the balloting unit inside

thescreenedvotingcompartment.Whenavotercastshisvotebypressingofthe

candidate's bufton against the name and symbol of the candidate of his choice' apart

from the red light glowing against the name and symbol ofthat candidate' the printer

.ir" *.""r.r", u OuO"' slip containing the seriai number' narne and symbol of

candidate for whom the vote has been cast' This paper slip remains visible to the

yoter through a window covered by glass on the printer and after sufftcient time gets

automatically cut and falls into the box permanently attached below the printer' This

enables the voter to verif, and satisf himself that the vote cast by him for the

candidateofhischoicehasbeenactuallyrecordedcorrectlyforthatcandidate.In

case of any doubt, these paper slips can be counted at the time of the counting of

votesandtalliedwiththenumberofvotesrecordedinthecontrolunitofthevoting

machine.

The poll on 4th September' 2013 as well as the counting of votes today went

offsmoothlyandwithoutanyproblemAtthetimeofcounting'thenumberofvotes

lAsnrct- .lT
+Ð



dispiayed in the voting machines against each ofthe two contesting candidates tallied

with the paper slips generated by the printers of the VVPAT system on actual

counting o f these PaPer sliPs'

5l-Noksen (ST) Assembly Constituency had 12088 electors distributed across

21 polling stations (including one auxiliary polling station)' The two tî:titî.i::

contested the said bye-election were - Shri C'M' Chang of Naga People's Front and

Shri Luma Onen Chang of Indian National Congress' The counting of votes was

conducted by the Retuming offrcer of 5l-Noksen (sr) A.c. in the presence of

commission,s observers and counting Agents of both the contesting candidates' The

details ofvotes cast are as under :

a) Total No' of electors

b) Total No ofVotes polled (including postal ballot papers) :

c) Total No' ofpostal ballot papers rejected :

.+\-l\

Sh. C.M. Chang (NPF) secured 5708 votes' whereas Sh' Luma Onen Chang

' ccordingly' Sh' C'M' Chang (NPF) was declared elected
(lNC) got 2845 votes and, a'

by the Retuming Offrcer'

12088

8553

J
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SECRETARY

ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA

5llïr^r'PAT/2014-

NIRVACHAN SADAN, ASHOKA ROAD, NEY !XI'HI-1IOOq

Subject: Insfuctions on

The ChiefElectoral Ofücers of

1. Haryan4 Chandigarh.

2. Maharashtr4 Mumbai.

Sir,
I am directed to staie

Trail system O/VPAT) alongwith

constituencjes during the ensuing

Maharashtr4 2014.

^ /-n
Ar..r¡JEK-L/>

BY SPEED POST/FAX

the use of EVMs with Vote¡ Ve¡ifiable Paper Audit Trail systern (WPAT)

.4q-rø\

S. No.

1

Nâme of State

2

Maharashtra

that the Commission has.decided to use Voter Ve¡ifiable Paper Audit

Electronic Voìing Machines (EVMs) in the following assembly

General Election to the Legislative Assemblies of Haryana and

3

4

N¿me of the Districì

5

24ú September,2014

6

Aurangabad

8

Amravati

9

!0

Number and Name ofAssemblv Constituency

Nashik

!1

!2

Auran8abad Central

108- Aurangabad west (sc)

13

109- Aurangabad East

Wardha

14

38-Amravati

15

Bhandara

Haryana

42-Achalpur

chandr¿pur

16

123-Nashik East

77

Yavatmal

124-ñashik Central

Ahmednagar

L25-Nashik West

Kurukshetra

47-Wardha

Karnal

61-Bhandara {5c)

Panipat

71-Chandrapur {5C)

Sonipat

78-Yavatmal

225-Ahmednagar City

13-Thanesar

21-Kainal

25-Panrpat Clty

l1-Sanípat



S- No.

L8

Name of State

19

Haryana (Contd... )

. The Rule 49A of the Conduct of Elections Rules, 196t, provides that úte "Etery electroníc \ìot¡ng

machine(hereinafterreferredtoastheyotingmachine)shallha.',eQcontrolunitandaballotingunitand

shdll be of such designs as may be approvetl by the Election Commissíon Provided thal a printer wilh a

tlrop box of such design as may be apptoved b! the Eleclion Commßsion malt also be øttÍched to ø votíng

mdchineforprinlingapapertrøiloÍthevole,i'tsuchconstìtuencJorconsÍituenciesorptlltsthereoffls

theElectionCommissionma!direcÍ,,.Pulsuaútothesaidrules,theEleclionCommissionhasapprovedthe

pdnteß as developed by the manufacturing companies viz ECIL and BEL

The Rule agBta(c) of the said Rules provides l\at wherc the prinler Íor paper trøil is used under

th¿'pruyisotolule4gA,settheprinterûsp¿rthenumberofconfestingcandidgtessetintheContfolanit

b--
ùloadíngín'thepríntertheserialnumbersandnamesofcandidatesandsymbolsallÔttedtothem

. as gÌven on the balloting units untler clause (at:

i, loading PaPer in the Printer; and

iii) sealing the printer in such manner as may be directed by the Election Commission"

The Rule 49E [1, 2 &?] ofthe said Rules provides that -
(1)TheConÍolUnit,theBallotingUnitofereryvotingmachineusedatapollingstation'úndtheprinter

for paper trai! where used. shall bear a label marked u irh- |

(a) the serial number, if aly, and the name ofthe constituency;.

(ð) the serial number and name ofthe polling station or stations as the case may be;

(cÌ the serial number ofthe unit olvoting machine: and

(¿ the date ofpoll.

(2) Immediately before the commencement of the poll, the prosiding officer shall demonsûate to the polling

agents and other persons present that no vote has been already recorded in the voting machtrrc, and where

the printer Íor papet truil ß usetl lhtÍ the dtop box of lhe pùnler is empty

(7) llhere the printer for paper trail is used, the prinler shall..ølso be kept along with the bølloting unit ìn

thite voting comparlment ønd shall be connected to lhe ElryI in the manner as directed by the Commission.

The Rule 49MA ofthe said Rules provides thal -wherc p nter for paper trail ß used, upon casting

the rote b! pressing the button under clause (b), the eleclol shalt be able 10 vìew thtough the transpørenl

b,inílote of the printer, kept alongwith the bûllotìng unit insiàe lhe voting compartment, the printed paper

slip showing the Serial no, nnme and the Symbol of the candidate Íü whom he has cast his vole beþre

such pøpet slip gets cut and drops ¡n lhe drop box oÍlhe prihleL

Neme ofthe Distrid

Rohtåk

Gur gaon

N umber and Name of Assembly constituency

62-Rohtak

77-Gurgaon

<-+ o.r2
l/'



TheRule4gT(1)ofthesaidRÙlesplovidesthat.-{,1)Assoonaspracticableaftertheclosingofthe

poll, the presiding ofüce¡ shall close the contlol unit to ensufe thal no further votes can be fecolded and shall

detach the balloting unit from the contr ol unit, and from the printer where the printer is also use¿

. Taking inro considerarion rhe provisions made under Rules 494, 498 l4(c)1, 498 11,2 &'71, 49}!f

(A), 49 T (1) by the Conduct of Elections (Amendment) Rules, 2013 the Commission has directed that the

following instructions on use of wPAT system rvith EVM shall be strictly followed in the aforesaid

election: -

l.TrainingofMasterTrâitrers:ltisnecessarytop,ouideverygoodqualityftainingtoallelectiotl
I officials. ,.Hands-on,, training should be organized for Presiding Officers, Polling officers, Retuming

Officer, Assistant Retuming Officers, Sector Officers and counting personnel'

2.Trainingolpollingpersonnelândcountingpersonnel:-Imrnediatelyafterthesecond

randomisation of potling persorinel in respect of the Assembly constituencies in which the

\ryPAT wiu be used trâining for the polling personnel shoultl be conducted. The Maste¡

Trainers will impart Íaìning to the field ofñcials. The training should include theoretical inputs ând

also hands on ûaining. Every officer should get an oppom.rniry to opemte the EvMs \J'' ith the

WPAT system and leam the process of recording the vote using VVPAT. Separate lraining on

coùnting of printed ballot slips ffom the WPAT system and tallying the coùnt of prìnted ballot slips

with the electronic count in the EVMs using the modified Form 17C should also be given. Questions

should be encouraged and all doubts should be cleared in the ûaining. Detailed operational manual of

WPAT will be made available by the manufactureß of EVM. Copìes of the operational manual

should be gìven to all offìcers during training. Copies ofoperational manual should also be available

at the polling station on the poll day. Complete training process should be videographed.

3. Awareness âbout use of VYPAT: Awareness should be created amongst the political parties and

electors of the Assembly Constituencies, where WPAT to be used, about the purpose and use of

WPAT. For this purpose a demonsftafion of V\IPAT isystem should be organized by the Retuming

Officers for all Candidates and Political Parties. The demonstration wilÌ be done by Engineers of

. Wpef manufacture¡s. Demonstration of WPAT syltem should also be organized for voters at

suitable locations in the constituencies. A simple poster on method of voting on EVMs with WPAT

. should be prepared and pasled at prominent pìaces in áll villages of the conslituencies. This poster

. should also be pasted at t\4o or three places in each polling station in such a manner that voteß

waiting in the queue are able to read the instructíons in the poster. Pamphlets on the method of

voting using EVMs with VVPAT should be printed and distributed to voters along with Photo Voter

: slips before the poll. A copy of the sample Pømphlet Íi.attøched at AnnexLtre-Z Each voter should

' be given detailed instructions on the method of voting on EVMs with VVPAT on the poll day when

his or her signatures/thumb impressions are obtained in the register of Voters in Form 17 A by a

' polling officer. The CEO, DEO and RO should also otganize programmes for awareness about use of

E\/lr4s with VVPAT on Doordarshan and All India Radio.
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First Level Checking of \ry?ÄT system: If the First Level Checking of EVMs has alrcady been

completed it need not be repeated alongwith the First Level Checking of WPAT systems Some

spare EVMs from ¡eserved may be used for this purpoie The FLC ofVVPAT shall be done in the

presenceofrepresentativesoftheNationalandStatePoliticalparties'DuringthisFLCiadditionto

thenormalFLCprocedure,politicalpartyleplesentatìYeswillalsobeaskedtochecktheprinted

ballotslipinVVPATfo¡eachvotecast,befoÌeitiscutandfallsinthedropboxoftheWPAT

printer, in the manaer a voter is supposed to check the printed ballot slip in a real election After the

mock poll, the Pdnted ballot slips of each WPAT prìnter shall be counted to compute the result

independent ofthe electronic result in the CU and the reþult ofthe printed ballot slips shall be tallied

withtheelectroniclesultofthgCU.Thetallyshou]dbeshowntothosepresentintheFLC'The

wholeprocessshallbevideographed.FLCshouldalsobetreatedasanoppoftunityfortrainingthe

representatives of the political parties in the use of EVN4s wilh VVPAT system'

PreparationofE\MsantlV\?ATsystemforPoll:EVMsshallbepreparedforpollaccordingto

the instructions of the commission on preparalion of EVMs for polls in the usual manner. After

prcparafion of EVM, the wPAT system shall be prêpared for poll in the following manner as

menrioned in Rule 49 B (4) (c) (i) - (iii) of the conduct of Elections (Amendment) Rules, 2013 : -

a. VVPAT system consists of one WPAT Status Displa.v Unit (VSDU) and one WPAT

Printer unir.

b. Fresh Paper roll shall be installed in vvPAT printer unit by follorving the procedure given in

the user manuâl for WPAT system

c. serial numbe¡s and names of candidates and symbols allofted to them shall be loaded in

WPAT unit with the help of engineers of manufacturer i.e. ECIL/BEL.

d. A test printout ofthe Serial numbers and names of candidates and symbols loaded shall be

checked with the ballot paper placed on Ballot unit. Thereafte¡ swilch oFF the control unit

and the latch€s of Paper Roll Compartment,shâll be sealed by using threâd seals and

address tags.

(Switching OFF of Control Unit before sealing of paper roll compårtment should be

ensured )

e. New power pack (battery) shall be connected to the WPAT unit. The door of the battery

compartment must be properly shut. Horvever, it is not seâled as the power pack can be

replaced, if low battery status is indicated in VSDU, during the poll.

f. Thereafter one vote to each candidate will be given 1o check thaf the VVPAT is conectly

printing rhe paper slips in respect ofaìl the ca¡dldates.

g. WPAT units should be randomly allocated to polling stations. For this purpose seriai

numbers of WPAT printers shall be written oq seputut" paper slips. These paper slìps shall
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be put in a bigjar and mixed After thal the slips shall be taken out one by one and allocated

to polling stations.

h. The WPAT unil will then be kept in the carrying case provided and tâken to the polling

stalion along wilh the EVM'

Additional Polling Official: While constituting pollingrparties' ca¡e should be taken to provide one

extra polling official in each polling station to handle the WPAT unit The duty of this polling

official will be to watch the wpAT status Display unit (vsDU) continuously during the entire poll

process. He will bring any error messages to the notice ofthe Presiding Olficer immediately One

additional power pack battery will be provided to every polling party- ln case of low battery error

message the battery will be changed For any other er'ror messâge the VVPAT pdnter unit will be

changed. It mây be noted that change of paper is not allowed during poll'

Dispersâl of polling parties:- At the time ofdispersal ofpolling parties' two copies ofthe following

shall be handed over to the Presiding Officers:

i) Trouble shooting instructions given at Annexure-IlI

iù List ofadditional items ofPolling materials give¡ at Annexure-IV

ConductofMockPotlantlsealingofE\Msandw?ATsinthePollingStations:Drìringthe

mockpollinthepollingstations,theBallotUnit(s)and'WPATunitshouldbeplacedintheVoting

Compartment and ConÍol Unit and VSDU on the table.of the Presiding Officer'æolling Officer who

will operate the Conûol Unit after being properly tonntòt"d One polling officer should be present in

lheVotingCÔmpartmentalong\,!ithpollingagentstowatchopelationsontheBallotUnitandthe

printed ballot slip by the VVPAT Printer unit. This polling officer rvill keep a record of the votes

cast. After the mock poll, Presiding officer will ascefain the lesult in the contfol unit and count the

ballot slìps in respect of each candidate in the presencê of the polling agetts and confirm that the

result tallies with the votes polled in respect of each candidate. The Presìding Officer shall ensu¡e

that the data of mock poll is cleared in rhe ControL Unii withour faìI, and aìso ¡emove allthe printed

paper (ballot) slips from the drop box in the wPAT unit. These printed-paper slips of the mock poll

shall be kept in an envelope made of thick black paper' The envelope will be seaied with the seal of

the presiding officer. The Presiding officer and the polling agents present shall put theil signatures

on the envelope. The number and name of the polling stalion ând number and name of Assembly

constituency alongwith the date ofpoll shall be written on the Envelope. wolds- "Plinted paper slips

of Mock Poll" shall also be w¡itten on the envelope. The envelope shall then be kept in the special

plastic box provided for the purpose. The plastic box shall be sealed with a Pink Paper seal placed

all around in such a man¡er that opening of the box shall not be possible without breaking the seal.

The number and name of the polling station and nilmber and name of Assembly Constituency

alongwith the date of poll shall be w¡itten on the plästic box. The Presiding Officer and Polling

Agents present shalì put thek signatüres on the pink paper seal. This plastic box containing printed

paper slips of the mock poìl shall be kept along with other documents relating to elections by the
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Retuming Officer and shall be presered till the period of filing of Election Petitions is over or in

case an election petition is filed, till the final disposal by a Competent Court Polling agents present

willbeallowedtoverifythatthedlopboxofWPATunitisgmpty.Thereafter,Presidingoffrcer

will prepare and sign the mock poll certificate (Annexure-I) in the revised format of Mock Poll

Cetificate enclosed herewith and seal the Control Unit as per procedure laid down in the Presiding

Ofhcers' Handbook The Presiding Officer shall also prepare the WPAT system as under:

(í) The lower part of the WPAT unit i e drop box shall be sealed with the Address Tag before

actual poll sÎafis.

(ii)AfterthatBUandVSDUshallbeco¡¡ectedtotheVVPATprintelandconnecttheWPAT

pri er to the Conûol Unit. '

(iiÐ Switch ON the Control Unit, after making all coùection

ThisisaverycriticalstepandthisShouldbeemphasisedduringtrâining'observershouldvisit

maximum number of polling stations on the Poll day tó check that everything is being done in the

manner prescribed by lhe Commission

Complaint åbout incoffect printing of pârticulars oh paper slip: If any voter alleges about the

wrong printing ofparticulars ofa candidate and/o¡ symbol ofthat candidate on paper slip prìnted by

the pdnter on pressing of concerned blue button on.the Balloting unit to which the plintel is

connected, the Presiding officer of the polling slation should provide him a 'Form of Declaration'

(Annexure-Il) 1o lodge a complaint and follorvs the procedure prescribed under rule 49M4, rvhich

reads as under:

,.49MA. Procedure in case of complaint âbout pârticulars print€d on paper slip.-(l) Where

printer for paper tfail is used, if an elector afte¡ having recorded his vote under rule 49M alleges that

tbe paper slip generated by the printer has shown the narne or symbol of a candidate other than the

one he voted for, the presiding officer shall obtaìl a written declaration from the elector as 10 the

allegation, afte¡ waming the elector about the consequence of making a false declaration.

(2). If the elector gives the written declaration referred to in sub-rule (l), the presiding officer shall

make a second entry related to that elector in Form 174, and permit the elector to ¡ecord a test vofe

in the voting machine in his presence and in the presence of the candidates or polling agents who

may be present in fhe polling station, and obsewe the paper slip generated by the printer'

(3). If îhe allegation is found tme. the presiding officer shall leport the facts immediately to Ìhe

retuming officer, stop further recording of votes in thai voting machine and act as per the direction

that may be given by the Retuming Offrcer.

(4). If, however, the allegation is found to be false and fhe paper slip so generated under sub-rule (l)

matches with the test vote recorded by the electo¡ under-sub-rule (2), then, the presiding offtcer shall-

(i) make a rema¡k to that effect against the second entry relatjng to that elector in Form 17A.

mentioning the se¡ial number and name of the candidate for whom such test votes has been

recorded:
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(ii) obtain the signature or thumb impression of that elector against such remarks; and

(iii) make necessary entries regarding such test vote in item 5 in Part I ofFo¡m 17C "

10. Action ín câse of certåin contingencies during poll: Certain contingencies may arise duling the

' polling process, which may require certain actions These a¡e as follows:-

a. In case the CU or the BU does not work properly replacement of the whole EVM including

CU, BU and WPAT is required Fresh mock-poll is âlso requir€d to be done on the

replaced set of CU, BU ancl V\¡PAT, following the sâme procedure as it was done

earli€r, prior to start of actual poll' The pritrted pâper slips of the mock-poll shall be

tâken out antl kept in the Black Envelope anù shall be kept in the sâme plastic box' in

which printed paper slip of mock-poll done prior to start of actuâl poll are kept'

b. In case the VSDU is shorving "Low Battery", the power pack battery of VVPAT should be

replaced. It shoulal be ensured that before tâking out the power pâck bâttery of WPAT

control unit must be switched oFF antl after installing new power pack battery in

. v!?AT, control unit shoulil be switchetl oN. Control Unit should not be switched oN

without installing power pack in V\IPAT.

c. In case there is any other enor, like "Paper Low'; enor, the WPAT lvill stop printing and the

enor shall be dísplayed on the vsDU. In such.case the vvPAT unit is to be replaced (No

mock-po|lisrequiredtobetaken,ifonlyWPATisreplaced).Itshouldbenotedthat

vote is not recorded in the cu electronically. unless the pâper slip has been printed by

\ry?ATandalsohasbeencutsothatitfâllsiDthedropbox'Therefore,ifWPAThas

not pdnted the paper slip, or the printed paper. slip has not been cut, the last voter whose

pâper slip has not been printed by WPAT or hês not been cut should be allowed to cast his

vote after the WPAT has been replaced. In case the printed paper slip has not been cut and is

. hanging from the paper roll, no effort should be made to make it fall into the drop box lt

should be allowed to remain hanging as it is not to be counted at the time of counting of the

printed-paper slips. The details of such an occunences should be clearly recorded in the

Presiding Ofücers dairy in rhe following format:-

i. The date and time ofthe occurience. ;

ii. The name ofthe voter and his serial number in the part in the electoral roll, who was

allowed to cast his vote after replacement ofVVPAT

iii. Whether the voter câst his vote after replacement of WPAT or went away without

i .asting his vote.

iv. The Total number ofvotes cast before the occurrence.

11. Counting of Votes: Counting of votes shaÌl be done according to rule 56C of the Conduct of

Elections Rules, 1961. After the entries made in the result sheet of election are amounced, any

: candidate, or in his absence, his election agent or any of his counting agenîs may apply in writing to
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theRetumingofficertocounttheprintedpaperslipsofWPATunitinrespectofanypollingSt¿tton

or all polling stations. On such application being made, the Returning Officer shall pass a speaking

oldelonwhethelthecountingofpaperslipsshallbedoneornot'Whiledecidingthemâtterthe

Retuming Oflìcer shall give due consideralion to the fofiowing: -

a) whether the total number ofvotes polled in that potling station is more or less than the margin of

votes between winning candidate and candidate mâking the application'

b) Whether EVM met with any defect and was replaced at that polling station during poll'

c) Whether there was any complaint about WPAT not printing the paper slips or complaints unde¡

rule 49MA by any voter, in that polling station during the poll'

12. if the Retuming Offrcer decides to allow counting of the paper slips of any poìling station or all

polling stâtions such decision of the Rerurning ofiìcer shall be recorded in writing and shall contain

the reasons therefor.

13, The following procedures shall be strictly followed in case it is decided to count the printed slips of

WPAT:
. À. wPAT unit(s) of the respective polling station(s) shall be brought to the counting table(s).

b. Add¡ess tag(s) of the drop box of fhe WPAT únitþ) shall be cross checked to ascertain thal

it actually pertains to the same polling stalion, addrcss tag of WPAT unit should be lemoved

and ballot paper slips shall be taken out from the drop box. care should be taken that no

' printed paper sliþ is leff in the drop box. Empry drop box should be shown to all counting

agents.

+1

In case a VVPAT unit was replaced during poll at any polling station, alÌ the VVPAT units

used at that polling station should be brought to the counting table and printed paper slips

from all of them should be taken out before beginning the counting ofprinted paper slips for

thar pollìng sration

In case a WPAT unit was replaced, it may so þappen that an uncut fulÌy or partially printed

paper slip is hanging ând has not got cut and dropped in the drop box and still connected to

the paper roll. This uncut prirted paper slip should nof be tom and should not be counted

because the vote is not recorded electonically in the CU unless the printed paper slip is cut.

In such an event the last voter whose printed paÞer slip was not cut would have been given an

opportunity to cast his vote after replacement of VVPAT and the prinled paper slip of the

vote cast by him shall be in the next VVPAT printer used in that poìling station.

The drop box of the VVPAT printer will also have slips of self test report. These are easily

jdentified, as they do not have either the name or the symbol of any candidate and are ol

larger length. These self-test report slips are to be preserved alongwilh the printed-paper slips

as part ofthe ¡ecord but they are not to be counted.

Pigeonholes will be prepared to put ballot paper slips ofthe respective candidates.

d.



VÀ/ÀuL'

g. After all the ballot paper stips are put in the resppctive pigeon holes' bundle of25 paper slips

ofrespective candidates will be prepared for counting purpose'

h. Printed-paper slips willthen be counted by the counting staff'

'i.Thercsultofthecountofballotslipswillbe.a¡nouncedloudlyinthecountinghalland

shown to the counting agents.

'¡.tftr,....isdiscrepancybetweenthecountofvotesdisplayedonthecontlolunifandthecount
'ofprinted-paperslipsinrespectofanyPolling.Station'theresultsheetwillbeamendedas

per the printed-paper slips connt.

, t, tt . R"turning Officer shall announce the amendments so made by hìm and declare the result

14. Sealing o1 contro| Units and yvPÀT units: After the result iS announced, whelher the plinted

paperslipsofVVPATwerecountedornot,thepfintedlaperslìpswillbetakenoutofthedropbox

ofthe VVPAT Printer unit and stored in the following nianner: -

a. The printed-paper slips shall be kept in a paper envelope made of thick black paper' The

envelope shall be sealed with red wax with the bilinguaì secret seal of the commission

' provided to the Ro for sealing of the documents. Following shall be written on the envelope: '
. i. The name ofeleclion;

ii. The number a¡rd name of Pa¡liamentary constituency;

, iii. The number and name of Assembìy Segr.nent:

iv. The particulars ofpolling station in respective boxes;

. v. Unique serial number ofthe Contol Unit & VVPAT units in respective boxes;

vi. Date ofpoll; and

vii. Date ofcounting. .

b. The envelope will then be kept in a special plastic prepared box supplied by the

manufacturers of VVPAT for this purpose. The.plastíc box shall be sealed with a pink paper

. seaf in such a manner that the box cannot be opened without breaking the seal. The Retuming

Officer shall put his signatr.tre on the pink paper seal. Follorving shall be written or the plastic

box: -

i. The name of election;

ii. The number and name of Parliamentar¡' constituency;

iii. The numbe¡ and name of Assembly Segrenl;

iv. The pârticùlars of polling station in respectiYe boxes;

v. Unique serial number of the Conhol Unit & WPAT units in respectíve boxes;

vi. Date of poll: and

vii. Dale ofcounting. :

c. These Plastic boxes shall be kept ,,\ ith all the stêtutory documents relating to that election till

the statutory time limit for filing an election petition is over or in case where and el€ction



petition is filed till the final disposal ofthe election petition by â competent court. The plastic

boxes shall not be opened or destroyed without obtaìning the permission ofthe Commission.

d. The WP.A,T printers alter taking out the printed paper slips sball be kept in a seParate

strong room and should not be kepf in the strong room wher€ E\Ms are stored, so that

€ven if there is any elecfion pefition is filed from the constituency' the VWAT units can

be tâken out for use, if required, without opening tb€ strong room having EVMs.

e. It shoultl be ensured thât the Thermâl Paper Roll and Bâttery (Power Pack) are taken

out from the WPAT, before keeping the V\?AT units in the Strong Room.

The Power Pack and Paper Roll for use in the WPAT is supplied by the manùfactuIel, therefore

thee sets of these material may be procured from the manufacturers. Apart from this adequate

numbers of black paper envelope and plastic boxes may also be procured for storing the Printed

Paper Slips of WPAT after counting of votes for each polling station irrespective of whether these

printed slips have been counted or not.

The above instructions shall be brought to the notice ofall concemed.

Yours faithfully,

(K.N. BHAR)

EI

Copy to

.1. The Chairman-cum-Mânâging Director
Bharât Electronics Limited

. Nagavara, Outer Ring Road' Bangalore-560045.

2. The Chairman-cum-Managing Director
Electronics Corporation of India Limited

. Hyderabâd, Andhra Prâd€sh.

3. Zonal S€cretaryrunder Secretary



. Annexure-I

Mock Poll Certifrcate
. This is cenified thar t. .... ....:-Tãdir€-fflrcer al rhe Polling slalion No " " "or

..........pu¡lu-entury ðántìitu"n"y) conducted the mock poll at " ' AMtoday' the

;;lil ;.; ì.;. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (¿ut.)' rotio*ìng tt"pulously alì the instructions issued b¡ the Electi''n

òommission of lndia, using -
CU of Se¡ial No. (as printed oû back-side ofthe CU)" 1 " ' '

' BU of Serial No. ias printed on back-side ofthe BU)

WPATUnit of Serial Number (if used) " ' ' " ' I: '

1. A total of....... . votes were cast for each candidate and also for NOTA

2. lt \ryas verified that the L;t light was getting lit up. against the conect candidate^{OTA button'

. when the button was pressed and beep sound was prðperly heard'

3. The candidate,wise detail ofvotes poìled during mock-poll and result displayed, is as under:

Vo
Òt-

I have cleared the memory ofthe EVM âfter the mock poll and verified thât the memory

has been cleâred, by pressing the Total buttou and seeing the Total is shown as '0''
At the time of mock poll the folìowing poll¡ng agents represent¡ng the candidales whose names

mentioned against the names of such agents were presént and I have obt¿ined thelr signalures'

6. Poll

poll.

Sl,No. Name of Polline Asent Name of Partv Name of candidale S¡snature of PollinF Aeent

Start Date and

1.

2.

3,

4.

5.

Number oI Pn ed

Paper Slips, as Per

Time seen on the dìsplay of CU at the time of start of actual

,..,.........,..,. (To be filled ¡n case.of Post-2006 EVMs)

or

.At lhe tìme scheduled for mock polf no polling agent was present/the agent of only one contesting candidate

was present. After wa¡ting for fifteen more minutes, I conducted the mock poll along with other polling staff at

...........4M.

Signature of Micro-Observer (if posted at the polling station)

Result displayed
& Printed Paper

Slip coun! (if
VVP,A.T used)
lalileo wrtn eacn

Dater

Time Name & Signature of the Presiding officer

Polling Starion No.............

Polling Station Name



General.ßye-Election to.

Sl. No. and Name of Parliâmentary/Assembly Constituency '-

No. andName of Polling Station.. .. .

FORM OF DECLARATION BY ELECTOR UNDEB RULE 49MA OF CONDUCT OF

ELECTIONS RULES. 1961

l. I hereby solemnly declare and affirm under sub-rule (1) of Rule 49 MA of the Conduct of

Elections Rules 1961 that the paper slip generated by the plintel attached to the Balloting unit has

shown the name and/or symbol of a candidâte othel than the candidate for whom I voted by pressing

the concemed blue button âgainst the name and symbol of the candidate of my choice on the

Balloting unít. I am ready to cast a test vote again to shðw thal the allegation made by me is true and

bonafide.
(2). I âm a,,vare ofthe penal provisions of Section 177 ofthe IPC that I shall be liable to be punished

with imprisonment for a term which may extend to six months, or with fine which may exlend to one

thoùsand rupees, or with both, ifthe declaration given by me in para I above to the Presíding Officer

appointed under Section 26 ofthe RP Act, 1951 is found to be incorrect'

. Signatu¡e/Thumb impression ofthe Elector

Name of the Elector'.. ..... .. .. . .... .

FâtherMother,4{usband's Name-......

Párf No. of elector roll. . . ..... .-............. . ..

S1. No. ofelector in that Part...... ....... ' '...

Dated.................... 
Sl No in Regíster of voteß (Form 174)" " '

Certifìed that the above decla¡ation rvas made and subscribed by the elector above named

befo¡e me. :

. Signature ofthe Presiding Officer

;-.o.

Ìr zrKt)L),/
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TROUBLE SHOOTING

HANDLING OF CU.8U-WPAT FAITURÉS/ERRORS DURING POIL

PREPAMTION OF POLLING OFFICIATS FOR FAULT HANDLING'SUGGESTIONS

Certain contingencies may arlse during the polling process whìch may require cedain actions These are as

follows:-

a.lncasethecUortheBiJdoesnotworkproperly,{I)sWlTcHoFFthecU,DoN,TswlTcHlToNAGAIN(ii)

. Replace the complete set of EVM namely BU and cU with WPAT (ì e CU' BU and WPAT) by another set of

. AU, cu and WPAT (iii) continue the poll wilh the new EVM set'

b. ln case D¡splay Penal of the Control Unit dìsplays "Link Error".'

i) check that the cable connections are made properly by visual ¡nspection {DoN'I REI\IOVE and RECONNECT

THE CoNNECToRS)i

'ii) lf"LinkError"st¡lì persists, replace the com plete set of EVM with WPAT {i e CU,BUandVVPAT)'

c. ln case the "WPAT Status Display U nìt {VSD|J ) displaYs 'Error Code - l Replace Battery"'

Switch off the Control Unit and replace the Power Pack of WPAT ptir'tet. tt shdll be ensured that ¡n no cose

. repldcement of power pock îs done wîthout sw¡tching olf tk.e Conttol un¡t'

d, ln case the VSDU displays "Error Code - 2 Replace Printe!'' and the Presiding Off¡cer has not pressed the Bu

enable button then-

Switch off the Control Unit and replace the defective WPAT unit with the new VVPAT unil. lt shøll be ensurcd

thot in no cose rcplocement oÍ WPAT un¡t ¡s done w¡thout sw¡tch¡ng o1Í the Contrcl Un¡t'

e, ln case the presid¡ng Off¡cer has pressed BIJ enable Button and the Voter has pressed the Candidate Button

of the Baltot Unit and compla¡ns that 'Paper Slip' has not beèn printed or the Paper Sl¡p printed by the WPAT

, unit has not been cut and hanging aga¡nst the d¡splav window then:

' i) ln case the busy lamp of the Control Unit j:igl€þWl!å and no Massage/Error is dlsplaYed on VSDLJ, the

complaint should be considered as baseless and rejected.

ii) ln case busy lamp is glowing on the Control uni! and no. Massage/Error is displayed on VSDU, the Voter

shall be requested to go into the Voting Compartment oncè agaín and Press the Candidate Button of Ballot

Unit of his choice.

iii) tf even than busy lamp is glowing on the control Unit, please check the display of the VSDU of VVPAT. lf

VSDU busy lamp is also glowing and VSDU has no display message, please switch OFF the Control Unit and

replace the VVPAT unit.

iv) The last voter whose paper slip has not been printed by WPAT or has not been cut should be allowed to cast

his vote after the WPAT unit has been replaced. Please keép in mind that the vote is not reco¡dÊd ¡n the CU

electronically unless the paper slip has been printed, it is cut and falls in the drop box of VVPAT, Therefore if

WPAT has not printed the paper slip, or the printed paper slip has not been cul, the last voter whose paper

B+
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sliphasnotbeenprintedbyVVPATorhasnotbeencutshouldbeallowedtocasthisVoteaftertheWPAT

unit has been rePlaced.

lncasetheprintedpapersliphasnotbeencutandishangingfromthepaperfoll,replacethePrinter,þ]Il¡9

effort should be made to make ¡t fall inlo the droe box. lt should be ¿llowed to remain hang¡ng, as iU5-!p!19

be counted at the t¡me of countinp of the printed paper slìps. lhe details of such an occurrence should be

clearly recorded in the Presiding Officers diary in the following format:

i. The date and t¡me of the occurrence.

ii. The name of the voter and h¡s serial number in part in th; eìectoral roll who was allowed to cast his vote

after replacement of WPAI.

ìii. whether the voter cast his vote after replacement of wPAT or went away without casting his vote.

iv. The Total number of votes cast before the occurrence

ln case a voter alleges after recording his vote that the printed paper sl¡p generated by the printer has shown

the name or symbol of a candidate other than the one he voted for, action should be taken as per provisions

of Rule 49MA ofthe conduct of Elections {Amendment) Rulei, 2013, as mentioned befow:-

i) Obtain a declaration from the complainant in the Declaration Form supplied to you for thìs purpose under

his/her signature/thumb impression;

ii) Proceed to the voting compartment alongwith the voter (complainant) and poll¡ng agents present in the

poll¡ng station at that momentj

iii) The voter shall be asked to cast a test vote in favour of ény candìdate and make second entry related to

that elector in the Form-174j 
:

iv) observe carefulìy whether the Printer has pr¡nted the paper slip correctly;

v) tf the complaint of the elector ìs found genu¡ne, the Presiàing Offìcer shall report the facts immed¡ateìy to

the Returning Officer, stop further Poll at the polling stat¡on;

vi) lf the complaìnt of the elector is found false, make a remark to that effect agaínst the second entry

relating to that elector in Form-174 mentioning the seríal number and name of the candidâte for whom

such test vote has been recorded and obtain the signature or thumb impress¡on against such remark.

Further make necessary entries regarding such test vote in ¡tem 5 in Part-l of Form 17-C.

ó,
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cHEcK Lrsr oF ADDtÎoNAr 
'tr*t 

o;jlTl*'åffir*'olt to BE PRoVIDED ro rHE

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8,

Voter Verifiable Paper Audìt Trail (VVPAT) Printer Unit

WPAT Status DisPIaY Unit (VSDU)

Add¡tional Power Pack for VVPAT Printer Unit

Carry¡nB Case for the VVPAT system

Envelope made of thick black PaPer

{For sealing pr¡nted paper slips of Mock Polì)

Plastic Box for Black Paper Envelope Sealing i

Pink Paper Seal for sealing Plastic Box

Form of declaration by elector under rule 49MA

of the Conduct of Electíons Rules

operational Manual of WPAÏ

Eø

1No,

1 No.

L No.

L No.

2 Nos.

1 No.

: 2 Nos,

1,00 copìes

1No.



ANNEXURE - V

PLEASE COME AND VOTE

l

"ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA HAS INTRODUCED VOTER

VENFIABLEPAPERAUDITTRAILToENABLEYoUASAV)TER

TO PHYSICALLY I/ERIFY THE VOTE CAST BY YOU''

PLEASE PAY ATTENTION TO THE FOLLOWNG

WHENYOUGO TO CASTVOTE

WHEN YOU PÀ,ESS CANDIDATE'S BUTTON ON BALLOT UNIT

PLEASE IYATCH:

D.-tKà-
\)l

l

THE LIGHT GLOWING ON THE BALLOT UNIT AGAINST THE NAME OF YOUR

CANDIDATE;

ALSO AT THE SAME TIIv{E WATCH THE PAPER SLIP PRINTED BY PRINTER (KEPT

ALONGSIDE BALLOT UNIT) IN THE WINDOW OF THE PRINTER SHOWING SERIAL

NUMBER, NAME AND SYMBOL OFTHE cANDIDATE OF YOURCHOICE; AND

(ii)

(iii) LISTEN ALSO TO THE BEEP SOUND WHEN YOU CAST YOUR VOTE



ELECTIOI..{

No. 5 1/8^/V?AT/20 I 7/EMS

To
1. TheChairman-cum-ManagingDirector'

Bharat Electronic Limited'
Nagavara, Outer Ring Road'

Sangalore-560045' Karnataka'

'. Z. The Chairman-cum-Managing Dir:ct9r'.'

Electonics Corporation oflndia Limited' - ^ '
MCU Complex, Phasell' IDA Cherapalli' P'O' HCL'

itaer¿bad-50005 t 
' 
Andh¡a Pradesh

Subiect: Letter of Intenr for purchase.of Voter Verifrable Paper Audit Trail Units during
suvrv'i 

the vears 2017-18 and 2018-t9 - regarding'

COMMISSION
cha Äshoka Road' New

?t)DÐr
ñÞ^ -clGþ\ x I

l' \ r\

Sir' 
I am direcied to state that the Commission has got the approval of the

competent authority for purchase of 16'15'000 Voter 'Verifiable Paper Audit Trail (VVPAT)

Units at a tentative cost of Rs 19,650l-' and at a total estimated cost of Rs- 3173 47 crores

iexcluding taxes and freight as applicable) dunng the years 2017-18 and 2018-19 from IWs

Bharat Electronics Ltd , Bangalore and M/s Electronics Corporations oflndia Ltd ' 
Hyderabad'

Z. Therefore, the Commission has deciäed to place a "Letter of Intent" for

purchase of 8,07,500 Voter Verifìable Paper Audít'Tratl (WPAT) Units from each firm

.during the years 2017-18 and 2018-19, subject to production capacity so tbat a]l th1 VVPA

.units can be procured by September, 201g. The commission may vary the quairtity depending

on the Performance.

3. The above unit price of the WPAT is subject to negoliation with the

manufacturers for rationalization of the flnal unit priöe The pa¡T nent of the price of WPAT

units shall be made on delivery and acceptance on pro mta bâsis

' 4. The manuf-acturers will provide a standard wananty âgainst any manufacturing

defect for each unit for a penod of one year from the date of accepted delivery with a test

certificate in respect of each machine supplied along with the bills'

Yours faithfullY,t'M-
i (^.'ål¿#P*ì

Copy to Deputy Secretary to the Govt' of lndia' Ministry of Law and Justice' Legislative

Departmenr, Shastri Shawan,î"i-D"lii *.t.,. íetter No.il-l 10191812014-Leg-ll, dated l gth

Ãpn1,2017.

r/¡ìlL;-LT

BY SPeed PosUemail

OF INDIA
110001

Dated:Il"April, 2017
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ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA
Nirvachan Sadan, Ashoka Road, Nèw Delhi- 1 10 00 1

PRESS NOEE

No. ECI/PN/37l2017

ECI EVMs are Non-TamPerable

The Election Commission, through media' has learnt about a so called

demonstration of tampering of 'look-alike' EVM' In this context it should be

understood that it is possible for anyone to make any electronic gadget

which 'lookslike' ECI ÐVM and demonstrate any Magic or lampering' Very

simpiy put, any '1ook-alike" machine is just a different gadget' which is

rnanifestly designed and made to function in..a 'tampered' manner and has

no relevance, incidence or bearing on the Cornmission's EVMs It is common

sense that gadgets other than ECI EVMs can be programmed to perform in a

pre-determined way, but it simply cannot be implied that ECI EVMs will

behave in the same manner because the ECi'EVMs are Techníca11y Secured

and function under an elaborate Administrative and Security Protocol Such

so ca-lled demonstration on extraneous and duplicate gadgets which are not

ownedbytheECicannotbeexploitedtoinfluenceourlntelligentCitizens&
Electorate to assail or vilify the EVMs used by the Commission in its

electoral process.

ÐlectionCommissionoflndia(ECI)hasscheduledanAllPolitica]
Pa¡tiesmeetingon12úMay2ol7forÐVMlssuesandotherÐ1ectora1
Reforms.TheStatusPaperonECIEVMsisavailableonECI,swebsite

lhttp / /eci.nìc.in/eci main 1 / current/ StatusPaperonEVM 09052017 pdfl

which gíves details of Safety and Security Measures taken by ECI to make

ECI EVMs non-tamPerable.

{Dhirendra Ojha)
Director

Dated: 9.h May, 2017

I
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India is the largest Participatory Democracy of the wodd, v¡ith about 850 m:lho¡

r"grrt r.d ,'otos The Constitutional ma¡date of supedntendence' direction and control

of Elections to the Padiament and the State I-egrslative Assemblies has been conferred

on the Elecdon Commissio¡ of India

The Election Commission of India is an independent ConscituúonaL entiry" which

has successfully conducted regulat elecdons to..the Pa¡liament and various State

Legisiative A.ssemblies for the past 6ó ,vears in a free, far, patticiparive' irrformed and

.r.dibL-roo.rTheCommissioniswidelyacknowledgedasa"GiobalGoldStand¡rd"
in Ëlection ManagemerÌt across the \Xbr1d' setritg ever-hkher slândards of efficient

and professional conducL of E]ecdons'

The Commission has been at the forefront of embracing, adoptng and rnplemenlng

the latesc technologrcal advancements io improving and 6ne-tuning the election

processes and systems. The Commissioo has taken the pioneering i¡jtia¡ive of

introducing Electronic Voting ÀIachine ,G\rÀ! foi recording, storing and counting of

votes âc¡oss the Ìength and breadth of the Col]ntrÏ in a uansparent' ctedible and

secure mannet, backecl by appropriate iegal support The use of EVNf demoÐsüâtes

the Com¡rissiont unflinching resolve to continually improve, upgrade and strengthen

rhe Electo¡al Process ín the countrl'

, The Commission has successfrrllv used E\rr\{s iri conductirg 107 Gene¡al Elections

to the srate Legislative Àssemblies and 3 Lok sabha Elecdons ove¡ the last 23 years.

The List of States, along wìth the yeats in vùich 100% E\4\'Is rve¡e used i¡r the

-Assembly Elections is placed at ANNEXURË - 1

. 55.41 crore (554 million) vorers exercised thei¡ ftanchise i¡ 2014 Lok Sabha elections

using E\r,\ls.

. Since the very inception of the E\T{s in 1982, as a positive electoral reform on rhe

electoral scene in India, blames and aspersions har'-e been cast oo the EVMs f¡om

various quaJters tncluding poJitrcal. Recendl'-, aftèr tle announcement of the results

of the five State Assembìy Elections in Ma¡ch 20117, a.gatn certaìr allegations have

been lweled against the E\&Is. À group of tb:rteen political parties met the Commission

on 10 A.pnl2017 and expressed cettain reservations about dre use oÉ EV\[s.

ffi
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It needs to be emphasÞed that the 'r'ide range of technicaì securìq" administraove

protocoÌs and procedural safeguards mandated b¡r the Commission robustly ensures

th. int.g.iry, ,rÁo-t^-pemb iq' alld credibrhq-of ùe E\44s The strìngent procedutes

and -ell-defir,ed poll processes prescribed by the Commission ptotect ùre EVNIs

agai$sr ?nv son of maniPuiation

It is also sigaificant to highlight that the Comrnission is committed ro rhe 1009'o

.o'r.r^g. of V\æÀT, in all future elections lo the ?adìament and State Àssemblv

ElecdÃs. The requisite funds for lhe Procutement of adequate oumber of \\?'{Ts

and latest genetation $a3) E\.Ms have bee¡ sa¡ctioned by the Government and

*a.hi¡e, 
^re 

eryected to be manufactuted and delivered by BEL and ECIL to the

ECI by September 2018 as committed by the manufaco:rets'

Àt the present junctrre, vhen EVMs are once again encumbered wirh yet another

debate on its efficacy and robusfrress, it is imperat.ive to hold consultations with

stakeholde¡s.

D/
ry
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Voting system in India has gone tbrough multipie changes During the.firct two Genetal

El..tiio, to the Lok sabha in 1g52 atd 1g57 , ea¿h candidate -¡¡as alloned â sep,'are

balÌot box pasted with the s,vmbol of the candidate The names and s¡'mbols of the

cundidat"s i.,"re not printed oo the ballot papet znd voters had to drop an pre-prìnted

U"tto,0"p", in che úa or box of the candidate of úeir choice' This s'r'srem ignited

f."r, of ì"*p..ing, booth capturing, and manipulation in the mì¡ds of the various

stakehoÌden and.o^, ,oon replaced ln 1960-6I, a marking system on ùe ballot

paper rvas introduced duting the mrd-term elections to the Legislaúve ÂssembLíes in

i(eralu and Odish^ and this system contirLued rili the 1999 Lok Sabha elecdons'

Before ilruoduction of the E\An, the ubiquitous Ballot papers we¡e used to cast

votes in the Indian Elections, witl1 considerable success. The use of ballot papers was

time consuming, prone to maþractices lìke booth-caprudng aod baìlot-box snrf6ng'

large numbe. of inr-alid votes due to wrong/incorrect marking' subiect to prolonged

"oun,ing 
drilìr, -ore disputes and delayed result announcement besides being an eco

logicall,v strainng and non enr'ûonmen¡ frieadlv method'

Howevet, ìn compatisoo, E\'.N{ has subscarrrial comparatite a¡d nodceable adr-antages'

i. 'Ihe manner of voting by EVlfs is much mo¡e simpier and votet-ftiendl¡ as

the voter is merely to ptess the button on BU for casdng his votes in iavour

of the candidare ol hn choice.

ü. Undet the E\l\r[ system, there is no invalid vote, wheteas in the ballot paper

s,rrstem large number of baliot papers wçre invalidated and in some cases, the

number of such invalid ballot papers rvas even mo¡e than the rvinning margin

of the elected candìdace.

q9

It is auditable, raosParent, accurare, secute and helps reduce human etro¡

Ir gites faster results rn hows. shich is ¡!articula¡lv relevanr i¡ large counnìes

like lndia har.ing Constiruencies of sevetal hundred rhousand voters, where

counting used to take days and weeks earLer

In addition, EVNI vou¡g sa\res time, energy and mone)', ùot to speak of rhe

millions of rees ir saves in the process.'

Elechonlc votlüg Machlnes ¡Ì lndlaiA Slâlus Paper



vi. Eatlier crores of ballot paPers \¡ere Prínrèd requnng hundreds of tonnes of

paper for prindng the same and the prirtirg of baJlot papers had to be

undertaken in large number of Goletoment Presses for very long periods,

involving hundreds of elecrion of6cia1s i¡ each constifuenqr

'v-ü. Âdditiona\ the i¡novative use of advancements i¡ modetn eiectronics fo¡

voting il rhe country pror-ides for a fuìsome endorsement of the creativrq',

irventiveness and pioneering acurnen of ùre lodian societl at large a¡d serves

to enha¡ce the image aod presúge of the councry in the inte¡oadonai arena'

Às can be easily appteciated, the w-eight of cumulative comparative exPerience of

conducting elecdons fot over J decades, both rviù baììot papets and EVMs, and the

¡u!Âerous undeoiable me¡its i¡ the use of E\Ms, refldel the E\Ms as a Preferred

i¡s¡rumenc of casting \:o les.

Quite evídentÌy, the use of balJot papers was 
" 

tr"dition"l, -".htonisúc and a¡chaic

wotìog merhod. In otde¡ to o\¡ercome the afotementioned problems associated rvith

the etstwh.ile practice of using ba1lot papers, and also ro keep updated with the

advaoces of technolog¡ the ECI mooted the idea of EVt'f i¡ 1977'

In 1.977 ,W. S.L. Shakdha¡, the then Chief Elec¡ìon Commissione¡ of ECI, during a

tour in Hyderabad requested the Electonics CorÞoratioo of India (ECIL) to snrdy

the possibüity of using an electronic device for conducrirg elections The Ëlec¡ronics

Co¡poration of India Ltd (ECIL), Hvderabad, a PSU of the Àtomic Energv Ministr¡:,

rvas ass.igned the task to design and del'elop an electronic gadget for conducting

elections. In 1979, a proto-q?e was developed and its opetadon was demonstrated by

the ECI befote the tepresentaúr'es of political parties on 6th AugusI, 1980

The Bha¡at Electronics Limited (BEL), Bengaluru, a Defense Minisuy PSL, had also

dweloped a "microcomputer based votirg equipmenq which thev had used for ¡he

eiecdons fo¡ the ¡.zrious uoions of the company". In January 1981, BEL approached

ECI for manufacturing E\4Ms and on 29thJul¡ 1p81, the Commission held a meeting

widr tlLe reptesentaúves ol BEL, ECIL, rhe Mnistry of Law and Chief Electoral

Officers of some states regardirrg use of E\l\tls i¡r elections.

On 19th Ma¡ 1982, ràe ECI rssued dit..¡iv.s under A¡úcle 324 ol the Constitution

of India lor rhe use of E\¡NIs and conducred elåccions ar 6frv polling stadons using

qb
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the machines in a bye-election in 70-Parut Åssembly Constituency (-AC) of I(erala on

an exPedmenlal basis. The E\l\{s !¡/ere Futher used in 10 Bve-eiecdons across ttre

country in 1982-83 Hovevet, due to the abseflce of any specific law prescribing the

use of E\Ms, the election .r'-as challenged in a petition @lection Petition 01 of 1982

6led by Ä.C. Jose) and on 5th lr{arch, 1984, the Hörfble Supreme Court of India held

that E\ô4 cannot be used in an election unless a çecific provision is made in larv fo¡

its use. Consequentlv. the larv s'as amended bv the Pa¡liament in December 1988 and

a nerv Sec¡ion 61.4 was ì¡cÌuded in the Representarion of ttre People Äct 1951' there

by empowedng the ECl to use EVìvI The amendment came i¡ro force on 15th

March, 1989 The Supreme Court upheld the Constitutional r'aÌrdiw of Sec¡ion

61Â i¡ its iudgment in,{LADìvlI( versus C}rief Election Commissioner ¿nd Odrers

{(2002 uJ(1)387}.

However, doubts and speculations rega'ding this 
"ew 

entrant i¡ the voting system of

India persisted in the political amrosphete of tie country ln otde¡ to gain popuìat

trust and âf6rm the integdry of the ner.r' electroniè voting system, the Govemment of

India institu¡ed an Ëlecto¡al Reiotms Committee @RC) in Januarl' 1990' consisting

of represeÊtatives f¡om seve¡al nadonal and state-level poütical parties under the

chaírmanship ol Mr' Di¡esh Goswa¡rLi The ERC recommended rhe examinatlon of

E\rr\l[ by a team of technical exPerts'

Consequenrlv'aTechnicalExpertCommitteervas.fotmedunderthechairmanshipo[

!fr.S.Sampath,Chùman,R'{C,DRDOwitheminencscieotistslikeDr'P\lIndi¡esen

(II! Deþ, Dr. Rao C. Kasa¡bada PR&DC, Trivandrum) in the lisl among others'

Themembe¡softheTEChaveal*.aysbeenre.nownedprofessionalsofrechnical

excellence and emi¡ent academic/teseatch recotd' In Àpril 1990, the Erpert

Committee unanimously ¡ecommended the use of EVN'Is without any furthet ioss

of dme marking it technicallv sound, secure and.transparent On 24th Nfarch, 1992,

necessary amendrnenrs co rhe Conducr of Ëlecrions Ruies 19ó1 $'ere notifìed by rhe

govetnment vis-à-vis dre use of EVlvfs

, In 1998, a general consensus \\,?s reached o¡ the use of EVlvls for conducting lndian

elections. In 1998, E\Ms !¡/ete used in 1ó Legislative ÄCs across three states of À{adhl'2

Pradesh, Rajasthan, and Delhi The use of EVI\'Is ñuthe¡ expanded i¡ 1999 to 4ó

Parìiamentaty Constituencies pC), and ìater, in February 2000, EVMs rvere used in

45 -ACs in Hattzna state assemblv polis. In 2001, the stare assembly elections in
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Tarnil Nadu, I{e¡¿-la, ?uduchern', and \{'est Bengál were completelv conducted using

EVMs. ,L11 state assembly elections the¡eafte¡ v'itnessed the use of this machine ln

2004, tire E\rrlls were used in all 543 PCs fo¡ the elections to rhe Lok Sabha Â nerv

technologìca1ly advanced voting s-Ystem comPlete\: replaced tl-re etstw-hile votiag

method of ùsitg ballot Papers. Since 2000, India-has wítnessed 107 StaIe Ässembiy

Elections and 3 Gene¡al Elecrions to ¡he Lok Sabha (2004, 2009' and 2014) rvhere

votes $rere cast ãnd recorded using the E\4vIs (Âonexure 1)

À nu¡r¡bet of technological changes were made i¡ the E!-r\rls i¡i 2001 and che

machi¡es ve¡e 6.tther upgraded rn 2006. The pte-2006 era E\4VIs are k¡osn as 141

E\Ms', whle EVr\{s manufactured betveen 2006 to 2010 a¡e called An2 E\ô4s' The

next geteration of EV\4s, produced since 2013 are k¡osn as '\{3 E\¡'\fs'

The larest addition to rhe Indian EVM is the Votet Vedfiable ?aper Àudit Trail

(V\rPAT), which was inuoduced in 2013, as at ädditional measure of transPârency

in the E\¡lr{-based voting system. The task of developing a V\PÀT model rvas

assþed bll the Commission to the EVM manufzctuers u¡der the exPert gr'údaoce

of rhe Techoical Expert Corrrmirtee (I-EC) -{ protorype rvas manufacnrred a¡d 6eLd

ûja-ls rvere conducred in Thiruva¡anthapuam (<erala), Delhi, Cherapunjee Gttttgh'l"l'd,

Ja-rsalmer @ajasthan) and Leh flammu & I{ashmir) rn July 2011 Foilos'ing the fusr

field tials, the Commrssion directed the manufâcturers to re-desþ the \I/?-{T

A second field t¡ial rvas conducted in July--August 2012 aftet the new model rvas

manufactr:¡ed. On lgth Februarq 2013, the Ênal model was approved bl the TEC

The model was de¡nonsç¡aced lo the PoljticaÌ parties in a meedng on 10th May,

2013. The Conduct of Elect.ions Ru1es, 1961 were amended a¡d notified on 14th

.August, 2013, therebr,; allorving the ECI to ur. VWÄTs aÌong with E\&ls On 4th

September, 2013, \\TÄTs rvere fr¡st used i¡ thé bve-election for 5l-Noksen AC in

NÌagaland. .

In the meanwbde, on 8rh Ocrober, 2013, io a Public Interest Litigation matter, the

Hon'ble Supreme Court directed the ECI lo irtroduce the VllPÄT svstem in a phased

manner. In 2013, the ECI had procured 20,000 V\TÄIs which s'e¡e used in diffetent

elections. In 2017 during the recently concluded State Àssembly Elec¡ions,53500

V!?ÅTs were used irr 33 ÀCs in Punjaþ 6 -ACs iir l'Ianipur, 3 ÂCs ill Uttarakhand, 30

ÄCs i¡ Utta¡ Pradesh, and 40 ÀCs in Goa.
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6th.Aususr 1980

Tanuary 1981

EVM in Indian Elections

29drJu.iy;1981,

ECI mooted the idea of E\ß{

19th Mar, 1982

A oroto-h¡pe rvas deseloPed

Demoosrarion by ECT before ùre reprl¡lcar-=ry99!-99!991!¡g¡51

1982-83

5th March, 1984

EL approached ECI for manufactrry!19!]!!¡

.ld 
" -""*g with the representauves of BEL, ECIL, the

Miaistrv of Las¡ and Chief Electoial Officers of some state

December 1988

11

E\Ms fi¡st used in 70-Paru¡ AC ln I(e¡ala

EVMs used in 10 BYe-electiôns

15th Nlarch, 1989

January 1990

Sup¡.me Court of India held that E\Ms cannol be used i:'¡

elecdons u¡ithout a specifrc providion in laq¿

I nev¡ Section 614. was included in the Reptesentation of the

People Å.ct 1951 (Ihe Supreme Court upheld the validicy of secdon

6 t-4. i¡ 2001)

Âpril 1990

24th\tar¿h,.'1992

1998

The amendmenr came into fotce ,

Electoml Reforms Committee @RC) fotmed by Govemment of

Iodia

1999-2004

i¡. diff"tg*¡4,t ,l g9t9r-oY-

2004 - 2014

Te chnical Experts Commitlee ¡ecommended rhe use of EVN4s

Necessary amendm€ûts to the CorÌduct of Electioas Rules 1961

were nocified by the Gove¡nmmt

14th -{ugust, 2013

4th September,

2013.

A general consensus rv¿s ¡eached on dre use of E\ô'Is for conducting

Indian elections.

8dr Octobet, 2013

EVMs used in different state assemblY elecuons

EVN'ls used ìn three consecutive elections to ùe Lok Sabha

2013 - ptesent

The Conduc¡ of Elections RuÌes

noiiled to provide fo¡ WPÀTs

Aprn 2077

\Ã?ÄT rvas Érst used in a bye-election for 51-Noksen ÀC i;l Nagaland

Horible Supretne Cou¡t dfuected'

system in a phased mannet

Lìmited nurnbe¡ of V\?-ÀTs intuoduced in phases bv ECI

A.pproval received for pu-tchase gf 16,15,000 V\?-ATs at a cost

of Rs. 3173.47 Crote duting 2017-18 aad 2018-19. Â11 requted

V\TÂTs will be ptocured bv the Commissìon by September, 2018'

subiect ro manufacrudng exþencies

1961 were fixther ame¡rded ard

rhe ECI to introduce the V\rPAT



The use of E\Ms mea¡t an ama.Lgamation of t"chnolog;' and trust' tadition and

modemiry, like moving âway ftom horse-drawn carriage to motor vehicles'

In 1982, when E\4vI was fi¡st used m I(e,,lo, 
" 

t"ttdid"tt Sit'"n ?illai challenged its use

even befote the elecdon But, I{erala Hìgh Court did no¡ entertain his challenge and

E\&I r¡¡as inuoduced as a Pilot P¡oject lflterestinglf l\ft Pilìâi, the challenger' won

the election when thé-result was declared However, Mr' Pillait opponent chailenged

the ìntroduction of E\-.Ms thereafter. The said election rvas re-conducted with papet

bailots aftet Supreme Court ruüng ìn 1984

Horvever, the 1984 SC rulìrig agaìnst E\ô{s l.rad been on a legal cechnicaliq', and not

abour thei¡ fundamenral suitabili¡i and rhe legd gJrtch rvas corrected duough amendment

of the Representation of ùe ?eople Àct 1951 í¡,1988'

The ìnroduction of E\D{s for ¡'oting i¡ India was met wi¡h cerlai¡ resen'aúons

considering the large scale illiterac¡' and socio-economic backwardness plaguing large

parts of the coùnln-. It was oflen asse¡ted b,v the na1's¿y6¡5 that the multitudes of

poor, i1Lit..^t., dos.'n-aodden, especially in the rural areas, would face hardships and

problems in accessing the EVMs and may get dis-enftanchised our of ignorance,

laok of r.oting educaüo¡ o¡ a"va¡aless. Horvel'er, the concerted øûd focused information,

education and communication Plogrammes launched b,v tle Commission, especizìly

to spread arvareoess and famìTarity with the E\4vls and its commitme¡t to teach the

last eleclor, effectively nuilified all tesen'atìons and doubts in this regatd lt rs

heartenìng to see the c¡oss-secúon of Indian socièti eagerly and positivelv embracing

the E\&fs and activelv and enthusiastically participating ìr the eiectoral process by

casthg r.heir vore s on EWs. 
.

Since the advent of EVMs on rhe electo¡al ,..n"."r,uin aspersions on its use have

been cast ftom various quarters, inclùding Political Parúes and individuals To meet

the challenge raised against the E!a4s, the ECI, as an extra-ordinary measure, threw

an open challeoge to all stakeholders betveen 3rd ard 7th Àugust, 2009 to come

forward and prove if the ECI-E\D.¡Is couìd be tampered. None of them could prove

rhar EVMs could be campered.

In 2017, afrer the results of the 5 Stare Àssemb\' eiecdons rvere declared, some polirical

parties have again cast aspersions on the credibiJi.ty of E\¡},4s

\u,
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Srnce 2001, the issue of possible tampering of E\ô4 has been raised befote var-ious

High Courts. Some of tl.rese are mendoned below:

ia) Madras Flìgh Court200l

þ) I(erala High Court-2002

G) D.1}" Hrgh Court-2001

id; Karnaralia High Court- 2004

(e) Bombay High Court Qiagpur BetcÐ-200+ 
,

Analysis: -À.il rhe aforementioned Fhgh Courts àfier gorng through vadous aspects

of the technological soundness and the administrarive measures involved in the use

of E\Ms, have held that the E\EIs a¡e credible, reliabìe and totall,v tampe4rrool In

some of these cases, even the Supteme Cou¡t has dismissed appeais 6led by some

peridoners against High Coutt o¡dem .

In 2004, this maner was placed before the Delhi High Court by advocate ?tan Nath

Lekhi who had ¿1leged that E\rNIs were tampered with to favou¡ UP,{ jn rhe election

re suks, But HC found no merit in the petition ln this conte-rt, the Hon'ble I{arnataka

Hrgh Court held rhat'Thi: iruentíott i: axd'ottbÍeàþ.a ¿reat achieuenenl itt Íhe eleclraùt and

îaflptier Íeîhnollg afld e arirnal ?ridl" Tîe ordet lvas delivered on a plea Êled irr 1999

bv a defeated ca¡didate v'ho had challenged the role ol EVI'I machines in Yeiahaoka

parì.iamentary constiruenry The court studìed the sâfety fearures and exami¡ed BËL

scientists and ¡uled that machi¡es r¡,r¡e tamper-pioof and an¡' a¡¡srnp¡ ¡. ¿octo¡ d:em

cannor be kept away from rhe pubLic er-e.

Both the Ka¡nataka High Court and dre Ma&as High Court observed drat use of
E\r,\{s in election has sevetal advantages over the system of ballor paper/baÌlot box

election. The Hon ble N{adras High Cowt also categoricaìly tuled out any question of
tampedng of the EVNIs. The follorving observations made b,v the Madras High

Coun mar-be taken note of:

''[here is aho na quesîian af introàatitg ary uirut or Ùa¿t Jor the reatan fhaÍ lhe El4vIs cannat

be canpared lo perconal cln?tlÍefi. The pro¿rannin¿ i.tt rcttPlttïr, ar rttg?rled, has no bearing

aiîh tÀe EVM¡. The canpaÍer uould haue inherenl linitalion¡ hauingcanneclions lhroaþ lûernet

and þ tbeir wry delgn, lhg nry øllaø the aberalioh af the pro¿rønne but Íhe EVM¡ are

i tþendeú mit and the progranne in El/M i! enliret q Wretl yier/l."

\c\
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The Bombay t{lgh Court Q{agpur Bench) examined certain r¡'imesses who claimed to

be erperts in the field of elect¡onics aad electronic gadgets These r¡'itnesses' however'

admitted before the Cowt that tampering of EVlvfs was noc possible unless the

petsons new entire things and had free access to the machìnes'

In one of the cases, the Hon'ble F{rgh Coutt of Kerala io its order dated 6Ih Februaty'

2002 had ¡eco¡ded its appreciation on the efficiency of the EVlr4 mechanism The

judgment of the l(etaia High Court i¡ the sard Electton ?eurion wzs upheld by the

ttoi'Ut. Sopr.-" Coutt i¡ Civil ,{ppeal (tr'IR 2Ûb3 SC znt' Il is admitted befote

varìous courls that the data or technique brought in use of E\Il\{ in India rvere not

subject to piracl as nobody knorvs anvthing about the contents of any qpe or has aoy

unauthorized ot free access to E\an'

In Oct 2013 to b¡ng about greater uansparencv the Flon'ble Supreme Court dìrected

ECI to intoduce V\¡PÄT in phased manner'

Till date, 33 (thirry-tlree) cases have been 6led i¡ the va¡ious Cowts (including various

High Courrs and Supreme Court) , where the issues Pertailìiûg to EVMs har.e been

ugriuted. Of these, 2ó (nventy sir) petirions have alreadv been reiected bv the Couts

and the remaiaing are under judicial process

\aL
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IndianE\rÀ{sandV\?ÄTsaremanufacfuredbyBhatatElect¡onicsLimited(PSU
under Mnistq. of Defence, Govt of India) and Electronics Corpotarion of

India Limited QSU under the Deparmrent of Åtomic Energl" Gor.t of lndia) The

sofnvare of E\4\{s is developed ia-house by a selecred group of Engineers ìa BEL

and ECIL independenti,v f¡om each other' This select soft\1'?re deveiopment group

of fe- engrne.rs desþ and deveiop the source code Àfter compledon of softwale

der,"lopmãnt, testing and ev¿luation of the softwa¡e is carried out bÌ another

indepådent testing group in the PSUs as per the software tequirements speci6cations

lSnS¡. fns ensurÃ tat the sofnvare has really bèen written as Pel the requirecrents

ùia do*o fo¡ its i¡tended use onlv The origrnal source code fot the E\iI4 is stored

by PSUs under controlÌed conditions at all tìmes and is not accessible to anyone

outside the sofnvare develoPmerit group of PSUi

In M1 and M2 E\D{s manufacru¡ed tll 20i0, Machine code compiled from source

programme code rvas given to the micro coritro[Èì! mânufacturet folr'rìting in ONE

ïlæ IROCf¡}ß{,q,SLE (OTP) micro conrrollers Ftom thìs machine code' the

e-xact origínal solrce code cannot be read For such OTP mic¡ocont¡ollers' the code

ot." progt --.d .annot be modifred a¡d cannot be read bv anl' means The techno-

logi.it "Jt"o..*"nts 
permit the wdting of the machine code i¡to the chips at PSU

pt-emises, henc. in M3 þost 2013) E\lvls, the ptogram is bunt into the chip at PSU

premrsesitself'Duetoabsenceofrequisitefarilitiestoproducemicro-contro]]ersin
India these are procured f¡om manufacturels abroad'

, up on receipt of machine code, rhe micro controllet manufactu¡et r.erifies against any

*odifi.ruorN during transit aod programs this code in the micto controllet i¡ the

Of? a¡ea and imtiall.r' provides engtneering sarnples of programmed dup to PSUs

fo¡ evaluation These samples are then assembled into the E\&t evaluated and

verìåed for authenticitl of cocle and functionalitv at great length BuÌk production

clearance by PSU is given to micro conúoller' manufacturer only after successful

completion of dris I'erifrcarinn

. Duting ptoducrion of E\ôis in the facro.q-. functional tesdng is carried our by

production group as per the laid down Qualitv plan and performance test Procedures'

Samples of E\rr\4s from producdon batches are regularly checked for functionaLiry by

Quality Assurance Group, which is an i.odependènt urit rvithin the PSI-ls'
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Post supplv to ECI, the E\A4s are kept, transpotted and used unde¡ st¡ict adrninistarive

,nd ,"ä. .otditions \!hen used for elections the,v are operated and kept in fuìl viev-

of s¡alie holders and media scrurinr-'

The E\4\l[ software ìs so designed lhat it allovs a voter to cast the vore only once'

The vote can be tecorded bY a voler f¡om the ballor unit only after the Presiding

Officer enables the ballor uait f¡om Control Unit On press of "candidate" bumon by

\ro*r, A. ,ro,.t ,..s )ightìng of red LED nea¡ the candidate button' and a long beep

i, tl.rta.igniE*g thrì t ot. h,' been tecotded The CU machine is desþed not to

;".;t. *; rútitthe¡ tha¡ that ftom BU It carurot resPond to any outside sþal

1"", r...i. aiy sþal ftom outside at any ume) The next vote can- be recorded onìy

ìfter tl" Pr..idiog Offrcet eoables the ballot on the Co¡tol Unit for the next votel

In between, the 
-BU 

becomes dead to a¡v signal from outside (except from the

Control Unit). Vote stuffing is not Possible due to a specially desþed featrue that CU

cannot accept another vot€ in l€ss than 12 seconds Votes a¡e date and time scamped'

and no votes can be cast befo¡e or a[rer the poli

Votet Verifiable Paper Àudit Trâil system (WPAT) was introduced in 2013 to

provide even greatel transParencv to the pol1 process The V\rPÂT is ao addírional

unit anached ã the E\D! rvhich prints a small sliP of paper rhat cardes the s1'mbol'

name and setial numbet of the candidate voted by Votet, vhich ís visibLe for 7 (seven)

seconds i¡ the viewing wirrdorv The voter after pressirig the burton on BU can view-

the pnated slip on VVPÄT through the viewing vindorv and thus can veri$' that the

o-ote is ¡ecorded for the Candidate of his/her choice These paper sìrps are automaticaliv

cut and srored í¡ a sealed comPartmeßt of WrP'tT and can be used lâter to cross

check the votes i:l CU as per the prescribed procedure by ECI The prinung of sìip

in Vl?,{T is an additionaÌ veriÊcation to the voter, besides glowing of LED near

candidate buttot and rhe beep in E\¡\'{ svsrer¡ \\?ATs are being intoduced ìn

phased manner 'tt present 53500 \ryP¡,Ts a¡e available rvith ECI for use in

Êl..tionr. Pursuaat to the approval of the Govemmenr, ECIL and BEL have

comrnitted to manufaccure and supply 16,15,000 V\/P'\T machines required for

conduct of Genetal Elecúons ro Lok Sabha 2d19 to ùe Elecúon Commissìon by

September 2018.
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. The machines are non-tamPerâble, both due to technological measures' and

alsoduetostrictadministativeandsecutityprocedureslaidoutbyECl'
rr,hereby no access to EVNI/\4TÄT rs ¿.I]orved to anr'. u¡lauthorìzed petson. Hence,

c-h.s" -e prot..r.d f¡om anv camPerìng/manipulacion rvhethe¡ before the poils' or

duriag the polis, or alter the poils, irr storage or tr¿rlsPortadon from manufactu¡er to

the State/District or t'i.. -""", or when transported f¡om one state to another

. Technological safeguatds that corìttibute to non-tampetability of E\¡M

are the follo\Ã¡ing. 
.

i. EV}I used by the Commìssion is a sta¡d-¿lone noû-ûetwolked' one time-

programmable (OTP) machine, rvhich is neither comPuter controlled' nor

connected to the intelnet or anÏ ßetwork; and hence, cannot be 'Hacked'.

íi. The macÌ¡¡e is electronicalìr- protected to þrevent any rampering/maoipulatìon-

The programme (software) used ìn ehese machì¡es is burnt i¡to a Ooe Time

Programmable (OTP)/llasked chip so that it cænot be altered or tampered

\','irh.

in. The softwa¡e of E\1Is is developed 'in-house by a selecied group of

Engirreers in BEL pefence Ministr,v PSU) and ECIL (i'tomic Energy

Ministty's PSLI; independendy from each other'

iv Äfter completion of software desigo' teiting and ettaluation of the sofrware

is cartied out by an IndependeotTesting Group as per rhe softt'zre requiremeots

specifications (SRS) Tirs ensutes that the software has reall,v been rwitten as

per the requireroents lald dos'n fot its inìended use onl1"

v A.fter successfrrl completion of such el-aluation, machine code is glven to the

micto conftoller manufac¡-rer for rv¡iting i.n t1.re micro conûoliers From this

machine code, the source code cannol be ¡ead Source code is never handed

over to anyooe oÌrtside the sofnvare group of PSUs'

vi. lvficro conüoller manufacn:rer iaitiallv provides engtneering samples to PSUs

fo¡ evaluaúon. These samplei a¡e assembled i¡to the E\rr\I, evaluated a¡d

ve¡iÊed for functionaìity at great lengtJr. Bulk ptoduction clearance b¡'PSU is

given to micro cont¡olle¡ manulactwet oniy after successñ:l completion of

rhis veriÉcarion.
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r¡ü. The sou¡ce code for cl.re Ê\ß{ is stored under cootaolled conditions at all

dmes. Checks a¡d balaoces are in place to eflsure thar it is accessible co

authorized Petsonnel onlY-

vüi. During producúon rn the factóry'' func¡ional testing is done bv production

groopl, pt' ¡he laid down QuzJlq- pian and petfotmance tesr procedures'

Lx. The softrva¡e rs so desþed that it allorvs â voter to cast the \¡ote only once'

The vote can be recoãed by a voter ftom the ballot unit only after the

lresidhg Officer enables the balÌot on the Cootrol Unir' The machjne does

oot receive any signal from outside at anv tjme The next vote carÌ be tecorded

only aftet the Presiding OfÊcer enables. the ballot on the Control Unit In

berween, the machine becomes dead to anv signzl ftom outside (except lrom

rhe Conrol Unir;'

x. Samples of E\'r\Is ftom production batches are regularly checked for

functionaliq' b,v Qualitv Lssutance Gtoup, which is an índependent unit

w,rhin rhe PSUs.

d. Certai¡ additio¡al features rvete ilaoduced in \f2 generation of EVlvfs

(?ost-200ó) such as d1'namic codhg between Ballot Unit (BU) and Control

Uûit (CU), irlslr-Iation of real time clock, installation of full dísplay svstem

and date and time scamping oí ke1'pressrng rn E\r-\l

xü- The Report of the Expert Committee for the Tech¡ical E¡aluadon of che

Upgraded EVNIs rn 2006 has conciuded that any tampering of CU b,v coded

sþa1s b¡'wüeless or outside o¡ Bluetooth ot WiIi is tuled out as CU does

. nol have any radio frequenÕ'' (R.F) receiver a¡d data decode¿ CU accepts

only specially eocrlpted ancÌ dlnamical\ coded data lrom BU Data ftom any

outside soutce cannot be accepted by CIJ

. Ädministrative Ptocedures laid by ECI for hantlling of EVMS are stdngant

The Commission has put in place an elaborare adminisuative system of securiry

measures and procedutal checks-and-ba.lances aimed at prevention ol ang possible

misuse or ptocedural lapses Tirese safeguards are implemented by ECI rtansparendy

wirh the active aod documenred invoh'ement of Polìtical Pa¡ties, candida¡es arìd theif

Representatives at everJ stage, so as ro build their confrdence on efÊcac,v and

teliabi.hty of EVMs. AII these functions and ptocedutes are implemenled t'\rough the

¡l"or.onWotng Mà"nin"" tn lrdla: a statùs Paper 1 4
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District Eiecrion Oiâcers pEOs), Renrming Officers .ROs)' Ässistant Retuming

Of6cers (ÀROs) and othe¡ office¡s and ofFcials of the S¡ate Goverffnent coûcerned'

rvho are on deemed deputarion to the ECI and ale under its supednlendence'

di¡ection and cont¡ol i¡ so far as elecdon lelâted duties ate concemed These

safeguards are:

i. Befo¡e every elecrion, a fusc level checkìng @LC) is done ibr ever¡' E\ô'f to

be used i¡ the elecrion by the engineers of the manufacture¡s in the

presence of political patties' lepresentatives' The entire FLC process is

ca¡r'ied out at the District le¡''el under the super-r'ision of the DEO concerned-

.Àny malfunctioning E\'44 i e EVlrI either not switchiag on or not displayng

results etc., is kepc septrately and ìs not used in the elecdon

ü. Manufac¡¡rers ce¡tifr-al the time oF FLt thar aLl comPonents ì¡r the Ë\/1.Nf

ate origìnal A.ftet this, the plastic cabinet of Control LTnit ol ùe EVNI ìs

sealed using a "Pink ?aper Seal", which is signed by representatives of

political patties a¡d stoted in suong rooms ^{fter this stâge' the plastic

cabi¡et of conr¡ol uoit of the E\t\'fs cahnot be opened Thete is no access

to anY comPonent of inside of E\Ms

in. Mock poll with a few votes is conducted on every functionìng EVtr{ at ùe

time of FLC. AdditionaJl¡', at the time of FLC, at least 1000 votes a¡e cast

by the tepresentatives of political parties on each of the 5% of E\Ms

tandomly selected by them. A printout of the results of rhis mock poll as

well as a sequential print out of evelv vote Poiled dudng the mock poll at the

time of Frrst Level Checking of E\Ms are taken out for at least 570 of

E\'lr4s and shown to the reptesentatives pf political parties Represenlatives

of political parties are allowed to pick qrachines randomly for this purpose

In ¡est of the machines, numbers of votes polled dudng the mock poJi are

co tl-le sadsfaction of the representaúves of poJitical patties Representatives

of political parties ate allowed to do mock poll themselves' It is ail

documented bY DEOs/ROs.

iv Subsequentl¡ stored EVI{s are randomized bv computer software twice,

once fot allocation of machines to assembly constituencies and

second to polling stations in the ptesence of candidates or their

reptesentatives before they ale disttibuted fot use in individual polling

stations. The randomization is carried out through E\'lr{ Trackng Software

(ETS) bi' the DEO in tle presence of rhe reptesentatives of pohdcal parues/

\ô+



candidates aod Centlal Observers dePuted by the ECI for complete

trânsparetcf The lists of E\'}{ containing serial numbe¡ of E\'IVI ailocated

,o p^tai.ol", potlirrg station are pror"ided to the political parties/candiclates

During the ptocess of Candrdate setting bn the E\4\{s' Bailot ?aper is fixed

on ¿JB" o, Uni, -d the EVMs are prepated for the number of candidates

io fral in a partrcular constituenqr lt must be ûoted here t}ral Lhe arrangemenr of

,r"-., in ttt. b^llot paper, and hence the BalJot Unit' is ir alphabetical order'

fi¡st for the Naúonal & State Recognized parties' foìLowed by other State

Registered laÍties, and then by Independents Thus' the sequence in rvhich

the candidates aPPeal oÉ the Ballot Unii.is contingenl on the names of the

candidates and thei, parry affiljation and canoot be asce¡tained beforehand'

This arrangement of sequenciag narnes of candidates in ballot paper

effectrvely f,recludes the possibiliq' of any pte-determined manipulation of

soft vare for riggllg the votes. Hence, the serial number of the

candidates of any particular political party will vary in each constituency

and cannot be detetmined befotehand thereby ruling out'any possibility

of maniPuladon.

Once the candidate setting is done, the Ballot Unit of the E\&{ is also

sealed w'itl thread/Pink Paper seals so that nobody has access to the i¡side

of the Ballot Uaì¡ too These Pink sea.is iso bear sigÐatures of rçtesentadves

ol polìtical panies/candidace.

Dur:ng the ure of E\T'l ?repur"tio,, ,pd Candidate Setting, a mock poll is

agaia condu.ted on each EVM by the RO and his desrgnated ofÊce¡s in the

piesence of the cundid.ate ot his agents fot complete tansparency Mock poll

on each of the 5% tandoml,v picked E\1i4s is then also done s'ith 1000 votes'

À pdrtout oi ùre results of mock poll as weli as a sequential print out of

every vote polled during the mock poll ar ùe time of Preparatio¡ of E!}ds

and candidate setting are aÌso taken out for at least 5% of EVMs and shown

to the representatives of political patties/candidates' Representatives

of political parties/candidates ate allowed to pick machines tandomly

fot this purPose.

On the poll day, a mock poll bv casting at leasr 50 v<¡res is conducled at el'erv

pollìlrg stâüon by the Presiding Ofácet in the presence of the tepresentatives

of the candidates/polling agents with their signâture and a mock-poll

certífrcate to that effect ís obtained from every Presiding Officer'

\uù
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ix. Àfter the mock poll is ovet, anochet th¡ead seal and gteen paper seals are put

on the Conuol Urut to block access ¡o all buttons on the CLr' except those'

rvhich a¡e used for tl.re conduct of poll These papet seals and thread seals

are allowed to be signed by the polling agents' Àfter the poll is over'

the ?residirg of6cer Presses th€ "Close'l button on the CU in the presence

of polling agents Thereafter, no vores can be poì1ed in the EVìv{'

x-Àftetchis,theeoú¡eEVMissealed.Candidatesandtheitagentsareal]ov.ed
tò put theit sþatures on the seals' which they can check lor the intactness

of the seal befo¡e counting Candidares/representatives tra''''el behi¡d vehìcles

carrying E\\4s from polüng statiofls to counting srorage rooms'

rd- In addition ro rhrs, rhe strong rooms where EVMs a¡e stored' for countìng

are also sealed and secuted fully by Central A¡med Pohce Force (CÀPfl

guards round-the-clock The candidates ând their representatiYes are

allowecl to put their own seals on the stong rooms They are aìso allorved

to keep a rvatch tound the clock on the stong room Secun¡! forces are

a.ploy.d it three layen atound stotage.tooms with CentaL -\rmed Police

Forces (CÄ?F) guarding rhe inner rirtg 
-

rn. FLC, Prepanuon of EVMs befote pol1, mock poìl' etc'' are mandatordy

conducted il the presence of the tepresentatives of candidales or poJitical

Parties and dulY documented'

xin. Coupled uth tandonrizadon of E\îrls'ìthe poiling of6cials deputed to the

?olling Stations are also ¡andomized through a 3 stage randomization process'

. Storage and Transportation Protocols: 
j

Election Commmissio¡ of India ensutes lhe stoiage arÌd trânsportation of E\ô{s/

WP-ÂTs remaì¡ u¡der the shìcl control of ECI at alì times through the follotmg

procedures and insuucdons:

A. DURINGNON'ELECTIONPERIOD:-

p,{on-election pedod means, afcer passage of rhe Election Peútion (EP) period (i.e. 45-davs

f¡om the date of declaration of the tesult of the last election) and upto the announcement of

¡ext election in the constituenqr]

Electmnlc vûüíg Mechln€s ln lndia' a st tus Pap"r--__------------ fl
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Physical Verification of E\Ms: Dudng non-election period' 100% physicaL veriâcation of

Ñs is catried out by the District Election officets -ÐEo$ annuall,v For this puçose' the

Commission issues a direction for opening of E\'1f-varehouses On receiving direction f¡om

the Commission, the DËOs take the follorving course of action:-

a) CËO/DEO shalì ensu¡e that EVM-wa¡ehouses' in which EVÀ'ls pertarning

to any election petiúon or court cases ate stored' shali not be opened for the

purpose of physical verification of E\ß4s

b) DEO shall nominate an Eiecûon authodty for the PurPose of opening of

E\4.{-rvatehouse fexcept E\M-rva¡ehouse meodoned at (a) above] and for

conducting phvsical verification of E\Ms'

c) National and State tecognzed pohtrcal parues shall be lnformed ìn writing' at

Ieast 24 hou¡s in advance' about the date and time ol opening and closute

of E\ß4 rva¡ehouse Theìr authorized representadves shall be aLlo'¡'ed to

remain presenl at the t.ime of opentng and closure of tle rvarehouse À

rePort shall be prepared in this regard and signanrte of the authonzed

representatives of pohtical parties shall also be taken ofl the rePort'

Storage of EVMs

i. E\rr\,I shouid be sto¡ed i¡ T¡easurli w'heret'er possible'

\\CI

'!ülere not stored in ùe Tteasury; EYùIs must be stored in a separate

rvarehouse rvhere nothtng oùrer than E\M is kept.

Normail,v the E\r.,Ms should be stoted at District Head Quarters.

Horvevet, if it is not posslble to ,tor. dr. Emu{, 
"t 

Distnct HQs, then EVM

storage rvarehouse should not be at a place belorv Tehsil headquarters.

No EVIvf shall be kePt outside the E\ô{ srarehouse (r.e ali the E\r.\,Is shouLd

be kept in EVM warehouse and nor at any other piace) for any puçose virhout

specific approrzl of the Commission :

E\¡II storage v,zrehouse musl not have more than one (l) enrn pornt. If
there are any othet doors or wi¡dows in the rvarehouse, thev shou.ld be sealed

using bick-masonn or concrete.

it.
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vü. Entry of E\ß4 storage warehouse must be secued by a double lock system'

rvhich should be helJioiotly bi' noo ttparate officers' to be nomrnated by the

DEO. '

vjn. lfarehouse must be free from dampness, pesm' rodents etc Proper fue-6ghting

affangement must be made available !üârehouse should be lree from flood/

rvatet logging rìsk/ctacks/leakage/broken'wi¡dov¡ etc To provide an inlet/

out]etfo¡air-circulationtoavoidfoulsmellirrsuongrooms,exhaustfanmay

be installed, subject to the follorvirg conditions:-

a) Exhaust fan shall be installed on the front side of the strong room'

rvhere seculitv guatds ate posted and not on the rear side;

b) Exhaust fan shall be installed at the highest polrit feasible' belorv the

roof;

c) A srong iron griìl shall be lnstalled ar the vent/þassage rvhere

e:çhaust fan vill be inst¿-lied'

d) E\4lIs must be kept in a safe manner'

k. 'Adequate secudgv arrangemeûl must be made ar s''arehouse bl' depulng polìce/

securìtY guard round the clock

Movement of E\Ms: Durìng non-election penod, E\4!ls shall not be moved in or ou¡ of

the E\D1.s¡arehouse ,.vithout specific approrzl of the commission. In case o[ int¡a or inrer

Srare shifting of EV\'ls, on the di¡ecúon of the Commission, the follourng shaì1 be srricdl'

foiiowed:

i. The CEO rvill communicate rhe direction of the Commission on shifting of

E\¡lvís to the DEO concerned

ü. DEO(s) rvill issue wr-iIren order ro Iheiofücer in-charge Éor operung of

EVM-varehouse to shift the required numbe¡ of E\Ms

üi. On teceìving the \\titten otder of the DEQ t}le rominzted Officer shall

identi$ the EVMs to be moved out and rhake an entrv oË d-re details of such

E\Ms in tl.re N{astu Stock Regrster/Movarrent Register and shall take a s'dften

ackaowledgement ftom the offrcer, who is receiviag the E\¡I'{, as proof of

hal'tng received the EVIIs

t\\



Ptotocol for RePairs:

E\rtlls fou¡d defective duriag rhe poll pedod ót non-po11 period and requiring

electronic repùs are sent to the manufactute¡s BEL and ECIL for repairs and are

ttacked undet ETS. The tepafuerl EVlls are allocated by rhe Commission once the

report of repù is received from the manufacru¡er'

E\&f Ttacking Softwate (ETS):

The Commission has int¡oduced an ETS as a modern inventorY mânagement syslem

v¡here the idenuty aod physical presence of all E\&IS/\¡\rPATs is traclied on real

time basis by the Election Commission of India and anv movement of these

machines otdered bv ECI has to mandâtorily be tltough this system

B. DURINGELECTIONPERIOD:

Ph]rsical Verification of EVMs: If there is 
" 

gtnt'"l tltttion durìag the vear' the

OÉO ,n¿ carry out 100% ph,vsícal veriFcation of EVMs dunng the First Level

Checklng of the E\4r{s and send the teporc to the Commission through Chief Electoral

Ofûcer in the Prescribed format .

Sto¡age of EVMs

Pre-PollStorage:AfterFLCandfustrandomuauonofE\4vIs,EVlVIsshailbehanded

over to the Returni¡g Officer/-Àssistant Returoag Offrcer concerned The Returning

Of6ce¡s shall follorv the foLlowing gurdelinesr-

Ð RO/,'\,RO sha[ sto¡e die EVNis, a]located fot his consdtuencl in r strong

room in the presence of representatives of Narional/State Level Politcal

Parúes, under videographv EVlls mea:rt for training and awar€ness of voters

shall be kepr ìn a separate strong room so that strong room having E\4vfs

(including resen'e EVì\'ls) meaît for polÌ need not be opened before

preparation of EVMs ]ìeserve E\4vls ate those EVrVls which are used lo

teplace a malfunctionng/defective E\A,I on the poll day The Reserve E\rr\{s

are duly prepared with Candidate settíng and ballot paper fixing lke other

EVùfs earmarked fot poils and are subjected to the s2me stândards of secunqt

and storage Protocols.

ü) Theteaftet, RO shall open the súong roQm having E\t\4s (ncluding reserve

E\Ms) meant for poil at the tlme of ,þreparation of EVNIs (candidate

setting) in the presence of candidates/their tepresentarìves, undet videography'

\\2
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lri) Äfter prepatation of EVIIs at RO levei, E\ß4s includtrg reserve E\Ms shall

agatn be kept in strong room in the presence of candidates/theit representatives'

undet l-ideograPhY.

Ð Theteafrer, RO shali open the strong roo4 haviíg E\Ms (inciuding resere

EVIIs) on the day of dispersal of polìlng parúes in rhe presence of candidates/

their reptesentatives, under videograph,l- 
.

r) Äfter compÌeúon of poìl on rhe Polling Day, the polled EVN{s shall be

escorted back to the strong room for stodag in double lock svstem in the

presence of candrdates/their representatives, undet videography'

Procedure to be followed for storing polled E\Ms in strong toom:

(t) ÂX Ptesidrng Officers or rJoe Collecúng Parties should deposir dre voring

machines and election papers aod mareriaìs ar dre storage cen¡¡es ui¡houl anv

avoidable dela,v Àny of6cer who defaults i¡ this respect *il1 make himself

Iiable to drscþ1nary action

(ü) Retuming Officet mav eatmark inside the storage room or buildilg, specified

parts of the 11oor space i:r the fo¡m of squares in advance for stâcking the

voting machines teceived from Particular'polling stations The arrâflgement

for this should follorv the serial number of polling stations

te

(tr) Àì1 Balloting urú($ and control unit received from one polling staúon must

iavariably be kept together at one plâce oû the same square The conuol

unit shouÌd be kept on top of the Balloting unitþ). One cop¡ of the Part I

of Form-17 C, as ûlled by the conce¡ned Ptesrdíng Officer of each poiLing

station, shouìd be kept on top of the coàtrol unit pertaiaing to the polüng

station. Sealed envelope containing the decla¡ations n.rade b1' the Presiding

OfÊcers befo¡e the sta¡r of rhe poll and at the end of the poll should also

be kept ro the strong room with polled ÊVNls. The duplicate copy of the

account of votes recorded a¡d the paper seal account should be kepl under

)'our safe cÌ¡stody along s'ith the Presiding Of6ce¡s Diarv and otle¡ records

like Register of Voters(17-A), tepons of Secto¡/Zonal magìsuates, Àdditiooal

inputs ptovided b1, the Presiding officer (refer ECI insruction ir rhis regard)

etc, Under flo ctcumstânce, these papers/tecotds should be put ln strong

room rvhere polled E\-ìls are kept.



(Ð Sufficient space shouLd be left benveen rorvs of voring machines as thev

øre being sàcked so that other machjnes received subsequefldv out of tBrn

(from the pornt of view'of serial numbers of the polJing stations) mav be

k.pt 
^, 

rh.it 
"ppropriate 

allomed space wìthoul lhe necessiry of having to

,hii 
"ny 

of rhe votngmachrnes received and st¿cked in earìier poinr of time'

(") If any of the contesting caodidates so desires, he may be permitted to post

ân agent to keeP lvatch at lhe Place w'here the voting machires-are srored pending

ih. 
"ountin! 

und 
"lìov 

him to affix hís own seals to the doors and s'indorvs

of the burlding in which votiag machines have been stored i¡ addition to the

seals that ma1 be afÊxed by vou lt should also be ensured rìrar immediareÌy

after all the voting machines h¿ve been received and stored' the room is

locked forrhwith. Theteafter, no one is allorved to go in untrl the morning ol

the day fured fot counring If duting this interval, for some unavoidabie reason'

the toom has to be opa-red vou should send for the ca¡dídates or dreir authoràed

teptesentalives by grving them intimatio¡ in wrici¡g and open the ¡oom in

th.i, p..ren.. and immediatelv after the purpose [o¡ rvhich dre room is

opened is over, this room should be closed and sealed and the candidates or

their representadves should again be allowed to Put their seal on the doo¡

lock and rvi¡dows

(-) \{&eoeve¡ it is necessary to open rhe toom i¡ rvhich rhe voting machines ate

stoted, proper entries should be made i¡ the ìogbook gìving details of the

persons entedng the room, the PurPose of such eottv, time of entrY, time of

eit, signature of the guatds, etc. .

\rry

These i¡structions wili also apply mulads mutaoìlis to the storage ot

votirg machines dul,'rg the ilcerval berween the original count and

recount, if any.

Post-Poll Storage: The follos'rng r:rstructions shall be stdcdv foliorved for ùe securìty

and safety of srrong rooms vhere the polled E\rr\{s are kepr for counting of rrcres -

The strorg rooms should have double lock svstem. One kev should be kept

with Distnct Elecdon Officer and the othet vrth Retuming Officet of

concemed assemblv consdruenc¡

Three cordoned secudgv arrangements should be made round tbe clock for

lhe strong rooms having polled EVNIs kept for counting of votes. The C?F

should man the innermost Perimeter security immed:ate\ outside the stong

room and the State fumed Police should man the outermost perimete( sec¡dqr

the

the



Âll contesting candidates should be intl¡nated in wriu-ng to dePute therl

,"pr.r*r ti.rÃ to keeP a close watch ori security armngement of strong

roo-. The,v should be allov'ed ¡o suy.outside the innet perimerer at a

locrtion, ,uhich .nables them to view the enÚY Points of the strong room Äs

far as possible, facilities such as ploPer sbade, drillklng watet' etc. shali be

prooid.d to th.-. If the¡e is no di¡ect vie\¡/ to úe entry Point of the suong

room, CCTV may be arranged at such iocation, from rvhere thev can see the

süong loom door on CCTV In such a case, they may be taken periodicallv

to thJione, pen-.t t in batches, to see, veÀff arrd sausf¡'- themselves regarding

ùe secudryof stfong foom. The CCTV drsplay of Sttong Room shall be

arranged on 
^ 

large TV scteen at the place eármâfked for the tepresentalives

of ?oitcat Parties and agents of the candìdates, so thar thev can continuously

monitor rhe Strong Room

-A control room adjaceot lo the sttong 
'oåm 

SHOULD BE operatile round

the dock.

-À Gazetted officer along u'it.h â senior pólice ofÊcet should be put orr dutv

round the clock fot moniroring the secudty arrangements of suong room'

There should be sufficient arrangement of Êre extiagurshers near aod inside

the suong room.

There should be an arrangement round the clock fo¡ the securiry of unused

E\ßIs also.

No one should be alìorved ro ente¡ the inner perimetet rvithout adh€fi¡g the

follorving ptotocoìs:-

4 The iog book sl.rall be maintained by the CPF in rvhich entry shouid

be made about date, time, duration a:rd name(s) of person(s) crossing

the second securitv ri¡g i e. the rmddle perimeter. This i¡cludes visits

by the Observers ot DEOs or SPs or candidates ot their agents or

ant other person.

b) Video cametas shouìd be p.ovided ro the C?F condrgent to record

aü risirs made br such visiro¡s

It should be ensuted that thete is unilterupted power supplv at rhe stong

room locations during rhe entire pedod w'he¡ern Ë\¡Ms are slored CEO

may address the Chafurnan of Electricitv Boz¡d concerned sepatatei,v regarding

\\9
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this. Local Electriotv Boatd officials should be asked to ensure the same'

Contingency arrangement of stand-b,v gene¡ators should be made ro ensure

uninrerrupted porrer suPPIl:

The phone nos of CEO, -A.ddl CEOs, DEC in-charge n the ECI and rhe

DEói SP/Co?/Ros concemed should be gìven to the candidates' who may

provide the same to theû representadves, keepiag vig al the sÚong room

iocationþ). The candidates mav adr'ise theiÏ represenlaúves to contac! the

of6cials, in case of anl emergencl-'

-Àll the enqv ponts (doors etc ) of stong rooms should be under constant

,rdeogaphy using the rveb-cams and þtops avaûable ll thete are othet

doo^"oi ,h. stro,-ng room, they should also be covered bf the rveb-cams/

rìdeographu 
.

Returrmg Ofácers should úsit the storage camPus (upto the inner perimeter

only) et .r1' dav tn the moming and evening and chech the 1og book and

videogtaphl, and send a report to the DEO on the starus every da,v In case

of ,t orrl roo*, located in the district heâdquartets, the DEO should do ti.re

same. ! he¡e the sttong rooms are sin:ated outside the Distrjct Headquarlers'

DEO should visìt the same as frequentl,v as possible and at least once in 3 to

-l davs.

No vehìcig rncludng that of any official or ministers ot any orher poiìtical

fuflcüonaq,, should be aLlowed i¡side the secuted campus where the E\rNfs

ate stoted. Aìighting point fot che vehicles should be marked cleatly ahead

of the outer security perimeter itself beyond it, it should be a pedestrian zone

onþ

DEOs a¡d SPs shall be personallv respons.ible for securiry of suong room

r¡,ithin the drstrict and meticulous implernentalion of the protocol The copv

of this Manual should be made a¡'ailable to all candidates, DEOs, ROs and

CPF commandant

On the day of counting of votes, rhe srrotg ¡oom shall be opened in the

presence of canùdates/their representativg RO and Observer urder

videographt:

A.fter completion of counting of voreq Control Units shall be sealed as

per eústng insruction of the Commission. Thereafter, E\-t\{s (BaLloting

Units a¡d Control Uoits) shall be shrfted bäck to Stong Room fot safe storâge'

\I6
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Undet rule 94(aa) of the Conduct of Electioni Rules 1961, the guidelines of

the Commission on retendon period of the E\Ms aftet using in election and

for using the same in the subsequent elections, ate as undet:

-4. Every \¡oting t\,Iachine (EVN[) used rn an election and kept ir the cusrodv of

the Disttict Election Officet shall be kept unlouched, under the standa¡d

protocol of secudty, tÍlÌ confumaúon of E'lection Petition posiúon from the

High Court concerned after the completicn of the period fot filing Election

Petition i,e, 45 days ltom the date of declatacion of the result'

B. In the case of eiections, r'here no election petition has been filed or no other

court cases are pendiag, after the aforesaid penod, the EVN{s ma)i be âlloved

to be used bv the Election Comnrission fo¡ anv funrre elecrion or anv othet

purpose 1ìke movement, phvsical vedÊcation of E\ß{s, etc

C. In case of any elecdon rvhere eiecdon perition has been Éìed, the follornng

¡cdon shall be taken:-

(i) If the Ë\4VIs are the subject of thi election petition. the EVNIs used

at all Pollìng Stations ir the constituenq concernêd shâll corÌtinue to

be kept ia the safe custody of tìé District Election OfÊcet, tjll such

time the Elecrion Pentron is finallrt disposed o[ b,v the Courts

(ü) If the EWIs are not the subject of the electÍon petirion, an

application may be moved ¡o theiconcerned Court for aìlorving the

E\I}.,Is concemed to be talien out of lhe strong room for anr'' fu¡:re

election o¡ anv other purpor. lìk. movement, phr-sical verification

of E\Ms etc.

(E In case EVìvIs not i¡volved m anv Electron Petition/Coutt Case a¡e

stored with rhe E\4\{s involved ìn Election Petuon/Courl Case,

with the Courtt permissron, the foilou'ing procedure shall be

folios''ed fo¡ segregaring the E\¡I'fs rÌot i$'olved in aoy elecrion

petition/cowt case form the EVMs hvolved in EP/Coul case:-

(^) -4. Notice iaforming the operring of Strong Room har'ìng

E\&Is l,nvolved ín EP/Court Case shall be given io the

petirioners/responden¡s.. of the EP/Courr Case and the

reptesentatives of all politrczì parues in snìting at least 72

hours in advaoce, requestiag rJrem to temam Present at the

time of opening of strong room.

\\t
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þ) The strong room shall be opened in tl.re presence o[ the

Districr Elecdon Officer, Petitioners'/respondents of the

EP/Court case and reprêseotatives of Political Pa¡ties'

:

k) The E\&fs ¡ot involved in an-v EP/Court Case shail be

segregated from the E\D{s involved rn EP/Court Case Êot

takirg out of the srong room Ä list of E\fis being so

taken out f¡om the strong room shall be prepared'

(d) The E\'r\ls, s''hich are not invoived in anr EP/Coutt Case'

should alone be taken out of the Strong room

(.) The endre process shall be videographed'

(Q À copy of ûre ljst of EVMs bei¡g taken out from rle strong

toom and copy of ',ìdeogaphy shall be grven to the peú

tioner/respoodent of rhe EP/court case and acknowiedge-

ment t¿ken

If an,v other Coutt Case is pending, lìke, þoorh capnuing etc', ia rvirich any

E\44 is rnvoh'ed, the E\1r{ concemed or the E!anþ) used at such Polling

Station(s) concerned may also be kept tJ.l rhe final disposal of the said case

Àfter the final d-rsposal of the el..uoo peuuons o¡ orher cou¡t cases' as the

case may be, referred to abor-e, the E\ì{s ca¡ be used for subsequenr elections'

Thus, the technological securitl fearures along wrth administrative

safeguards defined bv ECI, together make E\Ms non-t¿mperable'

leaving nothing to chance, whethêt in manufacturing' stotâge'

transportation or during use in elections' While design featutes like

using OTP chips, technical safeguards like non - connectivity of E\ßlfs

with computers, internet' wireless or ç'ired for anv unlvarited commu-

nication, and numerous intelnal ptecaufions like encoding to protect

data integritl', the administrative safegþards rule out any possibility of

tamperíng by offering trârisparency via 24x1 scrutinv b.Y party

representâtives and their participation in sealing and signing impoltant

spaces during election.

In this way the Inclian EYM usetl by ECI is unique in the world and

non-tamperable under the control and custody of ECI.

1\D
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Composition of Fitst Technical Expett Committee on EYMs

. Cental Govemment aPPomted the Elecroral Re fo'ms Commirtee irtJanuarl"

1990 (Goswami Commrttee) consisting of representadve of several recognìzed

Narional and State ?artie"

. The Eiectoral Reforms Commìtcee felt that the machines should be tested bv

technical experts wilh a vierv ¡o removing anv doubts or misapprehensions in

the mi¡ds of the pubìrc with tegard to ctedibtlity ol the 'r'otking of the

machines and desired lhat a clearance from the techmcal experts to th€ effect

thzt doubts and misapprehension entertâined about ùe credrbiliry- of the

machines l,ere not rvell founded should be obtained

. .An Expert Commit¡ee for the evaluatioq of rhe eLectonic voting machines

was consdtuted under the chairmanship of Professor S Sampath, Chatman

Technical Àdvisory Coruruttee, Defénce Research & Deveiopmenr

Otganizauon DRDO), Ntnistq' of Defence, Professot P\¡ Indi¡esa¡ of the

IiT Deìhi and Dr. Rao C l{asarabada,. Dlrector, Electroruc Research &

Development Centte @RDC), füvandrum

. The Committee, after a review of the ìna¡erial presented to it, technical

presentadon by the manufacturers, meeting election adminisuato¡s and

technica.L experrs and also deraìed lriboralory tests, came to the conclusiofl

that the elecÚonic voting machine is a seclüe syslem. The experr committee,

therefote, unanimousli- recommended,'in Âpril, 1990, the use of the

ele ctronic votìag machines rvithout fu¡thêr loss of time'

Composition of Second Technical ExPert Commiftee

. The Commìssion coilsútuted the Second Technical Expert Committee ia

Decembet, 2005 comprising Prol PV Inditesan, Prof. DT. Shahani of IIT
Deihí and P¡ol .4..I(. Àganvala of IIT Delhi to get the upgraded E\rl\{s fost
200ó E\44Ð e¡,zluated before ûnally accepting these machi¡es for acflral use

in elections.

Expansion of Technical Expett Committee

In No'uember, 2010, the Commlssion expanded its Technicai Expert Committe e by

inciuding two more experts, namel¡ Prof DI( Shrma lrom Deparuaent of Elecuìcal

:

l\1
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Engheering IIT Bombay and Pro[ Rajat Nloona f¡om Deparrment of Computer

Science and Eng:aeerihg IIT of l{anpur (nov, Ditector IIT Bhnâí)

The current composidon of TEC js as beìor": '

1 . Prof DT Shahani of lIT Delhi

?. Prof Rajat \'Ioona, Directo¡ IIT Bhilai

3. ?¡of Drnesh Sharma of IIT Bombav

4. P¡of. Å-i{. Àganvala of iiT Delhi

The members of the TEC are eminent professionàis and renorned specialìsts.in their

respective areas of expertise. The members of TEC have an illustlious academic

record $,ith proven technical excellence li,ith numerous creditable and pioneering

achievements to thei¡ üedit. The facr that they hail Êrom different Centres of

Exceilence in public domain, further adds to theircalibre, competence and credibiliry

The honorary contribution made by the TËC to"vards the desrgn and development of

E\'Us/V\?.{Ts has also been recogmzed b,v the Hoo'bie ?tesident of Tndia'

Role of Technicai Ex?ett Committee on EVMs:

ECI has maintarned an independent Technical Expen Committee to helP evaluate

specific technical features, designs and petfotmanöe improvement of E\rN{s'

The role of TEC has been ro:

i. Give technical advice to buiÌd sp"cifi.^tions 
"nd 

design of newer versions of

Ë\41'fs/\4¡PÂTs so thrt thev hcorpotate latesr Technology bodr in Hardwzre

and Software Design and lmproving Robustness agaitst TamPeing

i.i. Exar¡,re desþ proposals o[ **ufr.*on on E\Afs and offer recommen-

dacions for improvemenL

in. \Ientor designs Process ç'herever asked. 
.

ír Examine concerns raised oo E\&Is tamperabtliti'.

ri Ànv othe¡ advtce tha¡ Commission *rv r..k o, 
"ni 

odre¡ tecbnicai rv'o¡k ¡har

the Commission mat enLÍust from dme ro dme

The Commission hoids regular inteosive and extensive meeúngs rvíth the TEC and

reviews the desþ, technical speciÉcations and telated issues of ú'e E\i\{s/\\?ATs
or anr- other technical marre¡ emerging from dme ro rime

t) c
\r
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E\Ms being electronic machines, are based on a fast evolving technologl; both in

,ofr*ur. _ã hard*,are. wjth use of EVlvß i¡ polls, many usefrrl suggestions have

come f¡om pubhc and poJiúcal partìes, and ECI. has responded bv hcoçorating

neu.,er features with eve¡v version of E\ôt[ proiluced Àlsq from time to dme'

contemPorar] softrvate pracdces as marured over dme, cofltemPorary comPonents

as imprwed over time and conremporary securiq- practices were taken i¡to account

,o .nrur. that EVrlIs of each ve¡sion had the best of all ptacdces beng used'

Nonelheless, the non-lamperabilig' of EWs is of supreme consideration in a-11

ve¡sions. To that exrent safety feahues have been used based on the lechnologles

available at that time and customized for the needs of rhe E\õfs This along u"rth

ECI's strict admi¡istraúve practices on use of EVIIs have ensured ttulhh¡ì

operations of E\Ans over veârs

On advice of Technical Expert Committee (1-EC), certain fean¡¡es u'ete introduced

inEtransfromtimetotime,basedonavailabletechnologyandstate-of-the-a¡rfor
hardwate and softwate. lV-hile improvements have been broughr in the designs of

E\Ms r¡¡hich were enabled bv dre availability of dävanced rechnolog.r' in Electronics

and qrtch have led to incorporation of many features in oewer EVìvIs, EVMs of

earlie¡ versions also had such key fean-rres buil¡ in Nofwlthstanding all this' the

non-tampetabilitvofE\Mshasbeenofsupfeñ€considelatíoninallversionsof
E\4\t[s. This along with ECI's srrict administrauvè practices on use of E\|-N{s have

ensured truth6:1 operations of E\DIs over years

, Some ner,v featu¡es added by TEC ir Nl2 (?osI 200ó) E\'\{s due to technoiogical

advancements:

(i) Dr.namic Coding berween Ballor L nir anà Conr¡ol L'nit'

(Ð Rea.l dme clock

(*) Ttme stamPing of ker Presses

. some new featues added by TEC in M3 þost 2013) E\¡À{s due to latest adÍâncemeots

ir rechnologl:

(i) Munlaì authenticadon among all compon-ents of E\als such as BU, CU and

\TV?,\T

(Ð .\utomared s elf-diagao s ric s

(u;,1 Banery ìife predrcatìon
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A. point is taised from time to tir¡e that several foreign countries have discontinued

the use of voting machines and why Indra is usr'ng E\rl){s

Iüith the rapid advances ín technologi ovet the ye"s, Elecdon Managemenr Bodies'

ptof.rrion"ìr, experts, and activists þardcularly Green Åctivists) have ¡nooted dre

id.a of usiog pap.tless electronic votjng methods.in different parts of the v¡o¡ld in

otder to ove¡come the disadr'-antages of manual marking of paper baliots The

marriâge between technology and electio¡ management goes back to at least 1892'

when the first 'leve¡ voti¡rg machine' was used i¡ New York, aftet using the paper

ballot for a long time, In the 1960s, punch-card machines v'ere intoduced in rhe USÂ'

and the 6tst E\4{ was int¡oduced there ìn 1975 Elect¡onrc \¡oung has moved quite

zhead since then.

Tlpes of Elecronic Voting:

The process of electronic voting can be of three ilpes:

(r) Direct Recording lvfachines placed at desrgnared polling sration,

(u) Internet Vodng

' Remote Online \bring

' At Desrgnated Polling Starions

(íx) Optical Scanners

' Srand-alone

' Nenvorked fot centralized counqng o[ tesults

E\ôfs used in lndta fall under the 6rst çpe of starld-"lone di,..t ,ecording machines

rr'rth no possibiligv of any knd ol network conneètivit\'- whe(e Yoreffi cast their votes

at an assþed polìing station on rhe day of election under strict adminisrradr-e security

enswed bv the ECT

Eveo though ECI E\Ms are also di¡ecr ¡ecording machrnes ECI E\Tls are complerelv

different ftom anv of the E\'ìts used l,rtetnationally either for direct recording or for

iûteflet voting or for optical scanning. This is clearly highlighted in the comparatite

analysis o[ ECI Evlvfs with the DR-Ms used in cou¡t¡ies ].ike Germanr', Netherland,

keiand, and US-A. as follorvs:

\. L
\ ¿-'
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The Nethedands

Electronic Voting was used in The Nethedands ùi betvees 1990-2007 ' The voting

machines wete manufactured b}' a private Eutch-company caLled NEDÀ?

$',tredetlandse Àpparaten Fabdek N$ ln 200ó, the gävemmeot otdeted an independent

t.rting of th. ootírrg machines. Trvo indePefldent commissions' The VotÌng N{achines

Decisr"ion-makng Commission and the Election Ptocess Ådvisory Commissron

@,PÄC) were also established on December 19, 2006 and Jaauaq' 18' 2007' tesPecnvell

to teview the secutitl and teliabiìity featutes of NED-A'P machines'

Follorrng the obsenatioos of the nvo Commissiòns, the use of NEDA? machi¡res

and electonic voting was discontinued ln 2007 on.the fol1ov'ing grounds:

.ThelvllnistryoflnteriorandKingdomRelatìons(NfoIl(R)ofTheNether]ands

lacked adequate technical knorvledge vis-à-vis the NEDÀP machines' leading

ol6cials to depend on exrernal acto¡s fot the conduct of electìons

. Technolog,v vendors becâme Patt of rhe decision makhg process and the

minístry rvas not ìn a position to exercise effective ove¡sighr'

. The Dutch Organizaaon for Appüed Scientilic Research (Toegepast

Natuunvetenschappelijk Onderzoek, TNO) cetúfied and tesled these

machines follor.ving "outdated slandatds" n'hich wete rtot r¡rmune to

modern IT and secu¡ih' thteats

. Moreover, the cetti6cadon and testing rePòrls were nor made pubJic depriving

ind€pendent exPerts to veri$ the anaìysis.

. The legal frarnewot\ particuiarly the necessary security requirements, rvas

.inadequate to deal',virh the speci6clnes of the electronic voring Process

(For a comprehensive report on electronic voting in The Netherlands, see linJ<:

https: //s,srvndi. org/srtes/delauLr/ 6les/5-N etherlan ds pdf

Germany:

In Germany, the e-vodng mactrrnes manufactr-rred by NEDÅP were userl in between

2005 - 2009 befo¡e it came under criticism and 6naì1y discondrued. The Bundesver-

fassungsgericht (t}te Fedeøl Constitutional Coutt of Germanl) o¡deted the discon-

ti¡uation of the use of NEDÀ? machines in 2009 because of the below-mentioned

feasons:

I a4?
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. The use of Nedap electronic voting machines dolated the pnnciple of the

pubJic nature of elections (rArdcie 38 ir çonjurction u¡irh Årticle 20 1 and

ã0.2 of the B"ric Lav) that requires thac all essent.ial steps in the elections are

subject to public exanrurabr'hty unless other constitutiooal irterests justi$' an

exceprion.

. It a-lso observed that "it must be possible fqr ùe citizen to check the essential

steps in the election act and ì¡ tle ascertainment of the results reliably and

withoul special expert knowledge"'

(See the judgment ln the folìosrng Lnk htrp: / /url:bundesrerfassuogsgericht de/

èhrr.dDo.r/E,ttrcheidungeo/EN /2009 / 03/cs20090303-2bvc000307en htm1;

j sessionid=FEÅ? 1E86E2CEE030FF?:LLÀC90572279C r-cir1383)

Ireland: 
.

NEDÄP machines were used in Ireland i¡ benveen 2002 - 2004' The use of these

machines was quesúoned follouang which two independent commissions w'ere set up'

The tv¡o Commissions on the Secreq:, Accuracy and Testing of the Chosen Electonic

\¡oting s\'stem, concluded the NEDÅP machines could not be used i¡ elections in

Ireland on the folloting grounds:

' Inadequatetechnologicalsafeguatds

. Tnsecure tansfer of data b1-rhe use of Cbs

. Àbsence of a comprehensive independent e¡d-to-end testing, verification

and certi6cation by a siugie accredited bodv

' lnconsistencies in physical securiq of machìnes across constih:eocies

. Äbsence of a clear poliq guideline via-4-r'rs storage, ffznsPort, set-up, use

and disposal of voting equipmenq and

. -A.bsence of comptehensive electronic tegister ro record the idendry location

and movement of ¡he electronic r.oting derices

(See lrrks: htç://wrwv;unuc.pr/iurages/stories/publicacoesl /00Index pdf; http://

rvsl:urrlic.p r/images ¿ 
" 
rories / pubIcacoes I / Pario;:00! "]0hrdex 

pd 0
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United States of America:

In 2000, afte¡ the díspute on the vorirg methoå ln the US-À presidenual elections,

the voting method was tevierved psteve, Goldsrrlth, & Tumer, 2012: 185) Äccotdtngly,

Direct Recording Elect¡onic (DRE) Systems ftke the wideiy used ÄccuVote TS

developed by Premter Election solutions, commoirly called Diebold) were introduced.

DRE Systems uses "o¡e of th¡ee basic intetfaces þushbutton, touchscreen or dial)"

ritough which "vote¡s record theit votes direcdy into computer memory The votert

choices are stoted in DR-Es vìa a memory cartridge, diskette o¡ smatc card Some

DREs can be equipped wrth \¡otet Verified Papet .Audit Trail [¡WÂt printers - "
Currentl¡ in the USA, the Dtect Recordi¡g Mathines are used in 27 stâtes, ¿rrìong

s,hich paper audit trails are used in 15 states The other voting methods i¡dude:

Optical Scan Paper Ballot Svstems, Ballor Nlarking Devices, and the Punch Card

Ballor.

(See Jink https://snrnriverjfiedr-otingorg/tesources/r'oting-equipment/)

Other count¡ies:

In Brazil, ùe machines used i¡r elecdons 
"re 

c"Ll.d '.iect orric ballor boxes'v-hich ate

stand-alone di¡ect elecuonic recording systems. In Venezuela, SÄTÌS (Smartrnatic

Äuditable Elecuon Systems) voting machines ate used v'hich rvete fullir implemente d

across the nation in 2004. (Esteve, Goldsmlth, & Tum et, 2A12: 185)

Indi¿:

Indran EVMs are truly unique compared to the e--voting machine s used in other parts

of rhe rvorld for the foilowing reasons:

. ECI-EVMs a¡e stand-alone non-netrvotked machìnes

. The ECI-E\¡\'ts ¿re manufactu¡ed ro irvo PSUs namely ECIL and BEL,

unlike machines used in other countries, u'hích wete manufacn:red entirely

by private entities. Hence there is no cha¡ce of involvement of vested interest

of pdvate players or technology i'endors ir decision making or production

oÊ ¡he ECI-E\Ils.

\Lç

. ECI-EVMs have been ùme and again success6rlly verified and certified bv an

independent Techmcal Experts Committee after an end-to-end tesungprocess.

STQC under Minisq' of Informarion and Technology, an accredited third

pârry entity, conducts standa{dizarion and certjfication oi ECI E\'r,\{s

produced bv manufacnuers, unïke the machìnes used in Neùedands,
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In ËCI EVNÍs data is stored interoal\'arid not transfe¡rable bv anv deuce'

unlike other countries rvhere vodng dara recorded in the DRlvf is t¡ansferred

by means of CD. etc.

Commission has evolved F¡lI end to end sècuity Protocol and adminisuative

safeguards for *re use, s¡orage, transpoitâtion znd racking of ECI EVlvIs'

unlike i¡ other countries vhere NEDÀP machines rvete used'

U¡tike MOIKR of Netherlands, the Commission is fu1ly backed bv a

Techrucal Expett Comminee comprising of eminent ptofessors'

Every EVIvI has a unique number attâched to iq which is recorded in the

Eiection Commissiont database thtough E\4vt Trackrng Sofru"are Tlus

numbe¡ of the E\/l\{ ca¡ a.lu'ar's be c¡oss-checked agarist the databâse'

The sofnvare used in these EVN{s ts One Time Programmable (OTP), rvhich

ca¡'t be te-written after manufacrute.

The ECI-E\â{s are a\vavs under srricq uniform, high profile adminisuadve

and ph,vsical secutitv as per legal ftamervork across dre countn"

Section ó1 À of the Representation of the Peoples -\ct 195i ailorvs the use

of E\-r\'Is by ECI. The drfferent High Courts ac¡oss the country have also

upheld the use of E\¡I'Is tìme and again in vanous judgments and dre I(amataka

High Court in 2004 declared ECI-E\A4s as "national pride" because of its

Íansparency and robusmes..

Follosang the di¡ection of the Horfb.le Supteme Court' the ECT has

i¡troduced the technoLog-v of \r\?,AT in ptder to ensure publlc examinabrJrgr

The Commission is cornmitted to implemenr \\T,\Ts natlon-wide by 2019

Thus there rvilL be 100% r'ote¡ r'eriÊab rry and audttabilitl of evell'vote câst

as opposed to lack of such faciliõ' in the NEDÀP machi¡es which was

struck dowrÌ by the German Suprcme Cowr as un-Constio:tional. \Ñ4rereas

Indian Supreme Court has upheld the validrw of use of EVNI ibr conducting

elecúons in the count4:

Thus any comparison of ECI-EVNIs v'ith machines used elservhe¡e is

misplaced.

\Lto
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In a meeting of a.li polirical patues held on 4th October, 2010, the parties exptessed

sadsfaction with the EVlvl but some pardes requested the Commissìon to considet

introdudng Voter V€nfiable Paper Àudit Trail fot fi¡rther uansparenq and verifiabiJity

in poll process. In India, the demand of V\IPÀT to i;rcrease transparencv- rvas floadng

rnth.arrforro-.u-eaftersuchatoolwasfusldemoostrâtedmNervYorkCit¡in
March 2001 and first used in Sacramentq California i¡ 2002 The demand rvas

referred to rhe Techrucal Expett Cornmittee (fEC) bv the ECI'

Introduction of V\TÄT implied rhat a paper sJip is geoerated bearing name and

slirnboi of the candidate along rt'dd.r recording of vote ìn Control Unit' so that in case

of 
"rry 

dírpot., p"per slip could be counted to vetif" the result beilÌg shown on the

EVN.{. Under \,ñy'?AT, a printer is attached to the ballotng Umt and kept in the voting

compartrnent. The paper sJip remains ç4sible on \¡V?'\T fo¡ 07 seconds rhrough a

üansparent wi¡dor¡¿ The Commission referted the matter to its Technicai Expert

Committee (TEC) on E\ô{s for examining and making a tecornmendarìon in this

tegatd. The Expert Commiftee had sevetal tounds of meetings 'r"it.h the mzrrufacuen

of E\rr!I, nameiy, BEL & ECIL, on this issue and then had met dre po]itical parties

and orher civil socieq members to explote the desrg requitement of the \¡V?ÀT

system with the E\ô'f .

On the di¡ection of the Expert Commrttee, the BEL and ECIL made a protonpe and

demonstÍat€d before the Committee and the Commission l"r 2011 On rhe recom

menclation of the Expert Commictee on E\&I & V\TÀT system' rhe Commission

conducted simulated election for úe áeld mal of V\TÂT s¡'stem in Ladakh flammu

& Kashmi¡), Thituvananthapuram (i{era.la), Chetrapunjee ,[\{eghalat'a), East Delhi

District (NCT of Delhi) ard Jaisalnet S.ajasthan) n Juiy 2011 'Lll 
stake holders

including senior leaders of political parúes a¡d civil societr members participated and

vimessed en¡husiasticalli' ur ùe iield ural Af¡er 1st Êeld ural of the V\?'A'T svstem,

Commission made a detailed reassessment of the \Ã?.{T s) stem to furthe! Êne tune

the V\PÀT svstern. -Acco¡dingiy, the manufacturers deveioped 2nd ve¡sion of

\\lP-{T protoqpe. The same rvas again subjected to Znd 6etd ¡rial i¡ tle said Êve

locarions in Juh'-.{ugust 201Ì.

In the meeting of the Technical Espert Committee heid on 19th Februarl',2013, ùe

Committee approved the design of V\IP.AT and also ¡ecommended ¡he Commission

to take action on amendment of the rules for using \nTÀT The model rvas demon

strated to all the political parties in an all-party meering on 10th Mav, 2013. The

Govenment of India notified the amended Co.rduct of Elections Rules, 1961 on

\? +
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14th Äugust, 2013, enabüng the Commission to use VV?ÂT with E\¡NIs On 4th

Septemb"er, 2013, the Commission used \\PÄT u'iih EWIs first time in b1'e-election

{rom 51-Noksen (ST) AssembLv Constiruenq of Nagaland'

On 8th October, 2013, the Hon'ble Supreme Couit orde¡ed i¡troduction oÊ V\¡P'\T

in phases in its judgment on a PIL and asked Gcve¡nment to saflcl.iofl funds fot

procur.ment. -4, directed by the Hon'ble Supreme Çout of India' the ECI introduced

,h. V\TÀT ,,ur,.rn in a phased manner so that full ìmplementation could be achieved

b1, 2019. In 2013, the ECI procured 20000 \¡VPÄTs On 25th November' 2013'

í1p,{T, -"r. '.,r.d:n 
10 -ACs in \'f:zoram; on 4th Decembet 2013' it rvas used in one

ÀC in Delhi; and thereafter in subsequent elections

The following table gives us the iourney of WPAT ìn India at a glance:

\28

july 2011

An al-patry me.ting held -Àgteernent on incoçotation of V\lP'ATs

19th FeE, 2013

Field tdal conducted aftet the protoq,'pe was manufactuted, in

Thiruvananthapuran.r (l{erala), Delhi, Cherapunjee (ì{eghalaya),

14t¡ Äue 2013

withEVMs.

a-lmer ß¿jasthan) and Leh $ammu & I{ashmir

A second 6eld tria.l was conducted

Final model was a

The Model was demonstrated to aI

The conduct of Elecdon Rules 19ó1 u¡as amended a¡d noufied

25th Nov 2013

Election Commission of India used W?-AT along v':th E\4l{s tr a

4th Dec 2013

Hodble Supreme Coutl directed ECI to lntroduce the 
'V\D-{T

Feb-Mar 2017

elections for 51-Noksen,{C in N

system in a phased manner fuìl implementation to be achieved by

Âprü 2017

V\?-A.TS wete used in 10 ÀCs of Muoram

VV?ÀT was used in one ÀC h Deihi and tiereafter in subsequent

elecdons

52000 V\PÄTs wete used in 33 ÂCs ln ?unlab, ó .{Cs tr Mantput, 3

So far, V\rP-ÀTs have been used ln 266 Àssembl;' Constituencies and 9 Patliarnentary

Constituencies. ln Goa elections in 2017, \'V?,{T was emploved ia all 40 LÀCs. ECI

emploved about 53,500 V\?¡\Ts iî 6ve States where electìons rv-ete held recendv'

ÄCs tr Utta¡akhaad, 30 ÀCs in Uitar Pradesh and 40 -ACs in Goa

.A.ppror'zl of Governmeät teceived for putchase of 16, 15,000

\\rPATs at a to¡al estima¡ed cost ol Rs.3173 47 Crores
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A.fter the decia¡atioo of tÌ¡e state assembly elections ¡esults in Nlarch 2017, some

poJitical parries have raised doubts about rhe falrnêss of the election process rhrough

the E\ß4, tagging it as tamperable, and hence an unreliable r''oting gadget

On 10.04.2017, tepresentadves of rhi¡teen (13) póliúcal parties met rìe Commission

and submrtted a jornt representation expressing concetns about the uansparencl of

votiag me thod with the use of the E\'I'I. Leadeis of some of these parúes either

met or, wrote to ¡he Election Commission of India @C!, expressing their

apprehensions and ptesenthg their arguments against iì-re use of E\&f for casting

and recotding popula¡ votes. Some excerpls from the petitions and represenrations

made to the Commission are reproduced here:

. "In view'of the abovg it is ernestly pra!'ed that (a) To consider replacìng/

subsntutiag the cu¡tent State CEO and Collector/DRO, Bl¡nd This ts a

minimum expectation to ínstill the faith in Indlan democracic polìqr þ) ECI

may direct impartìal and unimpeachable. exPerts to revisit ¿nd re-r-erif' rhe

authenticig, of aìi voting machines being deploved in the nvo bye-elections in

MP, which must be dooe transparendy ìa the presence f audro¡ized

representâti,es of political parties and/ór ca¡didates. (c) tt ts necessary

that the entie process should be reexamirred thoroughl,v and ail agencies and

persons involved il the maintenance, opÇrationalization and data feedìng in

the machines and aìl other performing duues and responsibilities includiag

storage before use of EVNIs rn fu¡thq eiections and all partìes should be

taken in confidence...". G-etrer dated 01.04.2017 from A1l India Congress

Comrrunee)

. 'With tegard to the Bhind incrdenr, kindly allorv us to e:{amine thal Pffúcuiar

machine ìn the presence of yow of6cers The¡e are serious appreheosions

¡hat its software has been changed." petter dated 03.04 2017 from -Aam Àadmi

Prtry)

. "It is in rhe paramount rnterest of a[ poìiucaì partìes concerned that these

incidents/allegations should be rmparnally ìnvesngated and dre -.¡u',Ìr ¿bout

the same be placed before the peop.le of India ..It is impetative that the

Election Commission of Indi¿ rvhich has ä Constitutional ma¡rd¿te to conduct

national and State elections i¡ a fat, free and impardal manner, l?.ke urgent

note of the conce¡ns and apprehensions raised bi' major political parues .

\ .lq
\,L )
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tiìl such time, the issues of tampering and malfunccions of the E\D{s are

addressed aod ùe taîrPer-Proof and flarvless funcoomng of EVMs is

technologicali,v established and endotsed globailv, to the satjsfac¡ion of the

politicai parties, the forthcoming electioris should be conducted under the

old pup., b^[o, .,urtem'" (Representation bn behalf of Po]itical Parúes dated

10.04.:017)

Trvo mo¡e incidents rvere brought to the knowledge of the Commisston -

one pertainìng to the recently concluded Bye-elecdons in Bhind (\fadhya

Pradesh) and the orhe¡ one relatjng to Dholput (Rajasrhan) The incidents

were enquired and the facts are as follorvs:

. The fust incident pertained to the bye-election ¡o Ater -{C i¡ Bhtnd

Distnct of r\ladhya Pradesh in Nlar-Àpr 2017, vhetein it 'r'as claimed

that on ptesshg 4 (four) drfferent buttons on the r¡achine, only the

symbols of one Party were printed' À detaìled enquirv into the

reported allegaúons of E\/}{ tampering to favour a speciÊc poììtical

parq was conducted b,v ùe Commission. The Enquiry rePoñ de?dy

poilted our that the allegations were totall,v unsubs¡andaled and

baseiess. The confusion was c¡e¿ted due to the non-adherence of

the ptescibed protocols and i¡structions of the Comrnjssioo at a

mock demonst¡adon by the competent officers, due to v'hich the

prwiously stored data i¡ V\rP-AT was not erased l{ovever, the alle

gation of evetr button Ptess lielding the same symbol rvere found

to be unttue. Nonetheless, the Commission took a se¡ious liew of

the procedural lapses and non-gompliance of extant i¡strucdons

and iniúated prompt action against the drstrict level office¡s for the

lapse. The detailed Ptess Note rel€ased bv dre Commission in rlLis

regard ìs a'milable on the Commissiont rvebsite and is also placed at

ANNEXURE.2.

\þÓ

The second incident r€lates to the factually incorrect and misleading

news about 18 rampeted and àalfunctioong EVÌvIs n Dholput

Bye-eiections in Ralasthan. The matter rvas duly enquired and

conúarJ to the allegations, only 2 EVNIs out of 231 deploved llr

Dhoþut .AC (rvhich is less that 170) were found defectile and

changed. The Press Release issued b,v the Commission regatdbg this

issue is also avaiiable on the r.r'ebsite, as also placed here at

A.NNEXURE-3.
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' Hon'ble Supteme Court in its ordet datdd 8 Oct 2013 has observed thar

E\a4s with V\TÀT system ensures the aocuraq of the voting system X/ith

an intent to have fuliest transpzfeflcy in the system and to resrore the

conûdence of the volets, lt is necess?-ry to set uP E\¡x{s sìth V\?'{T

systems becâuse vote is nothing but an act of exptession rvhich has immense

importance in democraúc sYslem Tire apex court appteciated the efforn and

good g.rr*. made by the ECI ur introducrng \¡W'åTs and permitted the

ECI to introduce the same in a gradual stages or geographical wise in the

ensuing general elections The Court also.üirected the Govemment of Indìa

to provide required Ênancial âssistânce for the ptoctrtement of units of

\T?-{Ts for the impiementaúon of V\TÄT svstem in â phased manner'

' -A.midst the ongoing <lebare on the E\tr{, the ECI not onlv reaffirmed its

faith on the transparencv, ctedibiliõ', non-tall1perabìliw and tobustness of the

machiaes, but also sftessed on the immediate deployment of V1?ÀTs for

safeguarding the integrio of the votìng system as well as strengthening

confidence of the vote¡s. In otde¡ to ensure the compliance of Hon'ble

Supreme Couït ordet The Chief Election Commissioner of India vigotously

pursued the allocation of funds to the manufacrurets for the timeþ

manufacture and suppl,v of required quaniq' of YV?ÄTs to ùe ECI for

ensuring 100% V\TÄT coverage at áU Polli¡g stations The Election

Commission also r'þorously revierved'the production capacitv of the

manufactures imptessing upon them the need to stticdl' adhere to the schedule

by enhancrrg their manufactudng capacih

. Based on Commission's conlinuous folìow up ¡he funds have since been

allocated on 19 Äpri1 2017 amounting to Rs 3173 47 crore for purchase of

16,15,000 \-V?AIs and ordets have been issued to the manufacturers lt is

pertinenr to menrion rhal Rs 1939.95 c¡o¡e has been sanc¡ioned and teieased

by the Govemment for the manufactu¡e'of r\'f3 E\¡N{s. The manufactu-rers

have commined to manufacnue the EVlvfs and \¡W.{Ts and suppiy to ECI

by Sep 3018.

' The Commlssion is committed to using \\TÂT machìnes along *irh E\&fs

i¡L all futu¡e elecdons ¡o be conducted unde¡ its superìntendence and

di¡ection for the Pa¡lìament and S¡ate Legisiative Âssemblìes.

\?\



Ås is evideng the E\4!I used in Indian elections have gone tb-rough z iong

joumey of evolution amidst challenges.and has emerged as an effective

machine of electo¡al reform over the vears since its in¡roduc¡ion It h¿s

enhanced pubìic confidence as rvell as le¿;itimac¡' of indian elections in the

e1'es of *re world

The lndian E\'An stands as one of the most ctedible, non-tamperable arrd

transparenr machrne amongst all such máchines used in othe¡ patts of the

rvodd. Indian EVi\fs have atüacted thè attentìon of manr Àfto-Âsiafl

cou¡ruies also. Till dare, no one couid actuall)' demonstrate that E\''ivls i¡

possession of ECI and used b,v it, can be tampered s'ith or manipulated'

\{/hat has been demonstrated or claimed io have been demonsuated is on a

privately assembled "look-alike of ECI-E\ô{s" and not the achrâlECI-E\riivI

used by ECL Recentl',', on an allegarion of E\1'fs yislding 1'ores for onl'- one

poJiúcal parW ìn Bhind pfadhya Ptadesh). and Dholpur $.ajasthan), the ECI

prompriy conducted an enquiry rvhich found out thac such allegations rvere

found ro be baseless. :

Toda1,, t1-te ECI once again completeh'reaffums its farth rn the non-tamperabiJrty

of the E\&fs of ECI in r,ierv of the tedrnica.l secuiqv feanxes ard t]re stdngant

administrative protocols and procedurai sáfeguards whtch a¡e mandatordf lo

be foìlowed durhg and after the po1ls. In conclusion, ir wiìl be pertinent to

refer to the verdict of the l(arnataka High Coutt in this respect, rvhich

obsen'ed that E\¡N{ in lndia is a "nationa.l pride" and the fact that Indian

elections are widely rntemauonall,v acknorvledged as the "GlobaÌ Gold

Scandard". :

The Commission and elec¡oral ,r,ra,.,.t r,rk.hold.rs have t¿ken a conscious

decisìon that EVM ìs rhe dght answ'er to the fon¡ldable task of elecdon

management and the huge Ìogistical challenges it throws. The ECI hopes that

once the W?-ATs co¡'er a.il the Polling booths in the country, the conEdence

and ttansparenq's'dl be fr.uther enhanced.

The Commission fumly believes that the introduction of V\?.\T machìnes

çrth the E\î4s in all future elections rviLl bting utmost transparency and

credib rq in dre E\r,\I-based voting svstem ir our countrv and conclusively

put to rest all misinfotmed doubts and misgivings regarding these machìnes.

\?Ï
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The Commìssion rvill launch a comprehensive, concerted and nadon-r"ide

voter education and a\¡,areness P{ograíìme'r:nder its flagship SVEE? mitiarive'

to educâte, orient and inform the voters zbout the functioning, usage and

advantages of rhe Vtr?ÀT macbrnes and thefu immense utìlìty in reinforcng

th. t 
"nrprr.n.1', 

credrbiJrt¡ and authenticiw if the voting process The

Commissìon earnes tll' solicits rhe cooperation and collaboraúon of all the

vital staleholders, particularlv the politrcaì parries, to jorn hands in spreading

awaieness about the ad1'ant¿ges of 
-W?ÄT 

machines The Commission is

confide¡rt that the collaborative efforts of all the stzkeholders in the electoral

process rvill lead to condnuous improvements in the electoral managemenr

and make our system more üarspaïent' particrPâtlve lnfo¡med aud credible

The Commission 6tmlv believes in an open, construcdve and comprehensive

diaìogue wth aJl ruciai stakeholders in the eiectoral process and the poliúcal

partíes ate a criticai stakeholde¡ of the democ¡atic edilce in the countqr

Considering the recent issues tegardinf use of E\-'\t[s, the Commjssìon

offered to convene an âìl Part¡'ÑIeeting The objecuve behnd the said meetíng

is to facilitate tlteadba¡e discussions and detailed deliberations amongst lhe

important plavers in the electoral atena on this vital issue, so tha¡ all views

and counte¡-views ate placed on the table and th¡ashed out transparendv and

cogently. The Commission sincerely soìi<its the viervs and suggesrions of ùe

r'-arious political parties on furrher improvemenl i¡ the electotal systen'

\9þ
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Àodh¡a P¡¿desh

Àtu¡achal ?tadesh

Bihat

Chhactisgath

Goa

Guiøat

Yea¡

Han'a¡a

2004

Himachai P¡adesh

2004

Jammu & Kashmir*

2001

\b\

Iharkh¿¡d

2000

Yea¡

Kam¿taka

2000

2009

Ke¡ala

2002

2009

Nladhya Pradesh

201J2

2006

ù{ahara sht¡a

2005

2000

lVtaniou¡

Yeat

2003

2003

trfeshâlav¿

2014

2000

2A01

ivfizo¡am

2014

2001

Naø¿.ia¡d

2000

2011

2005

Orissa

2004

2010

Yeat

2001

2001

Punjab

2008

þasthan

2003

2004

2012

2004

Silkim

2005

2012

201ó

2002

Tamil Nadu

2008

2049

?015

Ttipu¡a

2003

2006

2012

lJtt¿¡ ?r¿desh

2003

2013

2003

2009

2011

Utta¡al'Ìre¡d

2003

2009

2010

2000

lflest Bengaì

2001

2013

Delhi

2002

2008

2014

2011

2003

Pududrer¡l

2008

2013

TOTAL; 107 State Assembly Elections

E\Ms were also used in all constituencies in General Elections to Lok Sabhâ in 2004,

2009 a¡d 2074.

2004

2008

2014

2014

2001

2004

2014

2012

2003

2A01

2013

2002

2008

2016

201.3
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2009

2013

2001

2006

2009

2003

2008

2011

201,2

2001

2001

20

2001

20r4

2006

2011

2008

2074

201

20116

2011

201

2012

201

2016

241

201

2011

201'

2A1i

2015

201ó
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No.PN/34l2017

ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA
Niwachan Sadan, Åshoka Road, Nerv Delhi - 110 001'

PRESS RELEA.SE

Subject Enquirv report on Bhind (MP) Episode

Speciai Enquiry team led by Shn Bhanrvar Lal, Chief Elector¿-l Officeq Ändhra Pradesh has

sub*itted its ïePort to the Commission The team has found no anomaly or taLnpenng m

E\Dl[ and V\DÂT used durìng demonstration in Àtet @htnd) on 31stM¡¡dr,2017 The enquiry

lyas Írstihrted b], Election Commission of India to enquire ur to all aspects oÉ vadous al.legations

raised in the media and by the poJrtical parties

2. The technical exami¡adon of the Ballot Urut @I), Contol Uort (CQ and V\?'AT of

3lstlVarch demonstration, oral examination of the officials Present dulàg the demonstradon'

data retrier'ed ftom the cu have conclusive.ly established that during the demonstration,4

buttons of BU were pressed ia the followirig order:

Button No. Symbol Name ãf Cândidate
:

03 HandPumP Raju ?ai

04 Lotus SatYaDev Pachon

03 HandPumP , 
Raju Pal

01 Hand Àmbuj Shukla

Therefote it is clear that on pressìng of I'arious buttons on E\nL\ß durjng the demonstration,

cotrespondìng s¡tmbols r-,'ere displaved.

3. The team i¡ its tepott concluded that it is complecely false to sa,v that ât multiple umes sìips

of lotus were prirted on pressing diffefent burtons during the demonstration on 31st Nfarch

as alleged.

4. The lapse related to non-delenon of the preJoaded data of Govì¡d Nagar ÂC of Kanpur

Nagar from where \\7P-ÀTs (not EV}Is) rvere received aqd reloadrng with the s1'mbols/data

of dummv candidate before demonst¡adon as per the laid dorm prorocol of the Commission

necessitale apptoptiate action by the Commission

The conclusion of the enquiry committee on the 
"ll.gruons 

a¡e as follows:

\\1

Dated: 7tLApril, 2017
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1. The E\Ms used i¡ the demo i¡ Bhind was tot brought from UP Howevet' the

VtrTÄT used i¡ the demonst¡atioa was brought ftom U? Si¡ce the \¡WÀTs are limited in

numbet and had been used b,v all the poll going states dridng the l¿st 5 states elections' the

dist¡ibution of V\TÄTs fot 10 states bye-elections was made bv the Commission by aìlocating

V\?ÀIs from different poll-gone states to different poll-gging states ln tbis case' the WP'ÀT

rvas ¿llocated from LF and brought &om Govind Nagar AC of l{anpur Nagar'lÌ?

2. Bmgrng the'V\rPÄT f¡om U? is not in violation of larv Ås per the iasi onþ the

El'l}IsusedinthePollandrhev\PÄTs1ìpscontainedintheboxarerequiredtobepteserved
for the penod ol 45 days i¡r a secued manner fot the purÞose of Election Peluon, if an1"

There is no bar on the movernent of Y\T,{Ts machines ¿s the same are not requÚed to be

preserved fot Elecrion Pedtions as the paper slips pdnted tTrough rhe YV?ÀT and conlained

i¡ the Box ate required ro be preserved separateh,'. In this case, ho$'ever, further Precaudon

was taken to move only the reserve \¡VPÄTs used as substitutes dunng poll on v¡hich no

restriction applies.

The Committee has recommended that the enquiry conclusivelv establishes that

1. The accuracy of the funcdoning of the E\a{s aná \nT-{Ts hcludlng the said E\A{/

VYIÀT is bevond doubt.

2. Commission mav Lilie to fix responsibiliry on DEO and RO for the þses brought out in

the enquirv reporrs.

3. Commission may like to prescribe check lisr for handLng each activin' relaring ro EY\{/

\nTÀT w-hich should be mandatorily adhered to bv the electo¡al authorities and the same

should be monitored through NIIS online by the commission. The eúsring insüuctions issued

ftom time to time mav be compiled in the form of these checklists The said revised checklists

laid dosm b,v the Eiection Commission of lndia regarding handling of various activities on

Ë\l\{s/V1P-ÀTs, must be dgorousLv follorved bY the endre electoral machinerl' ftom lhe level

of Presiding Office¡ ro the CEO. 
:

4. Commission may like to reilerate that there should be no room for casualness in handüng

the electorâl matters, least of all, such unvzrranted temarks, as the sanctig of elecrotal pto-

cess forms the foundation of India's democrac¡

---sd---
.. (DhirendraOjha)

Direcrot

\96
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ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA
Nin'achan Sadan, Âshoka Road, New Delhi - 110 001

ECI/PN /35/2011 Dared 11th Àpril' 2017

PRESS-NOTE r

Sub: Clarification on Dholput bye poll. .

,{ secrion of media has reported that I8 EVMs malfuncrioned during Dhoipur'

Raiasthan bye-poll held on 9rh Àpril 2017. The tepotls also say that the votes given to one

parw vere going to another Parw.

InthisconnecdonthelePofthasbeensoughtftom.ChiefEleclo¡a]ofEcerofþasùan

and CEO has confumed that onlv 2 EVMs out of 23l deployed have been changed due to

some snag during the poll process, which is less than 0 1 petcem'

The chief Electotal officer has also informed that no comPlaxìt of mismatch in the vorìng

has beeo reported from an¡rrhere by anv voter or candidate/political parq' during the entire

pollìng period. 
.

It is also clarified that the ECI does not have consútutional mandate to conduct ¡ural

and urban local bodies' elecdons

In the light of above, the reports appeared in a section oÍ media have been found to

be incorrect and baseless.

----sD----
(Dhirendta Oiha)

Directot

\et
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ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA
N¡rvachan 5adan, Ashoka Road, New Delhi

PRÊSS NOTE

No.EcllPN/39/2017 Dated:lzth Mav,2017

subject: Meeting of all Pol¡tical Parties on issues related to EVM/WPAT and other Electoral reforms

The Election commission held a meeting with all.recognised National and state Political

partìes today a1 Constitution Club. New Delhi to discuss rhe lollouing issues:

(i) EVMs and WPATs.

(iD Making Brìbery in Eleciìons a Cognizable Offence.

(iiÐ Disqualification on Franring of charges for the offence ofBribery in Elections

(iv) Suggestions on WPAT Recount Rules. 
-

ì 07 National Parties and 35 State Parties attended th€ meeting.

kr.r NÉXù\RÉ- C/T
\}I

In his inaugural address, Chief Election Commissioner Dr. Nasim Zaidi, underlined the

contribution of all political parties and stated that systemic improvements and progressive

measures aimed at improving the electoral ptocesses and systems have been evolved by the

Commission in cooperation with all politicaì pafies.

CEC refened the queries raised by some political paties about the incidents ofalleged

EVM manipulatìon at Bhind and Dholpur during the recently concluded Bye-elections, and

reiterated that baseless perceptions were generated about these incidents a¡d there \¡ras no case

o-f biased vote results.

Commission highlighted the wide range of technical, administrative protocol and

procedural safeguards that foflify the EVMs and WPATs against any sort of manipulation or

tampering. He said that Commission is open to hear suggestions on how to further improve

integrity and credibility olEVMs.

CEC also informed the political representatives that the Commission will hold a
challenge and offer opportunity to political pa¡ties to demonstate that EVMs used in the

recently concluded Assemblies elections r¡rere tampered OR that EVMs can be tampered even

under the laid down Technical & Administratíve Safeguards.

7



CEC stated that the Commission will ensure l6b% coverage of VVPATs in all future

electiontothePa¡liamentandStaleAssemblyElections.ThatWPATsslipsofapercentageof
EVMStobedeterminedbyEClwillbecounted'EClwillsoonevolveaframeworkinthis
regæd. To make the election process more transparent, the Commission has made proposal for

elãctoral reforms on misuse of money power and bribery during elections The Commission

has also made proposal for amendments in the Incomé Tax Act and in the RP Act, 1951' for

enhancing transparency in the funding of political parties'

Dr.NasimZaidiurgedthepoliticalpaftiestoensuretheircontinuousandqualitative
participation at all crucial preparatory steps for elections like FLC' Randomization of

EVM/WPATlPollingpersonnel,EVMPreparationicandidatesetting'MockPoll'EVM
Sealing etc. CEC also s1,essed that continuous involvement is the shared responsibility of al1

the stakeholders including the politica.l parties'

CEcconveyedneutralstandandequidistanceofEClfromallpoliticalpartiesasithas
no favourite which has enhanced India's reputation in the eyes ofGlobal community.

A detailed presentation on EVM was presenled by Shri. Sudeep Jain, Director General

of ECI explaining therein its secured design featue, development process' stakeholders'

participation at various levels, and admìnistrative proceisses making the EVMs secure'

\Ì-f

Representatives of the political parties presented their viervs & suggestions on each of

rhe agenda items.

commission assured the political parties that their concerns & apprehensions regarding

EVMs have been taken note of and would be duly considered & addressed through

fbrthcoming challenge and further necessa¡y actions...In lespect of othel Electolal Reforms,

theif views/suggestions would be examined ald furthel- action would be initiated appropriately.

-sd/-
(Dhirendra ojha)

D¡rector



¡\Ê\tNlxl"
TN THE SUPREME COURT OF TNDIÀ
CIVIL APPELI,ÀTE JURISDICÎION

SPECIÀI. LEAVE PEEITION (C)NO.13598 OF 2017

M/S. RESEMA VITHÀLBHAI PATEL

vs.

UNION OF INDIÀ & ORS,

AND

WRIT PETITION (CRL.) NO.41 OF 2017

I'ÍANO!{AR LÀL SHÀRMA PEÎITIONER (S)

vs.

ETECTION COMMISSION OF INDIÀE ÀNR. ..' RESPOI{DENT (S)

}ÛITH

l{RrÎ PETTTTON (C) NO.,209 0F 2017

ÀTÀTLTR REHI,ÍAN PETITIONER ( S )

vs.

ELECTION COMMISSION OF IITD IA g E¡¡N. ... RESPONDENT (S)

9¡ITR

T¡ÎÊt 1.¡ DIITTÍÎôI1 /f.l l\fô 225 ôF 20\1

\ry\
c/lo

.., PEÍITIONER (S)

... RESPONDENT (S)

BAIÍI'JAN SAI"ÍAJ PARTY NATIONAI. EREÀSURER ... PETITIONER(S)

vs.

ORDER

vârrPtt{olT. In the counter affidavit .filed on behalf of the
eir.id#à
ó;ì; t&{.,1üå

ll3l*m BlEg¿ion Commission of India, it.is sought to be asserÈed

1

T'NION OF INDIÀ & ORS, ... RESPONDENT (S)



as unde! :

"4 .10

Irn
| /t'/"t"\

Thereafter, pursuant to release of the
requJ-site funds bY the Government of
Ind.ia on L9.04.20f7 , the EJ.eclion
Conßission of India Publíshed a Stalus
Papêr on EVMs and VV?ATS on ils websile
dated 09.05.201?, whe¡ein inter-alia,
the conmiünent to 1008 coverage of
VVPATS ín all future eleclions was

reiterated,

Thereafter, - an all Political
Parties meet was conducted bY the
Eleclion Còmmission of India on

l-2.05.20L7, which was attended by 07

National Parties and 35 state Parlies/
vrherein the Election Cormission of
India infor¡ned the political Parties
present that it would ensure 100t
coverage of vVPÀTs in alL future
elections to the Pa¡liament and State
Asse$b1y Elections, and that WPATS
slips of a percentage of EvMs (to be
determined by the. Election Commission
of India) would be counted.

thereafter, afte¡ lhe conclusion
of the E\&f challerige on 03.06.2017, the
El-ection Commission of India issued a
Press Note on 03.06.2017 itself,
erherein iÈ reíterated iÈs co¡nmitment to
hold alL fuÈule élections ßandatorily
wilh WPATs.

2. The a.bove statement of the Electi.on Comrnission of

India contained in the counter afÈidavit acknowledges, that

al1 prayers made in the group of petitions, stand fu1filled

and satisfied. IÈ is also apparent, that the Gover¡rment of

Indj.a has sanctioned funds for the purchase of the WPAT

Units, needed during the course of Èhe elections, which are

ùo take place in Èhe i¡mediate future. The posiÈion

e:q>ressed leaves no room for any doubt, that al1 future

2



elections will be held by usíng VVP.ÀT ' The above stance is

reiterated during lhe coursè of hearing by the learned

counsel rePresentj.ng the Election commission of India'

3. In view of the a.bove, Ite are of lhe considered view'

that the Presen! bunch of matters does not requíle any

further adjudícation at our handsi All the cases clubbed

together / ale accordingly dísposed of in terms of lhe

counte! affídavit filed by the Election Connission of

India, duly supported by the Government of India'
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New Delhi;
gth Àug'ust, 201? .

........cJr.
[.'ÀGDISH SINGH KHEHÀR]
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ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA
NIRVACIIAN SADAN, ASHOKA ROAD, NEW DELHI-11OOO1

NO. 51/8/16/4/2017-EMS . lu"¿: 30th August' 2017

To

: Th. chi.fElectoral officers of
. All States and Union Tenitories

Subject: Instructions on First Level Checking of EVMs-and VWATs (FLC)

SirMadam,

In supersession of tbe existing instructions in the subject matter, the Commissìon has directed

that henceforth, the following instructions on the First Level Checking of EVMs and VVPATs shall be

strictly followed: .

OVERALL RESPONSIBILITY OF FLC -+ Dist¡ict Electìon Offlcer shall be responsible for

ove¡all FLC process and shall ensure strict adherence & compliance of FLC instructions. District

Election Officer shall appoint an Addl./Dy. DEO fully trained with FLC process as FLC supervisor.

'

1. FLC when to be done:

l.l. FLC of EVMs and VVPATs shall be done before every bye-electìon and general election to

State Legislative Assembly and House of the People (Lok Sabha) or in any elections where

i EVM, a¡. used in future.

1.2. FLC of EVMs (Control Units and Balloting Units) and V\?ATs shall commence

(a) within one month ofoccunence ofvacancy in case ofbye-election

(b) at least P-120 days in case of General Election to State Legislative Assembly.

' 
(.) at least P-l80 days in case of General Election to Lok Sabha.

'

1.3. FLC is to be done sufficiently in advance so that all checks are carried out without any

undue haste in the presence of representatives ofpolitical parties.

. 1.4. FLC of EVMs and WPATs shall be completed. as far as possible, well before the issue ol

notification calling the election.

\/ã
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Schedule ofFLC: '

'
2.1. Depending on the number of EVMs and VVPATs to be checked in FLC' the CEO shall

prepaleaschedulefortheFLCofEVMsinconsùltationwithEVMmanufacturers(ECIL&

BEL).

2.2.The aboveschedule shall be made available to ihe Commission for approval by P-130 days

in cæe of General Election to state Legislative Assembly and P-l90 days in case of General

Election to Lok Sabha.

FLC to be done in the presence of representatives of political parties:

3.1. The schedule for FLC shall be communicated lo every national and state level recognized

political party at the district headquarters under intimation to the parties at State headquarters,

in witing by the DEO at least one rveek before the.beginning of the FLC in the district.

3.2. On the day of the FLC, representatives of all national and state level recognized political

parties authorized by the Dìstrict President olthe party shall be encouraged to be present.

3_3. A register shall be kept ar FLC hall by the DEO ìn @,qre_! in which signatures of all

political parties shall be taken every day as token of their presence

Arrangements in the premises of FLC:

4.1. FLC shall be canied out in a large, well-lit, well ventilaled and dust free hall. Non-hearing

high illumination LED lights may be installed so that each table is brightly lit.

4.2. The hall must be spacious to accommodate the EVMs and VVPATs to be checked, officials

nominated by the DEO, engineers ofBEL and ECIL and also representalives ofpolitical parties.

The requirement of tables, chairs and labours shall be assessed in consultation with BEL and

ECIL.

4.3. FLC a¡ea shall be barricaded and sanitized by police before the hali is used for FLC IT

shall be ensured that the hall is fiee from any other electronic device or components of

electronic devices, exgept those permitted by the Commission for the purpose ofrecording FLC

process etc.

4.4. There should be adequate anangement of fire extinguishers and fire ala¡m inside and

outside the hall as FLC teams use highly inflammable thinners to clean the EVMs.



4.5. FLC area shall have the facilities of drinking wåter, toilet, flrst aid etc., including toilets for

\ryomen.

4.6. There shall be only one entry and exit point tp the hall, which shall be guarded by armed

police force round the clock

4.7. Every hall shall have a.door Íìame metal detector @rMD) A entr¡, shall be permitted only

through DFMD. Every person who enters the hall shall be frisked at evely entry. lf a person

makes multiple entries in the hall, he/she shail be frLte¿ each time the entry is made.

4.8. Enrry ro this hall shall be only on production of ldentity card o1 the autholized

officials/passes issued by the District Election Officer'

4.9. Nobody rvill be allowed to caüy any electronic device inside the hall including cell phones,

camera and spy pens etc. Similarly, nobody will he allowed to cany an)4hing out of the FLC

hall. A collection center for electronics items like c.ell phones, camera etc. shall be made outside

the hall. only two mobiles, to be used by the election officials nominated by the DEO, shall

be allowed for marking of FLC-OK or FLC-Reject using Mobile App developed by the

Commission for this purpose. Securit¡' personnel wiil not allow an,! other equipment to be

canied into the FLC hall b¡r the engineers except those mentioned in FLC Standa¡d Operating

Procedure (SoP).

4.10. Anangement of Web-casting/CCTVs/videography:

Web-casting must be done of the entire FLC process for monitoring by DEO/CEO/Commission

only. The line feed of webcasiing must be closely monitored at the Control Room at DEO and

CEO level and report submitted to EC

4.1 l. A log book shall be maintained for entry and exit of every person including the officers,

representatives of political parties etc.

4.12. A separate log book (i.e. duty roaster) shall also be maintained for armed police force

deployed for FLC hall for recording the namès, designation, shift duties, take over a¡d

handover charges etc.

4.13. The Commission will send an inspection team comprising of officers of ECI/CEO,

alongwith engineers ofthe manufacturers to inspect the FLC hall and preparedness of FLC 3-5

days before star.t of FLC. DEO shall accompany this team to assess preparedness first hand.
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Manpower in FLC:

5.1. FLC shall be canied out only by authorized engineers ofBEL and ECIL BEL and ECIL

shall be fully responsible for the integrity, efficiency and competence oftheir engineers'

5.2.ListofengineersdeputedbyBELandECILforcanyingoutFLCrvil]berandomizedby

the commission for allotment ofthe State. Districiwise allocation shall be done by cEo and

this list alongwith engineers cell numbers shall be intimated to DEO'

5.3.ManufacturersshalldeputeSr.levelengineersätStateheadquartersaswellaseachdistrict

headquaners to suPervise FLC. .

5'3aonemanagershallbeappointedbyBEL/ECILfor4-jdistricts&thismanagershall

remain in the held for daily supervision & coordination

5.4.Noengineers,techniciansorothertechnicalstaffexceptaÙtholizedengineersitechnical

staffofBEL and ECIL shall be ailowed to enter theFLC hall'

5.5. Suffìcient unskilled labou¡ shall be deployed for cleaning, unpacking and packing EVMs

and wPATs. The requirement of labour can be assessed in consultation with the

manufacturets.

Work to be done during FLC:

At the time of FLC, the following activities must be underlaken:

Cleøning 0f machínes: Removal of address tags, Éallot Papers. cleaning of superscriptions on

cu & BU, clearing of earlier poll data, dusting olcu & BU etc. These activities are carried-

out in the secured place at the FLC venue under close supervision of FLC in-charge and

Engineers deputed by manufacturers. 
:

Visual Inspection of EVM & WPAT: Physical inspection of Canyrng Cases, EVM, VVPAT,

Connecting Cable, Connector, Latches etc. to ensuie no sttuctural damage or breakage ofpìaslic

parts. latches. switches etc. l

F ull f unclîo nalþ ch e c ks :

r Checking of all switches in Control Unit, Balloting Unit, doots (flaps), sealing

provisions, scratches on acrylic screen etc. 
.



. Response of all switches. confirmation tests for efficacy of Control Unit, Balloting Unit

etc. - BEL and ECIL engineers shall carry out test plescribed by the manufacturers as

per the SoP to confrrm that all components ofthe EVM are original

. The plastic cabinets of both cont¡ol unit and Balloting unit o1 the EVMs shall be

opened by the BEL,æCI engineers in the..presence of political party replesentatives at

the time of FLC and the PCB and other components of EVMs wrll be shown to them.

BELandECILengineerswillcertifyinAnnexure.2thatallthecomponentsolthe

EVlr4s are original

. if any EVM is found to be defective, it will be kept aside and sent to the factory of BEL

and ECIL for repairs within 7 days of completion of FLC in the district. cEO shall

club despatches lrom more than I district tò economise transport .

. No electronic repair of the machine shalì be canied out in the field Changing of

electronic components of the machines in the field is strictly prohibited.

. Detailed Standard Operating Procedure (SoP) mentioning the step-by'step inskuctions

ofchecking ofthe machine is attached at Annexure-3. Copy of this SoP shall be pasted

prominently at FLC Hall. These inst¡uctions include a list of equipment and spares,

which the engineers shall be allowed to caÍy with them in FLC haÌl.

Conduct of Mock Poll:

. Casting of 1 (one) vote against each of the 16 candidate buttons, observation ofresult

and clearing of mock poll data will be done for each EVM (BU+CQ.

¡ Additionally, mock-poll in 1% of EVMs of 1200 votes. in 2% of EVMs of 1000 votes

and in 2o/o of E\Ms of 500 votes shall be done and a printout of the results, as well as

sequential prinlout of every vote pollèd, shall be taken out and shown to the

representatives of politícal panies.

. Representatives of political parties shall be allowed to pick machines randomly for the

purpose ofmock-poll. Signatures of representatives olpolìtical parties shall be taken in

a register in Annexure-4, as a token of having seen the pÌint out and confirmation that

there is no discrepancy betlveen the votes polled during the mock poll and results in the

sequential print out.
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ln rest of the machines, number of votes iolled during the mock poll should be to the

satisfaction of the representatives of political parties'

Representatives of political parties shall be allowed to do the mock poll themselves' if

they so desire.

Signatures of representatives ofpolitical parties shall be taken in a register in ¡@

-l as a token of having done mock poll thèmselves'

In case of WPATs, mock-poll with 6 votes against eâch of the 16 candidate buttons

shall be done, followed by observation of rêsult and tally of electronic count and pdnted

paper slìps of WPATs for each VVPAT. 
.

Signatures of representatives of polìticàl parties shall be taken in a register in

A!¡!rylLas a token of having seen the pdnt outs and confirmation that there are no

discrepancies between the V\?AT paperrslips count and electronic counvprint outs of

EVM.

It1

Sealing of plastic cabinet of Control Unit of EVMs with pink paper seal:

?.1 In orde¡ to ensure that the Control Unit of the EVM cannot be opened after First Level

checking of the EVMs, the Conrrol unit shall be.sealed rvith the'Pink Paper SeaÌ' supplied by

the Nasik Security Press, in the presence ofthe representatives ofthe Political Parties present at

the time of FLC. The Pink Paper Seal shall be affixed on the portion between the Candidate Set

Section and the Result Section ofthe Control Unit,

7 .2 FLC Supervisor shall ascertain t¡at the EVM (BU & CU) and WPAT are checked

properly and are FLC-OK in all respect before affixing his signature on the Green FLC-OK

stickers to be pasted on the machines. Further, hè mùst be fully satisfied r,vith the FLC process

before using Pink Paper Seal for sealing the FLC-0K CU

7.3 After fìxing the Pink Paper Seal, the Engineer of the Manufacturer shall put his signature

on the Pink Paper Seal; the representatives of the Politìcal Parties shall also be allowed to put

their signature on the saìd seal with party name in:abbteviation below the signature.

7.4 The representatives of the Political Pa*ies present should be allowed to note down the

serial numbe¡ ofthe pink paper seal affixed on the Cont¡ol Unit.



, -/ô\r-
?,5 A register in :@ shall be maintained io note dorvn the serial number of the pink

paper seal used on the Control Unit by clearly mentioning the unique lD number of Control

Unit and the pink Paper Seal number. Signatures ôf representatives of political parties rvill also

be obtained on this register.

7.6 Photocopy of this register shaÌl be given ftee o1 cost to all Nalional and state level

recognized political parties as soon as FLC is over'

7.7 Photocopy of this register shall also be given to all contesting candidates as soon as last

date ofwithdrawal ofcandidature is over. 
.

7.8 Photocopy 0fthis register should also be availãble at the time ofcandidate setting and at the

time of counting, and should be shown to candidates and their representative and

acknowledgement taken on the register.

Supervision of FLC;

8.1. FLC shall be canied out under the di¡ect and close supervision of District Election Officer.

8.2 The DEO shall nominate one officer not below ihe rank of AdditionaVDeputy DEO as FLC-

Supervisor to supervise the entire process of FLC. This officer shall be present in the FLC hali

for the entire duration ofFLC. FLC Supervisor shall submit a certificate in Annexure'8 to the

CEO concemed through DEO before starting ofFLC to the effect that all arangements for FLC

have been done as per ECI instructions.

8.3. District Election Officer shall invariably conduct'a daily inspection ofthe FLC venue & FLC

process to ensure that the FLC is being carried órt as p.t the instruction of the Commission.

The process ofFLC shall be webcast & continuously recorded. Video CD will be kept in the

custody ofDEO.

8.4. Webcast cameras shall be installed in the FLC hall in such a manner that the process of FLC can

be fully seen on webcast. 
:

8.5. Control Room shall be set up at CEO office lor monitoring through webcast whether FLC

instructions & procedures are being fully followed.
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g.6. cEO shall depùte teams to conduct suryrise inspection ofFLC process in the districts from time

totime.ThereportofsuchinspectionundertakenbyCEoshallbesubmittedtothe

Commission.

. 8.7. After completion of the FLC of all ùe BUs, CUs'and wPATs and updating of Flc-status in

the ETS, DEOs shall submit a certificate to thii effect to the cEo in the format given at

Annexure-9 and CEO will submit a consolidated certificate for ali the districts to the

Commission.

9 Security measures for EVMs after FLC of E\Ms:

9.1. Comprehensive anangements should be made for round-the-clock security of the strong

. rooms having EVMs after First-Level-Checking.

g.Z, Minimum one section of Armed personnel of State Police + State Armed Police shall be

deployed for 24 X 7 security of Strong room having FLC done EVMs/WPATs

9.i. The entry point of strong room having EVMslafter FLC shall have 24 X7 CCTV coverage

round the clock.

g.4. There should be sufficient arrangement of fire extinguishers and fire alarm near and

inside the strong room.

9.5. A log book shall be maintained by the security personnel in r'vhich entry should be made

about date, time, duration and name(s) of anyone entering near the strong rooms. This

includes visits by the Observers or DEOs or SPs or Political Parties/candidates or their

: ug.nt, or any other person

.10 Recording ofFLC Stâtus in EVM Tracking Soffware:

FLC status (FLC-OK or FLC-Fuiled) of tlte BUs, CUs and VVPATs for which FLC has been

completed by the Engineers, shall be updated in the ETS using'Shifting/FlC,ß.andomisation'

mobile-app on day+o-day basis. In respect of FLC-OK CUs serial number of the Pink'Paper

Seat is also required to be entered, while entering serial number ofPink-Paper SeaÌ, it should be

ensured that only numerical numbe¡ is to be enteied 4! the alphabet pre-fixed to the numerals

(i.e. ifthe serial no. of pink paper seal is X 123456, only i23456 will be entered as serial no. of

pìnk paper seal)- ln case ofVVPATs, the box number will always be'0'.



These instructions shall be brought to notice of alì District Election officers,

State Political Parties and other stake-holders and strict compliance ensured'

Yt-,
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Name of StateÂJT:

Name of District:
Address ofFLC hall:

S.No.

(Attendance Resister for Political Parties-FLC Hall)

Name of
NationaVState
Party

Name of
representative of
political Party
with party
afliliation

Note: Ifthe representative ofa party is absent the proofofdue service ofnotice to the parly should be

pasted in the register.

(liame and signature of engineers of BELÆCIL with ID No')

(Name, designation, signature of ofliòers nominated by District Election Officer)

:

,,1 n\t2t'

Annerute-l

Identity
document No.

with date

Signature of
representative

Rem

any.
arks, if



' Annexure-2

(Certification of EVMs bv BEL/ECIL)

Nâme of Sfate/UT:
.Nâme of District:
Address of haÌl:
DLtei

It is certified that tests prescribed b¡' BEL/ECIL to ascertain that ail components are original were

..urri.d ort on the EVMS listed below 0n.................. (date). on the basìs ofthese tests it is certified

that all components ofthe EVMs listed below are original:

\t4

(Name & signâture of BELÆCIL engineers with ID No.)

(Names of Representatives of political parties with their party àf{iliation and signature)

'

(Name, designation, signature 0f offieers nominated by District Election Officer)



Annexure'3

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR FLC

OF M-2 EVMs & WPATs

1. TOOLS TO BE CARRIED BYENGINEERS

a) Decoder Printer rvith accessories;

b) Screw Drivers, forceps, nose pliers;

c) Multi-meter;

d) VVPAT AC-DC adaPter:

e) Symbol loadingjig with Accesso¡ies (Power cable, g pin symbol loading cable and 9 pin PC

interface cable); or PC / Laptop with preloaded symbol loading application; and

fl RTC Jig for clock sening:

2. SPARE.PARTS AND OTHER MATERIAL TO BE BROUGHT BY ENGINEERS

a) Flaps:

b) Close Caps;

c) Latches;

d) Cables (BU, WPAT & VSDU);

e) Buttons (Ballot, Total, Close, Result, Cleæ & Candidate);

g) lspafe parrs menrioned above (a) to (e) should.be 20% of the number of E\Ms/VVPATS to

be testedl

f) High Resolution Photographs of component side of CU-PCB and BU-PCB;

g) FLC Stickers {FLC-OK (Green), FLC-Faile¿ tR.¿)t,

h) Temper seals; 
l

.

Ð WPAT Stickers (Transportation, Working and Unlock belore Switch ON);

j) Coin Cells (RTC Batter¡'); and

k) Ballor Paper of Dummy symbols:

,/4
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FLC OF El'l\{s (BU & CU) 
.

3. CLEANING OF NL{CIIINES.' Removal of address tags, Ballot Papers' cleanìng of

supersuþtions on CU & BU, clearing of earlier p-oll data' dusting of CU & BU etc under close

supervision ofFLC in-charge and Engineers deputed by manufacturers'

. 4. \{Sf AL INSPECTION OF EVM & WPAT: .

a) Open Canying cases of Control Unit (CU) and Ballot Unit (BU) and take out the units Remove

all tags, pink paper seal, FLC stickers, wax seals and Ballot papers'

.b)Physicallycheckallbuttons,toggleswitch,connectoß,anddoors'sealingprovisions'display

andplastìcbodyofCUfordamage/breakage.Replacethebrokenitemswithgooditems

wherever possible and discard others

c) Similarly, check connecting cable, connector, latches, and flaps and slide switch and plastic

body of BU for damage / breakage. Replace the broken items with good items wherever

possible and discard others'

d) open cabinet of cu and carryout visual inspection o1 PCB. Hidden components oI

unauthorized rework, if any, CU should be discarded and kept aside'

e) Similæly, open cabinet ofBU and carry out visual inspection ofplastic parts and other and PCB

for any damage, rervork etc. and replace the damaged one if feasìble. If any rework, BU should

be discarded and kept aside.

f) check the number plate and number sticker pasted on the back of cu and BU for any

mismatch.

g) Record the serial numbers and defects ofrejected units.

5. FUNCTIONALITYCHECK

. a)installation ofPower Pack

i) Open Battery compaÉment of CU

. ii) Insert power pack ofEVM

iii) Align power pack connector with plug in C!, Press power pack after insertion

iv) Close Battery compartment

\b\D



b) Cable Connections

i)

iÐ

iii)

Open connector comPartment of CU

Connect BU cable to BU interface connectqr of Control Unit

Set slide switch position of BU to 1. Unmask all 16 buttons in BU

c) Porver ON DisPIaY Sequence

i) Switch ON E\¡r\4 .

ii) Observe Power ON LED glowing green in CU'

iii) Observe the folìowing series of displa,v messages on CU during Powe¡ ON

' E\ß4IS ON

. DATE and TIME

' SL NO of the Control l-.lnit

. NOOFCANDIDATES .

. BATTERY STATUS

Durins Power ON. ifanv ofthe followine defect is observed in cu. then reiect that cu.

a) Ifone or more segments are missing or extra segment is displayed.

b) Check Beep after Switch ON. In case ofno beep cir continuous beep

c) Il Green LED is not glowing dtrring Power ON.

d) Check the serial number displayed in CU. If it is not matching with the number given on the

number plate and Number sticker pasted on the back of CU.

e) Check the Date and Time on CU display. In case of wrong Date and Time, set Date and Time

with the help of time set jig as detailed in pæa-17.

6. CLEARING OFPREVIOUSVOTES

a) Open the outer door ofResult comparlment and then open the inner door. Press CLEAR

button to delete any votes stored in CU.
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b) If CU displays INVALID, press RESULT button. If it still displays INVALID, press

CLOSE bunon.

\t>

c) Once CLOSE display sequence is completed, press RESULT button and rvait till CU

displays "End". Press CLEAR buüon. During Clear operation, observe CU displays "0"

votes for all candidates.

CANDIDATE SET OPERATION

a) Press CANDIDATP Sif bufton for sefting candidates. Observe "SET CANDIDATE -
"display in CU. Press l6th button in BU to set the number ofCandidates to 16.



BALLOT OPERÀTION

a) Press BALLOT button in CU, BUSY LED in CU shatl glolv RED and READY LED in

BU shall glow GREEN.

b) Press frrst candidate button in BU. Observe LED by the side of the button glow RED'

Iç1

c) Beep shall be heard. Observe Busy LED in CU and READY LED in BU goes OFF.

d) Follow the instructions "4" to "c" by casting votes for all l6 candidates in BU.

e) Press TOTAL. Check number of candidates 16 and total votes 16 in CU display.

8. CLOSE OPERATION

Press CLOSE button. Obsene CU displays "POLL CLOSED''.

9. RESULT OPERATÍON

P¡ess RESLTLT button and observe the votes cast against each candidate.

10. CLEAR OPER{TION AT THE END OF POLLING

Press CLEAR button and wait till CU displaysi'0" votes for all the candidates. Press TOTAL

to confirm Total Votes 0,

lI.REJECTED I.INITS

a) Reject the units found defective during the functionality check.



b) Identify the defects and isolate them. :

c.) Record the serial numbers and delects ofrejecied units'

12. MOCK POLL ON EVMs RANDOMLY SELECTED BY POLITICAL PARTIES

'1200 votes in l% EVMs,

1000 votes in 2% EVMs; and

500 votes in 2% E\Ms

shall be done and a printout of the results, as well as sequentiâl print-out of every vote polled,

shall be raken out and shown to the representatives. of political panies'

13. SEALING OF CONTROL UNIT

Seal tbe Control Unit with Pink Paper teal and affix signature of Engineer and

fepresenr¿rive ofDEO. The Sl. No. ofPink Paper Seá is to be recorded along with Sl.No. ofCU in

a Register-

14. DOCUMENTATION

a) Paste the FLC-OK (Green) sticke¡ on back side of FLC-OK CU and BU Record the Serial

Number ofControl Unit and Ballot Unit and aifix signature on FLC sticker.

b) Note down total numbers of CUs and BUs that are accepted after FLC in the prescribed

format.

c) Paste the FLC-FAILED (Red) sticker on back side of FLC-FAILEÐ CU and BU. Record

the Se¡ialNumber ofControl Unit and Ballot Unit and affix signature on FLC sticker.

d) Consolidate Serial numbers ofdefective units ànd defects observed in the prescribed format.

Submit a copy ofthe same to FLC In-charge. 
.

15. CHANGE OF COIN CELL

a) Remove top cover of CU, replace the old RTC cell with new one and re-fìx the cabinet.

I [ô
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b) Put the tamper sticker on four screws on top side. Fix the RTC cell stìcker on the back of the

Conuol Unit.

c) Note down total numbe¡ of control units in which RTC cells were replaced in the

prescribed format.

Tamper Sticker RTC cell sticker

\ Ê\

I6. TIME SETTINC

a) Bring the CU to "Result" mode, Hold simultaneously "Result" and "Print" buttons and

switch ON CU. CU shall display "Set Time" mode.

b) Connect the Time Set Jig with CU and press "Set" button in the Time Set Jig. Curent Date

and Time is set in CU.



\b/
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.

c) Switch OFF CU. Again, srvitch ON and confrrm the Date and Time'

17. CLOSING OF FLC 
,

Put all Units in respective carrying cases and. in tum, in bulk canying cases and releases them

for proper storage. Ensure that the rejected Units are identified wilh suitable stickers and kept

separately.



FIRST LEVEL CHECK PROCEEURES FOR WPAT

w¡th 5 meter cãble

(to connect to cU)

\ Ë3

Batterypackfor the Therñal paper Roll
WPAT unit

VVPAT AND ITS ACCESSORIES

IS. PHYSICAL INSPECTION OF VVPAT :

a) Open the Ballot Slip Compaúment and check for any ballot slips inside. lf any old printed slips

with election symbols is found. report to the FLC lh-charge immediateiy.

b) Remove previousìy placed address tag and FLC stickers from the VWAT.

c) Remove any paper slips from the V\?AT, if found inside. Remove battery pack from the

battery companment, ifany. present in the VVPRT.

d) Perform mechanical inspection by checking conneotor and battery compartmenl, LOCK-

llNLOCK switch and latching,{Jnlatching of latches.

connectorw¡th
Blue/Green latch

WPAT Status DisPlaY Un¡t
'(VSDU)w¡th 

5 meter cable

(lo be connected to VVPAT)

WPAT Carrying Case



19. INSTALLATION OF BATTERY

â) open Battery compartment of VVPAT by pressìirg both the latches together and pulling the

door outwards.

b) Observe the Battery Plug present inside Battery compartment'

c.) lnsert the VVPAT Banerl by plugging into rhe battery pìug'

tt) Ctose the battery Compartment door.

20. INSTALLATION OF PAPER ROLL

a) open rhe Paper Roll compartment by opening the side latches and by lifting the top cover.

Observe the Paper Roll Compartment which holds the Paper roll.

b) Remove "Spindle" froril its position by pulling towards upward direction

c) Insen *Spindle" into "Thermaì Paper Rolì".

rl) Place the ,,Thermal Paper þll" i.vith "Spindle" into its position (i.e Paper Roll compartment)

and press it towards down. t

e) Insert "Thermal Paper Roll" edge into the "Guide -Paper Entry". Ensure that the plain paper

should be on the top surface and the printed band should be on the lower Surface ofthe Paper'

f) Move the paper into the slot by rotating the paper feed knob clockwise.

\ß+

Paper Roll Installation steps
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21. SYMBOLLOADING

Dummy symbols prescribed for FLC and demonstration purpose shall be loaded using

Laptop/Computer/Symbol Loading Jig for I6 candidate buttons'

22. CABLE CONNECTIONS

â) Open connector compartment of VVPAT

b) Connect cable fiom Ballot Unit to BU lnlerface connector matching the coloured latches

(red,/black connector).

c) Connect cable from VSDU to VSDU interface connector matching the coloured latches

þlueigreen connector).

d) connect v\?AT cable to BU interface conndctor of control unit matching the coloured

latches (red,6lack connector).

23. Testing Process:

a) Test Preparation

I BU, VSDU and CU are needed.

The WPAT should be initialized and loaded with l6 dummy-symbols

Make connections and operate the VVPAT.



r The test has to be perfonned under standard conditions where a nelv battery (voltage >

22 V) and a new PaPer roll are used.

Ensure Lock-Unlock switch at the back¡ìde ofVVÞeT is in unlock (Vertical) position.

11,

,...
1n.

Switch on the CU.

After the vwAT is turned on, the PosT slip and five self-diagnostics reports are printed. In

this case, the Diagnostics report should only bè checked for PASS/FAIL status as self-

diagnostics test would have been carried out on these units,

Before proceeding for mock-poll. check the statqs of each sensor in the diagostics reports.

Proceed to next step only if the status of each sensor is sholvn as "PASS" in the diagnostics

report.

If the status of Battery in Battery report is indicated as "FAIL", change the battery pack and

start the test again.

Put the CU in clear state

Press Ballot Button on CU and verify that the Busy LED glorv Red on CU and VSDU Ready

LED on BU glow Creen indicating BU is ready for'Voting.

cast vote for {ìfst candidate on BU. On the selection ofcandidate, vvPAT prints the selectíon

on ballot slìp.

The ballot slip is displayed behind a tansparent window of VVPAT for 7 seconds. Verify the

candidate number, sl,rnbol and name ofthe candidate in the slip. After that, ballot slip will

automatically cut and fall into the Baltot slip compartment.

Repeat steps from vii to ix for all the other candidates on the Bâllot Unit. Check whether

WPAT prints the selected candidate informatìon.

1bô
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Xi' Continue polling for minimum of 96 votes i.e. b,v jiving 6 vote to each candidate button. Note

down the Ballot voted.

xii. press Close button on CU to Close the Pott and note down the Result by pressing Result Button

on CU.

xiii.Takeouttheprintedballotslipslromdropbox(ballotslipcompartment)andsegegate

candidate-wise.

xiv. Count the candidate-wise printed ballot slips and note down the count

xv. Tally CU result with the ballot slip count.

xvi. cleæ the votes by pressing clear button in cu. check whethel Total votes displayed is '0'.

b) FLC OK CRITERIA .

' The VVPAT is FLC 0K, if all of the following âre achieved

t i, The total number ol votes polled as displayed on the CU screen indicates equal to

. number ofvoies cast, rvhen TOTAL key is pressed'

ii"PRINTERERROR""CHANGEPRINTER"shouldnotbedisplayedonVSDU

during the mock-Poll.

'iii."l.LoWBATTERY,...CFIANGEBATTERY"shouldnotbedisplayedonVSDI]

during mock-Poll.

, ,u. After conduct of mock_polì, the FLC-OK (Green) Sticker duly signed by the

, Engineer and representative of the District Election Officer shall be pasted on the

left side of WPATs whose results are obtained as 'PASS''

N0TE-1:IFANYWPATDoNoTPASSTHEABOVEMENTIONEDCRITERIA'FLC.

FAILED 8XD) STICKER SHALL BE AFFIXED ON TIIAT WPAT.

NOTE-2: PASTE THE FOLLOWING STICKERS, ON ALL WPATs

1. "Transportation" 2. "W0¡king" and 3 "Unlock before Switch ON"

tb+



I/LTXTUUU NT,'¡'IBER OF CÀNDIDATES TEST

i. Purpose

The purpose of rhis test is to verify that the vvPAT is working properl¡' with maximum number of

. candidates i.e. 64. The purpose is to test that the communication protocol berween vvPAT, CU and

BUs.

ii. Test Applicability

This test is applicable to v\?AT along with cu and BUs connected as â system. This test is an

extended test ofpolling test and is performed only on 1% ofthe VVPAT lot'

iii. Test Preparation '

one wPAT with 64 symbols loaded.4 BUs. lVSDU and 1CU are needed. Make connections and

operate the VVPAT. This test can be conducted with used Batter¡'pack and used Paper roll þhould be

suffrcient for printing 64 ballot slip$. .

iv. Test Procedure

i. Press BALLOT key to enable the Ballot aád vote for any candidate in the first BU. A

. total of4 votes to be casted by voting to one candidate in each BU.

ii. Press Close button on CU to Close the Poll and note down the Result by pressing Result

Button on CU.

. iii. Tally CU result with the ballot slip count.

iv. Remove all the ballot slips from WPAT and clear the votes by pressing Clear button in

CU. Check whether Total Votes displayed is '0'

v. Acceptance Criteria

The test is successful if the foìlowing conditions are met:

i. No enor message is displayed on CU during the balloting process.

ii. "PRNTER ERROR" "CHANGE PRlNTER".is not displayed on VSDU during the test.

Note: - Since the test is performed rvith a used Battery pack, the VSDU can display

"1- LOW BATTERY" "CHANGE BATTERY," during the polling of 96 votes. In thât

case change the battery pack and start the test âgâin.

I rB
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ERROR CODE : 2 -PRINTER ERROR

on pres of Ballot key on cu, if the enor code 2 displayed on vsDU along with sequence of

messages, then switch off CU. Note dorvn the eror code observed for Printer error in the Test format.

Enor code details are given below:

. P¡inter Enor 2 l - Abno¡mal Head TemBe¡ature

. Printer Enor 2.3 - Printer Timeout Enor

. Printer Enor 2.4 - Printer Lorv Voltage Enor

. Printer Enor 2 5 - Printer Inconect Command Enor

I . Printer Enor 2.6 - Cutter Enor

. Printer Enor 2.7 - Fall Error

. Prìnte¡ Eno¡ 2.8 - Printer memory Enof

. Printer Enor 2.9 - Contrast Enor :

¡ Printer Enor 2.10 - Length Enor

. Printer Enor 2.12 - Platen Open Enor

, . Printer Enor 2.13 - No Paper Error 
:

. Printer Enor 2.14- DePlete Enor

\+D



SAMPLE OF FIRST LEVEL CHECK REPORT FORMAT OF E\MS

EVM FAILED REPORT

Date:

Place:

District/State:

\+\

Reason for Reiection Remarks

Signature:

Name:
(BELÆCIL Engineer)

Signature:
Name:

(DEO's Representative)



SAMPLE OF FIRST LEVEL CHECK

FIRST LEVEL CHECK REPORT - VVPAT

T FORMAT FOR V\?AT

\q>

Signature:

Name:
(BELÆCIL Engineer)

Signature:
Name :

(DEO's Representative)



Name of State,/UT:

Name of District:
Address of hall:

It is certifìed that a printout ofthe result of mock poll as well as a sequential print out of evely

vote polled during the mock poll has been taken out from ... . .. . .. EVMs picked up by me. There are no

discrepancies between the votes polled during the mock poll and result in the print out.

Mock Poll Result Certifìcation DÛrine FLC of EVMs)

st.
No.

Name of
NationaVState
Pârtv

\\,

Name of
representative of
political party
with part-v

affiliation

Annexure-4

Identilv
document No.

with date

Signature of
representative

Remarks, if
any.



-Jl
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A nnexure-5

Mock Poll bv Representatives of Political Parties durine FLC of EVMs)

Date:........,.......'

Name of State/[JT:
Ñame of District:
Address of hall:

lt is certified that I have done mock poll on

functioning of EVMs.

S.No. Name of
NationaliState
Parfy

Name of
representative of
political party
with pârtY

affiliation

.. . . .. . .... EVMs and I am fully satisfied with the

Identity
document No.

with date

Signature of
representative

Remarks, i,
any.



Name of State/UT: .

Name of District:
Address of hall:

It is certified that the results oî the printerl baltôt slips of WPATs (lìst of unique ID of

wPATs attached) have been tallierl with the electronic result of the respective control units'

There a¡e no discrepancies between the electronic count ofthe control units and count ofprinted ballot

paper slips of WPATs.

Mock Poll certification durine FLC of VVPATSì

s.No.

/t
I -T- [---'

\12

Name of
NationaVState
Party

Name
representative of
political parfy
with parfy
affiliation

Annexure-6

Date:

of Identity
document. No.

with date

Name of Engineers of BELÆCIL

r.

2

Signature o{

representâtive

Remark, if
âny.

(Signatue)

{Signature¡.......... ....,......

Name of FLC-Supervìsor......

Designation



Annexure-7

' 
(sealine of Control Unit ofEVMs usine Pink Paner Seal)

Name of State/UTt .

Name of District:
Address of FLC hall:

Date: .

itiscertifiedthatthesealingoftheControlUnitsusìngPinkPaperSealshasbeendoneinmy

plesence.IhaveputmysigatureonthePinkPaperseais.aftersealingoftheControlUnitsandlam

satisfied with the sealing ofthe Control Units'

. Sl.No.

t1L

S.No.

Unique ID No. of Control Unit

Name of
NationaVState
Pâ rfv

Name of representative of
political party with PartY
affiliation

I

Pink Paper Seal Number

(Name, designation, signature of officers nominated by District Election Officer)

Identity document
No. with date

Signâture of
representative



Name of StateruT:
Name of District:
Address of FLC hall:

/r-o¡rifi¡cfe on arransement for FLC bv DEQ)

S-No

1 ffi accommodate the E\Ms and

V\lPATs to be checked, officials nominated by the DEO, engineers of

BEL and ECIL and also representatives ofpolitical parties

J

Whetnu FLC Hall well-lighted, well ventilated and dust 1¡ee'

4

nl

@ extinguishers and fire alarm has

been made inside and outside the hall.

)

pLC area hai been ba¡ricaded and sariitized by police

Wheth* halt i. ftee from any other electronic device or components ot

electronic devices

Particulars

1

ffi"ther fucilities of drinking water, toilet, first aid etc are available

Wh"ther therels o^ty 
"t 

e intry and exit point. to the hall and guarded

bv armed nolice force round the clock.

8

9

Whetheiàoor fiame, metal delector are installed

10

Annexure-8

lether âfianqement for frisking has been made

Wh.tt". Id."tity Cards for entry into the ILC hall to the authorized

offrcials/Representatives of political parties hãve been issued by the

Disrict Election Offìce¡ 

-

t1

tz

Date

Whether
FLC hall

rêfhêr ârrânoemenf ofwebcastins have been made

t3 Whether u separate log book (ì.e. duty roaster) to be maintained

armed oolice fo¡ce deploved fo¡ FLC hall has been kept at FLC hall

l4

log

Wheth.. all required registers and formats are ready and kept in FLC

hall

book

15

lYes/Noì

Number of Armed Police Personnel in each shiff

to record entry of every person has been kePt at

I have personally inspected the above alrangements.

(Name and Signature of District Election Officer)

lor



Name of State/UT:
Name of District:
Address ofFLC hall:

It is certified thât FLC process has been completed on " "" ' " (date) as per

iistructionsoftheCommissiononFirstLevelCheckingofEVMsandWPATs.Ipersonallyinspected

FLC on lollorving dates:

lcertificzte on comnletion ofFLC process)

t1e

The status of EVMs and V\TATs after completion of FLC is as under:

Name

.of
Districl

Avaílable in the District
BU

. The defective E\Ms and wPATs shall be shifted to the manufactuter (BELÆCIL)

on.....................i.e. within 7 days from the date ofcompletion ofFLC process in the district'

Annexure-9

CU

Dâte:

WPAT
FLC Ok QuaBUl.o

tity
VVPAT

FLC Reiect Ouantitv
BU I .u 

lvvrAr

(Nanre and Signature of District Election Officer)



ELECTION COMMISSIO¡V
NIRV,\clIitN s^t)^N, ASIIOK^ nono, ,n*,*

No.51/8/7/20 t 7-EMS
'lìr

l. 'l'hc Chìcl'JÌlccro¡al Of.fìccrs of
Âll Statcs and tjnion I.crr.itorics. 

:

2. 'l he Chairman_cum_Managing f)ircctors ofa) ilharat ljlccrronics t.;.i"ã. n"ngoi;"': *ab) IJlcctronics Corporarìon 
"r 

ì"aìäì.*¡;j. 'l 
rydcrabarJ.

Subjccr: inslructions on l.lVVs & VVl,Â l.s f{cgarijing.

SiriMadam.

r11

¡{s,rrtrx\r.{€ ' c ftz

'l'he commission had constitutcd a workrng Group to rcvisit thc cxisting administrativcprotocols for st.ragc, transporrãtion, stock-managcm cn! cr.c, or rìVMs and wr)^l.s tocnsurc cnd-ro_cnd security proiocoì for safc, sfibth and t.a
¿nci vvr)Â'r's and lhcir ,r" ,n ,."n*,.,,""";::"::_' 

drru rransparcnt movcmûnt of livMs

comm ss on has djrcctcd .,ïï"iï'ïi;j_;irî" ,î:ï:,:"i ï:::.ï:::,,î:following instruclions shall bc lollowcci_ I

1. Transportation of EVMs &
piacc ro anorhcr r, .,."- TTT ..",;:Ji:iî",ilï,:ïlï:i:i:;'ffi:";
protocols shalÌ bc strictly lolÌowcd:
(a) Movcmcnt of tjVMs & V,

softwarc (ti.t.sl. 
vP'41's should mandàtorily be donc through ).ìvM 'l'rackÍng

(b) Containcrizcci trucks or scal¡rrl r'r¡.t . ^- ...L:..,

madc shaìl only bc uscti 

;calcd trucks on which propcr locking arrangcm.nts can bc

rocked anti scarcd wjth rri:.t::;::""'"s 
livMs anrj VVP^TS' so that thcsc coulti bc

[c] Á' trucks rransponing lìvMs/vvr)Â'r's shaìr bc:scarcd with rock anrl papcr scars.{dJ vchìcìcs with GPS tracking onìy shouÌd bc u,scd for movcmcnt of ,;vMlvvrr^.i..
[c) Politjca] Partrcs shall bc i;

warchouscs wh¡le sh;ftil 
ctÌ ìn advanccri about opcning, stockrng & scaling of

arrcnds, thcwork.n.r,r 
";' 

j]z]'l. 
and VVt)À1.s. trowovc)., if no rcprescnrativc

[fJ l)li0 to vidca-graph thc wholc p.o."r, uf t.rn.fc./rcccipt of lìVM.
1

Iìy Spccd post/e_mait

OF INDIA
DUI-III-110001

.l)atcd: 30'h August, 2017



[i) Transportation from ltactory to State

{a) GI']S tracking of vchicrcs sha, bc monitorcrl 0n dairy basis by rhc Ì)rsr¡ict rirccti0n
.fficcrs and randomry monitorcci by Lhc chicf riìccroral officcr.s, Â craiìy monitoring
rcport.shall bc scnt by thc Chicfljìcctoral Officcr to th0 Commjssjon.

[b) lior transportarion of IjVMs/Wl),4,1.s [ncwiy manufacrurc or rcpa¡rcdJ from factory
to sr.atc, tran-sporration arrangcmcfts rhrt b. don. rry the manufacturcrs. ,r,he

fransportatjon chargcs for shifiing of rcpaircd IiVMs/VVI)Â,1.s from facto.y i.o
statc/t,'i'ariocatcd by thc commission sha' bo bornc by thc statc/i,,r'concerncd.

[c] Manufacturcrs shat uncrcrtakc Ì)uc Dirigcncc for cmpancring/cngaging trânsport
companics for transpor[ation of t:.VMs /yyIrA,l,s.

(c] consigncc state/u'r'shalr dcpute its officiai at factory with sccurity pcrsonncr fromtheir statc and fouow thc sccurity p¡otocor for Intcr statc transrcrs.

(ii) Inter Sfaæ Transportation

(a) 'A nodaì officcr at Statc as wcri os u,-rtî.t levcr sha, bc appointcd for cons.anrcoord ination for smoorh I

rbrÂs far as possìb c, ,," J::iïi:':::.iiJ:Ïïïï:,::::î::::,,:ï." 
",liVMs/VVI),41i by borrowing Statc arc in â clustcr or on thCsamc routc.(c) i)liOs shall cnsurc thar n(:ìthcr defcctivc nor'l:.VMs/VVI\Al..s undcr conflict in lj.l.S,arc transfcrrcd to thc borrowing Statc.

{iii) Intra Stute Transportation

[a] lnt¡a-district allocation as wcil es intcr_district allocations
instructions only. 

-" *" ¡rrrlr -uL5LI rLL allocatlons to bc donc as pcr cxisting

{bJ All movcmcnts of lÌVM.s/VVI,A,t.s shaìl bc .onc through Iì,1.S and with prÍorpcrm ission of rhc Com mission.

[c] ln casc of cxigcncic.s liì<c fl
under inrimation to thc conl 

or fi¡c thc c'lio / DLo may shrft thc IìvMs/wPA'r's

(d) Drì's wiJr cnsurc,*",;ii;",Ï: i:""'.._:,"::;: ï:ïï. transportinslìVMs/Wt,Â'l's, n..oig.r.n
overancj rccciprof rivM.s/uut lrlt"ttt 

transport' arrangcmcnI for propcr hantling

2

rØo
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2 Storage and Security Arrangemetrts for EVMs & WpATs
(a) 'i'hc autho'scd rcpr.s cn ta'.Ívcs of poriticaì r)arlics sha, bc atowcd to witncss thc

Ânnual l)hysical Vcrification of ljVMs & VVPAl,s.

[bJ l)uty iìcgistcr of pcrsons cngagcd in phy:'-icar vcrification to bc maintaincd. 'r.his
rcgister shaìlbc prcscrvcd f¡r S vcars.

(d) Main switch of thc warchou-sc/strong .room shoulci bc ìnstarìc<i ourside thc
warchousc/strong room and thc crcctricity bc disconncctcd aftcr scaìing thc
warchousc/ strong room to avoìd shcrt circuiting. No cxtcrnajly powcrcd unit
should bc installcd or kcpt jnsidc thc slrong room.

[c) Âftcr opcning thc strolrg room for counting of votcs, compÌctc vlrì cography of taking
ouvbringing back of conrror t,nits sha, bô cìonc. 

^gcnts 
or candidaros shourd arso

bc allowcd to watch strûng room through CC1,V coveragc.
[fJ A ,og book must bo maintaincd ror rhc pcrsons who havc bccn aÌlowcci/cìcputccì to

vicw thc CC,l.V.

[g] 1'hc minìmum sccurity rcquircmcnr for strong .ou, o, nl,,.o rivMs musr bc 
'ncl)latoon. Â logbook shall hc mainreincd durjng thc said ocnod.

(h) 2ax:l6s l)olicc Sccurity oi JìVM/WJ,Â.,. ,rr.Lhorr.r. In addirion, C..l,V from starL ollll,C riìì Iìp complction pcriod.
(il Sccurity: Non Poll (Post ijP ro Irl.Cl _ Mihimum 1/Z Scctjon

l;l,C ro polling _ Minimum 1 Scction

I)oli t0 IiP - Minimum 1 l)iatoon

3' Randomizations of EVMs & wpATs: Ranr,omjzations of ljvMs & wr)A.r.s shaìrbc donc through lì1.S only.

4. Preparation of EVMs & WpATs (Candidare Setting]
(al In thc wriitcn inviration,

scn*o thc cand datcs, ,. ill;:'::::::lTïî;:ffi:. 
";::ïLï:ï,ï ::

3

ovcr and ÞkÍng ovcr of kcys to bc a part of C.l.C

l8\
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prcsent to ovcrscc prcparatjon of ]iVMs/VVpÂ'f-s anrj actjvciy participatc in the
rnock poll proccss.

{b) Manufacturcrs shall provkic I)rotocol/chccklisr. on prcparation of }ivMs/VVl)Â.I's to
l)li0/R0 bcforehand for propcr watch on work ol l.inginccrs.

(cJ Manufacturcrs shall also cìcputc Sr. Lcvcì linginccrs ar statc and Distrìct lcvcls for
supcrvision and coordinarion during prcpar"ation of I.)VMs/Wi)Â'1.s.

5 Replacement of defective EVMs dWp¡fs on poll Day
al Blue self-adhcsivc stickcrs (r3"XZ"J wìth rhc words 'rìcpraccrl IivM, or ,iìcpìacccr

Wlr¡l'l ', shall be pastcd on rhc Grccn Stickcr.pastcd on )ìVM/VVPA.I. rr¡JaædìUrjae
pqll [or idcntificarion.

ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA

(KL

{Sanpte ofBIue Sticker) ,,

Red sclf-adhcsive stickcrs [:],,X2,,J with the. words ,l)r,fccrivc

Wl).i\'f', shall bc pästcd on thc Grccn Stickcr pastcd on thc
dcfcctìvc aftcr I;l,C and bcl.orc start ofpoìl for.idcntification.

NAME OF STATE........
' Ia'

bl

N;AME OF AC/PC

No-. & NAME OF PS

(Sample af Red Sticker)
c) iìcturning officcrs shat bc rcsponsibrc fo. cnirring pasting of thcsc stickcrs

4

l: v rvt 0r lJclcctlvc

IÌVM/VVI,.A f found
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6 Repairing of defective EVMs & WpATs
[a) No )ìvMs/wp.^'*, whcthcr cicfcctivc or dcfcct-frcc, shail bc transoorr{rd during thc

pcnod from comm0nccmcnt of Candjdafo Scttjng to thc Counting cìay cxccpt thc
IìVMs/WpA'l's rcquirccì to bc trânsportcd for usc in poJJs in suirscqucnt phascs. In
such casc' thc politicar partics/canriidatc$ shaÌr bc informcd in writing convcying
thc purposc ofshifting ofsuch ìiVMs/VVpÂl.s.

(b) Ârì Dcfcctivc r'ivMs/wr'Â'r's nor usbcr in rhc po)r sha, bc storccr in a scpararc
roorn/warcho uses, prcfcrabry in a scparatc campus, ir possibrc, and sha, ncvcr bc
srorcd ajong wjrh working EVMs/VVpÂ.I.s 

.

(c) lÌvMs/wl')Â'l's found dclcctivc r.luring lrl.c shall bc scnt t0 rhc manufacturcrs for
rcpair ûithìn 7 davs of compìction of rrr,c in that disrrict. .r.hc 

cuo shaìr coordinatc
and club dcfcctjvc IjVMs/VVPzl.l,s ol multiplc districrs lor dcspatch ro thc factory,

(dJ JiVMs/wr'Á'fs found rrcfcctivc rìuring candidatc sclt'ng or mock-pot on porì cray
shall bc stored in a scparatc warchousg howcvcr, JiVM.s/Wlr,4.l.s found dcfoctìvc
aftcr mock-polJ (Ì c' during actual polll on poìl-cìay shalì bc storcci alongwith oollcdliVMs/WI)Â ts. :

[c.) P0s1' Iil'ljcl'l0N IìliPÂllìS: Âfter eìcction al] rhc dcfccrivc,tÌvMs & VVI).rl.,.s shall bcscnl to thc rcspcctivc lactory for rcpajrs. i
[f] '{ftcr rcpairs arc carrÍcd r:u[, rh0 tcsr'ing prr.rtocoì for aìr rcpaircd rnacì¡incs shaj] bccxactly thc.samc as for ncw l:VMs/Wl),A.1,s.

Onc Officc¡ in thc officc oi Chicf Iìlccr.oral Ofiiccr (ÂcÌdl./Jr./t)y. CIÌ01 shajlcxclusivcly bc an 'rìvM offìccr', prcfcrabry wÍth thc tcchnicar kìowtcagc.

' you¡llai!6'fqlty,

^ ^.1 lf,r,\ \.0á sì- .

1,v"ar')'YlXì;;pt,1
Under Sccrctary.

//c
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ELECTIO¡{ COMMISSION OF TI\DIA

NIIìV^.CII^N S^.DÂN, 
^SIIOK 

IìO^D, NEW D¡ILIII-110001

N0.51/84/\¡PÄ172017-llMS ' l)atcrl: 19'rÌScplcn]bcr,2017

'lo

'l'hc Chìcf lìlcctoral O1'lìccrs o1'

ail Statcs and Union 'i'cr¡ilorics

Subjcct: ljnivc¡sal usc of Votcr Vcriflablc Papcr Audit'l'rail (VVPNI) wilh IìVM in all

liturc Gcneral and llyc^clcclions 10 thc Statc LcgisJativc Asscmblics and Lok

Sabha at all polling srations rcgarcling.

Si¡,

'l hc I lon'blc Suprcmc Courl ol lndìa in its ordcr, daLcd 08.10.2013 in rhc Civil

,\ppeal No. 909i of 2013, pcrmìtted thc lìCÌ to introducc Vvi)^'l's in graciual sragcs in thc

gcncral clcclions and lurthcr aridcci rhar rhc arca, Sratc or acrual booth (s) arc to bc dccidcd by

thc l.ìCI and thc lìCI is Iicc ro inrpJcmcnr ìhc samc:in phascd manncr. Sinco August 2013,

wPÀ'l's arc bcing used with lìvMs conlinuously. in sclcctcd constilucncics, as p* thc

availability of vvP^l's. ln rhc micting o1'political parricr^ hcld on l2ih May. 2017, tilc
cornmission an¡ouncccl 100% co'cragc or'vvl'A li ìn alì lutLr'c cicction to Lok Sabha and

Stalc Lcgislafìvc 
^sscmbiics.

Now, Lhc Commission has dircctcd that hcnccfo¡th, VVÌ).{l'shall bc uscd with ËVMs

aL all thc polling slalions in all thc j'utr.rrc )r.lcctìons to thc Parliamcnt and stalc Legislativc

Âsscmblies conductcd using l,)VMs.

You arc, thcrcforc, rcqucstcd 10 cnsurc thal vvr)À l's shall bc uscd with rìvMs, in alr

polling stations, during Gcncral anc lìyc-clcctions to ùc stalc Lcgislalivc Asscmblics ¿r,rd Lok
Sabha.

'l'hc abovc di¡cction ol*,rrc (Ì:rrmission shall bc brought to thc noticc o|a[ concc¡ncd.

) e\

l-[ c

Yours [â\thþ{ly,

il( )

[, -¿K"7

luaairÑiaìíi;upta;
Lndc: Secretary



ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA
NIRVACI{AN SADÄ.N, .ÀSHOKÂ RO,l.D, NEW DELHI-1 1 ÛOO 1

5ll8l7l20I7-EMS Dated: 29th September,2017No.

To
The Chief Electoral Office¡s of ;

Ali States a¡d Union Tenitories.

Subject: Taking out EVMs including VVPATs for training and awareness purpose'reg

Sir,A4adam,

As per existing instructions ofthe Commission, after FLC is over, fìrst randomizalion

of EVMs and WPATs is to be done to randomly assign EVMs and VVPATs to AssembLy

Constituencies (ACs) and for Training and Awa¡eness Programs. This should be done before

fhe start of trainìng of polling personnel. Generally, fi¡st randomization is done afte¡

an¡ouncement of election by the Commission. The Commission has already rlirected to use

100% VVPATs in all elections to the House ofthe People and State I-,egislative Assemblies.

To ensure proper awareness on use of WPATs with EVMs, the Commission has directed that

âfter FL,C of EVMs and WPATs:

(Ð EVMs and WPATs ma¡' be taken out for awareness purpose whenever needed even

belore first Randomization subject to an upper ceiling of 5% olthe total allocation to

the District- However, Training lrVMs and VVPATs will be taken out as is being

followed till now i.e. during fìrst randomization of EVMs a¡d WPATs.

(iÐ Political Parties should necessarily be invited to witness this process from opening of

Wa¡ehouse and re-seaiing of warehouse alter taking out the EVMS/VVPATs I'or

âwareness. Entire process to be videographed.

(iiÐ The list of such EVMs and VVPATs to be used for awareness purpose shall

immediately be given to the National and Statè Recognised Polirical Parties. This iist

shall also be shared with the candidates/their agents, as and when they are fìnalized.

(iv) A sticker of Bright Orange coiour mentionirig "VOTER AWARENESS" shall be

afüxed on such EVVs and VVPATs.

(u) The abovementioned EVMs and VVPATs shail be srored in a safe and secure manner

in a separate room./hall under lock and seal wlth proper security. Under no

circumstances, the safety and security of these'EVMs and VVPATs shail be allowed

to be compromisetls.

(vi) Such EVMs and VVPATs shall be given onl1, to the aurhorised. officials deputed by

the District Election Officer concemed.

ANN EK -t'
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(vii) The DEO shall ensure that the officials chosen for c¡eation of EV\4/VVPAT reLated

awareness/IEC campaign, as weil as those nominated for handling these EVMs and

WPATs must be comprehensively trained on the usage and functiomng of the BVMs

and WPATs.

(viiÐ

(ix)

(x)

Proper Iog book shail be maintained'

AwarenessEVMs/VVPATscanbeaddedtoTIaìningEVMs/VVPATs,ifrequired.

Both Training and Awareness EVMs/VVPATs can be added to poll day reserve' if

required, after due proÞess of FLC, ¡andomizations a¡d Ca¡didate Setting in the

presence of political parties/contesting candidales/thefu agents'

t^l
\KC

Copy to:

1. The Chaì¡man-cum-Managing Direclor,
Bharat Electronics Limited,
Nagavara, Oùter Ring Road,

tsangalore-560045. Karnataka.

The Chairman-cum-Managing Director,

Elect¡onics Corporation of India Limited,
Hyderabad, Andh¡a Pradesh.

I t-,-

(Madhusud
Under Secretary

-f



: AÑÑex'rte efts
ELECTION COMMISüON OF I¡{DIA

Nirvachan Sadan, ,4.shoka Road, Ncw Dclhi-110001

No.51/8/VVPA1I201I-EVM Datcd: l lth October,2017

'l'o

'Ihe Chief Blectoral Offrcers of
1. Gujarat, Gandhinagar
2. l-limachal Pradesh, Shimla

Subject: Vcrification of VVP¡\'| papcr slips-rega rding.
l

I am directed to intimatc that thc Commissión has directed rhat in the

forthcoming General ljlections to State I-cgislative Á.sscmblics of Gujarat and

l limachai Pradcsh, måndatory vcrificaLion oI VVPÀI' papor slips ol randomiy

selected 01 (one) polling station per Ässcmbly Conslituency shall be done on a

'piÌot' basis. 'l'he above mandatory verihcation of VVP,4.]'papcr slips of 0l (one)

polling stalion (randomly sclected) will bc in addition to thc provisions of Rule

56Il ofthe Conciucl ofElections Iìulcs, 1961.

Dctailed instructions for this purposc will bc issucd separatcly.

'l'he above direction ofthe Commission shaii be brought to thc notice of all

conccmed.

Yours Hiqhfully,

;;e
\ qJ',
',,Varr*i-'

'*^'li:il"å.".:å'i

tKl

-trl.
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ELE CTION C OMMIS SION O.F.INDIA
NIRVACIIAN SADAN, ASIIOKA ITOAD' NIiW DIII'III-11()O()i

No.5Il8/vVP¡\l/20i?-EMS 
Datecl: 13'h october' 2017

lo 
'l'he chicf lìlecroral officc¡s of

i Gujaral' Gandhinagar

2 Llimachal Pradesh' ShimLa'

Subjcct: Vcrification of Wl'ÂT paper stips- l'ìtot 'tcsting - rcgarding'

Sir,

I am directccl to stetc ttrat the Commission has mandatcd that VVPA'I s will be used

çith LjVMs at all polling stations in all luture Gcneralill've-!ìlcctions to thc Pa¡liament and the

Statc Legislative Assemblics' including thc upcoming Gcncral lllections to State Lcgislative

Asscmblies ol l{imachal Pradesh and (lujarat at all Asscmbly Constituencies Now' the

Commìssion iras di¡cctcd that in thc Genc¡al Elections t: j::l:^ ]:*t*"*c 
Assemblics of

I-límachal Pradesh and Gujaral' mandatory verihcaáon of VVI'N| papcr slips of randomly

selected 01 (one) polling station pcr Asscmbly Consiitr'iency shall be donc on a'pilot' basis'

'fhe above mandatory verihcalron oiVVPN| paper slips of01 (onc) polìing stalion (randomìy

selecred) will bc in addition to thc provisions of I{ulq 56D of ùe Conduct of Elections iìulcs'

l96r.

Iìor this 'pilot' vcrihcation of VVPÂÎ papcr slìps of randomly sclccted 01 (one) polling

station per Asscmbly Constitucncy' thc fbllowing proccdurc shall be followed;

l. 'fhe verification of WP^t paper slips of randornìy sclecred 0l (onc) polling station

for each Ässembly Constitucrcy shail be tâkcn up after the complction ofthc ìast round

of counting of volcs rcco¡dcd in thc lì'VMs'

2'l\hcrandomsclcctionof0l(onc)pollingslalionpclAsscmbiyConstituencyshallbe

donc by Drarv of lors, by thc Reittrning Office¡ concemed' i4 the presence of

candid'ates/theiragcntsandlhcGcncfalobscwerappointcdbythcComrnissionforthat

AsscmblY ConstitucncY'

].,fhodrawofloismrislbcConcluctcdimnrcdiatcLyafierthecompictionolthclast¡ound

counting ol'voles ¡eco¡c{ed in thc IIVMs (Controì Units) in thc designated Counting

Ilall for the panicular AssembLy ConstiLucncy

4. A wí cn intimation rcgarding thc conduct. of draw of lots for the landom seicction of

0l (onc) polling station iòr vcrificarion ofVVPAT Slips shalì bc given by the Returning

Offìcer to the Candidatcsltheir election agents wcÌ1 in advance'

5- Thc following procedruc shall bc followed lor the conduct of draw ofiots:

\ 13-
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a White colour papcr cards oipostcard sizc shall be uscd 1br concìucting the clraw of
lors.

'fotal number of such papcr cards shouJrJ bc cquaÌ to rotal numbcr ofpoiling slation.s

in rhc Âsscmbly Constitucncy.

'.I'he papcr cards shall havc prc-ptintcd Âssembly Constituency numbcr, AC name

and date ol polling on the [op, anrì the polling station number in ihc centrc. ]lach

digit ofthe poliing station numbcr.shall bc atlcasi i,'x I,'(i inch by i inch) size and

printed in black ink.

The papcr cards to be used lor draw oflots shouid bc fou¡-folded in such a wav that

polling starion number is not visible.

e, Each papel card shall bc shown to thc canlJiclatesnhcit. agcnts befor.c lolding and

dropping in the containcr.

f. 1'he papcr cards shall bc kcpt in the big contâjner and must bc shaken belore picking

up 01 (onc) slip by the lìcrurning Officcr.
'lhe verification of WPÀl'papcr slips shall bc donc in a,VVpÀ.1 Cou¡ring Boorh,
(vcB), speciall¡' preparcd for this purpose insid.b rhe counring Hall. the booth shall be

cnclosed in a wire mcsh just ììkc a bank cashicr's cabin so thar no WPAT paper slip
can be acccssed by any ùnauthorìzcd pcrscn. One ofthc Counting tablcs in the Countìng
IIall can be convc¡tcd into thc VCIì and can be usecl for normal counting olround_wise
IlvM votcs belo¡c thc coLìnr'ot'vvr)A j srps as p,:r randoin screction alìcr the

1g?

complelion of round-wise ljVM counting.
'lhe Vc¡ihcation count of thc VVp.{1. papcr slips o1, thc
pollìng starion shali bc conducrcd s(rictly jn ¿ccordancc

Commission on counring ofprinrciJ papcr sììps. '

1'he Iìeturning Oflìccr shall pcr.sonaily supcrv.isc thc counting of VVpA1. papcr. slips ar
this booth' l'hc Gcnc¡ar obsc^'cr conccrned shalr cnsuLc crose and careruÌ observarion
ofthe enti¡e excrcisc and cnsurc strict compriancc of rhc commission,s inslr*c1ions.
'l'hc abovc proccss shail bc fuììy vidcographcd.

.After complction ofthe abovc proccss, thc lìctuming Offìccl.shalÌ gìvc a ccflifìcate in
1l'ìc anncxcd lonnat,

The above dírecfion olthe Cournissio¡ shall bc br.ought to the notice oIall concemed.

9.

10

randomly sclected 0i (onc)

wilh thc insl¡uctio¡s ol the

ic
/\

yours f,a;tÈl¡ lv.
I )/ \'

^ ii'\l\ .\ /L -i1 \ \ \-./ l'<-/
'.\D\Ns{..\ -\ ,\

(Madhusudan Gupta)
Undcr Secretary

2



^nncxùrc
Pilot Testing of Counting of papcr slip.s of VV. P^'l' of 01 randomly selcctcd

polling station 
.

Namc of State :......
No.andNameofAssemblyConstitrtcucy:... .. . . .

Sl.No. a¡d namc of Polling Station:........... ........
l.iniquc ID of Control Unit:....
Uoiquc lD of VVPAT:... ..... . -.. ... .. .

It is certify that pilot tcsling ofcounling ofpaper slips oIVVPÀ'l of 0l randomly seiected

polìing station has been conducled as per tho instructÍons ol'thc Cornmission.

tqnll"

r-or¡fîõîES-

Signatue of CoLmting Agents

1............._........

2...... . .. ... .... .... ..

1......................

Signaturc of Counting Supcrvisor

Signatuc ol' Ccncral Obscrve¡

Signature of Retuming Officer



ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA
Nirvachan Sadan, Âshoka Iìoad, Ncw Dclhi-110001

No.51/8lr'VPAT/2017-EVM Dated: 13th October' 2017

'fo

Subjcct:

Sir,À4adam,

The Chief Elcctoral Olficcrs ol
All States and Union l e nitorics. 

:

Counting of lrintcd I'apcr Slips of VVPÂ"I's in case of non-retricval of

rcsult from thc Control Unit - rcgarding'

Iamdirectedtorefertoparai?.4'6ofChapterl7(lnstructionsRelatingloCounting)

of.ManualonF,lect¡onicVotingMachineandVVPAT,(January20i7),whereinithasbeen

mentioned thal "ln case, it is not possiblc to retrieve the result f¡om the CU even after using

printer, as instructed in para 17.4.4, thc printed pap9r slips, where VVPAT is used' of the

respeclive VVPAT to be counted . . .."

The commission has already difecfed to use wPAT at every polling stalion in âll

elections to the Ilouse ofthe Pcople and State Legislative Asscmblies. llence. in case ofnon-

rel¡ieval ofresult from any conrroÌ unit, the printed papcr slips ofthe respcctive vVPAT shall

be counted, as pcr counting procedure prescribcd by ihe Commission, for counting of printed

paper sìips.

À report regarding counting of printed balloi slips of WPAT is to be sent to the

Commission in the lollowing format through Chief lllectoral Officer concemed for

informarion.

ùu^.,\ÀßF- t/f+

t?il

-rl t
Youn ffrfrfuA',

tlt \I /\Jt
N ^ \/ ---l
\\ Yr\'r" -

lMadhusVdan-Cupta)
IJnder Sccretary



ELECTION COMMISSION OF IT{DIA

Madhusudan GuPta

I Inder qecretâr-v

o_ (Jctuuç! r -v l /
No. 5 I ¡8[WPAT/20 I 7-EMS

To
The ChiefElectoral Of{icers of
AIl States and Union Teritories'

Subject:InstructionsonuseofEVMswithVoterVerifiablePaperAuditTrailsystem
(VVPAT) - Regæding

SirMadam,
In supersession of earlier inslructìons,' the Commission has directed thatthe

foltowing instructions on use of wPAT system with EVM shall be strictly followed in all

GeneralBye-elections to the House of the People (Lok Sabha) and State Legislative

Assemblies:

1. Training of Master Trainers, Polling Personnel a¡d storage Personnel:

Presiding officers, Polling oîfrcers, Retuming ofäcer, Assistant Retuming officers,

. sector officers and counting Persoonel must be gìven hands-on-training related to their

. role/duties on use of EVMs with vvPATs. Every official should get an oppofunity to

operate the EVM with VVPAT system and understandthe plocess ofrecording the vote using

WPAT. Sepæate training should be given on counting of printed paper slips ftom the

WPAT system and tallying the count of vVPAT paper slips with the count of the control

Unit. A copy of WpAT brochure (Annexure-I.¡ihould be given to all officers dwìng

: training andbe available at polling stationonpoll day.A training session may be incolpolated

in the training module of State Public AdminisÍation Institutions, on operation & use of

WPATs.

2. Awareness about use of V\?AT:

. A demonstratìon of WPAT system should be organized by the Distrìct Election

Officers (DEOs) for political parties, Retuming Officers and electors at suitable locatíons.

The Retuming Officers (ROs) shall anange demonstration of VVPAT system for candidates

and electors at suitable locations in the constituency. The poster "How to Cast Your Vote

Using EVMs and WPATs" (Annexure-Il) on method of voting with VVPAT should be

pasted at prominent places of the constituencies and at places in each polling station in a

manner that voters waiting in the queue are able to read the instructions. The DEO and RO

llPage

NIRVACHAN SADAN, ASHOI(A, ROAD, NEW DE14L110001
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should also organize programmes for awareness about use of EVMs with WPAT on print

media and local cable-network etc A short film on How to Cast Your Vote using WPAT

with EVM shall be made in regional language for this purpose'

NOTE: ONLY FLC-OK EVMs & WPATs WITH DUMMY SYMBOLS

SHATL BE USED FOR TRAINING, AWARENESS AND

DËMONSTRATION. .

3. Preparation of EVMs and WPAT system for Poll:

EVMs shall be prepared according to the instructions of the Commission on the

preparation of EVMs for polls. The WPAT system shall be prepared for poll in the

following manner as mentìoned in Rule 498 ta(c) (i) - (iii)l olthe Conduct of Elections

Rules, l96l :

Ð The VVpAT consists of vvpAT Starus Display:unit tvSDU) and VVPAT Printer unit.

. A new battery power pack shall be connected to the VVPAT unit and shut the door of

the battery compartment, but no sealing is required on battery compaÍment as the power

pack can be replaced if low battery status is indicated on VSDU durìng the polì'

ii) A fiesh paper ro11 shall be installed in the printer unit by following the procedure

mentioned in the user manual for WPAT.

iii) serial numbers, names of candidates and slmbols allotted shall be loaded in VVPAT

. *ith the help of engineers. A test printout shall be checked with the ballot paper in

Balloting Unit (BU).

. iv) Then one vote to each candidate shall be givenio check that the VVPAT is printing the

paper slips accuratelY. '

' v) Thereafter, switch off the cu and seal the latches of paper roll compartment using

tb¡ead seals and address tags.Tl,e candidates/their agents shall be allowed to affix their

. signatures with party abbreviations on Address.Tags.

I vi) The units should be randomly allocated to polling stations and kept in the respective

carrying case.

. 4, Polling Parties:

I On. exûa polling official must be provided to handle the VVPAT unit while

, constituting polling.parties, to handle VVPAT unit and also to watch VSDU continuously

during poll process. The official shall immediately inform the Presiding Offrcer of any

. error noticed in VSDU.At the time of dispersal of polling parties, two copies of the Trouble

shooting instructions (Annexure-Il! and List of additional items of polling materia-ls

(Ännexure-Ii) shall be handed over to the Presiding Officers. Adequate numbers of black

' 2¡eug"
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paper envelopes and plastic boxes may also be procured for storing the paper ballot slips

from the VVPAT.

NOTE: "Thé P"nt"e ".i th. ti.. of di.o"rsul and before mock poll at polling station under anv circumstance'

as WPATs issued to them are alreadv checked * tested'"

5. Conduct of Mock Poll and sealing of EVMs and WPATs in the Polling Stations:

During the mock poll, BU and VVPAT should be placed in the Voting Comparnnent'

whereaPollingoffrcershouldbepresentalongwithpollingagentstoobserve.TheCUand

VSDU should be placed on the table of the Presiding officer,Polling Ofhcer' This Polling

Officer will keep a record ofthe votes casl'

Afterthemockpoll,PresidingofficerwillascertaintheresultintheCU.countthe

VVPAT paper slips in the presence of the polling agents and conflrm that the fesults tally for

each candidate. All mock poll data in CU and VVPÀT paper slips from WPAT must be

removed by the Presiding ofhcer and the empty drop box verified by the Polling Agents.The

mock poli wPAT paper slips, should be stamped on their back side with rubber stamp having

inscription "MocK POLL SLP", thereafter these mock poll vVPAT paper slips shall be

kept in an envelope made of thick black paper and- sealed with the seal of the Presiding

Officer.The sample image of the said stamp is as under:

| 111

(The dimensions of the stamp to be used for the purpose should be 3cms X 1.5 cms)

The Presiding Officer and polling agenls must put their signatures on the envelope.

The number and name ofthe polling station, number and name of Assembly Constituency,

date of poll and the words "VVPAT paper slips of Mock Poll" shall be written on the

envelope.

This envelope must be kept in the special plastic box for mock poll and sealed with

a pink paper seal placed all around in such a man+er that opening of the box will require

breaking of the seal. The number and name of the polling station, number and name of

Assembly Constituency and the date ofpoll shall be written on the plastic box. The Presiding

Officer and Polling Agents must put their signatures on the pink paper seal and keep the box

along with other documents relating to elections. Thereafter, Presiding Officer will sign the
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Mock Poll Certihcate (Annexure-V) and seal the CU The drop box of WPAT should be

. sealed with a¡ address tag before the actual polì stads'

6. Complaint about incorrect printing of particulars on paper slip:

If any voter alleges about the wrong printing of particulars of a candidate and/or

. symbol of that candidate on WPAT paper slip printed by the printer on pressing of

concemedblue(candidate)buttonol1theBallotingunittowhichtheprìnteriscon:rected'

the Presiding Officer of the polling statìon should provide him a 'Form of Declaration'

I 
1Ano"xu.e-U) to lodge a còmplaint and follow the procedure prescribed under rule 49MA'

which reads as under:

"49M4. Procedure in case of complaint about particulars printed on paper slip' -

(1) Where prinÎer for paper trail is used' if anelector afìer having recorded his vote

under rule 49M alleges that the paper slip generated by ihe printer has shown the name

'olsymbolofacandidateothelthantheonehevotedfor,thepresidingofficershall

obtain a written declaration from the elector as to the allegation, after waming the

elector about the consequence ol making a false declaration'

Q)Iftheelectorgivesthewrittendeclarationrefenedtoinsub.rule(1),thepresidirrg

offrcershallmakeasecondentryrelatedtothatelectorinFormlTA,andpermitthe

elector to record a test vote in the voting machine in his presence and in the presence of

i the candidates or polling agents who may be present in the polling station, and observe

' the paper slip generated by the printer.

(3) Ifthe allegation is for.rnd true, the presiding ofhcer shall repoft the facts immediately

I to the retuming officer, stop fui1her recording ofvotes in that voting machine and act as

per the direction that may be given by the Retuming Officer'

(4) If, however, the allegation is found to be false and the paper slip so generated under

'. 
sub-rule (1) matches with the test vote recordeà by the elector under sub-rule (2), then,

the presiding officer shall- :

. (Ð make a rematk to that effect against the second entry relating to that elector in

. Form 174 mentioning the serial number and name ofthe candidate for whom

such test vote has been recorded;

(iÐ obtain the signatüe or thumb impressiòn ofthat elector against such temarks;

. and

(iiÐ make necessary entries regarding such test vote ì¡ item 5 in Part I of Form 17C."
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7. Action in case of certain contingencies during poll:

Certain contingencies may arise during the polling process' which may require certain

actions. These are as follows: - '

à. In case the CU or the BU does not rxork property' replacement of the whole

EVM including CU, BU and WPAT is required No mock poll is required to

. be taken 
.

. b. In case the VSDU is showing "Low Bafiery"' the power pack battery of WPAT

should be replaced. It should be enswed that before taking out the power pack

batteryofWPAT,controlunitmustbe'switchedoFFandafterinstallingnew

. power pack battely in WPAT, confol unit should be switched ON' ControL

Unit should not be switched ON without installing power pack in WPAT'

c. In case there is any other enor. Iike ..påper Low' error, the wPAT will stop

printing and the enor shall be displayed on the V SDU In such case the VVPAT

unitistobereplaced.Nomock-poll.jsrequiredtobetaken.Therefore,if

WPAThasnotprintedthepaperslip,ottheprintedpapersliphasnotbeencut'

thelastvoterwhosepapersliphasnotbeenprintedbyVVPATorhasnotbeen

cutshouldbeallowedtocasthisvoteaftertheWPAThasbeenreplaced.In

case the printed paper slip has not been cut and is hanging fìom the paper roll,

, no effort should be made to make it fall into the drop box. It should be allowed

toremainhangingasitmeansthatthe'votehasnotbeenrecordedinControl

Unit and as it is not to be counted at the time of counting of the printed-paper

slips. The details of such an occurrence should be clearly reco¡ded in the

Presiding Officer's dairy in the following format: -

i. The date and rime ofthe occu¡rence.

ii. The name of the voter and his serial number i¡ the part in the electoral

roll, who was allowed to cast hii vote after replacement of WPAT.

iii. Whether the voter cast his vote after replacement of WPAT o¡ went

away without casting his vote.

iv. The Total number ofvores cast Lefore the occurrence.

' In case of contingencies, the Presiding Ofücers mayalso refer to Annexure-Ill for

soluúons.

. 8. Counting ofvotes and printed ballot slips:
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Aftera¡nouncementoflesultsheetentries,anycandidate,theirelectionagentortheir

counting agents may apply in writing to the RO to count the printed VVPAT paper slips in

any or all polling stations. If such application is made, the RO shall pass a speaking order on

whethertheWPATpaperslipsshouldbecounted.IftheRodecidestoallowthecounting

of the VVPAT paper slips of any or alt polling stations, such decision of the RO must be

recordedinwritingalongwiththereasonsthereof.TheRoshallgivedueconsiderationto

the following: :

(a)WhetherthetotalnumberofvotespolledinthatpollingStationiSgreaterorlesser

thanthemarginofvotesbetweenwinningcandidateandcandidatemakingthe

apPlication.

(b)WhetherEVMhadaproblemandwasreplacedatthatpollingstationdrrringpoll,

(c)WhethertherewasanycomplaìntaboutWPATnotprintingorcomplaintsbyany

voter rutder Rule 49MA in that polling station during the poll'

9. Arrangements for counting of WIAT paper slipi:

(a) one of the counting Tablesinside the coünting Hall shall be earmarked by the

Retuming Offrcer as VVPAT Counting Booth (VCB) for Counting of WPAT Paper

Slips.

(b) vcB shall be enclosed in a wire-mesh just.like a Bank cashier cabin, so that no

WPAT paper slip can be accessed by any urnauthorised person'

10. Procedure to count WPAT paper slips:

Ifthe Ro decides to count the printed paper slips ofany polling sfation(s) on an appeal for

recounting ofany polling station(s), the following procedures shall be strictly fol'lowed:

Step-1:

i) For keeping VVPAT Paper Slips taken out from the Drop Box of the VVPAT, a

sufficiently sized container with lid, of dimensions 14 inch X 10 inch X 5 inch (length

x breadth x height), to easily accommodate around 1400 Printed Paper Slips, shall be

kept on the table of VCB. This Container should be made of sturdy transparent material

Iike plastic etc. Sample images ofthe Container are available in A¡mexure- VIIi

ii) For keeping WPAT paper slips of the respective candidates, a Pigeonhole Framework

shall be prepared in advance according to the number of candidates including NOTA,

with one additional piseonhole.for keepins self-test slips of the WPAT' ar.d shall be

kept on the table of VCB.

\11
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(a) The minimum number of Pigeonholes in

number of candidates Plus 2 (two)'

(b) The size of each compartrnent (Pigeonhole) must be atleast 6 inch X 4 inch X 4

inch (length x breadth x height)'

(c) The pigeonhole struchre should be made of sturdy transparent material like plastic

etc, having a fixed base, to prevent any WPAT paper slip from slipping

undemeaLh.

(tl) The symbol of each contesting candidate as per the Batlot Paper should be affixed

on the wall of the pigeonhole aliotted to the particular candidates The sJmbol

should be printed in black and white on a plain paper of minimum size

4 inch X 3 inch. Sample images of the ligèonhole Framework are piaced in

Annexure-VIII'

iii) Atleast 100 Rubber bands for making bundles of 25 WPAT paper slips'

Step-2:

i)TheWPATunit(S)oftherespectivepollingstation(s)shouldbebroughttotheVCBone

. by one, as the case maY be

'ii)IncaseaWPATrrnitwasreplacedduringpoll,atthatpollingStation,alltheWPAT

units used at that polling station should be brought to the VCB'

Step-3:

i) The printed paper slips shall be taken oul from a]l'the WPATs used at the polling station,

. before beginning the countìng ofVVPAT paper ilips for that polling station'

ii)BeforetakingouttheVVPATPaperSlipsfrom'thedropbox,theaddresstag(s)ofthe

drop box shall be crosschecked to ascertain that the WPAT pertains to the respective

: polling station.

iv) The wPAT Paper Slips taken out from the Dfòp Box of the VVPAT shall be first kept

in the container as per specification at step-1 (i).

v) After taking our the WPAT paper slips from Drop Box, the counting Supervisor shall

ensure that no wPAT paper slip is left inside thewPAT drop box and show the empty

&op box to t}le counting agents.

vi) In case a wPAT unit was replaced, it may so happen that an uncut fully or paftially

WPAT paper slip ìs hanging and has not got cut and dropped in the drop box and still

connected to the paper roll. This uncut wPAT paper slip should not be tom and should

. not be counted because the vote is not recorded electronically in the CU unless the

WPAT paper slip is cut. in such an event, the:last voter whose WPAT paper slip was

:
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not cut woùld have been given an opportunity'to cast his vote after replacement of

WPAT and the VVPAT paper slip of the vote cast by him shall be in the next VVPAT

used in that Polling station'

vii) The drop box of the VVPAT will also have WPAT slips of self+est repoÍ These are

easily identified, as they do not have either the:name or the s'vmbol of any candidate'

These self-test teport slips are to be preserved alongwith the VVPAT paper slips as part

of the record but they are not to be counted'

Step-4: .

Ð The WPAT paperslips should be seglegated one-by-one and put in respective pigeon

. holes after showing each slip to the Counting agents' The paper slips bearing self-tests

report shall also be segregated and put in a separate pigeonhole provided for the purpose

ü) Bundles of 25WPAT paper slips of respeciive candidates shall be prepared for

counting Purpose.

. iiÐ WPAT Paperslips shall then be counted by the counting staff'

iv.¡ Result of rhe VVPAT paper slips count shall be prepared in the format as per Annexure-

VII and attached to Pa¡t-II of Form 17-C.

v) The result of the count of wPAT paper slips shall be announced loudly in the counting

hall and shown to the counting agents.

vi) As per Rule 56D(b) ofthe Conduct of Elections. Rules 1961, ifthere is any discrepancy

. between EVM count and paper slip count, the paper slip count shaìl prevail Hence' if

there is discrepa¡cy between the count of votes displayed on the control unit and the

count of printed-paper slips in respect of that Polling Station, the result sheet will be

amended as per the printed-paper slips count.

Step-5:

. eft.. completion of counting of vVPAT paper slips, the bundles of all the wPAT Paper

Slips shall be kept back in the Drop Box of the respective VVPAT and door ofthe Drop Box

shall be sealed using address tags. The candidate(s)/their agents may also be ailowed to affix

their signature with parry abbreviation on the Address Tags.

I 
11. Removal of Thermal Paper Roll and Power Pack from WPAT units:

. After the result is anrounced, thermal paper rolls and power packs shall be removed

ftom all the WPAT units under videography and kept in separate sftong room. In no case,

. printed paper slips shall be taken-out of the Drop-Box of any WPAT.

12. Storage of WPATs after counting of votes:

\1 1
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After completion of counting of votes' EVMs and WPATs containing printed paper

slips in its Drop box, shall be kept in the same strong room'

. a) The sûong foom shall not be opened till compietion of Election Petition (EP) period

. i.e. till EP list is received from respective High Court'

b)AftercompletionofElectionPetitìonPeriod,lheexaclEPpositionshouldbe

ascertained from High Court concemed before opening the sfong room'

13. Storage of WPAT Paper Slips after expiry of period of liling of Election Petitions:

]AftelexpiryoftheperiodoffilingofElectionPetitions(EPs)i.e-45-daysfiomthe

dateofdecìarationofresult,DistrictElectionofficefsshallascertainthepositionofEP

ùomtheconcemedHighCourt'AfterobtainingthestatusofEPftomtheHighCourt

concerned, the following actìon shall be taken:

-A.EveryWPATusedinanelectionandkeptinthecustodyoftheDistrictElection
, Offrce. shall be kept untouched, under the standald prÔtocol of security' till

. confirmation of Election petition position from the High court concerned after the

completion of the period for filing Eìection Petition i.e. 45 days from the date of

declaration of the result.

B. In the case ofelections, where no election petition has been filed or no other court cases

are pending, after the aforesaid period, the VVPATsshali be available for use in a-ny

future election or any other purpose like traihing, awareness, movement, physical

verilication etc.

Before moving any WPAT, printed paper slips shall be taken out from Drop-box of

' the WPATs as per procedure mentioned belov/ì

Ð A Notice informing the opening of Strong Room having VVPATs shall be given

to the representatives ofall political parties in writing at least 48 hours in advance,

requesting them to remain present at the time of opening of strong room.

iÐ The strong room shall be opened in the presence ofthe District Election Officer and

represenratives of Political Panies. 
.

iii) The WPAT paper slips shall be taken out from the Drop Box of VVPAT and kept

in a paper envelope made ofthick black paper, sealed using red wax under the seal

ofDEO. Narne ofelection, number and name of assembly constituency, particulars

ofpolling station, unique serial number oflhe VVPAT unit, date olpoll and date

of counting shall be mentioned on the envelope containing printed paper slips.

iv) The envelopes containing WPAT paper slips sha1l be kept with all other statutory

documents relating to that election till the statutory time limit.
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v) Thorough checking of officials deputed for the removal of WPAT paper slips and

their sealing must be ensured All pockets need to be emptied before entering the

Sealing Room/Strong Room and thorough checking of officials leaving the sealing

¡oom should be done ìn addition to DFMD/Metal Detector Checking'

vi) Once the VVPAT paper slips have been talien out' the VVPATs must be kept in

their separate designated warehouse WPAT should not be kept in the same

wa¡ehouse where EVMs arestored'

vii)To ensure there is no deliberate attempt to.remove any paper-slips from sealing

room-/strong room, the entire process should be conducted under high quality CCTV

recording/video graPhY.

C.Incaseofanyelectionwhereelectionpetitionhasbeenfiled'thefollowingactionshall

be taken:-

(i) If the EVMs or Counting of Votes æe the subject of the election petition' the EVMs

andWPATs used at all Polling Stations 
. 

in the constituency concemed shall

continue to be kept in the safe custody ofthe District Election officer, till such time

the Ëlection Petition is finally disposed ofby the Courts'

(iÐIftheEVMso¡countingofvotesarenotthesubjectoftheelectionpetition'an

application may be moved to the concemed Court fo¡ allowing the EVMs&

WPATs concemed to be taken out of the süong Ioom for an¡, future election or

any other purpose like movement, physical ïerification etc'

(iii) In case wPATs not involved in any Election Petition/cou¡t case are stored with

the wPATs involved in Election Petitior/court case, the following procedure

shall be followed for segregating the vvPATs not involved in any election

petition/court case from the WPATs involved in EP/Court case:-

(a) A Notice informing the opening of Strong Room having VVPATs involved

in EP/Court Case as well as non-EP VVPATs, shall be given to the

petitioners/respondents of the EP/court case and the represenlatives of all

political parties in rvriting at Ieasf 72 hours in advance, requesting them to

remain present at the time ofopening of strong room

(b) The strong room shall be opened iir the presence of the District Election

Officer, Petitioners/respondents ofthe EP/Courl case and representatives of

Political Panies.
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(c) The VVPATs not involved in any EP/Court Case shail be segregated from

theWPATsinvolvedinEP/CourtC.asefortakingoutofthestrongroom'

A list ofWPATs being so taken out from the strong room shall be prepared'

(d) The WPATs, which are not involved in any EP/Court Case' should only be

taken out ofthe Strong room.

(e) The procedure mentioned in para 13 (B) above shall be followed for taking-

out the printed paper slips.from alf. such WPATs, following which the

WPATs æe available fo¡ any subsequent deploymenluse'

(f The entire process shall be videographed and videography must be preserved

for record.

The above instructions shall be brought to the notice of all concemed'

o î\)-'/
1..--

. Undcr Secrctary

Copy to:
' 1. The Chairman-cum-Managing Director, Bharat Electronics Limited, Bangalore,

Kamataka.

The Chairman-cum-Managing Director, Eleôtronics Corporæion of India Limited,

Hyderabad, Andka Pradesh.

Zonal - Sr. Principal Secretar,v/Secretary,{Jnder Secretary.J,

(Madhusudari GuptaGuptâ)
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Voter Verífioble Pøper Audit Trail wper¡

The WPAT enables the voter to physically ver¡6/ the vote cast on the EVM IT ccnsists of

thePrintefUnittoprintthevoter'sselectionandtheVSDU(WPATstatusDisol¿yUnit)to

display the error messaqes of WPAT during poll

The WPAT prints the selection of the voter on â two inch long slip of paPer called B¿llot

SIip. The ballotsliP w¡lldi5PlaY;

1. The serial number ofthe candidate

2. The name ofthe candidate

3. The corresPonding symbol

Ihe paper slìp is displayed behínd a transparent window lor seven seconds before it is

automatically cut and coìlected ìn the sealed Ballot ¿omPartment below The WPAT

battery and paper roll âre desìgned for printing m¡;imum 1500 Ballot slips for each

election.
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WPAT Components
The WPAT system consists of following accessories.

iiii¡ --.oæ. -.mffi
i:#"i:?^yi'"* :-Y
Connector wíth Red/Block løtch

Lrs

The lntetcoûne(tinq

coble connects tire iJr--
vsDU to the uPAT "i I

unit i' 
'

WPAT lJnit with 5 metet t't l.

:J.

cable ( to connect to CU) ----'"'

WPA'Í Status Dkplay Unit (/SDU) is used

to indicøte the WPA'I system stotus to the

', Presiding offrcü The VSDU disploys

PRINIER ERRORS, LOW BATïERY and also

the suggested octlon to be token.

Connectot with Blue/Green lotch

Popet Roll

for Printing

ofBollots

Thermol
Paper Rolt

A Bottetv Pock fat runnrnQ da-tÆ\
the wítr is insened ot ¿" ,,trf$iBù
opptoptiote compoftmenr, :-!_ .,,,;ã
'!ff{,Ï*,,," w

A Strong Cose to catry

the whole WPAT system

inosecureway

WPAT Cdr¿ng Cose
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WPAT OPeration
Commissíoning of WPAT by Presiding Officer (PO)

ot Polling Støtion on daY of Poll

1. At the polling station, remove the WPAT and VSDU wlth cables carefully from

carrying case

2. Check for proper condition of the WPAT unit' vSDU unit' connecting cables

and connectors

3. Sealing should be intact for paper roll compartment'

4. Check and ensure that lhe bôllot compartmeni is empty All paper slips or

ballot slips should beÌemoved from inside the compartment'

2_-ÐD

PìaceCU&VSDUand8U&WPATasper(Fig l)

Connect the WPAT unitwith EVN¡ system as persteps below

Close cable compartiheñts after connectìng the cables

ffiffi
fffi] o,,.onn"ction of EVM & WPAT shallbe dÓne only in Power offcondítìon
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To conduct a Mock Polt ot polling booth lotlow the below prccess

SETUP

1- Power ON the CU

2. ON lamp will glow on CU and WPAT

3. WPAT prints Power ON Self Test (POST) slip Tñe

POSTslipisseen through the window and cuts and

falls down.

4. ln case of any error in the WPAI corresponding

error is printed ìn the POST sl¡p lncase POST slip

does notcut, replace WPATwith good one

5. Now the EVM - WPAT system is ready for votinq

proce55.

MOCKVOTING
Follow the standord mock poll procedure for
clJ/BU øs per the EVM instruction booklet.

1. The ballot process is initiared and eðch polling

agent is allowed to vote fo|the candidate of
choice.

2- WPAT prints the ballol sl¡P containing the serial

numberofthe candidate, name ofthe candìdate

and corresPonding Party syrnbol.

3.The printed slip is heldforT seconds and then cut

and subsequently falls into the ballot collection

drop box.

4. Repeal this ballot process by votrng for each

contestìng candidate and verify the correctness

ofthê printed ballol slíPs.

ît:Èif.l

liiiill;'::
iii,r:r:.
i,:Är:l
lliìÌ:i::

L
<-,

Oi

*
.;.tI
,;:¿

Ballot Unit ReadY for
Votrng

E

Red L¡ght candidate
tnd¡cates \ Bunon

Register oi \ IVote \ I\ .l-
ri:-;i ';Hå
: , ,_* ,"r tD,'..',.-

5. Keep a careful manual record ofthe votes polled Voter Sees

in respect ofeach candidate. Candidate Name, Number

6. pressthe cLoSE button on cu. . & symbol P¡inted

@l o, t".r, rovotes should be cast during mockpall

.-*.æ*

iHi4,

,ii
i:
¡
ii

,t¡
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MOCK POIL VERIFICATION

1. Press the RESULT button on CU and manually recoid the result data dìspìayed

byCU.

2. Pressthe CLEAR button on CU and observeTOTAL should bezero ìn the CU

3. Switch OFF the CU

4. Open the ballot compartment door of theWPAT ánd collect the WPAf baìlot

slips.

5. Segreqate these ballot slips as per the par1ry symbol and record the resuìt of

the counted slips. KeeP aside the POST slip(s) '

al-' Òð

6. Compare the WPAT result data with the CU result data Both must tally

candidatewise.

7. After ensuring the correctness of rhe EV|\y'-WPAT system' remove the mock

poll printed ballotslips and store seParately

@
@

Fill mock pollcenificate carefully and coÍectly

Ensurethat the ballot compartment is empty before actual poll

' The presiding officer should ensure that the ballot slips compartment of

WPAT is empty and does not contain any paper slips

. The preslding Of6cer ¡s requìred to seal the ballot slips compartment door in

presence of polling agents. Sealing procedure is same as followed forthe CU'
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After ensuring that all seals are in proper condition and that the,

éu, vsou, BU and WPAT ore placed os.in Fig 1, Powet oN the Cu'

. The presiding offcer should ensure th¿t the WPAT should be in ON condition by

checking the PowerON LED. 
.

. Contìnue the ac(ualpolling as perthe standard procedure in the case ofEVN4'

. Polling ofñcer shall be monitoring the Status of WPAT through the VSDU

messages.

. ìf the WPAT stops printing and shows eror ¡n the VSDU the WPAT Unit should

be replaced by another WPAT Unit The volei should be asked to vote ag¿in on

the replaced system

qÐ1
/--' I

@
@

ln the event of any failure in the WPAT the unil should be replaced

with a good one.

ln case of 'LOW BATTERY' indication by VSDU the b¿ttery Should

be repl¿ced bya newonê.

After completion of actual poll take th.e followíng stePs

1. Press the close button on CU.

2. Switch OFF the CU.

3. Disconnect the WPAÍ cable connected to CU

4. Dlsconnectthe VSDU cable connected to WPAT

5. Disconnectthe BU cable connected to WPAT
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1. Keep WPAT with ìt5 cable and VSDU with its cablé in the WPAÏ carrying case

2. Care shouìd be taken while winding of WPAT and VSDU cables

3. Seôllhe carryiñ9 c¿se in the presence of Presiding Officer and polling agents

0 )o
-\

*@ &" q@'"..
.a'

, -5&*
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Annexure-lll

ILANDLING OF CU.BU-W?AT FAILURES/ERRORS DURING POLL

PRTPAR{TIONoFPOLLINGOFFICIALSFoRFAULTHANDLT{G-SUGGESTI0NS
certain contingencies may arise during the polling process which may require certain actions. These are as foilorvs: -

a. In case the cu or the BU does not work property: (i) slví1ch offthe cu and don't switch it on again (ii) Replace

the complete set of EVM and WPAT by another set of BU, CU and WPAT (iii) Continte the poil with the new

EVM set.

b, In case Display ianel of the CU displa¡s "Link Error": (i) Check that the cable connections are proper by visual

inspection (don't remove and reconnect the connectors); (ii) Jf "Link Enol' stíll persists, replace üe complete set

ofEVM and VYPAT.

cl In case the WPÄT Stâtus Disptay Unit (VSDII) tlisplays "Error Code-lReplace Battery": Switch off the CU

and replace the power Pack of WPAT printer, It should be ensured that in no case replacement of power pack is

done wíthouî swítchíng of the CU

d. In case the vsDU displays,,Error Code-2 Replace Printer" and the Presiding oflicer has not pressed the

BU enable button: Switch off the CU and replace the defective VVPAT unit with the nerv WPAT rnit. L shall be

ensured that ín no case replacenent oJ VVPAT unit is done without switchíng oJJ the Control Uni¡.

e. In case the presitling Oflicer has pressed BU enable Button ând the Voter has pressed the Candidate Button

of the Ballot Unit and complains that 'Paper Slip' has not been printed or the Paper Slip printeil by the

V\?ÄT unit has not been cut and hânging âgåinst the tlisplay rvindow then: (i) If the busy lamp ofthe CU is

not glowing and no MessageÆnor is displayed on VSDU, the complaint should be considered as baseless and

rejecred; (ii) If busy lamp is glowing on the CU and no MessageÆnor is displayed on VSDU, the Voter shali be

. requested to go into the Voting CompartnÌent once agâin and press the Candidate Button on BU ofhis choice; (iii)

, If busy larnp ofthe CU and VSDU are glolving and VSDU l¡as no display message, please switch OFF the CU and

. replace the WPAT unit. (iv) The last voter whose paper slþ has not been printed by WPAT or has not been cul

should be allolved to cast his vote after the WPAT unit hasbeen replaced.

Please keep in mind that the vote iS not recorded in the CU èlectronicaily unless the paper slip has been printed and

cut by \ryPAT. If WPAT has not printed the paper slip, o{ the printed paper slip has not been cut, the last voter

whose paper slip has not been printed by WPAT or has noi been cut should be allowed to cast his vote after the

WPAT unir has been replaced.

f. In case the printed paper slip has not been cut and is haiging from the paper roll: Replace the Printer, but no

effort should be made to make it fall into the drop box. It should be allorved to remain hanging, as it is not to be

counted at the time of counting ofthe ballot slips. The details ofsuch an occunence should be clearly ¡eco¡ded in

the Presiding Officers diary in the following format:

. i. The dale and time ofthe occunence.

ii, The nane of the voter and his serial number in part in the electoral rollwho was allowed to cast his vote after

replacemenr ofVVPAT.
iii. lVhether the voter cast his vote after replacement of WPAT or went away without casting his vote.

iv. The TouÌ number ofvotes cast before the occunence.

g. In case a voter alleges after recording his vote thât the púnted paper slip generated by the printer has shown

the nâme or symbol ofå cândidâte other thân the one he voted for: Action should be taken as per provisìons of

Rule 49MA ofthe Conduct ofElections (Amendment) Rules, 2013:

(i) Obtain a declaration from the complainant in the Decìaration Form (Annexure-\¡I) under his/her

signature/thumb impression; (ii) Proceed to the voting compartment along with the complaìnant and polling agents

present in the polling station at that mornentl (iii) The voter shall be asked to cast a test vote in favour of any

candidate and make second entry related to that elector in the Form-174; (iv) Observe carefulìy rvhether the Printer

has printed the paper slip conectly; (v) Ifthe complaint ofthe elector is found genuine, the Presiding Officer shall

repoft the facts immediately to the RO and stop further polling at the station; (vj) Ifthe complaint ofthe electo¡ is

found false, make a ¡emark to that effect against the second entry relating to that electo¡ in Form-i7A mentionirg

the serial number and name of the candìdate for whom such test vote has been recorded a¡d obtaìn the signature or

thumb impression against such remark. FuÍher make necessary entries regarding such test vote in item 5 in Part-I

ofForm 17-C.
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Annexure-lV

CHECKLISTOFADDITIONALITEMSoFPOLLINGMATERIALSToBE
PRO\'IDED TO THE POLLING PARTY

1.

2.

J.

5.

6.

7.

Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trail flVPAT) Printei Unit : 1 No'

WPAT Status DisplaY Unit |VSDU) : 1 No'

Carrying Case for the VVPAT system : 1 No'

Envelope made of thick biack paper : 2 Nos'

for sealing printed paper slips of Mock Poll)

Plastic Box for Black Paper Envelope Sealing . :

Pink Paper Seal for sealing Plætic Box :

Form of declæation by elector under rule 49N[A :

ofthe Conduct of Elections Rules

2-
rìIt

1 No.

2 Nos.

10 copies
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This is certified tttut I, " -Gãine-tttiaing 
offtter ai the Polling Station No of

.......................,... - . Parliamentary Cónsìituency; conducted the mock poll at " AM today' the

p.ii iry i.-. ....._........... (date), foilowing scrupuiously all the insrructions issued b,v the Election

Commission of India, using -
CU of Serial No. (as printed on back-side ofthe CU) " "
BU of Se¡ial No. (as printed on back'side ofthe BU) " '

WPAT Unit of Serial Number (if used) " '

1. A total of ... .. . .. . votes r¡¡ere cast for each candidate and also for NOTA'

2. It was verified that the LED lighi wæ geuing lit up against the conect candidare't\loTA button,

when the button was pressed and beep sound wæ properly heard

3. The ca¡rdidate-wise detail ofvotes polled during mock-poll and result displayed, is as rurder:

S. No. Name ofthe Candrdate

LI\

N.)TÁ

Number ol votes

cast duing mock

poli

l-ôt2 ì

Annexure-V

I have clearerl the memory of the E\M and also removed the printed paper slips of wPAT
after the mock poll anil verifietl that th€ mémory has been cleared, by pressing the Total

button and seeing the Total is shown as '0'.
At the time of mock polì the follow¡ng polling agents representing the candidates whose names mentioned

against the names of such agents were present and ì have obtained their sìSnatures

Numbqr of votes

displayed in CU' on

checkirìg the result

6. Po¡l

Poll..

sl.No.Name of Pollins AsentName of ParNName of candidete sisnature of PollinsAgent

7.

Number of P nted

Paper Slips, as per

countìng on

checking mock poll
result (if VVPAT
ùsed)

Start Date and Time

2.

4.

5.

Votes Cast and

Result displayed &
Printed Paper SliP

count (if VVPAT
used)

I allled lvitn eacn

other l\ES,t',iO)

or

At the time scheduled for mock poll no polling agent was piesent/the agenl of onìy one contest¡ng candidate was

present. After waiting for fifteen more m¡nutes, I conducted the mock polì along with other polfing staff at

...........Atvt.

Signature of f\.4¡cro-Observer (¡f posted at the polling station)

Date:

Time: Name & Signature oflhe Presiding Officer

' Polling Station No....,,.......

Polling Stat¡on Name.......................
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General,tsye-Election to.. . ' 
:

S1. No. and Name of Parliamentary/Assembly Constituency'

No. and Name olPolling Starion " '

ELECTIONS RULES' 1961

.

l.Iherebysolemnlydeclareandaffirmundersub-rule(1)ofRule4gMAoftheConductofElectionsRules

lg6lthatthepaperslipgeneratedbyt}reprinterattachedtotheBallotingUnithasshownthenameand/or

slmbot oia canaìdate other than the ca¡rdìdæe lor whom I voted by pressing the concemed blue button against

thenameandsymbolofthecandidateofmychoiceontheBallotingUnit.Iamleadytocastatestvoteagain

to show that the allegation made by me is true and bonafide:

(i). i am aware of the penal provisions of Section 177 of the IPC.that I shall be liable to be punished with

ìórìron .nt fo, u term which may extend to six months, or with fine which may extend to one thousand

ruiees, or with both, if the declaratìon given by me in para 1 above to the P¡esiding offìcer appointed unde¡

Section 26 ofthe R.P Act, 1951 is found to be incor¡ect'

'

. Sìgnature/Thumb impression ofthe Elector

Name of the Elector.. .. "

' Part No. ofelector roll ,....

-'-(.ìi(

Annexure-Vl

Dated

Ce¡tified that the above declaratìon was made and subscribed by the elector above na¡ned befo¡e me

Signature ofthe Presiding Officer

Dated.

' Sl. No. of elector in that Pa¡

S1.No. in Register ofVoters (Form 174). ..... ..
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Polling Station No.

'.
2..

3.

),

6.

ÅNNEXUR.E TO PÀRT-II OF FOfu\{ 1?-C

:

RESULT oF PRINTËD PÂ?ËR coulir 
unìque ID of v1?ÀT :

L

Total

tå

\lhethe¡ the total numbet of votes shorvn above t¡lìies with the tolal nuinber oí\'otes shoçn âgainst itern 6 ofPan I or an-T discrepancy

noticed be$'ee¡ r}le rw-o total

PÌace.............--. .

Uate.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Name of c¿ndrdate/elecdon agent/cor.radng agenr

1.

2.

3.

Annexure-Vll

4.

t
ó

1

Place.....
Date.....

Signanue of Counting SLrPenìsor

Signarure of Returniag Offi cer
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L\1

Sample Container -14 inch X 10 inch X 5 inch (length X breadth X height)

Annexure-Vlll

Sample Pigeonholes (Size of each compartment 6 inch X 4 inch X 4 inch)

-r[c
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ITEM NO.37 COI'RT NO'l SECTION X

SUPREME COURT'OF INDIÀ
RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS

Petítioner (s)
PRAKÀ'H Jos'r 

vERs!'s 
j

'

ELECTION COMMISSION oF INDIÀ Respondent (s)

(FOR ADMISSION)

Dale : 30-10-201? This matter was called on fo¡ hearing today '

cOFU¡r¡,f :

NON'BLE T¡¡E CI{IEF JUSTICE
, HONIBLE ¡4R. ''USTICE A.M. KHANVüILKAR

IION'BLE DR. Jt'STICE D.Y' CHAÑDRÀCHI]D

>\(
ñnxs+e etfl

For Petitioner (s)

Fór Respondenè (s)

Mr. Kapil Sibal¡ Sr. Àdv.
Mr. Vivek fankha, Sr. Àdv.
Mr. Aljo K. JosePh, AOR

Ms. Shelna K',. Adv.
Mr. Varun ChoPra, Àdv.

Mr. ÀmiÈ Sharma, Adw.
Mr. Dípesh Sinha, Àdv.
Ms. Àyíala Imti, Adv.

Mr. K.K. VenugoPaL ' ÀG

Ms. Madhavi Divan, Adv.
Ms. Nidhi Khahna / Àdv '
Mr. A]'ush Purí, Adv.

Mr. Halish V. Shankar
Ms. Ni.sha Mohandas

ORDER

Mr. K.K. Venugopal, leárned Altorney General

submits that as far as PraYe¡. (a) is concerned, the

Eleclion Commission of India þas already imPletnented

rrD.ìÀi r.ôãrìñ- +ha ôôrtn<ê1 Èhe Court made the follow}nq
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the same. The situation is acêorded èo by Mr' Ãml- È

sharma / learned counsel for the Election commission of

India. As far as Prayer (b) is concetned' i! is urqed

by Mr. K.K. Venugopel that g'uidel'ínes have already been

brought by the Electíon Commission of India' The same

is disputed by Mr. Kapil Sibal 
..and 

Mr' Vivek Tankha '

Iearned senio! counsel appearing for the Petitione!'

vûe leave it to the discretion of the Election

coßIûission of India, as ?re are noÈ inclined to enler

into the said arena. As far as Prayer (c) is

concerned, it ís submitted by l'tr ' K'K' Venugopal lhat

the Elec!íon Con¡nission of Indía has issued appropriate

g-uídelines, and this Court- ßay say that no

offj-cer/officíal agaíns! whon disciplinary proceedings

have been inj.ùiated sha11 bê posted in anY key

positj-ons

Having heard Mr. *.*' t"""no"al, we dilec! that

the Election Commission of fndia shall not Pos! any

officer/official against whom the disciplinary

proceed.!.ngs has been initiated .in any key position in

any disÈrict 
:

As fa! as Prayer (d) conêerning ínstallation of

Ccgv caneras inside the polling booth !o e¡atch the

nobility of Persons inside the polling booth and

dispJ.ay of such videograPh alongwith lhe number of

votes po11 outsíde the polling booth on a display board

is concerned, rve are of the considered opinion !ha! the

sase is not Permissible and 
. 
accordíngly, the said

player stands lejêêted.

the rrit Petition is aecordingly disposed of'

.

7\1

(Deepak Guglani)
Court Maste!

alt

(H. S. Parashèt)
Àssistant Registrar
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No. 5U8/ 16/ e / 2017-EvM (p&r)

,t

ELECÏÍ ON COMMIsSMI?Tffiil'
NIRVACHAN SADAN, ASHOKA ROAD, NEW DELHI.11OOO1

SUBJECT: First Lever checking (FLC) of EVri4s and wpATsr Deproyment of speciar. Team of ECt'Officials for euality Checks.

1, INTRODUCT¡ON:

First Lever checking (FLC) of EVMs and wpATs is done, by the ãuthorised engineers of M/s Bharat' Electronics L¡mited (BEL) and M/s Erectron¡cs corpôration of rndia L¡mited (EC,L), as the case may' 1be. beiore every Bye-ereclion and General Erection to state Legisrat¡ve Assembry and House of the
People {Lok Sabha)' At District Election officer ievelFLC is to be done sufficiently in advance so,that
all checks are carried out w¡thout any undue haste in the presènce of representatives of Nationar
end State Recognised polit¡cei parties. FLC of EVMs and WpATs shall bc completed, as far aspossible, well befo¡c thc issue ofnotification calling lhe clection.

. As per the extent instructions of Commission, FLC of EVI\
end WpATs shall commence: 

¡s (control Unjts and Ballot¡ng Un¡ts)

: (a) within one month of occurrence of vacancy in case of bye_election.
(b) at reast p-120 days in case of General Erection to state Letisrative Assembry.

. (c) at lee$ p-lgo days ¡n case ofGeneral Electjon to Lok Sabha.

2' puRposE OF FLC: rhe purpose of FLC is to e;sure the robustness and fitness of EVMS andwPATs to be used in erestions, so that onry futy functionar and defect free Frc oK EVM' andWpATs are used in elect¡ons. FLC rejected fvtus an j VvpATs
.case may be, within 7 days of comptetion 

"f ,,.. 0..:rti::::i:t::ï;:::::
involvement/Part¡c'pat¡on of the representat¡ves of Nationar ênd State Recogn¡sed poiiticar parties in FLcprocess serves to enhancing transparency and credibility. of the Eincludes: VMs and WpATs usage. FLC process

2.7 oetailed Functional Checking:

(a) Visual tnspection of EVM and WpAT
(b) Fult Functionality tests

2.2 ComprehensiveConfidenceBuild¡ng:

(a) Opening of CU for original¡ty of compoñents
(bl Mock poll involving tl1e representat¡ves of pôf¡tical parties

. Dated:9th November,2017

CIRCULAR
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3. INSTRUCIIONS AND SOp ON FLC: Attached as Annexure ¡.

4. QUALITY CHECK BYTEAM OF Ect OFFtCtALs:

It has been decided by the Commiss¡on that Ecl officia/s will be sent for surprise FLC euality
Checks during the 1't week of every FLC process in all the future elections.

5. REPORTING FORMAT FoR EcI oFFICIALs:

Attached as Annexure II.

6. DOs and DONT's for the ECt OFFICIALS: .

4

t.

i)

i¡)

iii)

. )-lZ:- 
)

D€I'S

Draw up your tou¡ programs sufficientry.¡¡ advance and intimate to the chief Electorar
Officer and the conccmed District Election Officers of the dist¡icts concemed.
Note carefully the numbers ofvisirs, durarion ofvisits and the period ofvisils.
Famiiia¡ize younclf with the use of Erærronic Voting Machines (EVMs) and Voter
Verifiable Paper Audit Trial (VVPAT).

submit a report to the commission within 24 houn ofyour rerum to the headquarters. In
addition, also send spot repol (s) from time to time as considered necessary.
Any shortcoming that mcrits immediate remedial action be reponed to the commission
without any loss of time' such infomration should not be defened tit the regular reports
a¡e submitted.

Maintain proper conduct in the districts as ECI observers are keenly observed.
Meet the DEO and ask for the ¡eport of the FLC

Analyse the report submitted by the DEO

DON?S

Do not Eavel to the designated distict(s) wiú your families.
Do not givc any statemcnt to thc press o¡ Media.
Do not make any unrcasonabre dcma¡ds rcgæding accommodation, vehicles, securily etc.
Complete your duty as per dírection of the Commission.

ivl

vi)

vii)

viii)

il.

¡)

ii)

¡¡i)

iv)

//L



ITEM NO.33 COITRT NO.1 ' SECTION PIL-}¡

SUPREME COI'R1 OF INDIÀ
RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS

ffrit Petition(sl (Ciwil-) ì{o(s) '1012/2017

I{ANUBIIAI CHAVÀDA ; Petj'tione! (s)

\ÆRSUS .

ELECTION COMMISSION oF INDIA e ORS' spondent(s)

(FOR ÀÐMrssroN)

Dâte:20-Lr-2orlThispetíÈionwasca}ledonforhearingÈoday.

coRÀlr :I Ho¡¡'grE EIIE cHrEF JltsrrcE
HON'BLE MR. Jt'STICE À.M. KHANWIÍ,KAR

HON'BLE DR. ,'USTICE D.Y. CIÍANDR.ACIIUD

l\ ¡n n+ er *{c{/2 I

.ì ¡ ) l-.-

Fòr Petitioner (s)

For Respondênt(s) Ml''À¡nit Shañîa/ Adv '
'. Mr . DiPesh Sinha, Adv.

Ms.ÀYiala Imi!í, Àdv.

'

ITPON hearing the counsel the Court made the folloring
ORDER

Heard learned counsel for the Petítj-oner '

The ÍIrít Petition is dismíssed.

(Satish Kumar Yadav)
AR-cr:m-PS

--- I

(H.s.Palasher)
Assistant Registrat

[.



À ^tANNeX-Çlzz
ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA

Nirvachan Sadan, Ashoka Road, New Delbi-110001

' Dated: 5'h December' 2017
No.5 1/8/WPAT/2017-EMS

To

The Chief Electoraì Officers of

All States & Union Tenltories.

:

Subject:RevisedlnstructionsonuseofElectionicVotingMachine(EVM.¡with
Voter Verifiable Paper Audit trail (WPAT) system - Regarding'

Sir/Madam, :

. I am directed to say that the para 11 of the cornmission's existing instruction of even

number dared 16ù October,2017 has been deleted and pæas l3 (B) (iii) and 13 (C) (iii) (e) has

been slightly modifred. The revised instructions aftei incorporating the necessary changes

alongwith the table ofcontents is enclosed herewith, for necessary action'

' ,1,,. y"u,i ,i,i¡q,rr;.
\ r{ ì-

tu",kk;",
t.lndcr Sccrct¡rv

.4,/-)

Copy to: -

1. The Chairman-cum-Managing Director, Bharat Electronics Limited, Bangalore,

Kamataka.

2. The Chairman-cum-Managing Director, Electronics Corporation of India Limited,
Hyderabad, Andh¡a Pradesh.



No.51/8/WPAT/20 17-EMS

Instructions on use of Electronic Voting Machine (EVM) with

Voter Verihabte Paper Audit Trail (WPAT) system'

1.. POLL PREPARATIONS WITH EVM & WPAT

1.1 TRAINìNG OF MASTER TRAINERS, POLLING

1.2 VVPAT DEMONSTRA-r|ON. . .........

1.3 PREPARATION OF EVMS AND VVPAT SYSTEM FOR POLL (CANDIDATE SETÍING)'"-"

1.4 CoNDUCT oF MoCK PoLL AND SEALING oF EVM5 AND WPAT5 !N THE PoLLING STArloNs BEFORE START OF

1.5 ROLE OF POLLING PARTIES: .

2, CO,MPLAINT & CONTINGÊNCY I55UE5

2,1 WRONG PRìNTING COMPLAINT...

o)I)

2.2 HANDLING CONTINGENC¡ES DURING POLL

3. COUNTING AND STORAGE OF VVPAT PAPER SLIPS

3.l APPLICATION FOR WPAT PAPER SLIPS COUN'T

PERSONNEL, COUN-TING PERSONNEL AND STORAGE PERSONNEL

Dated: 5th December, 2017

].2 ARRANGEMENTS FOR COUNTING OF WPAT PAPER SLIPS:

3,3 PROCEDURE TO COUNT WPAT PAPER SLIPS:

3.4 STORAGE of EVMS & WPAT5 after count¡ng

3.5 STORAGE OF WPA'T PAPER SLIPS AFTER EXPIRY OF PERIOD OF FìLING OF ETECTION PETITIONS

Annexure- L....

Annexure- 11..........

Annexurelll......,...

Annexure-lv...,..-...

annexure-V

Annexure-Vl ,.

Annþxure-VII

Annexure-VIIL.

AnnexurelX..

ofvotes:

',2

..2

.3

..4

..4

_._._......5

6

.6

.6

.6
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19

20

22

23

......26

......27
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PRE-POLL

I.ITRAININGoFMASTERTRA|N¡Rs,PoLLINGPERsoNNEL,coUNTINGPERSoNNELAND
STORAG E PERSO N N EL:

. Presiding ofhcers, Polling officers. Retuming offrcer, Assistant Returning officers, Sector

officers and counting Personnel must be gìven hands-on-training related to their role/duties

. on use of EVMs with VVPATs.

.EveryofficialshouldgetanoppoÍunitytoopelatetheEVMwithVVPATsystemand
understand the process of recording the vote using VVPAT'

. sepaÉte tfaining should be given on counting of printed paper slips from the wPAT system

andtallyingthecorrntofVVPATpaperslipswiththecountoftheContfolUnit.
. A copy of WpAT brochure (Annexure-I) should be given to all officers during training and

be available at polling station on poll day.

o A training session may be incorporated in the Íaining module of State Public Administration

Institutions, on operation & use of WPATs.

1.2 VVPAT DEMONSTRATIO

'. A demonstration of VVPAT system should be organized by the District Election Officers

(DEOs) for political parties, Retuming Offrce¡s and electors at suitable ìocations'

. . Further, the Retuming Offrcers (ROs) shall anange demonstration of VVPAT system for

. candidates a¡d electors at suitable locations in the constituency

. . The poster ,'How to Cast Your Vote Using EVMs and WPATI' (Annexure-Il) on method of

voting with VVPAT should be pasted at prominedt places ofthe constituencies and at places

in each polling station in a manner that voters \¡/aiting in the queue are able to read the

instructions.

. The DEO and RO should also organìze programmes for awareness about use of EVMs with

WPAT on print media and local cable-network etc. A short film on How to Cast Your Vote

using WPAT \À¡ith EVM shall be made in regional language for this purpose.

02)

u¡ed.rfôr
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1.3 PREPARATION OF EVMS AND VVPAT SYSTEM FOR POLL (CANDIDATE SETTING)

EVMsshallbepreparedaccordingtotheinstructionsoftheCommissiononthepreparationof
EVMs for polls' The VVPAT system shall be prépared for poll in the following manner as

mentioned in Rule 498 I+(c) (D - (iii)l ofthe Cond¡ct ofElections Rules' 1961:

.TheWPATconsistsofWPATStatusDisplayUnit(VSDU)andWPATPrinterunit.A

'"-¡"*''p"werpackshallbeconnectedtotheWPATunitandshutthedoorofthebattery
compartment, but no sealing is required on battery compafiment as the power pack can be

replaced if low battery status is indicated on VSDU during the poll

oAfreshpape¡rollshallbeinstalledintheprinterunitaspertheprocedurementionedinthe
user manual for WPAT provided by the manufacturer (Annexure IX)

.Serialnumbers,namesofcandidatesands}TnbolsâllottedshallbeloadedinVVPATwiththe

i"tp or.ngin"ers. A test printout shali be checked with the ballot paper in Balloting Unit (BU)'

o Then one vote to each candidate shall be given to check that the wPAT is printing the paper

sliPs accuratelY.

. Thereafter, switch offthe cu and seal the latches ofpaper roll compartment using thread seals

.andaddresstags.Thecandidates/theiragentsshallbeallowedtoalfrxtheirsignatureswith
party abbreviations on Address Tags'

. The units should be randomly allocated to polling stations and kept in the respective carrl ing

case.

POLL DAY

I.4.coNDUcToFMocKPoLLANDSEALINGoFEVMSANDVVPATsINTHEPoLLING
STAîIONS BEFORE START OF ACTUAL POIL

. During the mock poll, BI-I and wPAT should be placed in the Votìng compartment, where a

. Polling Officer should be present along with pollìng agents to observe- The cu and vSDU

should be placed on the table ofthe Presiding Officer,Polling Officer. This Potling Ofhcer will

keep a record of the votes cast.

¡ After the mock poll, Presiding Oflicer will ascertáin the result in the CU, count the WPAT

paper slips in the pfesence of the polling agents and confirm that the results tally for each

candidate.

o All mock poll data in cu and wPAT paper sliþs from wPAT must be removed by the

' Presiding Officer and the empty drop box verified by the Polling Agents'

. The mock poll WPAT paper slips, should be stamped on their back side with rubber stamp

.rlì
./- /.' v

having inscription "MOCK POLL SLIP", thereafter these

mock poll VVPAT paper slips shall be kept in an envelope

made of thick black paper and sealed with the sèal of the

Presiding Officer. The sample image of the said stamp is as

under:

(The dimensions of the stamp to be usedfor the.purpose should be jcms X 1.5 cms)

3lPage
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.ThePresidingoffice¡andpollingagentsmustpxttheirsignaturesontheenvelope'The
number and name of the polling stãtion, number,rjrr name of Assembly constituency, date of

. poll and the wo ras.,wilr piper slþs of Mock Polf , shall be written on the envelope.

. Thìs envelope must be t"pt in tftt special plastic box for mock poll and sealed with a pink

paper seal placed all around in su"h u mun¡àt that opening of the box will require breaking of

the seal.

.Thenumberandnameofthepollingstation,numbê¡andnameofAssemblyConstituencyand
' the dat" ofpoll shall be written on the plastic box'

o The presiding officer and polling Agents must put their signatures on the pink paper seal and

'. keep the box along with othe¡ ¿ãtut""t' relating to elections' Thereafter' Presiding Officer

wili sign the Mock Poll Certificate (Annexure-V) and seal the CU'

. the dãp box of wpAT should be sealed with an.address tag before the actual poll starts.

I.5 ROLE OF POLLING PARTIES:

¡ One extra polling official must be provided to handle the WPAT unit while constituting

polling parties. This polling offrcial should handle VVPAT unit and also watch VSDU

continuously during poll process'

oTheofficialshallimmediatelyinformthePresidingofficerofanyerrornoticedinVSDU.At
the time of dispersal of poilirrg pafties, two copies of the Trouble shooting instmctions

iloo.rur"-ill) and List of adclitionul items of polling materials (Annexure-IV) shall be

handed over to the Presiding Officers'

. Adequate numbers ofblack paper envelopes and plastic boxes may also be procured for storing

: the paper ballot slips from the VVPAT

2.1,WRONG PRINTING COMPLAINT

Ii any voter alleges about the wrong printing of particülæs of a candidate and/or symbol of that

candidate on wPAT paper slip printed by the printer:on pressing of concemed blue (candidate)

button on the Balloting unit to which the printer is connected, the Presiding officer ofthe polling

station should provide him a 'Form of Declaration' (Annexure-Vl) to lodge a complaint and follow

the procedure prescribed under rule 49M4, which reads'as under:

"49M4. Procedure in case of complaint about particulars printed on paper slip-

. . Where printer for paper trail is used, if an elector after having recorded his vote under rule

49M alleges that the paper slip generated by the printer has shown the name or symbol of a

candidate other than the one he voted for, the presiding officer shall obtain a written declaration

fiom the elector as to the allegation, after waming the elector about the consequence of making

a false declaration

4leage
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.Iftheelectorgivesthewrittendeclarationreferredtoinsub-rule(1),thepresidingofficershall
makeasecondentryrelatedtothatelectorinForm:lTA,andpermittheelectortorecoldatest
voteinthevotingmachineinhispresenceandintheplesenceofthecandidatesorpollirrg
agents who may be present in the polling station, and observe the paper slip gene{ated by the

Printer.
. If rh" allegation is found true, the presiding officer shal.l feport the facts immedialely to the

retumingofficer,stopfurtherrecordingofvotes.inthatvotingmachineandactasperthe
. direction that may be given by the Retuming Offrcer'

. If, however, the allegation is found to be false and the paper slip so generated under sub-rule

(1) matches with the test vote recorded by the elector under sub-¡ule (2)' then' the presìding

officer shall-

o make a remark to that effect against the secodd entry lelating to that electof in Form 174

mentioningtheserialnumberandnameofthecandidateforwhomsuchtestVotehas
been recorded;

o obt¿in the signature or thumb impression ofthat elector against such remarks; and make

necessary entries regarding such test vote in item 5 in Part I of Form 17C'"'

2 HANDLING CONTINGENCIES DURING POLL: .

certain contingencies may arise during the polling process, which may require celtain actions. These

are as follows: -

. In case the cu or the BU does not work properly, replacement of the whole EVM

including CU, BU and WPAT is required. No mock poll is required to be taken'

. . In case the vSDU is showing "Low Battery", thé power pack battery of WPAT should be

replaced. It should be ensured that beforelaking out the power pack battery of WPAT, control

unit must be switched OFF and after installing new povr'er pack battery in WPAT, control

unit should be switched ON. Control Unit should ñot be switched ON without installing power

pack in VVPAT.

o In case there is any other error, like "Paper Low" enor, the VVPAT will stop printing and the

eÍor shall be displayed on the VSDU. In such case the wPAT unit is to be replaced. No

mock-poll is requiretl to be taken. Therefore, if WPAT has not pdnted the paper slip, or the

printed paper slip has not been cut, the last votei whose paper slip has not been púnted by

WPAT or has not been cut should be allowed to cast his vote after the VVPAT has been

: replaced. In case the printed paper slip has not been cut and is hanging from the paper roll, no

effort should be made to make it fall into the drop box. It should be allowed to remain hanging

as it means that the vote has not been recorded in Control Unit and as it is not to be counted at

. the time of counting of the printed-paper slips. The details of such an occurrence should be

. clearly recorded in the Presiding Offrcer's dairy in the following format: -

Ò The date and time of the occurrence.

o The name ofthe voter and his serial number in the part in the electoral roll, who was

. allowed to cast his vote after replacement of WPAT.
o Whether the voter cast lÌis vote after replacement of WPAT or went away without

casting his vore.

o The Total number of votes cast before the occtrrrence.

In case of contingencies, the Presiding Officers may also refer to Annexure-Ill for solutions.
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3.l APPLICATION FOR VVPAT PAPER SLIPS COUNTIN'G

After announcement of result sheet entries, any candidate, their election agent or their counting

agents may apply in writing to the Ro to count the printèd VVPAT paper slips in any or all polling

si-ations. If such application is made, the RO shall pass a speaking order on t'hether the WPAT

paper slips should be counted. If the Ro decides to allow the counting of the wPAT paper slips of

an!- or all polling stations, such decision ofthe RO must be recorded in writing along with the reasons

thèreof. The RO shall give due consideration to the following:

'. 
whether the total number of votes po11ed in that polling station is gleater oI lesser than the

marginofvotesbetweenwirurìngcandidateandcandidatemakingtheapplication
. whether EVM had a þroblem and was replaced at that polling station during poll

'. whether there was any complaint about wPAT ndt printing or complaints by any voter under

Rule 49MA in that polling station düing the poll'

3.2 ÀRRANGEMENTS FOR COUNTìNG OF VVPAT PAPÊR SLIPS:

' o One of the Counting Tables inside the Counting Hall shall be earmarked by the Retuming

Office¡ as WPAT Counting Booth (VCB) for Coi.rnting of VVPAT Paper Slips'

. VCB shall be enclosed ìn a wire-mesh just like a Bæk Cashier Cabin, so that no VVPAT paper

slip can be accessed by any unauthorised person.

3.3 PROCEDURE TO COUNT VVPAT PAPER SLIPS:

Ifthe RO decides to count the printed paper slips ofany polling station(s) on an appeal for recounting

ofany polling station(s), the following procedures shall be strictly followed:

Step-l:

. For keeping WPAT Paper Slips taken out from the Drop Box of the WPAT, a sufficiently

. sized contaíner with lid, ofdimensions 14 inch X 10 inch X 5 inch (length x breadth x height),

to easily accommodate around 1400 Printed Paper Slips, shall be kept on the table ofVCB.

This Container should be made of sturdy transparent material like plastic etc. Sample images

ofthe Container are available in Annexure- VIII

. For keeping VVPAT paper slips ofthe respective candidates. a Pigeonhole Frameu'ork shall

be prepared in advance according to the number of candidates including NOTA, with one

additional oiseonhole.for keepins selflest slios of the WPAT. alld shall be kept on the table

ol VCB.

o The minimum number of Pigeonholes in the Frame\¡r'ork must be equal to the number of
candidates plus 2 (two).

. o The size of each compartment lPigeonhole)imust be atleast 6 inch X 4 inch X 4 inch

(tengrh x breadth x height ).

o The pigeonlole srrucrute should be made of sturdy transparent material like plasric etc.

having a fixed base, to prevent any WPAT paper slip from slipping undemeath.

o The symbol of each contesting candidate as per the Ballot Paper should be affixed on the

. wal1 of the pigeonhole allotted to the particul¿r candidates. The symbol should be printed

6lPage
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inblackandwhiteonaplainpaperofmìnimumsize4inchX3inch.Sampleimagesof
the Pigeonhole Framework are placed in Annexure-VIII'

. At least 100 Rubber bands for making bundles of 25 WPAT paper slips'

Step-2:

o The wPAT unir(s) of the respective polling station(s) should be brought to the vcB one by

one, as the case maY be.

.IncaseaWPATunitwasreplacedduringpollatthatpollingstation,alltheVVPATunits
. used at that polling station should be brought to the VCB'

Step-3:

, . The printed paper slips shall be taken out from ull th. WP'q.T. used at the polling station,

' before beginning the counting ofVVPAT paper slips for that polling station'

r Before taking out the WPAT Paper Slips from the drop box, the address tag(s) of the drop

box shall be crosschecked to ascertain that the VVPAT pertains to the respective polling

stalion.

. The WPAT Paper Slips taken out from the Drop box of the VVPAT shall be frrst kept in the

container as per specification at step-1 (i).

. After takíng out the VVPAT paper slips from Drop Box, the Counting Supervisor shall ensure

. that no wPAT paper slip is 1eft inside the VVPAT drop box and show the empty drop box to

the counting agents.

. In case a WPAT unit was replaced, it may so happen that an uncut îily or partially VVPAT

paper slip is hanging and has not got cut and dropped in the drop box and still cormected to the

paper roll. This uncut VVPAT paper slip should not be torn and should not be counted because

the vote is not recorded electronically in the CU unless the WPAT paper slip is cut. In such

an event, the last voter u'hose vVPAT paper slip was not cut would have been given an

opportunity to cast his vote after replacement of vvPAT and the wPAT paper slip of the

vote cast by him shall be in the next VVPAT used in that polling station

. The drop box of the WPAT wíll also have WPAT slips of self-test reporl. These are easily

identified, as they do not have either the name or the symbol of any candidate. These self-test

. report slips are to be preserved along with the WPAT paper slips as part of the record but

they are not to be counted.

Step-4:

c) '( t)
/-'-

The WPAT paper slips should be segregated one-by-one and put in respective pigeon holes

after showing each slip to the Counting Agents. The paper slips bearing self-tests report shall

also be segregated and put in a separate pigeonhole provided for the purpose.

Bundles of 25WPAT paper slips of respective_ candidates shall be prepared for counting

püpose.

WPAT Paper Slips shall then be counted by the corurting staff.

Result of the VVPAT paper slips count shall be prepared in the format as per Annexure-Vll
and anached to Parr-ll of Fo¡m I 7-C.

The result of the count of WPAT paper slips sháll be announced loudly in the counting hall

and shown to the counting agents.
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l. As per Rule 56D(b) of the Conduct of Electioni Rules 1961, if there is any discrepancy

between EVM count and paper slíp count; the papêr slip count shall prevail. Hence, if there is

discrepancy between the count ofvotes displayed on the control unit and the count ofprinted-

pupe. slips in respect ofthat Polling Station, the result sheet will be amended as per the printed-

paper sliPs count.

Step-5:

. After completion ofcounting ofVVPAT paper slips, the bundles ofall the VVPAT Paper Slips

shallbekeptbackifltheDropBoxoftherespectiveWPATanddooroftheDropBoxshall
be sealed using address tags.

;. The candidate(s)/their agents may also be allowed to aflìx their signature with party

abbreviation on the Address Tags.

3.4 STORAGE OF EVMS & VVPATS AFTER COUNTING.OF VOTES:

After completion of counting of votes, EVMs and WPATs containing printed paper slips in its Drop

box, shall be kept in the same strong room without removing Power Packs of Control Units and

Power Packs and Paper Rolls of WPATs ;

. ¡ The Strong room shall not be opened till completion of Election Petition (EP) pedod i.e. till

EP list is received from respective High Court

. . After completion ofElection Petition Pedod, the exact EP position should be ascefiained from

Hìgh Court concemed before opening the strong room.

3.5 STORAGE OF VVPAT PAPER SLIPS AFTER EXPIRY OF PERIOD OF FILING OF ELECTION

PETlTIO NS:

of filing of Election Petitions (EPs) i.e 45-days from the date ofAfter expiry of the period

declaration ofresult, District Election Officers shall ascértain the position ofEP from the concemed

High Court. After obtainíng the status of EP from the High Court concemed, the following action

shall be taken:

.. . Every WPAT used in an election and kept in the ðustody of the District Election OfTìcer shall

be kept untouched, under the standard protocol of security, till confirmation of Election

petition position from the High Court concemed after the completion ofthe period for filing

Election Petition i.e. 45 days from the date of declaration ofthe ¡esult.

o In the case of elections, where no election petition has been filed or no other court cases are

: pending, after the aforesaid period, the VVPATs shall be available for use in any future

election or any other purpose like training, awareness, movement, physical veriftcation etc.

. Before moving any WPAT, printed paper slips shall be taken out fìom Drop-box of the

WPATs as per procedure mentioned below:

o A Notice infonning the opening of StroÀg Room having VVPATs shall be given to

the representatives of all political parties in writing at least 48 hours in advance,

requesting them to remain present at the time of opening of strong room.

o The strong room shall be opened in the presence of the Distdct Election Officer and

representatives of Political Parties.

o Remove the Power Packs of Control Units and Power Packs and Paper Rolls of
WPATS.

23\
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o The WPAT paper slips shall be taken oùt from the Drop Box of VVPAT and kept

in a paper envelope made of thick black paper, sealed using red wa-x under the seal

ofDEo.Nameofelection,numberandnameofassembiyconstituency,palticulaß
of polling station, unique serial number of the WPAT unit, date of poll and date of

counting shall be mentioned on the envelope containing printed paper slips'

oTheenvelopescontainingVVPATpaperslipsshallbekeptwithallotherstatutory
documents relating to that e.Ìection till the statutory time limit'

o Thorough checking of officials deputed for the removal of VVPAT paper slips and

theirsealingmustbeensured'AlIpockeïsneedtobeemptiedbeforeenteringthe
SealingRoom/StrongRoomandthoroughcheckingofofficialsleavingthesealing
room should be done in addition to DFMD/Metal Detector Cirecking'

ooncetheVVPATpaperslipshavebeentakenout,theVVPATsmustbekeptintheir
separatedesignatedwa¡ehouse.WPAT.shouldnotbekeptinthesamewarehouse
where EVMs a¡e stored .

o To ensure there is no deliberate attempt to remove any paper-slips from sealing

room/strong room, the entire process should be conducted under high quality ccTV

recording/videograPhY

In case of any election ryhere election petition hâs been fited, the following action shall be

taken:-

o If the EVMs or Counting of Votes are the subject of the election petition, the EVMs

and WPATs used at all Polli-ng Stations in the constituency concemed shall continue

to be kept in the safe custody of the District Election Ofhce¡, till such time the

Election Petition is finally disposed ofby'the Couns.

o If the EVMs or coìrnting of votes are not the subject of the election petition, an

application may be moved to the concernéd Court lor allowing the EVMs& VVPATs

concemed to be taken out of the strong room for any future election or any other

purpose like movement, physìcal verification etc'

o In case WPATs not involved in any Election Petition/court case are stored with the

VVPATs involved in Etection Petition/Cõurt Case, the following procedure shall be

followed for segregating the WPATs not involved in any election petition/court case

from the VVPATs involved in EP/CouÍ case:-

r A Notice informing the opening of Strong Room having VVPATs involved

in EP/Court Case as well as non-EP VVPATs, shall be given to the

petitioners/respondents of the EP/Court Case and the representatives of all

potitical pafies in writing at leasf 72 hours in advance, requesting them to

remain present at the time of opening of strong room.
r The strong room shall be opened in the presence of the District Election

Officer, Petitioners/respondents of the EPlCourt case and representatives of
Political Parties.

. The VVPATs not involved in any EP/Court Case shall be segregated from the

WPATs involved in EP/Court Case for taking out of the strong room. A list

of WPATs being so taken out from the strong room shall be prepared.

. The WPATs, which are not involved in any EP/Court Case, should only be

taken out ofthe Strong room.
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The procedure mentioned above shaÌl be followed for taking-out power packs'

papeì rolls and the printed paper slips from all such WPATs' following

which the WPATs are available for any sùbsequent deplolment/use'

The entire process shall be videographed and videography must be preserved

for record.
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Voter Verífíab|e Paper Audit TraíI rvvpan

-fh€ WPAT enablee the vare¡ ?o Fhys¡cêlly venfy rhe voìe cast on ltre ÊvV rl:o'5t5-$ 9f

rhe Printer Unit!o print the voter's selection and the VSDU (WPAT StalsçÐ;59iâv Unrt) lo

displãy the enor megsages of WPAf during potl

The WPAT prints the selection of the voter on a 10cm X 5 6 cm long slip of paper

calìed Ballot Slip- The ballot slip will displaV:

l. lhe sêr¡alnumbÊt ofrhe {aîd¡dale

2 lhe nõmÊ of the candidate 
:

3. lhe corresPonding sYñbol

Thepaperslipisdisplayedbehìndarfansparentwind.owtorseve¡secÛndSbeforeit!5

astom¿l¡cally cut and coìlected ,1l the seêled Bãllol (oûlÊanment belo\^r The VVPAT

battery ðnd paper roll a¡e d€sig4ed for printing miriimum 1500 gallot sliø for ea(h

election.

oo {
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WPAT Components
The WPAT system cansists of following accessories.

Tìtc VYP,.T Fimt¡ p¡ínts the

ôa¡lot t{þt ond Eoue¿tt

tñan ¿4 o ¡€ore r!q{€d åor.

Íhe tNP,4f ctnÁ wilh on

ffiúþtr+rälistú
to conr€rt to tl¡e CU

^t1 ,LÀ
./,,-- --/

cõnneâù with RPd.l8lack ldttlt

lhe lntetconÕet|nq

cdble cor,nectt îh; i.. ,., -
|SDU to the WPe¡ -'

WPAT unit vtith 5 ñeteî
cable I to co¡ncrl to CU) '- 

-

' . BlA-.,')-e."-nr:--*ìÍî".:iî| :.\'. ,Þ r'¡. !{! -qr rr'., lrt!].:ri '.:: ì
*;7's#+t:r",:;drrrt:, 

r,. . :

1 jr.r!!.li:- ;--.' ; : ."i --' '

wPA:î St|k's D6p¡ay Uni lvSDUl i usad

la nócole llpWPAl s¡'slen tidtut lc ihe

Prcsdijig ofret. The vsDU di$lqy,
! PR/¡J¡E FFÊOS-ç, LOW SAnEEY trhd al'!)

, lhe súggerted oaliaÐ Ìo be lo i€n.

ConnÈrtor with Bluel6rcen laLh

-
A Ùotlety Fo(k Ír r¡,¡n'ag ,ç,{g¡:i
thl WPAI Lt F\tned ot 'ru ,F+î1ffi:il

*î;i:,'::'"w
fot PatrtL.!

oÍ 8ol¡oß

theftnol
tupat noll

Íilëïfì'-î¡rFi
*fl.isÅ:'}.t: ":1-,:;

A SïÞng Cote ta (o y
Ltû Y.hole VWAT 5trteq1

inn teturcwôy

WPAT Car¡i¡tg Cdse



WPAT Operation
Commìssioning af WPAT by Ptesid'tng Offitet (PO)

ot Polling Station on daY of Poll

1. At the polling stãtíon åmove the WPAT and VSDIJ rvith c¡bles carefu lly {rom

carrying cã5e

2. Check for proper cottdition of the wPAl unit. VSDU uni'u conneclìng catries

åncl coñneclor:

3.seèfinq should beintact for paper roìl <ompanrnent

4. Che(k ànd ensure that thE balìot compèrtlf€nt is emply All paper slip5 or

ballot slips should be removed irom inside the corñpañment'

g a.'l

Place CU &VSDU ðñd BU & VVPAT ès eer(tig 1)

conlrect lheWPAI rjriilûijth ÉvM System¡s persleps belo\t

Close cðble .gmPi rlmeñt! afie¡ aonrieçling the cãble5

ffiffi
@ 0,,.on.,"(ti{,rì ci lv¡¡l & u\./9ÂÌ iirril be cione or riy rn Po úier ôii aonc rcn

4IM
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nrprffi
To conduct a Motk PoU at polting booth follow the beløw prøcess

SE¡UP , g¡ilùl uâ,l Reädt f$

1. Pqr.reroN lhe CU votlnq 
F

2.ON tampwillgrowon CUåndWPAf g' -j- ;,iiå
3. WPAT prinis Powe¡ ON Self lesr (Pcsl) shp lne lt g

POSTsi¡p is seen through lhe vlndon añd cut5 ðhd

fãllldown. ped LJght Cilndidðte
¿ ln (¿se of any enor iñ the wpAf. (orresponding lrdrc¡les \ 6jtÌon

erro¡ is prnted rn rhe POSÌ shp lncð5e POSI 5l'p iìeg{!ie' ùr \ I
doesnotcut repl¿cP WPAT v/ith good one 'Írre \ I' \ .i-

5. Now rhe EVM - WPÁT system ,s re¡Õy for votinq -: Þ -¡
Process :'- .':3::-

MOCKVOTING
Follow the stondotd mack poII Pncedurc for,

CU/BIJ as per the FVM instntclion baoklet'

1. fhe ballol pro(es5 
'5 rn¡Ì.ôled ônd eath goll,nq

, L T
/---¿'

agerìt rs alloweo :o velo for lrê {Àrldidðte 9l , . **^r
chorce

2 VVPAT print5 the b¿llot slip (onla¡n¡ng the terial

numb€r oflhe caîdidalÈ. rràfi€ ol lhe (andida¡e

and correspondiog party syr¡bol.

3 The pÍîtèd ti,p rs hefd ior 7 5econals ànd then cur

¿nd rubsÊquenrly fðì15 ìr,to lhe ballot cgllectio¡r

drop boÌ.

4. Repeat this b¡llo1 pro{esi by voring for each

contèsriôg cåndidåte a^d verify the correctnels

olthe printed b¡llot slip5.

5. Keep ô (areful manaral .Ecord of lhe votes Polléd vuler jeF:

inrespec! ofèéch (ôndidõte. l-ìnil¿ilête l'l3tre Nvrnbel

6. fìess the cLoSË bulton oo cu. 
& svnÌtlol PlinlÙ{l

@ ^t,^".t 
,o vûl¿s slrqlrlu t]{ {¿5t ¡i!ìr'no Þoik f}al1

Har
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MOCK POTL VERIFICATION

1. Press the RE5ULI bùtton oÍr CU and mÂnually recdrd the reeült dåla displayed

by CU

2. Press the CLÉAR buttoñ on CU and observe fofAl5hould be zero in the CU

3.sr,/it(h OFF thecu

4 Open the batlot comp¿nment door ol lhe WPA'r ¿nd collect tne WPAT bållol

slip5

5. Segregate these ballot slips as per the parly symtol and record lhe tesull of

lhecounted 5líps. Keep a5ide lhe POSTslip(sl.

6. Compare the WPAT resull dãtã with the CU rÊsull datô. goth mu5t tally

candidatewise.

7. After ensù.ing th€ correclnêss ol !hê EvM'VVPAÍ System, rPñove the rlo(k

pollprinted ballot 5liD53nd store sepô¡ately

,'^ O (4'/>t

f@ r,,,roru*llcediírcte,:¿refulll/andcotrecliy

@ rnru.. ,unl lhF bn l|r l {lorlii¿rl msnl is emei'r brtarÊ lcl r¿ì n!ìlì

' The presiding cfñcer should enfure ìhat lhe ballot slrps compârtment of

WPAf is empry and does not Ëontaìn anyPaper 5lips.

. lhe presidrog Ofñcer ¡s reqùired to seal th€ ballot slip5 compartmenl door in

Þresence ofpolliñq aqents, Sealing procedure is.same etfollowed for lheCU.



After ensuring that al! seats ore in proper condilion o,ú thot the

CU. VSDU, 8U and WPAT ore plated ai.in Fig 1, power QN the CU'

.lhepres¡dißqoñcershouictensl]reth¿lltret4vpÁ¡snor¡ldbernONÉondrtronby

che(king the-oower ON LID

. Contrnue Ìhe acru¿lpoitroq as per the standaà procedure,n the c¿se of FVM

' Poll¡ng ofñcer shali be moniloring rhe SÎðius of WPAI throuqh the VSDU

rñessàges.

. lT the WPÀT stops pnntlng and shows error in the VSDU the wpAÌ u^tl should

be repl¿(ed by another WPAT Un¡1. The voter should be ¿5ked 10 vole åg¡rn on

the replBCed tyrlerî

D 40

@ Ï:l:;:.J:::"t 
-'rure in ih€ vvPÂr lht oilrt shÔlid be feirrðiÉ¡

@

lri!-;rl
:rì.j:
:.ùì¿

i?¡i¡!1

tiît
ii::,:)
l.,t
fii+:
:n¡
l,ii,rii

'rü.l:.:,.itl

ltr;:.

tn c¿.c oi LÐlv EAÌ-î¿ÂY iûdì{Jij.iß rY ISDU 1¡r iJ¡11¿.'' sìltli,ld
be rÈpi¡(Êd tiy ¡ r'3,'./ an':

After cor|,pletion of attuol poll take the following steps

L Pre5s the closè butlon on (U

2 Swfch OFFIhÊ CU

3. Disconne<t thewpAT c¿ble.onnectÈd toCU.

4. Ðis(onne(l thevsÐU càÞle corinected to WPAT

5. Disconneclùe 8U íÀblecoûnected to WPÀl
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l- Keep WPA'r with i'.5 cable ðnd VSOU with ¡t5 cabìe ìn lh€ WPA-Í lanying cãse'

2. Care should be taken while vJinding of WPAT and VsDU (ìbles

3.seallhe carrying c¿se in the Preseñce of gretiding O6ce¡ àrìd Polling agenls
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, ILA.NDLING OF CU-BU.\'VPAT FAILURESÆRRORS DURING POLL

PREPARATION OF POLLING OFFICIALS FOR FAULT HANDLING-

SUGGESTIONS

Ceftáincontingenciesmayariseduringthepollingprocesswhichmayrequirecertainactions.These
are as follows: -

a.IncasetheCUortheBUdoesnotlvorkproperly:(ì)SwitcholftheCUanddon,tswitchiton
again(ii)ReplacethecompletesetofEVMandWPATbyarrothersetofBU,CUandVVPAT
(iii) Continue the po1l with the new EVM set

b. Ii case Display Panel of the CU displays "Link Error:': (i) check that the cable con¡ections æe

proper by visual inspection (don't remove and reconnect the connectors); (ii) If "Link Error" still

persists, replace the complete set of EVM and VVPAT'

elncasetheWPATstatusDisplayUnit(VSDU)displays'.ErrorCode-lReplaceBattery',:
Switch off the CU and replace the Power Pack ofVVPÀT printer. It should be ensured that in no

ciase replacement of power pack is done without swítching off the CU'

cl. In case the vsDU ilisplays "Error Code - 2 Replace Printer" ând the Presiding of{icer has

not presseil the BU enable button: switch off the cu and replace the defective wPAT unit wìth

the new WPAT unit .It shall be ensured that inno case r.eplacement ofWPAT unit is done without

switching off the Control Unit.

e. in case the Presiding Officer has pressetl BU enable Button and the Voter has pressed the

canrlidate Button ofthe Ballot Unit and complains that 'Paper Slip' has not been printed or

tbe Paper slip printed by the wPAT unit has not been cut and hanging against the display

window then: (i) If the busy lamp of the cu is not glowing and no MessageÆrror is displayed on

vSDU, the complaint should be considered as baseless.and rejected; (ii) Ifbusy lamp is glowing

on the CU and no Message/Error is displayed on VSDU, the Votel shall be requested to go into

rhe Voting Compartment once again and press the Candidate Button on BU ofhis choice; (iii) If
busy tamp of the cu and vSDU are glowing and vSDU has no display message, please switch

OFF the CU and ¡eplace the V\ryAT unit. (iv) The last voter whose paper slip has not been printed

by WPAT or has not been cut should be allowed to cast his vote after the VVPAT unit has been

replaced.

Please keep in mind that the vote is not recorded ìn the CU electronically unless the paper slip has

been printed and cut by VVPAT. If VVPAT has not printed the paper slip, or the printed paper slip

has not been cut, the last voter whose paper slip has not been prinled by WPAT or has not been

qut should be allowed to cast his vote after the WPAT unit has been replaced

f. In case the printed paper slip has not been cut and is hanging from the paper roll: Replace

the Printer, but no effort should be made to make it fall into the drop box. It should be allowed to

remain hanging, as it is not to be counted at the time of couÍing ofthe ballot slips. The details of

òuch an occurrence shouìd be clearly recorded in the Presiding Officers diary in the following

format:

' zolPà8e
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i The date and time ofthe occurrence'

ii.Thenameofthevoterandhisserialnumberinpartintheelectoralrollwhowasallowedto
cast his vote after replacement ofVVPAT'

iii. Whether the voter cast his vote after replacement of WPAT or went away without casting

his vote.

iv. The Total number ofvotes cast before the occrutedce'

g. In case a voter alleges after recording his vote that the printed paper slip generated by the

printerhasshownthenameorsymbolofacandidateotherthantheonehevotedfor:Action
shouldbetakenasperprovisionsolRule4gMAoftheconductofElections(Amendment)Rules,
2013:

(i)obtainadeclaratíonfromthecomplainantinlheDeclarationForm(Annexure-Vl)under
his/her signature/thumb impression; (ii) Proceed to the voting comparhnent along with the

complainantandpollingagentspresentinthepollingStationatthatmoment;(iii)Thevotershall
be asked to cast a test vote in favouf of any candidate and make second entry related to that elector

in the Form-l7A; (iv) observe carefully whether the Piinter has pdnted the paper slip correctly;

(v)Ifthecomplaintoftheelectorisfoundgenuine,thePresidingoffrcershallleportthefâcts
iáediarely ro the Ro and stop furfher polling at the station; (vi) If the complaint of the elector is

iound false, make a ¡emark to that effect against the second entry relating to that elector in Form-

17A mentioning the serial number and name of the candidate for whom such test vote has been

rècorded and obtain the signature or thumb impression against such remark. Further make

necessary entries regarding such test vote in item 5 in Part-l ofForm 17-C'

2- !y
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CHECKLISToFADDITIONALITEMSoFPOLLINGMATERIALSToBEPRoVIDED
TO THE POLLING PARTY

Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trail (VVPAT) Printer Unit1.

2.

J.

4.

5.

6.

'7.

VVPAT Status Display Unìt (VSDU)

Carrying Case for the WPAT sYstem

Envelope made ofthick black PaPer

(For sealing printed paper slips of Mock Poll)

Plastic Box for Black Paper Envelope Sealing

Pink Paper Seal for sealing Plastic Box

Form of declaration by electol under rule 49MA

of the Conduct ofElections Rules

7 \{

1 No.

1 No.

1 No.

2 Nos.

1 No.

2 Nos.

l0 copies
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Mock Poll certificate

This is certified that I, ...-..... ........ Presíding Officer at the Polling Søtion No " " 'of

....Assembly Constituency (or the "" " ""-""- Assembly segment

under ......................-......... Parliamentary Constituency) conducted the mock poll at " " " '

AMtoday,thepo1ldayi.e............'...'.(date),followingscrupulouslyalltheinstructionsissuedby
the Election Commission of India. using -.

CU ofSerialNo. (as printed onback-side ofthe CU) "'

BLD..

used)

1.

2.

l

3.

BU of Serìal No. (as PriPted

WPAT

9-\L

A total of ... -..... votes were cast for each candidate and also for NOTA'

It was verified that the LED liglrt was getting lit up against the cotrect candidate,¡l{OTA

button, when the button was pressed and beep sound was properly heard'

The ca¡didate-wise detail of votes polled during mock-poll and ¡esult displayed, is as

under:

Unit

S. No Name of the

Candidate

of Serial

Number of
votes cast

during mock
poll

back-side

Number

Total

Number '. of
votes

displayed in
CU on

checking. the

result

NOTA

of the

Number of
P¡inted Paper

Slips, as per

counting on

checking mock

poll result (if
WPAT used)

I have cleared the memory of the EVM and also removed the printed paper slips of
WPAT after the mock poll and verified that th€ memory has been cleared, by

pressing the Total button and seeing the Totâl is shown as '0'.

At the time of mock poll the following polling agents representing the candidates whose

names méntioned against the names of such agents were present and I have obtained their

signatures.

23 lPege
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Votes Cast and

Result
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Printed Paper

Slip count (if
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each other
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6. Poll start Date and Time seen on the display of cu at the time of start of actual

poll............. ' '. (To be filled in case of Post-2006

EVMÐ.

sl.No.Name of Pollins AsentNâme of Pârh'Name ol candidate sienature of PollinsAsent

1.

2.

J.

4.

5.

ot

At the time scheduled for mock poll no polling agent was present/the agent of only one contesting

candidate was present. After waiting for frfteen more minutes, I conducted the mock poll along

with other polling staff at . . . . . ... ,.4M.

Signature of Micro-Obsewer (ifposted at the poliing station)

Date:
:

Time: Name & Signature of the Presiding

Offìcer

Polling Station No

Polling Statìon Name.....................

1t-t I
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GenerallBye-Election to.

S1. No. and Name of Pælìamentary/Assembly Constituency

FORM OF DECLARÄTfON BY ELECTOR

UNDERRULE 49MA OF CONDUCT OF ELECTIONS RULES. 1961

1. I hereby solemnly declare and affirm under sub-rule (1) ofRule 49 MA ofthe conduct ofBlections

Rules 1961 that the paper slip generated by the printer attached to the Balloting unit has shown the

name and/or symbol of a candidate other than the candidate for whom I voted by pressing the

concemed blue button against the name and symbol ofthe candidate ofmy choice on the Balloting

Unit. I am ready to cast a test vote again to show that the.allegation made by me is true and bonafide'

(2). I am aware ofthe penal provisions of Section 177 ofthe IPC that I shall be liable to be punished

with imprisonment for a term which may extend to six months, or with fine which may extend to one

thousand rupees, or with both, if the declaÉtion given by me in para 1 above to the Plesiding Officer

appointed under Section 26 ofthe RP Act, 1951 is found to be inconect'

S ignature/Thumb impression ofthe Elector

No. and Name of Polling Station

2tt Ê

Name of the Elector

FathelMother/Husband's Name

PartNo. of elector ro11............

SL No. of elector in that Part. , . .

Sl. No. in Register of Voters (Form 17A.)

Dated....................

. Certified

before me.

Signature of the Presiding Offrcer

Dated............

that the above declaration was made ¿ind subscribed by the eiector above named
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RESULT OF PRINTED PAPER COLINT

Polling Station No. .:-

SI.No. of

candidate

ANDJEXURE TO PART.II OF FORM 17-C

Name of

candidate

(1)

1.

z

3.

4.

6.

,\1

(2)

Number ofvotes

as per count of

Printed Paper

Slip of WPAT

Total

(3)

Unique ID of VWAT :

Whether the total number ofvotes shown above tallies with the total number ofvotes shown against

Number of test votes

to be deducted as Per
itêm 5 of Part I

ilem 6 of Part I or any discrepancy noticed between the two totals.(YEs,ôio)

P1ace............,.......... :

Date............,...-........

Signature of Counting Supervisor

Name of candidate/election agent/counting agent '

(4)

Number of
valid votes.

(3-4)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5

6.

(s)

Place.

Date......................-..

Signatue of Returning Officer

Full sisnature
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D(o

Sample Container -14 inch X 10 inch X 5 inch (length X breadth X height)

Sample Pigeonholes (Size of each compartment 6 inch X 4 inch X 4 inch)

.

i
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INçÎÀI I ÂTION OF PAPER ROLL IN WPAT

open the Paper Roll compaftment by opening the side latches and by lifting the top cover.

Observe the Paper Roll Comparlmeni which holds the Paper roll'

Remove "Spindle" fror.n its position by pulling towards upward direction'

Insen ''Spindle" inro "Thermal Paper Roll'. 
-

place the ,,Thermal Paper. Roll" with "Spindle" into its position (i.e Paper Roll compaftment)

and press it towards down. l

b)

c)

d)

e) Insert,'Thermal Paper Roll" edge into the "Guide,-Paper Entry". Ensule that the plain paper

should be on the top surface and the printed band should be on the lower Surface of the Paper.

f) Move the paper into the slot by rotating the paper feed knob clockwise'

25)

Paper Roll Installâtion steps

r[ c
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF GUJARAT AT AHMEDABAD

SPECIAL CIVIL APPLICATION NO' 22074 of 2017

=============
SHAILESHKUMAR NAGJIBHAI PANSUR|YA Petitione(s)

Versus

ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA & 2....Respondent(s)

ctscN2207 412017

N*.* Lx ù-q.e - > lzl
ORDER

Aooearance:

MR BHARAT T RAo EVöbATE for the Petitioner(s) N -o, 1

MR AMIT SHNNI¡N..'WiTH MR. SAHIL M SHAH, ADVOCATE fOT thE

Respondent(s).,Nô;'1 ' .,,':-,

MS MEGHA,:ÁÑI WTH MR. SAH IL M SHAH; ADVOCATE fOT thE

Respondent(s) No. 2

========:¿::========================i=-a============!=:å=========

CORAM: HONOURABLE MR.JUSTICE AKIL KURESHI
and
HONOURABLE MR.JUSTICE A'Y. KOGJE

; '.,i.,.i.t..r:ì.).:::,;:. 
DaÍe : .1211212,017 ):.. ; ::

ORAL ORDER

(PER : HONOURABLE MR.JUSTICE AKIL KURESHI)

.

1. This petition iS filed for a direction :to.the Election Commission of

India to make it mandatory to count all VVPAT slips aìongwith t]le

counting of votes through EVMs in the on-going State Assembly

elections. The petitioner is a resldent of the State and is concerned

about tJle purity and proper conduct of such elections. His prime

concern is that there is clear and distirict possibÍlity of tampering t}ìe

recording of votes in E\Ms. In order to ensure conduct of free a¡rd fair

elections a¡d to eLiminate any such possibility as also to remove arry

doubts in the minds of public, the Election Commission of India should

ensure that a1l slips secured i¡r the boxes through V\PATs should be

:
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subjected to counting parallely with the electronic counting through

EVMs. In this regard, the petitioner points out that the Election

Commlssion of India has issued a press release dated 20ù May '2OI7 Ûr

wtrich it was declared that:

"The Commission will count V\?AI slips up to a definite

percentâ€ie, which will be determineil by the Comrnission' The ECI

will shortly evolve an appropnate framework in this regard' "

.,.,::,:_:;,.. :;,,....'] -_,1".li:..ril:...:r,.ï,,¡:.:.

2. The Counselrfor,,tiepetitioner during, thç p¡.çvrous hearing on 7ù

ì-lecember.2OlT 'ha¿r submitted that if nbt alt ttie:þaper slips atleast

25o/o ol the votes should be counted thiough \\?AT to ensure total

tra.sparencf, It was also sl'hmitted tlrat despite the decla¡ation of

Election Cb'rärnission mad.e in the. press,release dated :20å May, 2OI7
..: . ): '-,.:':

no framewoik,,for counting a certain percéntage of votes through v\?'{T

was set up. V/e had while issì.ring notice to the Electjon Commission of

India on 7fr,.¡December,2o17 in our order'Èi ghlighted this aspect.

"ì,,:r'.:r I r'.i.

3. In response to the notice the Election Commission has appeared

through legal representatives. We have heard learned .Advocates for

bottr the sides. Shri B.T.Râo for the petitioner highlighted that there

have been complaints about the functioning of E\Ms during the first

phase of voting which took place on 9* becember,2Ol7 . He submitted

that complaints have been received suggesting t]-at the Ð\7l\4s ca¡l be

connected to the mobile phones tìrough Bluetooth leaving a possibilty

of tampering. He pointed out that on 08ù December, 2Ol7 fhe Election

Commission of India issued guideLines providíng for counting of votes

through WPAT in one booth of every constituency selected on ra¡rdom

basis. However, according to the Counsel ttris would not provide

sufficient safeguard against possible tampering ald malual counting

should be ordered atleast in 25o/o of the booths of every constituency.

clscN2207 412017
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4.ontheotherharrdlearnedCounselfortheE]ectionColTllllission

of India opposed the petition contending that the Election ComÍrission

has taken all possible steps to eliminate ârly mistake' mischief or foul

play during th.e conduct of elections a¡rd at the time of counting of

votes. The boottr to be selected for ma¡ual counting would be on

ra¡rdomt¡asis'ThiswouldbeinadditÍontothediscrelionarypowersof

the Returning Officer to order ma¡ua-l counting in te-rms of Rule 56D of

tlle Conduct of Ðlection Rules, 19ô1. -The Counsel submitted that
' .:.:: '

simila¡ issues were'rrafsédf befôre the Suptèrne-,.Couri in Writ Petition
.' l' ::i i'

(CivilJ No. 983 of''to17. The Supreme Court' whjle disposing of the

petition by,¡,fli]oraer dated 30.10.2017 refused to interfere with the

Otscretiona:y. --iswers of the Electionl Commission óf 'India' Counsel

pointed -o.1¡!..-tþat prior to 8û. .Decèm-ber,2017 also .the Election

Commission of l.rat, had taken a conscious decision to order ma¡ual

countjrg in. oriê polling station per Assembly Constituency randomly

selected w,fi. was clrculated to tlie,Ctuet etectoratt Officers of the

Gujarat aúdr Ëämachal FÈadesh stâteS u¡¿er a.comiiilüiúcation dated

I Ie October,2ol7. More detailed guidelines in úlis respect were issued

under further commu¡rication dâted 13ü October, 20I7.

5. Having trei¿ Ure learned Advocates fo¡ the þarties and having

pemsed the materials on record we may at the outset clari$ that we

conlìne our obsewations and conclusions to the limited purpose of

meeting with the petitioner's request for ordering full or atleast

substantia-l percentage of the votes thrgugh manual counting during

the on-going State Assembly Ðleitions. We do not involve ourselves in

th.e larger issues and controversies for the simple reason that ttris

petition has been filed at a somewhat belated stage where the election

maclrinery il tl-e State was ln full swing ald the first availaLrle

opportunity for the Court to peruse a¡d examine the grievances of the

petitioner arose on 7ü December,2OlT when the first phase of polling in

clscN2207 412417
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the State was scheduled on 09ú December,2OtT Even otherwise' a-n

issue as serious and sensible as this cannot be summarily and

permanently closed.

6. With these prelìrninary comments we may recall that the system

of Voter Verifiable Paper Andit 'IYail nòw deployed by the Election

Cornmission of India in the State eiectiòns for all polling stations in

every constituenry, would trace '!þ''.gs¡ssis to the judgment of the
l j:; : 

;' :l' ..'.i:'1, :: :r'ì ii;i:r'.Ìilri:lr.rli..

Supreme court in,,.,!-l-re j..óæe 6f.' subr'âmâ'nra T¡ Fy " a u' E,lection

comrníssíon oJ,,iäãíareported in (2or3l. ro sùpréme Courl Cases 5oO'

In the said, .iudgment the Court had made follo\ÃtÍlg concluding

rema¡ks: i'' ' ''.'.''.
:iii;¡i... . , :, .,.', ..,,::,.,,,,

'27. -ThougtL initialy QCI was¡ a.tittle reluctalt ùi introducing
the "paper traiJ" by use of WPAT| taking note .of the advantage

in the. system as demonstrated by Dr. Subramaniam Swarny, we

issued,.r,seve¡al directions .to.ECI. . Pursua¡t to, the same, ECI
ì':r. :1: 

-:l: 
ì.

"ondóté¿ 
several..erpert bqdies, :.iechnical adrlsers' _etc 

Thel
arso,iñá! various ¡¡¿eü¡€s y¡,rth.:the nationalráid State level

political pafties, demonst¡ations 
.. 
wgre. conducted at various

places and flnally after a thoiough examination and full
discussÍon, WPAT was used successfri-1ly in all the 21 polliflg
stations of 51 Noksen (SÐ Assembly Constituency of Nagaland.

The information furnished by ECi, through the affìdavit dated 1-

lO-2O13, clearly shows that V\?AI system is a successful one.
'We have already hlgh lighted tl-at V\IPAT is a system of printing
paper trait when the voter casts tris vote, Ín addition to the
eiectronic record of the ballot. for the purpose of verifìcation of
his choice of candidate a¡rd also for ma¡rual counting of votes i¡
case of dispute.

28. From the materials placed. by bot1- the sÍdes,m we re
satisfied that the "paper traìl" is arl indispensable requjrement of
free a¡rd fair elections. The confidence of the voters in the ÐVMs

ca¡r be achieved only with the introduction if the "paper traiì".
EVMs with V\,?AT system can ensure ure accuracy of the voting
system. With arr intent to have fr lest transparency in the

:
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system arrd to restore the confidence of the voters' it is

necessar5¡ to set up EVMs with WPAT syste-rn because vote is

nothing but an act of expression which has imrnense Ímportance

in a democratic sYstem.

29. In the light of the above discussion and taking notjce of the

pragmatic ald reasonable approach of the ECI and considering

the fact that in general elections all over India, ECI has to
handle one miltÍon (ten lakh) polltng booths, we permit ECI to

introduce VVPAT in gradual':stagds or geographical wise in the

ensrrÍng general .e1èctions.'.Thet.,ar'ea;' .State or actual bootl-(sl a¡e

to be decidedrþ.ylEÒl a¡A ECI is free to implement the same is a
phased niáúfièr. we appreciate the efforts':and good gesture

made.þi;.ECl Ín introducing the -same. For...implementation of

such a system Ñ'r/PATI in a phased marìner, thé Governmeni of

Indla,.,.ist dlrected to provide reqr-üred fìnancial assistance for

procurement of units of V\¡PAÎ."

7 . In tune;.:lwith the decision of the Supreme Court in case of

Subramaniam Swamy (supra) the Election Comnission of India r'vould

provide 1O.O91 paper-t¡aif ür¡ough WPATs on tfie orr-going State- ::::.:r'1:i '.: ..ì1. ... . - . . : ,¡' '.rr .:r.

electlons. Íii''tliis regard in tlie press release dated 20ü May, 2017, as

noted ea¡lier, the Election Commission of India had decla¡ed that the

Commission would count \nl'PAT slips 'up to a definite percentage,

*ht"h p¡11 r bé determined by tlie Comrnission ald a¡r appropriate

framework in this regard would.be evolved by the Commission shortly.

The Ðlectio¡r .-99Tll""iott of lndia had there upon issued a

communication to the Cnief Al¿ction Offìcers of Gujarat and Himachal

Pradesh on 11ù October,2017 whÍch reads as under:
'

"l am directed to intimate that the Commission has directed
that in the forthcoming General Election to State lÆgislative

Assemblies of Gujarat and Himachal Pradesh, mandatory
verilìcation of \A/PAI paper slipq of randomly selected 0l [one)
poiling station per Assembly Constituency shall be done on a
'pilot basis'. TLre above mandatoiy verification of V\IPAT paper
slips of 01[one) pollìng station [randomly selected] will be in

Page 5 of 12
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addition to the provisions of Rule 56D of the Conduct of Eiection

Rules, 1961.

Detailed instrucuons for ttris purpose wjll be issued

separatelY.

The above direction of t]le Commission shall be brought to

the notice of all concerned."

S.FutherdetaiiedgúidelinesÍnt}risregardwereissuedundertlre
communication dated,.,tr3ü ôcto¡er,2Of z|which".,{urther provided as

:

under : '.:
t't:_

"For' this 'pilot' verification of WPAT paper.slþs of randomly

seiected Ol(one) polüng station pei Assembly Constituency' the

f.ùÖ''jiþg procedure shall be f9ìlowed: ': '

1. The verification of WPAT paper sJips of randomly sleeted

Ol(one) polling stat-ion for each Assembly Consütuency shall be

taken up a-fter tl'er. completion ôii'rthe last ¡ouri-d'''of counting of

votã5,:íiiêor¿ed in tne Brnus.' ', , '' :":'at..''.1,"

2. The randóm selection of .'O1(one) polling station per

Assembiy Conslituency shall be done by Draw of 1ots, by the

Returning Officer concerned, in.the presence of candidates/

their agénts a¡rdr the General . 
Obsewer appointed by the

Commission for: that Assembly Constituency.

3. The draw of iots must be conducted immediateþ after the

completion of the last round counting of votes recorded in tlle
EVMs (Control Units) ifl t}Ìe designated counting hall for the
particular Assembiy Constituency.

4. A written Íntimation regrading the conduct of draw of lots
for tl-e random selection of O1(oneJ polling statÍon for
verification of WPAT S)ips shall be govern by the Retumjng
Officer to the Ca¡didates/their election agents well i¡ advarice.

5. The follov¡ing procedure shall be followed for the conduct of
draw of lots:
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(al White colour paper cards of postcard size shaÌl be

used for conducting tl-e draw of lots'
(b) Total number of such paper cards should be equal to

the total number ìf polling stations in tÌÌe Assembly

Constjtuency.
(c) The paper cards shall have pre-printed Assembly

Constituency number, AC name a¡rd date of poiling on the

top, ald the polling station nünber in the centre' Each digit

of the polling station mrmber shall be at least l" * I" (1 inch

by 1 inch) size .a¡d ppa!,.e,{¡¡ U]99t int<

(d) The pàper'caidsilóibe'ùsed, for draw of lots should be

for-¡r-Ofoided .in such a wav thai polling stauon number is not

visible:',-'. 'l

[e) ,, ,:.,. Each paper card . 
sha]l be çhown to tÌre

candidate/their agents before folding and diopping in the

container.
,þfie paper cards shall be kept in the big' cóntainer and

mùêt ¡e shaken before picking up Ol(one) slip by the

Retuming Officer.

:

6. .rT-,hç verificatio¡r of WPAT paper sl-ips shall be done in a
'VW-¡Ê.l'Counung, Boottr''. [VCB),I' specially pr-;e, p.ared for this
purp.o*t, inside the Counting HaJl. The booth sh¿úl be enclosed

in a wire ¡¡¿sh just like a ba¡k caphier's câbin so ttrat no \I/PAT
paper slip can be accessed by any r:nauthorized person. One of

the Counting tables in the Counting Hall ca¡r be converted into
tl-e VCB..,rañd can. be,.used for nbrmal, counting of rou¡rd-wise

EVM Voteé before ihe óorlnt of !îPAT slips as per random
selection a-ft.er'the completion ol round-wise E\4U counting.

7. Thé' vèrifiöätion coúlt of ttiê'WPAT pãper slips of the
randomly selected O l(onel polling station shall be conducted

strictly Ín accordance with the instructions of the Commisslon

on counting of printed paper slips.

8. The Retuming Officer sha-ll personally super'¿ise the
countìng VIPAT paper slips at thjs boottr. The General Obsewer
concerned sha]l ensure close a¡d careful observation of tfre
entire exercise and ensr:¡e strict complialce of the
Comrrrission's instructions.

')->
g
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9. Ttre above process sha-Ìl be full. y videographed'

10. After completion of the above process, the Returning

Offìcer shall give a certificate in the annexed format'

The aLrove direction of tì'e Commission shaìl be brought to

the notice of al1 concerned."

9. Few things emerge *oT_,.F:". communications dated t1ù

october, 2017 and 13i€¿-toþ.,e¡;.ùWoÆ Election commission of
...,.........

India. First is that<in' iändom basis one rþoliiig', Lstation per Assembly
t.:::,."::,,.t, a';::a| .. .

constituencv would ¡e selected in which there' .would be ma¡uaf
r 

.:::t,. . .:l

counting of voles on the Lrasis of paper slips generated through V\'?AT-

This would.rbêliìr addition to the provisions contaÌned inr Rule 56D of the

Conduct ôf. iùection Ru-1es,1961. Thê:,ran¿om selection of the polling
:

station for suetr counting 
"úould 

be dóne through draw of iots by the

Returning O![óer in presence of the candidates or thèjr agents and the

obse¡vers appo.lnted by the Commission: Such lots'wor¡ld be drawn
t; 

';:'i:ì'::)'' :'

immediatelyl',:àfter complétiorr 9f thç last round of côúnting of votes

recorded in the EVMs.. Detailed procedure for drawing of lots has also

been laid down. The counting paper slips of the WPATs shali be done

in the marrn€r, 
1.pecified. 

The Returm;ng Officer,would personaìIy

supervise countjng process. The entire process would be videographed.

After completion 'of the process the Returning Officer wouid giver a

certifìcate in a..preseribed..format which contains necessary detaìls such

as nr.mtrer of votes cast as per the EVM, those cast as per the paper

stps and discrepancies between the two, if any.

:

10. Thus tJ.e guideiines issued by the Election Comnission of India

tlrrough its latest circular dated 08ú December,20 17 are aT its best a¡rd

in addition and in reiteration of its ea¡lier decision circulated through

corununications dated l1't' October, 2Ol7 and t3the October,2017.

The procedure laid down through these communications would ensure

Page I of 12 ..
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random selecüon of one polfng station per Assembly constitu'ency

where tJle paper slips of VVPAT would be counted a¡rd the tal1y would

bematchedwiththeE\4\4counting'Thedetailedguidelineswold
ensure the random selection of the polling station â's well as orderly

counting of paper slips ln presence of the Returning Officer hlmself'

which process would be videographed'

11. TtrÍs entie proceùtr,'-e¡ould...,.;,.}tgi 
.itn,ì,1rqgtlot 

to the powers of the

Returning officer un-deil nrlè soD' bf'..:i¡e,,:lC-.onduct of Elections

Rules,1961 which. reads as under:

"56D SeóuritY ofPaPer trail:- '

(tJ ..1,Wùere printer for paper trail is.used, after the entries made

in Ure'',ês,rttl sheet a¡e ¿aÌlouncêd, any candidate, or in his

absenòe, his election agent ':orarry of his counting agents may

âpply in rv¡riting to the returning officer to count the printed paper

slip-s,,.,.-rj.¡'..:.the drop box 9f the prlnter in respect of any polling
staUonrþi polling stations.

a 1., .

(2) Oii such application being made, the réturning offìcer

shall, subject to such general or special guÍdelines, as may be

issued by the Eleclion Commission, decide the matter and may

a-llow þe application in whole or in part or may reject in whole, if
it apÞea-rs to.him.to.be friv-olous or",un¡easonable.

(3) Every decision of the returning officer under sub-rule(2)

shall be jn writing a¡ d çhall çontain t-he ¡easons therefor.

(4) If the returning offlcer decidês under sub-rule (2) to allow
counting of the paper slips either'wholly or in part or parts, he

shall
{a) do the coúnting in the mariner as may be directed by the
Elecrion Commission:

[b) If there is discrepancy between tlre votes displayed on the
control unit a¡d ttre countjng of the paper slips, amend the
result sheet in Form 20 as per tþe paper slips coi:nt;
(c) a¡rnounce the amendments so made by him; atd
(dJ complete arld sign the result sheet."

Page I of 12
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L2.PerusalofthisRu]ewould.showtlratincasewheretheprinted
paper traù is maintained by the Ðlection CornÍdssion during the

election the candidate or his election agerit or counüng agent can apply

to the Returning Offrcer to count the printed paper slips in respect of

any polling station or stations under sub-rule {2) or Rule S6D Upon

such application beÍng made th.g,Retuning Officer would decide the

matter and may allow thc application in wlole or in part or reject it if it

appears to him to be f¡ivolous or unrea'sonable' Sub-rule (3) or Rule

56D requires that. éúcn decision of the ReturrúnglìÓfficer wouid be in

writing an¿.:¿ôntarn reasons. Under sub-nrte (4)'ìof: RuIe 56D the

"o.r"1rr"ro.r"''åi,,,t¡e 
Returrring offlcer grantirrg the reqùest for counting

------------.;j+i¡,:: . ..Y :.... - 'r '. Ì.-

of paper Èi.þè-, rt ì specifiéd. From :the.irnaterials on: ré'cord thus it

emerges ttt"ti'ttte guidelines fór .mandatóry cor{iting of paper slips in

one polilng gllqon per Assembly constituency is in addition to the

powers of thê..,Èeturning Officer under Rule 56D to accept the request of
. .,t::u 

t:Ì.jl_lJ:

a candtdafèTifjcouúting all the paþer Êliþs in as manyrþolllng stations
,,rÌ.i ìrì-:, r''

as ttre case fòi such counting is rnade out.

13. The mandatory counting of paper slips of a raldomly selected

pol-Iing stationris:¿o 6n5¡¡s demonstration of traasparency afld purity of

the conduct of e-lections even in absence . of any complaint or

discrepancy bg-ing ryported whereas Rrng 56-D wtuld operate in a fìe1d

where a candidâte, hls el.ectfon agent or polling agent satisfies the

Returning officer that the need for counång of paper trail has arisen in

one or more polling stations. Specific cases of genuine complaints cane

be addressed by the Returning officer tl-rrough exercise of tlre powers

under Rule 56D of the Conduct of trleòtion Rules,I961. There ls no

further requirement for enlarging the scòpe for mandatory counting of

paper slips in addition to what the , Eiection Cornrnission in its

discretionary powers has specified. Quite apart from the basic

Page 10 of 12
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responsibility of conduct of free and fâir elections resting with the

Election Comrnission of India with matchlng powers a¡rd duties' the

issue was also presented before ttre Supreme Court in Writ Petition No'

9A3 of 2Ol7 where the prayers of the petition was as under:

"Issue a¡r appropriate writ' order or direction the respondent to

frame appropriate rules, regulations and guidelines for counting

through WPAT PaPer trails;
'r:'Ì_'.r - :1r1:: :':'], il ì:l'rifrl'r II

''r1ìlf 
':': i:' :: f '.''':r:. 

i. .Ì::i':iìf ;:il ,ll

iri'. tn this respgétiw#e,'åi"pó"lrtg of *itiwn9",¡.,,, on by order dated

30ù october,2gf? the Supreme Court had made following obsewations:

"As ,f#: as Prayer (b) . ¡s,;,, concemed, it., is urged by

Mr.K.KJenugopal that guidebnès have already b -een brought by-tt,.irt'ä¿o".-co*"ti""iä 
ofl:lndia' The'same is disputed by

Mr.Kapii. Sibal and Mr.Vivek Tankha, Iearned senior counsel

appearing for the petitioner. We lêave it to ttre discretìon of the
pteöU,ôn:r Commission of India, 

-ash 
we a¡e not incll¡red to enter

into tlÌe said ârena."

15. In view of the above discussion no direction as prayed for by the

petitioner can be granted. Before closing \Me may obsewe that there is

noi¡ing on record to suggest that the decisiori of Electlon Cornmission

of India to go for mandatory courrting . of paper slips in one polling

station in every constituency in aj1y manner, iimlts or restricts the

discretionary poúers of the Election Com¡nission of India to enlarge the

scope of such manual counting. We a¡e sure and we hope that such a

situation does not a,rise but in the unlikely scenario of discrepancies

being reporled in number of potling statiòns wlrich have been subjected

to such manual counting it is always open for a¡rd the Election

Commission will consider malual counting in lâ-rger number of poliing

stations as may be advised.

With these observatjons the petition stands disposed of.
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(AKIL KURESHI, J.)

(A.Y. KOGJE, J.)

I-l(c
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ITEM N0.65 COURT NO.1

suPREME 9_o_9 1_i__9^f
RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS

SPECIAL LEAVE PETTTION LCTVILì Diarv No'41165/2017

(Arising out of impugned final. judgme."t 1Ld order dated !2'a2-2o!7
in scn-ruo. zzoz¿'/zo1.:z passed by the High court of Gujarat at
Ahmedabad )

Petitioner ( s )MOHD' ARIF RAJAPUT 
VERSUS

THE ELECTION COMM]SSION OF INDIA NIRVACHAN RCSPONdCNT(S)

SADAN & ORS.

Date : 15-12-2017 This petition tas cailed on for hearing today'

CORAM :

HON'BLE THÊ CHIEF JUSTICE
HON.BLE MR. JUSTICE A'FI'. KHANWILKAR

, HON'BLE DR. JUSTICE D.YT CHANDRACHUÐ

Fòr Petitioner(s) Dr, Abhishek Manu Singhvi, sr. Adv.' Mr. Vivek Tankha, Sr. Adv.
Mr. Aljo K. Joseph, AoR
Mr. S. S. Hooda, Adv.
Mr. Prashant Sivarajan, Adv.

FOr Respondent ( s )

UPON hearing the counsel the Court made the following
ORDER

D.. Abhishek Manu Singhvi, learned senÍor counsel

appearing for the petitioner submits that he may be permitted

to withdraw the present special leave petition to file a

proper].y constituted petition. under Article 32 of the

Constitution of India for proper efectoral reforms with
regard to Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trail (WPAT) at the

appropriate time, if so advised,.

ANNr-

2^\
. IL+

SECTION III

INDIA

The special leave

Bif'ffifd withdrawn,
rr 0? ¿ÐF:^

(Chetan Kumar )
Court Master

petition is permitted to be

(H.S. Parasher )
Assistant Regist rar

tt'



ELECTION COMMTSSION OF TNDIA
N ì.V^Cu^N S^l)^N, 

^SlloK^ 
no^l), Nllw t)¡lLlII-1I0001

\o- 5I/8/VVP^ l -l\S'172018-llMS l)a1cd: ì3'r'ifcbruary,201[ì

lìr
'i'bc (lhicl I ilccto¡al Oi'liccrs oi'

^ll 
Statcs and Uniorì.lcrritor-jcs. :

Subjcct: Mandatory vcrilìca(io¡t ol VVI'ì¡\'l papcr slips- I'ilol 't csting - rcgarding.

5 ir.

I am dìrcctcd to statc that thc (lonr:nission has alrcady tnandaLcd that VVÌ'^ is will bc

uscd wilh lìVMs ai. allpolling srations in ail luiurc (icncraì/llvc-illcctions to thc Parliamcnl and

thc SteÍc i,cgislauvc Asscmblics. lhc (l;nrmission cor'ìductcd mandatory vc¡ilìcation oi'

VVì)Â l papcl sLìps ol'randoml) sclcctccl 0l 1un"¡ puliing slarion fcÌ Âsscmbly Constitucncy

on a'piltf'basis in thc lcccntly conclur1cd (ìcncral lìLcc¡ions to Statc l.cgislaLivc Ässcrnblic-s ol

(iularat and Ilimachal l)radcsh. in adclition ro thc provisions oi'llulc 5(rl) ol thc Conduct ol

lllcclions lluÌcs, 1961, and thc sa¡nc ìras bccn cxtcntlcd to thc ongoing (lcncral lilcctions ro thc

Sratc f,cgisLativc ÂsscmblÍcs ol'Mcghalaya. Nagaland ãnd l ripura, on 'pikrt' basis.

'l hc Commission Ltas iirthcr rjircctcd that hcnccibrth. mandatory vcriñcation o1'

VVI'Â l papcr sLips ol' ranrìomly sqlccrccl 0l þnc) poiìing slation sh¿ll b,: -conrluclcd in aLl

lutr.r¡c (ìcncral and llyc lìlcctions to Llrc llousc o1'thc l)ct¡plc and Staic Ì.cgislativc ASsc_¡rþli:^s.

in addition to lhc provisions oi'l{ulc 561) oi'thc (londuct of liLcctions llulcs. l96l.a1icrthc

compìclion ol rJrc last round of'counting t)l'votcs rccorrjcd in thc IrVMs, as undcr.:

(a) In c¿rsc ol (lcncral and Ilyc clcclions ro Siarc i.ògìsìurivc Âsscmblics. vc¡illcarion oi
VVI'Â'l papcr slips ol' rancìomly scìcc1cd 0l (onc) polling starion pcr Asscmbly

Oonstitr,rcncy.

(b) ln casc o1'(ìcncral and Ilyc clccrions to thc lìousc ol thc Ì)coplc, vcrilìcation ol'VVl)Â'1,

papcr slìps ol'r'ancìomìy sclcctcd 0l (onc) poLling station ol'cach Asscmbly Scgmcnt o1'

thc I)a¡liamcntary Constitucncv conccrncd

lÌrr this mantlarory vcrilicaLio¡: ,ri \/Vl)Â i papcr slips, thc Iìrrìor.ving procc<J,.'c shari

bc lollor¡cd:

I Ihcvr:riiìcaliLrnolVVi)Âlpapc'sli¡rs,rf rar:d.n:lt sclccrcrl 0l (r)n() p.llinË sreri(ìn

lirr oach Â.^scmbÌy 0onstit'cncylscgrncnt shalr bc rakcn up a1ìcr rhc comÐiction or'thc

last round ol counting oj volcs ¡ccorclcci in thc liVMs.

2 'l hc ranrhn sclcction or'01 (onc) po i'ag station pcr Asscmbly consriir.rcncy/scgmcnt

shall bc donc by I)rar.v oÍ'lots. by thc lìciurning Ollicc¡ conccrncci, in ihc prcscncc o!-

1

A ¡,* EX.'{€-
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\ \candidatcs/1hci¡ agcnts and thc .c'craì obscrvcr apoointccl by thc oommission |or rhaL \a
Consritucncy.

lïc d¡aw ol'lors must bc contlucrc, inrrncrlialcry arìir rhc comprcLion ofthc ra"^t round
ofcoLrnting of'otcs rcc'¡dcd in rhc ìiVVs ((Ìrntrol. r-rnits) in thc dcsig'atcd cou.tin.r:
I Iall Ibr Lhc parricular Asscn.rbly (Ìrnsriiucrcly'.Asscrnbìy 

Scgn.rclL.

A writlcn intimation 
'cgarding 

thc conducl ol-draw ô1'lots for thc random sclccrion oJ.

0l (onc) nolling srarion 1br vcrii:carion of vvl)À'r'Siips shall bc rivc, by rhc lrcLur.ning
OIlìccr tr¡ rhc (ìandidarus.îrci;- cLcrìon agcnls r,cìl in arjvancc.
'j hc fblkrrvìng procc<JLrrc shall bc ii)ll()wcd lir: thc couduct ofdraw ol.iols:
a. Whitc colour papcr ca'ds'l n.stcarrl sizc shall bc uscrl lìrr conrìucting thc ci¡ar.v ol.

lots.

b'r'orarnumbc¡ofsuchpapclcar'<3sshouirìbccquar.totoral 
numbcr o1-poliilg stations

in thc Asscrnl-riy Consrirucncr,.

c. 'lhc pancr cards shall havc prc-or.inrcd ÂsscmblvlConstilucncy/Asscmbly Scgmcnt
numbcr. AClAS namc and datc oi-pollilg on rhc 19p. and Lhc polLing station numbcr
irì thc cL-ntrc. liach digrt ol.thc poìling si.alion nLrmbcr shalj hc atlcasr 1,, x l,,ll inch
by I inch) sizc and printcd in black ink.

L6 t

d-'lhc papcrcardsto bc uscd Iìr¡rlraw ol.ìols should bc l.ouL

pollìug stalion numbcr is not vjsi,olc.

c. i:ach papcr card shalì bc showu to thc candidatci,/thcìr agcnts bclorc lbklinu and
d:op¡ting ìn thc conlaincr.

f. '1 hc papcr cards shall bc kcpr in thc big contaì:rcr and must bc shakcn bclbrc pickìng
up 0ì (onc) sìip b¡.rhc lìctumìrg Olììccr.

'lhc vcr.ilicatjon of VVp^.l. pancr slins shall bc donc in a ,VVi)A.1, 
CounLìng Iìooth,

(VCII). sncciall¡, prcparctl lilr this nurpt;sc insidc thc Oountì'g IlaiÌ. l.hc booLh shali bc
cncloscd i¡r a wiic ncsh jusl ìikc a bank cashicr.s catjìn so that no VVI)Â.I. paper slip
can bc acccssc. by any unauthorizc. ocrson. Onc ol,rhc ..unting tablcs in Lhc (,.ouutin{r
I iaìì can bc cc¡nvcrtcd ìnto ihc V CII anrl can bc uscd lìlr. nornlal countÌng oi.rouud_wiscIivM u.,,cs bciil.c ihc count or-vvr)Ar srips irs pcr ralìdorn scrcction alicr thc
compiltiou ol round-wjsc lìVV (r,unrrn!.
'l hc VcriÍlcarion counL ol. thc V Vl),\ 1 papcr siips ol. thc rancionly sclccrcd 0 ì (onc)
pol)ing station shaiì bc concrucrcci str.ictly in accoìdancc with thc instruclions ofihc
Comnlissio¡ on coun,.ing ol.p:-inrcrJ papcl slips.

f<;ldccl irr such a way thar
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/

pcrson¿llly supcrvisc r.hc coL'.ìri.g ol vvp^,l pepcr siìps ar rhis boolh. ./.hc (icncral
Obsc¡-vc¡ concc¡ncd shail cnsLl¡c ciosc and carclui obscrvation ol.thc cnlirc cxcrcisc
uDd cnsurc strict c0mpìiucc. r,f rhc t ìo r:l:n issi0irs insliuclions.
'I 

hc abovc ¡roccss shall bc l'LrJI¡, vidcr,grapl^.ctl.

Âftcr complction ol'1hc abovc proccss- thc I{ctrtrning Ollìcct.shall givc a ccnjlìcato in
lhc anncxcd Ioi"m¿L.

9,

l0

I hc abovc dircction oj'Lhc Conrmission shall bc L¡nrurihr io rhc

,h l

(l(l: Srandard l)ist¡ibutio¡

noticc ol all conccrncd.

Yours l'gith lully.
/ .-'tt\,.1 , \,

.,VðU-
. .,ì:....iì ì,: r 1.|j]''il.:

i, n dtr S{crrtat,,



^nIcxurcI'iìol 'l'csiing 0t vcrification of papcr slips oI VVPÂ l' ol 01 rantJomly sclcctcd
polling.^tation

\amc Ol'Sta1c:.. . .. ,

\o- and Nanrc oJ Âsscmb lylParÌiarnc ntary ('on(titucncv -

No. and Namc ol Â.sscrrbly Scgmcul (in cursc oÍ l)(ì):....,
Sl.\o. and numr: of'l)olling Siatiou:..............
i)niquc Il) o I Corirol Unit:.....-...........
Ljnitluc Il) ol'VVI)Â.'I :.........

it is ccrii.v that piiot tcsting olcounrilg ot psìcr.slip:i oLVVÌ),\'l ()l-01 r.anclomly s^clccicrì

polling station has bccn conductcd as pcl thc jnstrucriorls oi thc (lommission.

Namc ol (jandidatc \o. ol Vorcs (--asf l)iscrcpancÏ ifanr
As f,cr f:Vl4 .\s pcr ì)apcr Slips

,)t

I.

?..

NOIA 
:

'r{)lAI-\,o ts I

Sìgnaturc ol' Countìng 
^gcnts

ì . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . ... ...

2........ .. .............

i......,.........,.........

Signalurc o l' Corrnting Supcrvisor

Signaturc oI'(ìcncral Ohsc¡icr.

1-_l'

Signatru c o l' lìcrurning O[1ìccr



ELECTION COMMISSION OF TI\DTA
Nirvachan Sadan, Äshoka lload, Ncw Dclhi-l!0001

No.5ll8/WPAI/2018/EMS . Dated: 8"' March, 20l8

'lo
'l'he Chicf lìlcctoral Ol.iìcc¡s oI
e.ll S1âtes/ii'l's.

SLrbJcct: Clariiication rcgarding conduct ot'mock poll during commissioning ol F,VMs

and VVPÄ'l's- rcg:uding.

Sir,
I am dircclcd to convcy thal somc S1a1-es havc souglrt clarifìcaLion whcthc¡ thc

proccss of conduct ol mock poìl ol 1000 votcs on 5% randomly scicctcd IìVMs during

commissioning ol ÌiVMs is ro bc l'ollowcd in case of VVI'A'| s also o¡ no'..

ln this rcgard, it is ctalrficd that rluring thc commissioning of UVMs and

VVPA'I s, rriock poll ol' 1000 volcs will bc cast in 5% bl'randomly sclcctcd ljVVs, as well as

VVI'Als. 'l'hc clccl¡onic rcsult shali bc tallicd wiü papci count. Candidates/thcir

¡cp¡escntarivcs shall bc allowcd to pick machincs randomly ior thìs puroosc and also to

Ìraflicipatc in rhc ¡rocess. .

)-b7

A N\r\Ê- c[zlo

Copy lorwardcd to

1. 'l'hc Chairman-cum-Managing Director, Ilharai lllcctronio LimìtcC, Bangalorc.

2.'lhc Chai¡man-cum-Managing Dirccto¡. Ijlocrronics Corporation olladia Limitcd,

I lyderabacl.

... lbr inlormarion and ncccssary acrion.

--+- II tî, Ir-

You

(Madhu'íudan Gupta)
N

Undcr Sccretarv



ELECTION COMMTSSIOI{ OF INDIA
NIRVACIIAN SADAN, ASIIOKA IìOAD' NI]W DEI'III-I1OOO1

rr*r¡.51/tll16/4/201fì-!lMs l)atcd: lllt¡ 'Iunc' 2018

'j 
o

l. I hc (.hicl lilccio¡al Olfìccrs ol

^11 
Srarcsi linion lcrritorics'

2- I hc Chaìrman'cum-Managing l)irccror,

Ìlharat lìlcctronics Limitcd,
i\*agava¡a' Ourcr lling lload,

llangaiorc-560045, K¿unataka

3.'l'hc Chainn¿n-cum-Managing l)ircclor;

' lìLcctronics Corporation of'lndia Limiicd'

I lYdcrabad' Andhra Ì'ratlcsh'

Subjcct: !-irst l,cvcl Chccking of !)VMsi WI'Â I's - llcgarding'

slr.

I am clirccrcd 1o invirc your atlcntion to thc commission's 1c11cr Nos' 5l /8/16/4/2017-ljMS,

darcd 30,h .\ugusr, 2017, 51/8/3/2018-il-\4s. clatcd i'L May, 2018 (States/I)Is k¡ whom M3 IiVMs

and M3 Wpl'|s are allocated),511Ílll6l4l2018-lì,MS, datcd 9rh May, 20ltì (States/Ul's to u)hom

M2 or M2-M3 WPI't's are allocated) rcgañínginstruclions on l¡irst Lcvcl chccking of livMs and

VVP.A'l's and to clarifY that -

â. |irst i,cvcl Chccking (lìl,C) of liVMs and VVPA'I s shalì bc hcld s^cparalcly;

b. Iìl,c of IivMs shall bc startcd without waiting ftrr complclc dclivcry olwPAl's.

b. Mock I'oll in 50% of ÌiVMs during lll,c i.c. mock-pdll in 1% ollìVMs ol 1200 vorcs, tn2%o ol

livMs ol 1000 vorcs and in 2% of IivMs o1500 votcs shall bc donc using vvPA l's. Aftcr thc

mock-poll, rhc prinrcd ballot slips o1 cach VVP,,1'I'printcr shall bc counLctl 10 comparc thc

. fesult, indcpcndcnt oflhc clcctfonic rcsult in thc c-I.I, and thc rcsult of thc printcd baLlot sìips

shail bc Lalliccl with thc clcctronic rcsul.t olCl-i. l'hc tally should bc shown tô thc rcprcscntàtivcs

. ofpolilicâl palics prcscnl in thc FLC

Iror this purposc, it shaìl bc cnsurccl that allcas',25 VVP^l's arc maclc availabic at cach ol

Lhc 11ìsrrìcLs, whcrc IL(' of LVMs is to he conJuctcrl.

-a.
/ì s.r sr É[Ir"
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By Specd Post/E-ma1l

Election Commission of India
Nirvachan Sadan, Ashoka Roacl' New llelhi :-l-1-09J--------' ----

ffijtfñ6/4/r018 LÑPS 
j

To

The Chief lìlccLo¡aL Oflicers ol'

All Starcs anrj t'nion'l'crritorics'

Subject: - !-irst Level Chccking of ËVM/VVPÂ'f -.'['irning rcg'

I am iìirecled to relcr lo ¡he Commission's inst¡uction t'o 5ll8l1614l20l1-EMS dated

30.08.2017 and to statc thar in aLldition to the ..instructions 
on Firsl Lcvcl Checking of

ìiVMÃ VPA I givcn thcrcin, il hàs bcen decidcd by the Commission thà1 thc timing of the FLC

oflhe EVI\4,n/VP¿\'I' shall be ar icasl liom 9 
^M 

to 7 PM on all rlays inciuding holidays'

f'unher, you are also rcquestcd to ensurc fhal the extant instructions ofthe Commission

regarding proper afiangelnelìts to be made lor siÌooth and secu¡c conduct of First l'evel

Checking arc strictlY adhcred to'

rÀs s [-
v'

,a\

clzl

TI c

You¡s fai*rfullY,

//k
'(ilntfof Kumar)
Secrctary



ELECTIOI{ COMMISSION OF I}{DIA
NIRVÀCIIAN SAÐ''\N, ASI{oKA.ROAD', NEW r}¡ll',HI-1 10001

No. 5I/8/T&A/2018-EI{PS I 
t'ated: 09th October' 2018

To
The Chief Electoral Officers of
Àll States and Union Territories''

Subject: Taking out EVMS AND VYPATS for Training and Awareness

purpose.

Sir,Madam, .

ln supersession of Commission's instructions No' 51/817/2017-EMS' dated

29ù September, 2018, on the subject cited, l'am directed to state that to ensule pf.pef

training and awâreness on use of WPATs with E\'il4s' the Commission has directed

that after First Leve! Checking (FLC) of EVMs and WPATs;

(a) EVMs and WPATs may be taken 
.out 

for lrainìng and awareness purpose

whenever needed cven befo¡e first randomization subject to an upper ceiling of

10% of the total number ofpolling stations in the District'

(b) Therc shall be no distinction between training and awareness EVMs/WPATs to

udlìze maximum number ol EVN'Is/WPATs for training and awareness purpose

inter-changeablY

(c) Political Pa¡ties should neccssanìy be invitcd to witness this process from

opening of Warehouse and re-sealing ol' rvarehouse after taking out thc

EVMsfIVPÄTs for training and awâfeness. Entire process to be videogra¡hcd

(d)ThelistofsuchEVMsandWPATishallbegivcntotheNationalandState

Recognised Political Parties This list shall also be shared with the

candidates/their agenll, as and when they are finaliseC'

(e)ScheduleofAwa¡enesslTrainingshallbesila¡edwithRecognizedNationaVState

Politícal Panies.

(f) Standard Operation Proccdure (SoP)for Training (Lncluding demonstration and

awareness program) o1'EV-'\4s &WPATs is enclosed aL Ar¡nexure-A'

(g) A list ofprobabìe risk during training & awareness is enclosed at AnnÐ(ure-B

(h)AstickerofYelltrwctrlourmentioning.,Train.irig/Awarcness''shallbeaffixedon

such EVMs and VVPATs'

þs r.rex cl4
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(i) The abor,ementioned Il:VMs and VVPATs shall be stored in a sepa¡âte

designated warehouse, not below the sub-division headquarters level, with

proper security and double lock-systerir' as is done for strong room having FLC-

OK EVMs and WPATs. The keys shall be kcpr witl¡ rhe two separate officers,

nominatcd by DIio and shalt not be below the rank of Tehsildar/Executive

Magistrate.

o The DEOs shall be directly responsible for the safcty and security of these

Trainìng and Awa¡eness EVMs anti \¡VPATs.

(k) Such EVMs and v\?ATs shatl be given only to the authorised olficials dcputed

by the District Eìcctlon Officer 
"oncerned.

(l) The DEO shall ensure rhat the officials chosen lo¡ crealion of EVM /VPAT

¡elated awa¡encss/IEC campaign, as well as those nominaled for handling these

EVMs and VVPATs must be cotnprehensively 1¡ained on the usage and

functioning of thc EVMs and \n*PATs.

(m) Il shall be ensu¡ed that after rhe conclusion of daily training and awafeness

program.s, these EVMs and VVPATs shall be stored in a secure Govt.

OfficeiGovL. building only. If no sucÌl Gout. ofÍrce/Govt. building is availabie,

these EVMs and \rVPATs shall be stoÎed in the nearest block/tehsil headQuarters

under proper security. If there is no aírangcment of security. the DEO shall

provide the. adequate securitv for these.EVMs and WPATs.

(n) Propcr log book shall be maintained.

(o) In Assembly Constituencìes having 100 or more polling statrons, it shall be

mandatory for the DEO to ensure that atleasr 5% of the E\4r4s and WPATs

taken ouf for training and awa¡eness purpo.se arc ¡e-introduced as Poll-day

Reserve afte¡ de novo FLC, randomization, canclidate setting ctc caried out as

per the extant instructions of the Cor¡mission. Fo¡ Asscmbly Constituencies

havíng less rhan 100 pollíng statìons; thc numbe¡ of training/awareness EVMs

and WPATs to be re-introduced in the poll-day Resen'e pool may be decrdcd

by thc DEO as per the specific local requirement, In any case, effort must be

made to ensure maximum machi¡esi from the training,/awareness lot a¡e re-

int¡oduced as Poll-day Reserve to optimizc thc utilization of machines for polls.

Thc list of all such EVMs and WPA-fs re-introduced in the Reserve poll shall

oa2l--'/.,)



bedulysharedwiththcpoliticaìparties/candidatesitheiragentsunderpfoper

acknowledgemcnt

(p) It is reiteratcd thât trainins and aì arcness E\zMs/WPATs shall be added

Candidate Setting 
iin the presqncc of oolitical oarties/contesting

candidates/their asents.

(d FLC OK EVMs & V\¿PÀTs taken out for the abovcmentioned ourpose'

and WPATs c¡nnot be used for Randomization'

Copy to:

l. The Chairñar-cum- lanaging Director,Bharat Electronics

LimitedrNagavara, Outer Ring Road,Bangalorc-560045' Karnataka'

2.TheChairman-cum-MaIìagingÐirector,Ele"t.ooi".Corporationoflndia
Lìmited,Ilyderabad, hndhra Pradesh'

mar)



Annexure-A

:

SO? for Demonstrafion ând Awarencss prograrnmc on EVM & WPAT

Thc following Protocoi shall strictly be follorved fo¡ Demonstration and Awareness

programmc on EVM & VV?A I '

Only "FLC OK" Ùnits shall be used tbi demonstration antl awareness câmpâlgn'

lt shall be ensurcd tirat or,ly dummy Ballot Paper ß usel ln th: BU

The VVPAT shall ha'e t"t"t;;;;' w¡ich should match witb the svabols of

r î-s

the Bâllot PâPer' \TATs bave to be

- ,,r-^'hÞ(
Demonsfatton stld'L u-' -- ¿iven in an open area as the !

,¡i"td"d f'ot di'ect sunlight 
-. ,1 ,.,.,-i+ ".,t vvpA'f shall be kept together so

r During demollsrÊtiorL/arr areness' ballor t,,LrL! u¡¡e

' 
;;;:,.,' can see the priûred papcr Élip in VVPAr'

. voters shoutd be explarned u'*î*t**"" *:"t-,:]lt with vvPAT and also

¡for*t¿ u¡ot1 ¡¡g ¡5s 6f VVPAT wìth EVM in clecttons

. A Register should be maintalned to record votes anrl sigrrafures of ail the

O^*"'l^tt on daily basis in the demonstration process

. At ihe end of <lçmonsÛa"oo t* "**o"ntc 
tesult of thc cu shall be cleared &

VV?AT slips tn"rt t" 
'"n1ont¿ 

from the VVPAT drop bor' Funhcr' it has to be

ensured that on the ûext day the same proccss is repeated

o lroper Security arrangem"n' 'n"tt 
Ot tudt for movemcnt of BVMs¡'/VPATS and

¿u arcness ccntfes '
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Annexure-B

PROBABLE RISKS

Non-Uploaorng oi 1ó candìdates (inciuding NO'Ì'À) Dumrn'v Symbois in the 1%

VWÀTs used. for testlnÊi rl'ith 4-BUs having (r4 dumnry symbols (including

NOT^) Llcncc, bciorc using for awareiress PurPose' ensurc thât \¡\?'A' f slips

prinr as per ciunrrrrr balior papers'

ltregulariry on use of L)unrn,v Svmbols Hèncc' Lrcforc using for a$'arcness PurÞose'

cnsurc thât \Aæ,\T slips priot as per dummy ballot papers'

In case of M3 B\À{s, M3 \rV?ÂTs shoul¿l be connecrerl ât the rifie of

commissionlng oÍ rhe F'\l'Is oihcnvisc Ë\'1f s'ill :rot ÂccePt a V\T'{T ar a late¡

stage, Hcnce, fot au'areness pLrrpose candidate setdrg in M3 E\Ms should be donc

using Ballot Uort and Vr¡PÀT'

o Lock papcr roLl when uansportìng thc \r/P"\T from one place to another

Otherçrse, \r\?ÄT may go into crrot moclc'

Do not srvttch on the Wil¡\T in broad da¡'lighr or directll'unrler a buib ot halogea

iamp at the dme of r'rvmcncss as the ñT'\T may go into crtor modc' Hence'

ersure that awârcness on ËV'\{ ancl W?ÀT shall be donc in shaded/closed area

Do not repeatcdly suicch ON and OFF the V1¡PÂT as it rvill depJcte rhe bztter1. âs

rvell as paPer roll'

o sv,.ítch oFF the cu w-hen connccúng or <lisconnecting thc Êvlvls/v\TlYfs and

do eor pull thc cable for disconnccting 
.

o Non adherence of SOP o:-r ¡\warcness oiE\¡Ms and V\¡P'{ Is'

TlC
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: RepoRtnete

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA

CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISD¡CTION
:

wRrT PETITION (ClVlL) NO.935 OF 2018

f,**rx.LRt - c lzo

KAMAL NATH

VERSUS

ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA
AND OTHERS

WITH

y21

wR¡T PETITION (ClVlL) NO.1000 OF 2018

.

JUDGMENT
A.K.SIKRI. J.

Writ Petition (Cìvil) No. 935 of 201-8 is filed by the petitioner,

who is the President of the Madhya Pradesh Congress

Committee, claiming the following. reliefs:

"(a) lssue an appropriate writ, order or direction to the
Respondents to issue directions for conducting WPAT
verification at least 10% randomly selected polling stations

,....PETrTrONER(S)

...,.RESPONDENT(S)
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in each assembly constituency/assembly segment to

ensure free and fair elect¡ons;'

(b) issue an appropriate wiit, order or direction to the

àáspondents to prntlstr voter list in text format as per rules'

and to expediúously decide all complaints qua 
- 
final

publication of votei list under Rules 22(1)(c) of the
'Registration of Electors Rules, 1960 and to prohibit

delétion of voters from the voter list without intimation to

Political Parties;

(c) issue an appropriate writ, order or direction to the

àâspondents to issue fresh guidelines qua WPAT whilst

conéidering the grounds/issues raised in the present writ

petition, lnõluding but not limited to random WPAT checks'

mock polls and recounting, quality of Thermal Paper and

printing, collection of Paper. Trails and storage' unique

identification numbers on WPAT and paper trail collection

boxes, transportation of EVMs and WPAT before and after
polls, First Level Checking (FLC) of WPAT and posting of

officials; and

(d) any such further and other order/orders be passed

as may be necessary and dêemed fit and proper in the
facts and circumstances of the case to subserve the
interest of justice.

2. As can be seen from the aforesaid prayer clause, essentially two

reliefs are prayed for. First relief is for issuance of directions for

conducting Voter Verifiable Papei Audit Trail (WPAT) verification

on random basis for 10% of the votes. ln the second place,

direction is sought to provide to:the petitioner soft copies of the

draft electoral rolls published on July 31-,2018 in te)t format; to

decide complaints pertaining to voter list expeditiously; and to

^ 
/-\ v/ / t,)

Writ Petítion (Civ¡ll No. 935 of 2078 & AnL Page 2 of 22
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prohibit deletion of voters from thb voter list without intimation to

the politicalParties.

ln Writ Petition (Civil) No. 1000' of 20L8, similar reliefs were

pressed. However, the facts as they appear in Writ Petition (Civil)

No. 935 of 201-8 are taken note of.

We would like to place on record; at the outset, that the detailed

arguments which were advanced by the petitioner were highly

concentrated on the second prayer, that too for providing soft

copies of the draft electoral rolls in text format. lnsofar as the first

relief is concerned, objection was raised by Mr. Vikas Singh,

learned senior counsel appearing for respondent No'1 - Election

Commission of lndia (hereinafter referred to as 'ECl'), to the

maintainability of such a prayer on the ground that this issue has

already been dealt with by this Court. We will take note of the

respective submissions on this aspect at the appropriate stage.

Since, the second prayer has become the bone of contention, in

the first instance, we would like to deal with that aspect.

The main reason for which the petitioner is seeking direction to

the respondents to publish voter list in text format and supply the

same is that it is necessitated to ensure that the voter list is

3.

4.

5.
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o,
properly and fairly drawn, which includes all the eligible voters on

the one hand and also excludes ttre duplicate, fake or incorrect

voters. lt is stated by the petitioner that he along with senior

leaders from the State of Madhya Pradesh submitted a detailed

representation on June 03, 2018 highlighting various duplicate,

repeat, mult¡ple, illegal, invalid and false entries/voters in the

electoral rolls of Madhya Pradesh for Assembly Elections, 2018

and the ECI was, requested to address the same. As per the

petitioner, there ¡s an increase by 4Oo/o in numbers of voters vis-a-

vis population numbers of electors in the State of Madhya

Pradesh since the last Assembly Election, i.e. in the last five

years. lt is contended that if voters/electors with birth year 1991-

2001 will attain age of 18 years.between 2OO8-20I8, it can be

reasonably expected that new voters added in the years 2008-

2018 would be similar to the increase in population i.e.

1,18,1-8,290. Höwever, it is shocking and alarming to see that

increase in total number of voters i.e. I,45,13,404 (more than

40% increase) in the corresponding increase in population during

2008-20L8. Therefore, this additional increase over and above

the population increase i.e. 26.95 lakhs of votes in the State of

Madhya Pradesh seems inconceivable and incalculable.

.ka
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The petitioner, accordingly, made representations to the ECI to

take appropriate action to rectify the mistakes' The ECI sent

letter dated July 1-6, 2018 to tne ntt lndia Congress Commlttee

(AICC), inter alia, stating that-the allegations made in the

representationdatedJune03,20lspreferredbythepetitioner

are not substantiated. At the same time' the ECI had also

admitted, to the following effect, that there were some duplicate

and fake entries in the voter list:

"(a) INTRAAC - 9664were found in the repeated entry

(b) INTER AC - 8278 cases were found in the repeated

entry

(c) Photo Entries - 2,37,234 photo entr¡es found to be

suspicious/unclear/blank photos;"

The petitioner also submits that the ECI has, thereafter' dropped

more than twenty four lakh voters from the voter list of the State

of Madhya Pradesh published in January 2018. The ECI has also

admitted ïhar.2,37,234 photo entiies are found to be suspicious,

unclear and blank photos, On the aforesaid premise, the

petitioner submits that the political parties should be provided

voter list in text format so that they are in a position to

electronically scan the same and find out whether there are any

duplicate or fake voters in the voter list prepared by the ECl.

6.

>ßl

7.
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ln support of the aforesaid demand of supply of electoral roll in

PDF form in text mode, Mr. Kapii Sibal, learned senior counsel'

referred to Clause tl'2.2.2 of Chapter Xl of the Election Manual

2016 which reads as under: .

"t1-.2.2.2 Putting draft roll on websìte:- Additionally' the

draft roll shall be put in public domain, at Chief Electoral

Officer's website, in a PDF format on the same day' The

draft roll shall be put on website in a text mode and no

photographs would appear against the elector's details'

ìnst"uã it would indicate in the box meant for the

photograph of elector whether the photograph is available

or not."

It was argued that as per the aforesaid clause contained in the

Election Manual itself, the ECI was required to prepare the draft

roll in text mode, a1 beif without photographs' The purpose was

to enable the political parties to analyse and scrutinise the data

and based thereupon to give anyl suggestions that are needed or

submit objections if it is found that there are duplicate or fake

voters. As against the aforesaid mandate, the ECI has provided

Compact Discs (CDs) containing:draft electoral roll published on

July 31, 2018 in PDF non-editable form for all 230 constituencies

of the State of Madhya Pradesh. . Such scanned copies are in fact

images and, therefore, inadequäte for the purpose of scrutiny

wherein data cannot be analysed. lt is also stated that in 201-3

8.

9.

ulr¡t Þâtiti,1n lììvîll Nn q?4 ñÍ )n1R 2 Ahr Page 6 of 22
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AssemblyElectionsinMadhyaPradesh,draftelectoralrollswere

providedintextmode.Similarly.draftelectoralrolls,aspublished

on July 3t, 2OI8 for the State of Rajasthan, have also been

provided in text mode. Departure made in the instant case is

questioned as unreasonable'

L0. The ECI has filed a detailed .ornr"l- affldavit. lt is stated that the

ECI has put the voter list on website in text mode and even

images on the website are in text mode, However, the ECI has

taken a conscious decision not to give copies of these voter list to

the political parties in scannable text mode keeping in view the

issue of privacy of voters. Various averments in the writ petit¡on

are strongly refuted in the counter affidavit. The ECI has stated

that the petitioner had submitted a representation dated June 03,

2018 regarding various duplicate-, repeat, multiple entries/voters

in the electoral rolls of Madhya Pradesh for Assembly elections.

As per the complaint received, 26.76 lakh records were submitted

for 'Within AC' of 91 Constituencies and 26.74 lakh records of

'Across AC' of 101- Constituencies. All these entires have been

verified physically in a door-to-door campaign. ln physical

verification, 23,67,487 electors 'were fàund present, 2,34,596

electors were either deleted already or not found enrolled in the

s9
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respective constituenc¡es' ln 46,859 cases, electors were found

to be absent and l-6,675 electors were found to be deceased' ln

all such cases, the action for deletion has already been taken' lt

ìs emphasised that only 8,728 cases were found in the repeated

entry category against which appropriate action has already been

initiated as Per law. 
.

1,t. The ECI accepts that during the process of continuous updation

from January 1-9, 201-8 to July 31-, 201-8, there was a net deletion

of around 24 lakhs entries from the electoral roll and it is also

correct that more than 2 lakh photo entries were flagged as being

uncleariblank/repeated photos but out of these entries, L'04'284

entries were found to be valid anil only 97,687 entries had to be

corrected during the aforementioned continuous updation of the

electoral roll. Explanation given is that electoral roll updation is a

continuous and ongoing process and the ECI as well as the

office of the Chief Electoral Offìcer, Madhya Pradesh are

committed to ensuring the purity and correctness of the electoral

roll through continuous addition or deletion of names of electors

on the basis of door-to-door survey by Block Level Officers

(BLOs) and by processing all sort of information gathered through

q Èt4
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NSVP,cEowebsiteorcomplaintsreceivedthroughthehelpline

number (1-950), etc.

:

t2. lt is also claimed that the ECI has been taking transparency

measures in electoral registration. The recognized political

parties are supplied, free of cost, two copies (one hard copy in

pdf with image of electors and another in soft copy without image

of electors) of the electoral roll of ihe constituencies at the time of

draft publication and final publication under the provision of Rule

1-1(c) and 22(c) oÍ the Registrâtion of Electors Rules' 1960'

Further, the unrecognized registered political parties/NGOs/public

can obtain soft copy of the electoral roll (without images of

electors) in a CD in pdf format on ã nominal price of Rs'100Ê only

per CD, containing the electoral roll of an Assembly Constituency,

on request, ln addition to the above, as per the ECI's existing

instructions, image PDF of elêctoral rolls are published on

website of Chief Electoral officeriof the State concerned so as to

be placed in the public domain for view of general public. The

general public can access such image PDF of electoral rolls

through captcha containing alphabet, numeral and special

characters.

writ Pet¡t¡on (C¡vill No. 935 of 2078 & Anr. Page I of 22
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1_3. On the basis of the aforesaid averments, Mr. Vikas singh argued

that the ECI itself does the exercise of de-duplication which was

informed to the political parties also in the meeting which was

conductedbyit'Healsosubmittedwithvehemencethat

representation dated June 03, 2oI8 ot the petitioner was replied

onJune0s,2olswhereinitwasclearlyStatedthatcorrections

had already been carried out. According to him, these corrections

took place on May 25, 2018i itself, i'e. even before the

representation dated June 03, 
' 
2018 was submitted by the

petitioner. lt was duly comnrunicated on June 08, 2018'

Thereafter, draft voter list was published on July 3t,2018 wherein

all the concerns havê already been taken care of' Highlighting

the issue of privacy of voters, it was argued by Mr. Vikas Singh

that in case voter list is supplied in teK form, it will enable data

mining of various nature. For this reason, there was a re-look into

the matter and the ECI had decided to provide the list in image

form. lt was submitted that Clause 11.2.2.2 of Chapter Xl of

Election Manual 2016, on which reliance was placed, does not

require supply of draft voter list in searchable text mode. ln any

case, it was only an administrat¡ve manual and had no statutory

force. This can always be suitably amended by the ECI having

Page 70 ot 22
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regard to the exigencies. Therefore, there was a conscious

decision in the form of instructions dated January 4, 2OI8 To

supply non-searchable text mode in view of the safety and

privacy concerns of the voters. Mr. Vikas Singh submitted that

right to privacy has now been recognised as a fundamental right

in K.S. Puttaswamy and Another v' lJnion of tndia and Othersl

and it becomes the duty of the ECI to take care of that.

I ß'l/vl

L4. lt can be discerned that the real issue is whether voter list is to be

supplied to the political parties in text mode; albeit in PDF form.

Therefore, our dlscussion concentrates on this issue'

15. There is no doubt about the bona fides of the ECl. lt is a matter

of record that in the last 25-30 years, ECI has built up the

reputatlon of an impartial body which strives to hold fair elections.

It is a Constitutional Authority and has been discharging its

functions quite satisfactorily. People of this country, by and large,

trust this institution fôr its impartial manner of discharging its

functions. That is absolutely essential as well in a democratic

polity where 'We, the people' elect the representatives to the

legislative assemblies of the State as well as Parliament at the

1 (rûr?) 10 scc 1
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centre. lt is the will of the people which should be truly translated

into reality. ln that sense, the function of ECI becomes very

¡mportant and it is supposed to discharge the same with utmost

¡ntegrity,impartialityandobjectivity'lnre;Specla/ReferenceNo'

1- of 2002'?, this Court emphasised the importance of Electìon

Commission in the following manner:

"1-05. ...The duty of the Election Commission ¡s to conduct

fresh election and see that a democratically elected

Government is installed at the earliest and any decision by

the Election Commission, which is intended to defeat this

very avowed object of form¡ng an elected Government can

certainly be challenged before the Court if the decision
taken by the Election .Commission is perverse,

unreasonable or for extraneous reasons and if the decision
of the Election Commission is vltiated by any of these
grounds the Court can give âppropriate direction for the
conduct of the election

:

16. ln the process of conducting fair elections, the ECI is also

supposed to ensure that only genuine voters cast their votes. lt

has to ensure that there are no duplicate, fake or incorrect voters

in the voting list prepared by it. lt has also to ensure that genuine

voters are not left out. Voter list should, therefore, be genuine in

all respects. lt is for this reason the ÊCl prepares draft voter list.

While doing so, ¡t attempts to remove duplicate, repeat or fake

voters. lt also endeavours Io include all genuine voters. This

qÊy

2 (2OO2) I SCC 237
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process is not only undeftaken with the aid of mechanical

devices, namely, computer etc. but by sending its manpower on

door-to-doorbasis.Forthesamereason,namely,toensurethat

voter lists are flawless, these lists are put on the website for the

voters to see and those who are excluded can make

grievance/representation about the same. Likewise, for the same

reason, the copies of the voter lists are supplied to the political

parties as well and their objections are invited' This is done to

give chance to the political parties to go through these lists so

that they are able to point out any errors, if any, in these lists'

The ECI even holds all party meetings for this purpose where

such issues are discussed

t7. The ECI claims that it has taken â.ll necessary steps in this behalf.

18. lt is stated by the ÊCl on affidavit that draft electoral roll of

January 19, 201-8 was rectified'by ECI around May 25, 2018,

whereas the first complaint of the petitioner and the political party

to which he is affiliated regarding duplication/multlplicatlon of

voters is dated June 03, 2018. Thereafter, ECI gave a detailed

reply to the petitioner and his political party on June 08, 2018,

June l-5, 2018 and July 1-6, 201-8, pointing out that the electoral

LKl
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rolls had been rectified. Furthermore, ECI also supplied a copy of

the rectrfied draft electoral roll to the petitioner' and the political

party to which he is affiliated, on July 3t,2018' lt was also stated

at the bar that Ecl has also now published the Final Electoral Roll

on September 27,20L8 and supplied a copy of the same to the

petitioner (and his political parly) wherein all such

defects/discrepancies find no place as they have already been

rectifiedearlier.TheEClhasexplainedthatrevisionand

updation of the electoral roll is a.continuous process, which the

ECI is diligently pursuing continuously3.

19. ln the aforesaid context, we need to examine the demand of the

petitioner for supply of electoral roll in text format' This demand

is based upon Clause LI.2.2.2oflthe Election Manual which has

already been reproduced above. This clause places an obligation

on the ECI to put the draft roll on its website in PDF format' The

purpose is to bring it in public domain so that each voter is able to

o qö
?|

3 lt may be mentioned that Mr. Vikas Singh, learned senior counsel, appearìng for the ECI took
strong exception to the production of documents from a private website on september 20,2018
and hãnding over the same to the Couft during hear¡ng wherein on the basis it was sought to be

demonstrated that there were mistakes in the electoral rolls inasmuch as same face was shown

against as many as 36 voters. He submitted that itwas done to prejudice and mislead this Court
as the aforesaid error poìnted out by the petitioner had already been rectìfied around May 25,

2018 and thìs fact is Ìnformed to the petitioner as well. Accolding to him, thereafter there was no

cause in fil¡ng the present petition and, ¡n any case, no reason to submit lhe said document. Mr.

Sibal, tearned senior counsel appearing for the petitioner, on the other hand, conlended that the
purpose of producing the aforesaid document was to show that glaring mistakes of this kind
have been committed earlier, which could be rectìfied only after the petit¡oner pointed out these
mìstakes. Be that as lt may, we leave the matter at that.
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access the same and find out wliether his/her name is correctly

shown and in case of any error' the said voter is in a position to

get the same rectified. Likewise' in case a particular voter is

missing from the list, that individual would be in a position to take

up the matter with the ECI for inclusion of his/her name' A copy

thereof is also given to the political parties as well, because these

political parties have equal interest in ensuring that the aforesaid

mistakes are removed. They can additionally check as to

whether there are duplicate or fakè voters also in the list and seek

correction thereof. To this extent, there is no quarrel. However,

the second part of the aforesaid clause mentions that draft roll

would be put in a 'text mode'. lt also states that no photograph

would appear against the electofs' details. The entire dispute

hinges upon the meaning that is to be assigned to 'text mode'.

The argument of the petitioner is ihat 'text mode' is the one which

provides searching techniques:as well. For this purpose,

following description of 'full text search' from Wikipedia is

produced:

"ln text retrieval, full-text search refers to techniques for
searching a single computer-stored document or a
collection in a full-teK database. Full-text search is
distinguished from searches,based on metadata or on
parts of the original texts represented in databases (such

)-7 \
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as titles, abstracts, selected . sections, or bibliographical

references).

ln a full-text search, a search engine examines all of the

words in every stored document as ¡t tries to match search

criteria (for example, text specified by a user)' Full-text-

searching techniques became common in online

bibliographic databases in the 1990s. Many websites and

ap¡icatiòn programs (such as word processing software)

provide full-text-search capabilities. Some web search

engines, such as AltaVista, employ full{ext-search
techniques, while others index only a portion of the web

pages examined by their indexing systems.

20. Refutation of Mr. Vikas Singh is that 'text mode' in Clause

LL.2.2.2 of the Election Manual relates to the 'content' of the draft

electoral roll and not its 'format'. : lt is argued that prescription in
:

the aforesaid clause of the Manual requires putting the draft

electoral roll in text mode which would mean that it should contain

only the text of the elector's details such as his name, address,

age, etc. and not his/her photograph. lt is explained that any PDF

document generally contains two'kinds of content: (i) Text and (ii)

Pictures/Photographs/Pictorial Content. Any elector's details

would include his name, age, address, etc. (i.e. 'the text part') as

well as his photograph (i.e. 'tne pnotograph/picture/pictorial

content part'). Thus, the use of the phrase 'text mode' in Clause

17.2.2.2 of the Election Manual only means that the draft electoral

roll put up on the Chief Electoral Officer's website shall only
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contain 'text' of the elector;s details and not hislher

'photographs/picturesipictorial content" lt is also explained that

every PDF document, whetherl it is a searchable or non-

searchable/lmage PDF and which contains any text content in a

,Text Mode, is pDF in that sense. llt is further submitted that there

is nothing called a 'Text Mode' format of a PDF document' A

simple.Googlesearch'inthatregardwouldalsoclearlyand

conclusively establish the same.

21. We find force in the submission of the ECl. Clause tl'2'2'2 of

the Election Manual uses the expression 'text mode'' The draft

electoral roll in that mode, i'e. te¡t mode, has been supplied to

the petitioner. The clause nowhere says that the draft electoral

roll has to be put up on the Chief Electoral Officer's website in a

'searchable PDF'. Therefore, the petitioner cannot claim, as a

right, that the draft electoral roll should be placed on the website

in a 'searchable mode'. lt has only to be in 'text mode' and it is so

provided.

22. The document from Wikipedia relied upon by the petitioner

relates to 'full text search' and nst 'text mode'. Obviously' when

the said document explains hôw 'full text search' is to be

q2)
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undertaken, the explanation would be that it is a search engine

which examines all of the words in every stored documents and

would provide full text searching techniques as well' However'

the absence of the words 'sear'ch' in Clause tl'2'2'2 o1 lhe

Election Manual would make all the difference'

23. lt is rightly explained by the ECI that PDF documents are

primarily of two types/formats, namely:

0 "lmage-only" or Scanned PDFs - When scanning hard copy

documents on MFPs and office scanners, or when converting a

camera image, jpg, tiff or screenshot into a PDF, the content is

"locked" in a snapshot-like image, without an underlying text

layer. Such image-only PDF' documents contain just the

:

scanned/photographed images of pages. lmage-only PDF files

are not searchable, and their text usually cannot be selected'

searches or copied.

(ii) Searchable PDFs - ln Searchable PDFs' a text layer is

added to the image layer, usually placed underneath. Such PDF

files are almost indistinguishable from the original documents and

are fully searchable. Text in searchable PDF documents can be

selected, searched and copied. :

>9\
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24. once we find that clause I].2.2.2 does not entitle the petitioner

togetthedraftelectoralrollinthetextmodewhichissearchable

aswellviz.in'fulltextsearch'form,itisfortheECltodecide

about the format in which the draff electoral roll is to be published.

EClhasgiventhereasonsfornotadherìngtotherequestofthe

petitionerinprovidingdraftelectoralrollinsearchablePDF
;

format. According to it, issues of privacy of voters are involved

and the move of ECI is aimed at þrevention of voter profiling and

datamining'AccordingtoECl,ensuringfreeandfairelections'to

which it is committed, also necessitates that ECI is duty bound to

protect the privacy and profiling of electors. Therefore, it is duty

bound to take all precautionary measures. However, it is not

necessary to go into this asPect.

qqf

25 One we read and interpret Clause 1't'2'2'2 of the Election Manual

in the aforesaid manner, the decision taken by the ECI which is

contained in its lnstructions dated January 4, 2078 becomes

relevant. ln those lnstructions, ECI has directed its field level

functionaries to put only the 'lmage PDF' of electoral roll in the
.

public domain. We are, therefore, of the opinion that the format in

which the draft electoral roll is suþplied to the petitioner fulfills the

requirement contained in the Election Manual. lt may be added
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that if the petitioner so wants, he can always convert it into

searchable mode which, of course, would require him to put his

own efforts.

26. other relief which is claimed by the petitioner is to seek directions

forconductingWPATverificationatleastl0%randomlyselected

polling stations in each assembly constituencyiassembly segment

to ensure free and fair elections. ln this behalf, our attention was

drawn by the respondents to Rule 56(d). lt was also submitted by

the respondents that this issue cannot be raised by the petitioner

having regard to the orders passed on earlier occasions in few

writ petitions which were filed on this aspect. The respondents

referred to orders passed in Prakash Joshi v. Election

Commission of Indiaa. ln that case also, where identical prayer

was made, the petition was disposed of by orders dated October

30,2017 in the following manner.

"Mr. K.K. Venugopal, learned Attorney General submits that
as far as Prayer (a) is concerned, the Election Commission
of lndia has already implemented the same. The situation
is accorded to by Mr. Amit Shàrma, learned counsel for the
Election Commission of lndia. As far as Prayer (b) is

concerned, it is urged by Mr. K.K. Venugopal that
guidelines have already been brought by the Election
Commission of lndia. The same is disputed by Mr. Kapil
Sibal and Mr. Vivek Tankha, learned senior counsel
appearing for the petitioner. We leave it to the discretion of

4 Dec¡ded on october 30, 2ol-7 in w.P. (c) No. 983 of 2017
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the Election Commission of lndia, as we are not inclined to

enter into the said arena. As far as Prayer (c) is concerned'

it is submitted by Mr. K'K' Venugopal that the Election

Commission of tñdia has issued appropriate guidelines'

and this Court may say that no ofiicer/official against whom

disciplinary procéedings have been initiated shall be

Posted in anY keY Positions'

Having heard Mr. K.K. Venugopal' we direct that the

Election Commission of lndia shall not post any

officer/official against whom the disciplinary proceedings

has been initiated in any key position in any district'

As far as prayer (d) coricerning installation of CCTV

cameras inside the polling booth to watch the mobility of

persons inside the polling booth and display of such

videograph alongwith the number of votes poll outside the.

pollin! booth on a display boãrd is concerned, we are of

ihe cónsidered opinion that the same is not permiss¡ble

and accordingly, the said prayér stands rejected'

The writ petition is accordingly disposed of."

27. Another writ petitlon being W.P.(Ç) No. L012 of 20t75 was filed

before this Court in October 20L7 itself, wlth almost identical

prayer. This was dismissed in limine on November 20' 2077. ln

the counter affidavit, ECI has also referred to similar writ petitions

filed in the High Court of Gujarat, which met the same fate.

28. ln view of the orders dated Octobe r 30, 2017 passed in W'P.(C)

No. 983 of 2077 and on the basis of statement given by the ECI

in the Court, we do not intend to entertain this relief.

>?)

5 Manubha¡ Chavadav. Elect¡on Commrssion of hd¡a & Ors.
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The writ petitions are accordingly dismissed'

NEW DELHI;
ocToBER L2,20t8

(A.K. SIKRI)

(ASHOK BHUSHAN)

--+- l c
lL
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ITEM NO.24                 COURT NO.1                 SECTION PIL-W

               S U P R E M E  C O U R T  O F  I N D I A
                       RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS

Writ Petition (Civil) No. 273/2019

N CHANDRABABU NAIDU & ORS.                         Petitioners

                                VERSUS
UNION OF INDIA & ANR.                              Respondents

(FOR ADMISSION)
 
Date : 15-03-2019 This matter was called on for hearing today.

CORAM : 
         HON'BLE THE CHIEF JUSTICE
         HON'BLE MR. JUSTICE DEEPAK GUPTA
         HON'BLE MR. JUSTICE SANJIV KHANNA

For Petitioners Dr. Abhishek Manu Singhvi, Sr. Adv.
Dr. Saif Mahmood, Adv.
Mr. Amit Bhandari, Adv.
Mr. Avishkar Singhvi, Adv.
Mr. Mayank Mikhail Mukherjee, Adv.
Mr. Vivek Agarwal, Adv.
Mr. L. Nidhiram Sharma, Adv.
Ms. Madhavi Khanna, Adv.
Mr. Azeem Samuel, Adv.
Mr. Chandy Oommen, Adv.

                   Mr. Arjun Singh Bhati, AOR
For Respondents

Mr. K.K. Venugopal, AG
Mr. A.K. Sharma, Adv. (AOR)

                    
          UPON hearing the counsel the Court made the following

O R D E R

Issue notice.

Matter will be heard on 25.3.2019.  

The  Election  Commission  of  India  to  be  served

through the Secretary.

Competent authority of the Election Commission of

India shall depute a suitable officer to assist the

Court on the date fixed i.e. 25.3.2019.

  (Deepak Guglani)      (Anand Prakash)
 Court Master     Court Master



ITEM NO.9               COURT NO.1               SECTION PIL-W

               S U P R E M E  C O U R T  O F  I N D I A
                       RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS

Writ Petition(s)(Civil)  No(s).  23/2019

SUNIL AHYA                                         Petitioner(s)

                                VERSUS

ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA & ORS.                Respondent(s)

(FOR ADMISSION and IA No.3873/2019-PERMISSION TO APPEAR AND ARGUE 
IN PERSON)
 
WITH
W.P.(C) No. 215/2019 (PIL-W)
(FOR ADMISSION)
 
Date : 26-03-2019 These petitions  were called on for hearing 
today.

CORAM : 
         HON'BLE THE CHIEF JUSTICE
         HON'BLE MR. JUSTICE DEEPAK GUPTA
         HON'BLE MR. JUSTICE SANJIV KHANNA

For Petitioner(s) Mr. Sunil Ahya (In-person)

                    Mr. Sanjay Hegde, Sr. Adv. 
Mr. Pranjal Kishore, Adv. 
Mr. Aakarsh Kamra, AOR

                   
For Respondent(s) Mr. Shyam Diwan, Sr. Adv. 
                    Mr. Amit Sharma, AOR

Mr. Dipesh Sinha, Adv. 
Ms. Ayiala Imti, Adv. 
Mr. Prateek Kumar, Adv. 
Mr. N. Singh Rao, Adv.                     

          UPON hearing the counsel the Court made the following
                             O R D E R

List  W.P.(C)  No.  23/2019,  W.P.(C)  No.  215/2019  and

W.P. (C) No. 1514/2018 along with W.P.(C) No. 273/2019 which is

coming up for hearing on 01.04.2019.

(SUSHIL KUMAR RAKHEJA)                          (ANAND PRAKASH)
   AR CUM PS                                     BRANCH OFFICER
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA 

CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION 

WRIT PETITION (CIVIL) NO. 1514 OF 2018 

 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

M.G. DEVASAHAYAM & ORS     …PETITIONERS 

VERSUS 

ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA                            …RESPONDENT 

 

REJOINDER ON BEHALF OF THE PETITIONERS TO THE 

COUNTER-AFFIDAVIT OF THE RESPONDENT 

 

The Petitioners in the captioned Writ Petition most respectfully submit as 

follows:  

1. This Rejoinder is filed in response to the Counter-Affidavit dt 22.02.2019 

of Mr. Vijay Kumar Pandey, Director (Law), Election  Commission of 

India on behalf of the Respondent. 

 

2. At the outset, the Petitioners herein deny all averments, submissions, 

contentions as well as allegations in the said Counter-Affidavit, save and 

except those that are expressly and specifically admitted hereinafter.  

 

3. It is pertinent to point out that the said Counter-Affidavit only raises 

frivolous and unsustainable preliminary objections against the captioned 

Writ Petition and as such neither gives a detailed para-wise reply that the 



captioned Writ Petition merits nor deal with any of the contentions 

therein.  

 

 

4. Before dealing with the said Counter-Affidavit, it is worth recalling that 

the captioned Writ Petition has been filed by the Petitioners in public 

interest praying inter alia for directions from this Hon’ble Court to the 

Respondent Election Commission of India to count and cross-verify the 

Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trails (“VVPATs”) in at least 30% 

(randomly chosen) of all polling stations within each Assembly 

Segment/Constituency. This Petition contends that such cross-verification 

and counting of VVPAT slips is essential in the interests of ‘Democracy 

Principles’ that elections should adhere to the following requirements: 

(i) Transparency of the process – i.e.  in a manner that the general 

public can be satisfied that their vote is correctly recorded and 

counted;  

(ii)  All essential steps in the elections ought to be subject to public 

scrutiny/examinability;  

(iii) Ordinary citizens ought to be able to check the essential steps in 

the election process without special expert knowledge and   

(iv) There ought to be verifiability in the counting of votes and 

ascertainment of the results reliably without any special technical 

knowledge.  

 

5. Further, the captioned Writ Petition has been filed by persons of 

distinction in the field of public service and administration. Particularly, 



the Petitioner No.1 is former Officer of the Indian Army and Indian 

Administrative Service who while in service had, at several times, 

performed functions and duties and officiated in connection with elections 

including – as Assistant Returning Officer for Parliamentary Constituency 

of Hissar in 1971; Returning Officer for the Assembly Constituency of 

Jagadhri in 1972; further, Returning Officer for the Parliamentary 

Constituency of Chandigarh in 1977; District Electoral Officer in the 

Districts of Bhiwani (Haryana) and Chandigarh from 1972 to 1977; 

Observer to Parliamentary and Assembly Elections from 1978-85.  He has 

also been Convenor of the ‘Forum for Electoral Integrity’ since 2010 – a 

voluntary organization and a campaign in which some former election 

commissioners are also associated.     Petitioner No.2 is a former Indian 

Foreign Service officer who retired as India’s ambassador to Italy and 

Permanent Representative to UN  in Rome.  He has written and spoken 

about a number of governance issues, including issues relating to 

elections, since his retirement. He is currently Professor at Indian Society 

of International Law, New Delhi. Petitioner No.3 is a retired Bank Officer, 

who until recently served as the General Secretary of the All India Bank 

Officers’ Confedertion, a registered Trade Union with membership of 

more than 300,000 officers of public sector banks across India and also as 

President of the All India State Bank Officers’ Association. 

 

6. Further, in support of the reliefs prayed for in the Petition, an expert 

opinion in the form of a note was annexed of an opinion by Dr. S.K. Nath, 

who, inter alia, is a former Director General of the Central Statistics 

Organisation, on the logic and reasoning behind the prayer for a cross-



verification of VVPAT slips in at least 30% of the polling stations in each 

constituency.  This supporting material from a person who is of 

unimpeachable credentials and pedigree has neither been referred to nor 

responded to in the Counter-Affidavit.  

 

 

PARA-WISE REJOINDER 

7. Rejoinder to Paras 1 through 4 of the Counter-Affidavit 

The contents of Paras 1 through 3 require no response. The contents of 

Para 4 are denied to the extent that they allege that the List of Dates and 

the narration of facts in the captioned Writ Petition are replete with errors 

and/or misrepresentation. Further, it is categorically denied herein that 

any material fact has been concealed from this Hon’ble Court, much less 

deliberately. It is stated herein that the List of Dates and the factual 

narration in the captioned Writ Petition is complete in all respects. The 

List of Dates under Para 4 of the Counter-Affidavit is not unrelated to the 

subject-matter of the Writ Petition but highly superfluous and contains 

references to not very relevant events for the purpose of adjudication of 

the instant case. The contents of the said List of Dates in the Counter- 

Affidavits are not denied hereby. 

 

8. Rejoinder to Para 5.1 of “Preliminary Objections & Submissions” of 

the Counter-Affidavit 

Paras 5.1 of the Counter-Affidavit requires no response herein. 

 



9. Rejoinder to Para 5.2 through 5.7 of “Preliminary Objections & 

Submissions” of the Counter-Affidavit 

(i) In response to the Paras 5.2 through 5.7, it is herein denied that the 

contents of the Writ Petition and the reliefs prayed for are frivolous. 

It is further denied that the present proceedings are an abuse of the 

process of the Court. It is reiterated herein that the grounds on 

which the present Writ Petition are based betray violation of 

Fundamental rights meriting the exercise of jurisdiction of this 

Court under Article 32 of the Constitution. 

(ii) It is further denied that the petitioners have not pointed out any one 

specific instance for this Hon’ble Court to entertain such reliefs. In 

that regard, it is pointed herein, that the primary grounds of the 

Petition is actually effective implementation of this Hon’ble 

Court’s directions in Subramanian Swamy v. ECI (2013) 10 SCC 

500 and upholding of basic ‘democracy principles’.  

(iii) Further, the contents of Paras 5.3 through 5.7 cataloguing the list of 

similar matters having been dismissed by this Hon’ble Court is of 

no relevance to the present proceedings as indicated in the table 

below.  

Petition 

Details 

Reference 

in 

Counter- 

Affidavit 

Order date Distinction with the Present 

Proceedings. 

W.P.(C) No. 

001332 / 

2018 

Nyaya 

Bhoomi & 

Anr. vs. ECI 

None. Dismissed 

on 2/11/18  

This Petition was dismissed In limine 

dismissal reportedly in relation to 

tamperability of EVMs unlike the 

present proceedings which are for 

enforcing the principle that elections 

must not only be free and fair but also 

be seen to be free and fair. 



W.P.(C) No. 

000935 / 

2018 

Kamal Nath 

v. ECI Etc. 

Para 5.6 Dismissed 

on 

12/10/18 

As to the relevant prayer i.e. “10% 

cross verification of VVPAT”, there 

is a clear reference to the judgment 

were this prayer was not 

substantially pressed. Further, the 

said prayer was rejected in limine 

relying on the assurance of the A-G 

given in Prakash Joshi (See below). 

 

Further, the observations in Kamal 

Nath stating that “We leave it to the 

discretion of the Election 

Commission of India, as we are not 

inclined to enter into the said arena” 

makes it clear that this Hon’ble 

Court refused the discretionary 

remedy of the issue of the writ of 

mandamus in the facts and 

circumstances of the said case 

(including non-pressing of that 

prayer; and that the petition was filed 

close to the date of the elections in 

the State of Madhya Pradesh and 

Rajasthan) and does not create any 

bar on further proceedings on the 

issue after Election Commission has 

taken a studied position on the issue, 

as is the case in the instant Petition.  

W.P.(C) No. 

000078 / 

2018  

Arun Kumar 

v. ECI. 

None. Disposed 

of on 

16/4/18 

Prayers in the said case is not known 

to the Petitioners herein. However, 

the Record of Proceedings in the 

case indicate that the Petitioners 

therein were directed to approach the 

Election Commission at the first 

instance.  

In contrast, in the instant case, the 

Petitioners have moved this Court 

after a long history of engagement 

with the Election Commission on the 

issue.  

W.P.(C) No. 

000983 / 

2017 

Prakash 

Joshi v. ECI.  

Para 5.3 Disposed 

on 

30/10/17  

The prayer therein was a direction to 

EC to frame rules for VVPAT 

counts. The matter was disposed of 

after the Election Commission in 

principle agreed for the same and the 

Attorney General for India’s 

effective assurance that such 

mandatory cross-verification 

exercise would be undertaken after 

due consideration.    

 



The captioned Writ petition, on the 

other hand, arises after the 

Respondent Commission has failed  

to follow through on the said 

assurances and further the 

Respondent Commission has taken a 

clear stand vide its Circular dt. 

13.02.2018 (pp 265 in the Counter-

Affidavit) 

W.P.(C) No. 

1012 / 2017 

Manu Bhai 

v. ECI. 

5.4 Dismissed 

on 

20/11/17 

In limine Dismissal. Issue therein 

was challenge to Rule 56D of 

Conduct of Election Rules, which is 

not related to the instant case.  

Civil Appl. 

22074 / 2017 

Shailesh 

Pansuriya v. 

ECI (Before 

High Court 

of Gujarat) 

5.5 Dismissed 

by 

Hon’ble 

High 

Court of 

Gujarat on 

Dismissed 

on 

12/11/17 

There is no final decision on the 

merits that is applicable and binding 

throughout the territory of India. In 

view of the fact that the Petitioners 

herein were not party to the Gujarat 

High Court proceedings, there is no 

bar in law against this Petitioner to 

agitate the said issues in another 

Court of competent jurisdiction.  

 

Further, the cause of action here is 

distinct in view of the failure of 

assurances in Prakash Joshi  and in 

view of the ECI having taken a clear 

stand on the issue vide the Circular 

dt. 13.02.2018, which is an event 

subsequent to the dismissal of the 

said writ petition by the Gujarat 

High Court. 

 

 

(iv) The present proceedings are clearly distinguishable from each of 

the said cases. It is further stated that none of the said cases record 

any final finding of fact nor adjudication of merits on law. None of 

the said cases create any Res judicata (simpliciter nor constructive). 

None of the said cases lay down any law within the meaning of 

Article 141 of the Constitution.  It is categorically denied herein 

that the decision or orders in the said cases create any bar in fact or 



law against entertaining the captioned Writ Petition or issuing the 

writs prayed for herein.  

(v) The said preliminary objection is therefore completely frivolous 

and untenable and cannot be sustained in law. 

 

10. Rejoinder to Para 5.8 of “Preliminary Objections & Submissions” of 

the Counter-Affidavit 

(i) It is denied that the judgement and order dated 12.10.2018 in Kamal 

Nath v. ECI reported as (2019) 2 SCC 260 creates any bar for the 

petitioners to agitate the present petition under Article 32. It is 

submitted herein that a bare perusal of the judgement indicates the 

prayer in relation to counting of VVPAT slips i.e the subject-matter 

of the present petition was not substantially pressed during the oral 

arguments. Further, the non-issue of the said relief was also based 

on an order of disposal by this Court in Prakash Joshi (supra) where 

the assurances of the Attorney-General on behalf of the Respondent 

herein was taken note of. There was no adjudication on fact or law 

and as such create no bar against the Petitioners maintaining or 

agitating the present cause.  

(ii) Further, a cause of action arising from failure to follow through on 

the assurances given to this Court is a distinct one from the cause 

of action that arose earlier and therefore cannot be said to be barred 

by orders in either Kamal Nath or Prakash Joshi.  It is submitted 

that the Rupa Hurra ratio referred to in the said Paras of the 

Counter-Affidavit therefore have no relevance to the facts and 



circumstances in the instant case and as such create no obstacle to 

the maintainability of the present Petition. 

(iii) It is therefore submitted that the Preliminary Objection of the 

Respondents in this regard are wholly unsustainable.  

 

11. Rejoinder to Para 5.9 (first sub-para) of “Preliminary Objections & 

Submissions” of the Counter-Affidavit 

The contents of the said Para are denied as misconceived. It is reiterated 

herein that neither Kamal Nath nor Prakash Joshi orders create any bar 

against maintaining the present petition. 

12. Rejoinder to Para 5.9 (unnumbered second sub-para beginning with 

“In fact”) of “Preliminary Objections & Submissions” of the 

Counter-Affidavit 

(i) It is denied herein that the petitioners have provided any credible 

data or information in support of the relief prayed for i.e the 

VVPAT counting of 30% of polling stations in each constituency. 

Attention is herein drawn once again to ANNEXURE-P-14 to the 

Petitioner, particularly at Page 238 which contains an expert 

opinion in the form of a note by Dr. S. K Nath who inter alia is a 

former Director- General of the Central Statistics Office. The said 

opinion clearly establishes that in order to achieve a 98% 

confidence level of a tamper free and a bias -free election in a 

assembly constituency which has around 240 polling stations 

(which is the case in 543 Lok Sabha constituencies in 2019 General 

Elections) at least 92 polling stations have to be cross-verified 

which works out to be well over 30%.  



(ii) Neither the credentials of the said expert nor the integrity of the 

opinion have been assailed or contradicted in the Counter- affidavit. 

The contents of the said opinion and the reliefs prayed for are 

hereby reiterated. 

  

13. Rejoinder to Para 5.9 (unnumbered third sub-para beginning with 

“Thus,”)  of “Preliminary Objections & Submissions” of the Counter-

Affidavit. 

It is denied herein that the petitioners have not discharged there onus as 

public interest petitioners to obtain and produce necessary supporting 

material and documentary evidence in support of their prayers. It is 

strongly denied that the assertions and averments are baseless and bald. 

In fact, the petitioners have had along history of engagement with the 

Election Commission on this issue. And such engagement has included 

several rounds of representations on the point of statistical significance of 

the percentage of polling stations chosen for cross-verification. Such 

representations have included inter alia the note by Dr. Nath mentioned 

above for which there has been no response forthcoming from the 

Respondents. 

 

14. Rejoinder to Para 5.10 of “Preliminary Objections & Submissions” 

of the Counter-Affidavit 

(i) It is denied herein that the expenditure that would be incurred in 

counting a statistically significant percentage on VVPAT slips has 

any relevance at all to the present petition. It is submitted that the 

staff for manual counting could be drawn from the polling officials 



already on duty and the time taken for counting of VVPAT slips in 

30% booths would at best be a few extra hours and would not cost 

much. It is further submitted that the principles of democracy – 

including free and fair elections, and the principle that elections 

should not only be free and fair but also be seen to be free and fair 

- cannot be sacrificed at the altar of administrative and/or fiscal 

concerns. 

(ii) Further, it is pointed out herein that, under Rule 56D of the Conduct 

of Election Rules 1961, all voter slips are in any case liable to be 

counted if any of the candidates so desires subject to the returning 

officer’s discretion. It is submitted that the cost of such exercise in 

terms of time, effort or finances is not and ought not to be a relevant 

factor of exercise of such discretion.  

(iii) In such case, it cannot be said that the requirement to count a 

statistically significant percentage of polling stations in every 

constituency prior to the declaration of results is an unreasonable, 

impracticable or an unpragmatic demand. On the contrary, the 

contention of the Election Commission that it shall use VVPATs as 

purely decorative annexures to the voting process and will not use 

it for the real purpose it was meant to be i.e. Audit Trails in a 

statistically significant percentage is rather strange and wholly 

untenable. 

(iv) Furthermore, on the orders of this Hon’ble Court the Respondent 

has spent over Rs. 3200 crores for procuring VVPAT machines to 

cover all the polling booths. It is submitted that it would be 

manifestly irrational if such a massive expenditure has been 



incurred from the exchequer, in effect, merely to display the 

VVPATs as decorative show-pieces and defeat the very purpose of 

the exercise i.e. electoral integrity. 

 

15. Rejoinder to Para 5.11 of “Preliminary Objections & Submissions” 

of the Counter-Affidavit 

(i) It is denied herein that Rule 49MA of the Conduct of Election Rules 

1961 that relate to the right of voters to complain about the incorrect 

particulars printed in the VVPAT slips or the number of instances 

of electors having actually invoked the said Rule have any 

relevance to the present proceedings. In fact, the superior accuracy 

of the VVPAT slips as asserted by the Respondent in the said Para 

necessitates higher reliance and therefore, higher percentage of 

VVPAT slips being used for cross-verification than otherwise. 

(ii) Further, even if the EVM functioned properly and the VVPAT slips 

tallied with the voters’ preferences on polling day, there is still the 

possibility that the EVMs may malfunction or be manipulated in 

the interval between the polling day and the counting day, which 

may sometime even extend to a month or more. It is submitted 

therefore that only a proper VVPAT-based audit can be a check 

against instances of error or fraud. In other words, it is not enough 

if the voters had checked the correctness of the voting slips on 

polling day; much can happen between the polling day and 

counting day. 

(iii) Further, Rule 49MA has a penal provision of 6 months 

imprisonment and Rs. 1000 fine for any error in reporting Creating 



a virtual chill and great deterrence for the voter to report such a 

discrepancy. The only reasonable recourse therefore is higher 

percentage of VVPAT slips being used for cross-verification for 

testing the veracity of voting, as has been prayed for in the 

captioned Writ Petition. 

 

16. Rejoinder to Para 5.12 of “Preliminary Objections & Submissions” 

of the Counter-Affidavit 

(i) It is denied herein that Rule 66A or 56D of the Conduct of Election 

Rules 1961 have any relevance to the adjudication of the captioned 

Writ Petition.  The right to free and fair elections is not merely a 

right justiciable by the candidates, but also a right in rem available 

and guaranteed to all the electors and every citizen of this country. 

(ii) A plain reading of the said Rule 56D which says: 

“56D. Scrutiny of paper trail- (1) Where printer for paper trail is 

used, after the entries made in the result sheet are announced, any 

candidate, or in his absence, his election agent or any of his 

counting agents may apply in writing to the returning officer to 

count the printed paper slips in the drop box of the printer in 

respect of any polling station or polling stations,”  

shows that this is a post-mortem exercise after the declaration of 

results and is not relevant to the integrity of elections and cannot in 

any way prevent possible tampering or mal-programming of 

EVMs. 



(iii)  The Respondent has a constitutional duty to conduct elections that 

are not only free and fair but also seen to be free and fair and the 

same cannot be abdicated through sub-delegation to the returning 

officers and the candidates and their agents in disparate electoral 

constituencies.    

(iv) Further, counting of VVPAT slips under Rule 56D it is submitted 

that mere existence of such discretionary power at the hands of the 

returning officer (that too after declaration of results), without 

additional safeguards and measures such as mandatory cross-

verification of a statistically significant percentage of polling 

stations, does not create sufficient deterrence for a mal-programmer 

or a mischief-monger and as such is in violation of the equal 

protection guarantee under Article 14 of the Constitution.  

17. Rejoinder to Para 5.13 of “Preliminary Objections & Submissions” 

of the Counter-Affidavit 

(i) The contents of Para 5.13 are denied to the extent that they imply 

that the observations in Subramanian Swamy amounts to any 

finding of fact or law on the question of whether mandatory 

VVPAT cross-verification of a statistically significant percentage 

of polling stations in each constituency is warranted or necessary. 

It is clear that no averments or submissions were made on that point 

and that no decision thereon has been entered in Subramanian 

Swamy.   

(ii) It is submitted that only law laid down by this Hon’ble Court are 

binding declarations of law and that wishful and/convenient 

interpretation of silences do not create any binding declarations of 



law and therefore cannot operate as a bar against exercise of 

jurisdiction of this Hon’ble Court.  

(iii) Further, it is settled law that not only do the standards of adequacy 

as to the protection of fundamental rights evolve with the march of 

time but also the scope of the rights per se (see IR Coelho v. State 

of Tamil Nadu (2007) 2 SCC 1 for instance). Observations in 

Subramanian Swamy at a time when VVPATs had not been 

implemented at all cannot and ought not to foreclose the necessary 

evolution of standards of adequacy as to the scope and extent of the 

right to free and fair elections protected inter alia under Article 

19(1)(a) of the Constitution. 

 

18. Rejoinder to Para 5.14 through 5.16 of “Preliminary Objections & 

Submissions” of the Counter-Affidavit 

The purely factual assertions in the said Paras are not denied herein in 

view of deference to the exclusive knowledge of the said facts by the 

Respondent. However, the assertions and the implications contained 

therein to the effect that the working of Rule 56D and Rule 49A and the 

standing instruction of a mandatory random cross verification in one (1)  

polling station per constituency provide sufficient protection of a 

reasonable election process that ought to not only be free and fair but also 

be seen to be free and fair- are hereby denied. It is unfortunate that the 

Respondent is advancing this submission before this Hon’ble Court based 

on such microscopic miniscule sample in a vast and varied country like 

India. 

 



19. Rejoinder to Para 5.17 – 5.18 of “Preliminary Objections & 

Submissions” of the Counter-Affidavit 

(i) It is denied that the reliefs prayed for and the grounds in the 

captioned Writ Petition are misconceived. It is denied that the 

reliefs prayed for and the averments and the grounds in the 

captioned Writ Petition are whimsical or in anyway an affront or 

undermining of the constitutional authority vested in the 

Respondent under Article 324 of the Constitution.  

(ii) It is submitted that it is settled law that all actions of State, which 

includes the Respondent Commission, are subject to judicial review 

and that judicial review is a basic feature of the Constitution (See 

for instance: L.Chandrakumar v. Union of India (1997) 3 SCC 

261). In exercise of powers of judicial review under Article 32 of 

the Constitution, this Hon’ble Court is vested with powers to issue 

writs and directions including those in the nature of mandamus as 

has been prayed for herein.  

(iii) It is submitted that Indian constitutionalism has evolved from a 

culture of authority to one of a culture of justification. The 

following extracts Kalpana Mehta v. Union of India, (2018) 7 SCC 

1 at page 132 elucidate the point well. 

271. …. We no longer live in a political culture based on the 

subordination of individuals to the authority of the State. Our 

interpretation of the Constitution must reflect a keen sense of 

awareness of the basic change which the Constitution has made to 

the polity and to its governance. 

272. A distinguished South African Judge, Albie Sachs has spoken 

of the importance of understanding the value of constitutional 

transformation. In his book titled The Strange Alchemy of Life and 

Law [ Justice Albie Sachs, The Strange Alchemy of Life and Law 



(Oxford University Press 2009) pp. 32-33.] , explaining the role of 

the constitutional court, Sachs has this to say: 

“It is difficult to analyse the impact that court decisions have 

on actual historical events. It may well be that the publicity 

given to the case, and the evidence and arguments presented 

had more impact on public life than did the actual decision. 

Yet any amount of forensic combat, however bitter and 

prolonged, is better than a single bullet. Submitting the harsh 

conflicts of our times to legal scrutiny—conducted 

transparently and in the light of internationally accepted 

values of fairness and justice—was a telling rebuttal of 

mercenarism and violence, whether from or against the 

State. It responded in a practical way to the immediate 

issues, and at the same time induced Governments, 

judiciaries, and law-enforcement agencies in three countries 

to engage with each other and carefully consider their 

powers and responsibilities under the international law. It 

reaffirmed to the South African public that we were living in 

a constitutional democracy in which all exercises of power 

were subject to constitutional control. It said something 

important about the kind of country in which we lived and 

about the importance of principled and reasoned debate. It 

underlined that we had moved from a culture of authority 

and submission to the law, to one of justification and rights 

under the law.” 

(emphasis supplied) 

273. In India, no less than in South Africa it is important to realise 

that citizens live in a constitutional democracy in which every 

exercise of power is subject to constitutional control. Every 

institution of the State is subject to the Constitution. None lies above 

it. The most important feature of Sachs' vision relevant to our 

Constitution is that Indian society must move “from the culture of 

authority and submission to the law, to one of justification and rights 

under the law.”  

(iv) It is submitted that this justification is not only sought by the 

Petitioners herein in their capacity as citizens and legitimate public 

interest petitioners who are responsible persons with a 

distinguished record in public service and administration and not 

mere compulsive litigants or busybodies, but also by several other 

responsible persons of distinguished service.  A true copy of an 

open letter written to the Respondent Commission by a group of 

seventy three (73) former IAS, IPS and IFS officers, many of whom 

have conducted, monitored and supervised elections themselves,  is 



annexed herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-R-1, and may be 

referred to in this regard.  

 

20. Rejoinder to Para 5.19 of “Preliminary Objections & Submissions” 

of the Counter-Affidavit 

It is denied that the captioned Writ Petition contains any factual 

inaccuracies or errors. It is denied that it resuscitate/review any issues that 

have been finally decided by this Hon’ble Court.  It is denied that the Writ 

Petition suppresses any material facts. It is denied the present proceedings 

are in anyway an abuse of the process of this Hon’ble Court.  

 

21. Rejoinder to Para 6 of the Counter-Affidavit 

It is denied that the Respondent ought to be given any further opportunity 

to file a para-wise reply to the Writ Petition that is complete in all respects 

without any just cause having been shown by the Respondent..   

22. Rejoinder to Para 7 of the Counter-Affidavit  & Prayer 

In response to Para 7, the Petitioners herein reiterate the reliefs claimed 

for in the Writ Petition, which is complete in all respects and pray before 

this Hon’ble Court to allow the captioned Writ Petition in toto in view of 

none of the contentions and averments and supporting material having 

been assailed or controverted in the Counter-Affidavit by the sole 

Repondent.  

23.   Further, at the time of drawing up this rejoinder, the Petitioners have 

received information that a committee of statistical experts have 

submitted a report to the Respondent, inter alia, in relation to the sample 

size to be chosen for the cross-verification of the EVM counts using the 



VVPATs, the subject matter of the captioned Writ Petitioner. However, 

the Petitioners have not received a copy of the said report and therefore 

crave leave to file a response to said report and any submissions that the 

Respondent advances on the basis of that.  

 

DRAWN BY:  

PRASANNA S, Advocate 

 

FILED  BY:  

 

GOUTHAM SHIVSHANKAR 

Advocate-On-Record for the Petitioners 

(Code: 2698)  

 

DRAWN ON: 24.03.2019 

FILED ON: 25.03.2019 

 

 

  



IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA 

CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION 

WRIT PETITION (CIVIL) NO. 1514 OF 2018 

 

IN THE MATTER OF: 

M.G. DEVASAHAYAM & ORS     …PETITIONERS 

VERSUS 

ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA                            …RESPONDENT 

AFFIDAVIT OF PETITIONER NO.2 IN SUPPORT OF THE 

REJOINDER 

 

I, Kalarickal Pranchu Fabian, S/o Kalarickal Joseph Francis, aged about 78 

years, R/o C 45 IFS Apartments, Mayur Vihar Ph I , New Delhi do hereby 

solemnly affirm and state as under: 

1. That I am the Petitioner No.2 in the captioned Writ Petition.  

2. That I am conversant with the facts and circumstances of this case and as 

such competent to swear this Affidavit for myself and on behalf of the 

other Petitioners.  

3. That I have read and understood the accompanying Rejoinder which has 

been drawn up by the counsel for the Petitioners under instruction.  

4. That the accompanying Rejoinder is being filed on behalf of the Petitioners 

and in response to the Counter-Affidavit dt. 22.02.2019, filed on 

26.02.2019 by the Respondent.  

5. That the contents of Paras 1 through 23 are true to the best of my 

knowledge and belief and nothing material is concealed therefrom and that 



the legal submissions therein are based on the legal advice that the 

Petitioners have received, which I believe to be true.  

6. That the document annexed as ANNEXURE-R-1 is a true typed copy of 

its respective original. 

 

DEPONENT  

VERIFICATION 

Verified on 25th day of March, 2019 that the contents of the above affidavit 

from Paras 1 through 6 are entirely true to the best of my knowledge and belief 

and that nothing material is concealed therefrom. 

 

DEPONENT 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA

CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION

wRrr PETITION (CM) NO. 1sr4 OF 2018

IN THE MATTER OF:

M.G. DEVASAHAYAM & ORS

VERSUS

ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA

REJOINDER ON BEHALF OF THE PETITIONERS TO THE COUNTER-

ATFIDAVTT OF THE RESPONDENT IN V/.p.(CrvrL)213 OF 2019

FILED ON 29.03.2019

...PETITIONERS

PAPER-BOOK

(Please see inside for Index)

...RESPONDENT

ADVOCATE FOR THE PETITIONERS:

GOUTIIAM SHIVSHANKAR



S.No

Rejoinder on behalf of the Petitioners to the

Counter-Afhdavit filed by theRespondent in

W.P.(Civil) 213 of 2019 on 29.03.2019, along with

Affidavit of Petitioner No.2 in support thereof.

INDEX

PARTICT]LARS

2. ANNEXURE-R-1

A true copy of the Order dt.25.03.2019 passed by

this Hon'ble Court in in W.P.(Civil) 2T of 2019.

J. ANNEXURE-R-2

A true copy of the Order dt. 01.04.2019 passed by

this Hon'ble Court in in W.P.(Civil) 2ß of 2019 i,

connected cases.

PAGE
Nos.

4. ANNEXURE-R-3

A true copy of the news report titled "l00% Match

Between EVMs and Paper Trail Slips on Random

Vote Count, Says EC Official" dt. 19.12.2011 as íI

appeared on the website http ://www.news I 8. com/

\ \'1
I )/

I

iv-lå

5. ANNEXURE-R.4

A true copy of the Press-Release by the Election

Commission of India dt. 15.05.2018 as reported by

the news agency, ANI in relation to the election in

Hubli Dharward Assembly constituency in the state

of Karnataka.

I 1 I

7. ANNEXT]RE-R-5

- )q -zl

_2.,-L-

>7-Z+



A true copy of the news report titled

"#MadhyaPradeshElections20 I 8: What explains the

deìay in counting?" óT. 12.12.2018 as it appeared on

the news website newslaundry.com.



IN THE SUPREME COURT OFINDIA

CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION

wRrr PETITION (CIVIL) NO. 1s14 OF 2018

IN THE MATTER OF:

M.G. DEVASAHAYAM & ORS

VERSUS

ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA

REJOINDER ON BEHALF OF THE PETITIONERS TO THE

COUNTER-AFF'IDAVIT OF THE RESPONDENT IN \il.P.(CIV[)

273 0F 2019 FILED ON 29.03.2019

The Petitioners in the captioned Writ Petition most respectfully submit as

follows:

1. This Rejoinder is filed in response to the Counter-Affidaviton behalf of

the Respondent Election Commission of India (ECÐ, dt 29.03.20|9of

Mr. Sudeep Jain, Deputy Election Commissioner, in-charge of the EVM

division in W.P.(Civil) 213 of 2019.

2. The said Counter-Affidavit dt. 29.03.2019 has been ostensibly filed

pursuant to the orders of this Hon'ble Court dt. 25.03.2019 in

W.P.(Civil) 2'73 of 2019. This Hon'ble Court was pleased to observe

and direct as follows :

Pursuant to the aforesaid order, Shri Sudeep Jain, Deputy Election Commissioner
is personally present. On being asked,Shri Jain has submitted that the Election
Commission is of the view that to maintain purity of the process of election, it is
not necessa¡y to extend the present arrangement of physical verification of
WPAT in more than one Polling Station per Assembly Constituency or
Assembly Segrnent in a Pa¡liamentary Constituency.

...PETITIONERS

...RESPONDENT



1_
Shri Jaìn has further submitted that the Election Commission is fully satisfied
with the purity of the election process that can be maintained with the aforesaid
arrangement.

The Election Commission shall indicate the above in the form of an affidavit of
the Deputy Election Commissioner, who is personally present in Court todaS
indicating the basis of its satisfaction. In the said affidavit, the Election
Commission shall also indicate whether any insurmountable difficulty will be
caused if the sample suwey of WPAT is to be extended under Court's orders to
higher level and the time that may be taken in making such arrangements if the
Couf is to pass such orders. The aforesaid affidavit will be filed on or before
28.03.2079by 4:00 P.M. The matter be taken up on 01.04.2019 at 10:30 A.M.

A true copy of the Order df.25.03.2019 passed by this Hon'ble Court in

in W.P.(Civil) 213 of 2019 is annexed herewith and marked as

ANNEXURE-R-I.

3. When the hearing for W.P.(C) 273 of 2019 was taken up on 01.04.2019,

the captioned writ petition was also taken up as a connected matter

tagged along with W.P.(C) 273 of 2019. Vide Order dt. 01.04.2019, this

Hon'ble Court granted liberty to all the Petitioners flle a rejoinder to the

Counter-Affi d avíI û.. 29 .03 .20 1 9fi led by the ECL

A true copy of the Order dt. 01.04.2019 passed by this Hon'ble Court in

in W.P.(Civil) 273 of 2019 & connected cases is annexed herewith and

marked as ANNEXURE-R-2.

4. This rejoinder is being hled on the strength of the order of this Hon'ble

Court dt. 01.04.2019 mentioned above.

5. The contents of this Rejoinder may be taken as in addition to and

without prejudice to the previous Rejoinder fiied by the Petitioners in the

captioned Writ Petition to the Counter-Affidavit filed by the Respondent

therein. The filing of this Rejoinder has been necessitated because

subsequently the captioned matter was tagged with W.P.(Civil) 2ß of
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2019 titled N.Chandrababu Naidu &Ors v. Union of India &Anr and

therein, the Respondent ECI has filed the aforementioned Counter-

Affidavit dt.29.03.2019 bringing on record certain new documents and

facts which were not in the Counter-Affidavit filed earlier.

6. This short rej oinder is filed only for the purpose of placing on record the

response of the Petitioners to new facts and material brought on record

by the Respondent ECI vide its Counter-Affidavif dt29.03.2019. A para-

wise rejoinder to this Counter-Affidavit dt.29.03.2019 is not required at

this stage in view of the fact that a detailed para-wise rejoinder had

already been f,rled to the earlier Counter-Affidavit. However, the

Petitioners crave leave to file a para-wise rejoinder at a lafer stage as is

appropriate or if so directed by this Hon'ble Court.

7. At the outset, the Petitioners herein deny all averrnents, submissions,

contentions as well as allegations in the said Counter-Affidavit, save and

except those that are expressly and specifically admitted hereinafter.

NON COMPLIANCE WITH THE ORDER OF THIS HON'BLE

couRT DT.25.03.2019

8. This Hon'bie Court, after a brief interaction with Mr. Sudeep Jain, the

Dy Eiection Commissioner, directed the Election Commission to file an

affidavit detailing the basis for its satisfaction that cross-verifing E\/l\4

counts with WPAT slips in only one randomly chosen polling station in

each assembly segment is a sufficient safeguard for a free and fair

election.

9. However, the Counter-Aff,rdavit f,rled on 29.03.2019 does not indicate

any meetings of the Election Commission or the minutes thereof in
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which material in relation to cross-verification sample sizes have been

considered and approved by the Commission and as such does not

indicate any basis of the satisfaction of the commission and therefore not

in adherence to the Order of this Hon'ble Court dt". 25 .03 .2019.

FACTS SUPPRESSED IN THE COUNTER-AFFIDAVIT DT.

22.02.2019 FILED ON 26.02.2019 IN THE CAPTIONED WRIT

PETITION

10.It is pertinent to point out that in the earlier Counter-Affidavit filed on

behalf of the ECI in the captioned writ petition, the communication dt.

10.08.2018 seeking the opinion and expertise of the Indian Statistical

Institute in relation to the sampie size required to do the WPAT- cross-

verification of the EVM counts has been suppressed. The said

communication was in the exclusive knowiedge of theRespondent

Commission and the suppression of that material fact in the proceedings

of the Writ Petition that squareiy deals with that subject matter, without

any explanation manifestly demonstrates suppressio yeri on the part of

the Respondent Commission. The said communication is noted in the

list of dates fiied in the later Counter-Afhdavit filed on 25.03.2019.

1l.However, even in the later Counter-Affidavit fiied on 25.03.2019, the

communication of the Commission to the Indian Statistical Institute has

not been annexed. However, the report dI. 22.03.2019 (hereinafter,

"Bhat Report", annexed as ANNEXURE-Cl33 in the Counter-Affidavit

dt.25.03.2019) of the Head of the Indian Statistical Instirute (ISI), Delhi

Centre prepared along with Prof. Rajeeva Kharandikar of the Chennai

Mathematical Institute (CMI) and Dr. Ghosh, the Deputy Director
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General of the Central Statistics Organisation (Social Statistics Division)

is annexed and that Repoft in the appendix refers to the letter dt.

10.08.2018 written by a Director in the Respondent Commission to the

ISI. It is not clear if the said communication is pursuant to any resolution

or a studied decision taken by the Commission.

FALLACIES& INCORRECT ASSUMPTIONS IN THE BHAT

REPORT

l2.The Bhat Report has inter alia conchtded that randomly choosing 479

polling stations for the WPAT cross verification across the length and

breadth of the country is sufficient to say with 99.99996% conhdence

that not more than 2Vó of aI EVMs used in the General Election are

faulty/defective. This ex facie irrational conclusion is based on a series

of fallacies and incorrect assumptions that have punctuated the Bhat

Report.

13.It is pertinent to point out that the methodology and the conclusions of

the Report were already known to the Petitioners because of the

presentation that was done by Dr. Bhat and others (in their personal

capacity, to the best of the Petitioners' knowledge), that had been

annexed to the captioned Writ Petition. The said presentation also

included the very same conciusions and the magic number of 4i9.

Several of the incorrect assumptions and fallacies were noticed and

responded to in the reports of Dr. S.K. Nath, the expert opinion annexed

as ANNEXURE-P-14 and ANNEXURE-P-I5 in the caprioned Writ

Petition. Neither of the two Counter-Affrdavits of the ECI assail the
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credentials or the contents of the said the reports of Dr. S. K. Nath, who

is a former Director General of the Central Statistics Organisation. More

importantly, neither of the two Counter-Affidavits assail the contentions

in the Nath Report as to the compietely incorrect assumptions behind the

Bhat Committee conclusions.

14.The principal fallacy in the Bhat Report is that it considers the entire

general election as one homogenous event.

l5.This assumption can be seen in Page 314 and 315 of the said Report

where it says "Since the Statístical Unit of Study N the EVM, the

population will consist of all EVMs being used in a particular set of

elections for which the countíng is done at the same time."

16.However, an "election" in the case of general elections is an election to

each of the 543 parliamentary constituencies and in the case of assembly

elections, each assembly constituency. In the forthcoming general

elections for example, there are 543 events spread over a six week

period.

17.The reason for not taking the election in each constituency as a separate

event is ostensibly sought to be explained in the Pg 333 of the said

Report, wherein it enlists the assumptions of the exercise:

"There is no dffirence between the EVMs used in one

constituency to another. Further,

All EVMS have similar design.

They all go through the same tests beþre they are despatched

as well as in the field.
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The order in which candidates appear is based on their names,

alphabetically ørranged and not on their party, resulting in

dffirent buttons on the EVM being assigned to a political party

in d iffer ent c on s tì tu en cies.

There is no systematic bias in allotting particular EVM

machines to particular states, constituencies or booths. In fact

allotment to a constituency and then to a booth is done through

a two stage randomisatíon."

18.It is clear that theBhat Committee has put the cart before the proverbial

horse. The BhatCommittee and the Report, in designing the process,

makes the very same assumptions that it ought to build safeguards

against - i.e. bias and tampering. It is not unlike trying to build an earth-

quake resistant building assuming that earthquakes do not occur.

l9.Further the assumption that all the EVMs are fully simila¡ to each other

at all times is completely irrational and unreasonabie. The EVMs in

different constituencies have different functional number ofbuttons for

example, because the number of candidates could vary from

constituency to constituency. The s¡rmbols and candidate names fed in

also vary. EVM in each constituency follows a different data entrypath

distinct from EVMs in other constituencies. If at all there is any

homogeneity, it can only be between EVMs in the same constituency.

20.Further, the thrust of this batch of petitions is not about auditing the

defect-ffee-ness of EVMs, but the integrity of the Electoral Process - in

each constituency. Election to each constituency is a separate event and

the election in each constituency has to been seen to be free and fair.
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21.4s an anaiogy, it is well known that when ballot papers were in use

electoral irregularities occurred in some states and not in all states. The

hlpothetical argument that a1l ballot papers are identicai and hence the

risk of irregularities is uniformly spread would be a patently

unconvincing and therefore it is submitted that a similar argument

advanced in the case of EVMs ought to be outrightly rejected.

22.The entire exercise undertaken by the Bhat commiüee is therefore

vitiated.

23.Further, the table used in Page 324 used by the Bhat Committee is

revealing. The assumption is that because the entire election is one

event, 479 randomly selected sample WPATs are sufficient to declare

the entire election as a whole to be defect-free and bias-free with >

99.99% confidence level. As one can see however, if the population is

brought to a constituency or assembly segment levei consisting of500 -
1000 polling stations, the requisite selection of sample still hovers

around the 300 - 400 mark, which is actually the sample range being

sought by the Petitioners in this batch of Writ Petitions.

24.Further, the Bhat Report recommendation of 4'79 randomly chosen

polling stations for WPAT cross verification does not have give any

actionable insights in the case of mismatches. For example, it is not clear

the course of action would be if there are four or five polling stations in

which the counts of EVM and WPAT do not match. Because the

sample is drawn at random from across the country, such an outcome

would call into question the election to all 543 constituencies as a whole.

On the other hand, if sampling is done constituency or assembly

segment-wise, any mismatches thrown are actionable for such localized
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treatment of the constituency or the assembly segment as the case may

be.

25.As mentioned earlier, this basic assumption was questioned by Dr. S.K

Nath, whose engagement has been acknowledged in the Bhat Report.

Dr. S.K. Nath's report (as against Dr. Bhat and Dr. Kharandikar's

findings) had been annexed to the w.P. In wP(c) 1514 of 2018 (MG

Devasahayam & Ors. V. Union of India) as ANNEXURE-P-I4 (P9.228

of the petition). This report has not been replied to by the Election

Commission in either of the Counter-Affidavits.

ASSERTIONS AS TO THE INCREASE IN TIME TAKEN FOR

COUNTING THE PAPER SLIPS

26.The contentions in the Counter-Affidavit in Para 5.19 that it would take

6 additional days to count if WPAT cross verification is ordered in

randomly chosen 50% ofthe polling stations is totaily fallacious.

27.|t is coÍrmon knowledge that the counting happens in uptoi4 tabies in

parallel, and even by the ECI's own conservative estimates, the

additional time would be much less. This is because the ECI says at Pg

34 of the Counter-Affidavit dt 25.03.2019 that it would take about I

hour for slips related to one WPAT to be counted.

28.Taking the average number of polling stations in an assembly segment to

be 250 (as assumed by ECI in its counter-Afhdavit), 100% counting at

the rate of t hour per polling station and 14 poliing stations in parallei,

the time taken would be 250114: 17.85 hours per assembly segment.

With 30% sampling as is the relief claimed in the captined writ petition,



the additional time incurred in counting WPATs would be less than 6

hours.

29.The Respondent Commission has effectively based its calculations on

the mistaken assumption that counting of WPATs in an assembly

segment has to necessarily happen one after another. No reason has been

advanced for that assumption. It is ñrrther well known that even in the

case of ballot papers in the years prior to EVM introduction, the time

taken to count rarely exceeded 16 hours from the opening ofthe postal

ballots at 8 AM.

30.With suff,rcient parallelism, the time taken to cross-verifu EVMs and

WPAT can further come down and in several small constituencies &

with less than 250 segments, it would take even less time. And in any

case, the urgency to declare results cannot prevail over the overarching

principle that the elections should be both fiee and fair and seen to be

free and fair.

INCORRECT ASSERTION IN RELATION TO PREVIOUS

EXPERIENCE OF EVM & \ryPAT MATCH

3 1.The assertions in the Counter-Affidavit dt. 25.03.2019 in relation to the

previous experience of EVM-VVPAT tallying and the exact matches are

incorrect. There are several cases where there has been a mismatch the

WPAT taliy has been taken as the final tally of votes. A selection of

media reports that show such cases of mismatch are as follows.

a. A true copy of the news report titled "I00yo Match Between

EVMs and Paper Trail Slips on Random Vote Count, Says EC

Off,rcial" dt. 19.12.2011 as it appeared on the website

lÒ
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http://www.news 1 8.com/ (last accessed on 03.04.2019) is annexed

herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-R-3.

b. A true copy of the Press-Release by the Election Commission of

India dt. 15.05.2018 as reported by the news agency, ANI in

relation to the election in Hubli Dha¡wa¡d Assembly constituency

in the state ofKarnataka(last accessed on 03.04.2019) is annexed

herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-R-4.

c. A true copy ol the news report titled

"#MadhyaPradeshElections20l8: What explains the delay in

counting?" dt. 12.12.2018 as it appeared on the news website

newslaundry.com (last accessed on 03.04.2019) is annexed

herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-R-5.

32.In view of the above, the reliefs claimed in the captioned Writ Petition

are respectfully reiterated and is prayed for herein that the captioned

Writ Petition be allowed.

DRAWNBY:

PRASANNA S, Advocate

FILED BY:

GOUTHAM SHIVST{ANKAR

Advocate-On-Record for the Petitioners

(Code:2698)

DRAWN ON 03.04.2019

FILED ON: 04.04.2019
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IN TIIE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA

CIVI ORIGINAL JURISDICTION

wRrr PETITION (CrV[) NO.1514 OF 2018

IN THE MATTER OF:

M.G. DEVASAHAYAM & ORS

VERSUS

ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA

AFFIDAVIT OF PETITIONERNO.2IN SUPPORT OF THE
REJOINDER TO THE COUNTER-AFFIDAVIT FILED ON

2s tt?.2tt19 TN W-PlCivill 273 OF 2019

I, KalarickalPranchu Fabian, S/o Kalarickal Joseph Francis, aged about 78

years, R/o C 45 IFS Apartments, Mayur Vihar Ph I , New Deihi do hereby

soiemnly aff,rrm and state as under:

1. That I am the Petitioner No.2 in the captioned Writ Petition.

2. That I am conversant with the facts and circumstances of this case and as

such competent to swear this Aff,rdavit for myself andon behalf of the

other Petitioners.

3. That I have read and understood the accompanying Rejoinder which has

been drawn up by the counsel for the Petitioners under instruction.

4. That the accompanying Rejoinder is being filed on behalf of the

Petitioners and in response to the Counter-Affidavit dt. 25.03.2019, filed

by the Respondent in V/.P.(civil) 2T of 2019, which is a connected

matter to the captioned Writ Petition.

5. That the contents of Paras i through 32 are lrue to the best of my

knowledge and belief and nothing material is concealed therefrom and

...PETITIONERS

...RESPONDENT
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that the legal submissions therein are based on the legal advice that the

Petitioners have received, which I believe to be true.

6. That the documents annexed are true typed copies oftheir respective

originals.

DEPONENT

VERIFICATION

Verified on this the Third (3'd) day of April, 2019 rhar the contents of the

above affidavit from Paras 1 through 6 are entirely true to the best of my

knowledge and belief and that nothing material is concealed therefrom.

DEPONENT
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ITEM NO.58 COURT NO.1

SUPREME COURT OF
RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS

writ Petition(s) (civil) No(s) . 273/2sLg

N CHANDRABABU NAIDU & ORS.

VERSUS

,ilr,- ir wtrF{-R-l

UNIoN oF INDIA & ANR. Respondent(s)

(FOR ADMTSSTON)

Date : 25-03-2019 This petition was called on for hearing today.

CORAM :

HON'BLE THE CHIEF JUSTICE
HON'BLE MR. JUSTICE DEEPAK GUPTA

For Petitioner ( s )

Ir\

SECTION PIL-VJ

INDIA

Dr. Abhishek Manu Singhvi, sr. Adv.
Dr. Saif Mahmood, Adv,
Mr. Amit Bhandari, Adv,
Mr. Avishkar Singhvi, Adv.
Mr. tlayank Mikhail Mukherjee, Adv.
Mr. Vivek Agarwal, Adv.
Mr. Arjun Singh Bhati, AOR
Mr. L. Nidhiram Sharma, Adv.
Ms, Madhavi Khanna, Adv.
Mr. Azeem samuel, Adv.
Mr. chandy oomen, Adv.
Mr. Zulfikar Memon, Adv.

f'lr. K.K. venugopal, AG

Mr. Tushar Mehta, sG
Mr. Ankur Talv'rar, Adv.
Mr. Sachin Sharma, Adv,
Mr. Rajat Nair, Adv.
Mr. A.K. Sharma, AOR

Mr. c.A. sundaram, sr. Adv.
Mr. Amit sharma, AoR
Mr. Dipesh Sinha, Adv.
Ms. Ayiala Imti, Adv,

Petitioner ( s )

For Respondent ( s )

",.ÆJ,
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UPON hearing the counsel the Court made the folloh,ing
ORDER

On 15.03.2019 this Court had passed the following order.

"Issue notice,

Matter will be heard on 2s.3.20l.:9.

The Election Commission of India to be
served through the Secretary.

Competent authority of the Election
Commissj.on of India shall depute a suitable
officer to assist the Court on the date fixed
i.e.25.3.2019."

Pursuant to the aforesaid order Shri Sudeep Jain, Deputy

Election Comnissioner is personally present. On being asked.

Shri Jain has submitted that the Election Conmission is of the view

that to maintain purity of the process of election, it is not

necessary to extend the present arrangement of physical

verification of WPAT in more that one polling Station per Assembly

Gonstituency or Assembly Segnent in a parliamentary Constituency.

Shri Jain has further submitted that the Election Commission

is fully satisfied with the purity of the election process that can

be naintained with the aforesaid arrangement.

The Election Commission shall indicate the above in the form

of an affidavit of the Deputy Election Commissioner, who is
personally present in Court today, indicating the basis of its
satisfaction. In the said affidavit, the Election Gommission shall

also indi.cate whether any insurmountable difficulty witl be caused

if the sample survey of WPAT Ís to be extended under Gourt's

orders to higher level and the time that may be taken in makÍng

lrt\
\,



such arrangements if the court is to pass such orders.

The aforesaid affidavit will be filed on or before 28.03.2019

by 4:00 P.M.

The matter be taken up on 01.04.2019 at 10:30 A.M.

(SUSHIL KUMAR RAKHEJA)
AR CUM PS

ll.

(ANAND PRAKASH)
BRANCH OFFICER
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N CHANDRABABU NATDU & ORS.

UNION OF INDIA & ANR,

V''ITH

COURT NO.1 SECTION PIL-I.J

SUPREME COURT OF INDIA
RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS

ldrit Petition lCivill No. 273/20ag

(FoR PERMTSSToN TO APPEAR AND ARGUE rN PERSoN 0N rA 3A73/2Oa9
FOR APPROPRTATE ORDERS./DTRECTTONS ON rA 46959/2OA9)

$ f 
^* 
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(FOR ADMTSSTON

Date : 01-04-2019 This matter was called on for hearing today.

CORAM :

HON'BLE THE CHIEF JUSTICE
HON,BLE MR. JUSTICE DEEPAK GUPTA
HON'BLE MR, JUSTICE SANJIV KHANNA

For Petitioners
h,.p.(c) z7s/zors Dr, Abhishek Manu Singhvi, sr. Adv,

Dr. Saif Mahmood, Adv.
Mr. Amit Bhandari, Adv,
Mr. Avishkar singhvi, Adv.
Mr. Mayank Mikhail Mukherjee, Adv.
Mr. Vivek Agarwal, Adv.
Mr. Arjun singh Bhati, AoR
Mr. L. Nidhiram Sharma, Adv.
Ms. Madhavi Khanna, Adv,
Mr. Azeem samuel, Adv.
Mr. chandy oomen, Adv.
Mr. Zulfikar Memon, Adv.

w.P.(c) 275/2019 Mr. Sanjay Hegde, Sr. Adv.
Mr. Pranjal Kishore, Adv,

sq^âù¡6.Nqlyôff.d Mr. AakarSh Kamra, AOR

"'""ráJ"
g*TiËÞ.(c) ts]4/zors Mr. Prasanna S., Adv.

Mr. Goutham Shivshankar, AOR

Petitioner - i.n - person

VERSUS

I

Petitioners

Respondents
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For Respondents
for UOI

l{.P. (c) 273/2Oa9

2

K,K. Venugopal, AG

Tushar Mehta, SG

Sachin Sharma, Adv.
Ankur Tal!'rar, Adv.
Rajat Nair, Adv.
A.K. Sharma, Adv. (AOR)

c,A, Sundaram, Sr' Adv.
Amit Sharma, AOR
Dipesh sinha, Adv.
Ayia1a Inti, Adv.
Prateek Kumar, Adv.
Neelesh Singh Rao, Adv.
Siddhant Kumar, Adv.

Arvind P. Datar, Sr. Adv.
Amit Sharma, AoR
Dipesh Sinha, Adv.
Ayiala Imti, Adv.
Neelesh singh Rao, Adv.
Prateek Kumar, Adv.

Shyam Divan, Sr. Adv,
Amit Sharma, AOR
Dipesh sinha, Adv.
Ayiala Imti, Adv.
Prateek Kumar, Adv.
Neelesh Singh Rao, Adv.

Amit Sharma, AOR
Dipesh Sinha, Adv.
Ayiala Imti, Adv.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr,
t'4r.
Mr.
filr.

Mr.'
Mr.
Mr.
Ms.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Ms.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr,
Mr.
Mr.
Ms,
Mr,
Mr.

Mr,
Mr.
Ms.

w.P. (c) 75L4/201.8

w. P. (c) 23/2019

ts

1{. P. (c) 215/2ors

ORDER

List the matter on 8,4.2019 to enable learned

counsel for the petitioners to file rejoinder
affidavÍt.

r¡Þn hêârin¡l fhê côlrnqel fhe Court mede the followino

(Deepak Guglani)
Court Master

(Anand Prakash)
Court Master
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100% Match Between EVMs and
Paper Trail Slips on Random Vote
Count, Says EC Official
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PTllJpdated:December 19, 2017, 10:46 AM IST

3-4 minutes

New Delhi: There was a "100 percent match" in the random vote

count on EVMs and paper trail slips carried out by the Election

Commission in 182 Gujarat polling stations on Monday, a senior

official said.

The EC had said it would conduct random vote counts on EVMs

and WPAT slips in one polling station in each of the 182

Assembly constituencies.

Advertisement

X

"There was a 100 percent match in the results of the EVM and

the slips produced by the paper trail machines," the official of the

election machinery said.

4/4/2019.8:53 ANI
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The polling stations were decided through a draw of lots in whiche
the candidates or their agents were also present.

The EC had decided to match the tally in select polling stations

amid allegations that the EVMs were compromised to help the

BJP.

ln Gujarat, Chief Electoral Officer B B Swain also said that the

vote count through the EVMs matched with the WPAT in allthe

constituencies where the paper trail slips were counted.

Officials did not find any mismatch in the EVM vote count and

WPAT slip count as the counting concluded on Monday evening,

Swain said.

"This was basically a confidence-building exercise. We did this at

one polling booth each in all the 182 seats after the counting

ended today. At all these booths, vote count of a randomly

selected EVM matched with the slips of the connected WPAT.

There was no mismatch at any of the booths," he said.

Besides, as announced earlier, WPAT slips were taken into

consideration during Monday's counting at 10 booths across

seven constituencies as the presiding officers of these booths

had failed to wipe out the votes from the EVMs during the mock

poll ahead of the voting on December 9 and 14.

ln addition, four such new cases had emerged during Monday's

counting at Vagra, Dwarka, Ankleshwar and Bhavnagar- Rural

seats, Swain said.

"There was a mismatch of some votes on one booth each of

these four seats. This occurred because the Returning Officer

must have made the same mistake but it could not be detected

earlier. So we took into account WPAT slips for these booths

during the counting and resolved the issue," he said.

4/4/2019, 8:53 AM
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On December 15, the Supreme Court had refused to entertain a I

plea of the Gujarat Congress seeking counting of at least 20

percent of the paper trail slips manually along with votes cast in

the EVMs in each constituency of the state.

It had said that the court cannot interfere unless the Election

Commission of lndia's decision to restrict the EVM- WPAT paper

trail to one booth per constituency is proved "arbitrary", "illegal"

or "malafide".

4/412019,8:53 ÃM
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#MadhyaPradesh Elections20l 8 : What
explains the delay in counting? |

Newslaundry

Prateek Goyal

8-9 minutes
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Party offices in Madhya Pradesh were witness to much drama

yesterday as the Election Commission did not declare the final

state Assembly results till today morning. The first press

conference of the Election Commision was held at B am

yesterday in Bhopal. State Chief Electoral Officer VL Kantarao

gave the initial trends after two rounds of counting. As per the

figures given by Kantarao, Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) was

leading in 102 seats, Congress in 112 and other parties were

leading in 16 seats.

The second press conference of the commission was scheduled

for 5 pm but got delayed by two hours since the final figures were

not ready. Even at 7.30 pm, it provided only a few declared and

trending figures. BJP was declared winner on 11 seats, Congress

on 8 seats whereas an lndependent won one seat.

As for trends, BJP was leading in 109 seats, Congress in 113,

Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) in two seats, Gondwana Gantantra

Party (GGP) in 1 seat, Samajwadi Party (SP) in one seat and

lndependents at four seats.

At the time of the 7.30 p.m press conference, counting in 102

¿-?

41412019,8:54 AM
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seats had been completed and it was announced that the

counting in remaining seats would be completed by 10 p.m, after

which the results would be declared around midnight.

When questioned about the delay in election results Kantarao

said, "We have to hand over the photocopy of counting results

after every round to agents. Besides that, we also to hand over

tabulation sheets to candidates after every round. There are

constituencies in which there are up to 30 candidates and to

each candidate we have to handover tabulation sheets, which is

time-consuming. We are doing everything as per the procedure."

When questioned whether handing of tabulation sheets to

candidates in previous elections delayed results, the Chief

Electoral Officer did not respond.

It is significant that a day before the counting, it was revealed by

the State Election Commission that presiding officers at 144

polling booths in 62 Assembly seats had not cleared the mock

poll data from the EVMs before the actualvoting.

The matter was reported to the ECI on December 7 after which it

ordered on December 10 that WPAT slips should be counted at

these '144 booths.

According to the letter of ECl, presiding officers at 144 booths

had not carried out close result clear (CRC) after the mock polls

which were conducted before the actual voting on 28 November.

ECI issued an order that the counting at these 144 polling

booths will be conducted by counting the WPAT slips. Which

would be an addition to the counting of WPAT slips of irregularly

selected machines in each and every constituency.

On the day of counting, the State Election Commission

informed that the figure of such polling booths where CRC had

not been removed after mock polls have increased to 175 across

2of5 41412019,8:54 A\,
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the state.

A nail-biting battle

"Jaijai Kamal Nath" and "Shrimant (Jyotiraditya Scindia)

zindabad" were the slogans that echoed in the office of Madhya

Pradesh Congress Committee on Tuesday morning in Bhopal

after just two rounds of counting of votes across Madhya

Pradesh,

Supporters of Nath and Scindia with the banners of their

respective leaders in hand not only raised slogans at the top of

their voices but indulged in a subtle form of lobbying for their

respective leaders as chief minister in the MPCC office premises.

These enthusiastic supporters obviously had no idea that it was

very early in the day for them to start the celebration as the

results of the election were not clear till this morning owing to the

neck-to-neck fight between the Bharatiya Janata Party and lndian

National Congress in Madhya Pradesh, which now awaits its new

government.

The whole day, the magic figure of 115 to form the

government seemed within grasp of each of the parties at

different junctures, with the Congress falling short of one mark at

114. One or the other party was leading, trailing or drawing with

the other throughout the day as after every round of counting, the

figure of seats fluctuated within a thin margin of 5-8 seats.

However, the possibility of falling short of the magic number did

not dampen the spirits of Congress supporters who while

engaging in early celebrations, declared their victory even before

the final results.

Jagdish Sohane, General Secretary of the Congress party in

neighbouring Vidisha district, was present during the counting at

2,,.,-\
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the MPCC office. Talking to Newslaundry in the morning (after - ã
just two rounds of counting) he said, "Government of the ¿ b

Congress is forming in Madhya Pradesh. We are coming in

majority and will win at least 117 seats. lt's not early to say that

we are winning and all rounds have been completed and

Jyotiraditya Scindia will become the chief minister."

Senior Congress leader and media in-charge of Congress party

during elections Shobha Ojha avoided making a clear statement

on who will become the CM in case her party got a clear majority.

She said, "We have fought the elections as a party and both our

leaders (Nath and Scindia) stated in the past that they have

fought elections not to become chief minister but to defeat BJP."

Unlike the spirited atmosphere at MPCC, there were no ripples of

excitement at the BJP headquarters in Bhopal. A few

supporters sat in the premises calmly watching the coverage on

TV.

Spokesperson of the Madhya Pradesh BJP Hidayatullah Shaikh

termed the absence of celebration at BJP office as a sign of

political maturity. He said, "Raising slogans against Chief Minister

Shivraj Singh Chouhan after just four rounds of counting is

ridiculous. These three big men of the Congress - Kamal Nath,

Digvijay Singh and Jyotiraditya Scindia -- reached the MPCC

office even before the party workers. So it was necessary for

Congress party workers to reach party office or it will have irked

these raja-maharajas. Congress party workers are fíghting

among themselves to project their respective leaders as chief

minister. They are declaring themselves as winners after just 24
rounds of counting. Despite being in power for the last three

terms, we are waiting for the final results and have not indulged

in any kind of celebrations as we are politically mature unlike the

Congress party."

41412019,8:54 ANt
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He pointed out that each round is taking 45 minutes as the

district collector has to hand over counting details to all -) -L
candidates. "Till now (around 2 pm) only 6-7 rounds havelaken - '

place and there are many more to come. We are sure that people

are going to vote for Shivraj Singhji," Shaikh concluded.

The mood at the BJP office became cheerful around 3.30 pm

when a few supporters arrived there with sweets and started

distributing them to their colleagues. They got together and then

started raising slogans in support of Shivraj Singh Chouhan and

BJP.

Surendra Patel, a BJP supporter said, "Our party workers were

quiet perhaps because they were in some kind of dilemma, but I

was pretty sure that our party is going to win. Till now we are

Ieading on 115 seats and willsurely make the government in

Madhya Pradesh for the fourth time." As it turned out, the party

ended up with 109 seats, six short of the winning mark.

Complaining about the media is easy and often justified. But hey, it's the

model that's flawed.

Pay to keep news free and help make media independent

Disclaimer : Newslaundry.com is determined to include views

and opinions from all sides of the spectrum. This doesn't mean

we agree with everything we publish. But we do support their

right to the freedom of speech. ln case of columnists and non-

Newslaundry staff articles, the information, ideas or opinions in

the articles are of the author and do not reflect the views of

Newslaundry.com. Newslaundry.com does not assume any

responsibility or liability for the same.
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA

CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION

WRIT PETITION (C) NO. 273 OF 2019

   N CHANDRABABU NAIDU & ORS.             PETITIONER(S)

                       VERSUS

   UNION OF INDIA & ANR.                  RESPONDENT(S)

WITH

WRIT PETITION (C) No. 1514 OF 2018
WRIT PETITION (C) No. 23 OF 2019

WRIT PETITION (C) No. 215 OF 2019 AND
WRIT PETITION (C) No. 385 OF 2019

O R D E R

Writ Petition (C) No. 273/2019:

This writ petition has been filed seeking the

following reliefs:

"A. Issue  a  writ  of  mandamus  or  any
other  appropriate  writ,  order  or
direction  thereby  quashing  and
setting aside Guideline No.16.6 of
the  Manual  on  Electronic  Voting
Machine  and  VVPAT  as  framed  and
issued by the Election Commission
of India; and

B. Issue  a  writ  of  mandamus  or  any
other  appropriate  writ,  order  or
direction  thereby  directing  that
minimum  of  50%  randomized  VVPAT
paper  slip  verification  of  EVM
shall be conducted in every General
and Bye Election in each Assembly
Segment  of  a  Parliamentary
Constituency, in case of Election
to the House of the People; and in
each Assembly Constituency, in case
of  an  election  to  a  State
Legislative Assembly; and
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C. Pass such other order or direction
as it deems fit in the facts of the
present case and in the interest of
justice.”

     

Guideline No. 16.6 of the Manual on Electronic

Voting Machine and VVPAT in respect of which the first

prayer has been made would require to be specifically

noticed to appreciate the issues involved in the writ

petition. We, therefore, deem it appropriate to extract

Guideline No. 16.6, which reads as follows:

“16.6.  Mandatory  Verification  of  VVPAT
Paper Slips:

Mandatory  verification  of  VVPAT  paper
slips  of  randomly  selected  01  (one)
polling station shall be conducted in all
future General and Bye Elections to the
House of the People and State Legislative
Assemblies, in addition to the provisions
of Rule 56D of the Conduct of Elections
Rules,1961, after the completion of the
last round of counting of votes recorded
in the EVMs, as under:

a) In case of General and Bye elections
to  State  legislative  Assemblies,
verification of VVPAT paper slips of
randomly  selected  01  (one)  polling
station per Assembly Constituency.

b) In case of General and Bye elections
to  the  House  of  the  People,
verification of VVPAT paper slips of
randomly  selected  01  (one)  polling
station of each Assembly Segment of
the  Parliamentary  Constituency
concerned.

For  this  mandatory  verification  of
VVPAT  paper  slips,  the  following
procedure shall be followed.

16.6.1.The  verification  of  VVPAT  paper
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slips  of  randomly  selected  01
(one)  polling  station  for  each
Assembly  Constituency/Segment
shall  be  taken  up  after  the
completion of the last round of
counting of votes recorded in the
EVMs.

16.6.2. The random selection of 01 (one)
polling  station  per  Assembly
Constituency/Segment  shall  be
done  by  Draw  of  lots,  by  the
Returning  Officer  concerned,  in
the presence of candidates/their
agents and the General Observer
appointed by the Commission for
that Constituency.

16.6.3.The draw of lots must be conducted
immediately after the completion
of the last round of counting of
votes  recorded  in  the  EVMs
(Control Units) in the designated
Counting Hall for the particular
Assembly  Constituency/Assembly
Segment.

16.6.4.  A  written  intimation  regarding
the conduct of draw of lots for
the random selection of 01 (one)
polling station for verification
of VVPAT Slips shall be given by
the  Returning  Officer  to  the
Candidates/their  election  agents
well in advance.

16.6.5. The following procedure shall be
followed for the conduct of draw
of lots:

a) White  colour  paper  cards  of
postcard size shall be used for
conducting the draw of lots. 

b) Total number of such paper cards
should be equal to total number
of  polling  stations  in  the
Assembly Constituency. 

c) The paper cards shall have pre-
printed  Assembly  Constituency/
Assembly  Segment  number,  AC/AS
name and date of polling on the
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top,  and  the  polling  station
number in the centre. Each digit
of  the  polling  station  number
shall be atleast 1" x 1"(1 inch
by 1 inch) size and printed in
black ink.

d) The paper cards to be used for
draw  of  lots  should  be  four-
folded  in  such  a  way  that
polling  station  number  is  not
visible.

e) Each paper card shall be shown
to  the  candidates/their  agents
before  folding  and  dropping  in
the container. 

f) The paper cards shall be kept in
the  big  container  and  must  be
shaken  before  picking  up  01
(one)  slip  by  the  Returning
Officer. 

16.6.6. The verification of VVPAT paper
slips shall be done in a 'VVPAT
Counting  Booth'  (VCB),  specially
prepared  for  this  purpose  inside
the Counting Hall. The booth shall
be enclosed in a wire mesh just
like  a  bank  cashier’s  cabin  so
that no VVPAT paper slip can be
accessed  by  any  unauthorized
person. One of the Counting tables
in  the  Counting  Hall  can  be
converted into the VCB and can be
used for normal counting of round-
wise EVM votes before the count of
VVPAT  slips  as  per  random
selection after the completion of
round-wise EVM counting.

16.6.7.  The  Verification  count  of  the
VVPAT paper slips of the randomly
selected 01 (one) polling station
shall  be  conducted  strictly  in
accordance  with  the  instructions
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of the Commission on counting of
printed paper slips.

16.6.8.  The  Returning  Officer  and
Assistant  Returning  Officer,  as
the case may be, shall personally
supervise  the  counting  of  VVPAT
paper  slips  at  this  booth.  The
General  Observer  concerned  shall
ensure  close  and  careful
observation of the entire exercise
and  ensure  strict  compliance  of
the Commission's instructions.

16.6.9. The above process shall be fully
videographed.

16.6.10.  After  completion  of  the  above
process,  the  Returning  Officer
shall  give  a  certificate  in  the
annexed format (Annexure-30).”

The  petitioners,  who  are  21  in  number,  are

representatives of 21 political parties, who claim to

represent about 70-75% of the total population of the

country and also to represent the entire opposition in

the Lok Sabha. The thrust of the petition is that, to

maintain  the  purity  of  the  electoral  process  and  to

ensure foolproof result of the mandate expressed by the

voters in the forthcoming General Elections of the Lok

Sabha as well as to some Assembly seats in different

States  it  is  necessary  to  increase  the  percentage  of

verification of VVPAT paper trails to atleast 50% of the

EVMs to be used in the forthcoming elections.

The  Election  Commission  of  India  has  not
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responded  very  favourably  to  the  prayers  made  in  the

writ petition, as noticed above. 

Very broadly, the Election Commission of India

("ECI")  contends  that  a  query  had  been  posed  to  the

Indian  Statistical  Institute  ("ISI"),  namely,  "what

would  be  the  reasonable  sample  size  of  Polling

Stations where VVPAT slips verification is required

to  be  carried  out  to  achieve  the  object  of

establishing the credibility and integrity of the

electoral process"  . 

According to the ECI, the said query was posed

to an Expert Body, namely, ISI. In response, the ISI had

submitted an elaborate report, the crux of which is that

verification  of  VVPAT  paper  trail  of  479  (randomly

selected)  Electronic  Voting  Machines  ("EVMs")  would

generate over 99% accuracy in the election results. It

is also pointed out that as per Guideline No. 16.6 i.e.

verification  of  VVPAT  paper  trails  of  one  Assembly

Constituency  or  Assembly  Segment  in  a  Parliamentary

Constituency would involve verification of VVPAT paper

trail of 4125 EVMs instead of 479 EVMs which is eight

times  more  than  what  has  been  reported  by  the  ISI.

Additionally,  the  ECI  has  pointed  out  infrastructure

difficulties, including manpower availability, at this
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point  of  time,  in  increasing  the  number  of  EVMs  for

verification.  According  to  the  Election  Commission  of

India, the sample verification of the VVPAT paper trail

of one EVM is done by a team of three Officers under the

direct  supervision  of  the  Returning  Officer  and  the

Election Observer of the constituency. The process takes

about  an  hour.  If  what  the  petitioner  asks  for  i.e.

verification of VVPAT paper trail of 50% of the  EVMs,

the declaration of result of election could be delayed

by 5-6 days.

In a situation where the ECI, a constitutional

body,  is  satisfied  on  the  integrity  of  the  EVMs  and

which is further fortified by the sample verification of

VVPAT paper trail of one EVM per Assembly Constituency

or Assembly Segment in a Parliamentary Constituency, the

exercise sought for by the petitioner would be a futile

exercise,  which  the  Court  should  not  order,  it  is

contended.

We have heard learned counsel for the parties

and  we  have  also  interacted  with  Mr.  Jain,  Deputy

Election  Commissioner,  who  is  personally  present  in

Court. 

At  the  very  outset  the  Court  would  like  to

observe that neither the satisfaction of the Election
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Commission  nor  the  system  in  vogue  today,  as  stated

above, is being doubted by the Court insofar as fairness

and integrity is concerned. It is possible and we are

certain  that  the  system  ensures  accurate  electoral

results. But that is not all. If the number of machines

which are subjected to verification of paper trail can

be increased to a reasonable number, it would lead to

greater  satisfaction  amongst  not  only  the  political

parties but the entire electorate of the Country. This

is  what  the  Court  should  endeavour  and  the  exercise,

therefore, should be to find a viable number of machines

that should be subjected to the verification of VVPAT

paper trails keeping in mind the infrastructure and the

manpower difficulties pointed out by the Deputy Election

Commissioner.  In  this  regard,  the  proximity  to  the

Election schedule announced by the ECI must be kept in

mind.

Having considered the matter, we are of the view

that if the number of EVMs in respect of which VVPAT

paper slips is to be subjected to physical scrutiny is

increased  from  1  to  5,  the  additional  manpower  that

would be required would not be difficult for the ECI to

provide  nor  would  the  declaration  of  the  result  be

substantially delayed. In fact, if the said number is

increased to 5, the process of verification can be done

by  the  same  team  of  Polling  Staff  and
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supervisors/officials. It is, therefore, our considered

view that having regard to the totality of the facts of

the case and need to generate the greatest degree of

satisfaction in all with regard to the full accuracy of

the election results, the number of EVMs that would now

be subjected to verification so far as VVPAT paper trail

is  concerned  would  be  5  per  Assembly  Constituency  or

Assembly  Segments  in  a  Parliamentary  Constituency

instead  of  what  is  provided  by  Guideline  No.  16.6,

namely,  one  machine  per  Assembly  Constituency  or

Assembly  Segment  in  a  Parliamentary  Constituency.  We

also direct that the random selection of the machines

that would be subjected to the process of VVPAT paper

trail  verification  as  explained  to  us  by  Mr.  Jain,

Deputy Commissioner of the Election Commission, in terms

of the guidelines in force, shall apply to the VVPAT

paper trail verification of the 5 EVMs covered by the

present order.

With the aforesaid directions, the Writ Petition

shall stand closed.

Writ Petition (C) No. 23/2019: 

We express our reluctance to go into the issues

regarding  the  integrity  of  the  EVMs  which  have  been

raised at a belated stage. The petition was filed in the

month of December, 2018 raising various technical issues

which are not possible to be gone into at this stage.
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With  the  aforesaid  observations,  the  writ

petition shall stand closed.

Writ Petition (C) No. 385/2019:

We are of the view that the present practice of

recounting of votes in terms of Rule 56-C of the Conduct

of Election Rules, 1961 shall continue.

With  the  aforesaid  observation,  the  writ

petition shall stand closed.

Writ Petition (C) No. 1514/2018 and Writ Petition (C)
No. 215/2019:

The writ petitions shall stand disposed of in terms

of the observations made in the connected writ petitions

i.e. Writ Petition (C) No.273/2019 etc.

..…...............CJI.
                                       (RANJAN GOGOI)

…...…................J
                                 (DEEPAK GUPTA)

...…................J.
  (SANJIV KHANNA)

NEW DELHI,
APRIL 8, 2019.
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ITEM NO.48 + 14           COURT NO.1               SECTION PIL-W

               S U P R E M E  C O U R T  O F  I N D I A
                       RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS

Writ Petition(s)(Civil)  No(s).  273/2019

N CHANDRABABU NAIDU & ORS.                         Petitioner(s)

                                VERSUS

UNION OF INDIA & ANR.                              Respondent(s)

(FOR ADMISSION )
 
WITH
W.P.(C) No. 1514/2018 (PIL-W)

W.P.(C) No. 23/2019 (PIL-W)
(FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAR AND ARGUE IN PERSON ON IA 3873/2019 and 
FOR APPROPRIATE ORDERS/DIRECTIONS ON IA 46959/2019)

W.P.(C) No. 215/2019 (PIL-W)
(FOR ADMISSION)
 
W.P.(C) No. 385/2019 (PIL-W)
(FOR ADMISSION and IA No. 46187/2019-EXEMPTION FROM FILING O.T.)

Date : 08-04-2019 These petitions were called on for hearing today.

CORAM : 
         HON'BLE THE CHIEF JUSTICE
         HON'BLE MR. JUSTICE DEEPAK GUPTA
         HON'BLE MR. JUSTICE SANJIV KHANNA

For Petitioner(s)
WP 273/2019 Dr. Abhishek Manu Singhvi, Sr. Adv. 

Mr. Saif Mahmood, Adv. 
Mr. Varun K. Chopra, Adv. 
Mr. Amit Bhandari, Adv. 
Mr. Avishkar Singhvi, Adv. 
Ms. Madhavi Khanna, Adv. 
Mr. Anish Dayal, Adv. 
Mr. Sumant De, Adv. 
Mr. Mayank Mikhail Mukherjee, Adv. 
Mr. Vivek Agarwal, Adv. 
Mr. Arjun Singh Bhati, AOR
Mr. L. Nidhiram Sharma, Adv. 
Mr. Azeem Samuel, Adv. 
Mr. Chandy Oomen, Adv. 
Mr. Zulfikar Menon, Adv. 
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WP 1514/2018        Mr. Kapil Sibal, Sr. Adv. 
Mr. Sanjay Hegde, Sr. Adv. 
Mr. Prasanna S., Adv. 
Mr. Nizam Pasha, Adv. 
Mr. Pranjal Kishore, Adv. 
Mr. Shantanu singh, Adv. 
Mr. Goutham Shivshankar, AOR

WP 23/2019 Mr. Sunil Ahya, In-person

WP 215/2019         Mr. Sanjay Hegde, Sr. Adv. 
Mr. Pranjal Kishore, Adv. 
Mr. Aakarsh Kamra, AOR                    

WP 385/2019 Mr. Rana Mukherjee, Sr. Adv. 
Mr. Runamoni Bhuyan, AOR
Mr. S. Chatterjee, Adv. 
Mr. Piyush Sachdev, Adv. 
Mr. Rajkumar Thorat, Adv. 

                   
For Respondent(s) Mr. C.A. Sundaram, Sr. Adv. 
E.C.I. Mr. Arvind P. Datar, Sr. Adv. 

Mr. Amit Sharma, AOR
Mr. Dipesh Sinha, Adv. 
Ms. Ayiala Imti, Adv. 
Mr. Prateek Kumar, Adv. 
Mr. Neelesh Singh Rao, Adv. 

Mr. Sudeep Jain, Dy. Election Commissioner

Mr. K.K. Venugopal, A.G.
Mr. Tushar Mehta, S.G.
Mr. Rajat Nair, Adv. 
Mr. Sachin Sharma, Adv. 
Mr. Ankur Talwar, Adv. 
Mr. A.K. Sharma, AOR                    

                    

          UPON hearing the counsel the Court made the following
                             O R D E R

Writ Petition (C) No. 273/2019, Writ Petition (C) No. 23/2019 and 
Writ Petition (C) No. 385/2019:

The writ petitions stand closed in terms of the signed order.

Pending applications, if any, stand disposed of.
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Writ Petition (C) No. 1514/2018 and Writ Petition (C) No. 215/2019:

The writ petitions shall stand disposed of in terms of the

observations  made  in  the  connected  writ  petitions  i.e.  Writ

Petition (C) No.273/2019 etc.

Pending applications, if any, stand disposed of.

(SUSHIL KUMAR RAKHEJA)                          (ANAND PRAKASH)
   AR CUM PS                                     BRANCH OFFICER

(Signed order is placed on the file.)
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IN THÊ SUPREI4E COURT OF INDIA

CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION

N CHANDRABABU NAIDU & ORS.

VERSUS

UNION OF INDIA & ANR.

ll'rITH

WRIT PETITION (C) No. 1'514 OF 2018
rrlRIT PETITION (C) No. 23 OF 2019

WRIT PETTTIoN (c) No. 215 0F 2019 AND

h,RIT PETITIoN (c) No. 385 oF 2019

l¡rrit Petition fCl No. 273/20agi

\

This writ petition has been filed seeking the

following reliefs:

"4. Issue a writ of mandamus or any
other appropriate v',rit, order or
direction thereby quashing and
setting aside Guideline No.16.6 of
the Manual on Electronic Voting
Machine and WPAT as f ramed and
issued by the Election commission
of India; and

B. Issue a writ of mandamus or any
other appropriate writ,' order or
direction thereby directing that
minimum of 50% randomized WPAT
paper slip verification of EvM
shall be conducted in every General
and Bye Election in each Assembly
Segment of a Parliamentary
Constituency, in case of Election
to the House of the People; and in
each Assembly constituency, in case
of an election to a State
Legislative Assembly; and

PETTTToNER(S)

RESPONDENT(S)
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2L
Fass such other order or direction
as it deems fit in the facts of the
present case and in the interest of
j ustice . "

Guideline No. 16.6 of the Manual on Electronic

Voting Machine and WPAT in respect of which the first
prayer has been made would require to be specifically

noticed to appreciate the issues involved in the writ
petition. We, therefore, deem it appropriate to extract

GuideLine No. 16.6, which reads as follows:

"16.6. Mandatory Verification of WPAT
Paper Slips:

Mandatory verification of WPAT paper
slips of randomly selected 01 (one)
polling station shall be conducted in all
future ceneral and Bye Elections to the
House of the People and State Legislative
Assemblies, in addition to the provisions
of RuIe 560 of the conduct of Elections
Rules,1961, after the completion of the
last round of counting of votes recorded
in the EVMS, as under:

a) In case of General and Bye elections
to State legislative Assemblies,
verification of WPAT paper slips of
randomly selected 01 (one) polling
station per Assembly Constituency,

b) In case of General and Bye elections
to the House of the People,
verification of WPAT paper slips of
randomly selected 01 (one) polling
station of each Assembly Segment of
the Parliamentary Constituency
concerned.

For this mandatory verification of
WPAT paper slips, the followS.ng
procedure shall be followed.

16.6.1.The verificatj-on of WPAT paper
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slips of randomly selected 01
(one) polling station for each
Assembly Con st it uency,/Segment
shall be taken up after the
completion of the last round of
counting of votes recorded in the
EVMS.

16.6.2. The random selection of 01 (one)
pollÍng station per Assembly
Constituency,/Segment shall be
done by Draw of lots, by the
Returning Officer concerned, in
the presence of candidates,/their
agents and the General Observer
appointed by the Commission for
that Constituency.

16.6.3.The draw of lots must be conducted
immediately after the completion
of the last round of counting of
votes recorded in the EVMs
(Control Units) in the designated
Counting HaIl for the particular
Assembly Constituency,/Assembly
Segment.

16.6.4. A written intimation regarding
the conduct of draw of lots for
the random selection of 01 (one)
polling station for verÍfication
of WPAT Slips shall be given by
the ReturnÍng Officer to the
Candidates,/their election agents
well in advance.

16.6.5. The following procedure shall be
followed for the conduct of draw
of lots:

a) White colour paper cards of
postcard size shall be used for
conducting the draw of lots.

b) Total number of such paper cards
should be equal to total number
of polling stations in the
Assembly Constituency.

c) The paper cards sha1l have pre-
printed Assembly Constj.tuency./
Assembly Segment number, AC,/AS
name and date of polling on the

v
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top, and the polling station
number in the centre. Each digit
of the polling station number
shall be atleast 1" x 1"(1 ínch
by 1 inch) size and printed in
black ink.

d) The paper cards to be used for
draw of lots should be four-
folded in such a way that
polling station number is not
visible.

e) Each paper card shall be shown
to the candidates/their agents
before folding and dropping in
the container.

f) The paper cards shall be kept in
the big container and must be
shaken before picking up 01
(one) slip by the Returning
Officer.

16.6.6. The verification of WPAT paper
slips shall be done in a'WPAT
Counting Booth' (VCB), specially
prepared for this purpose inside
the Counting HaII. The booth shall
be enclosed in a wire mesh just
like a bank cashier's cabin so
that no WPAT paper slip can be
accessed by any unauthorized
person. One of the Counting tables
in the CountÍng HaIl can be
converted into the VCB and can be
used for normal counting of round-
wise EVM votes before the count of
WPAT slips as per random
selection after the completion of
round-wise EVM counting.

16.6.7. The Verification count of the
WPAT paper slips of the randomly
selected 01 (one) polling station
shall be conducted strictly in
accordance urith the instructions

q



of the Commission on counting irf
printed paper slips 

..

16. 6.8. The Returning Officer in¿
Assistant Returning OffÍcer, as
the case may be, shall personally
supervise the counting of WÉAT
paper slips at this booth. fhe
General 0bserver concerned shali
ensure close and careful
observation of the entire exercise
and ensure strict compliance cf
the Commission ' s instructions.

16. 6.9. The above process shall be full:¡
videographed.

16.6.10. After completion of the above
process, the Returning Officer
shall give a certificate in the
annexed format ( Annexu re - 30 ) . 

,,

The petitioners, who are 2l in number, are

representatives of 21 political parties, who claim to
represent about 70-75% of the totaL population of the

country and also to represent the entire opposition in

the Lok Sabha. The thrust of the petition is that, to

maintain the purity of the electoral process and to

ensure foolproof result of the mandate expressed by the

voters in the forthcoming ceneral Elections of the Lok

Sabha as weII as to some Assembly seats in different

States it is necessary to increase the percentage of

verification of WPAT paper trails to atleast 50% of the

EVMs to be used in the forthcoming elections.

The Election Commission of India has not
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responded very favourably to the prayers made

writ petition, as noticed above,

Very broadly, the Election Commission of IndÍa

("ECI") contends that a query had been posed to the

Indian Statistical Institute ("ISI"), namely, "hrhat

would be the reasonable sample size of pollinq

Stations where WPAT slips verification is required

to be carried out to achieve the ohiect of

el-ectoral Drocess"

b
ín the

According to the ECI, the said query was posed

to an Expert Body, namely, ISI . In response, the ISI had

submitted an elaborate report, the crux of whÍch is that

verification of WPAT paper trail of 429 (randomly

selected) Electronic Voting Machines ("EVMs") would

generate over gg% accuracy in the electj.on results. It
is also pointed out that as per Guideline No. 16.6 i.e.
verification of WPAT paper trails of one Assembly

Constituency or Assembly Segment in a parliamentary

constituency would involve verification of WPAT paper

trail- of 4125 EVMs instead of 479 EVMs which is eight

times more than what has been reported by the ISI .

Addj-tionally, the ECI has pointed out infrastructure

difficulties, including manpower availability, at this



point of time, in increasing the number of EVMS for
verification. According to the Election Gommission of

India, the sample verification of the WPAT paper trail
of one EVM is done by a team of three Officers under the

direct supervision of the Returning Officer and the

Election Observer of the constituency. The process takes

about an hour. If what the petitioner asks for i.e.
verif,ication of WPAT paper trail of SO% of the EVMS,

the decl-aration of result of election could be delayed

by 5-6 days.

In a situation where the ECI, a constitutional

body, is satisfied on the integrity of the EVMS and

which is further fortified by the sample verification of

WPAT paper trail of one EVM per Assembly Constituency

or Assembly Segment in a parliamentary Constituency, the

exercise sought for by the petitioner wouLd be a futile
exercise, which the Court should not order, it is
contended.

Vrle have heard learned

and we have also interacted

Election Commissioner, hrho is
Court.

At the very

observe that neither

counsel for the parties

with Mr. Jain, Deputy

personally present Ín

outset the Court would like to

the satisfaction of the Etection



Commission nor the system in vogue today, as stated

above, is being doubted by the Court insofar as fairness

and integrity is concerned. It is possible and we are

certain that the system ensures accurate electoral

results. But that is not all . If the number of machines

which are subjected to verification of paper trail can

be increased to a reasonable number, ít would lead to
greater satisfaction amongst not only the potitical
parties but the entire electorate of the Country. This

is what the Court should endeavour and the exercise,

therefore, should be to find a viable number of machines

that should be subjected to the verification of WPAT

paper trails keeping in mind the infrastructure and the

manpower difficulties pointed out by the Deputy Election

CommissÍoner. In this regard, the proximity to the

Election schedule announced by the ECI must be kept in

mind.

Having considered the matter, we are of the view

that if the number of EVMS in respect of which WpAT

paper slips is to be subjected to physical scrutiny is
increased from 1 to 5, the additional manpower that

would be required would not be difficult for the ECI to

provide nor would the declaration of the result be

substantially delayed. In fact, if the said number is
increased to 5, the process of verification can be done

by the same team of potling Staff and



supervisors,/officials . It is, therefore, our considered

view that having regard to the totatity of the facts of
the case and need to generate the greatest degree of

satisfaction in a1l with regard to the full accuracy of

the election results, the number of EVMs that would now

be subjected to verification so far as WPAT paper trail
is concerned would be S per Assembly Constituency or

Assembly Segments Ín a parliamentary constituency

instead of v,,hat is provided by Guideline No. 16.6,

namely, one machine per Assembly Constituency or

Assembly Segment in a parlianentary Constituency. Vtle

also direct that the random selection of the machines

that would be subjected to the process of WPAT paper

trail verification as explained to us by Mr. Jain,

Deputy Commissioner of the Election Gommission, in terms

of the guidelines in force, shall apply to the WPAT

paper traiL verification of the 5 EVMs covered by the

present order.

With the aforesaid directions, the Writ petition

shal1 stand closed.

ldrit Petitinn fCì Nn t?/2It1o'

/-1

We express our reluctance to go into the issues

regarding the integrity of the EVMS which have been

raised at a belated stage. The petition bras filed in the

month of December, 2018 raj_sing various technical issues

which are not possible to be gone into at this stage.
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With the aforesaid observatÍons, the writ
petition sha1l stand closed.

V'lrit Petition lC) No. 385/2019:

We are of the view that the present

recounting of votes in terms of RuLe S6-C of

of Election Rules, 1961 shall continue.

With the aforesaid observation,

petition shall stand closed.

Writ Petition (C) No. 1514,/2018 and l.lrit petÍtion lC)
No. 215/2Ùtgi

The writ petitions shall stand disposed of in terms

of the observations made in the connected b/rit petitions

i.e. Writ Petition (C) No.ZZZ/2OI!9 etc.

practj.ce of

the Conduct

the writ

NEW DELHI,
APRIL 8, 2019.

(RANJAN GOGOr)

(DEEPAK GUPTA)

........J.
(SANJrV KHANNA)



ITEM NO.48 + t4 COURT NO.l SECTION PTL.UJ

SUPREME COURT OF INDIA
RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS

vìlrit Petition(s) (civil) No{s) . 273/zoag

N CHANDRABABU NAIDU & ORS, Petitioner(s)

VERSUS

UNION OF INDIA & ANR. Respondent(s)

(FOR ADMTSSToN )

hIITH
h,.P. (c) No. a57-4/2o18 (PIL-ur)

vJ. P. (c) No. 23/2oas (prL-þ,t)
(FOR PERMISSIoN T0 APPEAR AND ARGUE IN PERSON ON IA 3923,/2019 and
FOR APPROPRIATE ORDERS,/DIRECTIONS ON IA 46959 /2OL9)

W.P.(c) No. 2a5/2ot9 (PIL-W)
(FoR ADMTSSToN)

hI.P.(c) No. 385,/2019 (PIL-!.J)
(FOR ADMISSIoN and IA No. 461,a2/Zots-EXEMpTTON FROM FTLING o.T.)

Date : 08-04-2019 These petitions were called on for hearing today.

CORAM :

HON'BLE THE CHIEF JUSTICE
HON'BLE MR. JUSTICE DEEPAK GUPTA
HON'BLE MR, JUSTTCE SANJIV KHANNA

For Petitioner ( s )
WP 273/2OI9 Dr. Abhishek Manu Singhvi, Sr. Adv.

Mr. saif Mahmood, Adv.
Mr. Varun K. Chopra, Adv.
Mr. Amit Bhandari, Adv.
Mr. Avishkar sÍnghvi, Adv.
Ms. Madhavi Khanna, Adv.
Mr. Anish Dayal, Adv,
Mr. Sumant De, Adv.
Mr. Mayank Mikhail Mukherjee, Adv.
Mr. Vivek Agarwal, Adv.
Mr. Arjun Singh Bhati, AOR
Mr. L. Nidhiram Sharma, Adv.
Mr. Azeem Samuel, Adv.
Mr, Chandy Oomen, Adv.
Mr. Zulfikar Menon, Adv.



wP a5t4/20!8

wP 23/20a9

wP 2L5/201,9

t¡'JP 385,/2019

12 V/
Mr. Kapil Sibal, Sr. Adv.
Mr, Sanjay Hegde, Sr. Adv.
Mr. Prasanna S., Adv.
Mr. N j-zam Pasha, Adv.
Mr. Pranjal KÍshore, Adv,
Mr. Shantanu singh, Adv.
Mr. Goutham Shivshankar, AOR

Mr. Sunil Ahya, In-person

Mr. Sanjay Hegde, Sr. Adv.
Mr. Pranjal Kishore, Adv.
Mr. Aakarsh Kamra, AOR

For Respondent (s)
E.C_r.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr,

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Ms.
Mr.
Mr.

Rana Mukherjee, Sr, Adv.
Runamoni Bhuyan/ AOR
S. Chatterjee, Adv.
Piyush Sachdev, Adv,
Rajkumar Thorat, Adv.

C.A. Sundaram, Sr. Adv.
Arvind P. Datar, Sr. Adv.
Amit Sharma, AOR
Dipesh Sinha, Adv.
Ayia1a Imti, Adv.
Prateek Kumar, Adv.
Neelesh Singh Rao, Adv.

Mr. Sudeep Jain, Dy. Election Commj.ssioner

Mr. K,K. Venugopal, A.G.
Mr. Tushar Mehta, S.G.
Mr. Rajat Nair, Adv.
Mr. Sachin Sharma, Adv.
Mr. Ankur Ta1war, Adv.
Mr. A.K. Sharma, AOR

UPoN hearing the counsel the Court made the following
ORDER

V,lr+t Petition (c) No. 27312019, tJrit petition lc) No. 2312019 andhlrit Petition lC) No. 385,/2019:

The writ petitions stand closed in terms of the signed order.

Pending applications, if any, stand disposed of.



V'rrit Petition lC) No. 1514,/2018 and Writ petition (Cl No. 21512019:

The writ petitions shall stand disposed of in terms of the

observations made in the connected writ petitions i. e. Writ

Petition (C) No.273/2Oa9 el.c.

Pending applications, if any, stand disposed of.

(SUSHIL KUMAR RAKHEJA) (ANAND PRAKASH)
AR CUM PS BRANCH OFFICER

(Signed order j.s placed on the file.)

\3



IN TI{E SLIPREME COURT OF INDIA
CIVIL ORIGINAL JURISDICTION

REVIEW PETITION (CIVIL) No._ OF 2019
IN

wRrT PETITION (CrV[) NO. ls14 OF 2018

(Under Article 137 of the Constitution r/w
Order XLVII of Supreme Court Rules, 2013)

BETWEEN

Mr. M.G. Devasahayam
s/o Maria Gnanaprahasam,
r/o House No: 21,
Adhimoolam Street,
Ponnappanadar Nagar,
Nagercoil,
Tamil Nadu - 629 004.

Mr. Kalarickal Pranchu Fabian
s/o Kalarickal Joseph Francis.
rlo C 45 IFS Apartments
Mayur Vihar Phase 1,

Delhi - 110092

Mr. Thomas Franco Raj endra Dev
s/o M.Devasahayam,
C I512- SAI Games Village,
Koyambedu,
Chennai,
Tamil Nadu - 600 017

2

\\

Versus

Election Commission of India
Through
Sr. Principal Secretary
NirvachanSadan, Ashoka Road,
New Delhi -110001

...Petitioners

...Respondent
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Review Petition Under Article 137 of the Constitution

R/w Order XLVII of the Supreme Court Rules 2013

TO

THE HON'BLE TFIE CHIEF
JUSTICE OF INDIA AND HIS
OTFIER COMPANION JUSTICES
OF THE HON'BLE TT{E
SITPREME COI'RT OF INDIA.

TI{E HUMBLE PETITION OF
THE PETITIONERS
ABOVENAMED

MOST RESPECTFULLY SHOWETH:

1. This Review Petition is filed against the Common Order dt. 08.04.2019

passed by this Hon'ble Coufi in W.P.(Civil) 1514 of 2018 ("captioned

Writ Petition") and connected cases led by W.P.(C) 273 of 2019 titled

N.Chandrababu Naidu v. Union of India &. Anr (hereinaÍïer,

"Chandababu Naidu"), disposing ofall the connected cases including the

Captioned Writ Petition.

2. The Captioned Writ Petition was hled in public interest praying inter alía

for directions from this Hon'ble Court to the Respondent Election

Commission of India to count and cross-verifu the Voter Verihable paper

Audit Trails ("VVPATs") atleast in randomly chosen 30%o of ait polling

stations within each constituency. The captioned Writ Petition contended

that such cross-verification and counting of VVPAT slips is essential in

the interests of 'Democracy Principles' and the principle that elections

must not only be free and fair, but also be seen to be free and fair. The

Captioned Writ Petition also challenged as manifestly arbitrary,

irational, un¡easonable and, inter alia, in violation of Article 14 of the

Constitution of India, the Respondent's decision to confine such a cross-

verification exercise approxìmately to to a statistically insignifrcant
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number of only one polling station in each constituency, independent of

the number of polling stations in such a constituency. The captioned writ

Petition, in support of the grounds and reliefs claimed therein, relied on

the opinion of Dr. S.K. Nath, who inter alia is a former Director General

of the central statistics organisation, as to the statisticaily significant

percentage of polling stations in each assembly segment to be randomly

selected for WPAT-cross verification of the EVM counts.

3. Petitioners are citizens of India who are public spirited persons as is

demonstrated fiom the body of work that they have undertaken over the

years. Petitioner No.l is a former civil servant and an Armed Forces

personnel. He has also undertaken officiating duties as a retuming

ofhcer, district electoral officer and as an observer in connection with

assembly and parliamentary elections while he was in service in the

1970s and 1980s. More recently, he has organised and campaigned

under the name of Forum for Electoral Integrity, which deals with

various issues relating to tackling and containing factors that undermine

or tend to undermine the faimess and integrity of Indian elections.

Several former election commissioners are also associated with the

Forum. Petitioner No.2 is a former Indian Foreign Service offrcer who

retired as India's ambassador to Italy and Permanent Representative to

tIN in Rome. He has written and spoken about a number of governance

issues, including issues relating to elections, since his retirement.He is

currently Professor at Indian Society of Intemational Law, New Delhi.

Petitioner No.3 is a retired Banker, noted trade unionist and was until

recently the General Secretary of All India Bank Offìcers Confederation,

a trade union of more than 3 lakh Bank Officers across the countrv.



4. This Hon'ble Court vide the Impugned Order disposed of the captioned

Writ Petition inter alia directing the Respondent Eiection Commission to

merely increase the number of polling stations from one (1) to hve (5)

per assembly segment without considering the pleadings, averments and

the supporting material in the captioned Writ Petition, and the rejoinder

filed by the Petitioners to the two separate Counter-Affidavits filed by the

Election Commission on 26.02.2019 and 29.03.2019. Such failure to

consider the relevant pleadings, averments and the very basis of the

captioned Writ Petition constitutes gross miscarriage of justice which

ought to be corrected and a grave effor on the face of the record and this

Review Petition is preferred inter alia on that ground.

5. Further, there have been several repoús of EVM malfunctions and

several instances of mismatch between EVM and WPAT counts in the

frrst three phases of the General Elections currently underway,

completely altering the basis of the Impugned Order. This Review

Petition is also preferred on that ground of discovery of new material

evidence and relevant facts which were not available at the time with the

Petitioners on or before the date ofthe Impugned Order.

BACKGROT]ND & FACTS INBRIEF

6. The Petitioners are citizens of India who had preferred the captioned

Article 32 Petition, in the nature of public interest iitigation.

7. India is the largest electoral democracy in the world with more than Nine

hundred million registered voters. The constitutional mandate of

superintendence direction and control of elections to parliament and state

w
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legislative assemblies is vested with the sole Respondent, the Election

Commission of India, under Article 324 of the Constitution of India.

8. The Respondent has used electronic voting machines (hereinafter,

'EVMs') for recording storing and counting of votes in the General

elections and state assembly elections since the year 2000.

9. The use of EVMs is of recent vintage, only brought about by the

technological advance in the last two or three decades. While India has

embraced it, there are several countries which have considered the use of

EVMs and rejected the same for good reason. For instance, in a

landmark decision of the Federal Constitutional Court of Germany

pronounced on 09.03.2009, which was annexed 'ANNEXURE-p-4' at pg

45 in the captioned Writ Petition it was held that the manner in which the

machines deployed were being used violated the public nature of

elections as envisaged in the German Constitution which prescribed that

all essential steps and procedures of an election are subj ect to the

possibility of public scrutiny/examinibility uniess other constitutional

interests justify otherwise. It was further held that when EVMs are

deployed, it must be possible for the citizen to check the essential steps in

the election act and in ascertainment of the results reliably without

special expert knowledge.

10.Some of the issues relating ro the constitutionality, legality and suitability

of EVMs for the conduct of elections in India was examined by this

Hon'ble Court in Subramanian Swamy v- Election Commission of India I

(2013) 10 SCC 500 I (hereinafter "Swamy"). A true copy of the said

judgement was annexed as Annexed-P-5 in the captioned Writ petition,

atPg. 119.
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11.In Swamy, a direction was sought to the ECI to implement paper trails,

called the Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trails (hereainfter VVPATs),

inter ali.a, in order for the voter to satisft himself that what was recorded

as her vote was indeed her vote and for the sanctity of the elections in

general, given that the presence of audit trail is necessary for detection of

EVM fraud if any.

I2.In Swamy, inter alia, this Hon'ble Court held that

"From the materials placed by both the sides, we are satisfied that the

"paper trail " is an indispensable requirement offree and fair electíons.

The confidence of the voters in the EVMs can be achíeved only wíth the

introduction of the "paper trail". EVMs with WPAT system ensure the

accuracy of the votíng system. With an intent to have fullest transparency

in the system and to restore the confidence of the voters, it is necessary to

set up EVMs wíth Vvpat system because vote is nothing but an act of

expression which has immense ímportance in a democratic system. "

13.in the captioned Writ Petition, it was submitted that the main purpose

behind the introduction of WPATs is to bring in accuracy, verifiability

and transparency in the casting and counting of votes. With WPATs,

voters can verify and satisfu themselves that their vote has been

accurately recorded against the candidate they voted for; and that it

automatically follows that it is only when the paper slips as verified by

the voters are counted that the true purpose behind introduction of

VVPATs is served. Without counting of WPAT paper slips in a

significant percentage of polling stations in each constituency, the

objectives of verifiability and transparency in the democratic process

would remain unrealized.



14.The Petitioners ìn the captioned writ petition sought to not only

effectively enforce the directions of this Hon'ble court in swamy, b't

also to apprise this Hon'ble court of the relevant developments in the last

five years since the decision in Swamy was render¡;,1 and sought

appropriate directions for processual changes that strengthen the spirit of

the directions of this Hon'ble court in swamy in rir*rtherance of the

principles of democracy that elections must not ont, L" free and fair but

also be seen to be free and fair.

l5.Accordingly, EVMs with V\?ATs were used in all poliing stations in

select State Assembly Elections only from 2017 onwartls, and the

Election Commission has planned to conduct all future Assembly

Elections and the 2019 Parliamentary Elecrions only with VVpAT

EVMs.

l6.In the Assembly Elections for the States of Gujarat and Himachal

Pradesh, the Respondent had mandated the counting of WpAT slips for

oniy one polling station per Assembiy Constituency. This worked out to

just 182 out of 44,597 polling stations (or 0.4%o of the EVMs) in Gujarar

and to just 68 out of 7516 polling srations (or 0.9%o of the EVMs) in

Himachal Pradesh. Petitioners crave liberty to file additional documents

and a detailed report in relation to the use of WPATs in Himachal

Pradesh and Guj arat elections at alater stage. The Respondent followed a

similarly sparse and weak sampling method in cross-verifiiing mandatory

samples of WPATs vide a circular in February 2018 for the elections of

the state assemblies of Meghalaya, Nagaland and Tripura. A copy of the

yo
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said circular was also annexed to the captioned writ petirion (Annexure-

P-7. Pg. 134).

17.The Petitioners and their representatives had a history of engagement and

communications with the Respondent commission on rire issue of how

reasonable sampling size for cross-verifuing EVM counts wi,h VVpATs
l

is crucial to give effect to the directions in swamy and to brotect the

sanctíty of the process of elections, which not only n".rt tc be free and

fair but also need to be seen to be free and fair.

18.In their communications to the Respondent commission as well as in the

captioned Writ Petition, the Petitioners had relied on notes and opinions

given by Dr. S.K. Nath, inter alia a former Director-Gener ai of the

Central Statistics Organisation on why the Election Comnlission's

decision to cross-veri$ only one (1) randomly chosen polling station

from all polling stations in an assembly constituency was woefully

inadequate and statisticially insignificant and that Tor a 9B%o confidence

level of less than 2%o margin of error, the percentage ol randomly chosen

polling stations for cross verification must atleast by 30% in an assembly

segment with 200 polling srarions.

l9.Dr. S.K. Nath's opinion (Annexure P-14 and P-15 in the captioned Vy'rit

Petition, Pgs 228 - 239)had been obtained after perusing the presentatìon

of Dr. Abhay Bhat and Dr. Rajeeva Karandikar (Annexure P-13 in the

Writ Petition, Pg 205) who had been engaged by the Respondent

Commission to opinion on the issue olthe reasonable sample size. In the

said presentation Dr. Bhat and Dr. Karandikar had opined, based on

several flawed and fallacious assumptions, that choosing a mere 479

WPATs across the length and breadth of the country was sufficient as a
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reasonable sample size. Dr. Nath's opinions had also pointed out the

llawed assumptions in that opinion.

20.It is after such communication received no favourable consideration by

the Respondent Commission did the Petitioners file the captioned Writ

Petition on which this Hon'ble Court was pleased to issue notice on

07.01.2019. The Sole Respondent filed its counter-affidavit on

26.02.2019 without responding specifically to any averments and

contentions in the Writ Petition but only citing the previously decided

cases relating to the subject matter of EVMs and WPATs. The

Petitioners thereafter filed a rejoinder to the Counter-Affidavit on

26.03.2019 distinguishing the captioned Writ Petition from all the other

caes which had been decided, inter alia, pointing out that

a) the captioned Writ Petition emphasised the principles of democracy,

voter verifiability, structural due process and the principle of elections

must not only be fair but also be seen to be fair and not on the

tamperability of EVMs per se;

b) the captioned \Mrit Petition was filed after a history of engâgement

with the ECI on the issue, unlike previous Petitioners;

c) the captioned Writ Petition had supporting material and expert

opinion that formed the basis of its prayers, unlike the earlier cases;

and that

d) the captioned Writ Petition had been filed after the Election

Commission had taken a dehnitive view on the issue of the sample

size for WPAT cross verification, unlike several of the other cases

decided by this Hon'b1e Court.
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Thereafter, W.P.(Civil) 273 of 2019 Q,{.Chandrababu Naidu & Ors. V.

Union of India & Anr) was filed by 21 political parties seeking 50%

random selection of polling stations for WpAT counting. This petition

was made a lead petition in the batch of matters and vide Order passed on

25.03.2019, it was observed as under:

Pursuant to the aforesaid order, Sh¡i Sudeep Jain, Deputy Election Commissioner
is personally present. on being asked,shri Jain has submitted that the Election
Commission is of the view that to maintain purity of the process of election, it is
not necessary to extend the present arrangement of physical verification of
WPAT in more than one Polling Station per Assembly Constituency or
Assembly Segment in a Pa"rliamentary Constituency.

Shri Jain has further submitted that the Election Commission is fully satisfred
with the purity of the election process that can be maintained with the aforesaid
arrangement.

The Election Commission shall indicate the above in the form of an affidavit of
the Deputy Election Commissioner, who ís personally present in Court today.
indicating the basis of its satisfaction. In the said affrdavit, the Election
Commission shall also indicate whether any insurmountable diffrculty will be
caused if the sample survey of WPAT is to be extended under Court's orders tÕ

higher level and the time that may be taken in making such arrangements if the
Court is to pass such orders. The aforesaid affidavit will be filed on or before
28.03.2019by 4:00 P.M. The matter be raken up on 01.04.2019 at 10:30 A.M.

Pursuant to the same, the Respondent Commission filed a Counter-

Affidavit dt. 29.03.2019 including as annexure a report prepared by the

Head of the Delhi Centre of Indian Statistical Institute (ISI) Dr. Abhay

Bhat, which repeated the opinion that recommended choosing a mere 479

EVMs across the length and breadth of the country for VVPAT tallying.

The Petitioners thereaÍÌer also filed a Rejoinder also to that Counter-

Affidavit, the relevant portions are extracted hereinbelow and may be

treated as the averments in this Petition.

"NON COMPLIANCE WITH THE ORDER OF TIIIS HON'BLE COURT
DT.25.03.2019

8. This Hon'ble Court, after a brief interaction with Mr. Sudeep Jain, the
Dy Election Commissioner, directed the Election Commission to file
an affrdavit detailing the basis for its satisfaction that cross-verifying
EVM counts with VVPAT slips in only one randomly chosen polling

21
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station in each assembly segment is a sufficient safeguard for a free
and fair election.

9. However, the Counter-Affidavit filed on 29.03 .2019 does not
indicate any meetings of the Election Commission or the
minutes thereof in which material in relation to cross-
verification sample sizes have been conside¡ed and approved
by the Commission and as such does not indicate ør:ry basis of
the satisfaction of the commission and therefore not in
adherence to the Order of this Hon'ble Court dt. 25.03.2019.

FACTS SUPPR-ESSED IN THE COUNTER.AFFIDAVIT ÐT. 22.02.2019
FILED ON 26.02.2019IN THE CAPTIONED WRIT PETITION

10. It is pertinent to point out that in the earlier Counter-Affidavit
filed on behalf of the ECI in the captioned writ petition, the

communication dt. 10.08.2018 seeking the opinion and

expertise of the Indian Statistical Institute in relation to the

sample size required to do the VVPAT- cross-verification of
the EVM counts has been suppressed. The said communication
was in the exclusive knowledge of theRespondent Commission
and the suppression of that material fact in the proceedings of
the Writ Petition that squarely deals with that subject matter,
without any explanation manifestly demonsfiates suppressio
v¿rl on the part of the Respondent Commission. The said

communication is noted in the list of dates filed in the later
Counter-Affrdavit filed on 25.03.2019.

11. Hoi¡'ever. even in the later Counter-Affidavìt hled on
25.03.20\9, the communication of the Commission to the

India¡ Statistical Institute has not been affrexed. However, the

reporr dt. 22.03.2019 (hereinafter, "Bhat Report". amexed as

ANNEXURI,-CI33 in the Counrer-Affidavit dt. 25.03.2019) of
the Head of the Indian Statistical Institute (ISI), Delhi Centre
prepared along with Prof. Rajeeva Khara¡dikar of the Chen¡ai
Mathematical Institute (CMI) and Dr. Ghosh, the Deputy
Director General of the Central Statistics Organisation (Social

Statistics Division) is an¡rexed and that Report in the appendix
refers to the letter dt. 10.08.2018 written by a Director in the
Respondent Commission to the ISI. It is not clear if the said
communication is pursuant to any resolution or a studied
decision taken bv the Commission.

FAILACIES& INCORRXCT ASSUMPTIONS IN THE BHAT REPORT

12. The Bhat Report has inter alia concluded that randomly
choosing 479 polling stations for the VVPAT cross verification
across the length and breadth of the country is sufficient to say

wtth 99.99996% confidence that not more than 2% of all
EVMs used in the General Election are faulty/defective. This
ex facie irralional conclusion is based on a series of fallacies
and incorrect assumptions that have punctuated the Bhat
Report.

2-q
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13. lt is pertinent to point out that the methodology and the
conclusions of the Report were already k¡own to the
Petitioners because of the presentation that was done by Dr.
Bhat and others (in their personal capacity, to the best of the
Petitioners' knowledge), that had been annexed to the
captioned Writ Petition. The said presentation also included the
very same conclusions altd the magic number of 479. Several
of the inconect assumptions and fallacies were noticed and
responded to in the reports of Dr. S.K. Nath, the expert opinion
a¡nexed as ANNEXURE-P-I4 and ANNEXUR_E-P- 15 in rhe
captioned Writ Petition. Neither of the two Counter-Affidavits
of the ECI assail the credentials or the contents ofthe said the
reports of Dr. S. K. Nath, who is a former Director General of
the Central Statistics Organisation. More importantly, neither
of the two Counter-Affidavits assail the contentions in the Nath
Report as to the completely incorrect assumptions behind the
Bhat Committee conclusions.

14. The principal fallacy in the Bhat Report is that it considers the
entire general election as one homogenous event.

15. This assumption can be seen ìn Page 314 and 315 of the said
Report where it says "Since the Stdtistical Unit of Study is the
EVM, the population will consist of all EVMs being used in a
particular sei of elections for which the counting is done at the
same time."

16. However, an "election" in the case of general elections is an

election to each of the 543 parliamentary constituencies and ìn
the case of assembly elections, each assembly constituency. In
the forthcoming general elections for example, there are 543

events spread over a six week period.

17. The reason for not taking the election in each constituency as a

separate event is ostensibly sought to be explained in the Pg
333 ofthe said Report, wherein it enlists the assumptions of the
exercise:

"There is no difference between the EVMs used in one
constituency to another. Further,

AII EVMS have similar design.

They all go through the same tests before they are despatched as

well as in the field.

The order in which candidates appear is based on their names,

alphabetically arranged and not on their party, resulting in
dÌffërent buttons on the EVM being assigned to a political party in
difJère nt cons tituencies.

There îs no systematic bias in allotting pdrticular EVM machines

to particular states, constituencies or booths. Infact allotment to a
constiluency and then to a booth is done through a two stage
randomisation."

18. It is clear that theBhat Committee has put the cart before the
proverbial horse. The BhatCommittee and the Report, in



designing the process, makes the very same assumptions that it
ought to build safeguards against i.e. bias and tampering. It
is not u¡like trying to build an earth-quake resistanr building
assuming that earthquakes do not occur.

19. Further the assumption that all the EVMs a¡e fully similar to
each other at all times is completely irrational and
un¡easonable. The EVMs in different constituencies have
different functional number of buttons for example, because
the numbe¡ of candidates could vary from constituency to
constituency. The symbols a¡d candidate names fed in also
vary. EVM in each constituency follows a diffe¡ent data entry
path dìstinct from EVMs in other constituencies. If at all there
is any homogeneity, it can only be between EVMs in the same
constituency.

20. Further, the thrust of this batch of petitions is not about
auditing the defect-free-ness of EVMs, but the integrity of the
Electoral Process - in each constituency. Election to each

constituency is a separate event and the election in each

constituency has to been seen to be free and fair.
21. As an analogy, it is well known that when ballot papers were in

use electoral irregularities occurred in some states and not in all
states. The hypothetical argument that all ballot papers are
identical and hence the risk of irregularities is uniformly spread
would be a patently unconvincing a¡d therefore it is submitted
that a simila¡ argument advanced in the case of EVMs ought to
be outrightly rejected.

22. The entire exercise undertaken by the Bhat committee is
therefore vitiated.

23. Further. the table used in Page 324 used by the Bhat
Committee is revealing. The assumption is that because the
entire election is one event, 479 randomly selected sample
VVPATs are sufficient to declare the enti¡e election as a whole
to be defect-free and bias-free with > 99.99% confidence level.
As one can see however, if the population is brought to a

constituency or assembly segment level consisting of 500 -
1000 polling stations, the requisite selection of sample still
hovers around the 300 - 400 mark, which is actually the sample
range being sought by the Petitioners in this batch of Writ
Petitions.

24. Further, the Bhat Report recommendation of 479 randomly
chosen polling stations for VVPAT cross verification does not
have give any actionable insights in the case of mismatches.
For example, it is not clear the course of action would be if
there are four or five polling stations in which the counts of
EVM and WPAT do not match. Because the sample is drawn
at random f¡om across the country, such an outcome would call
into question the election to all 543 constituencies as a whole.
On the other hand, if sampling is done constituenoy or
assembly segment-wise, any mismatches th¡own are actionable
for such localized treatment of the constituency or the
assembly segment as the case may be.

..b/.,.



25. As mentioned earlier, this basic assumption was questioned by
Dr. S.K Nath, whose engagement has been acknowledged in
the Bhat Report. Dr. S.K. Nath's report (as against Dr. Bhat
and Dr. Kharandikar's findings) had been annexed to the W.P.
In WP(C) 1514 of 2018 (MG Devasahayam & Ors. V. Union of
India) as ANNEXURE-P-1a @g. 228 of the petition). This
report has not been replied to by the Election Commission in
either of the Counter-Affidavits.

ASSERTIONS AS TO THE INCREASE IN TIME TAKEN FOR
COUNTING THE PAPER SLIPS

26. The contentions in the Counter-Affidavit in Pa¡a 5.19 that it
would take 6 additional days to count if VVPAT cross

verification is ordered in randomly chosen 50% of the polling
stations is totally fallacious.

27. It is common knowledge that the counting happens in uptol4
tables in parallel, a¡d even by the ECI's o\4'n conservative

estimates, the additional time would be much less. This is
because the ECI says at Pg 34 of the Counter-Affidavit dt

25.03.2019 that it would take about t hour for slips related to

one VVPAT to be counted.

28. Taking the average number of polling stations in an assembly

segment to be 250 (as assumed by ECI in its counter-
Affidavit), 100% counting at the rate of t hour per polling
station and 14 polling stations in parallel, the time taken would
be 250114 = 17.85 hours per assembly segment. With 30%
sampling as is the relief claimed in the captined writ petition,
the additional time incurred in countins VVPATs would be

less than 6 hours.

29. The Respondent Commission has effectively based its
calculations on the mistaken assumption that counting of
WPATs in an assembly segment has to necessarily happen

one after another. No reason has been advanced for that
assumption. It is further well known that even in the case of
ballot papers in the years pdor to EVM introduction, the time
taken to count rarely exceeded 16 hours from the opening of
the postal ballots at 8 AM.

30. With sufficient parallelism, the time taken to cross-verify
EVMs and VVPAT can further come down and in several

small constituencies & with less tha¡ 250 segments, it would
take even less time. And in any case, the urgency to declare
results cannot prevail over the overarching principle that the
elections should be both free and fair and seen to be free and

fair.

INCORRECT ASSERTION IN RELATION TO PREVIOUS
EXPERIENCE OF EVM & WPAT MATCH

31. The assertions in the Counter-Affidavit dt. 25.03.2019 in
relation to the previous experience of EVM-WpAT tallying
and the exact matches are incorrect. There a¡e several cases

where there has been a mismatch the WPAT tallv has been



taken as the final tally of votes. A selection of media reports
that show such cases of mismatch are as follows.

a. A true copy of the news report titled "100% Match
Between EVMs and Paper Trail Slips on Random
Vote Count, Says EC Official" dT. 19.12.2017 as it
appeared on the website http://www.ne_Ws 18.co!01
(last accessed on 03.04.2019) is a¡nexed herewith
and marked as ANNEXURE-R-3.

b. A fue copy of the Press-Release by the Election
Commission of India dt. 15.05.2018 as reported by
the news agency, ANI in relation to the election in
Hubli Dharward Assembly constituency in the state

of Kamataka(last accessed on 03.04.2019) is
an¡exed herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-R-4.

c. A true copy of the news report titled
"#MadhyaPradeshElections20l 8: \&hat explains the
delay in counting?" df. 12.12.2018 as it appeared on
the news website newslaundry.com (last accessed

on 03.04.2019) is amexed herewith and marked as

ANNEXURE-R-5.

24. Thereafter, this Hon'ble Court was pleased to pass the Impugned Order

in the batch of Writ Petitions incÌuding the captioned Writ Petition. Gross

miscarriage of justice has been occasioned owing to the Impugned Order

which has been passed with error apparent on the face of the record

inasmuch as several of the contentions, averments, pleadings and the

relevant material in support thereof has not been considered by this

Hon'ble Court in arriving at the said Order.

25. Further, the Impugned Order has been passed after the Respondent

Commission made a manifestly and patently incorrect statement that the

Reporl had been annexed is an "ISI Report" suggesting as ifthat the due

process had been followed in engaging the Indian Statistical Institute and

that the Institute has submitted the report after duly considering it in their

respective goveming council or sub-committee as the case may be.

However, material available with the Petitioners, which was obtained

only on the moming of 07.04.2019, i.e. one day before the day of the

?q



Impugned Order clearly indicates that there was no institutional

engagement ofthe ISI but at best only engagement ofDr. Abhay Bhat in

his private capacity. The said document is amexed herewith vide a

separate Application for placing Additional Documents accompanying

this Review Petition.

26. This Hon'ble Court's Order passed on the basis of satisfaction of the due

diligence having been undertaken by the Respondent Commission, on

the claim of having engaged a responsible institution, is clearly

erromeous and has been obtained on the basis of error apparent on the

face of the record which ought to be remedied in the present Review

proceedings.

27, Further, a fiesh opinion has also been obtained from Dr. S. K. Nath on

the efficacy of the sampling as suggested in the Impugned Order. i.e, an

increase from One (1) polling station per assembiy segment to 5, whìch

reinforces that even the increase is too marginal for a reasonable

confidence level and margin of error in satisfuing oneself of a clean

election and counting process in any given constituency. The same is

annexed herewith vide a separate Application for placing Additional

Documents accompanying this Review Petition.

28. Further, several news reports and new material that has emerged

following the date of the Impugned Order as the country went for the first

three of the six phases of elections in the General Elections that belie

several of the assumptions and assertions of the Respondent

Commission. The same is annexed herewith vide a separate Application

for piacing Additional Documents accompanying this Review petition.

29. These reports ínter alia indicate

^
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a) That the assumption of all EVMs being uniform and where there are

no constituency-wise differences in malfunctioning but totally

random, has been clearty belied by reports of malfunctions having

being linked to the whether and heat, which clearly changes from one

constituency to another.

b) That the assertion that the EVM and WPAT counts have always

matched everytime they have been tallied has been clearly belied

based on reports where they have not tallied with each other and

necessitating a more rigorous tallying percentage.

c) That this Hon'ble Court's mandate of 5 per assembly segment is also

woefully statistically insignificant has been noted in detail in the

afiicle titled "A Hitchhiker's Guide to Electronic Voting Machines

and WPATs" in The Wire, an online news joumal, on 18th April,

2019 by "Antar Bandyopadhyay, K¡ishanu Maulik and Rahul Roy"

all of whom work at the work at the Theoretical Statistics and

Mathematics Division of the Indian Statistical Institute. The

Petitioners agree with the assertions and the contentions in the said

article may be considered to be averments in this instant Review

Petition.

C.GROUNDS

3O.This Review Petition is filed on the following grounds which are taken

both altematively and cumulatively.

A. BECAUSE gross miscarriage of justice has been occasioned and an

error apparent on the face of the record committted inasmuch as the

impugned Order has been passed without considering that the selection
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of sample size of a mere five (5) polling stations from every assembly

segment, where each assembly segment can have an average of 200 -

250 polling stations is wholly unreasonable, manifestly arbitrary,

irrational and unconstiûrtional for being in violation of Article 14 of the

Constitution. Similarly, a sample size of one polling station per

constituency is also statistically minsicule and such a sampling and

sampie testing exercise is similarly wholly unreasonable, manifestly

arbitrary, irrational and unconstitutional.

B. BECAUSE gross miscarriage of justice has been occasioned and eror

apparent on the face of the record committed inasmuch as the Impugned

Order does not consider any of the relevant averments, pleadings and

contentions, including Dr. Nath's opìnion as to the percentage of polling

stations that ought to be selected for random sampling for VVPAT cross

verification to achieve a reasonable statistical significance.

C. BECAUSE error apparent on the face ofthe record has been occasioned

because the Impugned Order has been passed owing to the patently

incorrect portrayal of the Respondent Commission that the Report

annexed in the Counter-Affidavit dt 29.03.2019 was one of "Indian

Statistical Institute," even as in reality, it was prepared and signed by the

head of the Delhi Centre of the Indian Statistical Institute in his

personal/private capacity, along with others who he had engaged

therefor.

D. BECAUSE error apparent on the face ofthe record has been occasioned

because the Impugned Order has been passed having on account of the

manifestly and patently incorrect claims of the Respondent Commission



that every time that the WPAT tally of EVMs had been done, there has

been a 100% match. It is submitted that the material filed along with the

Rejoinder to Íhe 29.03.2019 counter-Affidavit clearly indicated several

reports that contradicted that claim. It is submitted that the error ought to

be reviewed in the present proceedings inasmuch as the Commission's

claims on the same have been taken on face value despite a

contradictory pleading being on record and without a finding of fact on

the said issue.

E. BECAUSE error apparent on the face of the record has been committted

inasmuch as the Impugned Order has been passed without considering

that the free and fair elections to offices and positions of political power

are a sine qua non of a modem democracy and the preambular promise

of democracy in India's Constitution is one of its basic features, which

cannot be derogated or suspended even by a Constitutional Amendment,

let alone a law, or let alone, as in this case, a simple circular by the

Respondent or a Rule in the Conduct of Election Rules, 1961; and

therefore constitutues sufficient reason to ailow the instant Petition.

F. BECAUSE error apparent on the face of the record has been committted

inasmuch as the Impugned Order has been passed without considering

that free and fair elections in India are realised in India through the right

to vote and universal adult suffrage, which is a composite right including

within it the fundamental right to freedom of speech under Article

19(1)(a) ofthe Constitution, constitutional right under Article 326 ofthe

Constitution read with Articles i4, 15 and 325 of the Constitution and

v



also statutory rights under Sections 16 - 19 of the Rp Act 1950 and

Section 62 of the Representation of Peopies Act 195 1 .

G. BECAUSE the Impugned Order has been passed without considering

that the violation of the right to ffee and fair elections is a violation of

fundamental rights in Article 19(1Xa) read with Article 14 and 21 of the

Constitution of India and the same constitutes suff,rcient cause to aliow

this Review Petition.

H. BECAUSE the Impugned Order has been passed without considering

that the confidence of the voters in the integrity of the election process

and the duty of the body tasked with conducting eiections to conduct

elections that are seen to be free and fair is an insegragable part and

aspect of the right to free and fair elections and that the same constitutes

sufficient reason to maintain this Review Petition.

I. BECAUSE error apparent on the face of the record has been committted

inasmuch as the Impugned Order has been passed without considering

that fundamental rights jurisprudence in India has progressed from a

culture of authority to a culture of justifìcation and it is no longer

sufhcient for the Respondent to take umbrage under the formal

independence of the constitution of the commission, but to justify to the

people of this Republic and this Hon'ble Court as to why the harms o¡

the costs of the additionai layer of confidence building measure, viz.

more VVPATs being selected for mandatory cross-verificartion,

disproportionately outweigh the clear benefit ofadded confidence in the

integrity of the process of the election and its results.

39
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J. BECAUSE the Impugned Order has been passed without considering

that a rational verification exercise that has in mind the should strive to

achieve a 95 to 99%o sfatistical confidence level in the sanctity of the

electoral results in each and every electoral constituency and that can be

achieved, by all indications, only by a mandatory WPAT cross-

verification and tallying of the counts in atleast 30Yo of all the EVMs

used in each and every constituency.

K. BECAUSE the Impugned Order has been passed without considering the

submission an accurate recording and counting of the democratic wi1ì of

the electorate, to the satisfaction ofthe electorate, is indispensable to the

democratic process. The exercise of the right to vote must take place in a

manner that is in consonance with the highest principles of integrity and

faimess as enshrined in the Constitution of India.

L. BECAUSE the Impugned Order has been passed without considering the

submission that the Respondent is bound to act in aid of the Hon'ble

Supreme Courl under Article 144 of the Constitution and that the

mandatory verification of the WPAT of a miniscule sample that

achieves only 60%o statistical confidence level is clearly contrary to the

spirit of the Hon'ble Supreme Court's orders in Swamy and is therelore a

violation of the mandate of Article 144.

31. The Petitioners crave liberty to add and/or urge other grounds at a later

stage in the proceedings.

32.This Review Petition has been filed bona-fide and with no obiique

motive.
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33.This Review Petition is the first such Review Petition in the captioned

Writ Petition and that no other proceeding of any nature whatsoever for

similar relief has been filed before this Hon'ble Court or anv other Court.

D. PRAYERS

In the premises, this Hon'ble Court may be pleased to issue appropriate

declarations, writs, orders and directions as set out below:

a) Aliow the Review Petition of the Petitioner against the order dated

08.04.2019 passed by this Hon'bie Court in W.P(Civil) 1514 of 2018.

b) Pass any other order or direction that this Hon'ble Court may deem just

and proper in the facts and circumstances of this case.

AND FOR THIS ACT OF KiNDNESS , TFIE PETITIONERS SHALL, AS

IN DUTY BOLIND , EVER PRAY

DRAV/N ON: 27.04.2019

DRAWNBY: Mr. PRASANNA S. Advocate.

FILED ON, :O.O+.ZOrS

FILED BY:

GOUTHAM SHIVSHANKAR
Advocate-on-Record

For the Petitioners,
Code No: 2698.



IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA

REVIEW PETITION NO. OF 2019

IN

WRIT PETTTION (C) NO. 1s14 OF 2018

IN THE MATTER OF:

M.G. Devasahayam & Ors.

Election Commission of India

CERTIFICATE

Certified that this Review is the first application for review and is based on
the grounds admissible under the rules. The present application conhned
only to the pleadings before this Hon'ble Court as weli as the Court below
whose order is challenged and the other documents relied upon in those
proceedings. No additionai facts, documents or grounds have been taken
therein or relied upon in the Review Petition except as indicated therein as

new and material evidence that has been discovered subsequent to the date
of the Impugned Order. A separate Application for placing such additional
documents has been preferred along with this Review Petition. It is futher
certif,red that the copies of the documents/ Annexures attached ale necessary
lor consideration of this Hon'ble Court. This certificate is given on the basis
of the instructions given by the Petitioner whose affidavit is filed in support
of the Review Petition.

Filed by:

bb

Versus

...Petitioners

...Respondent

New Delhi

30.04.2019

(Goutham Shivshankar)

Advocate for the petitioner



IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA 2q.)l
REVTEW PETITION (CML) NO. 

--OF 
2019

IN

wRrT PETITION(C ) NO.1s14 OF 2018

IARISING OUT OF ORDER PASSED BY THIS HON'BLE COURT IN
w.P(c )No. 1s14 OF 2018 DATED 08.04.20191

IN THE MATTER OF:

M.G. Devasahayam & Ors. ....Petitioners

Versus

E,lection Commission of India

APPLICATION FOR PERMISSION TO FILE ADDITIONAL
DOCUMENTS

TO

THE HON'BLE CHIEF JUSTICE OF INDIA
AND HIS COMPANIONJUSTICES OF TTIE
SUPREME COURT OF INDIA

THE HI.JI\4BLE PETITION OF
TFIE PETITIONER ABOVE
NAMED

MOST RESPECTFULLY SHOWETH:

1. That the Petitioner has filed the above mentioned Review Petition

under Article 137 of the Constitution R/w Orcler XLVII of the

Supreme Court Rules 2013 challenging the Impugned Order passed

by this Hon'ble Couft in WP(C) No. 1514 of 20i8 dated 08.04.2019.

The Petitioner craves leave of this Hon'ble Court to treat the

application as part and parcel of the above mentioned Review

. . .Respondent
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Petition, the facts of u'hich are not being repeated herein for the sake

of brevity.

That the Petitioner has filed the requisite annexures along with the

WP(C) No. 1 5 1 4 of 20 1 8 which was decided by this Hon'ble Court on

08.04.2019.

That the Petitioners received a document just on the previous day to

08.04.2019, the day of the Impugned Order, the response of the Indian

Statistical Institute to an RTI Application dated 13.03.2019, wherein

one Applicant Dr. K¡ishanu Malik, KoÌkata had sought information

from the Indian Statistical Institute with respect to the certified copy

of the communication from the ECI to ISI requesting a report on

VVPAT. Furlher a certified copy of the office order of ISI forming a

committee to prepare the report was sought. In addition the name and

designation of the members of the committee, Number and times the

committee has met with date and location of the meeting and the

cetified copies of the proceedings of such meeting were sought. With

respect to the first question the RTI was answered by enclosing a copy

of the letter dated 10.08.2018. As regards question 2 to 4 it was

answered that there was no information held pertaining to such

questions and as regards the last question as to the information about

the meeting as well as its minutes could not be answered since no

such meeting was held.

A true and corect copy of the letter from the Indian Statistical

Institute bearing No. CAF/21-A16212018-191012 ON 3'd April 2019 is



u\
being annexed herewith and marked as ANNEXURE-P-I(At

Pages to ).

The said document was not available on the record of the captioned

Writ Petition because it was received by the Petitioners only on

07.04.2019 and is therefore sought to be placed on record along with

the accompanying Review Petition as newly discovered evidence

relevant to the adjudication of the instant case.

4. Fudher, as had been indicated in the accompanying Review Petition,

an opinion in the form of a note has been obtained ffom Dr. S.K. Nath

as to the elficacy of sampling five (5) randomly selected polling

stations in an assembly segment for cross-verification. A true copy of

the note dt. 17.Q4.2019 is annexed herewith and marked as

ANNEXURE-P-2(AtPg__to ).

5. Further, an article similarly explaining how the directions in the

Impugned Order of choosing five (5) polling stations instead of one

makes no signihcant difference to the confidence level or the margin

of eror achieved by choosing merely one (1) polling station from an

assembly constituency and how both numbers are clearly inadequate

to establish with any confidence the faimess of any election in a

constituency, titled "A Hitchhiker's Guide to Electronic Voting

Machines and VVPATs" has been published in The Wire, an online

news joumal, on lSth April, 2019 by Antar Bandyopadhyay, Krishanu

Maulik and Rahul Roy, all of whom work at the work at the

Theoretical Statistics and Mathematics Division of the Indian
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Statistical Institute. A true copy of the said article is annexed herewith

and marked as ANNEXURE-P-3 (At Pg_to J.

6. Further, several news reports have emerged about malfunctioning of

EVMs and mismatch of VVPAT-EVM counts. True copies of the

same in the format of Publication, Date, State, I-IRL are all annexed

and marked as follows.

a) "Guwahati Plus", April 23,2019; Guwahti,

https ://www. guwahatiplus. com/daily-news/faulty:çyrnqêI:pllinlg

Uo_q1ns-¿etavs-voting , ANNEXURE-P-4(At Pg. _to

_J

b) "The Quint", April 23, 2}l3;Telangana,

https : //www.thequint.

mismatch-in-evm-and-wpø!:vq1e:çqunt, ANNEXURE-P-5(AI Pg.

_to -J
c) "Business Today", Aprll23,2019: UP, Goa, Kerala

https ://www.businesstoday.in /1ok-sabha-elections-20 1 9/news/1ok-

sabha-election-20 1 9-evm-snags-reported-up:gqlL

kerala/story/339555.htmÌ, ANNEXURE-P-6(At Pg. _to _)

d) "Weblndial23", April 23, 2019; Kamataka

https://news.webindial23.com/news/Aticles/India/20 1 9042313 533 3 J

5.html, ANNEXURE-P-7(At Pg. _to 
-)

e) "The Hindu", April 23,, 2019; Keraia
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tittps:llwww.ttretrin¿u.com/elections/lok-sabha-20 t 9/snake-inside- \9

vvpat-machine-ho1ds-upjqlling- i4:kan¡rur-

kera).al afüc1e269187 97.ece, ANNEXURE-P-8(At Pg. _to J

Ð "Odisha TV", April 23,2019; Odisha

https : //odishatv. in/odisha/evm-wpat- glitches-pqlling:Adjeurnq(þL:

two-booths-in-odisha-3 6625 0, ANNEXURE-P-9(At Pg. _to J

g) "Indian Express", Aprll23,2019; U.P, Odisha, Gujarat, Goa, Kerala

https : //indi anexpress. com/elections/1ok-sabha-elections- evm-vvpat:

maltunction-u@, ANNEXURE-P-

10(Ar Pg. _to 
-)

h) "The Times of India", April 24,2019; Pune (Maharashtra)

Lttps://timesofindia.

U Otq/maharashtr/new s-in-5-evms-in-pune-1s-seat-snags-

dslay,voting-æ-otner-places/articleshow/6 ,

ANNEXURE-P-I1(At Pg. _to J

i) "The New Indian Express", Ãpril 24,2019; Kerala

http ://www. newindianexpress. com/states/kerala/2 0 I 9/apr/24lfault),-

evms-vvpats-disrupt-poiling-across-kerala- 1 968 1 5 3 .htm1,

ANNEXURE-P-12(Ar Pg. _Jo 
-)

j) "Herald Goa", April24,2019;Goa

https://www.heraldgoa -20 |9lGlitches_lql_VM$:

YYlATS-hamper-many-polling- , ANNEXURE-

P-13(At Pg. _to J

k) "Ummid.com", April 24. 2019; Delhi,

httpc.1lwruy.lmmld.çednçrd20_1 9/apu1124. 04281 9/Âb!u-L_1 0_0q_0.
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evms-maltunctioned-in-hrst-th¡ee-phases.htmi. ANNEXURE-;- tìUt

14(At Pg. _to 
-)

l) '-News l8.com". April 25.2019: Assam

https ://www.news 1 8.com,inews/politics/assam-ex

mi smatch-decides-to-not-complain-over-fears-

2116413.htm1 , ANNEXURE-P-15(At Pg. _to J

m) "Unilndia", Apr 25 2019; Hyderabad, Kamataka,

http://www.uniindia.co ent-glìtch-in-the-evms-due-to-severe-

heat-condition-hampers-pqlIEli4 tçvelaLbooths-in-hyderabad-

kamataka-regiorVmse/news/1 573 7 1 1.html, ANNEXURE-P-16(At Pg.

-to 
_-)

n) "The Deccan Chronicle", Apr 25 2019; Kochi,

https ://www. deccanchronicle. com/nation /pql!!içsr?l0,ll9ley!q$: go-

su!_oÊorder-voting-del@, ANNEXURE-P- 17(At Pg. _to

_)

o) "News18.com", April 25,2019, Assam

https:i/www.news18.com,inews/politics/assam-ex -vvpat:

¡q!smatch-decides-to-not-complain-over-fears-of-lacing-prison-

2116413.btml. ANNEXURE-P-18(At Pg. _to _)
p) "The New Indian Express", April26,2019; Andhra Pradesh,

http./_4ryruy¡C¡vlndþnç¡prçSS¡qln/Êlatqs/aadhra-

p¡adest/ZO t 9/apl2ó&q:efids-in-andhra-pradesh- get-the:bo¡[:

erç_Lflpat:lltpl,ey_-_1 9 i9234]ML, ANNEXURE-P- I 9(At Ps. ro

_J



q) "First Post", April 26, 2019 Assam l^5 :' '

httpq/r¡¡w:w.firstpost.com,/india/evm-vvpat-glitches-reporte-d-across-

c ountry-as-pe]lirig:gellunderway- for-second-phase-of-2 0 1 9-lok-

sabha-election-647025 1.htm1 ., ANNEXURE-P-20(Ar Pg. _to _)

7. ThaT the present Application is made bonafide and in the interests of

justice.

PRAYER

It is, therefore most respectfully prayed that thìs Hon'ble Court may be

pleased to:

(a) Accept the additional documents marked as ANNEXURE-P-I to

ANNEXURE-P-2O and take on record the same for the proper

adjudication and disposal ofthe Review Petition; and

(b) PASS such other order as this Hon'ble Court may deem fit to grant

under the facts and circumstances of the case.

AND THE PETITIONERS SHALL, AS IN DUTY BOUND,

EVERPRAY

DRAWN ON: 27.04.2019

DRAWN BY: Mr. Prasanna S, Advocate.

FILED ON: 30.04.2019

FILED AT: New Delhi

FILEDBY:

Goutham Shivshankar
Advocate-on-Record

For the Petitioners,
Code No: 2698.



INDIAN
Shri Durgam Giri
Senior Administrative OffÍcer &
cPto

No CAF / 21-A/62/2018-t9l ùL2-
rfr, K'shanu Maurik 03 APril' 20i9
13 Ekdatìa place,
Kolkata - 70001g

St,U- : JiT^n! applicalion dared 13.03.2019, received by r¡is ofllce on
13_03.2019

Dear Si:-,

. ^ fl,:^."i"." to your RT] appiication dated 13.OJ.20t9, received by rhis ofticeon 13.03.2019. the information sought, a_re lurnished below ;

STATISTICAL INSTITUTE

ì - I Cc¡tified copy ol the communrca¡ion Iroã -'
__, the ECI ra ISI reqgg¡tì ng a..fep.o-l¡ o¡_1ry_?ôI

2. ì Certified coDV of the office order ôf tsl
i. ___,|!aú._{ç rùr reqlslr_r ng a..fep.o-l! !¡_j
t 2. Certif¡ed copv of rhe ofilce orde: of ISI

203 EARRAC(PORT TRUNX ROAÞ
(oLKA rA 700108, INDfA

Fax : +(91){33} 2577 5033

E-ma¡l : g.dur8àm@grn¿¡l.com

!tî

; j ieru,-l s a,ç9m-qu!ss-loltr9'?-e19. t¡ q. r.epgi!:_
ì 3. I Name and clesignarìon of thc Inembers of the

coir,;n:ttee
-1. ¡-r:rbei of ¡,n"s 'n¡iomn'r.rrce n-i.;;r,
_u.th Cat," .r¡rC loc¿:ion oí rre jll!]i-r.'g-_T-:--T_-- ; -__- _----

5. Certrirccl coorcs oi:h€ procccdlngs of sLrch
: Ineettng.

Your RTI application dated 13.O3,2019, received by this office on 13.03.2OI9,
is djsposed ol. The First Appeal, if any, agajnst the reply of the CPIO may be made to
t.he First Appelìate Aurhor.ity wirhin 30 days irom the receipt of reply from the CPIO.
Tlìe name and address ofThe First Appellate Âutbority is given below:

Brìg J N Pandey
Chief Execurive (A&F) & FÀA of the
ln stitute
203, B.T. Road, Kolkata - 700 108
Phenei +9\ 33 2575-2251
e-mai.l: c ea fa.¿jisi c a.l. ac. in
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OFF¡CE ORDER'NO. D.O./2o1ó/392 DATED J0 JUNE 2016

All progronrrnes other than the regulor degree/diplomo courses undertohen by the lnstitute
or its scient¡sts Ínuolving externql ogencies will henceforth be tohen up by the Cell foi Cooperotion
with.Accdemia, lndustry ond Reseqrch Lobs (c-cAlR). The cell will comprle the following members:

1, Professor tshorgob B. Bhottochoryo .., Choirperson
2. Professor Ayonendronoth Bosu ... Vice_Choirperson
3. Professor Dii¡p Sqho ,.. Member
4. Ðr. Þrosun Dos ,.. Member
s. Dr. Utpol Goroin ... Member
6. Dr. Ansumon Bonerjee .., Member
Z. Dr. Anil K. Ghosh ... Member
B, Dr, Soumyonetrq Munshi ... Member
9. l-leqd, Delhi Centre or his nominee ... Member
Io. l{eod, Bongolore Centre or hir nominee ,.. Member
ij. Heod, Chennoi Centre or his nominee .,. Member
l2..Dr. RqEhunqth Chotterjee ... Conuener

{DIAN STATISTICAL ¡NsTITTJTE
2O3 B,qRRACT(PORE TRUNK ROAD

KOLKATA 70.0108

,¿.i F'

q1

Responsibilities

The Committee will be responsible for motters reloted to the followìng :

ln¡t joting colloborotionslstudent exchonges/MoUs with other Univenitiellnstitutes or with ony
externollgouernment agencies including reseorch lcbs;
Reviewing project proposors, ond proposors for coüsborotions submitted by the scientific
worhers; this will Ìncrude funding proposors to be sent to governmènt ogencies or privdte
orgqnizqtions. The Cell should consult other releuont committees to decíde on reloted issues;
Colloborotions with lndustries;
EstobJishing qnd promoting incubotion efforts

The Comrnittee will olso be responsible for the following

Formulcting werr-defined procedures for submission, reuiew/sonction of ofi such proposois;
Formuloting o policy for lp-shoring; "

Reviewing the policiês on lncome Generoting/Non-lncome Generoting/Consultoncy proiecis.
ossocioted leove rules, qnd potents;
Revîew the policv for income shoring ond usoge poricy omong the rnstitute, the Depqrtmentond the DivÍsion os opplîcqble;
Formuloting policies of incubotion.

Contd. 2Ê



All proposoìs will be subrnitted to the Chcirperson (or Vice-Choirperson), C-CAIR Cell. These

wìll be reviewed by the Committee snd recommended to the Director, strid(ly following the well-lqid
out procedures, by the C-CAIR Cetl. Any deviqtion hqs to be forworded to the Director with fpecif¡c

recomrnendotion ond justificotion. The decisîon of the Direcior on such mdLters will be finol.

All policies formulqted by the Committee, ond ony chonge thereofter, must be sqndcíoned by

the Ð!rector.

The existinE policies procedures will continue to opply till new policies ore formuloted.

It is expected thqt oìl poìicies qre well-loid out within six months of the issue of this order.

Thereafter the different Centres (other thon the Heod quorter) will form their own Cells, with the
Ðirector's opprovoi, Choired by the Centre Heod ond. with of leost one mernber eoch from Heod
quorter ond other Centre (from the correspond¡ng C-CAIR Cell). The Cells in the Centres will function
in exoccly the sarne woy os loid out for the C-CAIR Cell in thit order.

This order supenedes the Office Order No. D.O.l2o15i5o9 dqted 1o August 2015.

, -)(: ':

..\'lbA¡"*,L 7.'þ 
r-'-i I i -t á I

(Songhomitrq bondyopodhYuy¡ ;'
Direcior

Generol Guidelines

Copy to :

5o

All Foculty Members
.A,ll Professors-in-Chqrgei Heod, 5QC & OR Division
Hecd of Centres
Alt Heods of Departments/SectionllJnits including outlying centres/brqnches
Chief Executive (A&F)
Dy. Chief Executive (Ð
i_ilrectols (Jffrce.



Question: The Hon'ble Supreme Court has now ordered that five polling stations

be chosen randomly from among all the poiling stations in an Assembly Segment

for VVPAT cross verification with EVM counts. For varying assembly segment

sizes from 50, 100, 150,200,250,300,400 and 500 polling stations, what is the

confidence level and the margin of error that is achieved with such an exercise

t-I'
AÍ¡rrxufùE-

Note & Table Dt. 17.t"i-2\ig by Dr. S.K. Nath.

choosing a

random

five?
Table showing behavioral pattern of CL or MOE with Sample

size=5
Sampl
e Size

I

l)z-
-l

6\ .,"

)olling

¡ooths
vithin a
:onstituencl

(1)

Situation-I
How "Margin of Error"

behaves with fixed

5

5

5

50

5

(2\

95% level
of
confidence

5

100

150

5

200

5

250

83r%
(3)

300

99o/o Ievel
of
confidence

8.71%

Situation-II
How Conhdence
level behaves
with fixed

350

Software used: http://www.raosoft.com/s lesize.html?nosurvey
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Antar Bandyopadhyay, Krishanu Maulik and Rahul Roy

6-7 minutes

ln Douglas Adams's irreverent sci-fi classic The Hitchhiker's

Guide to the Galaxy, the supercomputer Deep Thought, after

spending seven-and-a-half million years on it, derives the
'Answer to the Ultimate Question of Life, the Universe and

Everything'. lt is the number 42.

Deep Thought also clarifies that the answer is meaningless

because the people who programmed the computer didn't

actually know what the question was.

Closer to home, a few judges of our Supreme Court and many

renowned lawyers sought to understand the meaning of the

number'479', obtained ostensibly from an Indian StatisTical

lnstitute ¡-epc¡-t to the Election Comnrission ol india. The three

Iearned authors of this report spent seven-and-a-half months to

come up with this number, which indicates the number of EVMs

that should be randomly checked with WPAT.

On a careful reading of the report, we now understand the
question to which the answer is 479.

It is the answer to a question of statistical quality-control. lndeed,

this would have been the same answer to the question of how

many pencils need to be checked to ensure that in a pencil

4129/2019.7:48 PM
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factory, the weekly production of 15 lakh pencils doesn't have 5>
more than 2% defects - or in other words, whether the EVMs

when they were produced had manufacturing defects or not.

Before we move to other aspects of this report, we first point out

a fundamental flaw in the assumptions on which this report is

based. The report considers allthe EVMs of lndia to be a single

population, among which defects have to be searched. lndia

does not have a presidential system of elections. lnstead, we

choose representatives in each constituency to send to

Parliament.

ln such a model, a voter from a particular constituency has to be

satisfied that their representative has legitimately won the

elections and the result is not because of machine tampering.

Thus, the random checks have to be done among the machines

at constituency-level, which constitutes the relevant population.

Once thls fact is noted, then following the'hypergeometric model'

of the report, and assuming 1,500 EVM-WPATs in each

constituency with 2% having defects, one comes to a fìgure of

approximately 350 per constituency as the number of EVMs

whose WPATs have to be tallied. This gives an overall number

for the country of around 2lakh of randomly selected EVMs

whose WPATs have to be cross-checked.

However, this number of 350 per constituency, which is arrived at

from the hypergeometric model used in the report, is flawed.

lndeed suppose that there are 15 lakh voters in each of two

distinct constituencies'A and 'B'. Also assume that in

constituency A the winning margin is 1.5 lakh votes, while in

constituency B the winning margin is 15,000 votes, and this is not

an unrealistic scenario, as a perusal of past election data will

suggest. lt is not rocket science to realise that even a small error

4129i2019.'l:48 Pñ1
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may change the outcome in constituency B, while it will need a

larger error to change the outcome in constituency A.

For constituency B, tampering of 7,500 votes is enough to

change the outcome, while for constituency A there has to be

tampering of 75,000 votes. ln percentages terms, an error in the

count of 0.5% of the electorate of constituency B is enough to

change the outcome, whereas in constituency A the percentage

required is 5%.

Thus the number of samples to be checked for constituency B

has to be much larger than that for constituency A. lndeed the

sample size has to depend on the size of the winning margin. A
'one size fits all' cannot be a solution as is done in the said report

where a uniform 2o/o êrrü is used.

A quick calculation, assuming there are 1,500 EVMs in the

constituencies (each EVM on an average handles 1000 votes), it

will be enough to check 150 WPATs for the constituency '4,
while to obtain a precision given in the report, it will be required to

check about 950 WPATs for the constituency 'B'.

The report also proceeds to give a sequential scheme of

checking in case of mismatch between the WPAT and the EVM

counts. lf there is only one mismatch in the 479 randomly

selected EVMs, the report suggests that an extra 128 EVMs be

randomly selected and their WPATs checked for mismatches. lf
there are two mismatches in the original 479 and the additional

128, then another extra 110 are to be selected and their WpATs
tallied to check for mismatches, etc.

Again, clearly, if there is a mismatch in an EVM used in a

pafiicular constituency, in the random choice of the EVMs for the

additional checks, the chosen machines may come from

completely different constituencies. This hardly makes any

ê.uJ
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sense. ) "'
There is one more fallacy of checking a fixed number (1 or S) of
EVM-WPATs for each assembly segment of a parliamentary

constituency. For example, each parliamentary constituency in

UP has five assembly segments and hence, assuming fìve

WPATs are to be verified per assembly segment, we need to

check 25 machines.

On the other hand, Mizoram has one parliamentary constituency

with 40 assembly segments, leading to checking of 2OO of them.

Given the objection of the ECI about the difficult terrain, checking

200 machines in Mizoram should have been a bigger concern

than checking only five in UP. An even more interesting

conundrum arises in the five parliamentary seats in the union

territories without any assembly.

Recall what professor P.C. Mahalanobis said to the i25th
meeting of the American StatisticalAssociation, about the

difficulty of applying "Statistics as a Key Technology" to the

offìcial systems in lndia. The Father of lndian Statistics lamented:
"The very idea of having crosschecks is frightening as conflicting

results arising from independent checks would be 'confusing' and

rnust be resisted and is being resisted even today."

How correct and contextual Mahalanobis sounds, even 54 years

later.

Antar Bandyopadhyay, Krishanu Maulik and Rahul Roy work at
the Theoreticai Sfaflsflcs and Mathematics Division of the tndian

Statistical lnstitute. The views expressed here are personal.
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Alleged EVMs malfunction at polling
Booths, delays voting in Guwahati
G Plus News I Aprit23, 2019 08:42 hrs
2 minutes

56

Alreged EVMs marfunction at poiling Booths, derays voting
in Guwahati

Guwahati: The generar erection for the Gauhati LS seat has onryjust begun and reports of Electronic Voting Machines (EVMs)
alleged malfunctioning are flying in from multiple corners of
Guwahati.
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lnstances have been reported wherein EVMs were reportedly not

working and as a result, polling was delayed at several booths.

At one of the poll booths at Narangi LP school, people had to

wait for more than an hour to cast their vote. Another delau was

reported at voting centre no.155, Dreamland School due to an

EVM malfunction claims voters at the voting centres.

According to locals at the polling centre, it is a discouraging

signal for voters, as the electoral officials showed lack of

preparedness and people might not necessarily return even

though an EVM has been replaced or repalred.
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EVMs have faced their fair share of controversy in lndia. There

have been claims that the machines are vulnerable to being

hacked and have securiÇ issues. lt's one of the reasons that the

Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trail (WPAT) was brought into the

picture. lt allows voters to verify that their vote was registered

correctly.

*rwehqli
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EC Silent on EVM and WPAT Vote Count Mismatch in
Teiangana

10.2K ENGAGEMENT

6K

Why EC is not explaining the reason behind the discrepancies in

the number of votes counted in EVM and WPAT in Telangana

Elections? (Photo: IANS)

The Election Commission of lndia (EC) is using Voter Verifiable

Paper Audit Trail (WPAT) in polling booths to counter the

controversy over the tampering of Electronic Voting Machines

(EVM). On the Supreme Court's order, the EC has been

randomly verifying 5 WPATs per constituency in the Lok Sabha

elections.

This was being done to restore voter confidence, but the petitions

filed in the Telangana High Court have raised fudher concerns.
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The petitions say that during the T,elangana Assembly elections -" i

in Decembet 2018, the vote count of a few WPATs did not tally

with that of the EVMs.

Dasoju Sravan Kumar and DK Aruna, members of the Congress

Party, filed petitions in the Telangana High Court pointing out the

discrepancies in the WPAT and EVM vote count. Kumar

contested from Khairatabad constituency and Aruna from Gadwal

constituency.

The petition filed by Aruna says,

'On the date of counting, ie, 11.12.2018, when WPAT printed

slips are (sic) counted as part of random checking, it was noticed

by the Election agent of the petitioner, Mr Banala Krishna Murthy,

lhat there were discrepancies and variance in terms of secured

rrotes through EVM and printed slips of WPATs."

When Aruna's polling agent discovered the discrepancy in the

count, he requested the election agent to count WPATs of all

polling booths in Gadwal Assembly constituency, but the

Returning Officer did not allow it.

On the same day, a specific request mandated under the

Conduct of Elections Rules, 196'1 was submitted to the Returning

Officer by Aruna, but so far, no decision has been taken on the

request.

A similar problem was cited by Kumar in his petition, where he

says:

"...when VVPAT printed sþs are counted as parl of random

checking, it was noticed by the election agent of the petitioner,

Mr Chamkura Sudhakar Reddy, that there were discrepancies

and variance in terms of secured votes through EVM and printed

Z af 7

sirps of VVPATs."
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Here too, the Returning Officer refused to count WPATs of all ÇO
polling booths despite the petitioner's request.

Fossible Reasons For Mismatch ln EVMs and

WPATs

1. Malfunction and Tampering

There can be no difference between the number of votes

recorded by the EVMs and the WPAT vote count because every

time a voter presses the EVM button to vote, a printed slip

containing the party symbol blinks on the WPAT machine to

assure the voter that the vote has gone to his/her choice of

candidate.

WPATs have been introduced to bring in transparency in the

entire procedure. Now, when one vote on EVM means one

printed slip in the WPAT, then how did a mismatch happen in the

above-mentioned Telangana constituencies?
(

l"One of the reasons for the mismaich is malfunctioning and

hamperinq of EVMs. The number of votes in the EVM cannot
I

lchange until and unless someone tries to tamper with it. Hence,
I

lit 
is important that at least 50% of WPATs are counted in the Lok

lS"Ufr" Elections to achieve 99% accuracy in the vote count."
I

[Ravi Shankar Jhandhyala - Petitioner's lawyer

Recently, the Supreme Court has ordered the EÇ to count 5

WPATs per constituency in the Lok Sabha Elections. And if there

are any discrepancies in the number of votes in WPATs and

EVMs then the WPAT count will prevail.

Expeñs say, counting 5 WPATs per constituency is as good as

not counting them because EC has declared that 10.35 lakh

polling stations have been set up in the Lok Sabha elections -

26-04-2019, 0l :20 PM
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which translates to 2,000 polling stations per constituency. Will
counting just 5 out of 2,00C WPATs per constituency bring about
any transparency?

6\
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Some EC officers argue that mismatch might happen because of
human error and not tampering.

Before the polling starts, a mock poll is carried out by the
Presiding Offìcer of the booth. During the mock poll, a minimum

f 50 votes are cast just to check whether the EVM and WpAT
re not malfunctioning. There could be a human error that the

lection offìcer on duty forgot to delete the mock poll from EVM

r WPAT."

Senior EC officer

Bui experts are not buying this explanation because after the

mock poll is over, mock votes are deleted from EVMs and printed

slips are removed from the WPATs by the presid¡ng officer in the
presence of the polling agents of contestants from various
political parties.

lf mock votes were the reason behind the discrepancies in the

26-04-2019. 0l:20 Pi\,f
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WPAT and EVM count then the polling agent of the contestant

would have been aware of it.

Secondiy, why didn't the election agent clarify the reason behind

the mismatch in the vote count on counting day, when repeated

questions were raised by the polling agent of the petitioners?

Thirdly, why didn't the Returning Officer act or reply to the

petitioner's request to count WPATs of all polling booths in that

particular constituency?

Fourthly, why didn't the EC upload the number of votes counted

in the WPAT in the Telangana Assembly elections to maintain

transparency?

lnterestingly, till date the EC has not uploaded any data revealing

ihe vote counted via WPATs.

The petitioner Aruna has also mentioned in the petition that on

the counting day, 10 EVMs of 10 polling stations malfunctioned

because of which technicians were called in for assistance.

Aruna claims that her polling agent was not permitted to be

present when technical experts were recovering the votes from

EVMs.

Aruna submitted an application to the Returning Officer

requesting the WPAT slips be counted in the concerned polling

stations. But the Returning Officer neither allowed nor rejected

the request of the petitioner.

r^
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Quint has earlier reported on the mismatch in the number of

otes polled and number of votes counted in the _f!ffqdllrng

imultaneously with the Telangana Assembly elections.

ln a likely response to the report, the EC removed the data

regarding the number of votes polled only to upload a new data

which was held
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set a month later. And this time the two data sets matched. The

Quint reached out to the EC but did not receive any response.

Now, with the mismatch in the EVMs and WPAT vote count. EC

has lot more to answer.

The Quint has written a set of questions to the EC related to the
discrepancies in the votes counted in EVMs and WpATs. This
añicle will be updated if and when we receive a response.

Follow our Ëåect!ans section for more stories.
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As '13 states and 2 Union Territories vote today, multiple cases of

EVM malfunctioning are being reported. The EVM-WPAT

machine came under heavy criticism by Opposition parties in the

first two phases of polling. ln Phase 3 too, instances of EVM

glitches have been repofted from Uttar Pradesh, Goa, Kerala and

Bihar.

ln response to reports of EVM glitches, Akhilesh Yadav tweeted,

"EVlMs across lndia malfunctioning or voting for the BJP. DMs

say poll officials untrained to operate EVMs. 350+ being

replaced. This is criminal negligence for a polling exercise that

costs 50,000 crs."

Here's a lowdown of the instances of EVM glitches:

Uttar Pradesh: More than 300 EVMs were not working, claimed

Azam Khan's son. ln an interview to Aaj Tak, Abdullah Azam

Khan said, "More than 300 EVMs are not working and the district

magistrate is doing this on purpose. Police are scaring people by

going inside their homes. I even heard that some people have

been asked to keep their rifles ready. All this is being done to

scare away voters."

More than 50 polling booths reported EVM malfunction early

morning in the state's Rohilkhand region. Twenty-seven of these
were reported from Badaun, 14 in Bareilly, 11 in Moradabad, 7 in

4i29l2019. 7:35 P\4
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Sambhal and 5 each on Pilibhit and Aonla.

A problem with a WPAT machine was also reponed from a booth

in Firozabad that delayed polling for 45 minutes.

Goa: ln South Goa, the Election Commission had to replace

EVMs at a booth in Cuncolim after it was found that the machine

was adding votes to BJP's tally during a mandatory mock poll

exercise_ The matter was raised by Aam Aadmi party's South

Goa Lok Sabha seat candidate Elvis Gomes. Gomes said that
during the mock poll in which 9 votes were cast for each

candidate, the BJP candidate received 17 votes, Congress

received 9, AAP received I and 1 went to independent

candidates.

The Goa Chief Electoral Officer said, "Entire set of EVMs has

been replaced for AC 34, PS No 31 as per report from DEO

South Goa."

AIsa read: laå Saååa Flect¡o,l ?t?å Phase 3 l_ive Updafes:

E¡!,Å '¿iit*es in UP {,erafa. Gaa: Sunnv Ðeo! icjns ÐJp

Kerala: At a polling booth in Wayanad, the EVM machine was

not registering the vote. NDA candidate Thushar Vellappally

wrote to the EC and said, "Let me draw your kind attention to an

important matter. lt is reporled from booth number 79 - CMS

Higher Secondary School, Arappatta in Mooppanad panchayat

that the voting machine is damaged. A vote is not being cast

even after pressing twice."

ln Phase 3, Goa, Gujarat, Kerala, Dadra and Nagar Haveli and

Daman and Diu along with Karnataka, Maharashtra, Uttar

Fradesh, Chhattisgarh, Odisha, West Bengal, Assam and Bihar

are going to the polls.
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Glitches in EVMs, WPATs delay
Karnataka polling

2-3 minutes

Glitches in Electronic Voting Machines (EVMs) and Voter

Verifiable Paper Audit Trail (WPATs) in many polling stations

delayed or held up voting initially in Karnataka's remaining '14

Lok Sabha seats, said an official on Tuesday.

"Though there are reports from some booths about glitches in

EVMs or WPATs, they have been rectified or replaced to begin

or resume voting," joint chief electoral officer A.V. Surya Sen told

IANS here.

Voting was undenvay in allthe 14 parliamentary constituencies

across the western and northern parts of the state since 7 a.m.

under tight security.

According to information received from the presiding and

assistant returning officers in the respective constituencies,

polling could not begin in one of the booths in Bagalkot seat due

to an ËVM malfunctioning.

Similarly, a glitch in a WPAT held up voting in booth number 106

at Hubbali in Dharwad seat in the state's northwest region for
about 30 minutes.

"We have enough spare EVMs and WpATs in every assembly

segment of the parliamentary seats to replace faulty machines or
printers to ensure voting is not held up. Technical personnel are

at every booth to assist the presiding officers to rectify or replace

26-04-2019.01:30 pM



the ballot or controlling units," said Sen.

EVMs and WPATs malfunction were also reported from

Belgaum, Bellary (ST), Bidar, Bijapur (SC) Chikkodi,

Davanagere, Gulbarga (SC), Koppal and Raichur (ST).

"We have 25 per cent redundancy in every constituency to

minìmise delays due to glitches. Complaints of malfunctioning of

EVMs or WPATs account for 0.25 per cent of their total in

operation," state Chief Electoral Officer Sanjiv Kumar told IANS.

There are 28,022 polling stations across the two regions,

including 216 all-women ('sakhi') and 39 ethnic booths for gender

and tribal empowerment.

-IANS fb/in

(299 Words)
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WPAT machine holds
Kannur, Kerala

PTI Kannur, April 23, 2019 12:19 IST updated: Aprit 24, 2019 15:38 IST
1 minute

An unusual "visitor" in a polling booth in the Kanns.Jr Lok Sabha

constituency, held up voting for a brief while on Tuesday.

A small snake was found inside a WPAT machine in a booth at
Mayyil Kandakkai in the constitutency, which is witnessing heavy
polling, triggering panic among officials and voters. However, the

reptile was soon removed and voting resumed.

The Kannur constituency, where sitting MP P.K. Sreemathy (Cpl-
M-LDF), K. Sudhakaran (Cong-UDF) and C.K. padmanabhan

(BJP-NDA) are trying their luck, is witnessing brisk polling since

ihe morning.
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Cuttack: Voting at two booths in separate places was adjourned

during the conduct of the third phase polls in Odisha today

following glitches in EVM and WPAT machines.

According to sources, WPAT machine of polling station no-196

of 87 Baramba constituency was changed after it developed

some error. However, while replacÍng the WPAT machine, the

one meant for Lok Sabha constituency was mistakenly attached

to the control unit and ballot unit meant for Assembly

constituency, sources said.

The mistake came to fore after a voter complained about

improper display of votes in WPAT which were not in

accordance to his vote.

The poll officials present at the booth confirmed about the error

after conducting test vote as per provisions of Rule 49 MA of

Conduct of Election Rules 196'1 and established that the mistake

was due to 'wrong pairing' of the machines.

Polling has been adjourned immediately and sources said the

State Chief Electoral Officer has recommended the Election

Commission of lndia for fresh poll in the booth in accordance with

section 58 (B) of RP Act,1951 .

ln another incident, polling in booth no 183 under Deogarh

26-04-20 19. 02:06 PM
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+o
Assembly constituency was also adjourned following technical I

snags in pa¡ring of EVMs and WPAT machines.

Recommendations have also been made for repoll in the booth.

This apart, several other incidents of disruption in polling were

also repoded from other places in the State. Polling was

disrupted at booth no 180 of JubileeTown area, booth no 1 at

Kalinga panchayat in Khurda, booth no -222 of Kamasasan

village under Brahmagiri Assembly constituency.

Following incidents of snags, enraged locals created

disturbances in several places of the State. Alleging fault in EVM,

villaEers smashed two voting machines inside booth no 75 at

Balabhadrapur under Satyabadi constituency of Puri. Similarly,

clash erupted over booth rigging allegations between supporters

of two political parties outside booth no 1 at Kalinga panchayat in

Khurda.

about:reader?url=https:./,/orJishaw.inlodishai €vm-ùvpat-glirches-poiling
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Lok Sabha elections:
malfunction reported
Goa in third phase

5-7 minu'!es
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EVM, WPAT
from UP, Kerala,

1-\

EVM malfunction was reported from UP, Goa, Gujarat, Kerala

and Odisha. (PTl)

Complaints of EVM malfunctioning were reported from several

states during the third phase of the Lok Sabha elections on

Tuesday. Even as voters turned up in large numbers to cast their

votes in 116 seats, EVM glitches were reported from Kerala,

Uttar Pradesh and Goa. BJP president Amit Shah, Congress

chief Rahul Gandhi and several Union ministers are in the fray in
this phase. Lok Sabha Elections 2019 Phase 3 LIVE UPDATËS

'!, Uttar Fradesh
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Sarneiwadi Pa:'t'{ chief Akhilesh Yadav Tuesday alleged that - t

EVMs were "malfunctioning or voting for the BJP" across the

country and termed it a "criminal negligence". "EVMs across lndia

malfunctioning or voting for the BJP. DMs say poll officials

untrained to operate EVMs. 350+ be¡ng replaced. This is criminal

negligence for a polling exercise that costs Rs 50,000 crs.

"Should we believe DMs @ECISVEEP, or is something far more

sinister afoot?" Yadav said in a tweet tagging the Election

Commission.

& i**¡ansxpress.som/eleetians

Talking to reporters after casting his vote in Saifai (Etawah),

Yadav said the EC should take cognisance of reports of

malfunctioning of EVMs in Rampur and Badaun also.

"l have come to know that a state minister is trying to influence

poliing in Badaun, where his daughter is contesting. Officers are

saying that EVMs are not running for lack of proper training of

officials. ls this the digital lndia being promised by the

government?" he said.

2" Klerala

Giitches in EVMs in some polling booths were reported in the

initial hours of voting in Cherthala in Alappuzha district and

Kovalam in the state capital, reported PTl. However, state Chief

Electoral Officer Teeka Ram Meena dismissed the repofis of
widespread technical issues in the voting machines and said only

isolated cases were reported. "The technical glitches of the

sensitive voting machines is nothing new. .. there were rains in

many places last night and the issues could have been due to

that," he said.

26-04-2019.02..12 PM
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ln the evenin g, a 21-year-old man was booked by police aner n" 4 2
allegedly made a false complaint about a voting machine in a

booth where he cast his vote. After casting his vote at a booth in

Thiruvananthapuram Lok Sabha constituency, Babu complained

to polling officials that the WPAT machine showed his vote was

not registered in favour of his preferred candidate. However, after

a test voting was held in the presence of the presiding officer and

polling agents, the complaint was found to be false.

However, Babu was later baild out. He voted from booth no 151

in Vattiyoorkavu, Thiruvananthapuram.

3, Gujarat

There were complaints of technical glitches in EVMs at some

booths in Gujarat, an election official was quoted as saying by

PTl. State additional chief electoral officer Ashok Manek said

some EVMs were replaced after complaints of technical

problems.

"The EVM machines malfunctioned in some parts of the state.

We quickly replaced them and the voting process was not

affected," he said. A detailed report on faulty EVMs will be

released after the polling ends in the evening, he added.

4. Goa

ågfféeqËlËetï chief ,4¡'vind Kç¡rjwat alleged that there have

been several instances of faulty electronic voting machines in

Goa during polling for the third phase. ln a series of tweets,

Kejriwal tagged reports of alleged faulty electronic voting

machines. Tagging a news report which claimed that,,faulty EVM

in a booth at Kizhakke Nalpathu near Chefthala was replaced

after it was found that all votes were getting registered to BJp',,

26-04-2019.02:12 PM
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Kejriwal said, "Absolutely shocking. All faulty EVMs deliver votes I

to BJP".

ln another instance, he shared party's Goa convenor Elvis

Gomes' tweet, "Election of shame? Mock poll with 9 votes for

each of 6 candidates in booth no 3'l in 34AC in Goa. Totalcount

BJP gets'17, Cong I , Aap 8. lnd 1 . Robbery." Replying to

Gomes'tweet, he said, "Faulty EVM in Goa also transfers others

votes to BJP. Are these really faulty or programmed in this

fashion?"

Following the complaints at some polling booths, the faulty

machines were replaced, an election official said.

5" Odisha

A few technical glitches in EVMs were reported from Odisha as

well. WPAT of polling station No. 196 of 87-Badamba assembly

constituency was changed after commencement of actual poll,

due to some error, Chief Electoral Officer (Odisha)was quoted as

saying by ANl. '134 votes had been polled in the machine by

then. Concerned Sector Offlcer reached booth with replacement

WPAT, the official added.

Fudher elaborating on the issue, the CEO said that WPAT
meant for parliamentary constituency was mistakenly attached to

Control&Ballot Unit meant for assembly constituency during

replacement. "Error was detected after 22 votes were polled.

Polling adjourned immediately; recommendation to be made to

ECI for fresh poll," he said.

-W¡th PTI inputs

Follow the !!.ä $*þ¡e [iertiqn real-time on
lndianExpress.com/elections. Check the Lok Sabha eiection
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Glitches in five EVMs in Pune Lok
Sabha seat, snags delay voting at
other places - Times of lndia

TNN I Updated: Apr 24, 2019, 6:39 IST

3-4 minutes

PUNE: Only five electronic voting machines (EVMs)

malfunctioned in the Pune ¡-ok Sal:þa constituency on Tuesday,

while faulty EVMs and Voter-Verifïed Paper Audit Trail (WPAT)

uniis delayed voting by at least 30 minutes at several polling

slations in Madha, Ahmednaga¡ Sangli, Kolhapur and

Aurangabad constituencies.

//timesofi ndia. indiatimes. com/elections/lok-sab.-.
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The authorities at these polling stations had to either replace the

faulty units or rectify them on site, triggering delay and angry

exchange of words between polling staffers, agents and voters.

An elderly person was detained for trying to break an EVM at a

polling station in Ahmednagar. "The 70-year-old voter demanded

ballot paper to cast vote. A case will be lodged against him," the

police said.

At a polling station in Bhusawal under the Raver Lok Sabha

constituency, the authorities had to book a person for creating

ruckus over a false WPAT recording claim.

ln Jalna, Balasaheb D Ubale (35)was detained for allegedly

clicking photo of EVM while casting vote at the Khadkeshwar

village polling station in Ambad taluka.

Pune district collector and returning officer Naval Kishore Ram

said, "The malfunctioning EVMs-WPATS were replaced

immediately and there were no major issues. During the mock

polls, some EVMs malfunctioned and they were replaced."

A voter complained that the WPAT machine issued a slip

contrary to the button pressed on the EVM at the SSPMS School

in Shivajinagar assembly segment. Under the provision of the

electoral rules, a mock pollwas done for him. The slip turned out

to be correct. He was then given a form of declaration by elector

under Rule 49 MA of conduct of election rules, whereby he had

to go for a test vote under 49 MA of the election rules.

"He was proved wrong. We shall soon decide if an FIR would be

registered under Section 177 of the lPC, wherein the person can

26-04-2019,01:32 PM
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be held liable for making wrong claims," Ram said. 7+
ln Aurangabad, Shiv Sena nominee Chandrakant Khaire reached

the Zilla Parishad poll¡ng booth at 1Oam and had to wait to vote

after an EVM developed a glitch.

Aurangabad district collector Uday Choudhary confirmed, "During

a mock poll, as many as 18 WPATs, 25 ballot un¡ts and 17

control units were found malfunctioning and replaced."

ln the Ahmednagar Lok Sabha constituency, a total of g4

WPATS, 57 ballot units and 25 control units were replaced. ln

Sangli, five EVMs went out of order. One of them was at the

Chinchani pollinE station, where sitting MP Sanjaykaka Patil had

gone to vote. ln Kolhapur Lok Sabha constituency, EVM

malfunctioning was reported from four polling stations.

Malfunctioning of EVMs was also reported from some polling

stations in Ahmednagar, Jalna and Raver constituencies. ln

Madha, the Solapur district administration had to replace 50

WPAT machines.

#ElectionsWithTimes
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Faulty EVMs, WPATs disrupt polling
across Kerala

By Express News Seryrce

6-7 minutes

KOCHI: lVlany voters, including Chief Minister PinarayiVijayan,

had a harrowing time on Tuesday, waiting additional hours for

casting votes as the electronic voting machines (EVM)

malfunctioned in many constituencies in the state. Many polling

booths, from Kasargod to Thiruvananthapuram, reported faulty

EVMs causing disruption to voting.

ln many polling stations, Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trail

(WPAT) machines also developed snag resulting in delayed

polling. The Chief Minister had to wait for over 30 minutes in

queue at Pinarayi RC Amala Basic UP School after the EVM

stopped functioning. He accused the election officials of not

showing seriousness in preparing the machines for the big

occasion.

ALSO READ I [auily' EVivlls, Ålter \qeiling for iìf iìouí e ai¡rnar

Âienci-ieru 1*aves'*ithc;:T castins hls v¡lte

?8

ln many places in Kannur, the voters had to return disappointed

as they could not cast votes. At booth no 147 in Cheleri

Karayaappu, voters complained about WPAT displaying the

symbol different from the one they had pressed in EVM. The

glitch was brought to notice after around 70 voters had cast their
votes. The polling restarted after installing a new WPAT

4129l 2tt 19 . 'l :i3 P\¡l
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machine.

ln Kasargod, polling began late in 16 polling booths following

malfunctioning of EVM ancl WPAT machines. Only three booths

reported faulty EVMs in Wayanad, while EVM failures were

reported in 90 polling booths in Vadakara, where one booth

reported EVM malfunction for four times. ln Thrissur, polling was

delayed in many booths due to power failure and faulty EVMs,

Officials said the delay in receiving standby machines caused

further delay in resuming the polling at many places.

r*Ll*rr'd #uR rli{_Ê_ ËLË*"r}tN tüvËRÅGË 9-{cRË

aboutìreader?wl=http:/lrvww.newindianexpress.com/'states,rkeralal20l9
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Areas, where maximum machines failed, were Arimboor,

Kundukadu, Kuriachira, Olakara, Ayanthole and Edavilangu.

Disruption in power supply following heavy rain on Monday night

resulted in many booths functioning without proper lighting. ln

Palakkad and Alathur, polling was delayed in a couple of booths.

At RVLP school in Kayiliyad, where LDF candidate M B Rajesh

was to vote. two EVMs had to be changed as both of them

developed a snag causing a delay of two hours for polling to

begin.

Chalakudy, Ernakulam and Alappuzha constituencies in central

Kerala also reported faulty EVMs and WPATs while Kottayam

alone reported delayed voting in 49 polling booths due to

technical glitches in EVMs and WPATs.Around 20 booths in

Kollam district reported faulty EVMs. In Thiruvananthapuram and

Pathanamthitta too, polling was delayed after EVMs

malfunctioned. While five booths reported faulty EVMs in

Pathanamthitta, this was the case with eight booths in

Thiruvananthapuram.

"1
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T'Puram: Chief Electoral Officer Teekaram Meena said 219

Electronic Voting Machines developed snags across the state.

However, compared to the national average, the number was

less in Kerala. About 190 Control Units also developed

complaints, he said. Expressing satisfaction over the

performances of the machines, Meena added that out of 40,000

WPAT machines, only 500 reported technical snags. "One to

three per cent of the machines developed a snag. The national

average is four per cent," he said.

Lotus lights up as 'hand' button is pressed: UDF

T'Puram: The UDF workers on Tuesday morning alleged

whenever someone pressed the 'hand' symbol of the Congress

candidate, the light against the BJP's lotus symbol flashed at the

booth no 151 set up at the Madhava Vilasam School, near

Chowara, in Kovalam, They said malfunction came to notice after

76 persons polled the votes, forcing the workers to lodge a

complaint. The election officials then stopped the polling for

about one hour and checked the machine. Later, they clarified

there was no such malfunction as alleged. But the officials said

some of the buttons in the machine were not working in the

morning allegedly due to the moisture in the atmosphere. Later,

the officials replaced the machine.

Gase against youth for misleading officials
T'Puram: ln another incident, the police have registered a case

against a 21-year-old youth in Thiruvananthapuram on charges

of misleading the officials by raising a complaint that the EVM in

about:r'eader?url=http://www.newindianexpress.com/statçs/kcrala./201 9-..
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which he cast vote recorded the vote for a wrong candidate. The S \
officials inspected the machine and confirmed there was no issue

as complained by the youth, who was identified as Abin who cast

his vote at booth nun'ìber',l51 in Pattom Kendriya Vidyalaya in

Thiruvananthapuram. The police registered the case based on

the recommendation of the offìcials as the allegation he raised

remained unproven. However, he was let off by the police upon

furnishing the security for the station bail.

In another incident, a voter was arrested for challenging the

presiding officer for the anomaly in EVM at Panmana in Kollam

district. Shamnad of L K Mansil, Porukara, was arrested after he

could not prove his allegations on EVM at a polling booth in

Chittoor. "He said WPAT showed sign of a candidate different

from his choice. But he could not prove it," said a police officer.

He was later released on bail.

UDF booth agents stabbed

Kasargod: Two booth agents of the UDF were stabbed allegedly

by CPM suppofiers at Thekkil on Tuesday evening. Youth

League district secretary and Kasargod block panchayat standing

committee member T D Kabeer and UDF booth agent Abdul

Khader Mallom were stabbed, said one of the UDF workers.

Snake spotted inside WPAT machine

Kannur: Polling was held up for some time at booth number 145

at Kandakkai ALP School, near Mayyil, on Tuesday morning

after a snake was found inside the WPAT machine on Tuesday

morning. lt was during the mock polling that the officers spotted

the poisonous snake. The unusual incident caused panic among

the voters and offìcials, delaying the polling for around half an

hour. However, the snake was soon removed and voting

resumed.

4/29i2019. 7:38 PNl
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Glitches in EVMS, VVPATS hamper many polling booths

As per the reports available from Election off¡ce, total ll ;-i.

Control Unit (CU), 11 ballot unit (BU) and 35 WPAT were W
replaced during the polling process

PANJIM: Even as polling for two Parliamentary constituencies

and three assembly segments in Goa was held on a peaceful

note, glitches in electronic voting machines (EVMs) and Voter

Verifiable Paper Audit Trail (WPATs) was reported in many

polling booths resulting in initial voting hiccups. Perhaps, for the

very first time during any election process in the State, such high

numbers of complaints with regards to technical snags in the

voting machines were reported.

The polling for two Lok Sabha seats- North Goa Parliamentary

constituency and South Goa Parliamentary constituency and

three by-elections- Mandrem, Shiroda and Mapusa assembly

seat had begun at 7.00am across 1652 polling booths. However,

complaints from election officers, voters and candidates started

to pour in from various booths thus delaying or holding up voting

process initially.

The machines at polling booths at St Cruz (PB-35), Mayem

(P8-6), Harvalem, Nerul(PB-35), Corlim (PB-28), Siolim (PB-14

and 9), Mapusa (PB- 12 and 18), Betul, Avdeam (Quepem),

Agassaim (PB-26), Taleigao (PB-10), Panjim (PB-29) Cuncolim

(PB-31), Taleigao- Dona Paula (PB-16), Mandrem (PB- 28, 44,9,
'10 and 17), Sawantwada-Canacona had to be replaced or

rectified following complaints.

As per the repods available from Election office, total 11 Control

Unit (CU), 11 ballot unit (BU) and 35 WPAT were reptaced

during the polling process.

The complaints including non pressing of some buttons

belonging io a particular party or vote registered on the WPAT

26-0.1-2019.0t:22 PM
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recording only ¡n the name of BJP's election symbol, or. 
"ornpt"t" 

SU
non-functioning of EVMs or breakdown after first vote.

The voters were also found complaining about slow voting

process due to non-trained polling staffers. lt was also reported

that some staffers were also not able to handle the technical

issue with the machines, when brought to their notice.

"Though there were reports from some booths about glitches in

EVMs or WPATS, they have been rectified or replaced

immediately. The polling process in those booths was extended,"

Additional Chief Electoral Officer (CEO) Narayan Sawant said.

Total 2000 EVMs and WPAT were available for State polling.

Apart from 1652 polling stations having one ËVMs and WPATS,

there were 20 percent spare machines. Also, in by-poll

constituencies, one extra machine each was deployed.

The Congress party and Aam Aadmi Party has already filed

complaints with the Election authorities pointing to the technical

snags in the EVM and WPAT machines.

"The EVM button was not getting pressed. Probably, they were

not connected properly. lt was brought to the notice of the

election officer, who had to then halt the polling process," a voter

from St Cruz Assembly constituency said.

ln Corlim-Cld Goa, the election officers' infact refused to even

explain to the voters, who were standing in queue as why there

was delay to begin voting. After much debate, they finally

informed about non-functioning of the machines.

The worst case was reported in Toleabhat polling booth in

Cuncolim, afterAAP South Goa candidate Elvis Gomes brought

to the notice of the authorities after majority votes were being

allocated to BJP candidates in the mock polling exercise.

about:reader?url=https ://www.heraldgoa. idCoa/MANDATE-Z0 I 9/G I i..
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"ln the mock poll with 9 votes for each of six candidates in booth 
gç

No 31, the total count gave BJP 17, Congress 9, AAP 8 and One

to lndependent. The mock poll should have shown nine votes for

each of the candidates," Gomes said.

Reacting to the allegations CEO Goa replaced the entire set of

EVMs at the booth. "Entire set of EVM has been replaced for AC

34, PS No 31 as per report from DEO South Goa," said CEO

Goa.

Leader of Opposition Chandrakant Kavlekar also expressefl

concern over problem in EVMs at Quepem assembly segments.

"The machines have reported fault as the votes were found to be

getting registered for BJP, even after pressing other party

buttons. I will be filing a complaint with Election Commission.

This is a foul play by BJP," he said.

The Congress party in the complaint filed before North Goa

returning officer, pointed out that the voting machines in Siolim

booths were malfunctioning and that the votes were shown in

favour of BJP irrespective of who the electors are casting the

votes. The complaint was filed by Congress vice president

Altinho Gomes. Following chaos that was observed at the

Sodiem - Siolim polling booth, the ECI officials changed the EVM

machine and said the problem was due to a technicalfault. The

voters who had cast their votes were allowed to recast them

using the new machines.
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Election Cornrnission has deployed23.4lakh EVMs for
balloting at 10.5 lakh polling stations across the country
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[Polling officials carrying the Electronic Voting Machine (EVMs)

and other necessary inputs required for the General

Elections-2019, at the distribution centre, at Hyderabad, in
Telangana on April 10,2019.1

ldew Delhi: ln the midst of the election season, questions are
being raised by various Opposition parties over the Electronic
Voting Machines (EVMs) after about 10,000 of these machines
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malfunctioned at different praces during the first three phases of (â
Lok Sabha polls.

The Election Commission (EC) has deployed 23.4 lakh EVMs for
balloting at 10.5 lakh polling stations across the country.

Of these, the actual deployment of EVMs is 20.07 lakh, with the
poll panel having kept 2.5 lakh units as buffer for replacements.

Fuñher, the EC strong rooms have 0.83 lakh units which are
"locked" with previous election petitions, said sources.

I'ypes of EVM Glitches

EC sources said they have noticed three types of malfunctioning

in the EVMs -- the paper rolls in the WpATs getting stuck, keys
getting jammed and EVMs and WpATs (paper trail) suffering

lack of synchronisation just as a computer needs to be connected

to the printer.

They said two types of machines, M2 and M3, are being used in
the Lok Sabha polls. Out of the total 23.4 lakh units, S.5 lakh are
M2 type and 17.9lakh M3 type. The M3 is an improved version

of M2 and is better designed to handle any attempt to tamper
with the EVM.

lnsisting that the EVMs are tamper proof, the EC sources said

the machines have gone through rigorous checks and the
representatives of various political parties are involved at all the
stages when the machines are used.

"The EC is conducting the national polls with the help of around

10 lakh government staff. Lack of training or mishandling of the
machine by some persons could be the reason behind these
complaints," the sources said.

26-04-2019.01: l2 t,M
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Technical Review

EC sources said a technical review committee is looking into 8Y
these issues and has suggested some changes in the

specifications of paper rolls which are of certain thickness and

have been designed to carry the imprint for five years, but

sometimes face problems in humid conditions.

Though the percentage of the units replaced is small, it has given

the Opposition a handle to slam the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party

(BJP) and question the credibility of the entire process.

The Congress, Nationalist Congress Party (NCP), Telugu Desam

Pafty (TDP), Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) and Samajwadi party (Sp)
have all questioned the credibility of the EVMs.

The charge by various Opposition parties is based on two points

- that the BJP allegedly tampers with the machines to get votes

and that the malpractice goes against the basic tenet of
democracy and fails to provide a level playing field to all the

contestants.

Back to Paper Ballots

The Opposition parties have urged the EC to go back to the old

paper ballot system while claiming that the EVMs have been

rejected by many developed countries.

"li is the responsibility of the poll panel to clear the doubts in the

minds of the voters over the credibility of EVMs. Therefore, we

had asked for 50 per cent WPATs to be matched with the votes
polled," Congress spokesperson Abhishek Manu Singhvi said.

"EVMs are developing snags across states," Samajwadi party

leader Neeraj Shekhar said and asked, "ls it mere coincidence?"

about:reader?url=https ://www.ummid.co ml new s /20 I 9 | april i 24.04.20 I
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Congress' Lok Sabha member from Thiruvananthapuram Shashi 8q
Tharoor charged that votes polled for other parties were all going

to the BJP by default. Tharoor flagged that the Congress key in
the EVM in polling station No. 151 in Kovalam was jammed on

April23.

The EC sources said the machines were replaced after the fault
was detected.

Former EC official S.K. Mehndiratta, who was involved in the
introduction of EVMs, backed the machines, saying the
Opposition's charges were not based on evidence. He pointed

out that the political parties were part of the testing process.

(The writer can be contacted at amit.a@ians.in)

For all the latest News, Opinions and Views, download
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Assarn Ex-DGP Spots WPAT
Mismatch, Decides to Not Gomplain
Over Fears of Facing Prison
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Assam Ex-DGP Spots WPAT Mismatch, Decides to Not

Complain Over Fears of Facing Prison

Filer image of Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trail (WPAT) with EVM. (Photo

courtesy: PIB)

As Assam went to polls in the third phase of the Lok Sabha

elections, former Assam DGP Hare Krishna Deka complained of
a WPAT error at the polling booth in Lachitnagar Lower Primary

School and said that the WPAT slip showed a different name

than the candidate he voted for.

However, he was admonished that if he lodged a complaint,

which later turned out to be false, he could face six months in
prison. Deka revealed that this deterred him from filing a

complaint.

"The presiding officer told me my vote could not be cancelled. I

would have to pay Rs 2 for challenging the discrepancy, after
which an inquiry would be initiated on the basis of my complaint.

lf deemed false, I would face six months' imprisonment or have

to pay a fine of Rs 10, 000," he told News18.

w
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jNagar LP School. When I voted,WPAT displayed someone
ì

lelse's name.l was told I can challenge ¡t but if complaint is found

þo 
be false I'll be punished.l don't want to take risk. How do I
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Deka, an award winning Sahitya Akedemi poet and critic, said

that the stiff fine and prison term compels the voter to not seek

remedy in case of an error with the WPAT machine. " Nobody

would initiate criminal proceeding for raising a complain. This

intimidation is wrong. lt is every citizen's democratic right to cast

their vote according to their choice and its sad to see it getting

violated," he said.

However, according to a report in the limes of lndia, a senior

official at Assam CEO's office blamed the former DGp for not

following protocol, as laid down by the EC. "Deka did not bring up

his grievance with higher officials in the election department," he

was quoted as saying.

According to the EC's manual on the use of EVMs and WpA, a
complaint of wrong printing by WPAT has to be reported to the
presiding officer, who "will take a declaration explaining that if
found false he (the complainant) can be penalized". The

presiding officer will then record the complaint and allow the
complainant to cast a test vote in the presence of the presiding

officer and polling agents.

lf the complaint is found to be valid, the presiding officer will stop
polling and report to the returning officer. "Since the introduction

of WPATs, more than 18 crore voters have cast their votes ... &
ONLY 1 (one) complaint received ... which was also FOUND TO

BE FALSE." the manual adds.
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A political slugfest erupted over the use of WPATs after twenty- s!
one opposition once again approached the Supreme Coud on

Wednesday, asking it to review the order on counting of voter

slips of only five EVM machines in every assembly segment. The

parties have once again demanded that at least 50 per cent of

WPAT slips be cross-checked.

Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister N Chandrababu Naidu, who has

been at the forefront of this fight, said democracy the review

petitlon has been filed as democracy cannot be left at the mercy

of some EVM programmers.

EVM glitches have marred the Lok Sabha election process in the

first three phases of voting held till now. While polling in Andhra

Pradesh continued tillwell past midnight on April 11 due to

malfunctioning machines, over 300 faulty EVMs had to be

replaced in Rampur in UP on Tuesday.

WPATs are being used for the first time in a Lok Sabha election

after they were first used in the Assembly Elections last year.

Naidu said instances of EVMs malfunctioning and selective

manipulation of the machines were reported in the polling held on

Tuesday in Kerala, Goa and Uttar Pradesh

4i2920t9.'Ì .79 PM
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Frequent glitch in the EVMs due to
severe heat condition hampers
Polling in several booths in
il-lydenabad- Karnataka Region
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Amaravati, Apr 25 (UNl) Andhra Pradesh Chief Electoral Officer
(CEO) Gopal Krishna Dwivedi said that they required more than

21,000 staff during counting of votes on May 23, polled in the
General Election in the state.
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Puducherry, Apr 25 (UNl) Dr.
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Thiruvananthapuram, Apr 24 (UNl) Kerala recorded the highest

voter turnout in the last four decades. of 77.
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Amaravati, Apr 24 (UNl)Andhra Pradesh Chief Secretary L V
Subramanyam asked Disirict Collectors and other officials

concerned to make foolproof arrangements for the counting of
votes io be taken up on May 23.
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Bengaluru, Apr 24 (UNl) The Janata Dal(S) in Karnataka will not

field its candidate for the Kundagol and Chincholi Assembly

seats, for which by-elections will be held on May 19 as both the

seats were won by coalition partner Congress and the party will

support its candidate.
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EVMs go out of orde1 voting delayed

2-3 minutes

Kochi: Voting in several polling booths in the district was delayed

for hours in the morning due to malfunctioning of the Electronic

Voting Machines.

According to officials, glitches developed in the EVMs when

polling staded al7 a.m. Howeve¡ all of them were replaced and

the polling was completed without any delay.

The EVMs developed trouble at Kongarappalli Government

Higher Secondary School, Pallipram Asasul lslam Madrassa in
Vazhakkulam panchayat, 4 Cent Colony Anganvady at

Karumaloor and Kadavanthra St Joseph's English Medium

Nursery School.

The EVMs were replaced thrice in booth number 14T at

Kalamassery. "When the first machine malfunctioned, they

brought another within half an hour but it was out of charge. A
third machine was brought which delayed the voting for many

hours and many left without voting," a voter of Kalamassery said.

The Voter Verified Paper Audit Trails (WPATs) also

malfunctioned in some booths, including Pookkattupady St

George Public School, Pallipram Assassul lslam Madrassa and

Ooramana Government High School. The machines went out of
order shorlly after the voting starled. The officials rectified them

within one hour and continued the voting.
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EVMs go out oforder, voting delayed

Glitches were also found in the ballot units at Government High

School, Elamakkara, Kothamangalam Devaswom Board High

School and Chendamangalam Government LP School during the

mock polls which started at 6 a.m. The EVMs were replaced at 7

a.m.

Meanwhile, the WPATs caused confusion among the voters and

delayed the voting process in Ernakulam district. The machines

were either slow or faulty. Most of the voters were not aware of

the functioning of the WPATs.

The voters were confused as the beeping sound was heard

seven seconds after the vote was cast. When the machine

beeps, a paper slip displaying the name and symbol of the

candidate drops into a sealed box thereby confirming the vote.

Meanwhile, a mobile phone was seized by the presiding officer

from a person who allegedly attempted to record the video of the

EVM while voting at a polling station at Puthenvelikkara. The

phone was handed over to Puthenvelikkara police.
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Faulty EVMs, WPATs disrupt polling
across Kerala

By Express lVews Seryice

6-7 minutes
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KOCHI: Many voters, including Chief Minister PinarayiVijayan,

had a harrowing time on Tuesday, waiting additional hours for
casting votes as the electronic voting machines (EVM)

malfunctioned in many constituencies in the state. Many polling

booths, from Kasargod to Thiruvananthapuram, reported faulty

EVMs causing disruption to voting.

ln many polling stations, Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trail

(WPÁ\T) machines also developed snag resulting in delayed

polling. The Chief Minister had to wait for over 30 minutes in

queue at Pinarayi RC Amala Basic UP School after the EVM

stopped functioning. He accused the election officials of not

showing seriousness in preparing the machines for the big

occasion.

ALSO READ I FauitV EVt¡ls, After i¡¿ailing for an hosr Çêrdr¡al
Âien*ii*r-y iea.,,ss wlth*r-lt casting his vote

ln many places in Kannu¡ the voters had to return disappointed

as they could not cast votes. At booth no 147 in Cheleri

Karayaappu, voters complained about WPAT displaying the
symbol different from the one they had pressed in EVM. The
glitch was brought to notice after around 70 voters had cast their
votes. The polling restarted after installing a new WPAT

oñ
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machine.

ln Kasargod, potting began late in 16 polling booths following 1S
malfunctioning of EVM and WPAT machines. Only three booths
reporied faulty EVMs in Wayanad, while EVM failures were
repor.ted in 90 polling booths in Vadakara, where one booth

reported EVM malfunction for four times. ln Thrissur, polling was
delayed in many booths due to power failure and faulty EVMs.

Officials said the delay in receiving standby machines caused

further delay in resuming the polling at many places.

F*LL*W *ilR F{-{Lt gLËÜT3Õru TæV€RAGE }"iñRE

Areas, where maximum machines failed, were Arimboor,

Kundukadu, Kuriachira, Olakara, Ayanthole and Edavilangu.

Disruption in power supply following heavy rain on Monday night

resulted in many booths functioning without proper lighting. ln
Palakkad and Alathur, polling was delayed in a couple of booths.

At RVLP school in Kayiliyad, where LDF candidate M B Rajesh

was to vote, two EVMs had to be changed as both of them

developed a snag causing a delay of two hours for polling to

begin.

Chalakudy, Ernakulam and Alappuzha constituencies in central

Kerala also repofted faulty EVMs and WpATs while Kottayam

alone reported delayed voting in 49 polling booths due to

technical glitches in EVMs and WpATs.Around 20 booths in

Kollam district reported faulty EVMs. In Thiruvananthapuram and
Pathanamthitta too, polling was delayed after EVMs

malfunctioned. While five booths reported faulty EVMs in

Pathanamthitta, this was the case with eight booths in
Thiruvananthapuram.
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T'Puram: Chief Electoral Officer Teekaram Meena said 219

Electronic Voting Machines developed snags across the state.

However, compared to the national average, the number was

less in Kerala. About 190 Control Units also developed

complaints, he said. Expressing satisfaction over the

performances of the machines, Meena added that out of 40,000

WPAT machines, only 500 reported technical snags. "One to

three per cent of the machines developed a snag. The national

average is four per cent," he said.

Lotus lights up as 'hand' button is pressed: UDF

T'Puram: The UDF workers on Tuesday morning alleged

whenever someone pressed the 'hand' symbol of the Congress

candidate, the light against the BJP's lotus symbol flashed at the

booth no 151 set up at the Madhava Vilasam School, near

Chowara, in Kovalam. They said malfunction came to notice after

76 persons polled the votes, forcing the workers to lodge a

complaint. The election officials then stopped the polling for

about one hour and checked the machine. Later, they clarified

there was no such malfunction as alleged. But the officials said

some of the buttons in the machine were not working in the

morning allegedly due to the moisture in the atmosphere. Later,

the officials replaced the machine.

Case against youth for misleading officials
T'Puram: ln another incident, the police have registered a case

against a21-year-old youth in Thiruvananthapuram on charges

of misleading the officials by raising a complaint that the EVM in

about:reade¡?u¡l=http://www.newindianexpress.Çom/states/k eralal20I9...
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which he cast vote recorded the vote for a wrong candidate. ,h" þ D

officials inspected the machine and confirmed there was no issue

as complained by the youth, who was identified as Abin who cast

his vote at booth number 151 in Pattom Kendriya Vidyalaya in

Thiruvananthapuram. The police registered the case based on

the recommendation of the officials as the allegation he raised

remained unproven. However, he was let off by the police upon

furnishing the security for the station bail.

ln another incident, a voter was arrested for challenging the

presiding officer for the anomaly in EVM at Panmana in Kollam

district. Shamnad of L K Mansil, Porukara, was arrested after he

could not prove his allegations on EVM at a polling booth in

Chittoor. "He said WPAT showed sign of a candidate different

from his choice. But he could not prove it," said a police officer.

He was later released on bail.

UDF booth agents stabbed

Kasargod: Two booth agents of the UDF were stabbed allegedly

by CPM suppofters at Thekkil on Tuesday evening. Youth

League district secretary and Kasargod block panchayat standing

committee member T D Kabeer and UDF booth agent Abdul

Khader Mallom were stabbed, said one of the UDF workers.

Snake spotted inside WPAT machine

Kannur: Polling was held up for some time at booth number .145

at KandakkaiALP School, near Mayyil, on Tuesday morning

after a snake was found inside the WPAT machine on Tuesday

morning. lt was during the mock polling that the officers spotted

the poisonous snake. The unusual incident caused panic among

the voters and officials, delaying the polling for around half an

hour. However, the snake was soon removed and voting

resumed.
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Two officials in Andhra Pradesh get
Ëhe boot over WPAT slip row
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VIJAYAWADA: The State government on Thursday suspended

Returning Officer and the Assistant Returning Officer of Atmakur

Assembly constituency in Nellore district for failing to follow the
procedure prescribed for storing WPAT slips after mock polling

during commissioning of EVMs and WPATs.

The action was taken following the direction of the Election

Commission of lndia. After the April 11 elections, at least 200

WPAT slips related to mock poll conducted during

commissioning of EVMs and WPATS were found on the
premises of a government school at Atmakur where

commissioning of EVMs and WPATs was conducted, leading to

4t29i2019.7 43 PM
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a hue and cry by various political parties. "The officials have ¡
acted in violation of the ECI directions and their reckless and

irresponsible actions affected the credibility and Integrity of the

election process," the ECI felt and recommended suspension of

the two officials from service.

F*LL#W *UR €LË*T¡*ru CTVËRAGF g.¡FRË

On Thursday, the government issued orders suspending S

Chinna Ramudu, Returning Officer of Atmakur Assembly

constituency and P Vidyasagarudu, Assistant Returning Officer of

Atmakur constituency. Both the officials were asked not to leave

the h eadq uarters (Atmakur) without obtainin g prior perm ission

from the competent authority.

Chief Electoral Officer (CEO) Gopal Krishna Dwivedi has

informed that21,000 odd government employees are required for

counting of votes across the State on May 23.

The details of allocation of employees to counting centres will not

be revealed until the last minute. He said that they are taking all

steps to maintain secrecy over allocation of staff to the counting

centres so as to avoid unnecessary doubts.

During an informal interaction with mediapersons in his chambers

at the lnterim Government Complex in Velagapudi on Thursday,

the CEO said that after selecting the required staff for counting,

they will organise randomisation procedure twice. Stating that

countinE of votes polled through EVMs will be commenced after

counting of postal ballots and service votes, he said employees

and service voters can exercise their postal ballots until the

commencement of counting.

He informed that 15 tables will be arranged for each Assembly

and Parliamentary constituency. Each counting table consists of

4i29i20t9.7:43 P\4
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a supervisor, counting assistant and micro observer. The CEO

said requisitions came from the officials of Visakhapatnam, West

Godavari and Kurnool districts for increasing the number of

tables in counting centres. On re-polling at a few polling centres

in the State, the CEO said the EC is yet to take a call on the

proposal.

(Get the news that matters from New lndian Express on

WhatsApp. Click this link and hit'tlick to Subscribe'. Follow the

instructions after that.)
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country as polling gets underwa.

EVM, WPAT glitches reported across
country as poll¡ng gets underway for
second phase of 2019 Lok Sabha
election - Firstpost

Vinayak Chakravorty Apr 26, 2019 13:53:34 IST

37-47 minules
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Silchar (Assam): As the second phase of polling is underway to

elect members to the 17th Lok Sabha, Electronic Voting Machine

(EVM) and Voter-verified Paper Audit Trail (WPAT) glitches have

been reported at a number of polling booths across the country.

Polling was delayed in Assam's Silchar owing to WPAT
malfunctioned at the polling station-

"There was a minor glitch in the machine, which has been fixed.

The vcters may cast the vote now," Sajad Khan, Sector Officer

(SO) deployed at the polling booth, told ANl.
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ln Uttar Pradesh, EVMs are not functioning at Mathura, leaving \ O?
voters irked. Reports suggest that some voters have returned t

without voting.

Faulty EVMs have also caused delays in booth numbers 29 and

134 in Raiganj Parliamentary Constituency, as well as at booth

numbers 261 and 263 of Bolangir parliamentary constituency in

Odisha.

Polling is yet to begin at Maniyakarapalayam government high

school in Coimbatore as the voting machine has malfunctioned.

ln Maharashtra, Beed District Magistrate Astik Kumar Pandey

said five places have reported EVM and WPAT malfunctions

since morning in Beed constituency, namely, Georai, Mazalgaon,

Kej, Ashti, Parali.

However, all those machines have been replaced immediately

and polling is going smoothly at all locations, he added.

As paft of the second phase of elections, polling is being held in

Lok Sabha constituencies of Assam (5), Bihar (5), Chhattisgarh

(3), Jammu and Kashmir (2), Karnataka (1a), Maharashtra (10),

Manipur ('l), Odisha (5), Tamil Nadu (38), Uttar Pradesh (8),

West Bengal (3), and a single parliamentary seat of Puducherry.

According io the Election Commission, a voter turnout of 69.43

percent was recorded in phase one of elections in eighteen

states and two Union Territories held on '1'1 April.

Your guide to the latest election news, analysis, commentary, live

updates and schedule for Lok Sabha Elections 2019 on

ärgü!ê.ç2fzerËËlcîl:. Follow us on -{witter and t{t$t1g_tëi!. or like

our f ç;ç*bc*k page for updates from all 543 constituencies for

the upcoming general elections.
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA

REVTE* p'rrrroN (crvr) No.--oF 20re \st
IN

wRrT PETTTTON(C ) NO. 1s14 OF 2018

IAzuSING OUT OF ORDER PASSED BY THIS HON'BLE COTIRT IN
w.p(c) No. 1s 14 oF 2018 DATED 08.04.20191

IN THE MATTER OF:

M.G. Devasahayam & Ors. ....Petitioners

Versus

Election Commission of India

REVIE\ü PETITION IN THE OPEN COURT
TO

TTIE HON'BLE CHIEF JUSTICE OF INDIA

AND HIS COMPANION JUSTICES OF TT{E

SUPREME COURT OF INDIA

THE HUMBLE PETITION OF

THE PETITIONER ABOVE

NAMED

MOST RESPECTFULLY SHOWETH:

1. That the Petitioners have preferred the above mentioned Review

Petition under Article 137 of the Constitution R/w Order XLVII of the

Supreme Court Rules 2013 challenging the Impugned Order passed

.Respondent



\0{!
by this Hon'ble Court in \\"(C) No. 1514 of 2018dated 08.04.2019.

The Petitioner craves leave of this Hon'ble Court to treat the

application as part and parcel of the above mentioned Writ petitioner,

the facts of which a.re not being repeated herein for the sake of

brevity.

That in view of the reasons and grounds stated in the accompanying

writ petition, oral arguments are essential in the present matter in

order to assist this Hon'ble Court. It would be in the interest ofjustice

that oral arguments limited to the aspects highlighting error apparent

on the face of record be entedained by this Hon'ble Court and to

present the newly discovered evidence that that has been received by

the Petitioner which was not available to the Petitioner at the time of

the completion of pleadings in the captioned Writ Petition.

That the Petitioners have a good prima facie case for review of the

order dated 08.04.2019 in WP(C) No. 1514 of 2018.

That the present application is being made bone frde and in the

interest oljustice.

PRAYER

The ApplicantPetitioner respectfully prays that this Hon'ble Court

may graciously be pleased to:

a. Direct for hearing of the Review Petition in the open court;



t)

\Db
b. Pass such other order or orders as this Hon'b1e Court may deem fit

to do so in the interest ofjustice.

AND FOR THIS ACT OF KINDNESS THE APPLICANT AS IN

DUTY BOLIND SHALL EVERPRAY.

DRAWN ON 27.04.2019

DRAWN BY: Mr. Prasanna S. Advocate.

FILED ON: 30.04.2019

FILED AT: New Delhi

FILED BY:

Goutham Shivshankar
Advocate-on-Record

For the Petitioners,
Code No: 2698
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIA
INHERENT JURISDICTION

        REVIEW PETITION (CIVIL) NO.1083 OF 2019
IN

WRIT PETITION (CIVIL) NO.215 OF 2019

    RAMESH BELLAMKONDA   ... PETITIONER(S) 

                  VS.

    ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA    ... RESPONDENT(S)

                              

                                 WITH

REVIEW PETITION (CIVIL) NO.1084/2019 IN WRIT PETITION 
(CIVIL)NO.273/2019, REVIEW PETITION (CIVIL) NO.1116/2019 

     IN WRIT PETITION (CIVIL)NO.1514/2018 AND WRIT PETITION
     (CIVIL)NO.612/2019

                         
                        

          O R D E R

Review  Petition  (Civil)  No.1083/2019  in  Writ  Petition
(Civil) No.215/2019,   Review Petition (Civil) No.1084/2019 In
Writ Petition (Civil) No.273/2019, Review Petition (Civil)
No.1116/2019 In Writ Petition (Civil) No.1514/2018   :

Applications for listing the review petitions in open

Court are allowed.

Heard learned counsel for the petitioners and perused

the  record.   We  are  convinced  that  the  order  of  which

review  has  been  sought,  does  not  suffer  from  any  error

apparent warranting its reconsideration.  
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The  Review  Petitions  are,  accordingly,  dismissed.

Pending applications stand disposed of. 

W  rit Petition (Civil) No.612/2019 :

We are not inclined to entertain this petition.  The

writ  petition  is  dismissed.   Pending  applications  stand

disposed of.

       ……………………………………………………………CJI.
[RANJAN GOGOI]

……………………………………………………………J.
[DEEPAK GUPTA]

……………………………………………………………J.
[SANJEEV KHANNA]

New Delhi;
May 7, 2019.
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ITEM NO.31               COURT NO.1               SECTION PIL-W

               S U P R E M E  C O U R T  O F  I N D I A
                       RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS

R.P.(C) No.1083/2019 in W.P.(C)No.215/2019

RAMESH BELLAMKONDA                                 Petitioner(s)

                                VERSUS

ELECTION COMMISSION OF INDIA                       Respondent(s)
(With appln.(s) for permission to file additional documents/facts/ 
annexures and for listing review petition in open Court)
 
WITH
R.P.(C)No.1084/2019 in W.P.(C) No.273/2019 (PIL-W)
(With appln.(s) for permission to file additional documents/facts/ 
annexures and for listing review petition in open Court)

R.P.(C)No.1116/2019 in W.P.(C)No.1514/2018 (PIL-W)

W.P.(C) No.612/2019 (PIL-W)
(With appln.(s) for exemption from filing O.T.)
 
Date : 07-05-2019 These petitions were called on for hearing today.

CORAM : 
         HON'BLE THE CHIEF JUSTICE
         HON'BLE MR. JUSTICE DEEPAK GUPTA
         HON'BLE MR. JUSTICE SANJIV KHANNA

For Petitioner(s) Mr. Aakarsh Kamra,AOR

Dr. Abhishek Manu Singhvi,Sr.Adv.
Dr. Saif Mahmood,Adv.     
Mr. Amit Bhandari,Adv.
Mr. Avishkar Singhvi,Adv.
Mr. Mayank Mikhail Mukherjee,Adv.
Mr. Vivek Agarwal,Adv.
Mr. L. Nidhiram Sharma,Adv.
Ms. Madhvi Khanna,Adv.
Mr. Azeem S.,Adv.
Mr. Chandyoomen,Av.
Mr. Zulfikar Memon,Adv.
Mr. Arjun Singh Bhati,AOR

Mr. Kapil Sibal,Sr.Adv.
Mr. Nizam Pasha,Adv.
Mr. Prasanna S.,Adv.
Mr. Shantanu Singh,Adv.
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Mr. Goutham Shivshankar,AOR

Mr. Raju Ramachandran,Sr.Adv.
Mr. C.U. Singh,Sr.Adv.
Dr. Saif Mahmood,Adv.
Mr. M.R. Shamshad,AOR
Mr. Aditya Samaddar,Adv.
Mr. Vivek Agarwal,Adv.
Ms. Sarah Haque,Adv.                   

                   
For Respondent(s) Mr. K.K. Venugopal,AG

Mr. Tushar Mehta,SG
Mr. Ankur Talwar,Adv.
Mr. Rajat Nair,Adv.
Mr. Kanu Agrawal,Adv.
Mr. Sachin Sharma,Adv.
Mr. A.K. Sharma,AOR

ECI Mr. C.A. Sundaram,Sr.Adv.
Mr. Amit Sharma,AOR
Mr. Dipesh Sinha,Adv.
Mr. Prateek Kumar,Adv.
Mr. Neelesh Singh Rao,Adv.
Ms. Rohini Mosa,Adv.                    

          UPON hearing the counsel the Court made the following
                             O R D E R

Review  Petition  (Civil)  No.1083/2019  in  Writ  Petition
(Civil) No.215/2019,   Review Petition (Civil) No.1084/2019 In
Writ Petition (Civil) No.273/2019, Review Petition (Civil)
No.1116/2019 In Writ Petition (Civil) No.1514/2018   :

The review petitions are dismissed in terms of the

signed order.

W  rit Petition (Civil) No.612/2019 :

The writ petition is dismissed in terms of the signed

order.

       (Anand Prakash)     (Sarita Purohit)     
        Branch Officer               AR-cum-PS 

(Signed order is placed on the file)
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